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• .- December 1847 to July 1858 ...

369. EUGENE SUE

EXAMINER,11 DEC., 1847, p. 787

The Daily News had published a seriesof articleson 26 Oct., and 2, 9, 25, and 29 Nov.,
1847, entitled "The Literature of the Lower Orders," by William Hepworth Dixon
(1821-79), journalist, historian, and traveller. The editor of the Examiner, John Forster
(1812-76), excerpted from and endorsed these articles in pieces entitled "The Moral
Epidemic," 30 Oct., pp. 690-1, and "Literature of the Lower Orders," 6 Nov., p. 709.
Mill's response, in a letter to the editor, in which Harriet Taylor probablyhad a hand, is
his fast contribution to the Examiner since August 1842 (No. 293). It appears in the
"Political Examiner," headed as rifle, with the subhead, "To the Editor of theExaminer."
It is described in Mill's bibliography as "A letter signed J.S. in the Examiner of llth
December 1847remonstrating against an attack on Sue's novelof Martin l'Enfant trouvC'
(MacMinn, p. 69).

sm,--You have lately quoted with approval, and thereby given additional

publicity and weight to some articles in the Daily News, which purported to give
an account of "The Literature of the Lower Orders," meaning the cheap

periodicals, and publications in series. The quality of the mental food and
entertainment provided for the "lower orders" (if they are really the purchasers
of this cheap literature) is so important a subject, that the Daily News is to be
commended for directing attention to it; but that paper has unfortunately

delegated the office of examining the publications in question to a person so little
worthy of the judicial trust reposed in him, as to heap all the terms of moral
reprobation in his vocabulary upon works with which he seems entirely
unacquainted. He has already been under the necessity of retracting the words in
which he had accused one publication (the production, too, of a woman), of
"looseness, warmth of colouring in criminal scenes, and a false glow cast round

guilty indulgences. ,,1 Among the other works which he has designated by name
as forming the literature which he terms "a chaos of corruption, ''2 there is one
characterised by him in the following words, which have been quoted in the
Exam/ner.

IForster, "Literature of the Lower Orders," Examiner, 6 Nov., 1847, p. 709, quoting
Dixon, "The Literature of the Lower Orders. Batch the Second," Daily News, 2 Nov., p.
3. The attack was on Susannah Frances Reynolds, Gretna Green; or, All for Love
(London:Dicks, 1848). Dixon retracted the charge in his "Batch the Third," Daily News,
9 Nov., 1847, p. 3.

2Examiner, 6 Nov., p. 709; Daily News, 2 Nov., p. 3.
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Martin the Foundling, our readers already know too well as the most disgusting
productionof a writerwho was never remarkablefor his purity.In thesepenny numbers,
largelycirculated and almostuniversally devoured by eager#male readers [the italics are
the writer's own] his most obscene and intoxicating details are reproducedwith all the
minute fidelity of which the English language is capable, and this very fidelity is flaunted
forth as the chief recommendation of this edition. The translationscurrent in the superior
ranks are expurgated; but in spite of that necessarycare for the taste and better feeling of
the educatedEnglish reader, the tale is utterlydisgusting. 3

It is not often that a single paragraph displays such complicated unfitness in
the writer of it, for having anything to do with the subject which he affects to
treat of, as is shown in these sentences. So uneducated is he, as to suppose that
"educated English readers" read French books in a translation. So ignorant of life
and the world as not to know that the demand for M. Sue's and all other French

novels among the "superior ranks," the "eager female readers" of the English
nobility and higher classes, is so great and incessant that the libraries in Bond
street cannot supply them fast enough or in quantity enough. 4 And, to crown all,
he has never read the book he condemns. I, having read it, doubt whether he has
even looked at it. He has charged it with being what it is not, and entirely missed
what it is. It does not contain "obscene and intoxicating details." It does not
describe scenes of sensuality, or introduce any licentious characters except those
whom it intends in other respects to inspire disgust. Martin l'Enfant trouvd is a
book which no one can read without seeing that it is written with a serious moral
and even political purpose. It is a manifesto against the relation between rich and
Ix)or, such as the present institutions of society have made it. The author aims at
exhibiting the moral perversion which the existing state of society engenders in a
part of the rich and in a part of the poor; and this is done with something of the
melodramatic exaggeration of the Mysteries of Paris, 5 though in a far less
degree. But he also presents, from both classes, characters of the noblest and
highest principle, and the most conscientious self-control, and I do not fear to
add that there are diffused through the book, and illustrated by the conduct and
maxims of those characters, many principles of conduct and ideas of moral and
social improvement, decidedly in advance of the age, and showing in the writer
no ordinary degree of the desire and the capacity both to improve the outward

3Forster, "The Moral Epidemic," Examiner, 30 Oct., p. 690, quoting Dixon, "The
Literature of the Lower Orders. Batch the First," Daily News, 26 Oct., p. 3. Eugene
Marie Joseph Sue (1804-57) was a popular French novelist, whose Martin, l'enfant
trouv_, ou Les nu_moiresd'un valet de chambre, 12 vols. (Paris: P6tion, 1846-47), had
appeared in English as Martin the Foundling in 1847, issued by three differentpublishers.

'tLibraries,normallyas part of a bookseller's or publisher's shop, were clustered in the
area of Bond St.: for example, E.S. Ebers and Co., 27 Old Bond St.; John Mitchell, 33
Old Bond St.; Eliza Andrews, 167 New Bond St.; Saunders and Otley, 50 Conduit St.;
Edward Bull, 19 Holies St.; andEdward Churton, 26 Holies St.

5Sue, Les myst_res de Paris, 10 vols. (Paris: Gosselin, 1842-43). The first London
edition, published in 1844 by Dugdale, was followed by many republications and
imitations.
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condition of mankind, and to raise the tone of their minds; notwithstanding some
errors, and among the rest a very decided tendency towards Communism, which
in this most improving writer further reflection will probably reduce within just
bounds.

I confess I feel indignant at seeing one of the very few popular imaginative
writers of our time, who aim at any noble objects or inculcate any lessons but the
most beaten and trivial moralities, made a byeword by people who have never
read him for the extreme contrary of all that he is and desires to be. I know
nothing of M. Sue except his works, but the more recent of them, and especially
Martin, have given me the highest esteem for his intentions and for many of his
principles, 6 and I protest, with all the force I am capable of, against the
calumnious representation of them which the Daily News has sent forth, and
which you have, I am sure unwittingly, assisted in diffusing.

A remonstrance, addressed to the Daily News, not having been inserted, I
address this protest to you.

J.S. 7

370. THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT IN FRANCE

SPECTATOR,18 MAR., 1848, P. 273

The imnningof the culminating banquet (planned for22 Feb., 1848), in a seriesdesigned
to promote parliamentaryreform, led to demonstrations, and Louis Philippe dismissed
Guizot. Troops fired on demonstratorson the 23rd, and armedinsurrectionresulted. On
the 24th Louis Philippe (aged seventy-four) abdicated in favour of his ten-year-old
grandson,the comte de Paris, and went into exile in Britain (where he died three years
later); revolutionary leaders set up a provisional republicangovernmentat the H6tel de
Ville. Mill is here responding to "News of the Week," Spectator, 11Mar., 1848, p. 237,
fromwhich the quotations aretaken. The letter, headed"To the Editorof theSpectator,"
is described in Mill's bibliography as "A letter signed J.S.M. in the Spectatorof 18th
March1848, on some proceedingsof the ProvisionalGovernmentof France" (MacMinn,
p. 69).

sm,--The opening remarks of the commentary on French affairs in your last
paper recommend, in the best possible spirit, forbearance in judging and
liberality in interpreting the conduct of the Provisional Government of France. I

6The reference may include Sne's Mathilde: M_moires d'une jeune femme, 6 vols.
(Paris:Gosselin, 1841), andLejuiferrant, 10vols. (Paris:Paulin, 1844-45). Mill refers
to the latter,as well as to Martin, renfant trouv_, in a letterof 1848to Sueaccompanying
a _ of his Principles (EL, CW, Vol. XIII, p. 736).

'To the letter is appendedin squarebracketsa note by JohnForster: "We think the
chargeof our contemporarymuchtoo sweeping, butwe cannotadmitthat the imputation
of licentiousness,in the instanceof Martin, is groundless.There arescenes in it of wanton
sensualityorgrossness;buttherearemanyotherwritingsof Eug6neSue thatwe have read
with unmixedadmiration.--Ed. Ex."
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beg you to consider whether, in the detailed criticisms which immediately follow
this recommendation, you have acted up to your own very proper canon. You
blame the Provisional Government for "going beyond its provisional function to
undertake legislation of a permanent character." The first instance with which
you support this censure is not felicitous. You say, "It was, for example, within
its province to suspend the sitting of the Peers, but not to abolish the order of
Peerage by abolishing titles. ''_ Surely you must be aware that the French
nonhereditary Peerage had nothing to do with rifles: a vast majority of titled
persons were not Peers, and a large proportion of the Chamber of Peers were not
rifled. With reference to the other acts of the Government on which you comment
unfavourably, such as the reduction of the hours of labour, 2 may it not be said in
your own words, that "they are acting upon views and under compulsions which
we cannot fully appreciate"? Yet even what we can already see of their situation
may well be conceived amply to justify every act hitherto ascribed to them. Is it
not their grand business as a Provisional Government to keep the peace and
restore order? and was it possible to do this after such a revolution, unless on the
foundation of a compromise which should afford some immediate satisfaction to
the demands and expectations of the classes by whom the revolution was made?
We must remember that no act of the Provisional Government is anything more
than provisional. They very properly disclaim all right or power to make
permanent laws; 3 and they have convoked an Assembly who must necessarily
reconsider all their acts, and who have power instantly to set those acts aside. 4

The general colouring given by you to your description of events in France,
tends (I am sure contrary to your intention) to encourage those who, wishing the
Republican Government to fail, look out for every pretext to prophesy its failure.
Where was the necessity for citing some idle rumour of an intended resignation
of Lamartine, and acounting for it by supposing that he "probably discovers too
much of the rude and sordid in the work of revolutionary politics"? Where is
there the slightest sign in any public manifestation of M. De Lamartine, that he
thinks any part of the work he is engaged in "rude and sordid"? and how
unworthy must he be of such a position if he could think so? Again, you have
given an entirely mistaken account of the admirable experiment which "a leading

IBy two Proclamations on 24 Feb., the Provisional Government had forbidden the
Peers to meet (Moniteur, 1848, p. 499); on 29 Feb., a Decree abolished titles (ibid., p.
519).

2Bya Decree on 2 Mar. (ibid., p. 529), the hours of labour were reduced by one; this
decree was confLrmedfor Pads on 3 Mar., and as applying to women as well as men on
the 9th (ibid., pp. 536 and 581).

3See Alphonse de Lamartine (1790-1869), writer and statesman, Minister of Foreign
Affairs in the Provisional Government, "R_ponse /tune ddputation de gardes du
comrncree rtclamant au sujet du ddcret qui suspend la contraintc par corps" (11 Mar.),
Moniteur, 1848, p. 597.

4Bya Proclamation of 5 Mar. (ibid., p. 549).
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journal," and it may be added a leading railway company, have organized for
associating the labourers employed by them in the profits of the undertaking.5

You call it, with great exaggeration, a "community of property"; and you accuse

it of "subjecting the men, who have hitherto counted on regular wages, to the

vicissitudes of profit and loss." If you had read with any care the particulars

given in the daily newspapers, you would have seen that the plan does nothing of
the kind. Every member of the establishment continues to receive a fixed salary

as before; but, after deducting this and all other expenses, and allowing 5 per

cent to the proprietors, any surplus profit is to be divided among all concerned, in

the ratio of their fixed gains. It is exactly the plan successfully adopted some

years ago by an individual at Paris, employing some hundreds of labourers, M.

Le.claire; descriptions of which have been given in the Edinburgh Review and in
Chambers' s Journal.6

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
J.S.M. 7

SLa Presse and the Great Northern Railway. See "The Republic of France," Daily
News, 3 Mar., p. 2, and "Latest from Paris," ibid., 7 Mar. (2nd ed.), p. 3. Cf.
"Revolutionized Paris," Examiner, 11 Mar., pp. 170-1.

6Edme Jean Leclaire (1801-72), the "Father of Profit-Sharing," a Parisian house-
painter and decorator, who in 1842 began admitting his workmen to share in his profits.
The reference to the Edinburgh Review is to Mill's own article of April 1845, "The
Claims of Labour" (CW, Vol. IV, pp. 363-89, esp. 382-3). The other account is
"M. I.,_laire of Paris," Chambers's Edinburgh Journal, n.s. IV (27 Sept., 1845), 193-6,
which consists of _anslations from L_laire's Des ameliorations qu'il serait possible

d"a:pporter dans le sort des ouvriers peintres en b_timents (see CW, Vol. Ill, p. 1123).
'To the letter is appended in square brackets a note by the editor, Robert Stephen

Rintoul: "Our correspondent convicts us of two instances of carelessness, which we will
not attempt to palliate. Of course we knew of the distinction between the titular nobility of
France and the unhereditary Peerage; but we did not sufficiently mark it in writing. With
respect to the arrangement in the office of La Presse, our correspondent describes it
correctly. In the general arguments above we cannot so readily concur. We still hold that
the Provisional Government has committed acts more than provisional. Every needless
tampering with permanent institutions is of that character--the abolition of rifles, for
instance. The alienation of Crown lands and effects is more than provisional, and could
not press so urgently as not to brook a month's delay. The attempt at swamping the
National Guard is another instance. Although in the strict letter the laws relating to labour
are liable to repeal, it was going beyond the province of a temporary Government to
interfere in them so widely and with so manifest an animus. We wish the inevitable
experiment of a Republic to have fair play, and should view its success with interest; but
we do not think that its leaders evince sufficient power of control to insure
success.--Ed."
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371. GEORGE SAND

UNPUBLISHED LETTER TO THE VOIX DES FEMMES [AFTER 9 APR., 1848]

AmandineAurorel.,ucieDupin, baronne Dudevant(1804-76), whowroteunderthe name
"George Sand," attackedestablishedviews of societyand marriagein hernovelsandher
life. La R_orme publishedon 9 Apr., 1848, p. 3, a letterto the editorfromher(dated8
Apr.), in which she objected to "Candidature de George Sand," an article in the
short-livedfeminist and socialist newspaper, theVoix des Femmes (6 Apr., p. 1), by the
editorEug6nie Niboyet (1797-1883), suggesting that Sand would be an ideal candidate
for the National Assembly. Niboyet also readher articleat a meetingof a feminist clubon
the same day. In her letter Sand denied knowing the people involved in the proposal,
saying she did not wish to remain silent lest the "joke" mighthe thought to entail her
acceptance of their proposal and ideas. The Voix des Femmes reprinted her letter (10
Apr., pp. 1-2), and reportedthat Sand's candidaturehad formallybeen proposedat the
Jacobin Club on the 9th. The MS of this undated draft letter, in Mill's hand but
undoubtedly a "joint production" with HarrietTaylor, is in the Mill-TaylorCollection,
Vol. XLI, No. 2, ft. 10-12, on paper watermarked1846. The MS of the Englishdraft,
also in Mill's hand and undated (printed in App. D below), is ibid., ft. 18-19. As the
letterwas not published, it is not listed in Mill's bibliography.

DEPUISLONGTEMPSadmiratrice de George Sand, je fus des premiers _ lui rendre
honneur et justice. Lorsqu'en Angleterre tous se ru6rent sur eUe comme sur un
6crivain immoral et ind6cent, nous ffimes, moi et un cercle d'amis non sans
influence, les premiers _ nous r6crier contre les accusations qu'alors on
prodiguait/t ses 6crits. A tous ceux qui les condamnaient nous invoquions contre
leur jugement d'alors leur jugement d'aujourd'hui, et l'6v6nement est venu
justifier notre appel. Comment doricexprimer ce que j'6prouve d'6tonnement, de
honte et de chagrin en apprenant que lors de la grande crise politique et sociale de
l'humanit6, amen6e par le noble 61an de Paris, Mme George Sand, au lieu
d'avancer, recule--que non seulement elle ne prend aucune initiative, n'6nonce
aucuns principes, mais pareiUe /_une /ady timide et vulgaire, elle rejette les
flateries amicales qui lui ont 6t6 faites par votre journal, et tache d'6craser du
haut de sa c616brit6 litt6raire celles qui ont os6 la prendre pour chef d'une
opinion I qu'elles 6taient bien en droit de lui attribuer,

Sa protestation darts la Rdforrne contre l'usage que vous avez fait de son nom
ne peut s'expliquer que par la crainte ClUeson amour propre d'auteur pourrait _tre
compromis par le soUlX2Ond'une relation quelconque entre sa r6putation fare et
des r6putations encore _tfaire. Quoiqu'il en soit, la r6ponse que vous avez falte
cette lettre lui est autant sup6rieure en dignit6 et en d6sint6ressement, que la
gloire litt6raire de Mme Sand l'est/t la v6tre. Serait-elle retomb6e au niveau de

_In the manuscripta phrase that appears to read "par amusement"is interlined,butthe
intention is unclear.
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nos femmes-auteur anglaises, qui s'empressent toujours _ d6clarer qu'elles ne
veulent pas soutenir l'6mancipation des femmes tandis que c'est _ l'6mancipation
partielle, conquise par des _aaes plus g6n6reuses, qu'elles sont redevables de
pouvoir 61ever la voix, et se faire la position sociale et l'influence litt6raire
qu'elles craignent de compromettre en dormant la moindre aide au mouvement
qui les a fait ce qu'elles sont. La litt6rature f6minine de notre pays nous a bien
habitu6s _tces petites bassesses, effets de la peur. Ce n'est pas ainsi que nous
aurions voulu parler de G. Sand. Mais je crains qu'elle ne soit destin6e _ ne
servir _t la cause des femmes, cause ins6parable de tous les grands int6r_ts de
l'humanit6, que de la mani6re dont toute femme 6minente lui sert, l'aide par le
seul fait d'etre femme. Au reste je partage toute votre admiration pour son
superbe talent, ses beaux romans et son merveilleux style. Mais je pense que
vous tombez dans une erreur tr6s nuisible _ la cause des femmes, en la qualifiant

de philosophe. 2 Au point de vue philosophique rien ne me semble autant
caract6riser les 6crits de Sand que la pr6sence de l'imagination et du sentiment et
l'absence de l'esprit logique et de principes exacts.

Permettez qu'en vous exprimant les voeux que toute femme d'un esprit 61ev6
et d'un coeur large devrait 6mettre pour le succ6s de votre entreprise j'ajoute mon
espoir que vous traiterez tout d6saveu de sympathie pour cette entreprise de la
part d'une femme quelle qu'elle soit, avec la piti6 indulgente que r6clamem la
faiblesse et la timidit6.

372. ENGLAND AND IRELAND

EXAMINER,13 MAY,1848, PP. 307-8

The agitation for repeal of the union of Ireland with Great Britain, having died down in
1843, began again in late 1847. The FrenchRevolution of February1848and the Chartist
agitation sparkedhopes of a bloodless revolution in Ireland, aided by the French; the
Nation in April called for a national guard, and issued a radical creed. This letter from
Mill, dated 5 May, is inresponse to "Repeal of the Union," Examiner, 29Apr., pp. 275-6
(from which the quotations are taken), by Thomas Carlyle. It signalsthe chasmthat now
separated their social and political views, as Mill, though one of Carlyle's "earliest
admirers," now saw his views as pernicious, while Carlyle thought Mill's valueless.
(Their conflict over "The Negro Question" in 1849may be compared;see CW, Vol. XXI,
pp. 85-95.) This letter to the editor appears in the "Political Examiner" headed as rifle,
with the subhead, "To the Editor of the Examiner." It is described in Mill's bibliography
as "A letter signed M on 'England and Ireland' in the Examiner of 13th May 1848"
(MacMinn, p. 69).

sm,--In your last week's paper you published a dissertation by a writer whom,
even if you had not named him, it would have been impossible to mistake,

2Voixdes Femmes, 10 Apr., p. 2.
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expressive of his judgment on the question of Irish Repeal. Will you permit one
of that writer's earliest admirers to express, through the same medium, the
grounds on which he feels compelled to declare unqualified dissent from the
judgment thus promulgated?

Let me premise that I am not an Irishman, but an Englishman; that I do not
desire Repeal, but, on the contrary, should regard it as a misfotrane to all
concerned. It is good government that should be agitated for, not separate
government: but separation is better than bad government; and I entirely
sympathize in the indignation which an Irishman is entitled to feel at the reasons

given by your correspondent for refusing it.
The doctrine of your correspondent is (to quote his own words) that "the

Destinies have laid upon England a heavier, terribler job of labour than any
people has been saddled with in these generations"--no other than that of

"conquering Anarchy:" that this, which is "England's work, appointed her by
the so-called Destinies and Divine Providences," cannot go on unless Ireland is
either English, or in English hands; and that consequently the repeal of the Union
is "flatly forbidden by the laws of the universe."

This is a new phasis of the Hebrew prophet of these later days, the Ezekiel of
England. The spirit of his prophesying is quite changed. Instead of telling of the
sins and errors of England, and warning her of "wrath to come, ,1 as he has been
wont to do, he preaches the divine Messiahship of England, proclaims her the
prime minister of Omnipotence on this earth, commissioned to reduce it all (or as
much of it as is convenient to herself) into order and harmony, or at all events,
under that pretext, into submission, even into "slavery," under her own
power--will it or will it not.

When an assumption of this sort is coolly made, and the already ample
self-conceit of John Bull encouraged to invest itself with the imaginary dignity of
an appointed minister of "the laws of the universe," the proper answer would
seem to be, simply to deny the premises. Where is the evidence that England has
received any such mandate from the supreme powers? Where are her credentials?
By what signs has she shown that the "conquering of anarchy" is the work
specially appointed to her from above?

If the test is to be (and one cannot imagine your correspondent appealing to
any other), her having given proof of the capacity to do it, it so happens that
England is precisely the one country among all others, which has had the
opportunity of showing, and has conclusively shown, that she has not that
capacity. For five centuries, to speak within bounds, has this very comer of earth
in question, this Ireland, been given over to her by the "destinies and divine
providences," as a test of what capacity she has for reducing chaos into order. 2

IThough wrath is certainly promised in Ezekiel (see Chap. 7), the warning is directed
to the "generation of vipers" in Matthew, 3:7.

2Millis dating.England's rule of Ireland to the reignof Edward HI(1312-77).
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For five centuries has she had Ireland under her absolute, resistless power, to
show what she could do in the way of "conquering anarchy"--and the result is
the most total, disastrous, ignominious failure yet known to history. No other
nation ever had such an opportunity for so prolonged a period, and made such a
use of it. The Romans were in many respects barbarians, yet the Gauls, within a
century after being conquered by them, were a civilized people; and the most
recalcitrant of all subjects with whom they had to deal, the people who then, as
now, had the strongest natural tendency to anarchy of any in Europe, the Iberian
Spaniards, in 150 years after the conquest were perfectly peaceable, and far more
civilized than the Romans themselves were when they conquered them.
Mahomet, one of your correspondent's heroes, 3 was a savage, and a leader of
savages; he lived in one of the worst times of the world's history, yet in a century
after his death the most civilized monarchy in the western world, one which kept
arts, letters, and commerce alive when they seemed to have perished everywhere
else, had been founded at Grenada by the descendants of his wild Arabs. These

may be called conquerors of anarchy. But England! and in Ireland! For the fast
four and a half of her five centuries she had not so much as the wish to do aught

but oppress and trample on Ireland for her own supposed benefit. I waive penal
laws 4 and all controversial topics, but even in the eighteenth century she

purposely and avowedly crushed the nascent manufactures of Ireland (the
hopeful germ of so much that Ireland still needs), lest they should compete with
her own. 5 And there was not one of her statesmen who would not have thought it

disgracefully unpatriotic to have acted otherwise. This is no peculiar reproach to
England; it was the infernal spirit of that time--a time at which England, now
the liberator of the negro slave, made wars and treaties for the sake of Assiento

contracts for supplying negroes to be worked to death in Spanish America. 6 It is

3Mahornet(570-632), the founder of Islam, was the subject of the second lecture in
Carlyle's On Heroes, Hero-Worship, and the Heroic in History (London: Fraser, 1841),
first delivered in a series of lectures that Mill had attended.

4Tbere was no penal "code" in the strict sense, but a long list of Acts, beginning with
the Britishstatute 3 William and Mary, c. 2 (1691), and continued in such Acts of the
Irish parliament as 7 William III, c. 5 (1695), 10 William II, cc. 8, 13(1698), 2 Anne,
cc. 5, 6 (1703), 6 Anne, c. 6 (1707), 8 Anne, c. 3 (1709), 2 George I, c. 10 (1715), 6
George I, c. 10(1719), 1 George 1I, c. 9 (1727), 9 George II, c. 3 (1735), and 15& 16
Georgem,c. 21 (1776). The general intent is expressed in the title of the last cited: An
Act to Prevent and Punish Tumultuous Risings of Persons within This Kingdom, and for
OtherPurposesThereinMentioned.

5Themanyacts inclode 10& I 1WillianaHI, c. 10(1699), wool, 9 Anne, c. 12(1710),
hops, 11 GeorgeI, c. 7 (1724), drugs, rags, apples, and pictures,5 GeorgeII, c. 21
(1732), wool again;and 19GeorgeII, c. 12(1746), glass, liquors,and salt.

6Assiento,a tradingagreement(Spanishasiento, contract),applied to those madeby
Spainwith other nationsfor the supplyingof Negro slaves to America,for example and
especially, the AsientoTreatyof Utrecht(1713) authorizedthe Britishto bringannually,
forthirtyyears, 4800 slaves fromherAfrican colonies to America.
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to the honour of England that she was the fLrstto cast off this spirit: and during
the present generation, the policy of England towards Ireland has been, in point
of intention, as upright and even as generous as was consistent with the
inveterate English habit of making the interest of the aristocracy and of the
landlords the first consideration. As between the two countries, nothing can now
be more disinterested than the policy of England. It is a pity we should be obliged
to add, nothing more imbecile; more devoid of plan, of purpose, of ideas, of
practical resource. Omitting former times, we had, two years ago, what may
prove to have been a last opportunity of regenerating Ireland. A terrible calamity
quelled all active opposition to our government, and Ireland was once more a
tabula rasa, 7 on which we might have inscribed what we pleased. This was an
occasion for English politicians to show what they had in them. Here was a field
to exercise this divine gift of bringing chaos into order. Whatever ideas they had,
they must have then displayed; and it proved that they had none. They spent ten
millions in effecting what seemed impossibleqin making Ireland worse than
before, s They demoralized and disorganized what little of rational industry the
country contained; and the only permanent thing with which they endowed
Ireland, was the only curse which her evil destiny seemed previously to have
spared her--a bad poor law. 9

The eternal laws of justice, which one might have expected that your
correspondent at least would have stood champion for, will not permit that a
country which has for five hundred years had the power to make what it pleased
of another, and has used that power as England has done, and which has no more
idea now, than it had 500 years ago, how to make any good use of the power,
should now--when its unhappy dependent, weary of such government, declares
that it will try what can be done by and for itself--should now say to the
dependent, I am appointed to improve and civilize you, and rather than let go my
hold of you, I will make you suffer "a doom that makes me shudder." You
appointed! the dependent country may well retort; then why did you not set about
it before? What proof do you give that you mean to attempt it now? And even if
you do, has not your capacity, both long since and down to this very hour, been
weighed in the balance and found wanting? j°

There might be somewhat to be said for a pretension of this sort, if made in
behalf of England by a Cromwell. 11If courage and capacity of the highest order,
proved through a long period of confusion, in which capacity of every sort rose
to the top, had invested some eminent ruler of this island with a temporary

7Forthe origin of the term, see No. 191, n5.
SSee"An Account of Loans Advanced by the Imperial Treasuryfor Public Works in

Ireland," PP, 1847, LIV, 91-282.
910 Victoria, c. 31 (1847).
1°Daniel,5:27.
HCromwell was greatly admired by Carlyle, who in 1845 edited his Letters and

Speeches.
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dictatorship, thereby enabling him more effectually and speedily to clear away
all obstacles to future progress, and erect on the ground thus cleared an enduring
edifice of good government, and ff every part of his conduct steadily manifested
that such was really his purpose, I for one should have nothing to object, if such a
ruler claimed it as his duty, and consequently his fight, having already Ireland
under his power, to do a similar good work for it also; nor is it likely that either
the duty or the right would in such case be gainsaid by Ireland itself. But at
present the individual in whom England is personified, and who is to regard
himself as the chosen instrument of heaven for making Ireland what it ought to
be, and is encouraged to carry fire and sword through Ireland if that assumption
should be disputed, is--Lord John Russell!

In regard to the 150,000,000 of subjects whom your correspondent says that
the English nation has to care for; it is quite true that in India, having to do, not
with "anarchy" (save in some passing exceptional case, like that of the Sikhs),
but with a people inured from numberless generations to submission, the English
nation does contrive to govern them some degrees better than they were governed
by theix tyrannical or incapable native despots. And inasmuch as England was
able to do this in spite of Napoleon and of united Europe, she could probably
continue to do so in spite of Ireland. As for the remainder of the 150,000,000
(except the comparatively insignificant negro colonies), I am yet to learn that
England does any one thing for them which they could not do better for

themselves; or that her good government of them consists when at the best, in
anything better than in leaving them alone. With respect to the "world just now
fallen into bottomless anarchy," and which your correspondent seems to think
may expect to be helped out of it by England, is not this the case for saying,
"Physician, heal thyself! ''12The quellers of anarchy among the English ruling
classes will have work enough of that sort to do at home, unless the author of
Past and Present is a false prophet. 13With what sort of mental furniturethey are
fitted out for doing it, we have had some recent specimens in the childish panic
of a few days ago, the childish exultation when the panic was over, and that
precious proposal from the leaders of all the parties in the state for a "Public
Order Memorial"wa thing to convulse gods and men with "unextingnishable
laughter."_4 These sages are hardly yet fairly in the wood, when they begin to
holloa as if they were already out of it,

12Luke,4:23.
13InPast and Present (London:Chapmanand Hall, 1843), Carlylemadea resonant

andchallengingpleafor leadershipto heal theever-worseningsocial ills of England.
14Fears aroused by the mass demonstrationof Chartistsat KenningtonCommonon 10

Apr., 1848, provedin the event to be unwarranted,althoughbrieflybeforehandLondon
was virtuallyundermartial law. The "Public OrderMemorial" had been proposedto
comn_moratethe workof the Special Constables in restrainingthe Chartists,but on 6
May, thedayafterMillwrotehis letter,the Committeeappointedto act on theMemorial
votedto dropthe project.The"unextinguishablelaughter"wasthatof thegods inHomer,
Iliad, Vol. I, p. 48 (I, 599).
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No, sir: rely on it, that England has no mission, just now, to keep other nations
out of anarchy; but on the contrary, will have to learn, from the experience which
other nations are now in a way of acquiring, the means by which alone it can
henceforth be averted from herself. And your correspondent, of all persons,
might have been expected to acknowledge that there is not one of the working
men and women now in conference with Louis Blanc at the Luxembourg on the
"organization of labour,"15 who is not a degree nearer to the overcoming of this
difficulty than Lord John Russell or Sir Robert Peel; since those at least know

what the problem is, and (however crude and wild their present notions are)
place their hopes in attaining a rational and peaceful solution of it, while the

Englishmen place theirs in nothing but in crushing it down, and preventing it
from being mooted at all. Before I cease to intrude on your space, let me he
permitted to express the opinion that Europe, and especially France, which are
accused, and by your correspondent, of rushing headlong into anarchy, are in
reality affording a proof, and a most precious and salutary one, how utterly
repugnant all approach to anarchy is to the present state of the European mind.
For six weeks after the revolution there was no police, no organized force, the
city guard was annihilated, the troops banished, the Government had no means
of making itself obeyed but by argument and persuasion; nothing apparently
stood between Paris and anarchy; yet nothing worse is known to have happened
than a few forced illuminations in honour of trees of liberty; and even of common
offences, it is said that a smaller number were committed than in ordinary times.
Most remarkable is it, that so far from being an anarchical spirit, the spirit which
is now abroad is one which demands too much government; it is wholly a spirit of
association, of organization; even the most extreme anti-property doctrines take
the form of Communism, of Fourierism,16 of some scheme not for emancipating
human life from external restraint, but for subjecting it to much more restraint
than it has heretofore been subject to, or ever ought to be; and the apostles of
those doctrines rely avowedly on moral force and on bringing the rest of mankind
to their opinion by experiment and discussion.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,
M. 17

15jean Joseph Charles Louis Blanc (1811-82), a socialist member of the Provisional
Government, author of Organisation du travail (Paris: Pr6vot, [1839]), at this time
presided over the first assembly of Workers' Delegates at the Palais du Luxembourg to
inquire into the problems of labour; he was a proponent of the "ateliers nationaux" that
muchattractedMill.

_6Thesocialist movement named for its founder, Francois Marie Charles Fourier
(1772-1837), Utopianco-operatorwhose "phalanst_res" earlier attractedthe attentionof
Carlyleand Mill.

17To Mill's letter is appendedin squarebracketsthe following note by JohnForster:
"Mr. Carlyle'sdissertationdid not excludewhat is urged by 'M.' Itdid notextendto that
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373. THE REFORM DEBATE

DAILY NEWS, 8 JULY, 1848, P. 3

This article was prompted by the introduction by Joseph Hume on 20 June, 1848, of a
Motion on National Representation, which included household franchise, the ballot,
triennial parliaments, and redistribution (PD, 3rd set., VoL 99, cols. 879-906). The
debate (ibid., cols. 906-66) was continued on adjournment to Thursday, 6 July. when the
motion was lost by a vote of 84 to 351 (ibid., Vol. 100, cols. 156-226). This is the fh'st of
many leading articles Mill wrote for the Daily News. Unheaded, it appears after the
parliamentary report. It is described in Mill's bibliography as "A leading article on the
Reform Debate (1st leader) in the Daily News of 8th July 1848" (MacMinn, p. 69).

IF THE CONDrrIoN AND PROSPECTSof a great popular question may be estimated
at each period by the character of the opposition to it, the reform movement has

made great progress in the interval between the first debate on Mr. Hume's

motion and that of Thursday last; for the change in the complexion of the

anti-reform advocacy is most perceptible. On the In'st occasion, the tone was that

of a champion who is quite persuaded that he is safe, and only for form's sake

exchanges a few thrusts. Lord John Russell's speech sounded like an echo of Mr.
Canning in days long gone by, when nobody in parliament took reform au
sdrieux, and the orator well knew that what his hearers demanded from him was

not reason or argument, but a colour, to put upon the vote they were

predetermined to give. _ All Lord John Russell's points were an exact repetition
of Mr. Canning's. The country did not want organic change. Our constitution

was the admiration and envy of surrounding nations. In England, a man might

rise from the lowest station in society to the highest. If the House of Commons

were reformed, it would not be compatible with an unreformed House of Lords.
All these saws Lord J. Russell had heard, twenty times from Mr. Canning, in

opposition to his own motions for reform; and there was as much truth and

pertinency in them then as there is now. Whether Lord John, a tardy pupil in his

opponents' school, now actually thinks that these are arguments, we do not

part of the subject which is here discussed. The reader will fred, below, a portion of a
second communication from Mr. Carlyle which we had received before 'M.'s' letter
reached us.--Ed. Ex." This note is immediately followed by Carlyle's "Legislation for
Ireland" (signed "C.," as was "Repeal of the Union"), in which the new Poor Law Act is
praised as providing at least an opportunity to make the landlord active in reform. Carlyle
also calls for a Special Commission to deal summarily with the problems, seeing ahead
the "rapids of Niagara" that will permit of no "oaring or steering."

1Russell spoke on 20 June in opposition to Hume's motion (PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 99, cols.
915-33). The views of George Canning that Mill found similar to Russell's may be seen in
Speech of the Right Hon. George Canning, to His Constituents at Liverpool, March 18,
1820 (London: Murray, 1820). See also No. 61, nl.
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know; but we feel sure that Mr. Canning did not, that (to use a stale metaphor) he
laughed in his sleeve at them, and that if he had ever been brought to close
quarters, he would have fought the battle with weapons totally different. He
estimated his tory supporters very justly in supposing that they did not require
anything better, and as for reformers they were not strong enough (at least he
thought so) to be worth the trouble of any more ingenious sophistry.

It is possible that Lord John Russell, when he delivered his speech against
reform, may have been of a somewhat similar way of thinking. It was not then
many weeks since the glorious tenth of April, when the demon revolution, or at
least a noisy braggart that attempted to look like him, sneaked away at the sight
of a special constable's staff; and perhaps Lord John thought that democracy had
been extinguished with Mr. Cuffey. 2 If so, subsequent reflection has brought
wisdom, if not to him, at least to his supporters, for on Thursday there was no
renewal of this old and once serviceable style of argumentation. Nobody took
down from their shelves any more of Mr. Canning's dusty instruments of
warfare, or borrowed from Lord John those which he had brushed and burnished

for the former occasion. The speakers on Thursday had completely altered their
tactics. They no longer took their stand in defence of"things as they are.'3 They
gave up the defence of their own position, and only tried to show that their
assailants were as vulnerable as themselves. The series of speeches against Mr.
Hume's motion was a succession of assaults not upon reform, but upon the
details of the particular plan of reform which Mr. Hume has brought forward.
The burden of the complaint was that the plan is not systematic--that it rests on
no definite principles, and is open, at various points, to the double question, why
go so far; and, since you go so far, why not go farther._

The assertion is only true in a sense in which it is denied by no one. Mr.
Cobden accepted the charge, 5 and none of Mr. Hume's supporters repudiate it.
But it comes with an ill grace from the speakers and writers who advance it.
There is not one of them who does not proclaim that he also is for reform. A
member of Sir Robert Peel's cabinet congratulates the ministry on having done
with finality; 6 and we fred, to our great edification, that all the world are

2Followingthe failed Chartist demonstration (see No. 372), William Cuffey (d. 1870),
a London tailor, son of a West Indian slave, a leader of the Chartists, was among those
arrestedin Augustfor sedition. In Septemberhe was tried and sentencedto transportation
for life.

3For the phrase, see No. 73, n4.
4See, e.g., the speech on 20 June by the emerging Conservative leader, Benjamin

Disraeli (1804-81), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 99, cols. 949-50.
5SeeSpeech on NationalRepresentation (6 July, 1848), ibid., Vol. 100, col. 181, for

the admission by Richard Cobden (1804-65), Manchester businessman and reforming
M.P., former leadingspirit in the Anti-Corn Law League.

eSidney Herbert (1810-61), Peel's Secretaryat War, Speech on National Representa-
tion (6 July), ibid., cols. 213-17, esp. 213, where he is taunting Lord John Russell for
pronouncingthe reforms of 1832 "final" in his speech of 20 Nov., 1837.
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reformers, each in his little way. Then, may not Mr. Hume retort on his
assailants their cavilling objection against himself?. Does any one of their little
plans rest on any abstract principle any more than his, or contain in itself any
demonstrative reason for doing exactly so much and no more? In what, then, do
their schemes of reform differ from his? In that which is of more importance than
anything else--that his proposition is for a great reform, theirs for a small one. If
it is asked what principle is involved in Mr. Hume's proposition, this is the
principle. It is the principle of a large reform.

Whatever people may say, for the sake of success in a debate or in a leading
article, every one knows that the question is not about any particular collection of
details, about any six points, or four, or five. The question is that of a large
alteration in our representative system. Any plan which is brought forward as a
standard for a party to rally round, must be of the nature of a compromise. The
new reform bill is neither more nor less so than the old one. There is probably as
much variety of opinion among those who voted with Mr. Hume, as there was
among those who voted with Lord Grey in 1831. 7 But they are agreed in this,
that they demand a large measure. There is no other principle in the matter, and
there needs no other. The measure is intended to be such as all may vote for, who
think that a large reform of parliament, in a democratic direction, but short of
actual democracy, is desirable in itself, and suitable to the circumstances of the

present time. In this respect the scheme perfectly fulfils its purpose. It draws the
line with sufficient distinctness. Those who are for no change at all, or for such
changes only as would make no difference in the spirit of the government, of
course vote against it. All others may vote for it, reserving their ulterior
opinions. It excludes all who do not come up to its mark, but admits all who go
beyond it.

One lesson the consistent supporters of reform may take to themselves--a
lesson which becomes more important in proportion as the contest ceases to be a
mere mock fight and becomes a serious conflict of opposing reasons. Their
practical conduct as politicians necessarily partakes of compromise. Their
demands and systematic aims must often fall short of their principles. But let
them not therefore cut down their principles to the measure of their demands. If
they do, they lose far more in vigour of argument, and in the imposing influence
of a sense of consistency and power, than they can possibly gain in charming
away the fears of those who would, but dare not, follow them. Let them disclaim
nothing which is a legitimate consequence of their principles. Let them tell the
truth--when it is the truth--that their private opinion goes further than their
public demands, and that if they ask less than what their principles would justify,
it is not because they fear to avow, or are unable to defend, their principles, but

7Grey was supported in bringing in the Reform Bill by Radicals such as Hobhouse,
free-traders such as Thompson, moderate reformers such as Brougham, Whig aristocrats
suchasPalraerstonand Lansdowne, and others of various political views, includingeven
CharlesGordonLennox, Duke of Richmond, a Tory member of Grey's cabinet.
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because they think they are doing more good by uniting their efforts with those of
others to attain a nearer object, and one more immediately practicable.

374. ON REFORbl

DALLYNEWS,19 JULY, 1848, P. 2

This unheaded leader (following the parliamentary report), which again brings French
experience to bear on English reform, is described in Mill's bibliography as "A leading
article on Reform ( 1stleader), in the Daily News of 19thJuly 1848" (MacMinn, p. 70).

THE MOREREASONABLECLASSof the opponents of reform do not attempt to
defend the present constitution of parliament by any very confident appeal to its
fruits; they find little to say in recommendation of the sort of government, or the
sort of governors, which our present institutions give us; but they are unable to
persuade themselves that matters would be at all mended by giving a more
democratic character to the popular branch of the legislature. The fault, they say,
is in the country itself; in the national education; in the state of the public mind;
not in the constitution of parliament. If our statesmen are without ideas and
without purposes, weak, passive, opinionless; if they have neither head nor heart
to face the difficulties of any great question; if they rarely aspire to leave any of
the larger interests of the people they profess to govern in a better condition than
they found them; this is not (in the opinion of some persons) the fault of the men,
so much as of the age and country, which have not produced better men, or have
produced them only as scattered, obscure individuals, quite as likely to be
overlooked by a numerous constituency as by a narrow one. If the classes who
now rule in parliament are so deficient in the qualities which should belong to
rulers, do the masses possess them? The knowledge, the vigour of intellect, the
freedom from prejudice, the judgment undivided by selfishness or partiality,
which we so deeply desiderate in the rich and high-born, do we fred them in the
poor? That clear-sighted justice and high-minded generosity, combined with
practical resource, which the times demand--without which this great
transitional period in opinions and institutions may be lengthened out in fruitless
oscillations--what reason have we to flatter ourselves that these endowments,
which we seek vainly among our so-called educated classes, will be found in the
untaught delegates of the factory and the workshop? Is it not much, and more
than we can expect, if those for whom society has done nothing, prove no worse
than those on whom it has lavished all its means of instruction and improvement?

This objection assumes, as the natural and intended effect of popular
institutions, that the crude opinions and unguided instincts of the working classes
would be the directing power in the state. We have no such expectation from any
extension of the franchise. Reformers have always maintained, and the example
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of France is now before us to show, that views of things taken from the peculiar
position of the working classes are not likely to predominate, or to have at all
more than their just influence, even in a legislature chosen by universal suffrage.
After a revolution made by workmen, not twenty members in an assembly of
nine hundred are working men. Scarcely in our own parliament do opinions with
any semblance of an anti-property character meet with a more hostile reception;
and it is evident that the errors of the assembly are more likely to be on the side of
conservatism than of revolution. Then what has France gained, it may be asked,
or what would England gain by the admission of the working classes to the
franchise? A gain beyond all price, the effects of which may not show
themselves in a day, or in a year, but are calculated to spread over and elevate the
future. This gain does not consist in turning the propertied classes out of the
government and transferring it to the unpropertied, but in compelling the
propertied classes to carry it on in a manner which they shall be capable of
justifying to the unpropertied.

Grant but a democratic suffrage, and all the conditions of government are
changed. Whoever may be the rulers, the interest of the great mass of the
community must then stand foremost among the actuating principles in the
conduct of public affairs. The legislature must from that time make both the real
and the apparent interests of the most numerous classes an object of incessant
solicitude; and whenever it does things which are opposed to those apparent
interests, it must defend them by reasons drawn from the interests of those same
classes, and appealing to their understandings. The consequences of this would
be incalculable. The discussions of parliament and of the press would be, what
they ought to be, a continued course of political instruction for the working
classes. Let those classes be as ignorant, prejudiced, passionate as any one may
choose to represent them; let them be full of all sorts of prepossessions against
property and order--those who are interested in property and order would feel all
the more strongly that their safety depended on enlightening that ignorance,
prejudice, and passion. One of the fn'st measures of the democratic government
of France has been a bill to bestow gratuitous education, at the expense of the
state, upon the whole rising generation of the French people. _ Where the poorest
have votes, the richest can no longer be indifferent to the state of their mental
cultivation. To educate the whole community up to the highest point attainable is
not then a matter of choice but of fortunate necessity.

This, however, is only one, and the most obvious, of the benefits which would
arise from making the labouring masses a great power in the state. Nothing can
be imagined which would tend so much to regenerate the intellectual vigour of
the classes, who are now letting the powers of government perish in their hands

1Projetde d6cret sur l'instruction pdmaire (30 June), Moniteur, 1848, pp. 1537-8; it
was withdrawnon 4 Jan., 1849.
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from mere mental feebleness. Every one who knows history or the human mind
is aware, that powerful intellects and strong characters are formed by conflict,
and that the times which have produced brilliant developments of mental
accomplishment in public stations have been those in which great principles and
important social elements have been fighting each other hand to handmtimes of
struggle for national independence, political freedom, or religious emancipation.
The present age also is an age of struggle between conflicting principles which it
is the work of this time, and perhaps of many generations more, to bring into a
just relation with one another. The conflict now going on is between the instincts
and immediate interests of the propertied classes and those of the unpropertied.
This opposition of interests--partly real, partly only apparent--is at present the
grand difficulty of government. All other questions with which governments
have yet begun to occupy themselves, are difficult chiefly by their connexion
with this. Now, of those two opposing forces--neither of which can be
disregarded, neither of which can or ought to triumph over the other, but which it
is the grand business of government to attempt to reconcile--one only is
represented in the British parliament. The ministry, be it what it may,
exclusively represents the propertied classes; and the two houses of parliament
are unanimously on the same side of the question as itself. It has to make out a
case to the satisfaction solely of its own party. The murmurs of the other party it
only bears at a distance, and is under no greater necessity of attending to them
than the cabinet of a despot. There are no recognised organs for that other power,
no way in which it can show itself above ground, and the extent of its
subterraneous working will therefore only be known when some day, as at
Vienna, it explodes and blows up the whole fabric of society. 2

Is it not of old one of the principal and acknowledged uses of parliament, that
all which agitates and divides society should make itself felt by a corresponding
agitation and division there? Ought not parliament to be the place of discussion
for adverse interests and principles, the arena where opposing forces should meet
and fight out their battle, that they may not find themselves reduced to fight it in
a less pacific field? If so, the British parliament does not fulfil its office; for the
vital question with which all Europe tings, and which fills every thinking mind,
both in England and on the continent, with anxiety--the question how to make
the rights of property acceptable to the unpropertied classes, is unheard of in that
assembly, which it ought more than anything else to occupy; and the subjects
which engross parliamentary debates, compared with the great and urgent
interests of the nation, form a contrast as full of irony, as the Byzantine multitude

2Revohltionary activity amongthe peasantsin Austriaand its temtories, evidentfrom
1846, came to a head after the February revolution in France deposed Louis Philippe.
Prince Metternich (1773-1859), long a dominant force in Austrian and European
diplomacy,was forced to resign office on 13 Mar., 1848, and took upexile in England;
HungaryandBohemiawere promised liberal constitutions.
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occupying itself with the factions of the circus when Attila was at their gates) So
it will be until the rulers of the country have to meet face to face in parliament the
representatives of those interests and feelings of which they are now ignorant, or
from which they superciliously turn aside. They have to learn the difficult but
necessary act of looking at established institutions and opinions from the point of
view of those who are not on the sunny but on the shady side of the social edifice.
Defects by which other people alone suffer are seldom seen until the sufferers
point them out. When the unpropertied are fairly represented in the House of
Commons, their just claims will, for the fast time, obtain a really impartial
hearing, and their unreasonable demands will, also for the fast time, be so
resisted as not to leave a stinging sense of injustice behind.

375. ELECTORAL DISTRICTS

DAILYNEWS,25 JULY, 1848, P. 2

This article returns to the issues of No. 373 (q.v.), with particularreferenceto Thomas
Noon Talfourd's Speech on National Representation(6 July), PD, Vol. 100, cols.
170-81. This unheaded second leader is describedin Mill's bibliographyas "'A leading
articleon ElectoralDistricts and against Mr. Talfourd's speech, in the Daily News of
25th July 1848" (MacMinn, p. 70).

THEMOSTIMPORTANTPOINTin Mr. Hume's plan of reform is the equalisation of
the electoral districts. This one thing would do more towards diminishing the
undue ascendancy of landed and moneyed wealth than all the other points, even
of the charter,_ without it. It would reduce the nominees of the landlords in the
House of Commons from about two-thirds of the whole assembly to about
one-third. And by making every electoral body too numerous to be bribed, it
would put an end to the obtaining seats by mere expenditure, an object for which
so much virtuous zeal is so ineffectually professed by all classes of
half-reformers.

This, then, being, of all the "points," by far the most disagreeable to the

present ruling powers, the opposition to it is proportionally more obstinate than

3Attila(ca. 406-53), "the scourgeof God," Kingof theHunsand conquerorof muchof
Europe, in 447 reached the walls of Constantinople,where he forced TheodosiusII to
accepta triplingof theyearlytribute.The populationof Constantinoplewas addictedto
the pleasuresof the Hippodrome,the"circus" for races, sports, executions,and popular
politics.

lTh¢ Chartists' central docun_nt, The People's Charter (London: WorkingMen's
Association, 1838), originally included six "points": universal suffrage, no property
qualification forM.P.s, annual parliaments,equal representation, payment of representa-
tives, and the ballot.
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to any other. But as it is not convenient to say that the real objection to the
measure is its efficacy, every encouragement is held out to the invention of
sentimental objections. Electoral districts are said to be mechanical, pedantic, a
rule-and-square system; and all the other phrases usually employed to throw
discredit on precise and business-like modes of conducting any transaction.
Serjeant Talfourd, the "good poet but bad politician, ''2 lent himself as an organ
for this style of declamation; and clenched his fn'st specimen with the passage,
known to all readers of poetry from Coleridge's translation of Schiller's
Wallenstein, in which the crafty Ottavio Piccolomini inculcates on his
high-minded son the superiority of tortuous courses:

Straightforwardflies
The lighlrting flash, and straight the cannon-hall,
Shatteringthat it may reach, and shattering what it reaches.3

So, because the lightning and the cannon-ball fly straight to their mark,
nothing else should. Straightforwardness and directness of aim are declared to be

discreditable things, and whatever takes the straight road to its object is an agent
of destruction. Let us rather say that directness and power are the same thing or
always accompany each other. If the object be to destroy, the means which are
most direct are the most effectual; and so they are when the object is to preserve.
When a person is in the water and drowning, Mr. Talfourd would hardly quote
Schiller in favour of going round about, instead of straight in to deliver him. If it
is absolutely necessary to have an illustration from visible nature, the sunbeams

move in straight lines as well as the lightning; indeed more so, for the lightning
makes no objection to twisting and turning in order to accommodate itself to the
direction of the conducting medium. A steam-ship, also, would have been a
more appropriate exemplification of rectilineal movement than a cannon-ball.

The poet goes on to say that the road on which blessing travels

Winds round the corn field and the hill of vines,
Honouring the holy boundsof property; 4

but the very words of the quotation suggest that the illustration and the
philosophy are both antiquated, and that roads, in these days, are not made on the
principle which the poet patronises. Does it not occur to the admirers of crooked
paths that we are living in an age of railroads; and that, now-a-days, rather than

2SeeCobden's speech of 6 July, col. 184.
3Mill is loosely quoting Talfourd, col. 179, who is loosely quoting Coleridge, The

Piccolomini;or, The First Part of Wallenstein (London: Longn'umandRees, 1800), p. 22
(I, iv, 70-3), from Johann Christoph Friedrich yon Schiller (1759-1805), Wallenstein, ein
dramatisches Gedicht (1798-99), in Siimmtliche Werke, 2rid ed., 12vols. (Stuttgartand
Tiibingen:Cotta'schen Buchhandlung, 1818-19), Vol. IX, Pt. 2.

4Coleridge, The Piccolomini, pp. 22-3 (I, iv, 77-8).
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not go straight to our object, instead of winding round the hill we even tunnel
through it? The spirit of the time requires that its machinery, whether for physical
or for political purposes, shall be efficient. It is not reckoned a merit in
machinery to imitate the pleasing irregularities of nature. Its beauty is in its
accuracy: it works by straight lines and right angles, and works best when its
lines are most correctly straight, its angles most exactly square.

Coleridge himself, though fond of quoting the passage which Mr. Talfourd
cited from him, 5 is an authority in favour of electoral districts. He recommended,

we think in his Church and State, a new administrative division of the country,
describing the present one as barbarous, and a great obstacle to improvement. 6
Even Schiller is against Mr. Talfourd; for the fine verses put into the mouth of
Piccolomini do not express Schiller's opinions; on the contrary the whole tragedy
is a demonstration, not for, but against Piccolomini's maxims and conduct.

Electoral districts are mechanical. And why not? In whatever manner
members of parliament are elected, there must be mechanical arrangement of
some sort; and what these should be is not a question of poetry or the
picturesque, but of means to an end. What is the right end, and by what means
can it be accomplished? Is it the proper end of a House of Commons to make the
landed and monied aristocracies the masters of the legislature? If so, keep the
system as it is. Is it the object that no class shall predominate, but that all sections
of the community shall be powerful in proportion to their numbers and their
intelligence? A new division and constitution of the electoral body is then
imperative; and the more nearly equal the number of electors in each
constituency the more nearly is the end attained. There is a sentiment concerned
in the matter, without doubt, but it is that of justice. When just ends are aimed at

by just means, and means well adapted to their attainment, all other sentiment
will take care of itself. Sentiment, and of the best kind, is sure to gather round all
things which are large diffusers of good among the human race.

Unfortunately, reformers no more than anti-reformers have yet learned to
make great principles their object, and in this lies the secret in the affairs of
communities no less than in those of individuals, of ineffectual struggles and
mean results. The world will rally round a truly great principle, and be as much
the better for the contest as for the attainment; but the petty objects by the pursuit
of which no principle is asserted, are fruitless even when attained.

SSee, e.g., Coleridge, Table Talk, ed. Henry Nelson Coleridge, 2 vols. (London:
Murray,1835), Vol. I, p. 185.

60n the Constitution of Church and State, p. 56.
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376. FRENCH AFFAIRS

DAILYNEWS,9 AUG., 1848, P. 3

ThisunheadeMthirdleader,anothercommentonthe aftermathof theFebruaryRevolution
(see Nos. 370 and 374), is describedin Mill's bibliographyas "A leadingarticle on
Frenchaffairsin the Daily News of 9th August 1848" (MacMinn,p. 70).

FROMTHEDAYwhen the people of Paris expelled the ruler who had been called
the monarch of the middle classes, and proclaimed a democratic republic, it has
been evident that the fate of political and social improvement in Europe, for
many years to come, was to be decided in France. If the revolution, after its first
difficulties are over, issues in a government which at once preserves order and
accelerates progress--makes the laws obeyed, and labours actively to improve
themmthen in England, and in all Europe, faith in improvement, and
determination to effect it, will become general, and the watchword of
improvement will once more be, as it was of old, the emancipation of the
oppressed classes. If, on the other hand, the French people allow their republican
institutions to be filched from them by artifice, or yield them up under the
ascendancy of some popular chief, or under the panic caused by insurrection, or
compromise them by an indefinite succession of disorders, repressed only by a
succession of illegal violences on the part of the government, the tendency in this
and other countries to the extension of political rights or the redress of social
injustices, may be for a long time suspended. The tide will set in in a retrograde
direction, and a timid conservative instinct will probably take the place of even
that moderate taste for improvement which did exist in a certain portion of the
influential classes of this country before February last.

The enemies of reform in England know all this, and their tactics are
accommodated to it. Events in France itself are fortunately out of their power. If
anything which they were able to do could make the revolution in France really a
disastrous failure, it would be done. Lacking this, the most that there is any
chance of accomplishing is to make it be thought a failure. And to effect this,
there is hardly any exaggeration or misrepresentation which is not resorted to.
Those whose notions of the state of France are taken from the leading articles of
almost any English newspaper, are much worse than ignorant, they are entirely
misinformed. The writers do not even preserve a decent consistency with the
facts published by themselves. It has repeatedly happened, that the Pads
correspondent in one column has given an authoritative denial of some
slanderer's report, which is expatiated on as an admitted truth in the same day's
editorial article. 1 In other cases similar slanders, after having for several days

ICompare the leading article on France and the Paris Correspondent's report, "The
Stateof the Continent," The Times, 7 Aug., 1848, pp. 4 and 6.
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served their purpose as texts for blackening the revolution, or some individual or
party connected with it, have been contradicted in half-a-dozen words, and in a
comer, a week or more after the official contradiction had gone the round of the
French newspapers. Oftener still, the denial, or positive disproof, given in the
French papers, has not been noticed at all, while the calmuny has continued to be

assumed as an indisputable fact. Instances of all these kinds of misrepresenta-
tions have occurred (for example), with regard to the imputed atrocities of the
late unsuccessful insurgents. 2 There was no limit to the absurd incredibility of
the things at first asserted respecting these people. The English journals eagerly
circulated them all--even the nonsense about waylaying the troops and the
national guard to poison them with brandy, and such cock and bull stories, which
bore their absurdity on the face of them--to which nothing but the extreme of
terror and exasperation combined could have made the greatest gobemouche in
Paris give credit for an instant. This, and all the tales about poisoned balls and
other peculiarly murderous missiles made and used by the insurgents,3 have been
proved and are now admitted to be, not exaggerations, but absolute fictions,
without the smallest pretence of a fact to ground them on. There is not a single
imputation of cruelty or ferocity of anything like a general character which is not
now given up; the only assertions of the kind as yet unrefuted are of two or three
insulated acts by individuals, and it remains to be seen whether even these will

stand the test of judicial inquiry. Yet the English public are still led to believe,
and do believe, that the insurrection was something unheard-of for its horrible
barbarity; and the journals which led them into this belief take care not to
disabuse them of it. Nor are the victors in the late contest more spared by
calumny than the vanquished. We are told with the coolest effrontery in leading
articles about the number of persons who have been shot by order of the present
French government4--it being a notorious fact that not one person has been shot,
not one life taken, by the authority of government in consequence of the
insurrection, while it is expected that none will be taken even after trial. The
mildness and moderation of the sincerely republican party are as conspicuous in
the present head of the government and his cabinet as in the provisional
government and executive commission who preceded him.

The readers of both whig and tory papers really ought to receive with distrust
the statements which they find in those papers disadvantageous to France. They
ought to consider how great an interest those papers have, or think they have, in
putting the worst colour on French affairs. It is the only chance of preventing

2Compare"The FrenchRepublic:Terminationof the Insurrection,"The Times, 28
June,pp. 5-6, and "The FrenchRepublic," The Times, 11 July, p. 6. On 24-26 June,
insurgentsocialistshadbeen defeatedby moremoderaterepublicanforcesunderGeneral
Louis Eugene Cavaignac (1802-57) (brotherof Godefroi), who on 28 June became
Presidentof theCouncilof Ministersunderthe Second Republic.

3,See"The Stateof the Continent," The Times, 7 Aug., p. 6.
4Leadingarticle, The Times, 19July, pp. 4-5.
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reform. There is no way now of discrediting reform without blackening France.
The enemies of popular institutions have lost their most potent weapon, fear of
the unknown. Democracy, in the popular signification of the term, exists as a
fact, among our nearest neighbours. There, under our eyes, is universal suffrage,
or what is usually, though improperly, called by that name; a sovereign
assembly, elected by the whole male population; no aristocracy as a clog on its
movements; and the motto of this government is Liberty, Equality, and
Fraternity. Here, then, is an actual trial of the experiment; with what success
depends on circumstances of which no one is yet in a condition to judge; but if
the result should be a social system, which, with any amount of allowance for
human imperfection, does sincerely, and in a manner not to be mistaken, aim at
guiding its practice by the spirit of its motto, surely it cannot have other than a
beneficial influence? Other countries will not fear anything worse for themselves
from popular institutions than France suffers, or than they can be made to believe
that France suffers. We may be certain, therefore, that the bad side of everything
will be made the most of; that every idle or malicious rumour of mischief will be
circulated as a fact, and when each particular rumour is proved to be false, the
general impression made by such false assertions will be studiously kept up, and
that, fairly or foully, events in France will continue to be represented in the
blackest colours in which there is any hope of representing them successfully.
And such is, unfortunately, the general ignorance in this counlry respecting
foreign affairs, that a large amount of misrepresentation may as yet be ventured
upon without any considerable danger of detection.

377. LANDED TENURE IN IRELAND

DAILYNEWS,12 AUG., 1848, p. 2

Mill was encouragedto return to his main Irish themes by the article on large and small
farms in the Agricultural and Industrial Journal, I (July 1848), 147-71, by Robert
John Kane (1809-90), Irish chemist and Professorof NaturalPhilosophy, appointed in
1845 Presidentof the as-yet unopened Queen's College at Cork, and a memberof the
commission investigating the potato blight. Mill's quotations are fromthe article. This
unheadedthird leader is described in Mill's bibliographyas "A leadingarticle on landed
tenure in Ireland, in the Daily News of 12thAugust 1848" (MacMinn, p. 70).

THE JOURNAL OF THE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND for last month

contains an article by Sir Robert Kane, entitled, "The Large or Small Farm
Question Considered," in which he promulgates his sentiments on the
economical condition of Ireland. The reputation of Sir Robert Kane, and the
public position which he has held, give a sort of scientific, and at the same time
official, weight to his opinions, and therefore common sense and common
arithmetic, coming from him, may carry an authority which, on the wretched
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subject of Ireland, they seldom obtain by their intrinsic merits. The clamourers
against small holdings and the division of the land may perhaps give heed to him,
when he proves by figures that small farms, in the existing circumstances of
Ireland, are a necessity; since on the large farm system there would be
employment for no more than two-fifths of the present agricultural population,
the other three-fifths becoming paupers, to be supported from the produce raised
by the labour of the former. Perhaps, too, such an authority will be believed
when he says that a small farm (meaning not the thirty acres of the Farmers'
Estate Bill, l but farms of from ten to fourteen acres), "will always," when the
skill of the farmer and his appliances are equal, "produce more, acre for acre,
and pay a higher rent than the large farm;" and he sees no reason why the
appliances should not be equal, for there is, according to him, among the
cultivating classes of Ireland, "a vast quantity of capital which would be rapidly
drawn forth under a proper small-farm system." [Pp. 165, 166.] "If the real
circumstances of the small farmers of Ireland be looked into, it will be found that

the investment of a capital of from 80/. to 901. on a farm of fourteen acres"
would be by no means beyond their capability. [P. 165.] "There exists," he
continues, "amongst our poorer classes a show of poverty beyond what even the
reality would justify .... They are afraid to let it be known they have money, lest
their rent should be raised; they are afraid to improve their land, lest their rent
should be raised; they are afraid to wear good clothes, lest they might appear to
be deriving more from the produce of their farm than the miserable means of
physical existence which their landlord will allow them to retain. Hence the
money hid in thatch and buffed in barns. Hence the secret and illegal deposits in
savings' banks in fictitious names." [Ibid. ]

It is hardly possible, we should think, for the most exclusive admirer of
English farming to read this paper, and continue to believe that the most
available remedy for Irish poverty is the clearing of estates and consolidation of
small farms into large ones; and if the writer is correct in his opinion that there
exists in the hands of small farmers sufficient capital for carrying on "a proper
small-farm system" in such a manner as to yield, acre for acre, a greater produce
than that of large farms, the road to the economical regeneration of Ireland is
sufficiently plain. The reader who has followed Sir Robert Kane thus far is
anxious to know how, in his opinion, this "proper small-farm system" is to be
arrived at. We are sorry to be obliged to tell him that, on this subject, he will get
no help from Sir R. Kane. The evils Sir Robert can understand, but on the subject
of remedies nothing can be more lame and impotent than his conclusion. 2 The

_The figure of thirty acres is in the preamble to "A Bill for the Establishment of the
'Farmers' Estate Societyof Ireland,'" 11 & 12Victoria (25 July, 1848), PP, 1847-48, II,
397-412,enaetexlon 31 Aug., 1848, as 11 & 12 Victoria, c. 153 (Local Act).

2Cf. Shakespeare, Othello, U, i, 161; in The Riverside Shakespeare, p. 1213 (one of
Mill's favouritetags).
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same fear which paralyses every minister, every member of parliament, and
almost every public writer when the real evils of Ireland come into question, ties
his tongue. Most gladly would they do anything for Ireland, only there must not
be a word said of the one vital point in the constitution of society as it exists in
Irelandwthe tenure of land. To f'dl Ireland with soldiers, blockade her with

ships, to seize presses, confiscate newspapers, and imprison men without trial
under a Habeas Corpus Suspension Act3wthese things are easy; but to brave the
clamour of the men who call even the sale of land to pay the debts of the
proprietor a "confiscation of all the land of Ireland,"4 is a thing which cannot be
risked even to get rid of the main source of Irish misery and Irish disaffection
together. And Sir Robert Kane, although not privileged, like a minister of state,
to be ignorant of his business, can propose nothing as a remedy for Ireland but to
instruct the people in agriculture: as if any quantity of instruction in farming
would make people improve their farms who, on his own showing, hide their
money in the thatch, for fear that if their landlord knew of it he would raise the
rent! Is it not a mockery to talk of doing any good to the peasantry of a country in
such a state of things as this? Who can expect agricultural improvement where
the rent depends on the good pleasure of the landlords, and of such landlords?

Yet Sir Robert Kane writes strongly and boldly, while confining himself to
generals:

The landlord [he says] has to learn that feudalism is extinct; that Great Britain and
Ireland are the only places in the world where feudal landlordism is not extinct, except
where the people are still slaves, and that there is a very large and intelligent class who
think that the time is close at hand for reforming landlordism here also. The landed
interests of this country, shut out by their insular position, by their ignorance and their
pride, from making themselves acquainted with the forces of thought that have grown up
within the last half-century, and which now govern the opinion of Europe, will only
endanger their legitimate influence and position if they attempt to retain for the future the
feudalprivileges and territorial powers which were the natural social circumstancesof the
ancient times. Even in Ireland, the hospital for the aged and disabled ideas of Europe,
feudalism, and the divinepower of land, is dying--its worn out form crushed by the iron
power of the industrial spirit. [Pp. 167-9.]

This is excellent; but, unfortunately, Sir R. Kane does not mean it in the sense
in which it can be of any practical use. For the old, worn out theory which he so
justly repudiates, that landlords have the duties and are entitled to the fights of
governors, he would substitute the doctrine that land falls under the same rules as
any other article of commerce, and that neither law nor opinion has anything to
do with the mode in which the owner manages it for his own interest.

A landowner is simply a dealer in land--a capitalist who has, either by himself or by
his ancestor, invested his capital or his skill in land; he hires out the use of it to certain

311 & 12Victoria, c. 95, which had been enacted on 25 July, 1848.
4See, e.g., Richard Butler (1794-1858), Earl of Glengall, Speech on Encumbered

Estates (Ireland) Bill (31 July, 1848), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 100, cols. 1029-30.
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parties, who payhim therefor,as they payfor the clothfor theirclothes, or the furniture
for theirrooms; and not merelythe right, but the plain dutyof the landlordis, to get the
highest possible pricehe can for his land, and to compel the paymentof that priceby law.
[Pp. 148-9.]

We will not comment on this absurd notion of "duty," nor will we discuss the
questiongHow many of the 8,000 Irish landlords ever did, either by themselves
or their ancestors, invest any particle of "capital or skill," in their land; because
we readily allow that the right of property in land in the present day ought not to
depend on the manner in which the land was acquired centuries ago. But we do
say that this theory of the purely commercial character of contracts for land,
wherever else it may be applicable, does not and cannot apply to a country in the
exceptional situation of Ireland. The contract for rent, in Ireland, is not between
the landlord and a capitalist farmer, who is able to take care of his own interest,
and makes no bargain but such as he believes to be commercially advantageous
to him. The Irish landlord's contract is with a peasant labourer, who cultivates
not for profit but for existence, and who, if he cannot obtain a piece of land, has
no choice but beggary or the poor-rate. It is not peasant farming that is
objectionable; on this point we wholly agree with Sir R. Kane; but
peasant-farming in an over-peopled country, and at a rent fixed by competition,
we hold to be the main cause of all Ireland's evils. The competition of
superabundant numbers makes the tenants promise, and legally bind themselves,
to pay nominal rents, exceeding not merely their means of payment, but the
entire capabilities of the soil. On the "commercial principle" the landlord could
sweep away the last potato; and the only estates in Ireland which are exceptions
to the general wretchedness are those of which the owners, abandoning the
commercial principle altogether, have taken upon themselves the tenant's side of
the question as well as their own, and have considered, not what the tenant will
offer, but what the landlord ought to accept. The public, therefore, is interested,
and very greatly so, in the mode in which landlords manage their estates; and if it
is their general practice to manage them on a system of which all that we see in
Ireland is the natural result, it will not do to say, with Sir R. Kane, that "it is the
simple right of an owner of land to sell or let it at the highest price the market will
afford." [P. 169. ] It is time to revert to just principles, and to regulate the
supposed right of an owner of land in such a manner as to make it at least
consistent with the essential conditions of industry, prudence, and material
comfort, in the agricultural population.

378. THE FRENCH LAW AGAINST THE PRESS

SPECTATOR,19 AUG., 1848, P. 800

On 11 Aug., 1848, the National Assembly in France promulgateda law severely
restricting the freedom of the press (Bull. 60, No. 621), which Mill here quotes in
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translation. The article, headed "[From a Correspondent.]," is described in Mill's
bibliography as "An article headed 'from a Correspondent' on the Frenchlaw against the
press, in the Spectator of 19th August 1848" (MacMinn, p. 70).

THE DECREEAGAINSTTHE PRESS,just passed almost with unanimity by the
National Assembly of France, is one of the most monstrous outrages on the idea
of freedom of discussion ever committed by the legislature of a country

pretending to be free. It is the very law of Louis Philippe--the September law,
once so indignantly denounced--with scarcely any alteration but the substitution
of the word "Republic" for "Monarchy.'1

This precious specimen of Liberal legislation declares punishable by fine and
imprisonment all attacks on "the rights and authority of the National
Assembly--on the rights and authority which the members of the Executive
derive from the decrees of the Assembly--on the Republican institutions and the
Constitution--on the principle of the sovereignty of the people and of universal
suffrageRon the liberty of worship, the principle of property, and the rights of
family"; [Art. 1] besides which, it ordains similar punishments for "exciting
hatred and contempt towards the Government of the Republic," [Art. 4] and for
"public outrage committed (in their public character) against one or more
members of the National Assembly, or against a Minister of any religion paid by
the State." [Art. 5. ]

This list of subjects on which discussion is prohibited, or permitted only on
one side, includes all the great political and social questions of the age. If only
one set of opinions is to be permitted on any matter which involves the right of
property, the rights or obligations of family, the question of Republicanism, of
universal suffrage, even the particular constitution which the Assembly may
hereafter adopt, or the rightfulness of abolishing that constitution--what are the
subjects, worth discussing, on which freedom of political discussion is to exist?
"The acts of the Executive," says the decree. "The present provision is not to
affect the right of discussion and censure on the acts of the Executive and of the
Ministers." [Art. 4.] A most liberal concession, truly! The law is worse, with
only this reservation in favour of freedom, than if there were no reservation at all;

for the most tyrannical court of justice which could now exist in civilized Europe
would reserve more than this. It is not declared that even the actions of the

Legislature may be censured, but only those of the Executive; and with regard to
laws or institutions, no liberty of censure is reserved at all. There was a wretched
pretence by one or two of the speakers, that no restraint was intended on the
"freedom of philosophical discussion"--that nothing was to be forbidden but
incitements to hatred and contempt. 2 But the decree says nothing of the kind.

IFor the substituted terms, compare Arts. I, 2, and 4 of this decree with Arts. 2-5 of
Bull. 155, No. 356 (9 Sept., 1835).

2E.g., in the speeches on 10 Aug. by Jules Favre (1809-80), Secretary-Generalof the
Ministry of the Interior in the Provisional Government, and by Albin de Berville
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The decree prohibits "any attack." [Art. 1. ] The distinction is good for nothing,
even if it were made. To say that attacks are permitted, but not incitements to
hatred and contempt, would be to say that discussion shall be lawful on condition
that it be cold, dry, and unimpressive; that the dull and the indifferent shall be
allowed to express opinions, but that persons of genius and feeling must hold
their peace. Under such laws, it has been truly said in one of the French journals,
Rousseau's discourse on Inequality never could have been published. 3 Nor could
any great writings of great reformers, religious or political, have seen the light if
such laws had existed and had been obeyed.

How long shall we continue to see the regard for freedom of opinion, which all
patties profess while they are on the oppressed side, thrown off by them all as
soon as they are in the majority? How much longer must we wait for an example,
anywhere in Europe, of a ruler or a ruling party who really desire fair play for
any opinions contrary to their own? Is it not shameful that no sooner has a
reforming party accomplished as much change in the institutions of the country
as itself deems desirable, than it proceeds to decree that every person shall be
freed or imprisoned, who proposes either to go a single step further or a step
back? We are aware of the allowances to be made for men lately engaged in a
desperate and at one time a doubtful contest against a determined attempt at
insurrection; 4 and we know too that this decree is avowedly a temporary
measure, to be hereafter superseded by more deliberate legislation, s But we
lament to say, that in the tone assumed, and the doctrines professed by the
speakers, we see no ground of assurance that the permanent measure will be at all
different, in spirit and principle, from the transitional one.

It is not, however, for English Conservatives, either Whig or Tory, to indulge
any self-complacent triumph over French Republicans. The new act of the
French Assembly does not make the laws of France on the freedom of the press
worse than those of England have always been. The freedom of the press, in
England, is entirely an affair of opinion and custom, not of law. It exists because
the laws are not enforced. The law of political libel, as laid down in all the
books, 6 is as inconsistent with free discussion as the laws of Russia. There is no

censure of any established institution or constituted authority which is not an
offence by law. And within these few months it has been seen how eagerly the

(1788-1868),avocatg_n_ral under the Provisional Government(Moniteur, 1848, bothon
p. 1%8).

3Rousseau, Discours sur l'origine et les fondements de l'in_galit$ parmi les hommes
(Amsterdam:Rey, 1755). The comment is in R_forme, 12Aug., 1848, p. 1.

4Fordetails, see No. 376.
sin reporting the bill on 1 Aug. to the NationalAssembly, Berville said that it, like its

companion, the D6cret relatif aux cautionnements des journaux et 6crits p6riodiques
(Bull. 60, No. 616 [9 Aug., 1848]), was "transitoire" (Moniteur, 1848, p. 1847).

6For earlier discussion, see No. 29; the law had not changed in the intervening
quarter-century.
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English Parliament, under the influence of a far less degree of panic, have rushed
to make the laws against what was deemed seditous speaking or writing more
stringent than before. 7

A government cannot be blamed for defending itself against insurrection. But
it deserves the severest blame if to prevent insurrection it prevents the
promulgation of opinion. If it does so, it actually justifies insurrection in those to
whom it denies the use of peaceful means to make their opinions prevail.
Hitherto the French Government has been altogether in the right against all
attempts to overthrow it. But by what fight can the Assembly now reprobate any
future attempt, either by Monarchists or Socialists, to rise in arms against the
Government? It denies them free discussion. It says they shall not be suffered to
bring their opinions to the touchstone of the public reason and conscience. It
refuses them the chance which every sincere opinion can justly claim, of
triumphing in a fair field. It fights them with weapons which can as easily be
used to put down the most valuable truth as the most pernicious error. It tells
them that they must prevail by violence before they shall be allowed to contend

by argument. Who can blame persons who are deeply convinced of the truth and
importance of their opinions, for asserting them by force, when that is the only
means left them of obtaining even a hearing? When their mouths are gagged, can
they be reproached for using their arms?

379. BAIN'S ON THE APPLICATIONS OF SCIENCE TO HUMAN
HEALTH AND WELL-BEING

EXAmNER, 2 sEzr., 1848, P. 565

Alexander Bain (1818-1903), Mill's friend and future biographer, who had writtenfor the
Westminster and helped Mill to revise his Logic, had held several posts as lecturer in
moral and natural philosophy in Scottish universities. The pamphlet here reviewed was
the first of four lectures, all on the same subject, which he had given at the Edinburgh
PhilosophicInstitution in 1847. Mill's review, in the "Literary Examiner," is headed "On
the Applications of Science to Human Health and Well-being, being a Lecture,
introductory toa Course 'on the Application of Physics to CommonLife," delivered at the
EdinburghInstitution in June, 1847. By AlexanderBain, [London:] A.M. Taylor [in fact,
John J. Griffin]. [Glasgow: Richard Griffin, 1848.]" This review is not in Mill's
bibliography, but may be confidently attributed to him on the basis of the comment by
Bain: "Chadwick had the fancy that my introductory lecture to the Edinburgh Course
wouldbe a recommendation in procuring the official consent to my being appointed [to

7Throughmuch of April, debates in the British parliament had centred on "A Bill for
the BetterSecurity of the Crown and Governmentof the United Kingdom," 11Victoria (7
Apr., 1848), PP, 1847-48, I1,229-32, enacted as 11 Victoria, c. 12(22 Apr., 1848). For
the prolonged and anxious debate, see PD, 3rd sex., Vol. 98, cols. 20-58, 73-135,
152-75,223-59, 340-87, 417-31,453-80, 485-507, and 534-6.
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the Metropolitan Sanitary Commission]. Accordingly, I threw off a numberof copies, and
gave them as presents, and exposed some for sale with Griffin, the publisher. John Mill
prepared a notice of the lecture in the Examiner newspaper." (Bain, Autobiography
[London: Longmans, Green, 1904], p. 197n.)

THERE IS no more popular subject at present than the applications of physical

science; and there can be none more appropriate for a popular lecturer,
combining as it does an inexhaustible store of wonders with a direct influence on

the most obvious and universal interests of life. Few persons are so competent to

treat this class of topics usefully and attractively, as Mr. Bain. His knowledge of

the leading departments of physical science is accurate and profound; and he has

a happy faculty for clearly explaining and familiarly illustrating what he knows.
To these he adds the still rarer attribute, of a mind which looks ever through and

beyond its immediate subject; scrupulously exact in details, yet not treating them

like a mere man of detail, but as materials towards building up a nobler and

happier scheme of human existence.

These general ideas and aspirations naturally come most distinctly to view in
the present publication, which is but an introductory lecture. The following

extract is illustrative of this portion of the author's views:

There are two great stages in the progress of the various arts and productive occupations
of human life. The earliest set of devices are derived from men's ordinary and unassisted
observation of the usual course of nature. The methods of mining, building, ploughing,
sowing, spinning, dyeing, metal working, carrying from place to place, navigating, and
so forth, are got at after trying many different methods and implements until it is seen that
some answer better than the rest, these being once approved of, axe then handed down to
posterity, and they may often remain unchanged for a long course of ages. In fact,
unassisted reason soon comes to a stand-still; as we see in such nations as the Hindoos and
Chinese, who have never reached scientific methods of acquiring a knowledge of Nature.
The second stage of progress is entered on, when, by the perfection of the
knowledge-seeking art, the hidden laws of things are brought to light, and a vast number
of additional properties discovered in the various objects of the world; when, for instance,
by looking into the composition of vegetable bodies, and into the matters making up the
soil that nourishes them, we can specifically and exactly suit the one to the other, instead
of depending on a vague experience of gross results. On this second stage the European
world entered last century, in regard to the mechanical arts; so that, in fact, we are only
beginning to develop the vast resources of our planet, and we have now to look forward to
a long and unremitted series of improvements.

But I must next call your attention to the difference between the Arts of Life, and the Art
of Living ,--or between man' s powers in fanning, building, manufacturing and trading,
and his ability to apply the results of all these to his own life and well-being; for this is the
final intention of such manifold labours. Because we have very much improved the Arts
of Life, it does not follow that we have equally improved the Art of Living. We may
increase our abundance of the things that are useful and good, without acquiring the skill
to apply them in proper measure, and in well-timed arrangement to the highly complex
structure and constitution of our living framework.

It is, beyond all question, desirable that each one of us should contrive our
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arrangements and daily ongoings so as to make the very most of life; to render our
existence as rich and effective, and great and brilliant, as it can be made; to combine the
choicest enjoyments with the most wide-ranging and beneficial activity. Now it is only by
knowledge and skill going along with adequate force of resolution, that we can so use the
resources of the world on the one hand, and so control the impulses of our own nature on
the other, as to maintain the highest possible pitch of vitality, and cause a constant current
of our finest emotions and activities.

The Art of Living is the method of stretching out the resources of the world to the
measure of human wants, desires, and capabilities. Each person has to consider his own
peculiar situation and framework, and to select from among his possessions and
opportunities, what will do most to yield him a grand and beautiful existence. We have all
a certain command of what supports and gratifies body and mind; we have our homes, our
city, our companions, our books, our means of accomplishment and instruction, our
walks and excursions, the face of nature, the inspiration of art, the ongoings of the world,
and many other things capable of influencing us to our very inmost being; on the other
side, we are liable to burdens and toils, to violent shocks and slow miseries, to weariness
and depression, to temptations and failures; and it becomes our task to dispose all these
things to the making our lives joyous rather than grievous, powerful and benignant, rather
than empty and hurtful. [Pp. 6-8.]

After showing the insufficiency of merely empirical observation, without a

scientific study of the powers of nature to form an adequate basis for the

regulation of life, the author continues:

That the Art of Living has not yet come to great perfection is testified by the deplorable
experience of the human race. The perplexity, and discord, and difficulties of life have
been the theme of complaints that ring through all the ages of men; yielding Cynic and
Stoic philosophies, self-inflicted tortures and immolations, voluntary banishment from the
world, gloomy speculations, suicides and crimes. It is surely worth while trying whether a
better knowledge of the actual course of things, and of the beneficial agencies wrapt up in
the womb of nature, may not help, among other causes, to stem such a torrent of despair,
and prove the possibility of a great and harmonious existence for man.

For this end we are anxious that the Art of Living should be based, not as heretofore,
upon vague experience, however extensive, but on the well-sifted and thoroughly tested
experience that constitutes our Exact Sciences. And it is a satisfaction to know that several
of these sciences have already yielded important contributions to this great practical
object. [Pp. 10-11.]

A brief survey follows of what has been done, and of much more which is yet

to be done by the various sciences, in furnishing means to lighten the burdens

and increase the enjoyments and powers of human existence; not omitting the, as
yet, infant sciences of the human mind and of human society.

A brief syllabus is annexed of the course, consisting of four lectures, of which

the one now published was the first. The topics treated appear to have been

chiefly the application to the health and comfort of life, and of what science has

ascertained respecting the laws and properties of heat, water, air, and the effects
of action and repose. A portion of the second lecture is given at length, relating
to the bath and its uses, which affords a favourable idea of the lecturer's talent for

popular exposition of the details of his subject.
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380. GROTE'S HISTORY OF GREECE [3]

SPECTATOR,3 MAR., 1849, PP. 202-3

This third newspaper review of Grote's History (see Nos. 304 and 368) is the first of two
dealing with Volumes V and VI (see No. 381 for the second part). Writing to Grote in
January 1849, Mill notes that he has just finished reading the two volumes (published in
December 1848) with "the greatest pleasure and admiration," adding that "Every great
result which you have attempted to deduce seems to me most thoroughly made out" (LL,
CW, Vol. XIV, p. 3). The review, in the "Books" section, is headed "Grote's History of
Greece," with the heading footnoted: "History of Greece. By George Grote, Esq.
Volumes V and VI. Published by Murray. [London, 1848.]" It is described in Mill's
bibliography as "A fn'st notice of the 5th and 6th volumes of Grote's History of Greece, in
the Spectator of 3d March 1849" (MacMinn, p. 70). A large portion of this review was
quoted by Mill when he revised "Grote's History of Greece [II]," Edinburgh Review,
XCVIII (Oct. 1853), 425-47 (a review of Vols. IX-XI), for incorporation into his
Dissertations and Discussions, 1st ed. (1859), Vol. II, pp. 510-54 (CW, Vol. XI, pp.
307-37); in the variant notes, "59" indicates D&D.

IN HIS FORMERVOLUMESMr. Grote brought down the Grecian history only to the

battle of Marathon and the repulse of the first Persian invasion. He had thus

barely arrived at the times for which the historian possesses the advantage of
detailed information derived from contemporary authorities; and the view which

he was able to exhibit of early Grecian events was necessarily so general, was

collected from such scattered sources, and required so much of inference and

even conjecture to piece it together, that, except in the few concluding chapters,
the author's powers as a mere narrator were not brought to any decisive test.

With so little of story to tell, he had nevertheless, by a skilful manner of grouping

the few known or ascertainable facts, and by the high character of the personal

and political interest with which he was able to invest the early stages of Grecian

freedom and civilization, given earnest of what he was likely to accomplish when
he reached the period during which it is given us to know, not only the great

events in the life of the Hellenic states, but the steps by which these were brought

about, and many of the striking incidents which marked their course.

In the present volumes, Mr. Grote has the assistance throughout of eminent

contemporary historians. In the earlier chapters, he travels under the guidance of
the candid and inquisitive Herodotus, whose veracity he successfully vindicates

against its ancient and modem assailants: a writer now known to be as

trustworthy as he is picturesque, and who is here speaking of events

contemporaneous with his own childhood--events with the actors in which, in

many cases, he must have familiarly conversed. Where Herodotus fails, a still
higher authority, the thoughtful, experienced, and accurate Thucydides,

succeeds. A consecutive and authentic narrative therefore is here possible. In
these volumes the recital of events assumes for the first time a marked
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predominance over the investigation of obscure facts, the discussion of evidence,
and political and philosophical reflection. It is at this point, therefore, that the
amount of Mr. Grote's skill as a narrator can for the fh'st time be decisively

judged of.
The result of the trial is highly satisfactory. The sixth volume, especially, is a

specimen of narrative which it would be difficult to surpass, in its own kind,
from the writings of any English historian. Its excellence does not consist (any
more than that of some of the most successful specimens of historical narrative
which English literature already possessed) in the painting of mere externals. But
in the truth and vividness of his conception of the events and in their essentials,
and in his power of imparting this to the reader, we should be inclined to place
him at the head of all English historians; and in what may be termed historical

imagination--in the power of taking into his mind, at every period, the whole of
the situation, and of making the reader do the same--it would not be easy to find
his superior among the historians of any country. Certainly no writer on Greece
had ever manifested this power; and the consequence is, that the most
unexpected new lights are continually thrown even upon familiar facts of Grecian
history, not by long discussion and argument, but by merely confronting them
with one another.

'_Nor is the narrative deficient in the commoner sources of interest. The apt
selection and artistic grouping of the details of battles and sieges, Mr. Grote had
found done to his hand by the consummate narrators whom he follows, and in
this respect he could do no better than simply to reproduce their recital. There is
much more that belongs peculiarly to himself in the series of remarkable
characters whom he exhibits before us, not so much (generally speaking) in
description or analysis, as in action. In the earlier period, the prominent
characters are Themistocles and Aristides: Themistocles, the most sagacious, the
most far-sighted, the most judiciously daring, the craftiest, and unfortunately

'_ also one of the most unprincipled of politicians; who first saved, then
aggrandized, and at last would have sold his country: Aristides, the
personification of public and private integrity, the one only Grecian statesman
who fmds grace before the somewhat pedantically rigid tribunal of the Platonic
Socrates.

bBut the b figure which most brightly illuminates Cthis division c of Mr.
Grote's history is Pericles--"the Thunderer"--"the Olympian Zeus," as he was
called by his libellers, the comic dramatists of Athens. 2 Seldom, if ever, has

ISee Plato, Gorgias, p. 526 (526b).
2See Aristophanes, Acharnians (212), in Aristophanes (Greek and English), trans.

BenjaminBickley Rogers, 3 vols. (London: Heinemann, 1924), Vol. I, p. 52. Plutarch

.._1125[quoted/n"Grote'sHistoryofGa'eece[H],"D&D,II(1859);/nCW,XI,333-6]
b'b59The
c'_59themiddleperiod
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there been seen in a statesman of any age, such a combination of great qualifies
as were united in this illustrious man: unrivalled in eloquence; eminent in all the

acquirements, talents, and accomplishments of his country; the associate of all
those among his dcontemporariesd who were above their age, either in positive
knowledge or in freedom from superstition; though an aristocrat by birth and
fortune, a thorough democrat in principle and conduct, yet never stooping to
even the pardonable arts of courting popularity, but acquiring and maintaining
his ascendancy solely by his commanding qualities; never flattering his
countrymen save on what was really admirable in them, and which it was for
their good to be taught to cherish, but the determined enemy of their faults and
follies; ever ready to peril his popularity by giving disagreeable advice, and when
not appreciated, rising up against the injustice done him, with a scornful dignity
almost amounting to defiance. Such was Pericles: and that such a man should
have been practically in:st minister of Athens during the greatest part of a long

political life, is not so much honourable to him as to the imperial people who
were willing to be so led; who, though in fits of temporary irritation and
disappointment, excusable in the circumstances, they several times withdrew
their favour from him, always hastened to give it back; and over whom, while he
lived, no person of talents and virtues inferior to his was able to obtain any
mischievous degree of influence. It is impossible to estimate how great a share
this one man had in making the Athenians what they were e, the greatest people
who have yet appeared on this planet e. A great man had, in the unbounded
publicity of Athenian political life, extraordinary facilities for moulding his
country after his own image; and seldom has any people, during a whole
generation, enjoyed such a course of education, as forty years of listening to the
lofty spirit and practical wisdom of Pericles must have been to the Athenian
Demos.

As the next in this gallery of historical portraits, we quote the character of
another but a far inferior Athenian statesman, 3 whom Mr. Grote is, we think, the

very fast to appreciate correctly, and bring before us in the colours and
lineaments of life.

fCharacterof Niciasf

ThoughNikias, son of Nikeratus,had been for some time conspicuousin public life,
and is said to have been more thanonce Strategusalong with Perildes, this is the first
occasion on which Thucydides introduceshim to our notice.4 He was now one of the

alsoraentionsCratinus,Telecleides, andEupolisas makingsportof Pericles(Lives, Vol.
HI, pp. 8 and42).

aNicias (d. 413), Athenian general and statesman;his career is sketched in the
following quotation.

4Thucydides, Vol. II, p. 88 (m, li, 1).

'+-_59cotemporaties
t-+_59
H-59
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Strategi or generals of the commonwealth, and appears to have enjoyed, on the whole, a
greater and more constant personal esteem than any citizen of Athens, from the present
time down to his death. In wealth and in family, he ranked among the fast class of
Athenians: in political character, Aristotle placed him, together with Thucydides son of
Melesias and Theramenes, above all other names in Athenian history--seemingly even
above Perikles. 5 Such a criticism, from Aristotle, deserves respectful attention, though
the facts before us completely belie so lofty an estimate. It marks, however, the position
occupied by Nikias in Athenian politics, as the principal person of what may he called the
oligarchical party, succeeding Kimon 6 and Thucydides, and preceding Theramenes. In
looking to the conditions under which this party continued to subsist, we shall see that
during the interval between Thucydides (son of Melesias) and Nikias, the democratical
forms had acquired such confirrned ascendency, that it would not have suited the purpose
of any politician to betray evidence of positive hostility to them, prior to the Sicilian
expedition and the great embarrassment in the foreign relations of Athens which arose out
of that disaster. After that change, the Athenian oligarchs became emboldened and
aggressive, so that we shall find Theramenes among the chief conspirators in the
revolution of the Four Htmdred: 7 but Nikias represents the oligarchical party in its
previous state of quiescence and torpidity, accommodating itself to a sovereign
democracy, and existing in the form of common sentiment rather than of common
purposes. And it is a remarkable illustration of the real temper of the Athenian people, that
a man of this character, known as an oligarch but not feared as such, and doing his duty
sincerely to the democracy, should have remained until his death the most esteemed and
influential man in the city. He was a man of a sort of even mediocrity, in intellect, in
education, and in oratory: forward in his military duties, and not only personally
courageous in the field, but also competent as a general under ordinary circumstances:
assiduous in the discharge of all political duties at home, especially in the post of
Strategus or one of the ten generals of the state, to which he was frequently chosen and
rechosen. Of the many valuable qualities combined in his predecessor Pefikles, the
recollection of whom was yet fresh in the Athenian mind, Nikias possessed two, on
which, most of all, his influence rested,--though, properly speaking, that influence
belongs to the sum total of his character, and not to any special attributes in it. First, he
was thoroughly incorruptible as to pecuniary gains,--a quality so rare in Grecian public
men of all the cities, that when a man once became notorious for possessing it, he
acquired a greater degree of trust than any superiority of intellect could have bestowed
upon him: next, he adopted the Periklean view as to the necessity of a conservative or
stationary foreign policy for Athens, and of avoiding new acquisitions at a distance,
adventurous risks, or provocation to fresh enemies. With this important point of analogy,
there were at the same time material differences between them even in regard to foreign
policy. Perikles was a conservative, resolute against submitting to loss or abstraction of
empire, as well as refraining from aggrandizement. Nikias was in policy faint-hearted,

5Aristotle, The Athenian Constitution (Greek and English), trans. H. Rackham
(London: Heinemann, 1952), p. 84 (28, 5); Grote takes the reference from Plutarch,
Lives, Vol. HI, p. 212 (II, 1). Thucydides (d. ca. 420 B.C.), son of Melesias, opposed
Pericles, who defeated him in 443 B.C., when he was ostracized. Theramenes (d. 404
B.C.) was a conservative contributor to the Athenian constitution.

6Cimon (507-450 B.C. ), a rival of Themistocles whom he replaced as ruler of Athens,
ca. 470 B.C.; he also came into conflict with Pericles and was ostracized in 459 B.C.

7An oligarchical revolution in 411 B.C. established the Council of Four Hundred,
which lasted only a year; Theramenes was involved both in its establishment and its
overthrow.
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averse to energetic effort for any purpose whatever, and disposed not only to maintain
peace, but even to purchase it by considerable sacrifices. Nevertheless, he was the leading
champion of the conservative party of his day, always powerful at Athens: and as he was
constantly familiar with the details and actual course of public affairs, capable of giving
full effect to the cautious and prudential point of view, and enjoying unqualified credit for
honest purIx_es--his value as a permanent counsellor was steadily recognized, even
though in particular cases his counsel might not be followed.

Besides these two main points, which Nikias had in common with Perikles, he was
perfect in the use of those minor and collateral modes of standing well with the people,
which that great man had taken little pains to practise. While Perildes attached himself to
Aspasia, whose splendid qualities did not redeem in the eyes of the public either her
foreign origin or her unchastity, s the domestic habits of Nikias appear to have been strictly
conformable to the rules of Athenian decorum. Perikles was surrounded by philosophers,
Nikias by prophets--whose advice was necessary both as a consolation to his
temperament and as a guide to his intelligence under difficulties: one of them was
constantly in his service and confidence; and his conduct appears to have been sensibly
affected by the difference of character between one prophet and another, just as the
government of Louis XIV and other Catholic princes has been modified by the change of
confessors. To a life thus rigidly decorous and ultra-religious--both eminently acceptable
to the Athenians--Nikias added the judicious employment of a large fortune with a view
to popularity. Those liturgies (or expensive public duties undertaken by rich men each in
his turn, throughout other cities of Greece as well as in Athens) which fell to his lot were
performed with such splendour, munificence, and good taste, as to procure for him
universal encomiums; and so much above his predecessors as to he long remembered and
extolled. Most of these liturgies were connected with the religious service of the state; so
that Nikias, by his manner of performing them, displayed his zeal for the honour of the
gods at the same time that he laid up for himself a store of popularity. Moreover, the
remarkable caution and timidity--not before an enemy, but in reference to his own fellow
citizens--which marked his character, rendered him pre-eminently scrupulous as to
giving offence or making personal enemies. While his demeanour towards the poorer
citizens generally was equal and conciliating, the presents which he made were numerous,
both to gain friends and to silence assailants. We are not surprised to hear that various
bullies, whom the comic writers turn to scorn, made their profit out of this susceptibility,
but most assuredly, Nikias as a public man, though he might occasionally be cheated out
of money, was greatly assisted by the reputation which he thus acquired. [Vol. VI, pp.
385-90.]

We have themore willinglyextractedthispassage,because,likemany others

inthesevolumes,itcontainslessonsapplicabletoothertimesand circumstances

than those of Greece;Niciasbeing a perfecttype of one largeclassof the

favouritesof publicopinion,modem as well as ancient.And the view here

incidentallypresentedof some pointsin the characterand dispositionof the

Athenian Many, will affordto readerswho only know Athens and Greece

throughthemedium of writerslikeMifford,some faintideaofhow much they
have tounlearn,a

SAspasia, a courtesan born either in Miletus or Megara, became Pericles' mistress after
he divorced his wife in 445 B.C. She is represented as an advisor to Pericles, a teacher of
rhetoric, and an instructor of Socrates.
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In personal conffast as well as in political opposition to Nicias, stands the

celebrated Cleon; 9 usually taken as the representative of everything hateful that
can be ascribed to the character of a successful demagogue, combined with all

that is contemptible in political imbecility and presumption. We shall quote the

first introduction of this noted character upon the scene, for this among other

reasons, that we have seen Mr. Grote accused of being prejudiced in his
favour; _° and as, from considerable familiarity with many of Mr. Grote's

authorities, we have in vain attempted to discover in his volumes a single
instance of deviation from impartiality, it is but just to him to repel this

accusation. It is true that, in his opinion, the devil is not so black as he is painted.

Posterity has been unwilling to believe that Cleon could ever be in the right; the

outline of his character, supplied by his political and personal enemy

Thucydides,l i having been filled up by a literal adoption of the bitter jests of that
buffoon of genius Aristophanes, _2 although in other cases, such as that of

Socrates, we possess certain evidence how remote those jests were from having

even so much of truth as is contained in a caricature. The following is Mr.

Grote's discriminating and unprejudiced view of Cleon's character,

He is described by Thucydides in general terms as a person of the most violent temper
and character in Athens--as being dishonest in his calumnies, and virulent in his
invective and accusation .... The general attributes set forth by Thucydides (apart from
Aristophanes, who does not profess to write history) we may well accept--the powerful
and violent invective of Kleon, often dishonest--together with his self-confidence and
audacity in the public assembly. Men of the middling class, like Kleon and Hyperhohis,13
who persevered in addressing the public assembly and trying to take a leading part in it,
against persons of greater family pretension than themseles, were pretty sure to be men
of more than usual audacity. Had they not possessed this quality, they would never have
surmounted the opposition made to them: we may well believe that they had it to a
displeasing excess; and even if they had not, the same measure of self-assumption which
in Alkibiades 14 would be tolerated from his rank and station, would in them pass for
insupportable impudence. Unhappily, we have no specimens to enable us to appreciate the
invective of Kleon. We cannot determine whether it was more virulent than that of
Demosthenes and Aeschines, 15 seventy years afterwards; each of those eminent orators

9Cleon (d. 422 B.C.), Athenian statesman and a relentless enemy of Sparta, pictured
by his enemies Thucydides and Aristophanes as an unprincipled demagogue--as Grote
and Mill indicate--was killed at the defeat of Amphipolis.

l°In the anonymous review of Grote's Volumes V and VI, Athenaeum, 10 Feb., 1849,
p. 137.

IIThacydides, Vol. II, p. 56 (HI, xxxvi, 6).
12Aristophanes, The Knights, 973-96, and The Wasps, 596-7, in Aristophanes, Vol. I,

pp. 220,466.
13Hyperholus (d. 411 B.C.), another Athenian demagogue, banished by Nicias and

Alcibiades.

14Alcibiades (ca. 450-404 B.C.), wealthy Athenian general and politician, notorious
for strange behaviour and debauchery.

l_Aeschines (390-314 B.C.), philosopher, friend of Socrates, author of orations and
dialogues.
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imputing to the other the grossest impudence, calumny, perjury, corruption, loud voice
and revolting audacity of manner, in language which Kleon can hardly have surpassed in
intensity of vituperation, though he doubtless fell immeasurably short of it in classical
finish. Nor can we even tell in what degree Kleon's denunciations of the veteran Perikles
were fiercer than those memorable invectives against the old age of Sir Robert Walpole
with which Lord Chatham's political career opened. 16 . . . The fact of Kleon's great
power of speech, and his capacity of handling public business in a popular manner, is
better attested than anything else respecting him, because it depends upon two witnesses,
both hostile to him_Thucydides and Aristophanes. The assembly and the dikastery were
Kleon's theatre and holding-ground: for the Athenian people taken collectively in their
place of meeting--and the Athenian people taken individually--were not always the
same person, and had not the same mode of judgment: Demos sitting in the Pnyx was a
different man from Demos at home. 17The lofty combination of qualities possessed by
Perikles exercised ascendancy over both one and the other; but the qualities of Kleon
swayed considerably the former without standing high in the esteem of the latter. [Vol.
VI, pp. 332-4. ]

The following passage characterizes the real nature of Cleon's position in the
Athenian commonwealth.

To employ terms which are not fully suitable to the Athenian democracy, but which yet
bring to view the difference intended to be noted better than any others, Nikias was a
Minister or Ministerial man, often actually exercising and always likely to exercise
official functions: Kleon was a man of the Opposition, whose province it was to supervise
and censure official men for their public conduct. We must divest these words of that
sense which they are understood to carry in English political life--a standing
Parliamentary majority in favour of one party: Kleon would often carry in the public
assembly resolutions, which his opponents Nikias and others of like rank and
position--who served in the posts of Strategus, ambassador, and other important offices
designated by the general vote--were obliged against their will to execute .... While
Nikias was thus in what may be called ministerial function, Kleon was not of sufficient
importance to attain the same, but was confined to the inferior function of opposition ....
As an opposition man, fierce and violent in temper, Kleon was extremely formidable to all
acting functionaries; and from his influence in the public assembly, he was doubtless the
author of many important positive measures, thus going beyond the functions belonging to
what is called opposition. But though the most effective speaker in the public assembly,
he was not for that reason the most influential person in the democracy: his powers of
speech in fact stood out the more prominently, because they were found apart from that
station and those qualities which were considered, even at Athens, all but essential to
make a man a leader in political life. To understand the political condition of Athens at
this time, it has been necessary to take this comparison between Nikias and Kleon, and to
remark, that though the latter might be a more victorious speaker, the former was the more

16For the invective by William Pitt, Lord Chatham, against Robert Walpole
(1676-1745), 1st Earl of Orford, the Whig statesman who was in effect the first British
Prime Minister, 1715-17 and 1721-42, see, e.g., Pitt's Speech on the Motion to Remove
Walpole (13 Feb., 1741 ), in Cobbett's Parliamentary History of England, Vol. XI, cols.
1359-64.

17The Pnyx was a hill in Athens, site of the ecclesia or assembly of citizens; for the
personification of the Athenian citizen as Demos, see Aristophanes, The Knights, "p. 194
(752-5).
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guiding and influential leader; the points gained by Kleon were all noisy and
palpable,--sometimes, however, without doubt, of considerable moment,--but the
course of affairs was much more under the direction of Nikias. [Vol. VI, pp. 392-5. ]

We cannot help adding Mr. Grote's very instructive comment on the first and
almost only oration of Cleon, the substance of which has been preserved to us. is

His remarks go deep into the inmost essence of demagogy, and may teach some

persons to recognize it in forms to which it is usual to apply much more
honourable names.

If we are surprised to find a man, whose whole importance resided in his tongue,
denouncing so severely the licence and the undue influence of speech in the public
assembly, we must recollect that Kleon had the _f add_ssin himself to the
intense prevalent sentiment of the moment; that_fie_-_oul-dtherefore pass off the dictates of
this_'_ntiment_-as plain, downright, honest sense and patriotism, while the_..0.p_ponents,
speakin..g..ag_n._s[the ._ntiment and tl]erefore driven to _ollateral ar_t_nt,
circuml_cuti0_, and more or less of manoeu_, might be represented as mere clever
so_ng the_tal-ents 1-'-"__akin='_th--e_vorse appear the better reason19--if not
actually bribed, at least unprincipled and without any sincere moral conviction. As this is
a mode of dealing with questions both of public concern and of 0rivate moLality, not les__L_s
comm0n_gA_me, gt-tha_it was in-fla_l_)ponnesian war--to seize upon some
stron_ and tolerably wides-_Fe_-d_e-nt-lmentamong_--thepublic, to treat the dictates of that
sentiment as plain common sense and obvious right, and then to shut out all
es "timateof coming good and evil as if it were unholy or immoral, or at best mere uncandid
subtlety--we ma_well-nmre_-_e"ii_'_c-Kl_h _ it toemploys support a proposition
now justly regarded as barbarous. [Vol. VI, pp. 340-1. ]

There are so many topics in Mr. Grote's volumes which demand notice, that it

is impossible to do them anything like justice in the space of a single paper: we
shall return to some of them in another article.

381. GROTE'S HISTORY OF GREECE [4]

SPF.CTArOR, 10 r,lAa., 1849, PP. 227-8

This fourth newspaper review by Mill of Grote's History (see Nos. 304, 368, and 380) is
the second of two reviews of Volumes V and V1. It appeared in the "Books" section,
headed "Grote's Greece--Volumes V and VI," and is described in Mill's bibliography as
"A second notice of the same [i.e., Vols. V and VI of Grote], in the Spectator of 10th
March 1849" (MacMinn, p. 70). Two quotations from Grote in this review are also
quoted by Mill in his Edinburgh Review notice of 1853, represented by "53" in the variant

IsCleon's Speech on the Mytilean Revolt, his only preserved speech, is reported in
Thucyd/des, Vol. U, pp. 58-70 (111, xxxvii-xl).

19The estimate of the sophist rhetoricians' power derives from Plato, Gorgias, p. 292
(456e-457e); the phrase describing it, from Milton, Paradise Lost (1I, 111-12), in Poetical
Works, p. 31.
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notes, while one passage was incorporated into the 1859 revision of that notice for D&D,
represented by "59" in the variant notes; see No. 380 for the bibliographical details.

ONE OF THE MOSTINTERESTINGFEATURESin the sixth volume of Mr. Grote's

History is the large use which he has made of the speeches in Thucydides. This

rich mine of materials had been little if at all worked by any former writer. Mr.
Grote considers the substance of these speeches to be authentic, though the form

and phraseology are unmistakeably those of the Attic historian. The following is,

as nearly as we can translate it, the declaration of Thucydides himself as to their

composition. "To remember accurately the very things which were said, was

difficult both to myself (as to what I heard delivered) and to my various
informants: but I have ascribed to each speaker what seemed to me most

appropriate to the occasion, keeping as close as I could to the general opinion of

what was said in reality. ''! From this we should conclude, that an outline

supplied by memory or testimony was filled up from invention. And this opinion

is confh'med by the internal evidence. But in whatever proportions the matter of
these speeches must be shared between the orators and the historian, no

documents which have descended from the ancients, except perhaps the Politics

of Aristotle, contain so much of what was thought by the most instructed and
able Greeks concerning themselves and their condition. One of the most

important of these discourses is the famous Funeral Oration of Pericles; which is
full of valuable remarks on the Athenian national character and institutions. Our

space does not allow us to quote from the speech at any length, but we must
make room for Mr. Grote's comments on one sentence of it. The text is this--

a,, bOurb social march is free, not merely in regard to public affairs, but also in
regard to tolerance of each other's diversity of CdailyC pursuits. For we are not

angry with our neighbour for what he amay do d to please himself, nor do we

eevere put on those sour looks, which f, though they do no positive damage, are

not the less sure to offend f. "a2 On this important testimony to the liberality and
tolerance of Athenian social life, Mr. Grote observes as follows--

This portion of the speech of Perildes deserves peculiar attention, because it serves to
correct an assertion, often far too indiscriminately made, respecting antiquity as
contrasted with modern societies--an assertion that the ancient societies sacrificed the

individual to the state, and that only in modem times has individual agency been left free

_Mill's translation of Thucydides, Vol. I, p. 38 (I, xxii, 1).
21bid., pp. 322-4 (II, xxxvi, 2), quoted by Grote, Vol. VI, pp. 193-4.

°"[quoted also in "Grote's History of Greece [II]," Edinburgh Review, XCVIII (Oct. 1853); in
CW, XI, 318]

_'53,Source Andour
c_53 tastesand
a'_53 does
e-__53
/453 arcoffensive, thoughthey do no positive damage
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to the proper extent. This is preeminently true of Sparta: it is also true in a great degree of
the ideal societies depicted by Plato and Aristotle; but it is pointedly untrue of the
Athenian democracy, nor can we with any confidence predicate it of the major part of the
Grecian cities .... There is no doubt that he [Perikles] has present to his mind a
comparison with the extreme narrowness and rigour of Sparta, and that therefore his
assertions of the extent of positive liberty at Athens must be understood as partially
qualified by such contrast. But even making allowance for this, sstbeh stress which he
lays upon the liberty of thought and action at Athens, not merely from excessive restraint
of law but also from practical intolerance between man and man, and tyranny of the
majority3 over individual dissenters in taste and 'pursuit', deserves serious notice, and
brings out one of those points in the national character upon which the intellectual
development of the time mainly depended. The national temper was indulgent in a high
degree to all the varieties of positive impulses: the peculiar promptings in every individual
bosom were allowed to manifest themselves and bear fruit, without being suppressed by
external opinion or trained into forced conformity with some assumed standard:
antipathies against any of them formed no part of the habitual morality of the citizen.
While much of the generating causes of human hatred was thus rendered inoperative, and
while society was rendered more comfortable, more instructive and more stimulating--all
its germs of productive fruitful genius, so rare everywhere, found in such an atmosphere
the maximum of encouragement. Within the limits of the law, assuredly as faithfully
observed at Athens as anywhere in Greece, individual impulse, taste, and even
eccentricity, were accepted with indulgence, instead of being a mark as elsewhere for the
intolerance of neighbours or of the public. This remarkable feature in Athenian life will
help us in a future chapter to explain the striking career of Sokrates [Chap. lxviii; Vol.
VVd, pp. 545-676]; and it lfurtberJ presents to us, under another face, a great part of that
which the censors of Athens denounced under the name of "democratical licence." The

liberty and diversity of individual life in that city were offensive to Xenophon, Plato, and
Aristotle4--attached either to the monotonous drill of Sparta, or to some other ideal
standard, which, though much better than the Spartan in itself, they were disposed to
impress upon society with a heavy-handed uniformity. That liberty of individual action,
not merely from the over-restraints of law, but from the tyranny of jealous opinion, such
as Perikles depicts in Athens, belongs more naturally to a democracy, where there is no
select One or Few to receive worship and set the fashion, than to any other form of
government. But it is very rare even in democracies: nor can we dissemble the fact that
none of the governments of modem times, democratical, aristocratical or monarchical,
presents anything like the picture of generous tolerance towards social dissent, and
spontaneity of individual taste, which we read in the speech of the Athenian statesman. In

3Grote has picked up the term from Alexis de Tocqueville, De la d_mocratie en
Am_rique, 2 vols., 2rid ed. (Paris: Gosselin, 1835), Vol. II, p. 142. (Cf. Mill's
"Tocqueville on Democracy in America [II]," CW, Vol. XVIII, p. 156.)

4See Xenophon (ca. 430-355 B.C.), the historian and disciple of Socrates,
Memorabilia (Greek and English), trans. E.C. Marchant (London: Heinemann, 1923),
pp. 196-8 (HI, v, 15-17) and pp. 250-2 (HI, xii, 5); Plato, Republic, Vol. II, pp. 284-90
(557b-558c); and Aristotle, Politics, p. 506 (VI, ii, 12).

ssl_31[quoted also in "Grote's History of Greece [If]," Edinburgh Review, XCVIII (Oct.
1853);in CW, XI, 319-20]

h'h53 The
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JJ53,Source fart_,'r
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all of them, the intoleranceof the nationalopinioncuts downindividualcharacterto one
out of a few set types, to which every person,or every family, is constrainedto adjust
itself, and beyond which all exceptions meet either with hatredor with derision. To
imposeuponmen suchrestraintseitherof laworof opinionasarerequisiteforthe security
and comfortof society, but to encourageratherthanrepressthe free play of individual
impulse subjectto those limits--is an ideal, which if it was ever approachedat Athens,
has certainlynever been attained, and has indeed comparativelybeen little studied or
caredfor, in anymodernsociety,g [Vol. VI, pp. 199-202.]

There have been few things lately written more worthy of being meditated on
than this striking paragraph. _he difference here pointed out between the temper
of the Athenian and that of the modern mind, is most closely connected with the
wonderful display of individual genius which made Athens illustrious, and with
the comparative mediocrity of modern times. Originality is not always genius,
but genius is always originality; and a society which looks jealously and
distrustfully on original people--which imposes its common level of opinion,
feeling, and conduct, on all its individual members--may have the satisfaction
of thinking itself very moral and respectable, but it must do without genius. It
may have persons of talent, who bring a larger than usual measure of
commonplace ability into the service of the common notions of the time; but
genius, in such a soil, is either fatally stunted in its growth, or if its native
strength forbids this, it usually retires into itself, and dies without a sign. k

The portion of Mr. Grote's History which we are now reviewing comprises the
most brilliant period of the Athenian republic; including the last stage in the
growth of her democratic constitution, and the rise, progress, and fullest
development of her maritime empire. On both these subjects there were
deep-rooted prejudices to be removed; prejudices long fostered by the modern
enemies of popular government. Mr. Grote, without disguising the faults of the
Athenian people or institutions, shows the vast superiority of the latter over all
other political institutions known to the age, or which probably would have been
compatible with its circumstances. The following instructive appreciation of the
multitudinous dikasteries, or popular courts of justice, throws also what to most
readers will be a new light on the state of society and manners in Athens and
other cities of Greece.

In appreciating the practical working of these numerous dikasteries at Athens, in
comparisonwith such justice as might have been expectedfrom individualmagistrates,
we have to consider, fast, thatpersonal and pecuniarycorruptionseems to have beena
commonvice among theleadingmenof Athensand Sparta,whenactingindividuallyorin
boardsof a few members,and notuncommoneven with the kingsof Sparta;next, thatin
the Greciancities generally, as we know even from the oligarchicalXenophon, (he
particularlyexcepts Sparta,) the rich and greatmen were not only insubordinateto the
magistrates,butmadea paradeof showingthat they carednothingaboutthem. Weknow
also from the same unsuspectedsource, that while the poorer Athenian citizens who

t_[quotedin"Grote'sHistoryof Greece[II],"D&D, II (1859);inCW, XI,320-1]
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served on shipboard were distinguished for the strictest discipline, the hoplites or
middling burghers who formed the infantry were less obedient, and the rich citizens who
served on horseback the most disobedient of all.5 To make rich and powerful criminals
effectively amenable to justice has indeed been found so difficult everywhere, until a
recent period of history, that we should be surprised if it were otherwise in Greece. When
we follow the reckless demeanour of rich men like Kritias, Alkibiades, and Meidias, 6
even under the full-grown democracy of Athens, we may be very sure that their
predecessors under the Kleisthenean constitution would have been often too formidable to
be punished or kept down by an individual archon of ordinary firmness, even assuming
him to be upright and well-intentioned. Now the dikasteries established by PerilOes were
inaccessible both to corruption and intimidation: their number, their secret suffrage, and
the impossibility of knowing beforehand what individuals would sit in any particular
cause, prevented both the one and the other. And besides that the magnitude of their
number, extravagant according to our ideas of judicial business, was essential to this
tutelary effect, it served further to render the trial solemn and the verdict imposing on the
minds of parties and spectators; as we may see by the fact, that in important causes the
dikastery was doubled or tripled. Nor was it possible by any other means than numbers to
give dignity to an assembly of citizens, of whom many were poor, some old, and all were
despised individually by rich accused persons who were brought before them--as
Aristophanes and Xenophon 7 give us plainly to understand. If we except the strict and
peculiar educational discipline of Sparta, these numerous dikasteries afforded the only
organ which Grecian politics could devise, for getting redress against powerful criminals,
public as well as private, and for obtaining a sincere and uncorrupt verdict.

Taking the general working of the dikasteries, we shall fred that they are nothing but
jury-trial applied on a scale broad, systematic, unaided, and uncontrolled, beyond all
other historical experience; and that they therefore exhibit in exaggerated proportions both
the excellences and the defects characteristic of the jury system, as compared with
decision by trained and professional judges .... Both the direct benefits ascribed to
jury-trial in insuring pure and even-handed justice, and still more its indirect benefits in
improving and educating the citizens generally, might have been set forth yet more
emphatically in a laudatory harangue of Perikles about the Athenian dikasteries. If it be
true that an Englishman or an American counts more certainly on an impartial and
uncorrupt verdict from a jury of his country than from a permanent professional judge,
much more would this be the feeling of an ordinary Athenian, when he compared the
dikasteries with the archon .... As to the effect of jury-trial in diffusing respect to the
laws and comtitution--in giving to every citizen a personal interest in enforcing the
former and maintaining the latter--in imparting a sentiment of dignity to small and poor
men through the discharge of a function exalted as well as useful--in calling forth the
patriotic sympathies, and exercising the mental capacities of every individual--all these
effects were produced in a still higher degree by the dikasteries at Athens; from their
greater frequency, numbers, and spontaneity of mental action, without any professional

5Xenophon, Constitution of the Lacedaemonians (Greek and English), trans. E.C.
Marchant (London: Heinemann, 1925), pp. 160-2 (VIII, 1-2), and (pseudo-Xenophon)
Xenophontis qui inscribitur libellus Athenaion politeia, ed. E. Kalinka (Stuttgart:
Teubner, 1961), p. 9 (I, 18).

6Critias (ca. 460-403 B.C.), an oligarchical politician who headed "The Thirty";
Meidias (ft. 347 B.C.), an opponent of Demosthenes.

7Aristophanes, The Wasps, pp. 456 and 462 (515-17 and 570-2). For Xenophon,
see n5.
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judge uponwhom they could throwthe responsibilityof decidingfor them. Onthe other
hand, the imperfectionsinherentin jury-trial were likewise disclosed in an exaggerated
formunderthe Athenian system. Both jurorand dikastrepresentthe averagemanof the
time and of the neighbourhood,exempt indeed from pecuniarycorruptionor personal
fear,--deciding accordingto what he thinksjustice, or to somegenuinefeeling of equity,
mercy, religion, or patriotism, which in referenceto the case beforehim he thinksasgood
as justice--but not exempt from sympathies,antipathies,and prejudices,all of which act
the more powerfully because there is often no consciousness of their presence, and
because they even appearessential to his ideaof plain and straightforwardgood sense.
[Vol. V, pp. 512-25.]

Of the maritime empire of Athens Mr. Grote furnishes an unprejudiced
account, and as much of a justification as the case admits of. [Ibid., pp. 390-472;
Chap. xlv. ] It was originally an equal alliance, growing out of the operations
against Xerxes, and intended for the naval defence of Greece, against Persian
domination. Of this confederacy (which consisted of the islands, and the Greek
cities of the Asiatic and Thracian coasts, recently freed from the dominion of the
Persian satraps) Athens was the acknowledged head, but was only primus inter
pares, performing the functions of an executive; the supreme regulation of the
alliance belonging to a synod of the confederates periodically meeting at Delos.
Each of the states contributed either in money or in ships of war towards the
common objects of the alliance; the contingent of each having been fixed by
Aristides in a manner so equitable as to command universal applause. The steps
by which, without any preconceived plan of usurpationon the part of Athens, her
originally equal confederates sunk into the condition of dependent or
subject-allies, are traced with great clearness by Mr. Grote. When this change
had been consummated, each state paid a compulsory annual tribute, in
consideration of which Athens undertook the military and naval defence of the
tributaries against all enemies. They were not permitted to have any fortifications
or ships of war of their own, and their differences with other states they were
required to refer to the judicial tribunals of Athens. With their internal
institutions or administration Athens did not meddle; not even to establish

democracy; for though her own example tended to make democratic principles
predominate within the sphere of her influence, many of the subject-allies of
Athens were, and continued to be, under oligarchical government. In this the
Athenian dominion differed greatly from the subsequent supremacy of Sparta,
who not only subverted the democracies and established oligarchies everywhere,

but appointed Spartan governors under the name of harmosts, whose yoke was
always oppressive and often intolerable. The subjects of Athens had few if any
practical grievances, and scarcely pretended to have them: the tribute was a
cheap price for complete military and naval protection. Their complaint was, that
they were degraded by being deprived of the common privilege of autonomy or
city-independence, so indissolubly connected in the Greek mind with all ideas of
freedom and collective dignity.
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This complaint, whether judged by an abstract standard or by the ideas and
sentiments of the time, was well grounded. Yet let it be remarked, that this

coveted autonomy was a privilege which most of the states composing the
Athenian league were entirely incapable of maintaining by their own strength.
Athens found them under the dominion of Persia; when separated from Athens
they fell under the far harder yoke of Sparta. Let it be considered also, that it was
precisely this narrow spirit of independence, this intolerance on the part of each
petty town of permanent connexion with any other, which ultimately caused the
ruin of Grecian freedom by the absorption of all Greece into the Macedonian
monarchy. Doubtless, the a'ue remedy for the inherent weakness of so divided a
state, would have been found in a free and equal confederation. But a federal
government was of all things the most alien to Grecian habits. Even in the most
pressing danger, when half Greece was overrun and occupied by the troops of
Xerxes, the evidence, never before so fully brought out as by Mr. Grote, showed
the radical incapacity of these little communities for acting in free voluntary
concert. If there was any means by which Grecian independence and liberty
could have been made a permanent thing, it would have been by the prolongation
for some generations more of the organization of the larger half of Greece under
the supremacy of Athens; a supremacy imposed, indeed, and upheld by
force--but the mildest, the most civilizing, and, in its permanent influence on
the destinies of human kind, the most brilliant and valuable, of all usurped
powers known to history.

That events took another course was the fault of no one so much as of the

Athenians themselves, who, intoxicated by success, and having no longer a
Pericles to keep them in the path of practical wisdom, were tempted to aggressive
enterprises like that on Sicily, both unjust and beyond their strength. The next
volume of Mr. Grote will contain the recital of this sad disaster, one of the

turning-points in universal history, and one of those portions of it which are
richest in epic and dramatic interest.

It is impossible to predict what number of further volumes will be necessary
for the completion of Mr. Grote's design; but no one who reads his work can
wish that it were more abridged. It is not a mere summary of events known and
admitted, and requiring only to be agreeably laid before the reader. It is an
exploration of the sources of Grecian history; an investigation of facts previously
unknown or misrepresented; a labour performed once for all; and the book is a
storehouse from which future writers may draw their materials, without repeating
the same toilsome and operose researches. To be this, and to be also an attractive
specimen of narrative, and, more valuable than all, a profound estimate by a
philosophical politician of one of the most important periods in the political
history of mankind, is a threefold achievement which it has been given to few
works, whether called histories or by any other denomination, to realize.
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382. THE ATTEMPt TO EXCLUDE UNBELIEVERS FROM PARLIAMENT

DAILY NEWS, 26 MAR., 1849, P. 4

In a speech on 19 Feb., 1849 (PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 102, cols. 906-17), Lord John Russell
introduced "A Bill to Alter the Oaths to Be Taken by Members of the Two Houses of
Parliament Not Professing the Roman Catholic Religion," 12 Victoria (23 Feb., 1849),
PP, 1849, IV, 419-24. The bill, similar to an unsuccessful one of the year before, was
designed to admit Jews to Parliament. It was debated in the Commons on 19 and 23 Feb.,
7 May, and 11 June, when it passed second reading, and in the Lords on 26 June, but was
not enacted. On 21 Feb., 1849, Mill had written Harriet Taylor, in France for her health,
pointing out that Russell, "although he is actually abolishing the old oaths & framing new,
still has the meanness to reinsert the words 'on the true faith of a Christian' for all persons
except Jews, & justifies it by saying that the Constitution ought not avowedly to admit
unbelievers into Parliament." She replied in a letter now lost, and on 17 Mar. he said: "'As
you suggested I wrote an article on Russell's piece of meanness in the Jew Bill and have
sent it to [Eyre Evans] Crowe [editor of the Daily News] from whom I have not yet any
answer--there has been no time hitherto fit for its publication--the time will come when
the subject is to come on again in Parlt. But I fear the article, even as 'from a
correspondent' will be too strong meat for the Daily News, as it declares without mincing
the matter, that infidels are perfectly proper persons to be in parliament." (In fact it
appeared as first leader, not as "from a correspondent. ") He continues: "I like the article
myself. I have carefully avoided anything disrespectful to Russell personally, or any of
the marks, known to me, by which my writing can be recognized." Four days later he
reported again: "Crowe's answer was 'I shall be but too happy to print the article. The
Jews bill is put off till after Easter, but if you will allow me I will insert it immediately.'"
Mill adds, in what is now a mysterious as well as unpleasant allusion, "There is nothing
like kicking people of the D[aily] N[ews] sort it appears. I answered telling him if he
thought it would be of as much use now as about the time when the bill comes on by all
means to print it now. It has not yet made its appearance." (LL, CW, Vol. X1V, pp. 13,
18, and 20.) This first leader, headed "London, Monday, Mar. 26," is described in Mill's
bibliography as "A leading article on the attempt to exclude unbelievers from parliament,
in the Daily News of 26th March 1849" (MacMinn, p. 71).

THE BILL OF LORD JOHN RUSSELL for the admission of Jews into parliament,

affords by the mode it adopts of effecting that purpose, an example of the rooted

aversion of our practical politicians to anything like a principle. If there is a

principle which is supposed to be sacred in the eyes of a Russell, it is religious
freedom. If there is a maxim in politics which whigs are understood to cherish, it
is that no one should be subjected to civil disabilities on the ground of any

opinions which be may entertain in matters of religion. Yet a whig and a
Russell,_ finding the Jews excluded from parliament by the imposition of certain

IThe name of Russell had been associated with religious and civil liberty since the time
of William Russell (1639-83), "the patriot," one of the first Whigs, who had been
executed for supposed treason against the Stuarts. Lord John Russell, of the sixth
generation in descent, was author of The Life of WiUiam Lord Russell (London: Longman,
1819).
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words interpreted as expressing a belief in Christianity proposes to dispense with
the words, but to dispense with them for Jews only. For all who do not declare
them_selves to be Jews, he not only leaves the words as he found them, but

actually re-enacts them. He is proposing to abolish the old oaths and to establish
new, and in the oaths which he establishes he introduces de novo these very

I words, granting to Jews a special exemption from their use. 2 He opens the door
ti¢, . of parliament just wide enough to allow one particular class of dissenters from

_" iChristianity to slip in, and closes it, as far as depends upon him, against all
k "others.

Why is this? If we take his own account of the matter, it is because he does not
think it right to announce that sceptics and infidels ought to be admitted into
parliament; therefore he declares_y sceptics and infidels, but
Hindoos, Buddhists, and Mahomedans, none of whom are commonly counted

among infidels, and who compose nearly three-fourths of the population of the
British dominions. But we will discuss the question as if it concerned only those
whom Lord John would have it believed that he actually cares about rendering
ineligible.

First, what sort of sceptics and infidels does he really suppose that his oaths
will keep out of parliament? Those who take his side of the question usually
profess the charitable belief that infidels are persons whom oaths wi__llnot bind. It
is certain at least that an infidel who can be excluded by such words as those
used, "on the true faith of a Christian," words which rather insinuate than profess
a belief in Christianity--equivocating, jesuitical words, which seem chosen on
purpose to afford a loophole to the conscience--must be a person more than
ordinarily under the influence of honour and moral obligation, and, therefore,
more than ordinarily fit to be a member of any assembly where honest men are
required; and more than usually undeserving to have any discreditable mark put
upon him.

But (it will be said by Lord John Russell, or by somebody for him) the
measure will not really keep anybody out. It is not meant to do so. It is only
meant as a declaration that certain persons ought to be kept out. It is an admission
under protest. It is a national testimony that nobody who disbelieves in
Christianity can be a fit person to sit in parliament.

If it be so, it is a testimony to something which every one who has any
knowledge of life knows to be not true. We say nothing about Jews, whom this
very measure is intended to let in. Were Hume and Gibbon improper persons to
sit in parliament? 3 Conservatives, at least, will hardly be of that opinion; for they
were both tories; and the sons and daughters of tories to this day get their first

2See Sect. I of the Bill for the oath, and Sect. V for the exemption of Jews.
3Both Hume and Edward Gibbon (1737-94), the historian, would have been excluded

from Parliamentby the termsof this Bill on the groundsof religious scepticism. Gibbon in
fact served as M.P. 1774-80 and 1781-83.
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notions of English politics from a History written by one of them,4 and very false
notions they are. Liberals, again, would deem them valuable members of
parliament for different reasons. It is not possible to imagine an assembly where
great questions are to be discussed and important public business transacted, in
which no good use could be made of such powers of mind as these men
possessed.

It is unnecessary, however, to go back to a past age. The present times are
sufficient. We should like to put a question to Lord John Russell. Let him
mentally reckon up (if they are not too numerous to be reckoned), among
persons now in parliament or in office, or who have been so since he entered into
public life, all those whom he either positively knows, or has good ground for

believing, to be ,disbelievers in revelation--many of them in more than
revelation. We put it to him as a m_n of the woTld. M'_3_ _ "Chn'-_'st_, in
et]i'_ "innocence and inexperience, would be astonished and shocked at the

supposition we are making, but Lord John must know eno_sfitime? and of
the men of his time, to be more or less a competent judge. We wish that after
revolving in his mind the various members of the present or any former House of
Commons, whom he has known or believed to beow_hat _e 3_sq_a_l$,.J£_t_Le`d
infidels, he would ask himself whether, among all the members composing it,
_-_, taken collectively, were the persons whom, in his sincere opinion, the
House of Commons could have best spared? We do not mean that many, or

perhaps any, of these persons are Humes and Gibbons, or have ever made any
public attack on religion, or are at all likely to avow unbelief; if they did, they
would emperil, among many othe¥'_,'a-II'lti_cqS-ance_ _o-Fre--e]ection. The
truth is, that _ere "is generally nothing in their conduct by w_ch they could, as a
class, be distinguished from the great majority of believers. This ought not to be:
a great difference in the conscientious convictions of human beings ought to
make a visible difference of some kind or other in their conduct, but in point of
fact it seldom does. Certain it is that neither Lord John Russell, nor any other
man of the world, would trust the unbelievers less in any relation of life, or
would consider them less e_-"5]ET6F_e _eat_maj-ofity _o-fpublic "_ncti0ns, than
the average of Christians. On this point we should not fear to take the opinion of
any man who has been minister of England in the last thirty years, could we be
sure that he would speak his real sentiments.

If Lord John Russell really believed that the words he proposes would exclude
from parliament all the sincere unbelievers who are now or may hereafter
become members of it, we are convinced that he never would have proposed
them. Why, then, has he done so? Because he believes that the exclusion will not
exclude, but will be a mere bruturafulmen; and, with the usual indifference of

4Hume,whose Tory History of England was a frequent target of Mill's wrath (see esp.
CW, Vol. VI, pp. 3-58).
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our statesmen to a bad principle, when they do not expect that it will be followed
by specific bad consequences, he thinks he may as well make this sacrifice at the
shrine of bigotry, if it will gain him an additional vote for letting in Mr.
Rothschild. 5 He has yet to learn that a legislature which either introduces or
confmns a bad principle does more harm than is compensated by twenty good

practical measures involving no principle: for it is by th_scon..tmLned _ in
them that." -- t _ " ._.llli_, thus producigj more effect for

g___0r ever!,than "laws or kings" by their direct influence can either "cause or
c_.';g-As long as the laws keep up nominal persecution on account of opinion,
whether practically operative or not, the seal of bigotry will be upon us; and no
letting in of one set of excluded persons after another by the backdoor of the
constitution will avail much to make us otherwise.

383. CORPORAL PUNISHMENT

DAILY NEWS, 14 JULY, 1849, P. 4

This articlerespondsto the report"Police. Southwark," The Times, 6 July, 1849, p. 7
(from which the quotationsare taken), concerningthe caseof AlexanderSmith, heardon
5 July before IsaacOnslow Seeker(1799-1861), barrister,magistrateat Greenwichand
Woolwich. This unheadedfourthleader, the seventhjointly authoredby HarrietTaylor
and Mill on injusticeand cruelty(for background,see No. 303), is describedin Mill's
bibliographyas "A leadingarticleon corporalpunishment,in theDailyNews of 14thJuly
1849. A joint production,very littleof which was mine." (MacMinn,p. 71.)

WHILE,in the popular discussions on criminal law, the idea of punishment is
more and more sunk in that of reformatory discipline; while what were once
deemed the main ends of penal infliction--retribution to the culprit, and the
deterring of future offenders--are well-nigh sinking out of view, and prisons, in
the opinion of many well-meaning persons, are regarded as little more than a sort
of hospitals for the morally sick, where they are to be cured of their soul's
diseases by mild alternatives; while this twist of the moral sentiment in the
direction of shortsighted tenderness is increasingly manifest; in the actual
administration of our criminal law, the tide is setting in the contrary direction,
towards a revival of the brutaland barbarouspractices of the middle ages and of
the East. Amidst our talk of reformatory treatment we are returning to the most
demoralising, the most brutalising, because the most degrading of punishments,

5BaronLionelNathanRothschild(1808-79), bankerand philanthropist,elected Whig
M.P. for thecity of Londonin 1847 andrepeatedlythereafter,butbarred,as a Jew, from
takinga seat in Parliamentuntil 1858 afterthe passing in thatyearof 21 & 22 Victoria,
c. 48.

eSamnelJohnson, "Lines Added to Oliver Goldsmith's Traveller," quotedin James
Boswell, The Life of Samuel Johnson, 2 vols. (London:Dilly, 1791), Vol. I, p. 275.
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the bastinado. There have been other instances lately of this, but none hitherto

that comes up to what we extract from a Southwark police report of Friday last:

Alexander Smith, described as a commission agent, was brought before Mr. Seeker,
charged with illegally pawning a gold watch, value 20 guineas, the property of James
Mills, the master of a West India trader.

It appeared that the complainant formed a casual acquaintance with the prisoner, who
prevailed upon him to accompany him to Astley's to witness the horsemanship. I
Previously, however, to their entering the theatre, the prisoner suggested the propriety of
the complainant leaving a valuable gold watch in the hands of the landlord of a
poblic-house adjacent, where they had partaken of refreshment, adding, that the article
would be much safer there than at the theatre. The complainant at once assented to this

suggestion, and the watch was accordingly left with the landlord of the house. Before the
performance was over, the prisoner made some frivolous excuse, and quitting the theatre
proceeded to the public-house and got possession of the complainant's watch, which it
was subsequently ascertained he had pledged at a pawnbroker's shop for 101. Upon the
discovery of the theft he promised to redeem the article, or pay the full value, neither of
which he had since done; and the complainant, finding that there was no chance of
obtaining restitution, gave the prisoner into custody on the charge of illegally pawning the
watch.

The prisoner, a well-dressed middle-aged man, said that he had given the complainant
his note of hand to pay at the rate of 10s. a week until the debt was paid.

Mr. Seeker said that the mild term of "debt" could not be applied to such a fraudulent
transaction. The prisoner had acted a most dishonest part in taking advantage of the
absence of complainant to obtain possession of his watch.

The complainant admitted having taken a written guarantee from the prisoner, but said
he did it for the purpose of strengthening the case against him.

The prisoner asserted that the watch was given him to pawn, which was flatly
contradicted by the owner.

Mr. Seeker denounced, in strong terms, the conduct of the prisoner, and sentenced him
to pay a penalty of 51. for illegally pawning the watch, besides 12l., the lowest value put
upon the watch; and, in default of payment, to be committed for three months; and that, in
addition to the above, if the prisoner omitted to pay the above sums within three days of
the expiration of his imprisonment, he should he once publicly whipped within the
precincts of the gaol.

The prisoner, who heard the latter part of the sentence with astonishment depicted on
his countenance, was then removed from the bar.

Well might he be astonished; and his astonishment will be participated, we

believe, by the majority of readers. We know that the office of police magistrate
is one to which a man is appointed usually because he is fit for nothing else;

because, being too stupid to fill any other appointment, he is thought good

enough to be the dispenser of law, justice, and moral instruction to those who
most need all these. But even a Mr. Secker must, we suppose, have some law to

bear him out in such a decision as this. What law? and how has such a law been

smuggled through parliament? a law permitting the infliction of the bastinado for

IA very popular theatrical equestrian establishment, originally called Astley's Royal
Amphitheatre, established in 1798 by Philip Astley (1742-1814).
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a pecuniary fraud--by which, if impartially enforced, half the bankrupts in
England would be publicly flogged, and a London magistrate would become a
Turkish Cadi. But there is another peculiarity in the case which must be wholly
Mr. Seeker's. The flogging, after all, is not to be inflicted for the offence. The
punishment of that is a fine of 5/., added to another of 12/., or, "in default of

payment," to be committed for three months. But, after suffering the imprison-
ment, he is still "to pay the above sums within three days," and to be flogged if
he "omits" to pay them. He is to be flogged therefore, not for the fraud, but for
being unable to pay 17/. This is a person to be entrusted with the power of
flogging!

But the pranks of police magistrates are not the worst of the political and social
vices which this case illustrates. It exemplifies the total absence of true moral
feeling which pervades our criminal legislation and all the functionaries who
administer it, from the judges of the Court of Queen's Bench down to this Mr.

Secker. If a brutal punishment can ever be appropriate, it is in the case of a brutal
offence. Every day's police reports contain cases of ruffianly assaults,
committed in the mere wantonness of brutality, against creatures whose sole
offence is to be inferior in physical strength, oftenest of all against helpless
children, or the slaves called wives, whose death, by a long continuance of
personal torture, has of late been so frequently brought to light, and without a
single exception so leniently passed over, that this has apparently become one of
the safe ways of getting rid of those incumbrances. To such ruffians as these the
degradation of corporal punishment would be very suitable. It does not make
them brutes, it only stamps them as what they are. A coward who beats another
because he is the stronger, would perhaps even be benefited by finding himself
for once in the hands of a stronger than himself, and tasting of the degradation he
has inflicted. But who ever hears of corporal punishment for assault? One or two
months' imprisonment is all we hear of in the most atrocious cases; while, if
property is in question--if pounds, shillings, and pence have been tampered
with, yeats of imprisonment, with hard labour (not to mention transportation) are
almost the smallest penalty. And this is not peculiarly the fault of the police
magistrates, whose power of inflicting punishment for assault is very limited. It
is the crime more especially of legislators and of the superior courts. They, it
seems, have yet to learn that there is a thing infinitely more important than
property--the freedom and sacredness of human personality; that there is an
immeasurable distance in point of moral enormity between any the gravest
offence which concerns property only, and an act of insulting and degrading
violence perpetrated against a human being. Mankind could go on very well,
have gone on in time past (as well as they have ever yet gone on), with property
very insecure. But subject to blows, or the fear of blows, they can be no other
than soulless, terror-stricken slaves, without virtue, without courage, without
peace, with nothing they dare call their own. Yet because persons in the upper
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and middle ranks are not subject to personal outrage, and are subject to have
their watches stolen, the punishment of blows is revived, not for those who are
guilty of blows, but for middle-aged men who pawn watches. Is this to be
endured?

A few weeks ago, the punishment of flogging, in the case of the young man
who shot at the Queen, was omitted, it is said, at the special desire of the Queen
herself. 2 The forbearance was uncomplimentary to the legislatorial wisdom
which had recently enacted that penalty as peculiarly fit for that particular
offence: but no one can be surprised by an example of good sense, good taste,
and good feeling, given by the Queen. The crime of Hamilton was not of a
degraded or brutal kind, though of a wicked and grave kind, deserving, in truth,
and requiring, a severer punishment than it received. To refuse so disgusting a
tribute as the revival of a brutalising degradation as a punishment for offences
against herself, was a worthy lesson to legislators and judges; and it was
magnanimity, not like but most unlike a sovereign, to punish so serious an
offence only as if it had been directed against the meanest subject. Would that
her Majesty would take in hand this vast and vital question of the extinction of
personal violence by the best and surest means--the illegalising of corporal
punishment, domestic as well as judicial, at any age. We conscientiously believe
that more large and lasting good, both present and future, to the moral and social
character of the whole people, would be achieved by such an act of legislation,
than fifty years of legislative efforts without it would be required to supply.

384. THE CZAR AND THE HUNGARIAN REFUGEES IN TURKEY [ 1]

DAILYNEWS,3 OCT., 1849, P. 2

In 1848, Hungary had revoltedagainst the AustrianEmpire, but by May of 1849Russia
had rigorouslysuppressedthe rebellion in the name of the Holy Alliance of 1815between
herself, Austria, and Prussia. During the summer of 1849 public opinion in England
ralliedagainst Austria. A crisis aroseover the demandby Russia and Austria that Turkey
extradite the leaders of the revolution, Kossuth, Bern, and others. The Sultan,
Abd-nl-Mejid (1823-61), refused to do so. Mill's letter, headed as title with subhead, "To
the Editor of the Daily News," is described in his bibliographyas "A letter signed J.S.M.

2A pistol (chargedonly with powder) wasfired at Queen Victoriaon 19May, 1849,by
William (or John?) Hamilton, an Irish bricklayer's mate (b. ca. 1826), who was tried at
the Central Criminal Court on 14 June, when he pleaded guilty and was sentenced to
transportationfor sevenyears. It was reported at the trial that the Queen expresslydesired
that he not be punished by flogging. See The Times, 21 May, p. 5, and 15June, p. 7. For
Harriet Taylor's energetic and decided comments on this matter, in a letter of 10 July to
Mill that undoubtedlyprompted this article, see Hayek, John Stuart Mill and Harriet
Tay/or, pp. 159-60.
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in the Daily News of 3d _ober 1849on the case of the Hungarianrefugees in Turkey"
(MacMinn, p. 71). (Mill's evident wish to be identified by his initials was perhaps
frustratedby the misprinting of "I." for "J."; however, the correct initialsappearedin the
second letter on the subject, No. 385. )

sm,mMany thousands in England, and millions, I will venture to say, in
Europe, are waiting anxiously to see whether the noble conduct of the Sultan in
refusing to deliver up the defenders of Hungarian liberty to the crowned employ-
ers of the scourgers of women, the butchers of Warsaw and Pesth, is to have
the support of England or not.

We are told that our enormous naval force is and must be kept up on account of
the state of the Continent. If we ever could be called upon to use that force by any
occurrence on the Continent, it is now.

Wait not for the support of France. France, in a moment of insanity, has given
herself up for four years to the discretion of the relative (by marriage), and
servile tool of the Emperor of Russia, by whose help he hopes to be made

Emperor of France. 1 But France must follow, if England at once takes the lead.
The Czar ought instantly to be told that the first movement of troops across the

frontiers of Turkey in this quarrel will be a signal for the blockading of all his
ports in the Baltic and the Black Sea, to be followed, if needful, by the
destruction of his naval arsenals.

Any trifle is thought sufficient cause for summoning a public meeting. Shall
there be no meeting to save England from the infamy of standing by while men
and women, who ought to be carried in triumph through every city in Europe, are
torn by main force from the protection of the Mussulman prince, who dares defy
a power ten times stronger and ten times more barbarous than his own, rather
than deliver up fugitive victims to the slaughterer?

A month ago it would have seemed quite needless that a public demonstration
should warn a liberal ministry of such a duty. But since we have a Colonial
Secretary and a Prime Minister either so base, or so infantinely weak and
credulous, as to be capable, the one of sanctioning, the other of defending, the
conduct of More O'Ferrall, 2 it is quite time that the public should rouse itself,

ILouis Napol6on (1808-73), nephew of Bonaparte, a b_te noire to Mill, had become
Presidentof France in December 1848and, after a coup d'$tat in December 1851, was to
become Emperor in December 1852. His relationship to Czar Nicholas I of Russia was
distant: Princess Mathilde, daughter of Jerome Bonaparte, had once been engaged to
Louis Napol6on and served as his hostess for some years before his marriage; she was a
third cousin of the Czar.

2HenryGeorge Grey was Colonial Secretary 1846-52; the Prime Minister was Lord
John Russell. The conductof RichardMore O'Ferrall (1797-1880), who in July 1849, as
Governorof Malta, had refused topermit refugees to land, was sanctionedby theColonial
Office in a speech of 1 Aug., 1849, by the Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies,
Benjamin Hawes (PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 107, col. 1161); it was defended by Russell in a
letter of 5 Sept. to Joseph Hume (printed in the Examiner, 22 Sept., p. 602), which also
mentionsGrey's approbation.
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and give strength to the only member of the government who stands between us

and the Aberdeen policy, between us and a mean complicity with the new

"Holy" Alliance. 3
J.S.M.

385. THE CZAR AND THE HUNGARIAN REFUGEES IN TURKEY [2]

EXAMINER,6 OCT., 1849, P. 627

This paragraph follows a letter headed "What Is England to Do?" and signed "A
Cambridge Man," which calls on the public to trust the Foreign Minister, Palmerston, in
his very cautious and moderate support for the Hungarian refugees (for the context, see
No. 384). Mill's paragraph is introduced by this editorial comment: "Since this letter was
in type, another, with the signature of J.S.M., has been forwarded to us, taking a different
view of the duty of the public in reference to this question. The writer professes no faith in
the conduct or courage of the Ministers (with one exception), and speaks indignantly of
the affair at Malta and its recent extenuation. _But he adds with much truth:". The item,

which appears in the "Political Examiner," is described in Mill's bibliography as "A
letter on the same subject and with the same signature [as No. 384] but of which a part
only was printed, in the Examiner of 7th [sic] October 1849" (MacMinn, p. 72).

BUT LET THE PUBLICalso take its share of blame. If the public cannot trust the

Ministers, neither can the Ministers trust the public for support in any energetic

and generous course of action in foreign affairs. The Ministers think that the

people care for nothing but reducing the taxes and preventing any interruption of
trade. Or that ff they are capable of being moved by any idea larger than this, it is

by the idea of a silly, goody kind of peace. If, six months ago, we had possessed

a government with spirit enough to announce as the determination of England,
that neither at Rome, nor in Hungary, nor in any other place in Europe, should

any foreign intervention be suffered unless England was a party to itRa
declaration which, if believed, would have effectually prevented any intcryen-

tion and any war--could they have expected to be supportd by the nation in

assuming this attitude? Would not a junction of all the office-seeking parties

3Lord Palmerston objected, in a speech of 21 July (PD, 3rd set., Vol. 107, cols.
807-15), to the proposals of George Hamilton Gordon (1784-1860), 4th Earl of
Aberdeen, to renew relations with the Powers who had always been Britain's allies and to
approve Russia's intervention as "necessary," in a speech of 20 July (ibid., cols.
690-705). The Holy Alliance of Russia, Austria, and Prussia, formed in 1815 to ensure
Christian co-operation and brotherhood and eventually joined by most of Europe except
for England, had prompted the Czar's intervention in Hungary. The prospect of a new
Holy Alliance was raised in the Commons by Ralph Berual Osborne on 21 July (ibid.,
col. 788).

IMill must have repeated in the missing part of this letter the views with which he
concludes No. 384 (q.v.) about palmerston (the exception), and Grey and Russell.
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against them have been suffered by the nation to expel them from power? The
official people believe that, though England will bear to be overtaxed on all sorts
of idle and dishonest pretexts, no cause is so sacred in her eyes that she would be
willing, rather than abandon it, to add a million to the taxes. Let England come
forward and declare that this is not true. Let public meetings proclaim that
England will go to war with Russia rather than suffer Turkey to be bullied into
giving up vanquished fugitives to the executioner; and the fugitives will be
saved, and the character of England vindicated, without a chance of war.

386. M. CABET

DAILYNEWS,30 OCT., 1849, P. 3

In the course of a leading article, 29 Oct., p. 4, on the Catholic Churchin Frenchpolitics,
the Daily News incidentally brought in accusations against EtienneCabet as a swindler;
Mill quotes from this article. Cabet, who had associated with Owen when in exile in
England 1834-39, announced in 1847 the founding of a communal settlement, Icaria, in
America. A groupof settlers left in January 1848 and tried to establish themselves in a
particularlyunsuitable part of Texas, where they were joined by Cabet early in 1849. He
took his followers toNauvoo, the abandonedMormonsettlement inIllinois, a few months
later, but the enterprisewas a failure. By Septemberhe had been charged with defrauding
his followers (see The Times, 20 Oct., p. 5). Condemned in his absence to two years in
prison, on his returnto France in 1851he was acquitted. The letteris headed as title, with
subhead, "To the Editorof the Daily News." It is identified in Mill's bibliographyas "A
lettersigned D in the Daily News of 30thOctober 1849on M. Cabet" (MacMinn, p. 72).

SIR,--I have seen with surprise, in your paper of to-day, a leading article which,
in the course of a discussion on a totally different subject, and for the mere
purpose of illustration, alms a mortal stab at the honour and character of a man
now suffering under the persecution of the authorities in his native country--M.
Cabet. I have sufficient confidence in your sense of justice to feel convinced that
you have only joined in the hue and cry against this ill-treated man from
inadvertence, and ignorance of the real facts of the case. No one is surprised that
the tory press (whether calling itself liberal or the contrary) and their foreign
correspondents, who must be better informed if the editors are not, should think
any amount of suppressio veri quite fair, or at least not likely to be found out,
when directed against a known socialist. But as you are not to be classed with
writers of this description, you will be glad to be informed or reminded of that
important part of the truth which has escaped your notice. The judgment against
M. Cabet on the charge of escroquerie was pronounced by default, and therefore
without a hearing, M. Cabet being at the time necessarily absent, living in the
midst of the very people whom he is accused of having defrauded. The
judgment, which in the absence of the accused the court had perhaps no
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alternativebut to pass upon him, is of so littlepracticaleffect,that

notwithstandingthesentencehe has thepower of returningatany timeand

standinghistrial.Butthoughthecase,asitaffectsM. Cabet,on accountofhis
absencewas nottriedatall,hisfriendandco-defendant,M. Krolikowski,1who

was present,was triedon thesamecharge,andacquitted,afterhavingmade in
behalfofM. CabetthefollowingprotestcontainedintheD_mocratiePacifique

of22ridSeptemberlast:

CitizenCabet,whosepresenceisindispensableintheIcariancolonyofNanvoo(United
States),cannotpossiblyappearunlessthecourtconsentstopostponethetrialtonext
April;butIwilldefendhimineverymanner.Ourcauseiscommon;andtherehasbeenso
muchcalumnyagainsttheIcarians,andagainstcitizenCabetinparticular,accusinghim
sometimes of proposing a chimerical undertaking,and sometimes of abandoning his
associates, afterhavinginvitedthem to emigrate,thatI thinkit necessaryfor ourdefence
to publish the unanimousprotest of the Icariansestablished at Nauvoo, which shall be
producedbefore thejudges.2

The following is the document alluded to; it bears 189 signatures of emigrants,
male and female:

One of those great iniquitieswhich wouldsu.fficeto dishonouran age is, perhaps, about
to be accomplishedin France. Ignoblecalumnies attempt to disgrace the name of Cabet,
of the Christian philosopher who has consecrated the whole of a long life to the moral
education of mankind; the regenerator, the intrepid apostle, who, abandoning country,
family, and fortune, prepares, in remote climates, amidst dangers and privations, the
happiness of the human race. We, the witnesses and objects of his affection and of his
devotedness--we, already enjoying the fruits of his sacrifices and of our own
perseverance, protest against accusations as absurdas infamous, the triumph of which
would be a new stainon our unfortunatecountry.3

These are the feelings entertained towards this "convicted swindler" by his
victims, he living in the midst of them--and this is the man whom your article,
with a contemptuously pitying reservation in his favour as a sincere fanatic,
declares culpable of "falsehood," of "treachery," and of attempting "to form. a
socialist republic, without sagacity, industry, honesty, or truth." By what
authority does your writer thus asperse a man of whose principles the very words
he uses show that he knows nothing? The illusion of communists, so far as it is
an illusion, consists, on the contrary, in flattering themselves that a socialist
community can be founded on "sagacity, industry, honesty, and truth" alone,
without the vulgar incentives of private interest.

lLouisKrolikowski (1807-55), Polish army officer inexile in Paris, a close friend and
collaboratorof Cabot and, in the latter's absence, editor of the Populaire.

2Letter to the editor (20 Sept., 1849), Ddmocratie Pacifique, 22 Sept., p. 3. A
Fourieristdaily (1843-49) edited by Prosper Victor Consid6rant (1808-93), the journal
signalledits rejecrionof violent revolution by including "Pacifique" in its rifle.

Protestation de la colome lcanenne _tNanvoo, tbM.
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It need hardly be added, that the English newspapers, which have seldom let a
week pass since M. Cabet's trial without some insulting reference to him as a
convicted cheat and impostor, take care never to say that he was condemned
unheard, and have carefully kept from their readers the indignant protest of those
whom he is pretended to have defrauded and ruined.

D.

387. LECHEVALIER'S DECLARATION

SP_.CTATOR,8 DEC., 1849, p. 1165

Andr_ Louis Jules l.eehevalier (1800-50) was an economist and journalist, an ardent
follower of Victor Consid6rant and the school of Charles Fourier. On the strength of his
experiences in the French colonies, he became Colonial Secretary(1843). His ideas on
the emancipationof the blacks were proposedin his Rapport sur les questionscoloniales,
2 vols. (Paris: Impfimerie royale, 1843-44). On 13 June, 1849, Lechevalier had taken
part in protests against armed intervention by French troops in the siege of Rome. The
government imposed martial law; the offices of the Tribune des Peuples, of which
Lechevalier was then an editor, were closed, and three of his felloweditors were arrested.
Lechevalierthereupon addressed a letter (21 June, 1849) to the Minister of the Interior,
M. Dufaure, whicheffected the release of the three men but resulted in his own arrest and
subsequent trial and conviction by the Court at Versailles (November-December 1849).
Anticipating these consequences, Lechevalier, along with others, exiled himself to
London in July. It was from London that he wrote his Ddclaration on 8 Oct., 1849.
Leehevalier had the D_claration translated by a friend as Declaration of Citizen
Andre-Louis-Jules Lechevalier (London: n.p., 1849), and sent copies to a number of
British papers, but, for his quotations in this notice, Mill is evidently using the French
version (not located) in his own translation. The notice appears, in squarebrackets (like
the otherbriefnotices) in the "Publications Received" column, headed "D_claration du
CitoyenAndre-Louis-JulesLechevalierjunior, accuse, ex-membre duComit6 de la Presse
et du Comit6 Socialiste." It is described in Mill's bibliography as "A few words on M.
Jules [Lechevalier's] letter to [Dufaure] and [his Declaration]; in the Spectator of 8th
December 1849" (MacMinn, p. 72).

THEMANIFESTOof one of the condemned by default in the late political trial at
Versailles; and containing a brief recital of the exertions of a life passed in
labouring for the cause of philanthropy and social improvement. M. Jules
Lecbevalier is known to those who have attended to the course of public
discussion in France, as one of the most enlightened and most reasonable of
those Reformers who, with great variety of opinions and objects, are confounded
under the name of Socialists. To the general public he is best known by his
efforts during many years for the abolition of Negro slavery, and for replacing it
by an "organization of lahour"; _ for which no more favourable practical

1SeeNo. 372, n15, for the source of the phrase.
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opportunity could possibly have presented itself, and which if tried in our
Colonies would have had a chance of preventing their present difficulties. In this
little brochure M. Lechevalier maintains, that "the protest on the 13th of June
last was legitimate, legal, and constitutional; that in principle, insurrection would
have boen legitimate, but" (and of this, whoever has read the evidence on the
trial must be already convince,d) "in point of fact no insurrection took place, and
none was desired or projected.'2 It is in itself almost a reductio ad absurdum of
the alleged conspiracy, that one who is so essentially a man of peace as M. Jules
I._cbevalier should have been condemned and sentenced as of the number of its
authors and contrivers.

388. THE CALIFORNIAN CONSTITUTION

DAILYNEWS,2 JAN., 1850, P. 4

This articlequotes a letter fromCalifornia announcingthe results of the convention that
had met at Monterey on 4 Sept., 1849, to drawup a constitution for the new state. The
constitution was adopted on 13 Oct., and submittedto the people for a vote on 13 Nov.
(See Constitution of the State of California 1849 [San Francisco:printed at the Office of
the Alta California, 1849].) The fast legislatureof the new governmentmet on 15Dec.,
1849. This unheaded fast leader is described (twice, in identical terms) in Mill's
bibliographyas "A leadingarticleon theCalifornianConstitution, in the Daily News of
2ridJanuary 1850" (MacMinn, p. 72).

THELASTMAILfrom California has brought intelligence possessing a different
kind of interest from that which attaches itself to stories of masses of gold picked

up in the beds of rivers and speculations on a possible depreciation of currencies
by the cheapening of their standard. The Californians have not been solely
occupied with "the diggings." They have found time also to construct a set of
institutions. With the active self-help characteristic of the energetic people from
whom they are an offshoot, and of whose broad federation they already form a

part, this motley assemblage coming together from many quarters, united by no
previous tie, and finding on their arrival no constituted government to protect
them, proceeded fLrSttOorganize and enforce a system of voluntary governent,
with the requisite sanctions, sufficient for their protection, and then nominated a
convention, after the usual American manner, to prepare a Republican

Constitution. It is worthy of remark how instantaneously any body of American
emigrants, as soon as they have formed a settlement, proceed to make a
constitution; though European authorities of no small account in their own
estimation, are never tired of assuring us that constitutions cannot be made. But

2D_claration,pp. 4-5.
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while these sages are stoutly denying the possibility of motion, the Americans,
one after another, like Diogenes, rise up and walk;_ and not one stumble has yet
occurred to mar the completeness of the practical confutation. Whatever other
faults have been found with the Anglo-American constitutions, no one has yet

said that they will not work; a fate so often denounced against all constitutions
,_ except those which, like the British, "are not made but grow, ''2 or, it should

rather be said, come together by the fortuitous concourse of clashing forces.

Perhaps the truth is, that the constitutions which will not work are those which
are made for the people, while those which do work, such as the American, are
made by the people; a fact which is in itself a guarantee that the ideas which they
embody are such as the people are already familiar with, and attached to, and are
therefore both capable and desirous of making them "work." It is so with the
constitutions which spring into existence in the North American continent at the
rate of one in every three or four years, namely, whenever either a new state is
added to the Union, or the population of one of the older states resolves (like that
of New York recently) on a general revision of its institutions.3 All these systems
of government have, as might be expected, a family resemblance, but each new
one affords in some one or other of its features a significant indication of the
direction in which the general mind of America is tending.

The convention at Monterey, comprising about four-fifths of new settlers with
Anglo-Saxon or German names, and one-fifth of old Spanish inhabitants (which
is probably not an unfair proportion to the population), has concluded its labours;
and the product of its deliberations is about to be submitted for approval or
rejection to the general suffrages of the inhabitants. This proposed fundamental
law of the state comprises many provisions not usually classed under the
department of constitutional or political law: it includes, in fact, everything
which is considered too important or sacred to be entrusted to the discretion of an
ordinary legislature, and which is therefore inscribed in a sort of charter of rights
and liberties, not to be altered except with peculiar formalities, and by an
assembly chosen for the express purpose.

On the vital question of negro slavery, this constitution is irreproachable. By

an express provision, "neither slavery, nor involuntary servitude, unless for the
punishment of crimes, shall ever be tolerated in this state." [P. 4; Art. I, Sect.
18.] California has thus the honour of being the first southern state which has

lWhen told there was no such thing as motion, Diogenes (400-323 B.C.), the Cynic
philosopher, got up and walked about. See Diogenes Laertius, Lives of Eminent
Philosophers (Greek and English), trans. R.D. Hicks, 2 vols. (London: Heinemann,
1963), Vol. II, p. 40 (VI, 39).

2A favourite allusion of Mill's, deriving from James Mackintosh, The History of
En_gTh/and,10vols. (London: Longman, et al., 1830-40), Vol. I, p. 72.

e revisionof 1846 resulted in Constitution of the State of New York, as Adopted in
Convention, Oct. 9, 1846 (New York: Bumton, 1846).
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constituted itself free from that curse; and if the example be followed by New
Mexico and the other states which will be formed in the newly-acquired territory,
the iniquity is doomed. The slave-owners are well aware of this result; they have
long ago declared that the question of the extension of slavery is the question of
its existence; that once hemmed in within a comer of the confederation, it cannot

long survive; that the joint moral and economical effects of closing the new
territories to the export of slaves, will be rapidly fatal to the institution. In this

point of view, the determined rej__tion of slavery by the In'st new state
constituted in the territory which was sough-tah(I conquered (it is said) mainly for
the perpetuation of slavery, is the heaviest blow which that form of tyranny has
received in the United States, and is thus no unimportant event in history. In the
fast draft of the constitution the interdiction of slavery was accompanied by the
exclusion of free negroes from settling in the state; but this provision was
ultimately rejected by a vote of 31 to 8. Real improvement, however, is a slow
process; a considerable remnant of injustice is still left. The negro inhabitant will
be free, but not equal; the right of suffrage, otherwise virtually universal, is
limited to "every white male:" and though there is a provision, expressed
in grudging terms (the result, it is said, of a compromise), which permits
the legislature to admit to the suffrage "Indians or the descendants of Indians,"
in such "special cases" as two-thirds of the legislative body "may deem just
and proper," there is no such latitude given in favour of negroes. [P. 4; Art. II,
Sect. 1.]

On one subject connected with the rights and interests of women, the
Californian delegates have afforded an exampl_w_ of greater
importance in the world must ere long imitate. They have deemed it a fit thing to

be not only enacted, but to form a part of the constitution of the state, _at woomen
sh_._.g_: t_ ",ac'-,ic,-;,-.-r-l_O_ga:l_ The laws of most of the American states
are on this point less unjust and irrational than those of England and of other
countries of Europe. "All property, both real and personal, of the wife," say the
Californians, "owned or claimed by her before marriage, and that acquired
afterwards by gift, devise, or descent, shall be her separate property; and laws
shall be passed more clearly defining the rights of the wife, in relation as well to
her separate property, as to that held in common with her husband." [P. 13; Art.
XI, Sect. 14. ] It must be by an oversight that the wife's earnings are not included
in the property which is to be at her separate disposal. As the words stand, she
will have (if the phrase "separate property" is to be understood in its obvious
sense) exclusive control over what may devolve on her by any mode of
acquisition except her own labour. But even thus, how superior to the law of
England4--which on this, as on many other subjects, remains very little altered

4On marriagea wife became sous couverture, thus losing her legal existence indepen-
dentof her husband, andconsequently was inter alia unable to exercise in her own name
any rightsconnected with property.
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from what it was in those times of barbarism when the wife was literally the slave

of the man by whom she had been appropriated. It is a proof of the ineffectual
and unpractical character of the law reform movement that the law respecting the
property of married women remains in the state it is: a law of which every one
feels the injustice in the case of any women in whom he is himself interested; and
consequently, parents or relatives who give or bequeath property to women,
almost always endeavour to frustrate the law (which, however, they can only do
very imperfectly) by the circuitous, expensive, and often unsafe mode of a
settlement in trust. Yet, imperfect as is the protection which this contrivance
affords to the woman, and serious as are the hazards incurred by it in case of
dishonesty or rashness in the trustee, it never occurs to parliament to render all
this in a great measure unnecessary by the simple expedient of doing common
justice to the woman--by letting what is hers be hers, and not, as it is by
"common law," the husband's.

Another highly creditable part of the Californian constitution consists of its
provisions for education. A superintendent of public instruction, elected by the
people, is to be one of the regular officers of the government. [P. 11; Art. IX,
Sect. 1. ] All lands belonging to the state, and all property of persons dying
intestate and without heirs, together with a tax (to be solicited from Congress),
of five per cent on all sales of land within the state, belonging to the federal
government, are to be formed into a permanent fund for the support of common
schools [pp. 11-12; Art. IX, Sect. 2]; and a grant of unappropriated land is to be
solicited from Congress for the support of a university [p. 12; Art. IX, Sect. 4].
This is according to the laudable example of the New England States, which, of
all communities existing, have made, in proportion to their population, the most
munificent provision for general education: 5 and of whose people it has been
said, that they would as soon expect to be made to pay individually for the use of
the streets, as for that of the common schools.

The Californians have taken precautions against both the burthen of a national
debt, and the scandal of repudiation, by prohibiting their legislature from
incurring debts or liabilities exceeding in the aggregate 300,000 dollars, "except
in case of war, to repel invasion, or suppress insurrection;" or unless expressly
"for some specified object or work." [P. 11; Art. VIII.] In this last case, the law
which authorises the work must provide ways and means for paying off the
loans, with all interest, within twenty years; and this law must be submitted to
the direct suffrages of the people, and is irrepealable until the debt is wholly

5See, e.g., An Act to Provide for the Support of Common Schools (Montpellier, Vt.:
n.p., 1827); An Act of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, A.D. 1827. To Provide for
the Instruction of Youth (Boston: Christian Register Office, 1828); and Public Acts
Relating to Common Schools in Force in the State of Connecticut, in 1846 (New Haven:
Osbom and Baldwin, 1846).
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paid. There will, we think, be few questioners of the justice and policy of this
article of the constitution.

There are some other provisions, the policy of which is disputable--such as
the entire prohibition of paper money in all its forms, and of all banks, except for
the deposit of the precious metals [p. 7; Art. IV, Sect. 34]; and again, the
exemption of "a certain portion of the homestead and other property of all heads
of families" from "forced sale" by process of law--that is, from the claims of
creditors [p. 13; Art. XI, Sect. 15]; a kind of entail, scarcely more defensible
than those entails of a more ordinary description which, under the name of
"perpetuities," are prohibited by the constitution. [Ibid., Sect. 16. ] By another
article, whoever fights a duel, or sends or accepts a challenge, or is concerned as
a second or otherwise in the transaction, is to be punished by being deprived of
the suffrage, and disqualified from all public offices of profit. [Ibid., Sect. 2. ]
This looks like a serious intention to put down a practice which in some partsof
the United States amounts to an evil of considerable magnitude: and the means
used are more likely to be effectual than any others which we have heard
proposed, since they attack the offence through motives of the same kind with
those which generally prompt it, motives derived from the love of reputation and
consideration.

The remaining provisions of the new constitution do not vary materially from
the familiar features of representative democracy, as found in the older free states
of the Union.

389. THE CASE OF MARY ANN PARSONS [1]

DAILYNEWS,5 FEB., 1850, P. 4

This article, the eighth on injustice and cruelty by Harriet Taylor and Mill (for the
background, see No. 303), responds to "Horrible Cruelty," The Times, 2 Feb., 1850,
beginning on p. 8 and continuing in Supplement, p. 1, which describes the coroner's
inquest andsubsequent examination before magistrates resulting from the brutal death of
Mary Ann Parsonsat the handof Robert Curtis Bird, a farmer, and Sarah Bird, his wife;
Mill's quotations are all from p. 8. The witnesses mentioned are James Morrish, a
shoe-maker, and Richard Hooper; the victim's mother's name was Grace Parsons. For
further comment on the case, see No. 392. This urdaeadedthird leader is described in
Mill's bibliography as "A leadingarticle on a case of atrocity near Bideford, in the Daily
News of 5th Febry 1850. Very little of this article was mine." (MacMinn, p. 72. )

WE WOULDEARNESTLYCALLthe attention of our readers to one of the most

horrible cases of brutality which have ever disgraced the superficial civilisation
of our time and country: we were going to call it the most horrible, but cases
approaching to it in atrocity are so incessantly recurring in the police reports, that
we hesitate to pronounce even this case unrivalled in those disgraceful annals.
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Mary Ann Parsons, a girl of fifteen, said by the master of the workhouse I to
have been "strong and healthy, although not particularly bright," was hired as a
servant from the workhouse of the Bideford union, by a man and woman named
Bird, in September last. On the 5th of January she died, of such an accumulation
of wounds, mutilations, and other horrible injuries, that we will not repeat the
sickening list as given in the examinations before the magistrates. On the Friday
before Christmas-day, the evidence of a man named Morrish shows that he saw
her standing in the middle of the room where the prisoners and their four children
were; that she was ordered "to go into the slee house, or back house;" that as she
"went across the kitchen" he "saw that her neck and shoulders were covered with

blood, which appeared to have flowed just before" he "came in;" that about ten
minutes afterwards the man Bird "opened the slee door and ordered her to wash
the blood off her neck." Another man named Hooper saw her the day after
Christmas day, when she "appeared to be very ill: she could not stand upright."
He "heard her making a horrid noise after she got up stairs: she was crying, and
making a 'wist' or 'moaning' noise as she was going up." This creature had seen
her repeatedly flogged by both the man and woman, and neither he nor the
former witness ever interfered even by a word of remonstrance. During the
whole three months that she was in the service of these wretches, she appears to
have been utterly friendless, uncared for, unenquired after. Her mother, who was

an inhabitant of the same workhouse, never once saw her, and was ignorant of
her fate until made aware of it by the ghastly spectacle which the body presented
when in the coffin. The only person who seems to have said anything about the
girl after she entered their service, was the master of the workhouse; this man,
meeting the woman prisoner, who after a month's trial had told him that she was
an "honest, good, industrious girl," and hearing on this occasion some
complaint, gave his advice to "properly chastise" her. The instrument of torture
is said in the report to have excited the horror of the spectators; it was "a strong
stick of about a foot in length, to which were fastened eighteen stout sharp
leather thongs, about two feet long. This formidable cat was capable of inflicting
the most cruel laceration, as bad as the army whip, and worse than the cowhide
of the American slave owner." With this it was that the girl was reduced to the
state in which her body appeared. The man Sermon, who gave the brutal
recommendation to flog this girl of fifteen, and who admitted that he had

"punished children in the workhouse," though he "never served a child anything
like that," declared that in the army, where he had served, and had frequently
seen sentences of flogging executed, the manner in which this poor victim had
been treated would not have been considered fair flogging. With how much of
this evidence before them does not appear, the coroner's jury, under the direction
of the coroner,2 found that the girl died "from congestion of the brain, caused by

iThomas Sermon.
2J.H.Toiler, the deputycoroner for thedistrict.
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external injuries, but how or by what means such injuries were caused there was
no evidence to shew." Fortunately for justice, the "means," though mysterious
to this "jury of respectable (!) yeomen," were apparent enough to others. An
application having been made to a magistrate, the culprits have most properly
been committed to take their trial for murder; and heartily were it to be wished
that the wretch who counselled "chastisement," and the two base slaves who

looked on calmly and saw--one of them the brutality itself--both of them its
consequences--could be reached as accessories to the crime. From the report it
would appear that justice might have been entirely defeated and the monsters
might have escaped punishment, but for the clear, distinct, and manly evidence
of the surgeon, Mr. Turner) Too many of this gentleman's profession, in similar
cases, give their evidence in softened terms, and profess doubt, from fear of
injuring themselves with the lower class of their customers.

Our law, or at least its administration, takes abundant care of property, but the
most atrocious personal violence it treats with a lenity amounting to actual
license: even when death follows, the offence is generally pronounced to be
manslaughter, and the criminal escapes with a year or two's imprisonment. Yet
whether we look to the torments inflicted, or to the depravity indicated in the
perpetrators, the crime against Mary Ann Parsons is of far deeper atrocity than
that of a Rush, who f'n'es a pistol at a man and kills him. 4 Rush intended death,
but they intended torture, and inflicted death by torture. What the law is, and
what its administrators thought of such crimes as this poor child has been the
victim of, was shown in the case of the notorious Mrs. Brownrigg, who was
hanged for murder, and has remained the traditional type of the worst and most
odious species of murderers. _ Brownrigg flogged two of her apprentices to
death--exactly what these people have done to this unfortunate servant girl. The
question in law was not whether she had premeditated their death: it was enough
in law and justice that she had carried diabolical cruelty to the point which caused
it.

390. THE CASE OF ANNE BIRD

MORNINGCHRONICLE,13 MAR., 1850, P. 5

This article is the ninth on injustice and cruelty by Harriet Taylor and Mill (for the
background, see No. 303). It commentson the trial of Anne Bird (b. 1805)for the brutal
beating of a two-year-old child, Ellen Welsh, held on 8 Feb. at the Marylebone Police

3CharlesColville Turner.
')James Blomfield Rush was hanged on 14 Apr., 1849, for the murder on 28 Nov.,

1848,of IsaacJermy (1789-1848), Recorder of Norwich, and his son.
SEliratbethBrownrigg, a midwife in London, was hanged on 14 Sept., 1767, for the

murder of an apprentice, Mary Clifford. She was known to have beaten her other two
apprentices, but was tried forthe deathof Clifford.
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Office, before George Long (1780-1868), magistrate and author. The case had been
reported in "Police Intelligence--Friday. Marylebone," Morning Chronicle, 9 Feb., p. 8.
This unbeadedthird leader is described in Mill's bibliography as "A leading article on the
stateof the law respecting assault, in the Morning Chron. of 13thMarch 1850. Very little
of this was mine." (MacMinn, p. 73.)

MUCHHASBEENSAIDANDWRITTEN,although as yet to very little purpose, on
the effect which the progress of society in wealth, numbers, and education
produces on the nature and amount of crime. Among many differences of
opinion on this much-debated question, there is on one point a very general
agreement. However it may be with offences against property, crimes of
violence tend, it is generally believed, to diminution. There is nothing in which
we seem to have so much the advantage over our fathers as in mildness of

manners; and the delinquencies which prevail in the present generation are,
according to common opinion, those which have their source in poverty or
cupidity, but not in ferocity.

Though we do not deny the truth of this representation as it affects some
classes of society and some offences, yet, as a general fact, we are sorry to say
that it is not borne out by that authentic register of the manners and habits of the
populace--the Police Reports. Far from exhibiting any decrease in crimes of
violence, hardly a day passes in which that record does not bear frightful witness
to their unabated prevalence. And the crimes which thus abound are, in point of
moral turpitude, the worst order of crimes of violence--not the outbursts of

offended irascibility against an equal, but the habitual abuse of brute strength,
and the indulgence of wanton cruelty. Women and children, or young persons,
are usually the sufferers. Cases succeed one another with hardly any
intermission, in which men are proved to have killed their wives by brutal
maltreatment; every such death being the termination of a series of sufferings,
extending through years, against which the vital principle was at last unable
longer to bear up. For every such extreme case, we may be assured there are
hundreds which stop just short of the infliction of death, or in which death is
inflicted, but not ascribed to its true cause. In another very numerous class of
cases, a man or a woman is found to have kept an unhappy child for weeks and
months in some disgusting domestic dungeon, until it is nearly dead from cold,
hunger, and neglect--or to have scourged it day after day, until it is brought into
a state which strikes horror when at last exhibited, and from which in many cases
the child never recovers. In other instances a parish apprentice, or a young
person hired as a servant from the workhouse, is the miserable victim.

Whoever has sufficiently attended to the proceedings of the Police Courts to
have observed the deplorable frequency of these cases, must have been no less
forcibly struck with the scandalous impunity of the culprits. Often, even when
the victim has died from their maltreatment, they are not sent to trial. If tried,
they are, in a majority of cases,acquitted--sometimes in the face of the clearest
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evidence. Even ff found guilty, it is only of manslaughter, and they get off with a
year or two of imprisonment. Cases short of death are very seldom tried at all,
but are disposed of summarily by the police magistrate. A recent instance at the
Marylebone Police-office exemplifies the sort of justice usually administered.
The case was one of peculiar enormity, the victim being a child two years old.
The culprit, a woman named Anne Bird, was proved to have cruelly maltreated
this infant with a whip. The magistrate did what magistrates in such cases usually
do; he talked of the extreme atrocity of the case--as if strong words would do
away with the effect of weak acts--and then sentenced the woman to the greatest
penalty he could summarily inflict--a f'me of five pounds, or, in default of
payment, two months' imprisonment. If this woman, under the pressure of
poverty, had stolen five shillings, the magistrate would not have failed to commit
her for trial, and if found guilty she would probably have been transported. But
her offence being brutal cruelty, practised on a creature utterly helpless and
unoffending, he did not deem it worth while to try whether a higher court would
be of opinion that a case of extraordinary atrocity deserved greater punishment
than two months' imprisonment. At the end of the two months the child, no
doubt, will be given back to its torturer; unless before that time, as happened in a
similar case not long ago, it dies of the injuries received.

The fault is partly in the administration of the law, but chiefly in the law itself.
The whole state of the law on the subject of offences against the person urgently
requires revision. 1 Towards offenders against property the law until very lately
was ferocious, and even now it does not err on the side of gentleness; but in case
of personal violence, short of premeditated murder, it is chargeable with
confounding together offences the most widely separated, both in kind and
degree of criminality, and with the most excessive and unwarrantable lenity
towards all but the lightest. Legislators and judges have bestowed little
consideration on the amount of guilt and suffering which lie disguised under the
mild and euphonious designation of "common assault." That gentle phrase
stands for nearly every sort of bodily maltreatment of which death or maiming is
not obviously the result. There is but that one term to denote the whole range of
acts of personal violence, from a quarrel between two strong and equally
matched men, one of whom knocks the other down in a fair fight, to that habitual
and wanton abuse of muscular strength against the weak and defenceless which
makes life a martyrdom. Even if this confounding of the gravest moral

19 George IV, c. 31 (1828), made common assault for the fn'st time a criminal
misdemeanourpunishable on summary convictionbefore a magistrate on complaint of the
victim (Sect. 27); the punishment was limited to a fine of not more than £5. Only for
non-paymentof free could the convicted assailant be jailed for a maximum of two months
(Sect. 27). In serious cases, the Crown was permitted to proceed by indictment and a
longerpunishment could be imposed (Sect. 29). Prosecution resulted in the loss of other
criminalor civil remedies by the plaintiff.
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distinctions were a mere matter of theory and classification, it would be very far
from harmless in its effects on the popular mind; but, carried out as it is, to the

full, in daily practice--some of the most detestable actions which one human
being can perpetrate against another being punished, when punished at all, with
about the amount of penalty which would be due to a simple breach of the
peace--it would show a profound ignorance of the effect of moral agencies on
the character not to perceive how deeply depraving must be the influence of such
a lesson given from the seat of justice. It cannot be doubted that to this more than
to any other single cause is to be attributed the frightful brutality which marks a
very large proportion of the poorest class, and no small portion of a class much
above the poorest.

Persons who are not conversant, either by their own knowledge or through the
proceedings of courts of justice, with the breadth and depth of popular brutality,
have very little idea of what is comprehended in the meaning of the words,
"domestic tyranny." This is now the only kind of tyranny which, in the more
improved countries of the world, still exists in full vigour. Even in the worst
governed countries, of any tolerable degree of civilization, it is now but rarely
that Kings or public functionaries have it in their power personally to maltreat
any one. The barbarities of which history is full, and which in barbarous
countries flourish as rankly as ever, very few persons in a civilized country now
suffer from political authorities--millions are liable to them from domestic ones.
The great majority of the inhabitants of this and of every country--including
nearly the whole of one sex, and all the young of both--are, either by law or by
circumstances stronger than the law, subject to some one man's arbitrary will.
Every now and then the public are revolted by some disclosure of unspeakable
atrocities committed against some of these helpless dependents--while, for
every such case which excites notice, hundreds, most of them as bad, pass off in
the police reports entirely unobserved; and for one that finds its way, even for
that brief instant, into light, we may be assured that not hundreds but thous-
ands are constantly going on in the safety of complete obscurity. If, through
the accidental presence of some better-hearted person than these poor creatures
are usually surrounded by, complaint is made to a magistrate, the neighbours--
persons living in the same house--almost invariably testify, without either
repentance or shame, that the same brutalities had gone on for years in their
sight or hearing, without their stirring a finger to prevent them. The sufferers
themselves are either unable to complain, from youth or ignorance, or they dare
not. They know too surely the consequences of either failing or succeeding in a
complaint, when the law, after inflicting just enough punishment to excite the
thirst of vengeance, delivers back the victim to the tyrant.

As a matter either of justice or of humanity, these things speak so plain a
language as ought to be in no need of commentary. What it is of more importance
to insist upon, is their demoralizing effect. Attention has of late been much
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directed to the overcrowding of the labouring population as a source of moral
evils. 2 Let any one consider the degrading moral effect, in the midst of these
crowded dwellings, of scenes of physical violence, repeated day after day--the
debased, spirit-broken, down-trodden condition of the unfortunate woman, the

most constant sufferer from domestic brutality in the poorer classes, unaffectedly
believing herself to be out of the protection of the law--the children born and
bred in this moral atmosphere--with the unchecked indulgence of the most
odious passions, the tyranny of physical force in its coarsest manifestations,
constantly exhibited as the most familiar facts of their daily life--can it be
wondered if they grow up without any of the ideas and feelings which it is the
purpose of moral education to infuse, without any sense of justice or affection,
any conception of self-restraint--incapable in their turn of governing their
children by any other means than blows? The law, whose utmost exertions would

not be more than enough to withstand this mass of depraving influences, makes
so little use of its powers and opportunities, measures out its reproofs and
punishments by such a scale, that the culprits believe almost the worst of these
brutalities to be venial, and all minor ones to be actually permitted--while the
victims regard their suffering and debasement as the regular course of things,
which the law sanctions and the world allows; and when not crushed entirely,
they seek a wretched compensation by tyrannizing in their turn, when any
hapless fellow-creature comes within their power.

391. GROTE'S HISTORY OF GREECE [5] ._
SPECTATOR,16 MAR., 1850, PP. 255-6

This review is Mill's fifth and last in a newspaper of Grote's History (for the context, see
No. 304). It appears in the "Books" section, headed "Grote's Greece--Volumes VHand
VIII," with the heading footnoted: "History of Greece. By George Grote, Esq. Volumes
VII and VIII. Published by Murray." It isdescribed in Mill's bibliographyas "'Anotice of
the 7th and 8th Volumes of Grote's History of Greece, in the Spectatorof 16March 1850"
(MacMinn, p. 73). Four passages from the review were incorporatedby Mill into his
1853Edinburgh Review notice of Grote when he revised that noticefor publication in the
first edition of his Dissertations and Discussions (1859), represented in the variantnotes
as "59"; see No. 380 for bibliographical details.

THE TWOPRECEDINGVOLUMESof Mr. Grote's History exhibited the Athenian
empire in its ascending and stationary periods. The present publication contains

2E.g., "Report of G.A. _tBeckett, Esq.," in "Reports to the Poor Law Board, on the
Laws of Settlement, and Removal of the Poor" (24 Oct., 1848), PP, 1850, XXVII, esp.
238,242-3; Aubrey De Vere (1814-1902), poet and essayist, "Colonization," Edinburgh
Review, XCI (Jan. 1850), 1-62, esp, 4-6; and John Malcolm Ludlow (1821-1911), social
reformer, "'Labour and the Poor,'" Fraser's Magazine, XLI (Jan. 1850), 1-18, esp. 3.
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the still more interesting and impressive recital of its decline and fall.

Commencing at the temporary suspension of hostilities with the Peloponnesian
confederacy, termed the Peace of Nicias, it comprises the tragedy of the Sicilian

expedition; the wonderful exertion of energy by which Athens rallied after that
unparalleled disaster, and succeeded once more in balancing the whole strength
of her enemies, though aided by her revolted allies and by the treasures of the
"Great King"; _ the closing years of the Peloponnesian war, varied by some
remarkable passages in the internal history of the Athenian republic; the
catastrophe of Aegospotami, the subjugation of Athens by Lysander, _ the
annihilation of her maritime power and dissolution of the democracy. The
narrative is continued through the brief despotism of the Thirty Tyrants, 3 to the
restoration of the Athenian democracy (but not of the Athenian empire,) by

Thrasybulus and his associates, and the settlement of affairs which followed, so
remarkable for its good sense and absence of reactionary violence. In the last two
chapters Mr. Grote suspends the political, and takes up the intellectual
movement; passing in review the dramatists, the rhetoricians, the sophists, and
lastly, the memorable character and career of Socrates, to whom the closing
chapter is exclusively dedicated. [Vol. VIII, pp. 434-676; Chaps. lxvii-lxviii. ]

Both in stirring incident, and in topics for thought and reflection, these
volumes are richer than any of their predecessors; and the execution worthily
corresponds to the material. Those who have read Mr. Grote's former volumes
will have observed that he invariably rises with his subject, and is found most
adequate to it where its requirements are greatest. The better acquainted any one
is with Grecian history, and with the manner in which that history has heretofore
been written, the higher will be his estimation of this work. Few books are more
calculated to impress the instructed reader both with admiration of the thorough
manner in which everything which the author attempts to do is done, and with
surprise that almost everything was left for him to do. An enumeration of the
points of Grecian history on which he has thrown new light, would comprise
almost every one of its important phaenomena, or even of its interesting
incidents. Yet there is not only no ostentation of originality, but the author's
mind is of the quality most remote from that which catches at glittering novelties
and indulges an intellectual appetite for ingenious hypotheses. If there is
anything which can be confidently predicated of Mr. Grote it is that he is a safe

q.e., Darius II of Persia (reigned 424-405 B.C.); each of the rulers of Persia was
referred to as "the Great King."

2Lysander (d. 395 B.C.), Spartan naval commander, destroyed the Athenian fleet at
Aegospotami in 405 B.C., and captured Athens the next year.

groupof oligarchs, Critias being thechief member, theThirty Tyrants gained power
in Athens at the end of the Peloponnesian War in 404 B.C., but were ousted after a civil
war in 403 B.C. by democrats, led by Thrasybulns, the naval commander.
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historian; one who requires, not less, but more, positive evidence than common
inquirers, before adopting a conclusion. His new results are not obtained by
divination or conjecture; but by more diligent study and more acute
cross-examination of the authorities than had ever been applied before, and by

that greater power of interpreting recorded facts which flows from the possession
of broader, deeper, and more many-sided views of human affairs.

With the exception of the last two chapters, the whole of both volumes is
continuous narrative; without admixture of discussion beyond what was required
for criticism of the evidence, or moral appreciation of the facts. During the entire

period, the historian has the benefit of the high contemporary authorities,
Thucydides and Xenophon: on the general march of events there is little
trustworthy information except what these writers afford. The difference
between one modern historian and another, as to this period, is chiefly shown by
the manner in which they supply what is not told by contemporary writers,

because not required by contemporary readers--namely, that basis of permanent
facts, of which the passing facts recorded by the historian stand out as it were on
the mere surface. Thucydides, writing for Greeks, related the incidents which
disturbed the stream of Greek life, the battles, conspiracies, and the like; but
what the stream in its natural state consisted of, he did not need to tell his

readers,_-they knew it as well as himself. Those familiar facts, however,
w_ to them would have been superfluous information, are what it most
concerns the modern historian to know. He has to discover them from the

incidental hints given by Thucydides, and from the indications scattered through
the mass of Greek literature. Owing to the insufficiency of the materials, a very

imperfect conception is all that can be obtained; but there is a vast difference
between this imperfect conception and none at all. Now the modern historians of

Greece who preceded Mr. Grote, have started with what it is scarcely injustice to
call, no distinct conception whatever of the general state of things in Greece, the

opinions, feelings, personal relations, and actions, habitual to the persons
individual or collective, whom they are writing about; and hence, when they

come to speak of any particular event, they hardly ever understand what other
things it implied, or what impression it must have produced on those who saw
and heard it--for want of a proper understanding of what may be termed "the
situation." To illustrate our meaning, as well as to show the extent of this

deficiency in former historians of Greece: we do not believe that any one of them
has made (for example) these obvious remarks--that few Greek statesmen or

generals were superior to pecuniary corruption, and that there were still fewer
Greeks whose heads were not turned, and their capacity of rational judgment

destroyed, by brilliant success. Yet even such simple general reflections as these,
in the hands of Mr. Grote, help to render many things intelligible which hitherto
have been either unaccounted for or totally misunderstood. To take another and a

less obvious example: the curious incident of the mutilation of the statues called
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Hermae, 4 and the violent excitement at Athens consequent upon it, are for the
first time made comprehensible by Mr. Grote, because he is the ftrst who has

mentally re_-tz_l !be effect of sucb__an_- inc!dent upon thej_e,ligka__f_of
_Ca_edk_..[Vol. VII, pp. 227ff., 267ff. ] The matter had always been written about
as if horror at the mere act of sacrilege had been the only religious sentiment
concerned: whereas Mr. Grote points out that it was much rather a religious
terror; that, according to the belief of the Athenians, such an insult to the god was
certain to draw down his severest wrath upon the whole state, to the extent of

utter ruin, unless they could reconc!le themselves to h'u___b.Ydetecting and rooting
out all who We_res0_._J_._i_m_pje---_-_ ]'his aspect of the"-"__t_e_

suggests a possible motive on the part of the perpetrat_ hitherto the
most'-'-enigma_ficalin Greek-h-istory, and e_-'_x_urTse of subsequent events.

Perhaps the most unmistakeable as well as the most attractive of Mr. Grote's
excellences as a narrator, consists in this ever-present and lively sense of "the
situation." ab One of the beneficial fruits of this quality is that it makes the
history a philosophic one without apparent effort. There is no need of lengthened
discussion t-oc_t causes with their effects; the causes and effects are parts of
the same picture, and the causes are seen in action before it appears what they are
to produce. For example, the reader whose mind is fdled with the greatness
attained by Athens while her councils were ruled by the commanding intellect
and self-restraining prudence of Pericles, might almost anticipate the coming
disasters when he finds, in the early chapters of the Cpresent volumes c, into the
hands of what advisers Athens had already fallen. And, mark well, these evil
advisers were not the demagogues, but the chiefs of the aristocracy, the richest
and most highborn men in the republic--Nicias and Alcibiades. Mr. Grote had
already shown grounds for believing that Cleon, and men of his stamp, had been
far too severely dealt with by historians; s not that they did not frequently deserve
censure, but that they were by no means the worst misleaders of the Athenian

people. The demagogues were, as he observes, essentially opposition speakers.
The conduct of affairs was habitually in the hands of the rich and great, who had
by far the largest share of personal influence, and on whose mismanagement
there would have been hardly any check, but for the demagogues and their
hostile criticism. These opinions receive ample confmnation from the course of
affairs, when, there being no longer any lowborn Cleon or Hyperbolus to balance
their influence, Nicias and Alcibiades had full scope to ruin the commonwealth.
The contrary vices of these two men, both equally fatal, are exemplified in the

4These pillars, set at street comers in Athens, with a bust of Hermes above and a
phallus below, were mutilated in the night shortly before the beginning of the Sicilian
ex[_iition of 415-413 B.C.

"For earlier comment, see No. 380.

**[quotedin"Grote'sHistoryof_ [II]," D&D,II (1859);inCW, XI, 331-2]
b59 [paragraph]
c'¢59 seventhvolmr_
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crowning act of their maladministration; the one having been the principal
adviser of the ill-starred expedition to Syracuse, while the other was the main
cause of its ruinous failure, by his intellectual and moral incapacity."

One of the most important results of Grecian history, as conceived and written
by Mr. Grote, is the triumphant vindication, so far as historical evidence goes, of
Democracy. The moral of the history, as related by most modem historians, is
that democracy is a detestable kind of government, and that the case of Athens
strikingly exemplifies its detestable qualities. Mr. Grote, on the contrary, shows
that the Athenian government was of surpassing excellence, its time and
circumstances considered; that no other form of society known to the ancients
realized anything approaching to an equal measure of practical good government;
and that this was mainly owing to the nearer approach which it made to
democratic institutions. A democracy in the full sense of the term it of course
was not, since women, slaves, and a multitude of permanent residents of all
ranks and classes who were not citizens, were "unknown to the constitution.-6

But it had many important points in common with democracy. It was a

government of unlim_ publiicity, and freedom of censure and discussion.
Public _o-ffic_ were subject to effective responsibility. The tribunals, being
multitudinous and appointed by lot, were, like modern juries, generally
incorrupt. And there was no distinction in political rights and franchises between
poor and rich, lowborn and highborn. That the Athenian institutions on the whole

were emi'nenntlyfavourable toro_Ergj_ss,is shown by the splendid development of
individual intellect during the three or four generations that this form of society
lasted. It was reserved for Mr. Grote to show that the conditions also of order

were realized in a degree unknown in any other community of the ancient world.
Nowhere else in antiquity was respect for law so deep-rooted a principle as at
Athens. Constitutional forms, and the salutary checks which the wisdom of
Solon, Kleisthenes, and Pericles had provided against the inconsiderate impulses
of a multitudinous popular assembly, had the strongest hold on the minds of the
Demos; very rarely indeed in Athenian history were those barriers overstepped,
even by the most impetuous impulse of popular passion. Nowhere in Greece
were life and property so secure against every kind of legal or illegal violence:
even those who were not citizens were less exposed to insult and injury than in
other ancient states. In all these points the Athenian people were honourably
distinguished, not only from the Greek oligarchies, but from their own
oligarchical party; who showed during two intervals of ascendancy, the periods
of the Four Hundred7 and of the Thirty, of what enormities they were capable;
and who aought always to be present to the mind, not merely as ethee dark

6See Grenville,Speech on Fox's East India Bill (21 Nov., 1783), Cobbett's Parlia-
mentaryHistory, Vol. XXIII, col. 1229.

7SeeNo. 380, n7.

_d[quotedin"Grote'sHistoryof_ [Ill,"D&D, I1(1859);inCW, XI, 327-8]
"59 a
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background to the picture of the Athenian republic, but as an active power in itd:
for during the whole of its existence, such men as Critias and his compeers were
prominent in the first ranks of public discussion, and continually filled the high
offices of the state.

Among Mr. Grote's views of Grecian history, the most startLing by its
apparent novelty will be, we think, his defence of the Sophists. [Vol. VIII, pp.
479-544.] If there is one opinion on Grecian affairs more accredited than
another, it is that the sophists ruined the Grecian states by corrupting their

____._. This opinion will appear to the reader of Mr. Grote to be' one of those
baseless fancies which have so long usurped the place of historical knowledge.
Mr. Grote denies the fact of the corruption; and honourably ac_
of _any_r.m_pting influence. It is not necessary to inform any reader of the Greek
authors, that the word sophist was not used by them in its modern sense. YThat

term was the common de_gnation for speculative in_tuirers generally, and more
particularly for instructors of youth; and was applied to Socrates and Plato, as
much as to those whom they confuted. The sophists formed no school, had no
common doctrines, but speculated in the most conflicting ways on physics and
metaphysics; while with respect to morals, those among them who professed to

prepare young men for active life, taught the current morality of .the_its
best form: the apologue of the Choice of Hercules was the composition of a
s_ It is most unjust to the sophists to adopt, as the verdict of history upon

them, the severe judgment of Pla._.to,although from Plato's point of view they
deserved it. He judged them from the superior elevation of a great moral and
social reformer: from that height he looked down contemptuously enough, not on
them alone, but on statesmen, orators, artistsmon the whole practical life of the

period, and all its institutions, popular, oligarchical, or despotic; dem__d--m_ga
! reconsti " " " unda3_gns, and a complete renovation of the

human mind. One who had these high aspirations, had naturally little esteem for
men who did not see or aspire to see beyond the common ideas of their age; but,
as Mr. Grote remarks, to accept his judgment of them would be like
characterizing the teachers and politicians of the present time in the words
applied to them by Owen or Fourier. [Vol. VIII, p. 538. ] Even Plato, for the
most part, puts the immoral doctrines ascribed to the sophists (such as the
doctrine that might makes right) into the mouths not of sophists, but of ambitious
active politicians, like Callicles. 9 The sophists, in Plato, almost always express

SHercules (Heracles) chose Virtue over Desire in the essay, "On Heracles," by the
Sophist, Prodicus (contemporary of Sophocles), given by Xenophon, Memorabilia, pp.
95-103 (II, i, 21-34). The importance of this choice had been early impressed on Mill by
his father; see Autobiography, CW, Vol. I, p. 49.

9Callicles is portrayed by Plato in this way in Gorgias; see Lysis, Symposium,
Gorgias, pp. 410-12 (491b-c).

H[quotedin"Grote'sHistoryofGreece[HI,"D&D,H (1859);in CW, XI, 329]
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themselves not only with decorum but with good sense and feeling on the subject
of social duties; though Sby his Socratic dialectics he 8 always succeeds in
puzzling them, and displaying the confusion of their ideas, or rather of the
common ideas of mankind, of which they are the exponents.f

This brings us to the chapter on Socrates; which, after so much that is
valuable, is in our estimation the most instructive chapter in the book. hWe have
not space to give ithe briefest analysis of a dissertation so rich in matter, or' the
smallest specimen of the delineation of this remarkable character, now brought
into clearer light than ever before--a philosopher inculcating, under a supposed
religious impulse, pure reason and a rigid discipline of the logical faculty. But
we invite attention to the estimate, contained in this chapter, of the peculiarities
of the Socratic teaching, and of the urgent need, at the present and at all time_ee_ssof
such a teacher. Socrates, in morals, is conceived by Mr. Grote as the parallel of
Bacon m p-_ffyslcs. He exposed the loose, vague, confused, and misleading
character of the common notions of mankind on the most familiar subjects. By
apt interrogations, forcing the interlocutors to become conscious of the want of
precision in their own ideas, he showed that the words in popular use on all moral
subjects (words which, because they are familiar, all persons fancy they
understand) in reality answer to no distinct and well-defined ideas; and that the
common notions, which those words serve to express, all require to be
reconsidered. This is exactly what Bacon showed to be the case JinJ respect to
the phrases and notions commonly current on physical subjects. It is the fashion
of the present day to decry negative dialectics; as if making men conscious of
their ignorance were not the first step--and an absolutely necessary
one--towards inducing them to acquire knowledge. "Opinio copiae," says
Bacon, "maxima causa inopiae est. ,,10The war which Bacon made upon confused

general ideas, "notiones temere a rebus abstractas,"H was essentially negative,
but it constituted the epoch from which, alone, advancement in positive
knowledge became possible. It is to Bacon that we owe Newton and the modem

physical science. In like manner, Socra_s_ by convincing men of their
ignorance, and pointing out the conditions of knowledge, originateM_thepos!tive
movement w_ch____u_c_lP_ and Aristotle. With them and their immediate
disciples that movement ceased, and has never yet been so effectually revived as
to be permanent. The common notions of the present time on moral and mental
subjects are as incapable of supporting the Socratic cross-examination as those of
his own age: they are, just as much, the wild fruits of the undisciplined

mBacon, Novum Organum, in Works, Vol. I, p. 125.
ltlbid., p. 158 (Bk. I, Aph. 14).
ss59 hisheroSocrates
h'h[quotedin "Grote'sHistoryof Greece[II],"D&D,II (1859):in CW, XI,309n-10n]
'"-59
s's59 with
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understanding--of the "intellectus sibi permissus,'q2 as Bacon phrases it; rough
generalizations of first impressions, or consecrations of accidental feelings,
without due analysis or mental circumscription, h As the direct antagonist of such
unsifted general notions and impressions on moral subjects, Socrates occupies an
unique position in history; and the work which he did requires to be done again,
as the indispensable condition of that intellectual renovation, without W.!!_Lthe

grand moral agdsocial iml_ovements_, to which mankind are-aaatdaegLnninEgto
aspire, will be for ever unattainable.

392. THE CASE OF MARY ANN PARSONS [2]

MORNINGCHRONICLE,26 MAR., 1850, PP. 4-5

See No. 389 for earliercommenton this case; the subsequent trial of the Birds had been
reported in "Assize Intelligence. Western Circuit--Exeter, March 22," Morning
Chronicle, 25 Mar., p. 7, from which the quotations are taken. This is the tenth of the
joint articleson injustice and crueltyby HarrietTaylorand Mill (for the background, see
No. 303). This unheaded third leader is described in Mill's bibliographyas "A leading
article on the Bidefordcase, in theMorning Chronicleof 26th March1850. Verylittle of
this was mine." (MacMinn, p. 73.)

THE CASE OF MARY ANN PARSONS, who died a cruel death from maltreatment, at

Buckland, near Bideford, in January last, has terminated in a more complete
frustration of public justice than, in our worst surmises, we had imagined
possible. The criminals, Robert and Sarah Bird, have not been convicted of
murder--nor of manslaughtermnor even of a common assault. They have

escaped totally unpunished--unpunished, except by public execration, which, it
is to be hoped, will cling to them the more closely that they have not expiated
their guilt by the retribution which the law appoints for such malefactors, but
which in this instance, as in too many others, it has failed to inflict. Let any one
who reads the report of the trial which appeared in our paper of yesterday, judge
whether there can be the faintest shadow of doubt as to the facts--whether the

two prisoners will not carry to their graves the merited designation of acquitted
murderers. The worst features of the case, as it appeared against them in the

preliminary investigation, were all confirmed, and more than confmned, by the
evidence on the trial. Several witnesses swore to repeated acts of brutal
maltreatment. Several others swore to admissions of such acts by the female

prisoner, both as respected herself and her husband. The state in which the poor
girl's body was found was sworn to by Mr. Turner, the surgeon who made the
post-mortem examination, in these clear and straightforward terms:

On the legs and thighs I saw several wounds, varying in extent, and evidently inflicted

121bid., p. 138.
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by some irregular or rough weapon. It struck me to have been by a birch. There was a
bruise on the chest. The face was discoloured, and the forehead, and some abscesseswere
on the arms and fingers. The skin over the bowels was discoloured. On the leftarm there
was an abscess, and the skin immediately round it was discoloured, as if it had been
bruised some time, perhaps a fortnight. The abscesshad burstbelow the elbow. There was
another abscess just forming. The nails of the little and fore finger were gone, apparently
some time. The two middle finger nails were also gone, apparently more recently, and in
one the boneprotruded. On the rightarm there was also anabscess that hadalso burst. On
the right hip there was a large slough. On the posterior part of the hips were several
wounds, apparently inflicted some time. They were covered withplaster, and appeared to
be old sores. Between the shoulders were two trivial bruises. There wasalso amarkon the
face, from the temple downto the cheek. On removing the scalp I found anotherbruise on
the back of the head, with considerableextravasation of blood diffused between the scalp
and the skull.

Then, after stating that he observed congestion of the membranes of the brain,
and at the base of the brain extravasation of blood, and that he "found the cause
of death in the head," Mr. Turner continued:

In myjudgment, death was the result of the external injuries. I could not form a judgment
how that violence had been inflicted. I don't think the injuries 1 saw in the head were
produced from falls. The condition of the girl must have been extremely reduced before
death, and the powers of life weakened. The injuries I observed would have produced an
effect on the nervous system, which is connected with the brain.

Another medical witness, Mr. Edge, a surgeon to the hospital at Exeter,
"conceives that Mr. Turner is correct in the opinion that he formed, as to the time
of death, and the cause."

After such evidence--unless the testimony was disbelieved, which it was
not--it seems incredible that the Judge (Mr. Justice Talfourd) should have
charged the jury for an acquittal. Every reader must be astonished at such a
course, and must be anxious to know how so extraordinary a judgment came to
be pronounced on such a state of facts. The explanation, however, is instructive,
by the illustration which it affords of the state either of the law, or of the mind of
this JudgeMcertainly not one of the worst of its administrators. Though there
were statements and physical facts sufficient to convince the mind most
recalcitrant to evidence, that the death of the girl was the work of the two

prisoners, there was not, it seems, legal evidence to bring it home to them. "The
case," in the opinion of the judge, "had failed." But when we see in what points
it was considered to have failed, we cease to wonder--or rather, our

astonishment changes its object, and we wonder how there should ever be legal
evidence of a murder committed in the manner in which these two culprits caused
the death of their victim.

The grounds of acquittal were two; and which of them is the strangest it would
not be easy to decide. The In'st was, that although there was superabundant
evidence of brutality by the prisoners sufficient to cause the frightful state of the
corpse, it was not proved that anybody struck the particular blow on the head to
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which the congestion of the brain, said to be the immediate cause of death, was
thought to be more especially owing. The second reason was, that even if the
blow had been struck by one of the prisoners, there was no evidence "to fix it

upon one of these parties more than the other." But it is by no means clear that,
in the opinion of the medical witnesses, the blow on the head was exclusively the
fatal injury. Mr. Turner, according to our report, "found the cause of death in the
head"mmeaning the congestion; but he distinctly said, "In my judgment death
was the result of the external injuries." "The injuries I observed"mbeing those
on the body generally--"would have produced an effect on the nervous system,
which is connected with the brain." The other medical witness professed an

unqualifed agreement in Mr. Turner's opinion. It would thus appear that neither
of these gentlemen ascribed the cerebral congestion to any local injury to the
head, but to general injuries, affecting the brain not directly, but indirectly
through "the nervous system." Even assuming, however (what, it is fair to say,
some of the reports of the trial appear to bear out), mthat death was more
immediately caused by that particular injury, among the many of which the
sufferer bore the hideous marks--that circumstance does not abate one iota from

the moral certainty of the prisoners' guilt. They were proved to have been in the
habit of inflicting, up to nearly the time of the girl's death, cruelties quite equal
to the one assumed to have caused it. There was no direct proof that either of
them struck that particular blow; but there was not the smallest evidence
accounting for it in any other way. It was for them to rebut the presumption
raised by their other brutalities. An adequate cause had been shown for any
result, however fatal, in their daily treatment of their victim. On them lay the
burden of disproving the connection by proving the existence of some other
cause for the catastrophe. If a man were found murdered on the highway, his
body covered with wounds, some of which only were mortal, the assassins who
were proved to have fallen upon him, and to have inflicted some of those
wounds, would not be suffered to escape because no one could swear that the
particular wounds inflicted by them were the mortal ones. It would be enough
that they did wound him, that no other cause of death appeared, and that he died.

With respect to the very nice and scrupulous doubt--as to which of the two
prisoners is answerable--it is easily disposed of. Both are answerable. The guilt
rests on both, until one of them can get rid of it by throwing it exclusively on the
other. If the atrocious acts--some one or all of which destroyed the victimmhad

been proved only against one of the prisoners, that one would justly have been
made responsible for the catastrophe. But those acts were proved against both,
and against both equally. Both, therefore, are accountable; just as is the case if a
person is found with a gang of robbers at the commission of a crime_it is on
himself that the burden rests of proving his non-participation in their guilt.

ISee "Spring Assizes. Western Circuit. Exeter, Friday, March 22," The Times, 25
Mar., p. 6.
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Under the jurisprudence of Mr. Justice Talfourd, it is virtually proclaimed to
such people as Robert and Sarah Bird that there is impunity for murder, on
condition of their adopting the commonest precautions. If the person to be
murdered is an inmate of their house, and under their power, they must be dull
indeed if they cannot effect their purpose without supplying those links of
evidence for want of which the death of Mary Ann Parsons goes unpunished. It
matters not though the whole neighbourhood testifies to daily cruelties more than
adequate to produce death. It matters not that the corpse excites universal horror
by its glaring manifestations of those cruelties. They can surely contrive that no
one shall be able to swear to the particular wound inflicted on a particular day, or
to prove that this wound was given by one of the murderers, that by
anotherwand the victim, who alone knew, is not alive to tell. This is not justice.
If it be law, which, in opposition to a judge's dictum, we do not pretend to
decide, it is law which cannot too soon be altered. When the law places any
onewand that a person of inferior physical strength_under the power of
another, who may be such a creature as these Birds, it exposes the individual to
peculiar risks, and ought, therefore, to guard him by peculiar precautions. What
is called the ordinary protection of law is not sufficient. The ordinary protection
of law is protection to those who can help themselves--who can in general keep
themselves out of harm's way, or, at least, who can tell their own story. The
victims of domestic brutality cannot protect themselves; and there is no
protection for them, if, when death ensues, and violence is proved sufficient to
cause death, the prosecutors are obliged to produce direct evidence connecting
the death with the brutality. It is on the accused that the burden of exculpating
themselves should in such cases rest. Death, and maltreatment sufficient to cause

death, are the sole facts of which positive evidence ought to be required. Those
to whom power over others is given, and who brutally misuse that power, should
be thus far held responsible for the safety of those over whom they tyrannise.
Otherwise there is no security even for the lives of any of those who have the
wretched and disgracefully common lot of being in the power of a brute. 2

393. THE CASE OF SUSAN MOIR

MORNING CHRONICLE, 29 MAR., 1850, P. 4

This article, quoting from "The Inquest on Mrs. Moir," Morning Chronicle, 28 Mar., p.
2, is the eleventhby Harriet Taylor and Mill on injustice andcruelty (for background, see
No. 303). This unheaded third leader is described in Mill's bibliography as "A leading
article on the Coroner's Inqueston Susan Moir, in the Morning Chronicleof 29th March
1850. A joint production." (MacMinn, p. 73.)

2The Birds were subsequently rearrested and charged with assault. They were
convicted on 5 Aug., 1850, in the Crown Court at Exeter. (See "Summer Assizes.
WesternCircuit. Exeter, Monday, August 5," The Times, 7 Aug., pp. 7-8.)
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ONLY THREE DAYS have elapsed since we held up to public indignation the

frightful details of the Bideford abominations, and the scandal of an acquittal,
decisive of Mr. Justice Talfourd's calibre both as a judge and as a man. _ Already

another case has presented itself, fully equal in its atrocious features, and in
which, unless the public look well to it, similar impunity will probably be the
result.

Our yesterday's paper contained the Coroner's inquest on Susan Moir, wife of
Alexander Moir, carrying on business as a baker at No. 24, Brydges-street,

Covent-garden. "When the sheet," says our report, "with which the remains
were covered was thrown aside, an expression of horror escaped all present, the

body, from head to foot, being literally covered with bruises and contused
wounds of old and recent date." The surgeon, Mr. Watkins, 2 deposed--"The

integuments and muscles of the head were contused in a manner I never saw
before--in fact they were a perfect jelly." The following are the statements of
the other witnesses:

The fLrst witness, Mary Ann Bryant, a cousin of the deceased, said that she

called upon her on Saturday last, about half-past one o'clock, when deceased complained
of having been very much ill-used by her husband. Deceased begged witness to ask him to
allow her to go to bed, as she had been up all the previous night. She said to witness,
"You might say to him, let Susan go and lie down." Witness did ask her husband, as
requested, but he refused to allow her to go to bed, and said she must mind the shop.
Witness remained with deceased until half-past three o'clock, and during that interval her
husband frequently boxed her ears as hard as he could with his open hand, and once, when
she got up to serve a customer in the shop, he kicked her behind with great force, because,
as he said, she did not move quick enough. He requested witness to examine her head,
remarking that he knew he had hurt her. Witness did so, and found her left ear and all that
part of the head dreadfully bruised. There were also cuts upon the head, and the hair was
matted with congealed blood that had issued from them. Witness told deceased's husband
how much she was injured, but he did not appear to take any notice of it.

About six the same afternoon, on returning to the house,

he asked her whether she had supplied certain customers; and she replied that she had not;
upon which he swore at her, and boxed her ears as hard as he could. He then directed her
to put some bread in the shop-window; and while she was in the act of doing so she fell
insensible on the shop-floor. Witness ran towards her, and saw that the blood was spirting
from a wound in her temple. Witness then called out, "Oh, good God, uncle; cousin is in a
fit--pick her up." He replied that he would not. Deceased presently revived a little, and
walked with witness into the back parlour. While doing so, she said, "I am in a fit, and a
very bad fit. Don't leave me, for God's sake--don't leave me, Mary Ann." These were
the last words she ever uttered. Witness wished to put her to bed, but her husband said she
should never go into a bed of his again. Deceased was then standing over a sink; and
presently her strength appeared to fail, and she sank down upon the floor with her head
resting on the kitchen step.

tSee No. 392.
2joshua Watkins, R.C.S. (d. 1871).
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She never rallied, and died on the following Monday morning.
John Johnson, a journeyman baker in this wretch's employment, said that on

Tuesday night, soon after eleven o'clock,

hehearda great noise overhead,as of twopersonsquarrelling,anda cry of distressfrom
the deceased woman.Thenoise was similarto thatof one persondragginganotheracross
the room, and it continuedupto threeo'clock to suchan extentthat witnesscouldnot get
any sleep. Witnessdid not hear any wordsdistinctly, buthe could tell thathis masterwas
speakingin a veryferocious manner.On the Saturdayafternoonwitness saw his master
knockdeceased about,and shortlyafterwardsshe fell downinsensible.Deccased's cousin
askedwitness to assist in raisingher, buthis masterwouldnot allowhim. Hesaid, "D--n
her, let her get upherself."

Amelia Mcredes, who had lodged in the house for the last two months,

hadfrexluentlyseen deceased with black eyes in that time; and on Saturday,aboutfive
o'clock, duringa dreadfulnoise of quarrelling,shecamedownstairsintothe passage, and
while therehearddeceasedscream out and cry, "Oh, oh! you'll kill me, you'll kill me!"
Herhusbandreplied, "Yes, I willkill you. I'll murderyoubeforeI have done with you."
Witness also hearddeceased's little boy call outat the same time, "You'll kill mymother,
father."

It was after such evidence as this that the Coroner's jury brought in a verdict of
manslaughter! And were the ruffian to be tried (as he has been committed) on
this verdict, and not on a bill of indictment sent before the grand jury, he would
be tried for manslaughter only, and not for murder! We have, however, much
satisfaction in perceiving, from the result of the examination which took place at
Bow-street yesterday, 3 that public justice will be spared this indescribably
outrageous insult; and that, despite the enormous folly and heartlessness of the
fifteen "highly respectable" jurymen, the prisoner will be put on his trial for the
capital offence .4

To prevent justice from being foiled in instances like these ought ever to be the
primary object of all who have any power in the case. The parish officers, or any
other public authority within whose competence it is to see that the most horrible
crimes do not escape unpunished, are under a deep responsibility if they do not,
when others fail in their duty, indict such culprits for murder. And when the case
is not taken up by those who are most bound to do so, a public subscription ought
to enable the relatives or friends of the unfortunate victim to take the proper
means of invoking condign punishment on the murderer.

It is necessary that it should be, once for all, understood by juries that to beat a
human being to death is not manslaughter, but murder. If it were otherwise, the

3"The Murder in Brydges-Street," Morning Chronicle, 29 Mar., 1850, p. 7.
4After a postponement on 11 Apr. (The Times, 12 Apr., p. 7), Alexander Moir was

tried at the Central Criminal Court on 9 May, 1850, convicted of aggravated
manslaughter,and sentenced to transportation for life (The Times, 10May, p. 7).
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famous Mrs. Brownrigg was hanged contrary to law. 5 What she was convicted of
was a series of brutalities exactly resembling this, and the Bideford case. And

she would most assuredly have been acquitted had she been tried before Mr.
Justice Talfourd. He would have said that there had been "chastisement of which

he did not approve," but that there was no proof that the death of the victim was

caused by the "chastisement. '_

In the Brydges-street case it is in evidence that the prisoner actually, and at the

very time, said to the unhappy victim that he would murder her; and though this,
or any other ruffianly speech under such circumstances, does not amount to proof

that the speaker meant the full import of his words, experience shows what

interpretation would have been put upon them if the case had been reversed, and
if the woman had been charged with killing the man. If the husband had died in

circumstances similar to the case of Ann Merrett, 7 and such a speech could have

been proved to have been uttered by the wife--no matter under what
circumstances of just exasperation--she would not have had a chance to escape a

capital conviction.

Is it because juries are composed of husbands in a low rank of life, that men
who kill their wives almost invariably escape--wives who kill their husbands,

never? How long will such a state of things be permitted to continue?

394. QUESTIONABLE CHARITY

SUNDAY TIMES, 19 MAY, 1850, P. 2

This letter to the editor was introduced by an editorial comment: "A correspondent, in the
following lever, finds fault with our strictures, under the above heading, upon an
institution lately opened in Marylebone, by certain charitable ladies, for the instruction of
young friendless and poor children, in needle work and other pursuits calculated to enable
them to procure an honest livelihood." The paragraph Mill quotes was headed
"Questionable Charity," Sunday Times, 5 May, p. 2. The letter was the twelfth newspaper
contribution jointly authored by Harriet Taylor and Mill (for background, see No. 303),
and their first to appear in the Sunday Times. Headed as title, it is described in Mill's
bibliography as "A letter signed D in the Sunday Times of 19th May 1850, commenting
on a paragraph in that paper headed 'Questionable Charity.' A joint production."
(MacMinn, p. 74.)

MR. EDITOg,--Agreeing cordially with many of the sentiments expressed in

your journal of Sunday, May 5, and with much of the tone and spirit of your

5For Mrs. Brownrigg, see No. 389, n5.
6His expressions were used in the Bird case (see No. 392), reported in "Assize

Intelligence. Western Circuit," Morning Chronicle, 25 Mar., 1850, p. 7.
7Aune Merrett (b. 1819) was convicted of poisoning her husband James with arsenic,

and condemned to death (see "Central Criminal Court, March 8," The Times, 9 Mar.,
1850, p. 7).
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paper generally, I regret to see one paragraph in which, as it appears to me, you
not only give blame where praise is deserved, but countenance erroneous
opinions on such important subjects as the direction of charity and the
employment of labour. The following is the passage:

In Marylebone,a societyof ladieshas formeda female school for thepurpose,as they
state, of instructingthe poor in such branchesof usefulknowledge as are calculatedto
enable them, in after life, to gain a honest livelihood. So far, excellent. The object is
laudible, but is greatlydefeatedby the veryfoundersof thischaritableinstitution,who, in
orderto save the moneywhich they shouldotherwisepayfor the makingof theirapparel,
bringthat apparelto the school, and get it madefree of costby the children.Thus in the
name, and underthe guise of charity, they unintentionallyinflict a gross injustice, rob
honest industry of its fair reward, and drive to the workhouse or to prostitutionthe
industriousand deservingfemale, whois willingto toil from the risingto the settingsun,
and even half thenightduring the whole week, for a pittancescarcelysufficientto keep
bodyand soul together.

I know nothing of the facts, and assume them to be as here stated. What I
object to is the doctrine that, whenever, in return for charitable assistance, the
recipients are required to do anything useful, to perform any productive labour
which any other persons might be paid to do, an injustice is done to those other
persons, and a wrong to the world at large.

Your objection, if good at all, is good against every possible employment of
labour. You cannot employ anybody without enabling it to be said that you
prevent yourself from employing somebody else. If it is wrong to employ
children, because of taking employment from needlewomen, by the same
reasoning to employ one needlewoman, is taking employment from another. If it
is wrong to employ children in needlework, instead of employing needlewomen,
it must be wrong to teach the children needlework, for the express purpose of
enabling them "in after life to gain an honest livelihood" by practising
needlework, and so competing with the needlewomen.

You will, perhaps, say that, at all events, the assistance so conferred is no
longer charity, but an ordinary commercial transaction. I contend, on the
contrary, that charity is much more charity, because much more useful when
conferred in this way. The best kind of relief or assistance is that for which, as far
as the case admits, a return is required to be made in useful labour. Especially is
this the case when the very object in view is to train up children to gain their
living by labour. If they arc to be taught needlework they must be made to do
needlework, and would it be an improvement in their education that it should be
useless needlework, as paupers have been employed to dig holes and fill them up
again, for fear of displacing other labour?

But there is another aspect of the matter which is of still wider application.
You seem to think that if you pay labourers to do nothing at all, or nothing
useful, you do not take away employment from any one, but that you do so if you
require a return in productive industry. The truth, I apprehend, is the very
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opposite. It is by what you give to one person that you diminish your means of
employing others; not by the work you make him do in return; on the contrary,
making him work in return is the only mode by which, while you give to him,
you can still have undiminished means of employing others. If what you have
given to a labourer comes back in the value of that which he produces, or, what
mounts to the same thing, in the saving of an equal sum of money, which you
must otherwise have expended at a shop, you have conferred the benefit on him,
and yet have as much money in your possession to make purchases, or employ
labourers with, as if you had not given him anything. I do.not mean to say that
this money will fmd its way to the same shops, or the same labourers, but it will
be spent at other shops, or on other labourers; if there is a disadvantage to some
people, there is an advantage to others, and no detriment to the labouring class on
the whole.

Objections are sometimes made, on similar erroneous grounds, to the
introduction of useful labour into prisons--although useful labour is the only
production of good prison discipline, and of the reformation of criminals--for
want of considering, that since the prisoners must at any rate be supported,
whatever they cause to be withdrawn from the support of honest labour is equally
withdrawn, whether the prisoners work or not; while, by making them work, the
value, or part of it, is got back, and may be used in giving employment to other
labourers.

Thissubject,sir,willamplyrepaya more attentiveconsiderationthan,asit

seemstome, thewriteroftheparagraphinyourlastSunday'spaperhasyet
giventoit,and ifwhatIhavewrittenshouldinducehim tomeditatefurtheron

thingsso closelyconnectedwithmany oftheimportantquestionswhichcome
underthenoticeofjournalists,IshallfeelthatIhavebeenofsomeuse.

D. I'

395. THE LAW OF ASSAULT

MORNIr_6CHRONICLE,31 MAY, 1850, P. 4

This article is the thirteenth by Harriet Taylor and Mill on injustice and cruelty (for
background, see No. 303). An uraheaded third leader, it is described in Mill's
bibliography as "A leading article in the Morning Chronicle of 31st May 1850(except the
second sentence) on the state of the law of assault. Very little of this article was mine."
(MacMinn, p. 75.)

WEHAVEON FORMEROCCASIONSpointed out the defective state of the law and of
its administration with respect to crimes of personal violence, and we have

1The letter is followed by a lengthy editorial comment expressing admiration for the
"character, style, and tone" of Mill's letter, but dissenting totally from the views of
"pauperand free labour" expressed in it.
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especially commented on the absence of protection for women and young
persons, and for all those who are under the power of others, against domestic
brutality. The case on which the Court of Queen's Bench pronounced judgment

yesterday,_ exceptional as it is in some material respects--more particularly as
regards the apparent absence of habitual or deliberate cruelty on the part of the
defendant--recalls our attention to this very important subject; and we proceed
to offer some further remarks on the general question of the social and legal
wrongs affecting the most helpless portion of the community.

It is evident to all who take any pains to read the indications of the feelings of
the populace, that they are impressed with the belief of their having a right to
inflict almost any amount of corporal violence upon their wife or their children,
That any one should claim to interfere with this supposed right, causes them
unaffected surprise. Is it not their wife or child? Are they not entitled to do as
they will with their own? 2 These phrases are not, to their apprehension,
metaphorical. The shoes on their feet, or the cudgel in their hand--the horse or
ass that carries their burdens, and that dies a lingering death under their
cruelties--the wife and children--all are "theirs," and all in the same sense.

They have the same right, in their own opinion, over their human as over their
inanimate property. Doubtless they are aware that they are not at liberty to inflict
death; but when they actually do so, and find that they are to be tried for murder,
they seem to receive the information with a kind of stolid astonishment; and it
may well appear to them anomalous that a creature is given up to their power to
be kicked or beaten, at the peril of life, as often as temper or intoxication may
prompt--and yet that, on some one day when they have done no worse than they
had done hundreds of times before, they are told that they are liable to be hanged.
Not that they ever are hanged for these enormities, even though death ensue. If
they are tried at all (which in general they are not), the jury are not convinced
that they intended death, and they consequently escape with a verdict of
manslaughter. This interpretation of the law had the sanction of Mr. Baron
Alderson, in the recent case of Alexander Moir. 3 If it be a correct interpretation,
the law is, in this matter, grossly inconsistent; for many acts, venial in
comparison with Moir's, are held by law to be murder when death ensues as an
unintended consequence. "ff one intends," says Blackstone, "to do another
felony, and undesignedly kills a man, this is murder." If any one kills an officer
of justice, or even a private person, who is endeavouring to suppress an affray or
to apprehend a felon, it is murder. "It were endless," continues Blackstone, "to
go through all the cases of homicide which have been adjudged either expressly
or impliedly malicious," and which are, therefore, legally regarded as murder. 4

1Thecase of Edward Kenealy; see No. 396.
2Anironicalreference to the views of Henry Clinton, Duke of Newcastle, adapted from

theNew Testament, for which see No. 65, n3.
3See No. 393, n4. The judge was Edward Hall Alderson (1787-1857).
'*Blackstone,Commentaries, Vol. IV, p. 201.
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According to Mr. Baron Alderson, a wretch like Moir is less criminal in the eye
of the law than a person who, intending only to take the property of another,
undesignedly causes death. But surely a man who, though he does not intend to
kill, perpetrates such ruffian-like maltreatment that death is a natural
consequence, commits an offence that is at least equal in depravity to most cases
of murder.

Some good would be done, if, even in this extreme case, it were felt that there
is no immunity for domestic ruffianism, and that the law has as much severity for
the man who kills those whom he is peculiarly bound to protect, as it has for the
one whose victim had no claims on him save those inherent in humanity. But,
though even this would be some improvement, much more is required. It would
be but a feeble restraint on habitual brutality to make the offender responsible for
an extreme consequence which may or may not happen, and which may or may
not be capable of being traced to its real cause. The arm of the law should be
made to reach the tyranny of bodily strength in every instance in which it comes
to light. The atrocious cases now summarily disposed of by magistrates with a
forty-shilling free or two months' imprisonment, should be tried with judicial
solemnity in the courts which try other grave offences, and should he visited with
a just gradation of penalties, rising to the highest secondary punishment.
Whatever additional legislation is required for this purpose should be provided.
Legislation is also needed to disabuse the people of false notions of their legal
rights. At present it is the universal belief of the labouring class, that the law
permits them to beat their wives--and the wives themselves share the general
error. We assume that it is an error. We take for granted, that the old saw, which
most people have heard--if it ever was law in the savage times of our
ancestors--has long been obsolete. _ If there he any doubt of this, there is the
more reason why there should, without delay, be an authoritative termination to
the doubt. There should be a declaratory Act, distinctly setting forth that it is not
lawful for a man to strike his wife, any more than to strike his brother or his
father. This would be merely doing what was done by the first settlers of New
England. The seventeenth century was not remarkable for the mildness of its
manners, nor were the Puritans by any means moderate in their notions of family
discipline and authority. Their standard of social morals was taken from the Old
Testament and the Patriarchs, not from Christ and the Sermon on the Mount. 6

Yet the fundamental regulations of the first Puritan colonists in New England, as
we read them in the latest published history of the United States, formally
abrogated that provision, or reputed provision, of the common law of England,
which permitted men to beat their wives. 7 We hope that it is not too much to

5Millmay be referring to the commonly held belief that it was legal for a man to beat
his wife with a stick no thicker than his thumb.

6See Matthew, 5-8; and Luke, 6:20-49.
7Art. 79 of The Body of Liberties of the MassachusettsColony in New England(1641)

forbadesuch chastisement;the matteris outlined in Richard Hildreth(1807-65), The
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expect from the English Legislature now, the same amount of justice and
humanity which was shown by its cast-out children two hundred years ago. It
seems almost inconceivable that the smallest blow from a man to a man should

be by law a criminal offence, and yet that it should not be--or should not be
known to bewunlawful for a man to strike a woman.

There is yet another feature in the law and in its administration, connected

with this subject, which, we would fain hope, need only be pointed out to be
irrevocably condemned by public opinion. At present, no amount of brutal
violence, nor even of deliberate cruelty, although judicially proved, has the legal
effect of depriving the criminal of the power which he has misused. A man is
convicted and imprisoned for the horrible maltreatment of his wife--and yet,
when his imprisonment expires, the victim is again delivered into his hands, to
suffer everything which brutality infuriated by revenge, or malignity made more
cautious by detection, may inflict. Any words which might be used to
characterize such a state of the law could hardly strengthen the impression which
ought to be made by the simple knowledge of it. Apart from all that is revolting
in the fact itself, and viewing the question in the coldest manner as one of mere
legislative expediency, it is impossible to expect that these domestic atrocities
should ever attain judicial publicity except by accident, when such are the
consequences which the sufferers have to expect from complaining. According-
ly, these cases are hardly ever made known by the injured parties themselves;
and if they happen to be brought before a magistrate or a criminal court by some
one who casually becomes cognizant of them, the charge continually breaks
down from the impossibility of inducing the trembling victim to speak the truth
with sufficient plainness to procure a conviction, or to adhere to it when it has
been spoken in the first instance.

It is a dictate of common sense--recognised and acted upon by the laws of
almost all countrieswthat legal rights may be either suspended or forfeited for a
certain amount of judit'ally proved misuse. If this is a reasonable and proper
provision with regard to k3al rights generally, it is so, above all, with respect to
the powers which any one is allowed to exercise over the persons of human
beings. The law confers eve_, such power on the presumption (however
fallacious) that it will be exerted for the good of those over whom it is given, and
it cannot be justified except on that presumption. That there should be a slavery
in civilized life, from which the most savage maltreatment, judicially proved,
cannot liberate the victim, would be scarcely credible, if it were not notoriously
true; and such a state of things cannot, we hope, be much longer tolerated, unless
existing laws are deemed more sacred than the primary ends for which all laws
profess to exist.

History of the United States of America from the Discovery of the Continent to the
Organizationof Government under the Federal Constitution, 1497-1789, 3 vols. (New
York:Harper, 1849), Vol. I, p. 276.
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This evil might be removed without interfering with existing institutions on
any other point, or raising discussion on any more general question. All that
would be requisite is a short Act of Parliament, providing that judicial conviction
of gross maltreatment should free the victim from the obligation of living with
the oppressor, and from all compulsory subjection to his power--leaving him
under the same legal obligation as before of affording the sufferer the means of
support, if the circumstances of the case require it. We earnestly recommend this
subject to the attention of those philanthropists who desire to signalize
themselves by an eminently useful contribution to the work of mitigating the
sufferings and raising the moral condition of the poor and the dependent.

396. PUNISHMENT OF CHILDREN

SUNDAY TIMES, 2 JUNE, 1850, P. 2

EdwardVanghan Hyde Kenealy (1819-80) was triedbeforeLordCampbell for assaulting
his illegitimate six-year-old child, Edward Hyde, on 11 May, 1850. See "Law
Intelligence. Court of Queen's Bench--Saturday. The Queen v. Kenealy, Esq.,"
Standard, 13 May, 1850, p. 7, fromwhich the quotations are taken. Kenealy, who had
acknowledged the child and taken responsibility for rearing him, was sentenced to
imprisonment for only one month; the punishment was not decreed until 30 May (The
Times, 31 May, p. 7). This article, the fourteenth by HarrietTaylor and Millon injustice
and cruelty (for background, see No. 303), is the seventh leader in the "Political
Enquirer,"headed as title. It is described in Mill's bibliography as "A leading article in
the Sunday Times of 2ridJune 1850, headed 'Punishmentof Children.' Very littleof this
articlewas mine." (MacMinn, p. 75.)

THECASEOFEDWARDKENEALY,a man holding the rank of a barrister, who has
been convicted by the Court of Queen's Bench of an assault on his illegitimate
child, a boy six years old, cannot be allowed to pass without comment. The facts
of the case, disgusting though they be, are such as we are accustomed to see in
every day's newspaper, and no wonder, while, not police magistrates only, but a
Chief Justice, like Lord Campbell in the present case, treats ferocious personal
violence as if it were the merest peccadillo---a pardonable overstepping of the
strict limits of the law, hardly deserving any moral blame. We shall first quote
the evidence of the surgeon: 1

I sawthe child on the day afterit was found. I found a mark roundthe frontand sidesof
the neck, but not on the back part of the neck. On the front of the throat the skin had been
removedby pressure.Scabbinghad taken place in someportion. Otherswere undergoing
suppuration,that had been producedby pressure, or some substancerubbing.The whole
of the back, from the shoulders to the lower part of the posteriors, was covered with

1StephenJohn Burt, M.R.C.S., of 26 Farringdon St.
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bruises. They were long in form, as if inflicted by castigation, and were in different states
of inflammation. From the posteriors to the ankles there were marks of the same
castigation. Great violence must have been used. From the shoulders to the hands there
was evidence of the same kind of treatment, and apparently by the same instrument--by a
rod or cane.

The following were Lord Campbell's remarks:

There must be a verdict of guilty against the defendant. His chastisement of the child,
for some unaccountable reason, had been infinitely beyond moderation. Though there was
no doubt that a parent had a right to correct a child, and that the defendant here seemed to
have had the welfare of the child in view, still, after the evidence of the surgeon, it was
clear that he had done what the law did not justify. It was impossible to say that this was
moderate chastisement of a child six years old.

It will hardly be believed, after such evidence, and after such an opinion given

by himself on the evidence, that Lord Campbell, in his address to the jury, could

say--

He rejoiced that the whole truth had come out, and that no serious stain would attach to
the character of Mr. Kenealy, who appeared to have taken some care of this child, which
was his illegitimate child, and to have bestowed pains upon it in giving it an education.
Was not the charge here made out? The defendant, though not the legitimate father of the
child, was its parent by the law of nature, and was entitled, under the circumstances of its
living with him, to all the authority and rights of a father. Still, in exercising those rights
in the way of punishment of the child, he was bound to observe moderation. The jurors
would declare whether, with a good conscience, they could say that he had done so; for if
not, as immoderate punishment could not be justified in law, he must be found guilty.

Whether because the offender's station in life was nearer than usual to his

own, or from a total absence of moral sense in the mind of the judge, we know

not, but his address is almost an apology to the prisoner for convicting him; and
he tells the offender--he, the guardian and vindicator of the law, declares to a

man who, in his own showing, has broken the law, by such treatment of a child

of tender years as the surgeon's evidence discloses, that "no serious stain would
attach to his character," and this because the poor infant said in his evidence that

the prisoner kissed and gave him playthings and toys, and taught him "to spell,
and read, and say his prayers," as if the most brutal parents in anything like Mr.

Kenealy's rank of life did not do such things as these. Lord Campbell would

seem to have adopted the doctrine of Mr. Whately,: the prisoner's counsel, who

thought it "a thing to be applauded," in the defendant, "that he did not, like

many other people, leave his illegitimate child to poverty and misery."
Why does not the unbrutal part of the public--the part which does not

sympathise with cruelty, rouse itself and demand of the legislature how much

longer the flogging of children shall be sanctioned by law? On the flogging of

grown-up persons public opinion is made up. That practice, at last, by force of

2William Whately (1795-1862), barrister, Q.C. from 1841.
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general feeling against the vehement remonstrances of those who had the power
of inflicting the brutality, has been almost abolished. 3 But it is assumed, and
goes uncontradicted, that a punishment which is brutalising and degrading to
grown men is quite fit and proper for helpless infancy; unfit to be inflicted,
according to prescribed rules, by men called judges, after solemn inquiry and in
the full light of publicity, but, "by the law of nature" (as Lord Campbell says),
quite proper to be administered at discretion by men called fathers in the secrecy
of their own houses, subject, when some peculiarly atrocious case accidentally

comes to light, to a gentle admonition. It is only the other day that the House of
Commons decided, after a long debate, that boys might be scourged at the
discretion of two magistrates, but that men might not; the distinction, it
appeared, between men and boys being the difference between thirteen years and
fourteen .4 It is as possible to govern children without the aid of the lash as grown
persons. It is even much easier; their bad habits, if they have been allowed to
acquire any, not being deeply rooted. A parent or teacher who cannot rule
without the lash shows as much incapacity as brutality. There is no difference of
nature between grown persons and boys, that what is most deeply degrading to
the character of the one should not be so to the other. If the boy has no

consciousness of his degradation the worse for him: it is a proof that his character
is irreclaimably imbued with it. Mr. Whately said that they had all--judge, jury,
and counsel--been flogged in their boyhood, and were much the better for it.

This merely proves that Mr. Whately's sense of degradation depends, not on the
fact, but on other people's opinion, and that nothing is revolting to him which is
legal and customary. Take any naturally sensitive boy, who has been habitually
flogged, and one who has never suffered that indignity, compare them, observe
the difference in self-respect, and in all that depends on self-respect, which will
mark those two human beings throughout life? On a boy of a dull, hard nature, its
effect is to render him ten times harder than he would be without it--to qualify

and prepare him for being a bully and a tyrant. He will feel none of that respect
for the personality of other human beings which has not been shown towards his
own. The object of his respect will be power. He will crouch to power in others,
and will have nothing in his own nature to prevent him from trampling on those
whom he has power over. If he does not do so, it will be from nothing better than
fear of opinion or fear of punishment.

3See No. 307, nl.
4See the debate inPD, 3rd ser., Vol. 110, cols. 767-83 (24 Apr., 1850), on "A Bill for

the Correction and Reformation of Juvenile Offenders and the Prevention of Juvenile
Offences," 13Victoria (6 Mar., 1850), PP, 1850, HI, 465-74 (not enacted).
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397. CONSTRAINTS OF COMMUNISM _..
LEADER,3 AUG., 1850, P. 447

In the previous issue of the Leader, 27 July, p. 416, over the signature "Ion," appeared
"One of the Consequences Considered," by George Jacob Holyoake, the paper's
manager. This response, which was Mill's f'LrStcontributionto the Leader, appeared in the
regular "Open Council" section, which was introduced by the editorialcomment:"In this
department, as all opinions, however extreme, are allowed an expression, the editor
necessarily holds himself responsible for none." The letter is dated "Aug. 1, 1850," and
headed "Constraints of Communism," though the entry in Mill's bibliography says: "A
letter signed D. and (improperly) headed 'Restraints of Communism' in the Leader of 3d
August 1850" (MacMinn, p. 75).

sIg,--A correspondent of your last week's paper, writing in defence of what he
calls "associative views," meaning, I suppose, the organization of industry on
the communistic principle, employs himself in combating people who, he says,
fred fault with communism, because "the harmony and competence likely to

result" are supposed to be "so overwhelming that a surfeit of enjoyment is
dreaded;" and this absurdity he attributes to "a recent work" called Principles of
Political Economy, 1 which, he says, "foreshadowed the inanity and monotony
which must supervene when the spur of animal want was conquered and
withdrawn." Your correspondent has misunderstood the argument in the
Political Economy. No such notion is there to be found as that "the sharp pangs
of hunger" are necessary to prevent life from being inane and monotonous. So
far is this from the truth, that the drudgery to which hunger, and the fear of
hanger, condemn the great mass of mankind, is the chief cause which makes
their lives inane and monotonous. If communism, or what is generally called by
that name, would make life a dull rcmtine_ it is not because it would make

everybody comfo_en_th e _rich are ennuyds it is not because they are
"above the fear of want," it is generally because they axe not "above the fear" of
other people's opinions. They do not cultivate and follow opinions, preferences,
or tastes of their own, nor live otherwise than in the manner appointed by the

world for persons of their class. Their lives are inane and monotonous because
(in short) they are not __, because though able to live as pleases themselves,

their mindsLg_bent to an external )_,ke. Now, it is this bondage which I am

IThat is, Mill's Principles of Political Economy (1848), of which the 2rid ed. (1849)
containeda more favourable discussion of communism. (See CW, Vol. HI, pp. 975-87. )
Holyoakehad earlier reprinted in his periodical, the Reasoner, V (1848), 50-4 and 60-9,
under the title "Theories of Private Property and Communism," portions of Book II,
Chap. i, of the 1sted. of the Principles (the chapter here in question). In the Leader of 10
Aug., p. 465, Holyoakefurther discussed the points raised by Mill.
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afraid of in the co6perative communities. I fear that the yoke of conformity
would be made heavier instead of lighter; that people would 1D_live
as it pleased others, not as it pleased themselves; that their lives would be placed

under rules, the same for all, prescribed b_ the majority_ and that there would be
no_, "nohldepe-fi_fi_e of action le_ _any one, since all must be members
of one or another community. It is this which, as is contended in the Political
Economy, would make life monotonous; not freedom from want, which is a good

in every sense of the word, and which might be ensured to all who are born,
without obliging them to merge their separate as well as their working existence
in a community. No order of society can be in my estimation desirable unless
grounded on the maxim, that no man or woman is accountable to others for any

conduct by which others are not injured or damaged.
D.

,/" 398. STABILITY OF SOCIETY

LEADER,17 AUG., 1850, P. 494

Mill here comments on W. Thomas, "Speaking Out," Leader, 13July, 1850, pp. 374-5,
from which the first set of quotations is taken. This letter to the editor, like No. 397,
appeared in the "Open Council" section. It is dated 14 Aug., 1850, and headed as title.
The entry in Mill's bibiliography reads: "A letter signed C. and headed 'Stability of
Society' in the Leader of 17th August 1850" (MacMirm, p. 75).

snt,--Your "Open Council," I presume, is an arena for the discussion, not
merely of opinions, but of modes of arguing; and few things require discussion
more. Availing myself of this liberty, I will put a few questions to one of your
correspondents (signing himself W. Thomas) who is a very active questioner of
others, and is much dissatisfied that nobody is willing to be "plain" and
"precise." Mr. Thomas stands up for the indissolubility of the marriage contract
for the following plain and precise reason: "The stability of society rests up0nthe
permanence of the marriage tie; loosen that, and society is on a sandbank."
These he thinks threatening words, since he puts them in italics. I ask, what he
intends to be understood by them. "The stability of society" is an expression I
have often heard before; but I cannot say I have ever been instructed what it
meant. Indeed, I have remarked that it is mostly used by people who are not in
the habit of attaching any very particular meaning to what they say. If the
foundations of a house give way, the house falls, and there is no longer a house.
What is it that happens if society falls? And what is this thing called "society"
that requires to be protected from falling? Has it anything to do with you, and
me, and the remainder of the men and women in the world? Does it mean the
men and women themselves? If so, what is meant by the stability of the men and
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women? If it does not mean the men and women, does it mean anything
belonging to them? And if so, what? And what is the precise nature of the
mischief to be apprehended in case this something, I know not what, should
come upon a "sandbank"? When a ship comes upon a sandbank, I know what
happens; the ship breaks to pieces and the passengers are drowned. I want to
have it made equally clear to me what would happen if, in consequence of

permitting-rac-6"di-_--__-e, "society" s.hould , as-_._" says it will,
come upon a sandbank.

I fiifflh"e-_ desirous to be enlightened on this matter as I cannot call to mind '
any great improvement in human affairs, or the eradication of any deep-rooted
and long-standing evil, which was not, at the time when it happened, represented
as subverting the_foundations of society. The abolition of slavery; what a laying
p_'a_fi_-6_fthe whole fabric of society was there! There was a time when even
the boldest speculators were afraid to entertain such an idea. The destruction of
the temples and altars of the old divinities, by the _ of Christianity,
was, according to the gravest people, the demolition of society altogether. The

. _on! another dreadful blow to the stability of society. The Revolution of
1688, which expelled God's anointed and set up the people's delegate; 1 nay, the
Reform Bill, and even Catholic emancipation, all made society crack and totter.
Cheap newspapers, teaching the people to read; this last was a thing after which,
we were told by many people, society could not much longer exist. A Turk
thinks, or used to think (for even Turks are wiser now-a-days), that society
would be on a sandbank if women were suffered to walk about the streets with

their faces uncovered. Taught by these and many similar examples, I look upon

this expression of loosening the foundations of society, unless a perso-'_-te_--II'_'-_"
un_WOl_ffb"fis'tcrms___beciles
with. The utmost it can mean is, that the thing so characterized would be a great
change--of some sort; which change may either be for the better or for the

worse. I am one who thinks that not only divgx._ but great changes in most

matters _--_.ma',dt,d; and I confidently hope for m_ff_ more as comp_te
subversions of the foundations of_La_x_erc made by Christianity, the
Refo_ the enfranchisement of the slave.

I cannot conclude without a word or two on the naive selfishness of another

letter, in the same number of your paper and on the same question, but on the
contrary side of it, in favour of Divorce. The writer shows the most unaffected
unconsciousness that anybody has an interest in the matter except the man,

whom he purposes to liberate from the consequences of an "act of youthful folly
or inexperience."2 Not a word of the woman, who is in ninety-nine cases out of a
hundred the chief sufferer, as is inevitable so long as the law gives all the power

lI.e., expelled James II andenthronedWilliam HI.
2"Marriage," Leader, 13July, 1850, p. 375.
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to the man; and on whose account, far more than even on that of the man, it is

necessary that the yoke should be lightened. But this entire ignoring of women,
as if their claim to the same rights as the other half of mankind were not even
worth mentioning, stares one in the face from every report of a speech, every
column of a newspaper. In your paper of the 27th ultimo, there is a long letter
signed Homo, claiming the "right of the suffrage" as justly belonging to every
man, while there is not one line of his argument which would not be exactly as

applicable if "woman" were read instead of "man;" yet the thought never
appears to occur to him.3 In a Conservative this would be intelligiblemmono-
poly, exclusion,._priv.ilege, is hir_.._-a3i_eibut in One who _d__e
suffrage on the ground of abstract right, it is an odious dereliction of principle, or
an evidence of intellectual incompetence. While the majority of men are
excluded, the insult to women of their exclusion as a class is less obvious. But

even the present capricious distribution of the franchise has more semblance of
justice and rationality than a rule admitting all men to the suffrage and denying it
to all women.

C.

/ 399. RELIGIOUS SCEPTICS

UNPUBLISHED LETTER TO THE WEEKLY DISPATCH [ 1 FEB., 1851 ]

The MS draft,,BrothertonLibrary,Leeds, bears a note in Mill's hand: "left at the office ,
1stFeb. 1851. The "office" was that of the Weekly Dispatch, a Sunday paper, in which _'_
appeared the article to which Mill is objecting, "The Round of the Clerical Circle," 26C _.
Jan., p. 49, from which the quotations aretaken. Being unpublished, the letteris not listed r :_.
in Mill's bibliography.

Sm,mI cannot remain quite silent on the unjust and unfounded attacks made by
the Dispatch on those whom it calls by the old-fashioned appellation of sceptics.
In the first article of the number for January 26th, there is a charge against all
who hold merely negative opinions on religion, of being "Epicureans" who "take
the world as they find it"--of "believing in nothing," being "earnest in
nothing," being "merely a speculative, disquisitive, logical, thinking machine."
Whoever wrote these accusations, believing them to be true, is as ignorant of life
and the world, and of the opinions of instructed persons in the present age, as a
Church of England parson. I affirm that nearly all the persons I have known who
were, and are, eminently distinguished by a passion for the good of mankind,
hold the opinions respecting religion which your article stigmatizes, that is, they

3"Homo," "Right of the Suffrage," ibid., 27 July, 1850, pp. 422-3. ("Ion," i.e.,
G.J. Holyoake, had answeredthis letter, ibid., 10Aug., p. 465. )
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think that nothing_can be known on the subject. The very phrase "believing
nothing" as a synonyme for believing no religious creed, as if nothing were true
or false, right or wrong, except with reference to some theory of creation, is one
of the calumnies of shortsighted and ignorant intolerance. But your writer, like
other heretics, must have a scapegoat, to whom to pass on the slanders thrown
upon themselves, and be able to say to the bigots, It is not I, it is my brother.
According to him, those who pull down one positive religion, if it is to put up
another, however slight and flimsy, are heroes, but if they see no sufficient
evidence for any belief as to the origin and purpose of the world, and will not
succumb to the vulgar by professing any, against them you indorse the
accusations of the orthodox. The smallest rag of dogmatic religion is enough, in
the opinion of its professors, to entitle them to call themselves infinitely higher
and worthier than those who profess no dogmatic belief. But as all my own
experience and observation lead me to an exactly opposite conclusion, I
strenuously deny the accusation in the Dispatch, and charge the writer of it with
bearing false witness against his neighbour.

J.S.M.

400. WIFE MURDER

MORNING CHRONICLE, 28 AUG., 1851, p. 4

This is the fifteenth newspaper article on injustice and cruelty by Harriet Taylor Mill and
J.S. Mill, who had married in April 1851; for the background, see No. 303. An unlieaded
second leader, it is described in Mill's bibliography as "A leading article in the Morning
Chronicle of August 28th 1851, on some cases of wife murder. This, like all my news-
paper articles on similar subjects,and most of my articleson all subjects, was a joint pro-
ruction with my wife." (MacMinn, p. 76.)

IN HISRECENTCHARGEto the grand jury at the opening of the Central Criminal
Court, the Recorder said--

He was sorry that he could not congratulate them on the lightness of the calendar; for,
although it did not contain any charge of murder, yet he was sorry to see that there were
several charges of manslaughter, and also a great amber of cases of personal violence;
and it wasvery much tobe regretted that, ina great majority of the cases, the violence was
committed by men upon the persons of those whom they were bound to love and
protect--namely, upon theirwives. 1

IProverbs,25:18.

_JamesArchibaldStuart-Wortley(1805-81), M.P. 1835-37, 1842-59, and Recorder
of London 1850-56. See "Assize Intelligence. Central Criminal Court--Monday,"
Morning Chronicle, 19Aug., 1851, p. 7.
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It is well that Mr. Wortley should have said thus much--little though it was--on

this disgraceful subject; and it is to be hoped that the feelings which dictated his
brief remarks will still be in operation when, in the course of the next few days, it

may become his duty to pass sentence on cases of this description. But he need
not have confined his observation to the present sessions; for every sessions,

every assizes, afford proof of the lamentable prevalence of this class of crimes,
and of the impunity, or next to impunity, with which they are passed by. Within
these few days we have recorded, almost simultaneously, four cases of men
tried, or committed for trial, on the charge of killing their wives; and among
these the case of Edmund Curtis stood conspicuous, both in atrocity and in the

flagrant inadequacy of the punishment. 2 The wife, an industrious woman, had
passed the day in working as a charwoman, to earn money for the husband. In the
evening, according to the testimony of the woman for whom she worked, he
came to the house, and the wife

spoke to him, desiring him to come home. He refused. She said his place was at home,
andhe said, "So is yours." They then both left the room. He wassober. After they left the
house--about three minutes after--I heard a violent shriek. I went out, and sawher lying
across a low iron railing in my garden. He had hold of her over the left shoulderwith his
right hand, and was striking her on the head with his clenched fist. When I got out the
shriek had ceased. I heard no noise after. I told him he would kill her, if he had not done
so, and desired him to loose her. He did not do so. I called out William Kirkland, who
pulled him from her, and she fell on her left side on the ground, apparently lifeless. I told
him he had killed her. I called assistance. She was lifted upand put in a chair. She fetched
three sighs and died.3

These were the facts; and now for Mr. Baron Martin and his judgment. He said

that nothing could justify a man in striking a woman; that the prisoner "indulged
in a very violent degree of passion," but that he could "well believe" that he "did
not mean to kill her;" that "no doubt, when this result occurred," he was

"sincerely sorry for it;" and that, "considering all the circumstances," the
"justice of the case" would be satisfied by imprisoning him for six months with
hard labour! 4 Such are the judgments which are to protect all the women of the
country against domestic ruffianism; and such is the caprice which presides over

2See in the Morning Chronicle the eases of Edmund Curtis, charged with the
manslaughterof his wife Hester, and sentenced to imprisonment for six months with hard
labour ("Assize Intelligence. Crown Court," 15 Aug., 1851, pp. 7-8); of Charles
Halliday, charged with the murder of his wife Elizabeth, found guilty of manslaughterand
sentenced to transportation for life ("Assize Intelligence. Crown Court," 16Aug., p. 7);
of AndrewMacLean (b. ca. 1814), a journeyman tailor, charged withbut acquitted of the
murderof his common-law wife, Mary Ann Watson ("Central Criminal Court--Friday,"
23 Aug., pp. 7-8); and of Robert Thomas Moore, charged with the attempted murderof
his wife, Mary Anne, and found not guilty by reason of insanity (ibid.).

3Testimonyof Jane Anne Wilkes, Morning Chronicle, 15 Aug., p. 8.
4SamuelMartin (1801-83), Baron of the Court of Exchequer from 1850, ibid.
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the apportionment of penalties in English criminal justice. The day afterwards, in
a case not more atrocious, the culprit was sentenced by the same judge to
transportation for life. 5 If Curtis had killed, in any similar manner, some other
man's wife instead of his own--instead of the woman whom, as Mr. Wortley
said, he was bound to protect--there can be little doubt that he would have been
indicted for murder, and probably hanged. The vow to protect thus confers a
licence to kill.

Two of the cases adverted to in the Recorder's charge have since come on for

trial before Mr. Justice Wightman. 6 In one, the prisoner was acquitted on the
ground of insanity. In the case of Andrew Maclean also, the culprit was
acquitted, to the disgrace both of the jury and of the judge. The report says,

Early in the morning of the 4th of August, the persons lodging in the next room were
disturbed by the cries of the prisoner's children, and their calling out, "Oh, father, let
mother down." They got up in consequence, and went into the prisoner's room, where
they found his wife hanging by the neck from the cupboard, and the prisoner was sitting
upon the bed. The body of the unfortunate woman was quite suspended, and she was
nearly black in the face. Upon the prisoner being told that he was a good-for-nothing
villain for attemptingto hang his wife, he replied that he would do it effectually the next
time; and one of the witnesses answered that he wouldhave done it effectuallythis time, if
hiswife had not been cut down. The prisoner was slightly intoxicated, it appeared, at the
time of the occurrence. The prisoner, in his defence, asserted that his wife had hanged
herself.7

The wife was not called as a witness, the reason of which appears from the

previous examination before the magistrate--on which occasion the unfortunate
creature, either from habitual fear or from the expectation that she would be
given back into his power, exculpated the man, stating that she had spoken
provokingly to him, and also that he had hanged her only in jest. Her dread of
appearing against him was not surprising; for what would have been the
consequence to her of having given strong evidence against him, in the event of
his acquittal? But her testimony was not needed to show the state of the case,
after proof of such facts as those contained in the above extract. Yet "Mr. Justice
Wightman, in summing up, said that the case was undoubtedly left in some
obscurity by the absence of the wife's testimony. If she had been called, she
could have proved distinctly how the matter occurred; and in the face of the
prisoner's declaration that his wife had hung herself, it was for the jury to say
whether the other evidence was sufficient to justify them in convicting him of so
serious an offence."s On this encouragement the jury returned a verdict of not

5CharlesHalliday(see n2).
6WilliamWightman (1784-1863), judge at the Court of Queen's Bench from 1841,

heard the cases of Moore and MacLean (see n2).
7MorningChronicle, 23 Aug., p. 8. There were two children, aged eight (Lizzy) and

threeyears.The witnesseswere Mary Rigg and her husbandThomas, andEllen Mayhew.
Slbid.
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guilty; and consequently the woman is again given in to the power of the man,
that he may, as he threatened, "do it effectually the next time." We scarcely
believe that there is an offence in the whole criminal code of which a prisoner
would have been acquitted, in the face of such evidence, except that of an
attempt at wife-murder.

In default of the judges, it is for the Legislature to apply vigorous measures of
repression to this growing evil. The baser part of the populace think that when a
legal power is given to them over a living creature--when a person, like a thing,
is suffered to be spoken of as their own--as their wife, or their child, or their
dog--they are allowed to do what they please with it; and in the eye of the
law--if such judgments as the preceding are to be taken as its true
interpretation--they are justified in supposing that the worst they can do will be
accounted but as a case of slight assault. It is the duty of the Legislature to teach
them the contrary. There ought to be severer penalties for killing or ill-treating a
wife or child than for killing or ill-treating, in a similar manner, any other
person. A greater severity is enjoined by all the motives which ought to regulate
the adaptation of punishment to crime. The crime is greater; for it is a violation of
more solemn obligations--it is doing the worst injury where there is the most
binding duty to cherish and protect. It is also baser--for it is committed upon one
who has trusted the culprit, who is in his power, and who is generally without
sufficient bodily strength to resist or retaliate. Those who are exposed to these
atrocities--the wives and children of the brutal part of the population--have not
the means which all other persons possess of guarding themselves against the
evil. Other people are but occasionally and rarely liable to ill-treatment; but these
are exposed to it at every hour and every moment of their lives. Being thus far
more in need than any other persons of the protection of the law, they ought to
have it in fuller measure. The domestic tyrant can perpetrate his tyrannies with
the utmost facility, and need never wait for an opportunity; and a stronger motive
therefore is required, where the brutality exists, to deter from its indulgence.
Finally, there is no crime in the whole catalogue of offences in which the single
act which incurs the penalty of the law is an index to such an amount of
undetected and unpunished wickedness, and to so vast a mass of horrible
suffering. Such a spectacle as the final scene of the life of Hester Curtis is
unspeakably revolting; but what is the suffering of a few minutes, to the
prolonged death which in every such case must have been suffered for years
previously, and to the pangs of thousands of women in the power of similar
miscreants, who have enough of caution just to stop short of the point which
terminates the existence of their victims? There is not to be imagined a position
so degraded, or so hopelessly miserable, as that of the women thus at the mercy
of ruffums; and it is a deep disgrace to our Government that, in the fifteenth year
of the reign of a woman, nothing has yet been done for their relief.
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401. STREET ORGANS

MORNINGCHRONICLE,28 OCT., 1851, P. 6

In this letter Mill is respondingto the reportof the judgment against an Italian organ
player, JearlZanezzi, by Thomas Henry (1807-76), a Bow Street magistrate:"Police
IntelligenceNFriday. Bow Street,"Morning Chronicle, 25 Oct., p. 7. The letter,headed
as title, with subhead,"To the Editorof the MorningChronicle," is describedin Mill's
bibliographyas "A letterheaded 'Street Organs' and signed D in theMorningChronicle
of October28, 1851" (MacMinn,p. 76).

SlR,--Will you allow me to draw attention to a case of great injustice, reported in
Saturday's papers. An Italian organ player was brought before Mr. Henry, the
Bow-street magistrate, charged by a tradesman with having, though desired by
the tradesman to leave off, continued to play on his instrument, whereupon the
tradesman's horse, left in charge of a boy, ran away with and damaged his gig. _
The Italian denied having heard the order to cease playing, and said that he had
plied his instrument for six years in the streets of London, and had never before
been charged with any offence--a plea which, in the case of English offenders,
always carries great weight. It carried none, however, in this instance. The
magistrate fined the Italian 40s., besides £10, the amount of the damage; and
unless he pays this sum, which doubtless he never in his life possessed,
sentenced him to a month's imprisonment.

I would ask this magistrate--is the business of a street organ player an
unlawful occupation? If so, the police are strangely neglectful of their duty in
allowing it to be carried on. But if the Italian had a legal right to grind his organ
in the streets, was he to leave off playing every time a carriage passed by? Has
every man in a gig a right to prohibit this man from gaining his subsistence? As
to frightening the horse, it must be uncertain whether this was the particular
noise, among all others, at which the horse took fright. And, supposing that it
was, the fault was more the owner's than the organ player's. Horses which
cannot bear London noises ought not to be brought into London streets. If a
tradesman in the pursuit of a livelihood drives a gig into the clang and crash of
the streets of London, other people are not bound to cease pursuing their
livelihood till he has gone by. Whether it would be right or wrong to suppress
these people, they ought not to be punished by an ex post facto law. While their
occupation is unprohibited, to fine and imprison them for practising it is gross
injustice.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,
D.

IThe tradesmanwas CharlesBowen; WilliamDrinkwaterfailedto holdthe horse.
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402. THE RULES OF THE BOOKSELLERS' ASSOCIATION [ 1]

REPORTOF THE PROCEEDINGSOF A MEETING (1852), P. 8

John Chapman (1821-94), physician, bookseller and publisher, now proprietor and editor
of the Westminster Review, undertook in January 1852 to sell imported American books at
a larger discount than that permitted by the group of London publishers who controlled the
Booksellers' Association. As a consequence Chapman was excluded from the Association
and undertook a campaign against their monopoly. He appealed to many authors for
support, and in the Westminster for April 1852 (n.s. I, 511-54) published his article "The
Commerce of Literature," an effective attack on the Association's policies. The
Booksellers met on 8 Apr. and decided to submit their case to a committee headed by Lord
Chief Justice Campbell. On 4 May, Chapman was host to a meeting of rebels, particularly
authors, presided over by Charles Dickens, and including such well known writers as
Francis W. Newman, Wilkie Collins, G.H. Lewes, and Herbert Spencer. Dickens read
letters from some who could not attend, including Carlyle, Cobden, Gladstone, and this
one from Mill. Resolutions against the monopoly were forwarded to Lord Campbell's
committee, which on 19 May voted unanimously against the Booksellers' Association and
in favour of free trade in books. Mill's letter, dated "East India House, March 5, 1852," is

printed in A Report of the Proceedings of a Meeting (Consisting Chiefly of Authors), Held
May 4th, at the House of Mr. John Chapman, 142, Strand, for the Purpose of Hastening
the Removal of the Trade Restriction on the Commerce of Literature (London: Chapman,
1852), p. 8. This and No. 403 are described in Mill's bibliography as "Two Letters on the
Rules of the Booksellers' Association, printed in two pamphlets on that subject circulated
in 1852, the one by Mr. John Chapman, bookseller, the other by Messrs. Parker"
(MacMinn, p. 76). The MS of Mill's letter is in the Hollander Collection, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The text below is the printed version, which
agrees in substantives with the MS. Both are dated "East India House, March 5,
1852."

SIR,--There is no case to which, in my opinion, the principles of free trade are

more completely applicable than to the question in dispute between the London

Booksellers' Association, and those who claim a right to sell books at a less

profit than that prescribed by the rules of the Association.

Not only in the book trade, but in all others, I conceive that the profits of

distributors absorb at present a very undue proportion of the proceeds of industry;
and it appears to me impossible to maintain that their contenting themselves with

a lower rate of remuneration would be injurious to the producers. It is

self-evident, that whatever part of the profits publishers and retailers are willing
to forego, must be gained either by authors or buyers, and if by buyers it would

still benefit authors by increasing the sale of books.
I am, Sir, Your obedient servant

J.S. Mill
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403. THE RULES OF THE BOOKSELLERS' ASSOCIATION [2]

THE OPINIONS OF CERTAIN AUTHORS

ON THE BOOKSELLINGQUESTION (1852), P. 47

On 30 Apr., 1852, John William Parker (1792-1870), Mill's publisher from the time of
his Logic, had circulated a letter "To Authors, and Others Connected with Literary
Property," which he also sent to The Times, in which, saying the publishers and
booksellers had had their say, he put this question: "If a retail bookseller, of ascertained
credit and respectability, applies to the publisher to purchase any book in which you may
be directly or indirectly interested, on the terms at which those books are offered to the
trade at large, but with the avowed intention of retailing his purchases at a smaller profit
than that provided for between the wholesale rate and the selling price of single copies, do
you consider the intention to sell at a low rate of profit a good and sufficient reason why
the publisher should refuse to sell the books, which such retailer is ready to purchase and
to keep in stock at his own risk?" He gathered the replies in The Opinions of Certain
Authors on the Bookselling Question and Additional Letters on the Bookselling Question
(both London: Parker, 1852). Mill's reply (in the former) is dated "East India House,
May 8th, 1852." See No. 402 for the bibliographic entry describing this letter.

DEAR Sm,--I think that there is no case in which a combination to keep up prices

is more injurious than in the sale of books; and I wish success to the booksellers

in their resistance to the trade regulations which restrict their liberty of selling
books at a low price.

I am, yours, very truly,
J.S. Mill

404. THE INDIA BILL, I

MORNINGCHRONICLE, 5 JULY, 1853, P. 5

The 1833 renewal of the charter of the East India Company, 3 & 4 William IV, c. 85, was
due to expire in 1854. On 30 June, after four nights of debate in the Commons, the second
reading was approved of "A Bill to Provide for the Government of India," 16 Victoria (9
June, 1853), PP, 1852-53, m, 181-96 (enacted as 16 & 17 Victoria, c. 95). (For the
debate see PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 128, cols. 605-74, 734-78, 814-903, and 977-1074.) The
proposals had been introduced on 3 June by Sir Charles Wood, then President of the
Board of Control in the Aberdeen administration (PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 127, cols.
1092-1169). In his nearly five-hour-long speech Wood (see especially cols. 1147-50) had
frequently cited opinions of Mill's that resemble those here expressed. For further
discussion, see No. 405. The article, headed as title (but without the 'T'), with the
subtitle, "[From a Correspondent]," is described in Mill's bibliography as "An article
headed 'The India Bill--from a Correspondent' in the Morning Chronicle of 5th July
1853" (MacMinn, p. 79).
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ACCORDING TO THE PARLIAMENTARY MAXIM that the second reading of a Bill
implies the adoption of its principle, the assent of the House of Commons to the
second reading of the India Bill has decided the continuance, in some form, of
what is called the double government.l So far as depends on the House of
Commons, the government of a hundred millions of people, who, in almost
every point of character and social condition, are unlike and opposed to
Europeans, will not be given up to the sole administration of a Secretary of State,
having no acquaintance but with European ideas, no experience but of European
life, and who is both selected at first, and changed every two or three years,
according to the exigencies, not of India, but of English party politics. A voice in
the government, and even the decisive voice, must necessarily reside in the
Minister; but, unless by the rarest accident, no Minister possesses, when he
comes into office, a particle of the special knowledge without which he is unfit to
carry on the administration of Indian affairs, and which it is the business of many
years to acquire. There is, then, no safety but in associating with the Indian
Minister a Board or Council possessing this special knowledge, and sufficiently
independent of him to command his deference, and, when necessary, to resist his
will.

At present, the Court of Directors is such a council, and that it shall continue
to exist is the first point which the vote of the House of Commons has decided.
The second is, that in maintaining its existence an attempt shall be made to
improve its composition. The maintenance of the Court of Directors, and its
improvement, are the leading objects of the Bill. To both, the House has now in
principle assented. In what the improvement shall consist, and by what means it
may be effected, remains to be considered in committee.

When two powers are required to act together, either for joint deliberation or
mutual check, whatever else may be requisite, this at least is essential--that one
of the two authorities shall not be appointed by the other. If it is, there are not
two powers, but only one. Yet, by the present Bill, the Crown--that is, the
Indian Minister--has the appointment of one-third of the co-ordinate body. 2
This provision is no less inconsistent with the principle of the Bill than with Sir
Charles Wood's declared opinions, and can be defended on no principle. 3 It does
not go far enough, if the intention is that the Court of Directors should be simply
an instrument of the Indian Minister. It goes too far, if they are intended as a
check and restraint upon him. If only an instrument, all authorities should have
the choice of their own instruments; the Minister should nominate, not six--not
a mere fraction--but the whole eighteen or twenty-four. But if the Court of
Directors are to remain, as they have hitherto been, a power in the Indian

lI.e., by the Board of Control (representing the British Government) and the Court of
Directors (representing the East India Company).

_See Sects. 2, 3, 5.
3Seerm6 and 7.
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government, having an opinion and a will of their own, which the Minister may
overrule, but cannot pass by--without whose initiative he cannot act, to whose
reasons he is compelled to listen, and, if he does not adopt, is bound to answer
and confute them--then neither the whole nor any partof the body which is to be
a check to his power, ought to hold their offices by his appointment. It would not
be borne that the House of Lords should appoint a third of the House of
Commons. There are many bad modes of selecting a jury, but the worst of all
would be that it should be nominated by the judge; yet the judge would be the
fittest person to select the jury, if any man could be allowed to select those who
are to check himself. In judicial matters, Enghshmen so feel the necessity of a
check, and so prize entire independence as the condition of its efficacy, that to
make sure of it they place even the ignorance of the jury as a check upon the
knowledge of the judge; but this Bill proposes that a Minister should appoint
those whose knowledge is to be a check on his ignorance.

It is not Sir C. Wood, nor the Government, that need to be reminded how

considerable a check, limited as their power is, the Court of Directors have
hitherto been. The body who recalled Lord Ellenborough, 4 who recorded an
indignant condemnation of the greatest iniquity in modern Indian history--the
seizure of Scinde (the joint act of their two bitterest enemies, Lord Ellenborough
and Sir Charles Napier)--who were willing to go to prison rather than sign the

spoliation of Oude for the benefit of a set of grasping money-lenders, and by
their resistance compelled the Cabinet to investigate the case, and to retract the
honestly-intended but ill-considered mandate of the then President of the Board
of Control, Lord GlenelgS--such a body is a power which no Indian Minister

can despise, and whose remonstrances, in any important case, he must think
twice before he disregards. These are the glorious pages in the recent history of
the Court of Directors; and if actual collisions have not been frequent--if, like

other checking bodies, the Directors sacrifice much to keep on harmonious terms
with the stronger authoritymthere is the more reason against adding so great a
weight to the side of obsequiousness and subservience as would probably divest
the body altogether of the character of a check, and convert it into a screen.

4EdwardLaw, 1stEarlof Ellenbomugh, Governor-Generalof India(1841-44), was
recalledbecauseof his high-handedpolicies, particularlyin the annexationin 1842 of
Scinde, by an armyunderthe commandof CharlesNapier.

SCharlesGrant,the younger(1778-1866), Baron Glenelg, was Presidentof the Board
of Control,1830-34, when the charterof the EastIndiaCo. was alteredby 3 & 4 William
IV, c. 85, to vest theCompany's propertyin theCrown. In 1832, theBoardhadobtained
a mandamus from the Courtof King's Bench to compel the Directors' compliance in
issuing a despatchpressuringtheGovernmentof Oudeto reimbursea groupof bankers.
The Boarddidnot persistin theface of the Directors'continuedopposition.For the claims
on the Kingof Oude, see "Copy of theCorrespondencebetweenthe Commissionersfor
the Affairsof India and the Courtof Directorsof the East India Company." PP, 1834,
XLIV, 101-40.
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There is no need to go further than Sir C. Wood's speech, and his
correspondence with the Directors, to find the principles which condemn the
nomination clause. To the Directors he says, "We are most anxious to preserve
the independence of that body, and its freedom from all undue political
influence, on which we believe that its efficiency for executing the high trust
reposed in it so essentially depends.'6 To the House of Commons he said that it
had been suggested that the six Directors should be appointed by their
colleagues, but that this was objectionable, because, thus appointed, they would
be dependent on those who appointed them. 7 Mutato nomine de teS--it is
proposed that they be appointed by the Minister; is it intended, therefore, that
they should be dependent on the Minister? What becomes, then, of the "anxiety
to preserve their independence"? How explain this inconsistency between the
words of the President of the Board of Control and his acts? Is it that the words

express his own opinion--the acts, what he thinks the necessities of his position?
There was a clamour without, which seemed formidable, and to which it was

thought necessary to make concessions. It was not very obvious what was to be
done--therefore what is condemned in principle is adopted in detail, by way of
doing something. But it is better to make no change than a change decidedly for
the worse. It were better to leave the Court of Directors as it is, than to make a
change in its constitution unfitting it for its most important function.

The difficulty of framing a constitution for the Court of Directors is great and
serious, and lies in the very nature of things. There is no unexceptionable organ
of choice. Nomination could only be by the Minister, or his majority in
Parliament; and there are no good materials for a constituency. It is impossible to
fred any body of electors in England whose interest is identified with the good
government of India. The present electors, slightly as they are connected in
personal interest with India are as much so as any other constituency which could
be framed. Yet many modes of extending the franchise have been suggested,
which would be admissible in principle, and might possibly be beneficial in
practice. The present electors are a particular class of Indian fundholders; 9 all
other holders of Indian debt might be included. All who have served a certain
length of time in India, and returned to England, might be added to the
constituency. The suffrage might even be extended to all who have lived in India
some given number of years. In any case, the choice ought to rest with persons
likely to be more or less acquainted with the public repute of candidates who
have served in India; and the more numerous body would be less accessible to the

6Wood, Letter to the Chairman and Deputy Chairman of the East India Company
(1 June, 1853), PP, 1852-53, LXIX, 84.

7Wood, speech of 3 June, eols. 1153-4.
SHorace,Satires, I, i, 69; in Satires, Epistles, Ars poetica, p. 8.
9The Directors were elected by those members of the Court of Proprietors (share-

holders) who had held at least £1000 of stock for a year.
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corrupt influences which have been so ludicrously exaggerated in speeches and
pamphlets, but which, if they were twenty times greater than they are, would be
worth no more, as an argument for the changes proposed, than the bribery at
Parliamentary elections is worth as an argument for abolishing popular
representation, and giving to the Crown the nomination of the House of
Commons.

The only practical defect alleged in the present composition of the Court of
Directors is, that it does not contain a sufficient number of experienced Indian
functionaries; and for this reason, it is to be presumed, the nominees of the
Crown are to be selected from Indians exclusively. _oIt will surprise most people
to be told that the real tendency of the present constitution of the Court is to make
the Indian services engross it entirely. Before the last Charter, the Company was
a commercial body, and naturally included among its Directors many
commercial men. When its mercantile character ceased, this ceased also. Of the

thirty present Directors, seventeen have been elected since 1834; and of these, all
but two had served the Company many years, either in India, in China, or in the
naval service--several of them being, by universal admission, among the most
eminent of the public officers of their time--while no Indian of eminence who
has offered himself, and has chosen to persevere, has failed to be elected. But, it
is said, many have been deterred from offering themselves by the "degradation"
of the canvass. __ It is a new doctrine in England that canvassing is a degradation,
especially from members of the House of Commons. Will they vote for
prohibiting it at elections, as the Bill proposes that it should be prohibited at the
India House? _2We may take for granted that what men of such a nice sense of
honour as members of Parliament claim to be, find not too insupportable to be
gone through once in every few years, cannot be too shocking for the
susceptibilities of men who aim at a seat in the direction. The labour and expense
of the canvass (though not its degradation) do, we believe, deter some of the
fittest men from the one contest as from the other; and we therefore heartily wish
success (though with no confident hope) to the attempt made by the Bill to
prevent canvassing altogether. If this succeeds, the evil complained of is at an
end, and needs no further remedy. But if it be indeed necessary to reserve a
certain number of seats for men too diffident, or too dignified, or too little
desirous of the office, to stand a popular election, it would be farbetter that those
seats should be f'dled by the choice of the other Directors, who have a stronger
interest than anyone else in whatever sheds lustre on their body. Yet appointment
even by the Directors, subject to the veto of the Minister, would be

l°Sect. 5 called for service of the Crown or the Company in India for ten years.
("Indian" refers to residence, not ethnicity.)

n DudleyCoutts Marjoribanks (1820-94), M.P. for Berwick-on-Tweed, Speechon the
Governmentof India Bill (30 June, 1853), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 128, col. 1000.

12BySect. 13.
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objectionable, being likely in practice to become, as the appointment of the
Governor-General now is, appointment by the Minister. 13

405. THE INDIA BILL, H

MORNINGCHRONICLE,7 JULY, 1853, P. 5

For the background, see No. 404, the argumentof which is herecontinued. The article,
headed as tide, with the subhead, "[From a Correspondent]," is described in Mill's
bibliography as "An article headed 'The India Bill No. II--from a Correspondent' in the
Morning Chronicle of July 7th 1853" (MacMinn, p. 79).

THECLAUSEIN THEINDIABILLwhich diminishes the total number of Directors

from 24, or more properly 30, to 18, or (excluding the six Government
nominees) to 12, forms no essential part of the measure, and is liable to such
serious objections that its omission would not only not impair, but would greatly
improve the Bill. 1 A reason has been assigned for the change in the mode of
appointment of a portion of the Directors; namely, that some, and, it is affn'med,
even a considerable number, of those who are fittest for the office, do not find
their way to it in the mode hitherto provided. 2 But, granting that the expedient
adopted in the Bill for correcting this defect were the best or the only one that
could be invented--supposing it were a conceded, instead of a disputed point,
that a certain number of Directors should derive their office from nomination by
the Minister, and that these nominated Directors cannot possibly be added, but
must necessarily be substituted for an equivalent number of the elected---even
then no reason would have been shown for a greater diminution of the elective
body than is sufficient to make room for the additional members. But the Bill
does more--its destructive operation is threefold as great as its constructive. It
abolishes six Directors to replace them by nominees, six to get rid of the rotation
system, and six for no reason at all.

We say no reason, because the reason which the case itself would suggest is
barred by the emphatic declarations of the Ministers. One who knew nothing of
the objects of the Bill but what the Bill itself indicates would be at no loss in
assigning a motive for this provision. He would say, The elected Directors are
reduced to 12, instead of 18 or 24, in order to give greater power to the six
nominees. But Sir Charles Wood, both in his own behalf and on that of his

colleagues, distinctly disavows this purpose) It has never been professed by

13Bythe effect of Sects. 58 and 60 of 3 & 4 William IV, c. 85 (1833).

1SeeSect. 2 of "A Bill to Provide for the Governmentof India" (9 June, 1853).
2See Charles Wood, speech of 3 June, 1853, col. 1154; and, for the modes of

aP_wintment,No. 404, nn9 and 11.
ood, Letter (1 June, 1853), p. 84.
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Ministers that the object of introducing nominees into the Court of Directors is to
exercise ascendency over the body by means of them. On the contrary, this is an
effect which Ministers, if they thought there was any danger of it, would
earnestly deprecate; for it is impossible to affirm more distinctly than they do,
that the independence of the Court of Directors, and its freedom from undue
political influence, are indispensable conditions of fitness for its duties. The
reason which they give for introducing a new mode of appointment, is to admit
some personsmthey do not say better qualified, butmas well qualified as the
best of the present Directors, and who are unwilling to go through the labour and
expense of an election by the proprietors. If six be the number requisite for this
purpose, six will suffice for it, whether the number of the remaining Directors be
twelve or twenty-four. It is not in the smallest degree necessary to the object that
these six should be a third of the whole. On the contrary, as Directors appointed
by a Minister are, to say the least, less independent, and more liable to political
influence, than those elected by the proprietors, it must, we imagine, be the wish
of the Government to attain the specific object of admitting the excluded class,
with the least possible diminution of the independence of the body; and,
therefore, to take no artificial means of enabling the nominees to exercise greater
power in the Court than the same number of persons can do under its present
constitution. It is hardly necessary to point out that the proposed diminution in
the aggregate number of Directors is entirely at variance with this purpose.

Apart from any question as to the mode of appointing the Court, we are at a
loss to imagine on what principle it can be expected that a diminution of its
numbers will render it better adapted to its functions. If the Court of Directors, or
any other public body, could be purged only of its least efficient members,
retaining the most efficient, nobody can deny that it would be improved. But the
proposed purgation is indiscriminate. There is no ground for supposing that, in
future elections, the able will bear a larger proportion to the incompetent in the
smaller than in the more numerous body. The reduction of the total number
would in the end subtract as great a proportion from the best as from the inferior
members; and, unfortunately, while by the one consequence much would be lost,
by the other very little would be gained. If, by the abstraction of eighteen out of
thirty, only three superior men should be sacrificed, it would be more than an
equivalent for getting rid of fifteen mediocrities. The value of any public body is
equal to that of the able men contained in it; a few more or less of the others are
of little moment, for they are sure to be numerous enough to outnumber the men
of eminence, were it not that, in the long run, mediocrity is always led by talent.
The Court of Directors is rather remarkable among public bodies for the small
number it contains of decidedly inferior men, and the more than ordinary
proportion of men of ability; but those who disparage its merits ought strenuously
to oppose any reduction of its numbers, for the fewer able men it habitually
contains, the less it can afford to lose any of its chances of obtaining them.
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All principle, in the case of a body like the Court of Directors, is in favour of
maintaining at least the present number. An executive body should be small, to

secure vigour and promptitude of action; but a deliberative body ought to be

numerous, that it may include the needful variety of knowledge and experience.
The Court of Directors is not an executive Board, but a Council, a sort of

Parliament of India; and every department of the Indian services should be

represented in that body. It should contain persons from Bengal, from Madras,

from Bombay, the North West Provinces, and, hereafter, the Punjaub; engineer

officers, military officers, naval officers; persons of fiscal, judicial, and political

or diplomatic experience; persons who have administered the zemindaree

system, the village system, and the ryotwar system. 4 As now constituted, the

Court generally does contain persons of all these classes, and more than one of
each: with the reduced number, it is not likely to do so. Besides, the Court is

regularly divided into three Committees, each of which superintends and controls

an amount of business corresponding to that of five or six Ministerial

departments and public Boards in England. 5 Every despatch sent to India, except

in the Secret Department, passes through one of these Committees, and there

undergoes a minute examination and criticism; every act sanctioned by the Court
of Directors originates in one or other of them. Seven or eight members for each

Committee is not too ample a provision, allowing for illness, relaxation, and

accident, and supposing the average proportion of the ineffective to be no greater

than in the best constituted Board of seven or eight persons which performs any

portion of the public business of England.

406. A RECENT MAGISTERIAL DECISION

MORNING POST, 8 NOV., 1854, p. 3

This article reports on the trial of William Ebbs, an elderly bootmaker, for attempting to
cut the throat of his wife, Matilda. Evidence was given by George Ebbs, their son. The
case was heard on Friday, 3 Nov., before George Chapple Norton (1800-75), who had

4Under the first of these systems, the Zemindars collected the peasants' rents, and paid
them to the government, taking a commission. The British introduced into the
North-West Provinces the village system, whereby the government made an engagement
(stipulating individual amounts), with the village as a whole, which was responsible for
the payments. Under the ryotwar system the tax was paid directly by the ryot, the actual
occupier or tenant of the soil.

5Each of the three Committees of the Court of Directors (Finance and Home; Revenue,
Judicial, and Legislative; and Political and Military) controlled a Department. The Secret
Committee, which had existed since the seventeenth century to deal with sensitive
political issues, was made official in 1784; composed of the Chairman, Deputy Chairman,
and a senior director, it sent secret dispatches (some of which it originated ) to India, and
acted as a kind of "cabinet council."
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been M.P. for Guilford 1826-30, and a stipendiary magistrate at the Lambeth Street
Police Court since 1845; however, it was on Saturday, 4 Nov., that Norton discharged the
man (see 1197b'b). Mill quotes from the report "Police. Lambeth," The Times, 6 Nov.,
1854, p. 9. The letter, Mill's only contribution to the Morning Post, is related to the series
on domestic cruelty that he wrote with Harriet (see No. 303), though he does not identify
it as a joint production. It is dated 6 Nov., 1854, and headed as title, with the subhead,
"To the Editor of the Morning Chronicle. "' It is described in Mill's bibliography as "A
letter signed M. and headed 'A recent Magisterial decision' in the Morning Post of Nov.
8, 1854" (MacMinn, p. 88). The text below is that of the Morning Post, which has been
collated with the MS draft in the Mill-Taylor Collection. In the variant notes the
manuscript reading is signalled by "MS".

sm,--Will you allow me to call your attention to the extraordinary decision of
Mr. '_Norton °, in the case of a man named William Ebbs, on _riday b last? This

ruffian, after brutally beating his unfortunate wife (then ill of a fever, and with

her baby in her arms), deliberately attempted to cut her throat with a razor, which

was only prevented by the son, scarcely less brutal than the father, who advised

the father not to beat his mother any more, because he had given her enough
now! This son, who was himself brought to the police-court for assaulting the

officer in order to rescue the father, made, to screen him, the evidently false,

and, if true, frivolous excuse, that his mother had given provocation by her ill

temper. The fellow, on being remanded for a week, threatened that he would do

worse when he went home, or would not go home at all. At the end of the week

Mr. _Norton c releases the man, gives him money (sent for his use by a

"benevolent gentleman"), and warns the unfortunate woman not to make "such
free use of her tongue in abuse of her husband."

Is it thus that Parliament intended the new act for the protection of wives to be

carried into effect? l The man Ebbs, on the showing even of the son who begged

him off, had been in the frequent habit of brutally ill-using his wife. After his

threatening, and attempting, to cut her throat, she is again given into his power,
without his being even required to give security for keeping the peace, which,

from his circumstances, he probably could have given. Can it be doubted that

only the most atrocious cases come to light? dAndd is it tO be wondered at that
even these are not at all diminished in frequency, when the perpetrators may

hope for complete impunity, and the victims are entirely insecure of getting any
eredress? While e, failing of redress, their situation, in the absolute power of a

vindictive master, is frightful to contemplate.--I am, sir, your obedient servant,
M.

116 & 17 Victoria, c. 30 (1853), designed to protect women and children against
aggravated assaults.

""MS Morton [JSM's error]
t'-bMS Saturday[see the headnote]
_'_MS Morton
'_"MS and
"_MS redress--while
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407. THE LAW OF LUNACY

DAILY NEWS, 31 JULY, 1858, P. 4

According to the provisions of 16 & 17 Victoria, cc. 96 and 97 (1853), to be committed to
a lunatic asylum a person did not bare to be certified by a Commission of Lunacy (which
generally employed a jury) if relatives or friends applied to a magiswate for a reception
order; in that case, the person could be committed on the strength of a private bearing and
a ceRificate signed by two people, each "'a physician, surgeon, or apothecary." Mill's
letter, headed as rifle, with the subhead, "To the Editor of the Daily News," is described
in his bibliography as "A letter signed P. and headed 'The Laws of Lunacy' in the Daily
News of July 31, 1858" (MacMinn, p. 92).

Sm,--It has become urgently necessary that public attention should be called to

the state of the law on the subject of Lunacy, and the frightful facility with which

any persons whom their heirs or connexions desire to put out of the way, may be

consigned without trial to a fate more cruel and hopeless than the most rigorous

imprisonment.
Recent circumstances have made it a matter of notoriety, that confinement in a

madhouse is the easiest means of getting rid of, or bringing to terms, refractory

wives. Your paper of Monday contained one instance, on which you have very

tightly and ably commented; 1 within the last fortnight the whole country has
heard of another; 2 and the number which never see the light does not admit of

any probable estimation.
A criminal cannot be sentenced to six months' imprisonment without the

IThe case of Mary Jane Turner, wife of Charles Turner, official assignee in the
Liverpool Court of Bankruptcy, was reported in the Daily News on 26 July, p. 3; the
leader Mill refers to appeared on 28 July, p. 4. She had recently been the subject of an
inquiry at York Castle before F. Barlow, one of the Masters in Lunacy. See also "Com-
mission of Lunacy," The Times, 27 July, p. 5, and a leader on the treatment of lunatics,
/b/d., 28 July, p. 9.

2Mill is referring to the notorious case of Lady Rosina Doyle Wheeler Bulwer-Lytton
(1804-82), Lady Lytton, separated wife of Edward Bulwer-Lytton. Since theft legal
separation in 1836, she had published many attacks on him and instituted a number of
legal actions against him. On 8 June, 1858, having travelled overnight from Taunton to
Hertford for the purpose, she had appeared at a public meeting held to nominate
Bulwer-Lytton for office and launched an embarrassing public attack on him. After
withdrawing from the meeting, he proceeded to arrange for a medical examination of his
wife's mental condition. Later in the month, on 22 June, she was confined in a private
asylum at Brenfford; then, on 17 July, after gaining permission to leave, she departed for
the continent, accompanied by her son. The London newspapers were rather slow in
taking up the case from the provincial press, but once they did so, devoted a good deal of
space to the scandal. For representative examples of the newspaper coverage, see The
Times, 6 July, p. 9; 14 July, p. 9; 19 July, p. 12; and 19 Aug., p. 8; cf. the Daily
Telegraph, 14 July, p. 4; 15 July, p. 4; and the Morning Chronicle, 13 July, p. 5.
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verdict of a jury, preceded by a public investigation and opportunity of defence.
But a perfectly innocent person can be fraudulently kidnapped, seized, and
carried off to a madhouse on the assertion of any two so-called medical men,
who may have scarcely seen the victim whom they dismiss to a condition far
worse than the penalty which the law inflicts for proved crime. Convicts are not
delivered over to the absolute power of their gaoler; nor can be subjected to the
ruffianly treatment revealed by the York inquiry. Convicts can appeal against ill
treatment; but to the other unfortunates the ordinary use of speech is virttutlly
denied; their sober statements of fact, still more their passionate protests against

injustice, are held to be so many instances of insane delusion. And this fate any
two medical men may secretly inflict. Any practitioner may be selected--knaves
who will give every certificate desired for the sake of their fee; or weak creatures
who will certify to anything affirmed by a gentleman and a man of position; or
men who, knowing nothing, either practically or theoretically, about the signs of
insanity, can be made to see with the eyes of their prompter. In a few days the
victim perhaps succumbs, and having consented to every demand, is pronounced
not mad by a different authority, and restored to real or nominal liberty, with a
statement from the successful party that there has been a satisfactory
arrangement. I am not speculating as to what has been, but describing what
evidently may be.

The obvious remedy is to require the same guarantees before depriving a
fellow-creature of liberty on one pretext as on another. The inquiry by a jury,
which is now the exception, ought to be the rule; it should be an imperative
preliminary to the putting an alleged lunatic in a place of confinement. A jury
could be as speedily impanelled in a case of sudden madness as of sudden death;
and if any restraint be necessary in the short interval, let it be in the patient's
home. Juries, in such cases, are foolish and credulous enough, and only too
willing to treat any conduct as madness which is ever so little out of the common
way; but at least the publicity of the inquiry is some protection, and tends to fix
attention on any unavowed motive which may actuate the promoters of the
proceeding. It would also apprise others of the existence of the alleged lunatic,
and the place where he, or she, is confined; and would thus render somewhat
more difficult the evasion which it is so easy to practise on the vigilance of the
Commissioners at their annual visitation of lunatic asylums. Many other

improvements in the law and procedure in these cases are urgently needed, and
might easily be suggested; but my object is to indicate the importance of the
subject, its growing urgency, and the large scope which it affords for the
exertions of intelligent reformers in and out of Parliament. I earnestly intreat you
to continue your efforts at rousing public opinion on a matter so vital to the
freedom and security of the subject.

P.





• .. March 1863 to July 1873 ...

408. POLAND

PENNY NEWSMAN, 15 MAR., 1863, P. 9

The Polish uprising of 1830-31 had been followed by a period of repression, during which
Poland had been reduced to the status of a Russian province; attempts to extinguish Polish
nationality continued under the milder rule, beginning in 1855, of Tsar Alexander II
(1818-81). The revolt of January 1863 had as its immediate cause an ordinance
conscripting Poles into the Russian army at the arbitrary discretion of the government. By
the time of Mill's letter, a Provisional Government had been formed by the rebels.

On 8 Mar., p. 1, the Penny Newsman, edited by Mill's friend of forty years, Edwin
Chadwick, published "The Polish Insurrection," which prompted Mill to write to
Chadwick on 9 Mar.: "I send a paper on the Polish question, in the form of a letter to the
Editor. If you like you can alter the form to that of an article from a correspondent; but on
the whole probably it is better as it is. I have signed it with my initials, and have no
objection to being known as the author .... Proofs would be agreeable if there is time and
it is not inconvenient." The next day he wrote again: "I have returned the proof,
corrected, to the Editor. [paragraph] I have no objection to being named in your leader,
but I wish only my initials to be put to the letter itself; and I would rather that, in your first
sentence, my name was introduced more indirectly. You might say 'we feel thankful to a
correspondent, whose initials sufficiently indicate his name' or some such words, and you
might then go on mentioning me by name as at present. [paragraph] I would rather you
did not add the sentence proposed in your letter, because I do not wish to be understood as
having peculiar sources of information. Herzen's and Ogareff's writings are open to all
the world, and the notification by the Insurrectionary Committee to which my letter refers
was mentioned by the correspondents of some of the English newspapers. [paragraph]
Many thanks for your offer of separate slips, but I do not care to have any." (LL, CW,
Vol. XV, pp. 847, 847-8.) In a long introductory paragraph (pp. 8-9), Chadwick
followed Mill's wishes.

Mill's letter, headed "(To the Editor of the Penny Newsman)," is his only contribution
to that paper. It is described in his bibliography as "A letter on Poland, signed J.S.M. in
the Penny Newsman for March 15, 1863" (MacMinn, p. 94).

sm,--The view which you have taken in your last and some previous
numbers l-or, I should rather say, the view which you appear disposed to take

of---Polish and Hungarian affairs, seeming not to be characterised by your usual

accuracy of information, you will, I hope, permit a warm friend and admirer of

your principles and purposes to endeavour to set right what he regards as a

complete misapprehension of the events now taking place in those countries.

ISee, e.g., "The Insurrection in Russian Poland," 1 Feb., p. 8; "Poland," 22 Feb., p.
2; and "Poland," 1 Mar., p. 9.
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You appear to look with suspicion on the great national movements in Poland
and in Hungary as being aristocratic movements; not likely to confer any good
upon the mass of the population; not provoked by the tyranny under which
aristocracy and people alike suffer, but rather by the benefits which the Emperors
of Russia and Austria axe desirous of conferring upon the people, and which the
aristocracy would be glad to intercept.2

The true state of the case, both in Poland and in Hungary, is very far from this.
I limit myself for the present to Poland, leaving Hungary for, perhaps, a future
occasion. In Poland, then, the present insurrection is essentially a popular one.
The higher nobility and great landholders have, hitherto, for the most part stood
aloof; not from want of sympathy with the movement, but because they regarded
it as premature. The Insurrectionary Committee have, in consequence, thought it
necessary to issue a general summons to the aristocracy, both in Poland and in
exile, threatening that if they do not join the insurrection they shall be deprived
of their lands.3

Next, as to the benefits which the Emperor designs for the labouring classes,
and which you seem to think are a cause of displeasure to the authors of the
insurrection. Let me first say, the enfranchisement of serfs is not now the matter
in question. There are no serfs in Poland; and there are none in Russia since the
2rid March. 4 Let the Emperor Alexander have all honour for this great triumph of
justice. But though there is now no question between the peasantry and their
former masters respecting their personal freedom, there is a great and
fundamental question still open relating to the land. The peasants maintain that,
along with their freedom, they ought to receive, in full ownership, the portion of
land which was previously assigned to them to be cultivated by themselves and
their families. This claim is resisted by the landowners. From the peculiar
character of the agricultural economy of the country, which it would be too long
at present to enter into, both sides have much that they can justly urge for their
view of the question. The Emperor has decided the point in favour of the
landlords. The leaders of the insurrection have decided it in favour of the

peasants.
The Insurrectionary Committee have entered into a public engagement that the

land, which is the subject of dispute, shall be given absolutely (without any
payment, present or future) to the peasants who have hitherto tilled it; and that

2Alexander II proclaimed in 1861 the emancipation of the serfs. Francis Joseph I
(1830-1916) had introduced a series of ultimately unsuccessful constitutional reforms in
1860and 1861.

3See "Foreign Intelligence: France" (24 Feb., 1863), The Times, 25 Feb., p. 9.
4Althoughgiven personal liberty by the proclamation of March 1861, the Russianserfs

were, duringa transitional two-year period that hadjust expired, obliged to perform their
a'aditionalduties to their masters. After March 1863, household serfs were to be entirely
free, while those on the land entered a "temporarily-obligated" state while they paid for
theirholdings.
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the landowners shall receive compensation at the cost of the State, the only mode
by which the burthen can be fairly shared between the two parties. Some months
before the insurrection broke out, the leaders had already announced to their
friends in England, as part of their programme, what they have now pledged
themselves in the face of the world to carry into effect.5

Thus, if the insurrection were successful, the labouring population of Poland
would acquire, without internal conflict or wrong to any one, that proprietorship
in the land which the rural population of France gained by the Revolution, and
the acquisition of which was an ample return for the sacrifice of a whole
generation.

Even if this great benefit to the masses were not, as it is, one of the direct
objects of the insurrection, I submit that, in the more backward countries of
Europe any revolution, any bursting of the bonds by which all the energies of the
people are now cramped and paralyzed, must be an improvement, must be the
commencement of a new era. The resurrection of Polish nationality would at
least let in the light. It would bestow a free press, freedom of public discussion,
representative assemblies, national education. It would let in the ideas of
civilised Europe; and not the ideas only, but the industry and capital also; and
before these combined influences, the barbarism, which has been prolonged till
now chiefly by the benumbing influence of foreign bondage, would rapidly pass
away. A foreign tyranny necessarily regards intelligence and education as its
greatest dangers. Any national government in the situation of Poland, much more
one which is certain to be a free and popular government, will feel its safety and
prosperity entirely dependent on the amount of popular intelligence and popular
energy which it can array in its defence.

If you would only learn what the Liberals and Democrats of Russia itself think
and feel about Poland; if you would inquire what is thought and felt by the editors
of the Bell, Mr. Herzen and Mr. Ogareff, who, by their newspaper, clandestinely
circulated at St. Petersburg, are already shaking the whole fabric of Russian
despotism; 6 if you will ascertain their opinion, you will no longer mistake one of
the most unanimous and profoundly popular political manifestations in history

5Theannouncementto their friendswas in the form of a letter from the CentralNational
PolishCommittee in Warsaw (Bell, 1 Oct., 1862, pp. 1205-6); the public pledge may be
found in "Proclamation of the National Committee" (22 Jan., 1863), in "Correspondence
of the British Government Respecting the Insurrection in Poland," PP, 1863, LXXV,
40-1.

6The Bell (Kolokoi) was a Russian language journal published in London and Geneva
under the editorship of Alexander Ivanovich Herzen (1812-70), in exile in London, of
whose writing Mill had known at least since 1859 (see LL, CW, Vol. XV, p. 607).
Nikolai Platonovieh Ogarev or Ogareff (1813-77) was a life-long friend of Herzen, and
like him an early Saint-Simonian. In exile from 1856, he lived mostly in London and
Geneva, and collaborated with Herzen. Mill had written to him in November 1862(ibid.,
pp.805-6).
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for a class movement to perpetuate the domination of an aristocracy. If you
would see, on the other hand, a vivid representation of the old type of a haughty

aristocrat, sincerely zealous for the dignity and nationality of his country, as
identified with his class, but reckless of any amount of cruel oppression inflicted

upon the multitude, read the sketch in last week's Spectator of the principal agent
of Russian tyranny over Poland at the present moment, the Marquis
Wielopolski. 7

J.S.M.

409. THE CIVIL WAR IN THE UNITED STATES

OUR DALLY FARE (PHILADELPHIA), 21 JUNE, 1864, PP. 95-6

Our Daily Fare was issued from 8 to 21 June, 1864, in connection with the GreatCentral
SanitaryFair of that year held in Philadelphia by the United States SanitaryCommission.
Established in the springof 1861, this was a voluntary civilian organizationthat supplied
medical aid, financial relief, and material and spiritual comfort to the soldiersand sailors
of theUnion forces. Mill's interest in their work continued:a year later, the DailyNews (3
Apr., 1865, p. 3), reported from Boston papers that Mill, "who has all along been a good
friend of the United States, has directed that whatever copyright may be allowed by the
American publishers of his works shall be given to the Sanitary Commission or some
similiar object of national charity." The Editorial Committee, to whom the letter here
printed is addressed, was chaired by George W. Childs (1829-94), publisher and
philanthropist, to whom Mill had earlier written (LL, CW, Vol. XV, pp. 729-30). Dated
"Avignon, May 25," and headed, "Written to the Editorial Committee of Our Daily
Fare," this letter is Mill's only contribution to the paper. It was republished in the Daily
News, 25 July, p. 5, and the Penny Newsman, 31 July, p. 1, and also in the New York
Times, 10July, p. 6, and theNational Reforraer, 6 Aug., p. 327. It is described in Mill's
bibliographyas "A letter to the PhiladelphiaSanitary Paper dated May25, 1864, reprinted
in the Daily News of [July 25] and in the Newsmanof July 31, 1864" (MacMinn, p. 95).
The variant notes derive from collation with the Daily News and Penny Newsman,
signified in the notes by "DN" and "PN".

I AMSIIqCEgELYTHANKFULto the Editing Committee for including me among

those from whom they have invited a public expression of sympathy with the
cause in which the Free States of America are so heroically shedding their best
blood.

a The war, justifiable and laudable even if it had continued to be, as it was at
ftrst, one of mere resistance to the extension of slavery, is becoming, as it was

easy to foresee it would, more and more a war of principle for the complete
extirpation of that curse. And in proportion as this has become apparent, the

7Thebehaviourof Marquis Alexander Wielopolski (1803-77), who held, inter alia, the
presidency of the Polish council of state, is described in "Zamoyski and Wielopolski,"
Spectator, 7 Mar., 1863, pp. 1717-18.

°PN [noparagraph]
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sympathies of nearly all in Europe whose approbation is worth having, are
resuming their natural course, and the cause of the North will soon have no
enemies, on this side of the Atlantic, but those who prefer any tyranny, however
odious, to a triumph of popular government.

t, It would be unpardonable, did I omit, on an occasion like this, to express my
wannest feelings of admiration for the Sanitary Commission. History has
Cafforded c no other example--though it is to be hoped that it will hereafter
afford many--of so great a work of usefulness extemporized by the spontaneous
self-devotion and organizing genius of a people, altogether independently of the
Government.

a But while the present struggle has called into brilliant exercise all the high

qualities which the institutions of the American Republic have made general
among her citizens, it has also laid open--as e is the nature of trying times to
do--all the weak points in her national habits, and in the working of her
institutions. These are doubtless far better known to thoughtful Americans than

they are likely to be to any foreigner, and this great historical crisis will be
doubly blessed if it directs attention to them. In all states of society the most
serious danger is that the national mind should go to sleep on the self-satisfied
notion that all is right with it; but the great awakening of the public conscience
which is taking place on the one political and social abomination which has done
more than all other causes together to demoralize American politics, has

probably removed all danger of this sort for one generation at least; and warrants
the hope that the American people will not rest satisfied with the great
advantages which no other people and no other Government fpossess y in so high
a degree; but will resolve that their democracy shall not be behind any nation
whatever in those elements of good government which have been thought to fred
a more congenial soil in other States of society and gunder g other political
institutions.

John Stuart Mill

410. ENGLAND AND EUROPE

DALLY NEWS, 1 JULY, 1864, 1,. 5

In February 1864 Austria and Prussia invaded Denmark to take possession of Schleswig
and Holstein. The Liberal British cabinet under Palmerston, though sympathetic to the
Danish cause, resolved on 28 June not to intervene. Disraeli moved a motion censuring

bpN [no paragraph]
C<DN,PN offered
dPN [no paragraph]
eDN,PN it

HDN,PN possesses
g-8-DN,PN
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the governmentfor its inaction, which was debated at length on 4, 5, 7, and 8 July in the
Commons (PD, 3rd set., Vol. 176, cols. 709-817, 826-930, 952-1073, 1198-1300).
Mill's letter, headed as title, with the subhead, "To the Editor of the Daily News," is
describedin his bibliographyas "A letterheaded 'EnglandandEurope',signed J.S.M. in
the Daily News of July Ist 1864" (MacMinn, p. 95). It is probablyreferredto in aletterof
4 July to Chadwick, editor of the Penny Newsman, giving him permission to reprint an
articlewhich had appearedin anotherpaper (LL, CW, Vol. XV, p. 946); at any rate it was
retn'intedin the Penny Newsman, 10July, p. 7. The text below is that of the Daily News,
which has been collated with the Penny Newsman, yielding one substantivevariant; in the
note the readingof the latter is signalled by "PN".

stR,--Allow me to invite your attention to one of the aspects of the question
about to be tried next week between the present Government and the Tories,
which does not seem to have received the amount of attention that is its due.

The Government of this country is called to a severe account for conduct
which is said to have lowered the country in the estimation of the world. And
what has thus impaired the reputation of the country is supposed to be, that it has
used strong language when it did not intend to support that language by fighting;
that it spoke its mind about the perpetration of a great public iniquity, which it
was not willing to go to war to prevent. This is what England lately did in the
case of Poland,l and what it is reproached with doing in the present case of
Denmark.

Now this is simply complaining that England has done what as civilisation
advances the more high-principled nations are certain to do more and more; and
that it has set the example of a practice which, when it becomes general, will be
one of the greatest steps in advance ever made in international proceedings.

In times past nations have scarcely ever gone to war unless for their own
supposed interest or dignity. It appears to be the general opinion that they ought
to persist in thus acting, and I am not going to discuss just now whether, or how
far, this opinion is right. But there is one point in which the practice of past times
may very properly be altered, even if the alteration goes no further. In former
days, governments, when a wrong did not affect themselves, did not care enough
about the interests of others, or about wrong merely as such, to put themselves
out of their way to incur the ill will of powerful neighbours by giving to wrong its
proper name. The present government, though not the first, have been among the
first, to break through this selfish and cowardly forbearance. As the British
government, and in the name of the British nation, they have, in the two cases of
Poland and of Denmark, given public expression to the reprobation of a crime,
although its consequences did not touch themselves, and although they were not

IFor thePolish rebellion, see No. 408. For examples, fast of the strong language and
then of the unwillingness, see Temple, Speech on the Affairs of Poland (27 Feb., 1863),
I'D, 3rd set., Vol. 169, cols. 932-9; and Speech on the Affairs of Poland, Question (6
July, 1863),/b/d., Vol. 172, col. 253.
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prepared to brave all the evils and difficulties involved in arresting the crime by
armed interference.

There are those who think this a fit subject for reproach. To me it appears to be
the inauguration of the practice of bringing international and political wrongs
under a moral police, by a demonstration of disinterested disapproval. Not an
insignificant thing in itself; and if the time ever comes when such wrongs will be
repressed by a sharper mode of interference on the part of disinterested
bystanders, this milder method will be the necessary precursor and preparation
for it.

But this plan of speaking our mind without backing our expression of
asenfiment ° by blows is a new thing in a government, because governments have
never yet cared enough about justice and honesty for their own sake, or been
sufficiently indignant against violations of them, to adopt it. The majority of
governments are still in this condition of moral callousness and indifference, and
are not even able to understand that any government can care about a wrong
which is no prejudice to itself. In consequence, a government which begins the
practice of speaking out honesty when circumstances do not allow it to act
chivalrously, must lay its account with incurring, in the first instance, some loss
of what is termed consideration. The consideration of a government still
depends, as that of an individual once did, upon the degree of readiness ascribed
to it to draw its sword whenever any of its sentiments is offended. If, therefore, it
shows any offended feeling, and the sword does not come forth, it is for a time
suspected of being wanting either in sincerity or in spirit. But England is able,
and should be willing, to show that the kind of consideration which is given to a
Drawcansir is a kind that she can do without. 2

The feeling of the country did not allow the government to go to war for
Poland, and would not, probably, allow it to go to war for Denmark. But this
being granted, I hope there are very few Englishraen who would have preferred
that, not intending to fight, England should have remained silent. I trust that if
Poland had been desolated and Denmark plundered without a word of protest on
our part there would have been far greater dissatisfaction with our government,
and a far deeper sense of shame and national humiliation, than I believe to exist
now. As it is, we need not fear any permanent loss of prestige, even with those
with whom the only thing which gives it is the power and willingness to resort to
force. They will soon find out whether the change which has taken place in us is
that we have grown more afraid of war, or only more prone to denounce and
stigmatise great public iniquities, even when the sacrifices required for stopping

2Draweansir, a braggart and swashbuckler in George Villiers's The Rehearsal
(London: Dring, 1672), who was given to striking against all sides in a battle.

a'aPN sentiments
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their perpetration are greater than it is the duty of a single power to incur in a
quarrel not its own.--I am, &c.,

J.S.M.

411. ON HARE'S PLAN

SPECTATOR,29 APR., 1865, p. 467

In his A Treatise on the Election of Representatives, Parliamentary and Municipal
(1859), Thomas Hare (1806-91)put forwarda scheme forproportionalrepresentationthat
Mill immediately adopted (see, e.g., CW, Vol XlX, pp. 358-70). Hare advanced
particularproposalsfor applying the plan to Metropolitanelections in Onan Organization
of the Metropolitan Elections (London: National Association forthe Promotionof Social
Science, 1865), a paper read at the Association's meetingin Londonon 10 Apr., 1865, at
which Mill spoke (see "MetropolitanElections," Daily News, 11Apr., p. 2). The issues
were takenup in the articlereferredto in Mill's first sentence, "MetropolitanElections,"
Spectator, 15 Apr., pp. 405-6. The letter, headed "mr. John SmartMill on mr. Hate's
Plan," with subhead, "To the Editor of the 'Spectator,'" is described in Mill's
bibliography as "A letter on Hate's System in the Spectator of April 29th 1865"
(MacMinn, p. 96).

sm,--In your paper of Saturday, the 15th, while commenting on the proposal of
Mr. Hare for the experimental adoption of his system of representation in the

metropolitan constituencies, you give to that system the credit which it deserves
of opening the representation of the capital to the eminent men of the whole
empire; but you seem to think that it would exclude all others, and that local
men, qualified and disposed to attend to the local interests of the constituency,
would under that system no longer be elected.

Nothing can more strongly exemplify the need of discussion on the subject
than the appearance of such a misconception in a paper like yours; for it seems to
me evident that Mr. Hare's plan could not have the effect which you apprehend,
and that of all the objections which have been made to it this is one of the most
untenable.

Mr. Hate's plan would enable every person to be elected for the metropolis
who was voted for by a twenty-second part of the whole number of votes given.
Is it supposed that not so many as a twenty-second part of the metropolitan
electors would desire a local representative7 Were this so, it would be a clear
proof that local representatives were not needed. But they are needed, and they
would consequently be voted for, not by once or twice or three times, but by ten
or twelve times the number of the quota. In Mr. Hate's system, as in the present,
the real danger would be lest local feelings and interests should predominate too
much. They would certainly fill as great a place in the representation as they do
in the minds of the represented; for Mr. Hate's system does not swamp the real
wishes of any portion of the electors, all other systems do.
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The misapprehension is probably occasioned by a momentary forgetfulness of
the main difference between Mr. Hate's mode of election and the existing one. If
the result of the poll were to be determined in the present way, by comparative
majorities, it would be possible, though not probable, that men of national
reputation, known to all, and voted for in every part of the metropolis, might
obtain a majority over all the local candidates, each of whom might be known
and supported only by the inhabitants of a particular district. But under Mr.
Hare's system, the man of general celebrity could not have an unlimited number
of votes counted for him, but a certain number only; when he had obtained that
number, he would be returned, and the remainder of his supporters would have
their votes counted for some one else. The return of the useful and hardworking
local candidate would not depend upon his obtaining more votes, for example,
than Mr. Gladstone; _ he would be sure of his election if he obtained the 2,000 or
5,000 suffrages which might represent a twenty-second part of the total number
of votes given. The clubs and political parties whose influence you dread, would
be well aware of this, and as it would be their strongest interest that their list
should be composed of such names as would conciliate every large section of the
constituency, they would be sure to include in it a sufficient number of the most
competent local men of their party.

The power which would undoubtedly be exercised by these clubs and
managers of parties, is a consideration of greater moment, which deserves and
requires a full discussion. Lord Stanley touched on it at the Social Science
meeting, not as an objection, but as a difficulty; unfortunately towards the close
of the discussion, when time did not admit of its receiving the prominence due to
it. 2 My answer would be, that party organiTation will always be a great power,
but that the power is at present greater instead of less than it would be under the
proposed system. As things now are, the party which can obtain the numerical
majority returns all the members, and nobody else is represented. If neither party
is confident of a majority the two parties, by an understanding with one another,
can divide the representation without a contest between regular party men of both
sides. And these party men, in the majority of cases, are not the best or ablest
men of either party, but its landed or moneyed nullities. Under the proposed
system, no party, however well organized, could engross all the representation,
unless it embraced all the constituency: it could never be represented in a greater
proportion than that of its numerical strength, and to thus much it is indisputably
entitled. If the opposite party, or if independent electors, anxious only to elect
the best man, could make up, not a half, or a third, or a tenth, but a bare
twenty-second part of the number of actual voters, they would obtain one, at

IWiili,m Ewart Gladstone(1809-98), M.P. since 1832, who was to lead the Liberals
in theHouseof Conu_ns duringthe parlian_ntof 1865-68, when Mill supportedhim.

2EdwardHenry Stanley(1826-93), Speechat theMeetingof the NationalAssociation
forthe Promotionof Social Science (10 Apr., 1865), DailyNews, 11Apr., p. 2.
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least, of the twenty-two representatives. Meanwhile the great parties, though
they would of course strive for the election of their political friends, would be
obliged to select from among their friends those who would do most credit to the
proposers. It would not do for them to make up a list of less worthy or less
distinguished names than the rival lists. They would have the strongest motives
for proposing among party men those who were also something more than party
men; who, besides the party support, might have a chance of obtaining by their

personal merit votes which would have been refused to them as mere party
organs. For the electors who care for things above party would not then, as now,
have only a choice between party candidates; if the party names proposed did not
satisfy them they would have the power of returning some candidates of their
own.

Allow me, Sir, in conclusion, to entreat your more deliberate consideration of

this great subject. Your paper is honourably distinguished from most others by
looking forward to a perhaps distant future, which instead of deprecating, you
desire, but because you are sufficiently interested in it to perceive in what
direction its special difficulties and chances of failure lie, you are anxious to
provide it in time with the appropriate correctives. I have the deepest conviction
that no corrective ever yet thought of for the peculiar inconveniences of a
commercial and industrial democracy approaches in efficacy to the system of
Mr. Hare; while it is equally suitable to the state of things under which we now
live, since it would at once assure to that minority in the constituencies which
consists of the operative classes, the share in the representation which you
demand for them, and which they cannot obtain in any other mode yet proposed
except by extruding from the same privilege other large and important portions of
the electoral body.--I am, &c.,

J.S. Mill

412. THE WESTMINSTER ELECTION [ 1]

UNPUBLISHED [CA. 28 APR., 1865]

This item and No. 414 are concernedwith the parliamentaryelection of 1865, in which
Mill was a successful candidate. One of the two Westminster seats had become vacant
with the retirement of George de Lacy Evans (1787-1870), who had represented the
borough 1833-41and 1846-65; the other was held by Sir John Villiers Shelley(1808-67),
like Evans a Liberal, and M.P. since 1852. The first new Liberalcandidate for the election
of 1865 was Robert Wellesley Grosvenor (1834-1918), a representativeof the wealthy
Grosvenor family, headed by the Duke of Westminster, whose estates includedmuchof
Westminster. On 13Feb., however, theLiberal electors held a meeting at which they re-
solved to solicit eminentmen to run as their representatives;Mill and Viscount Amberley
were suggested(see The Times, 14 Feb., 1865, p. 6). Mill explainedhis principlesin two
letters, which were published, to James Beai (1829-91), the Committee Chairman, who
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hadannouncedtohimthathewastheirchoice(seeLL,CW, Vol.XVI,pp.1005-7).He
also urged the Committee to persevere in their proposed plan of soliciting names of
candidates from the Liberal electors at large. The following MSdraft of a letter to be used
for this pro'poseis in Mill's hand in University College London, attached to a copy of his
letter to Chadwick of 28 Apr., 1865 (LL, CW, Vol. XVI, pp. 1038-9). Whether it is
of Mill's own composition, or is arevision of someone else's is not known. It is not listed
in the bibliography of his published writings, and no published version has been found;
however, the opinionsarethose he expressed elsewhere.

"A COMMITTEEOF "or "The Liberal Committee" (or whatever is its proper
designation) having taken into consideration the prospect of a vacancy in the
representation of Westminster, have determined, before nominating any
candidate to ascertain by a direct appeal to the electors, what candidates they
would prefer, and have appointed a Special Committee for carrying this
resolution into effect, whose names are adjoined.

You are therefore, as an elector of Westminster, earnestly requested to read
and consider the documents herewith submitted, and having done so, to fill up
the form hereunto annexed, with the names of the two persons for whom,
without any personal solicitation, you would be willing to vote.

The Committee have adopted this mode of proceeding for the following
reasons.

1st. To afford to the electors a wider range of choice, and enable them to
obtain a better quality of representatives. They do not think it worthy of
Westminster to accept the first man, of wealth or aristocratic connexion, who
offers himself under the appellation of a Liberal. The largest and most intelligent
constituencies in the Kingdom should aim at being represented by persons of
proved capacity for public service, and of a high order of intellect. It is for the
electors to select, among such persons, those whom they would most wish to
adopt as their candidates, in order that the necessary steps may be taken to give
effect to their wishes.

2dly. To avoid the useless and wasteful expenses, by which the choice of the
electors is virttmlly limited to rich men, and seats in parliament are, in effect,
made purchaseable by money, for no higher purposes than personal distinction or
party convenience.

3diy. To give to every elector an equal opportunity for expressing his opinion,
with the least possible trouble and inconvenience, and without the intrusion of
paid canvassers, or the exertion of undue influence to obtain the promise of his
vote.

The Committeewere desirous of bringing before the electors, along withthe
names now submitted, the greatest number possible of other persons whose
character, and proved qualifications, would render them suitable representatives
of a place which, like Westminster, has for a century aspired to be represented by
the most eminent names in the party of Reform and Progress. But, of the persons
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known to possess such qualifications as would make them worthy to be elected
without personal solicitation and free of expense, some were prevented by other
engagements, and some by personal reasons, from consenting to be proposed to
the electors. The Committee have been thus precluded from submitting authentic
statements of the claims of any other candidates than those herein specified.
They do not, however, presume or desire to put any restrictions on your choice,
but will gladly receive and record the expression of your preference in favour of
any person by whom it would be more agreeable to you to be represented.

After the receipt of replies from a sufficient number of electors, the two
persons for whom the greatest number of preferences have been expressed, will
be put in nomination at the hustings. It would have been gratifying to the
Committee if the friends of the sitting member, and those of the gentleman who
first presented himself to supply the vacancy, would have consented to refer the
pretensions of their candidates to the same test. This, however, they have
refused. It now, therefore, rests with the electors to declare, whether they are so
perfectly satisfied with the qualifications of these gentlemen, as to prefer them to
the candidates now submitted for your choice, and to all others who could be
obtained. The Committee earnestly hope that by returning the paper with the
blanks filled up, you will afford them the means of judging whether this is the
case with yourself.

413. ROMILLY'S PUBLIC RESPONSIBILITY AND THE BALLOT

READER,29 APR.,1865, PP. 474-5

Mill's review is of Public Responsibility and Vote by Ballot. By an Elector (London:
Ridgway, 1865), by Henry Romilly (1805-84), businessman and magistrate, son of Sir
Samuel Romilly and brotherof John, 1st BaronRomilly. Romilly includedMill's review
(calling it a "letter," perhaps because it was signed with Mill's initials) in the 2nd ed. of
his pamphlet, which had the subtitle:To WhichAre Appended, A Letter from John Stuart
Mill to the Editor of the Reader, 29 Apr., 1865, and Observations Thereon (London:
Ridgway, 1867). (A copy is in SC, without marks.) Mill's only contrihation to the
Reader, this notice is in the "CurrentLiterature" section, headed"Public Responsibility
and the Ballot," with the subhead, "Public Responsibility and Vote by Ballot. By an
Elector. (Ridgway.) 1865." It is described in Mill's bibiliography as "Review of a
pamphlet on the Ballot (by Mr. Henry Romilly) in the Reader of April 29, 1865;
afterwardsreprinted by Mr. HenryRomilly, in a pamphlet replying to it" (MacMirm, p.
96).

THISPAMPHLETis a defence of the Ballot, or, rather, an answer to the objections
to it. The writer is evidently a man of intelligence and knowledge, and
accustomed to discussion. R is always fortunate when disputed questions are
treated, not in a rhetorical, but in a dialectical spirit. The pamphlet contains
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incidentally many true and useful thoughts, and some others which excite

surprise that the writer can have gone through the process of putting them on
paper without perceiving their untenableness. To the present reviewer (who must
be understood as speaking for himself only) the discussion appears, as to its main
object, a failure.

The arguments for and against the Ballot are so trite and familiar, that the
world is excusably tired of them. But in the answers to them there is still room
for novelty, and it is in these that the main stress of the practical controversy lies.
The author of the pamphlet directs his principal efforts against one of the
anti-Ballot arguments, which he is quite right in regarding as the strongest;
namely, that the franchise is a trust for the public, and the voter should be
responsible to the public for the use made of it.

There are two ways in which a writer might meet this argument. He might
admit the moral responsibility of the elector, and the beneficial effect on his mind
of fulfilling his trust under the eye and criticism of those who are interested in its
fight fulfdment; but, he might say, the voters are in such a state of helpless
dependencemeach of them, so to speak, has a tyrant with eyes so fiercely
glaring on him--that since his vote, if known to his friends and family, will be
known to his master, the salutary influences of honour and shame cannot be
admitted without letting in, along with them, the more powerful ones of terror.
Darkness is the only element in which the voter can be free to do his duty; and we
must trust, for a good vote, to such spontaneous feelings of conscience and
patriotism as may not need the support of publicity. This would reduce the
question to one of fact, on which every one would form his own opinion. He
who thinks that the electors, or a large proportion of them, are in this state of
compulsory subjection, will probably be a supporter of the Ballot; though, even
then, he ought to ask himself whether this slavish dependence is likely to last,
whether the whole of the changes now taking place in society do not tend to its
diminution, and even extinction. There might be a good case against its being yet
time to abolish the Ballot, if we had always had it, and yet no case in favour of
introducing, for a temporary purpose, a novelty which, when the time comes for
which we ought to be looking, will be mischievous, and which has a decided
tendency to unfit men for that coming time.

This, however, in our judgment, is the only line of defence for the Ballot which
can ever be, to a certain extent, tenable. The author of the pamphlet has not
chosen this mode. He prefers to reject the principle of electoral responsibility
altogether. He does not deny the voter to be discharging a duty, for which he is
accountable to conscience; on the contrary, a high sense of duty to the public is
always present to the author's mind. But he thinks that responsibility to public
opinion will seldom operate with much force; that, when it does, it will as often
operate on the wrong side as on the right; and that the voter is more likely to vote
well if left to his personal promptings, uninfluenced by praise or blame from
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anyone. For, "if you place him by the Ballot quite beyond the reach of the
improper control of other men, you leave to the elector no intelligible interest
except that of the body of which he is a member--his interest as a citizen." (P.
12.) It would hardly be fair to hold the author to this dictum, to which, we are
sure, he could not, on consideration, adhere. Has no elector any private interest
but what other people's bribes or threats create for him? We will not take
advantage, against the author, of his own exaggerations. We will give his
argument a liberal construction. He means, and in many places says, that in the
absence of other motives to an honest vote, we may safely rely on the voter's
interest as a citizen; his share of the public interest.

Now, we venture to say that this motive, in the common course of things, does
not operate at all, or only in the slightest possible degree, on the mind either of an
elector or of a member of Parliament. When he votes honestly, he is thinking of
voting honestly, not of the fraction of a fraction of an interest which he, as an
individual, may have in what is beneficial to the public. That minute benefit is
not only too insignificant in amount, but too uncertain, too distant, and too hazy,
to have any real effect on his mind. His motive, when it is an honourable one, is
the desire to do right. We will not term it patriotism or moral principle, in order
not to ascribe to the voter's state of mind a solemnity that does not belong to it.
But he votes for a particular man or measure because he thinks it the right thing
to do, the proper thing for the good of the country. Once in a thousand times, as
in a case of peace and war, or of taking off taxes, the thought may cross him that
he shall save a few pounds or shillings in his year's expenditure if the side he
votes for prevails. But these cases are few, and, even in them, the interested
motive is not the prevailing one. It is possible, indeed, that he or his class may
have a private interest acting in the same direction with the public interest, as a
man who has speculated for a fall in corn has an interest in a good harvest; and
this may determine his conduct. But, in that case, it is the private interest that
actuates him, not his share of the public interest.

Since, then, the real motive which induces a man to vote honestly is, for the
most part, not an interested motive in any form, but a social one, the point to be
decided is, whether the social feelings connected with an act, and the sense of
social duty in performing it, can be expected to be as powerful when the act is
done in secret, and he can neither be admired for disinterested, nor blamed for
mean and selfish conduct. But this question is answered as soon as stated. When,
in every other act of a man's life which concerns his duties to others, publicity
and criticism ordinarily improve his conduct, it cannot be that voting for a
member of Parliament is the single case in which he will act better for being
sheltered against all comment.

The author, indeed, says with truth, and it is his strongest point, that public
opinion is itself one of the misleading influences. In the fast place, the public
opinion nearest to the voter may be that of his own class, and may side with,
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instead of counteracting, the class interest. Besides, the opinion of the general
public has its aberrations, too, and its most violent action is apt to be its worst.
"At periods of political excitement, the practical sense to an elector of the

phrase, 'Responsibility to public opinion,' is too often this: Go up to that
polling-booth and, at your peril, vote for any candidate but the popular
candidate." (P. 42.) Such cases of physical violence are not what we have here
to consider. If voters are liable to be mobbed, and if the state of society, as at
Rome in the time of Cicero, is so lawless that the public authorities cannot
protect them, cadit quaestio the Ballot is indispensable; though, in that case,
even the Ballot is a feeble protection. We are for leaving the voter open to the
penalfies__of.0pinion_ but not to those of brute force. The author overlooks what,
under this limitation, is the fiib-sT_mportantfeature of the case; he supposes that,
if public opinion acts on the elector at all, it must act by dictating his vote. When
it is violently exerted, it does so; but its more ordinary operation consists in

making the voter more careful to ac_h!s own sincereopinion. It operates
thr0u_f_comments of relatives, neighbours, and companions; noting
instances of variance between professions and conduct, or in which a selfish
private purpose or a personal grudge prevails over public duty. In countries used
to free discussion, it is only in times of fierce public contention that a man is
really disliked for voting in conformity to the opinion he is known to hold. If he
is reproached even by opponents, it is for something paltry in the motive; and, if
there is a paltry motive, it is generally no recondite one, but such as the opinion
of those who know him can easily detect, and therefore may be able to restrain.

The author deems it a fallacy to distinguish between the election of members
of a club and that of members of Parliament, on the ground that the voters in a
club have no public duty. [Pp. 4-12. ] They have a duty, he says, to the members
of the club. This we altogether dispute. A club is a voluntary association, into
which people enter for their individual pleasure, and are not accountable to one
another. What is there wanted is, that each should declare by his vote what is
agreeable to himself; whatever has then a majority is proved to be agreeable to
the majority, and whoever dislikes it can leave the association. But if we were all

born members of a club, and had no means, except emigration, of exchanging
our club for any other, then, indeed, the voter would really be bound to consult
the interests of the other members, the case would be assimilated to that of an

election to Parliament, and the Ballot, accordingly, would be objectionable.
There is no room to follow the writer though all his arguments, but we cannot

leave unnoticed the answer he makes to the objection that the Ballot would lead
to lying. To this he replies, that lies are of very different degrees of criminality;
that there are many greater moral delinquencies than "the lie of legitimate
self-defence;" [p. 67] that a dishonest vote, given from a selfish motive, is
worse; that such a vote ought to be called a falsehood; and that to think so
rigorously of the mere breach of verbal truth, and so gently of a grave violation
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of public duty, is shallow and false morality. In all this we heartily concur; but
the fact remains, that the majority of mankind do feel the lie an offence and a
degradation, and do not so feel respecting the breach of public duty. We would
gladly make them think a dishonest vote as bad as a lie, but it is to be feared we
should only succeed in making them think a lie no worse than a dishonest vote.
When people have only a few of the moral feelings they ought to have, there is
the more danger in weakening those few. This is a truth which many moral saws
in general circulation overlook. We are often told, for example, that an
equivocation is as bad as a lie. It is well for mankind that everybody is not of this
opinion, and that not all who will equivocate will lie. For the temptation to
equivocate is often almost irresistible; indeed, the proposition, that everything
which can be termed an equivocation is necessarily condemnable, is only true in
those cases and those relations in life in which it is a duty to be absolutely open
and unreserved. But to confine ourselves to what is really culpable: a person may
be a habitual equivocator of a bad kind, he may have no scruple at all in implying
what is not true, and yet, if when categorically questioned he shrinks from an
express falsehood, this ultimate hold on him makes it still possible for his
fellow-creatures to trust his word. Let no one underrate the importance of what
mankind would gain if the precise literal meaning of men's assertions could be
kept conformable to fact. There may be much unworthy cunning and treachery
notwithstanding, but the difference for all human purposes is immense between
him who respects that final barrier and those who overleap it.

Did space permit, we might point out some cases in which the author, though
habitually candid, yields to the temptation of caricaturing an opponent's
argument; as in charging a writer (pp. 31-2 and 48) with arguing as if all votes,
given under the shelter of the Ballot, would be base or selfish, when the only
thing asserted, or needed was that some would. _But we prefer to quote a passage
which tells strongly against the writer, and in favour of our own case:

A century ago, before the virtuous example of the first William Pitt had made it
dishonourable in members of Parliament to hold their votes at the disposal of the
dispensers of the public money, it might almost have been a question whether the
incontestable advantagesof publicity were not too dearly bought at the cost of that mass of
political turpitude which it would have been possible, by means of the Ballot, to sweep
from within the walls of Parliament. (P. 24.)

If, at the time spoken of, our ancestors, to get rid of this mass of turpitude, had
introduced the Ballot into the House of Commons, they would have done the
exact parallel of what we should do if we adopted it in Parliamentary elections.
And ought not the fact that all this profligacy has been got rid of without the

lThe opponentwas Mill himself, whose argument in Considerations on Representative
Government (1861) was attacked (for the passage, see CW, Vol. XIX, pp. 488-95).
Romilly's othertargets were Sydney Smith and Lord Palmerston.
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Ballot to be a lesson to us for the other case? We see that the progress of the

public conscience could and did, in the space of a single generation, correct
political immoralities more gross and mischievous than those which now remain,
and apparently harder to remove, because affecting the Elite, socially speaking,
of the nation. Such an example in times when the public conscience was much
less alive, and its improvement far less rapid than now, ought to reassure us, to
say the least, as to the necessity of the Ballot, and should deter us from putting on
the badge of slavery at the very time when a few more steps and a very little
additional effort will land us in complete freedom.

J.S.M.

414. THE WESTMINSTER ELECTION [2]

THETIMES,22 JULY, 1865, P. 2

For the background, see No. 412. William Henry Smith (1825-91), head of the well-
knownbooksellingfinn, a liberal-conservative,had sinceenteredtherace, and SirJohn
Villiers Shelley had retired;on 12 July Mill and Grosvenorwere elected with votes
of 4525 and4534 respectively. Mill's letterof thanksappearedin otherpaperson 22July,
includingthe Daily News. Headed"WestminsterElection," the letter(not listedin Mill's
bibliography)is introducedby thisnote:"The following letter fromMr. J.S. Mill, M.P.,
to the Liberalelectors of Westminster,has beenforwardedto us for publication:".In the
Daily News it is dated"BlackheathPark, July 21." The text below is thatof The Times,
whichhasbeencollatedwith the Daily News, 22 July, 1865, p. 2; in the variantnotesthe
text of the latteris signalled by "DN".

GENTLEMEN,--The triumphant reassertion of the principle of purity of election
in its largest sense, by the selection of a representative in Parliament on public
grounds alone, against an unexampled combination of personal and pecuniary
influences, is a lasting honour to Westminster and benefit to the popular cause.
The victory is wholly yours, not mine, since I only appeared among you in the
last stage of the contest to meet the desire expressed for a fuller explanation of
my opinions. But the address just issued by the committee _ seems to demand that
I should join with them in hearty and grateful acknowledgments to the Liberal
electors generally, and especially to the great number who, by their strenuous
and disinterested personal exertions, renewed the lesson so often forgotten, of
the power of a high and generous purpose over bodies of citizens accustomed to
free political action.

"Electors! a your work is done, and mine has now to be commenced. The

tAdvertisementby Mill's Committee (dated 17 July), The Times, 18 July, p. 8. The
statementfrom Mill's Committeewas signed by CharlesWesterton, Chairman,J.S. Storr,
Treasurer,and James Beal, HonorarySecretary.

°_DN [noparagraph]Electors,
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unsought confidence which you have placed in me has laid on me an obligation

which it would heavily tax powers far superior to mine adequately to fulfil. That

I may not fall so far below your hopes as to make you regret your choice, will be

my constant and earnest endeavour.
b I am, Cgentlemen, most sincerely and respectfully yours, c

J.S. Mill

415. THE BALLOT

DAILY NEWS, 31 JULY, 1868, P. 5

John Bright (who had been closely allied with Mill on many issues in the House of
Commons) gave a speech to his constituents on 24 July, 1868, in which he predicted that
the ballot, especially in the large constituencies, would be required "merely as a matter of
election machinery." He went on: "Even Mr. Stuart Mill, who had long objected to the
ballot, was becoming a convert, and was of opinion that it might be tried in Ireland"
("Mr. Bright at Birmingham," The Times, 25 July, p. 12). Mill's response (not listed in
his bibliography) is headed "Mr. Mill on the Ballot" with the subhead, "To the Editor of
the Dally News," and is dated "Blackheath-park, July 29." It appeared also in the
Beehive, 8 Aug., 1868, p. 7, without substantive variants.

SIR,PAs it would appear from the report of Mr. Bright's eloquent speech at

Birmingham that there exists some misapprehension concerning my present

opinion on the ballot, I should be obliged by your permitting me to state that my
opinion is as decidedly unfavourable to the ballot as it ever was; that I should see

its adoption with regret in any part of the United Kingdom; that I spoke against it

in a meeting of my constituents on the same evening on which Mr. Bright was

speaking at Birmingham; and that I voted against its adoption in Ireland at the
division on it this session. _--I am, etc.,

J.S. Mill

t'DN [no paragraph]
*-_DN etc.

In his speech of 24 July, at an election meeting in the Pimlico Rooms, Warwick Street,
Mill is reported to have said "that he had been in favour of the ballot, but was not in
favour of it now" (The Times, 25 July, p. 5). His vote against the ballot's adoption in
Ireland came on an amendment to the Representation of the People (Ireland) Bill on 18
June, 1868 (PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 192, cols. 1801-5).
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416. GLADSTONE FOR GREENWICH

THETIMES,22 SEPT.,1868, P. 7

Gladstonehavingbecome unpopularin his constituencyof SouthLancashirebecause of
hispositionon the IrishChurch, hewas put forwardasa candidateforGreenwichwithout
his solicitation, and in theevent electedthere,while losinghis SouthLancashireseat. The
committee proposing him called a meeting at Depffordon 16 Sept., inviting Mill and
others to speak. (See "Election Intelligence. Greenwich," The Times, 17Sept., p. I0. )As
Mill explained in a letter to William Cox Bennett on 14 Sept., "Mr. Dickson, whom I
understandto be the Secretaryfor Depfford, wrote to me duringyourabsence, askingme
eitherto attend or to write a letter;and as I was unableto attend, I senthim a letter forthe
purposeof being readat the meeting, the receiptof which he has acknowledged" (LL,
CW, Vol. XVI, p. 1440). The letter,dated"Avignon, August28," and headed"Mr. John
StuartMill and Mr. Gladstone," is introducedby the following sentence: "The following
is the textof the letter fromMr. John SmartMill, readat the meetingheldat Deptford,on
Wednesday evening, to support the election of Mr. Gladstone for the borough of
Greenwich:". A shortenedversion of the letterappearedalso in the DailyNews, 17Sept.,
1868, p. 3, under the heading "Election Intelligence / Greenwich." The letteris not listed
in Mill's bibliography.

DEAR SIR,--I aln greatly honoured by your invitation to be present at your
meeting for promoting the election of Mr. Gladstone for the borough of
Greenwich, and should have been very happy to attend it had I been in England.
The example which Greenwich is now setting is a valuable one, which we may
hope to see more generally followed when the true importance of political action
is more justly appreciated, and when politics arouse more of the interest that is
justly due to them. The example of electing a public man, without any
solicitation on his part, and without any consideration of whether he may also be
elected elsewhere, as a tribute to his character, and as an expression of the
strength of the feeling in his favour, is happily not new in our political history. It
is too natural a thing to do, when people feel as warmly as they often ought to
feel, and the unanswerable evidence of public confidence it gives in a great man
too obviously must strengthen him and the cause he serves, for the example not
to have been set on several occasions (in the cases of Mr. Cobden and Lord

Brougham, among others), t when political feeling was strong and the merits of
the public man conspicuous. It would be much to be regretted if such examples
as these were allowed to die out; and Greenwich is doing a public service by
reviving them, by strengthening a statesman whose public services have aroused

_In 1847 Richard Cobden was chosen to stand for the West Riding of Yorkshire,
withouthis knowledge, as well as for his formerboroughof Stockport;HenryBrougham,
afterhe broughtforwarda motion against slavery in 1830, was put forward in Yorkshire,
as well as in his formerconstituency of Knaresborough.
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a bitterness which is the best tribute of their value, and by adding to his power to

carry through some more of the many important reforms that must not be long

retarded if England is to hold its honourable place among nations.--I am, &c.,
J.S. Mill

417. BOUVERIE VERSUS CHADWICK

THE TIMES, 22 OCT., 1868, P. 3

For the election of 1868, Mill wished to f'md a seat for his friend Edwin Chadwick; by
strongly endorsing him for the borough of Kilmarnock, he incurred the ire of Edward
Pleydell Bouverie (1818-89), a Liberal hostile to Gladstone who had represented the
borough since 1844. The Times of 16 Oct., 1868, p. 10, printed a letter of Bouverie's to
Mill complaining of Mill's sowing dissension in the Liberal party, as well as Mill's reply,
and Bouverie's further rejoinder (Mill's reply is in LL, CW, Vol. XVI, pp. 1453-4). The
paragraph printed here introduces another reply by Mill (ibid., pp. 1460-4), which is not
listed in his bibliography. On the envelope of the MS draft of that reply at Johns Hopkins
is written in Mill's hand "For publication as chiefly Helen's" (i.e., his step-daughter
Helen Taylor's). The letter is headed "Mr. Mill and Mr. Bouverie," with the subhead,
"To the Editor of The Times," and is dated "Avignon, Oct. 19." On the same day the
letter appeared in the Daily News (p. 5) under the heading "Mr. Mill on the Character of
Liberal Candidates. / To the Editor of the Daily News."

sm,--Mr. Bouverie having forwarded to you a correspondence between us, and
his last letter having appeared in The Times before I had received it, I take the

liberty of asking permission to reply to it through The Times.--I am, &c.,
J.S. Mill

418. NEW ENGLAND WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE ASSOCIATION

NEW YORK TRIBUNE, 27 _AY, 1869, P. 1

This letter was addressed to Julia Ward Howe (1819-1910), reformer and author, the
President of the New England Woman's Suffrage Association, founded in Boston in 1868
chiefly by Lucy Stone (1818-93) and including prominent reformers such as Wendell
Phillips. The association, having been unsuccessful in enfranchising women along with
negroes in the 15th amendment to the Constitution, was now working for a 16th. The
letter, dated "Avignon, April 18, 1869," is not listed in Mill's bibliography. It appeared,
under the heading "Woman Suffrage / Letter from J. Smart Mill--the XVlth
Constitutional Amendment," as part of an account beginning, "Boston, May 26. A Public
meeting, which was largely attended, was held by the New-England Woman's Suffrage
Association, in Horticultural Hall, today, Julia Ward Howe presiding. Prayer was offered
by the Rev. Mrs. P.N. Hannaford. Letters, sympathizing with the movement, were
received from Robert Collyer, Anna Dickinson, J. Smart Mill, George William Curtis,
Mrs. E.D. Cheeny, and the Hon. George T. Hoar. The following is the letter of Mr.
Mill:".
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DEARMADAME,--I am very much honored by the wish of the New-England
Woman's Suffrage Association that I should be present at their annual meeting,
but they have been misinformed as to my having any present intention of visiting
America. Should I ever contemplate such a visit, there are no persons on your
side of the Atlantic with whom it would give me more pleasure to exchange
marks of sympathy than with those who are working so energetically for a cause
so dear to me as that of the equal claim of all human beings, independent of sex,
to the full rights of citizenship, and freedom of competition, on equal terms, for
all social advantages.

I am, etc., very sincerely yours,
J.S. Mill

419. THE CASE OF WILLIAM SMITH

UNPUBLISHEDLETTERTOTHEDAILYNEWS[LATE1869 TOEARLY1870]

William Smith, police constable, had been tried and punished for striking an Irish
labourer and felt-maker, Patrick Macgovern, in the course of stopping Macgovern's
assault on his wife Eliza. The case was reported in "The Police Courts. Thames," Daily
News, 25 Dec., 1869, p. 2. from which Mill quotes. For Mill's efforts to interest the
Attorney-General, Sir Robert Porrett Collier, and the editor of the Daily News, Frank
HarrisonHill, in Smith's reinstatement, see LL, CW, Vol. XVII, pp. 1677-9, and 1705-6.
A long leader appeared in the DailyNews, 18Jan., 1870, pp. 4-5; one may assume that a
fair copy of this unsigned draft (MS, Yale) was sent to the Daily News (which did not
print it) as part of Mill's unsuccessful campaign. The letter, being unpublished, is not in
Mill's bibliography.

sm,--I beg you to receive the inclosed £5 as the commencement of a subscrip-
tion for the benefit of the police constable William Smith, No. 151 K, who as I
learn from your paper of Dec. 25 has been sentenced by Mr. Benson, the Thames
Police magistrate, I to a month's imprisonment and hard labour for striking
with his staff a man who had only knocked down his own wife in the street.

"The assault," said Mr. Benson, meaning not the man's assault upon his wife
but the constable's assault upon the man, "was unprovoked, brutal, and
unjustifiable" and it has gone forth from the seat of justice to the whole brutal
part of the population, that for a man to knock down a woman, provided that
woman is his wife, is no "provocation" and that a month's penal servitude is a
proper penalty, not for the ruffian himself but for the appointed guardian of the
public peace who interferes with his authorized brutality.

For my own part, it seems to me that the policeman who thinks that men's
wives are within the pale of legal protection and who, astonishing as the idea

1RalphAugustus Benson (1828-86), barrister.
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was to the man himself and to the magistrate, thinks it his duty not to look on
passively and see them maltreated, deserves a signal mark of public approbation,
which cannot in this instance take a better shape than that of a subscription to
compensate him for the suffering and degradation as well as the pecuniary loss
inflicted on him by this iniquitous sentence.

420. THE EDUCATION BILL

SPECTATOR,9 APR., 1870, P. 465

At a National Education League meeting, held Friday, 25 Mar., 1870, chaired by Sir
Charles Dilke, Mill was the principal speaker (The Times, 26 Mar., p. 5). The meeting
was called to protestthe powergiven to School Boardsto founddenominational schoolsat
public expense, in the Government's "Bill to ProvideforPublic ElementaryEducation in
England and Wales," 33 Victoria (17 Feb., 1870), PP, 1870, I, 505-42. (In the event,
when the Bill became law as 33 & 34 Victoria, c. 75, the powersof the denominations
were much curtailed.) The Spectator commented on the issues and Mill's views in "The
Secularists in FullCry," 2 Apr., pp. 425-6, from which the quotations are taken. Mill's
letter, not listed in his bibliography, is in the "Letters to the Editor"column, headed "Mr.
J.S. Mill and the Education Bill," with the subhead, "To the Editorof the 'Spectator.'"

SlS,--Having full belief in your not intending to misrepresent, though (if you
will allow me to say so) not equal confidence in the carefulness and accuracy of
all your representations, I do not doubt that you will permit me to correct a
serious misstatement which pervades the whole of your last Saturday's
comments on the Education meeting at St. James's Hall. The writer affirms again
and again, with sundry uncomplimentary remarks on the inconsistencies and
other irrationalities therein implied, that in my speech at that meeting I advocated
and asked for the system of the British Schools, _ which he describes as the
merely formal reading of a portion of the Bible "as a kind of grace before meat to
secular lessons." I challenge your writer to point out a single word of my speech
which either expresses or implies approval of the "British system," or of the
employment of the Bible in rate-supported schools at all. I referred to the British
system only as a proof that the Dissenters do not desire their distinctive doctrines
to be taught in schools, and would consequently derive no advantage from the
fund which the Bill gives them, where they are the stronger party, 2 of practising
this injustice to the detriment of the Established Church.

For myself, though I regard the British system as greatly preferable to the

IIn the schools of the British and Foreign School Society (founded by and often called
by the name of Joseph Lancaster) the scriptural readings were not part of the lessons.

2Seeesp. Sect. 7.3 of the Bill.
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merely denominational, yet, on any other footing than as the less of two evils, I
decidedly object to it, as unjust to Catholics, Jews, and the Secularists, and for
other reasons.

I am, Sir, &c.,

J.S. Mill 3

421. THE TREATY OF 1856 [1]

THE TIMES, 19 NOV., 1870, e. 5

On 31 Oct., 1870, the Russian government issued a declaration repudiating the
neutralization of the Black Sea required by the Treaty of Paris of 1856. The declaration,
sent by Prince Gortschakoff to Baron Bunnow, was communicated to Earl Granville on 9
Nov. (see "The Treaty of 1856: Prince Gortschakoff's Note," The Times, 18 Nov., p. 3).
The action caused a war scare in England. Mill sent this letter to The Times through
leonard Courtney (see LL, CW, Vol. XVII, p. 1775), who was a leader writer for The
Times, and may have been responsible for leading articles on 16, 17, and 19 November
professing the attitudes to which Mill was objecting. In her continuation of Mill's
Autobiography, Helen Taylor says this and the following letter (No. 422) "were called
forth by a cry, that arose at that time in a portion of the English press, for plunging
England into a war with Russia. They were the fLrStprotest that appeared in any well
known name against such a war; they called forth others and helped calm down the
warlike excitement that was being aroused." (CW, Vol. I, p. 626.) Mill's "Treaty
Obligations" in December took up the same issues (CW, Vol. XXI, pp. 341-8), as does
No. 423. This letter, headed "Mr. Mill on the Treaty of 1856," with the subhead, "To the
Editor of The Times," is described in Mill's bibliography as "A letter in the Times of
Nov. 19, 1870 on the threatened war with Russia" (MacMinn, p. 99).

sm,--Without wishing, at least for the present, to discuss the character of the

declaration just made by the Russian Govemment--a discussion which would
raise questions, both moral and political, more intricate and difficult than people

3The letter is followed by a square-bracketed note: "We are exceedingly sorry to have
misrepresented Mr. Mill, and of course absolutely withdraw the statement. We cannot,
however, admit that our blunder was anyone's fault but Mr. Mill's, at least if the Times'
report of his speech is correct. In that he is stated to have said, 'The system deliberately
chosen by the Dissenters is that of the British Schools, where religious teaching is limited
to reading the Bible without note or comment.' Thereafter the whole tenor of the speech
appeared to be supporting the demand of the Dissenters. and not a word was reported
criticizing that demand as itself involving the very injustice of which Mr. Mill complained
in the Government proposals, or stating, as we suppose he now states, that he would be
satisfied with nothing but a purely secular system. We are not sorry to have drawn from
him that avowal.--Ed. Spectator." In fact The Times correctly reported the sentence
quoted (it appears substantively thus in Mill's autograph MS); the issue lies m its
interpretation.
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seem to be aware ofmmay I hope from your impartiality that you will allow

expression to be given through your columns to the opinion of at least one
Englishman, which he believes to be shared by multitudes of his countrymen,
that for England to let herself be drawn into war by this provocation or on this
account would be nothing less than monstrous.

This is not the doctrine of a partisan of peace at any price. Had we, at the first
breaking out of the present hateful war,_ declared that whichever nation f'n'stin-
vaded the territory of the other should have England also for its foe, we should,
at an extremely small risk to ourselves, in all human probability have prevented
the war, and perhaps given commencement to a new era in the settlement of
international differences. To effect this great good to humanity and to public
morals, we did not choose to incur a mere chance of being involved in a war, and
in my opinion we were wrong, and have exposed ourselves to the just
recriminations of the suffering people--I do not speak of the governments--of
C_rmany and France. Were we now to plunge into a war infinitely more
dangerous to ourselves, and for which we are materially speaking totally
unprepared, those among us who are the causes of our so doing will, in my
judgment, deserve and receive the execration of the people of England.

The honour of England is not concerned either in the protection of Turkey or in
the humiliation of Russia. Treaties are not made to be eternal, and before we go
to war for the maintenance of one it behoves the nation at least to consider

whether it would enter into it afresh at the present day.2 We should have learnt
little, indeed, from the spectacle that has been going on before our eyes during
the last four months if we allow our journalists to hurry us into a war under the
plea of honour, merely because of the manner or the form in which Russia has
thought fit to throw off an obligation the substance of which we all admit we
ought to be ready to reconsider.

Iam, &c.,
J.S. Mill

422. THE TREATY OF 1856 [2]

3"hETIMES,24 NOV., 1870, P. 3

AnthonyAshley Cooper,7th Earlof Shaftesbury,criticizedthe views of Mill expressedin
No. 421, in a letterbeaded"LordShaftesburyon theRussianNote," The Times, 22 Nov.,
p. 3, from which Mill quotes in this reply, headed "The Treaty of 1856," with the
subhead,"To the Editor of The Times." It is describedin Mill's bibliographyas "A
furtherletteron the samesubject[as No. 421] in the Timesof Nov. 24, 1870" (MacMinn,
p. 99).

ITbeFranco-PrussianWarhad brokenout on 14 July, 1870.
2TbeTreatyof Paris, "General Treatybetween Great Britain, Austria, France, Prussia,

Russia, Sardinia, andTurkey, for the Re-establishmentof Peace," PP, 1856, LXI, 1-34.
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sm,--The letter in which Lord Shaftesbury, in your paper of Tuesday, the 22d,
animadverted upon a letter of mine which you did me the favour to insert,
deserves so much respect for its manifestly conscientious feeling, and states the
question, besides, so neatly and compactly, that I must address myself to your
courtesy for an opportunity of, if possible, setting myself right with him.

The opinion which I maintain concerning treaties is very remote indeed from
that which Lord Shaftesbury ascribes to me. He understands me to have said that
a country is not bound "to observe" the terms of a treaty "unless they be so
convenient that the country would be ready to enter on them afresh." What I did

say is, that a country is not bound to enforce the observance of terrns which it has
imposed on others, "until it has considered whether it would impose them afresh
at the present day. ''_ And if it not only would not, but, according to its present
judgment, ought not to impose them afresh, it is not merely not bound to go to
war for their enforcement, but would commit a great crime if it did so.

There is a wide difference between affLrming that I may break a promise, as
soon as it is inconvenient to .me to keep it, and maintaining that if another person
breaks a promise made to me I am not necessarily bound to shed his blood. I
cannot believe that Lord Shaftesbury, with the two doctrines before him, will
hold the latter to be "one in principle" with the former.

Let the people of England, then, deliberately consider whether a stipulation
denying to a country the legitimate liberty possessed by all other countries, of
maintaining military and naval defences on its own coast, is one which they think
they have a right permanently to impose. If not, then in however objectionable a
manner the claim may be disputed we shall be criminal if we go to war to enforce
it.

Having now, as I hope, cleared myself from the very serious charge brough
against me by Lord Shaftesbury, allow me to make one more remark.

Treaties are the promises of nations; and in the breach of a treaty, as in that of
a private promise, there are all degrees of guilt, from some of the gravest to some
of the most venial. The degree of Russia's guilt in this particular repudiation of
treaty is not to be decided off hand. I have no desire to extenuate it, but it is not
pertinent to the question. It is sufficient that treaties and other engagements will
be broken if they are imposed without limit as to duration. An individual,
however, has no power of promising anything beyond the duration of his mortal
life; but nations have the wild folly to make, and to exact, engagements for all
time. Mankind, happily, are now beginning to find out that anything whatever to
which a nation attempts to bind either itself or others in perpetuity, be it a
Constitution, a dynasty, an irrevocable law, a particular disposition of public or
private property, or whatever else, will assuredly, at some time or other, require
to be, and will actually be, shaken off by those to whom it is injurious. The
present generation has had sufficiently convincing experience that to this rule

1Milldoes not quote himself exactly; see No. 421.
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treaties are no exception. Lord Shaftesbury warns England, if the Russian
doctrine be admitted, to "take good care never to contract another" treaty. The

warning I would give is, if we wish to be able successfully to combat the Russian
doctrine, to make no more treaties except for terms of years.

Iam, &c.,
J.S. Mill

423. DE LAVELEYE ON THE EASTERN QUESTION

THETIMES,30 NOV., 1870, P. 6

Seeking support forthe views expressed in Nos. 421 and 422, Mill sent this letterto The
Times as a cover for one from Emile Louis Victor, baron de Laveleye (1822-92), a
Belgian political economist for whom he had a high regard. The letter, headed "M. de
Laveleye on the EasternQuestion," with the subhead, "To the Editorof The Times," is
not listedin Mill's bibliography.

sm,--I shall be obliged if you will give a place in The Times to the
accompanying extract from a private letter written by M. Emile de Laveleye, and
showing in what light the war which we are urged to undertake is regarded by
one of the most enlightened public writers of the Continent, from the impartial
position of a Belgian citizen.

Iam, &c.,
J.S. Milli

424. THE SOCIETY OF ARTS

DAILYNEWS,27 MAg., 1871, P. 5

In the DailyNews of 25 Mar., p. 5, the followingnotice appeared:"Mr. John SmartMill
is expected to take the chair, next Wednesday, at the Society of Arts, when Miss Emily
Faithfull will read a paper on 'Women's work, with special reference to industrial
employment.'" Faithfull (1835-95) was the founder of the Victoria Press, which
employed women compositors and printed, among otherthings, the Transactions of the
NationaIAssociation for thePromotion ofSocial Science. Theaddressshedeliveredat the
meeting on 29 Mar. was printed as "Woman's Work, with Special Referenceto Industrial

ILaveleye, in the letterthatfollows Mill's introduction, deplores any action thatmight
involveBritainin a war with Prussiaand the United Statesand throwthe Slavonians,who
are naturallyagainst Russian encroachment, into Russia's armsby espousing the Turks;
destroy Austria by aligning her Slav subjects with Russia against Turkey; involve the
UnitedStatesby enfidngingthe rights of neutrals;thwartthe naturaltendency of a United
Germanyto combine with Austria to prevent the Danube's becoming a Russian river;,and
inflictthe miseriesof war on the workingclasses of the whole world.
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Employment," Journal of the Society of Arts, XIX (31 Mar., 1871 ), 378-83. Mill's letter
(not in his bibliography), is dated only from "Blackheath-park, Kent," and headed "Mr.
Mill and the Society of Arts," with the subhead, "To the Editor of the Daily News." A
copy also appeared under the heading "The Penalties of Celebrity," in The Times, 27
Mar., p. 12. The text below is that of the Daily News, which has been collated with that in
The Times; in the variant notes the latter is signalled by "'TT".

sm,--The assertion which appeared in _your paper a of Saturday, bMarch 25 b,

that I am expected to take the chair at a meeting of the Society of Arts next

Wednesday is without any foundation. I have no intention of being present at the

meeting at all. I am glad to take this opportunity of protesting against a habit
which is growing up, of making those misleading statements through the medium

of the public press or otherwise. It has gained ground to such a degree as to have

become a nuisance to almost every man whose name is well known; placing him

under the alternative of making public contradictions of such statements, or of

allowing his name to be used for the purpose of exciting false expectations. I

shall be obliged by your giving publicity to this, and remain, sir,

your obedient servant,
J.S. Mill 1

425. ADVICE TO LAND REFORMERS

EXAMINER, 4 JAN., 1873, PP. 1-2

In 1869 Mill was Chairman of the Provisional Committee to establish the Land Tenure
Reform Association, and was responsible in large measure for its proposals, published as
Programme of the Land Tenure Reform Association, with an Explanatom' Statement by
John Stuart Mill (London: Longraans, et al., 1871); in CW, Vol. V, pp. 687-95. The
work of the Association, along with the women's suffrage movement, absorbed most of
his energy in his last years, and it is appropriate that his last three newspaper writings
should be on land tenure, and that they should appear in the Examiner, where the bulk of
his journalism appeared. Helen Taylor's continuation of Mill's Autobiography concludes:
"In the autumn and winter [of 1872] he wrote . . . two articles for the Examiner
(published January 4th and 1 lth, 1873) on Land Reform" (CW, Vol. I, p. 627). In a letter
to Calmes of 8 Jan., 1873, after welcoming Cairnes' agreement with him on the question
of the land held by endowed institutions, Mill remarks that he and his daughter are
occasionally sending articles to the Examiner now, hoping to help build it up once more as
"an organ of opinion allied to our own" (LL, CW, Vol. XVII, p. 1933).

This article, in the "Political and Social" section, is headed as title, and is described in
his bibliography as "An article headed 'Advice to Land Reformers' in the Examiner of 4

_The letter is followed by a square-bracketed editorial note: "The statement of which
Mr. Mill complains came to us with the apparent authority of the Society of Arts."

°"TF somejournals
_T the 25th of March
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January1873" (MacMinn, p. 101). The article was combined by Helen Taylor with No.
426 and printed in the posthumous fourth volume of Dissertations and Discussions
(London: Longman, et al., 1875), under the title "Advice to Land Reformers," pp.
266-77 (in which this article ends at p. 272.31).

NOW, when the question of the constitution and limits of property in land has
fairly come to the front, and a majority of Liberal politicians find it needful to
include in their programme some improvement in the existing arrangements on
that subject, it is time to consider which among the minor modifications that
alone find favour with the more timid or more cautious innovators deserve to be

supported by those who desire greater changes, and which are those that should
be opposed, either as giving a renewed sanction to wrong principles, or as raising
up new private interests hostile to a thorough reform. There are at present two
proposals affecting property in land which engage a considerable and increasing
amount of public attention: one, the abrogation of the right of primogeniture, and
the abolition or great restriction of the power of making settlements of land; l the
other, that corporations and endowed institutions should be required to sell their
lands, and invest the proceeds in the funds or other public securities. 2 The
difference between these two projects affords an illustration of the principles
which, we think, should guide the judgment of land tenure reformers in matters
of this nature. The former of the two is, in our opinion, entitled to their full

support; the latter should be strenuously resisted by them.
Before proceeding farther, it is right to explain whom we mean by land tenure

reformers. On so new a question there are naturally many shades of opinion.
There are some with whose plans we agree, others from whom we differ; we
address ourselves equally to both. There are those who aim at what is called the
nationalisation of the land; the substitution of collective for individual property in
the soil, with reasonable compensation to the landowners. Their doctrine is far
from being so irrational as is pretended; they have much to say for themselves.
Nor is theirs a wholly untried theory. It has the feudal traditions, and the general
practice of the East, on its side. Nevertheless, for reasons which we shall have
many opportunities of stating, we are decidedly of opinion that, whatever may
possibly be the case in a distant future, this scheme is altogether unsuited to the
present time. But, short of this, there are modifications of the rights of landed
property of a more or less fundamental character, which have already numerous
supporters, and are likely, as we believe, before long to become widely popular.

1See Programme of the Land Tenure Association, Arts. 1-3, p. 3 (CW, Vol. V, p.
689).

2SeeSpeech at the Colston Dinner, Bristol (13 Nov., 1872),The Times, 14 Nov., p. 10,
by George Joachim Gosehen (1831-1907), liberal politician, President of the Poor-Law
Board (1870) and First Lord of the Admiralty (1871); and The Times' leaders on the
subject, 22 Nov., p. 7, and 29 Nov., p. 7.
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There is the principle asserted by the Land Tenure Reform Association; that,
inasmuch as land in a prosperous country brings in a constantly increasing
income to its owner, apart from any exertion or expenditure on his part, it may
and ought to be subjected to special taxation in virtue of that increase. 3 Again, it
is maintained that, inasmuch as the acknowledged end for which land is allowed
to be appropriated, is that it may be made more productive, the right of property
ought not to extend to that which remains unproductive: and that if large tracts of
land are kept in a wild state by their owners, either for purposes of amusement,
or because they cannot be let at a rent (though they might amply remunerate a
labourer cultivating for himself) the State should resume them, paying only their
present value. 4 Again, there might be a limit set to the extent of territory which
could be held by a single proprietor. 5 Many other changes might be proposed,
more or less extensive, more or less expedient, but all compatible with the
maintenance of the institution of landed property in its broad outlines. Now, the
reforms which are proposed on the subject of primogeniture, and of entails and
settlements, are of a different character. Instead of limiting, they would increase
the power over the land of the existing generation of landowners; and
accordingly, the supporters of more drastic changes are much divided as to
whether these particular measures ought or ought not to be supported.

Among the reasons for getting rid of the law of primogeniture and the existing
laws of entail and settlement, the one which we oftenest hear, and which carries
most weight with many of the assailants of those laws, is that by keeping land out
of the market they detain it in too few hands, and that their abolition would
increase the number of landed proprietors. The long and obstinate prejudice
which existed against peasant properties, grounded on the densest ignorance of
their actual operation in the countries where they prevail, has given way before
more correct information. Those who fancied that peasant proprietors must be
wretched cultivators because cottier tenants are so, have learnt that some of the

best agriculture in the world is to be found where such properties abound: those
who thought that peasant proprietorship breeds over-population, and converts a
country into a "panper-warren,"6 now know that its tendency is rather towards
the other extreme. Within a few years, therefore, the existence of peasant
properties has come to be regarded by English philanthropists as eminently
desirable, and the removal of all obstacles to it has become an aim of advanced

politicians; and primogeniture and entail being such obstacles, their abolition is
advocated on that ground. But it has come to pass that the same thing which
recommends this measure to one class of land reformers, renders another class

worse than indifferent to it. Multiplication of proprietors is not the kind of reform

3Programmeof the Land Tenure Association, Art. 4, p. 3 (CW, Vol. V, p. 690).
4Ibid., Art. 6, pp. 3-4 (CW, Vol. V, p. 693).
SThisis not one of the formal proposalsof the Association.
6Forthe phrase, see No. 328, n2.
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which finds favour with a large section of the more thoroughgoing land
reformers. Many of them believe that an addition to the number of private
owners of land is but an addition to the number of the enemies of the larger
changes which they meditate. They think, and in this they are not mistaken, that
the wide diffusion of landed property in some Continental countries, and
especially in France, is in these countries the great obstacle to any improvement
in the conditions of ownership: and they look with no good will on anything
which tends, in ever so small a degree, to approximate, in this respect, the
British state of things to the French.

We agree, to a considerable extent, with the general views on which this
judgment is grounded; but we do not think that the question of abolishing
primogeniture and entail is a case for their application. Whether the creation of a
class of peasant-proprietors would be a good thing or a bad, we are of opinion
that the reforms in question would not have that effect; while they would produce
benefits which, even from the exclusive point of view of the land-reformers,
might well outweigh some amount of the inconvenience they apprehend.

To what extent these measures would practically operate in causing land to be
brought into the market, it is very difficult at present to foresee; but there is no
probability that, of such as might be sold, much would come into the hands of
small proprietors. As long as the private wealth of the country and its social
condition are what they are, the rich will always outbid the poor in the land
market. We are speaking, of course, of rural land, of which alone the possession
is an object of desire to the wealthy classes. Land in towns, or so close to them as

to be available for streets, might often obtain a higher price in small lots; such
lots as would enable prudent and economical working people to become the
owners of the houses they live in; which we hold to be an unqualified good: nor is
it likely that even the most extreme plans of land reform would disturb such

p persons in the possession. The land of the country at large outside the towns
might possibly come to be shared among a greater number of rich families than at
present; but sales by the rich to the rich do not really add to the number of those
whose interests and feelings are engaged on the side of landlordism; for the rich
who wish to be landlords are already as much wedded to landlord privileges as
they would be when they actually became so. Reformers, therefore, either
moderate or extreme, need have no fear that the facilitation of the sale of land

already appropriated should raise up additional obstacles to their projects.
On the other hand, the measures in question would be attended with no small

amount of positive benefit. In the first place, whatever transfers of landed
property might really be occasioned by these changes would be in the direction of
agricultural improvement. True it is that, according to the present ideas of landed
property, landlords are neither required nor expected to do anything for the land;
but some landlords are more disposed to do so than others; and the purchasers are
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almost always a more improving class of landowners than those from whom they

purchase. It is the capitalist and man of business who buys; it is the needy and the
spendthrift who sell. The whole tendency is thus to improve the cultivation and
increase the produce of the country. But there is a still greater benefit than this,
and one which is often not sufficiently appreciated. The principle of the laws of
primogeniture and entail is radically wrong; and to get rid of a bad principle, and
put a better in its place, is equivalent to a very considerable amount of practical
gain. The preference of one child above all the rest, without any superiority of
personal claims, is an injustice. The power given to an owner of property to
exercise control over it after it has passed into the hands of those to whom it
devolves on his death, is, as a rule (with certain obvious exceptions), both an
injustice and an absurdity. Moreover, the end for which these institutions are
kept up ought to be their sufficient condemnation in the eyes of advanced
reformers. The purpose of their existence is to retain the land, not only in the
families which now possess it, but in a certain line of succession within those
families, from eldest son to eldest son. They are a contrivance for maintaining an
aristocratical order in unimpaired territorial wealth from generation to
generation, in spite of the faults which its existing members may commit, and at
the sacrifice both of justice between the heir and the other children, and of the
interest which all the existing members of the family may have in selling the
land. The aristocratic spirit, more powerful than the personal interest of each
living member of the body, postpones the private wishes of the existing
generation to the interest of the order in maintaining an aristocratic monopoly of
the land. The possession of the land is the centre round which aristocratic feeling
revolves; and the removal of the two props of the monopoly, though its
immediate practical effect would probably be small, should be welcome to all
who wish to dissolve the connection between landed property and aristocratic
institutions.

We think, then, that all land reformers, whatever may be their ulterior views,
should unite in supporting the abrogation of the law of primogeniture and the
reform of the law of settlement. We must reserve for another article our reasons

for thinking quite otherwise of the proposal recently broached (and which has
derived importance from the strong advocacy of the Times and from the
interpretation put upon a speech of Mr. Goschen) for requiring all corporate
bodies and endowed institutions to part with their lands by sale to private
individuals. 7

J.S. Mill

7Seen2.
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426. SHOULD PUBLIC BODIES BE REQUIRED TO SELL THEIR LANDS?

EXAMINER,11 JAN., 1873, PP. 29-30

For the background of Goschen's proposal and The Times" support, and for the article's
apgw.arancein Dissertations and Discussions, Vol. IV, pp. 272-7, see No. 425. This
leader, in the "Political and Social" section and headed as title, is described in Mill's
bibliography as "An article headed 'Should public bodies be required to sell their lands?'
in the Examiner of llth January 1873" (MacMinn, p. 101). This is the lrmalentry in
Mill's bibliography.

A CONSIDERABLESENSATIONseems to have been excited by the quite unexpected
appearance a few weeks ago, in the Times, of two articles strenuously contending
that corporate bodies and endowed institutions should no longer be permitted to
withhold land from the market, and that the principle of the Mortmain Acts l
should be so far extended as to compel all such bodies or institutions to sell their
lands and invest the proceeds in Government securities. The coincidence of this
manifestation by the Times with a speech of Mr. Goschen, some expressions in
which were supposed to point to a similar conclusion, has led to a suspicion that
the Government is throwing out feelers preparatory to some actual proposal of
the kind suggested. And the papers that are bitterly hostile to the present
Government, whenever its political and social policy is other than that of keeping
things as they are, have not missed the opportunity of upbraiding the
Government with making an unworthy concession to the land tenure reformers,
who are represented as grasping at the opportunity of attacking landed property at
its most easily assailable point. 2

It is an odd supposition that reformers who are asserted to have, and some of

whom really have, for their object the extinguishing of private and hereditary
landed property altogether, desire to begin their operations by making a great
mass of landed property private and hereditary which was not so before. Nothing
could be more opposed to the principles and purposes of thorough-going land
tenure reformers of every shade of opinion, than any further conversion of what
is still, in some sense, a kind of public property, into private. The point on which
they are all agreed, whether they desire anything further or not, is that, at all
events, the appropriation of the land of the country by private individuals and
families has gone far enough; and that a determined resistance should be made to
any further extension of it, either by the stealing, euphemistically termed the
inclosure, of commons, or by the alienation of lands held upon trust for public or
semi-public objects. Far from allowing any land which is not already private

1The Mortmain Acts include 7 & 8 William llI, c. 37 (1696), 9 George II, c. 36
(1736), and 43 George HI, c. 108 (1803).

2E.g., Leading articleon land tenure reform, Standard, 25 Nov., 1872, p. 4.
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property to become so, the most moderate of these land reformers think that it
may possibly be expedient, in districts where land not already appropriated does
not abound, to redeem some part of that which is in private hands, by
repurchasing it on account of the State.

Those countries are fortunate, or would be fortunate if decently governed, in
which, as in a great part of the East, the land has not been allowed to become the

permanent property of individuals, and the State consequently is the sole
landlord. So far as the public expenditure is covered by the proceeds of the land,
those countries are untaxed; for it is the same thing as being untaxed, to pay to
the State only what would have to be paid to private landlords if the land were
appropriated. The principle that the land belongs to the Sovereign, and that the
expenses of government should be defrayed by it, is recognised in the theory of
our own ancient institutions. The nearest thing to an absolute proprietor whom
our laws know of is the freeholder, who is a tenant of the Crown; bound

originally to personal service, in the field or at the plough, and, when that
obligation was remitted, subject to a land tax intended to be equivalent to it. The
fwst claim of the State has been foregone; the second has for two centuries been
successfully evaded: 3 but the original wrongdoers have been so long in their
graves, and so much of the land has come into the hands of new possessors, who
have bought it with their earnings at a price calculated on the unjust exemption,
that the resumption of the land without indemnity would be correcting one
injustice by another, while, if weighted with due compensation, it would be a
measure of very doubtful profit to the State. But, though the State cannot replace
itself in the fortunate condition in which it would now have been if it had

reserved to itself from the beginning the whole rent of the land, this is no reason
why it should go on committing the same mistake, and deprive itself of that
natural increase of the rent which the possessors derive from the mere progress of
wealth and population, without any exertion or sacrifice of their own. If the
Crrosvenor, Portman, and Portland estates belonged to the municipality of
London, the gigantic incomes of those estates would probably suffice for the
whole expense of the local government of the capital. 4 But these gigantic
incomes are still swelling; by the growth of London they may again be doubled,
in as short a time as they have doubled already: and what have the possessors
done, that this increase of wealth, produced by other people's labour and

3Feudaltenureswere f'mallyabolishedby 12CharlesH,c. 2,t (1660), anda land tax, as
part of the property tax, was imposed by 4 William and Mary, c. 1 (1692). Mill says the
claim was"evaded" presumablybecause the land was ratedat its valuation in the reign of
Edward I, rather than at a rental value, which would have gradually increased. In 1798
Pitt allowed for the redemption of the land tax by a lump payment, and subsequently the
annualrevenue from land was even lower.

4Estates whose commercialvalue was enormously increased by the expansion of
fashionableLondonwestwards.
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enterprise, should fall into their mouths as they sleep, instead of being applied to
the public necessities of those who created it? It is maintained, therefore, by land
reformers, that special taxation may justly be levied upon landed property, up to,
though not excelling, this unearned increase; excess being guarded against by
leaving the possessors free to cede their land to the State at the price they could
sell it for at the time when the tax is imposed, but no higher price to be claimable
on account of any increase of value afterwards, unless proved to have been the
effect of improvements made at the landlord's expense. 5 Now, if the nation
would be justified in thus reasserting its claim to the unearned increase of value,
even when it has allowed the legal right to that increase to pass into the hands of
individuals; how much more ought it to prevent further legal rights of this
description from being acquired by those who do not now possess them? The
landed estates of public bodies are not family property; the interest that any
individual has in them is never more than a life interest, often much less; the

increase of value by lapse of time would go to enrich nobody knows whom, and
its appropriation by the State would give no one the shadow of a moral title to
compensation. But if these lands arc sold to individuals, they become hereditary,
and can only be repurchased by the State at their full value as a perpetuity.

Neither would this compulsory sale be attended with any of the advantages in
the form of increased production, which would result from facilitating the
voluntary sale of land by individual to individual. As long as, by the theory and
practice of landed proprietorship, the landlord of an estate is a mere sinecurist
quartered on it, improvement by the landlord is an accident dependent on his
personal tastes. But he who sells his land, voluntarily or from necessity, is
almost always below the average of landlords in disposition and ability to
improve; the tendency of the change of proprietors is, therefore, in favour of
improvement. But there is no reason to think that public bodies in general are
worse than average landlords in any particular; it is matter of common remark
that they are less grasping: and, if they do not come up to the most enterprising
landlords in what they themselves accomplish, they leave more power of
improvement, and more encouragement to it, to their tenants, than the majority
of private landlords. It would, therefore, be no gain, but all loss, to reinforce the
enemies of the reform of landed tenure by the addition of a new class of wealthy
hereditary landholders, quartered upon land which is as yet devoted more or less
faithfully to public uses. If public bodies are required to part with their lands,
they should part with them to the State, and to that alone.

Whether it is desirable that such bodies should be holders of lands; whether it
is wise that their time and attention should be divided between their appointed
duties, certain to be enforced with increasing strictness as improvement goes on,
and the management of a tenantry, with the duties which, if private property in

5SeeProgramme of the Land Tenure Association, Art. 4, p. 3 (CW, Vol. V, p. 690).
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land continues to exist, are sure to be more and more attached to it,--is a

question of the future, which it may be left to the future to decide. We do not
think it can be properly decided, until the fermentation now going on in the
public mind respecting the constitution of landed property, has subsided into a
definite conviction respecting the end to be aimed at and the means of practically
drawing nearer to that end. But the time has come for announcing with the
utmost decision, and we hope to see land reformers uniting as one body in the
demand, that no private appropriation of land, not yet private property, shall
hereafter take place under any circumstances or on any pretext.

J.S. Mill

427. THE RIGHT OF PROPERTY IN LAND

EXAMINER,19 JULY,1873, PP. 725-8

This is the last of three articles on land reform (see Nos. 425-6). Not listed in Mill's
bibliography, it appeared posthumously, headed as rifle, in the "Political and Social"
section of the Examiner, Mill having died in Avignon on 7 May, 1873. A footnote to the
title reads: "We regret that, owing to unexpected delays, it has not been possible to
comparethe following paper with the original manuscript of Mr. Mill. This paper was
written for the Land Tenure Reform Association.--Ed. Ex." It appeared as a pamphlet,
The Right of Property in Land. Reprintedfrom the Examiner of July 19, 1873 (London:
Dallow, [1873]), and, edited by Helen Taylor, inDissertationsand Discussions, Vol. IV,
pp. 288-302. A version printed from the MS (now lost) appeared as Appendix B in The
Letters of John Stuart Mill, ed. Hugh S.R. Elliot, 2 vols. (London: Longmans, Green,
1910), Vol. II, pp. 387-95. The text below is that of the Examiner, which has been
collated with those of the pamphlet, Dissertations and Discussions, and Elliot. In the
variantnotes, "E" signalsElliot's version, and "P" signals the pamphletandDissertations
and Discussions (which agree in substantives).

RIGHTSOF PROPERTYare of several kinds. There is the property which a person
has in things that he himself has made. There is property in what one has
received as a recompense for making something for somebody else, or for doing
any service to somebody else, among which services must be reckoned that of
lending to him what one has made, or honestly come by. There is property in
what has been freely given to one, during life or at death, by the person who
made it or honestly came by it, whatever may have been the motive of the
gift,--personal affection, or because one had some just claim on him, or because
he thought one would use it well, or as he would a wish it to be used. All these
are rights to things which are the produce of labour; and they all resolve
themselves into the right of every person to do as he pleases with his own labour,
and with the produce or earnings of his labour, either by applying them to his

*E,P most
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own use, or exchanging them for other things, or bestowing them upon other
persons at his own choice.

But there is another kind of property which does not come under any of these
descriptions, nor depend upon this principle. This is the ownership which
persons are allowed to exercise over things not made by themselves, nor made at
all. Such is property in land; including in that term what is under the surface as
well as what is upon it. This kind of property, if legitimate, must rest on some
other justification than the right of the labourer to what he has created by his
labour. The land is not of man's creation; and for a person to appropriate to
himself a mere gift of nature, not made to him in particular, but which belonged
as much to all others until he took possession of it, is prim_facie an injustice to
all the rest. Even if he did not obtain it by usurpation, but by just distribution;
even if, at the In-st foundation of a settlement, the land was equitably parcelled
out among all the settlers (which has sometimes been the case), there is an
apparent wrong to posterity, or at least to all those subsequently born who do not
inherit a share. To make such an institution just, it must be shown to be
conducive btob the general interest, in which this disinherited portion of the
community has its part.

The general verdict of civilised nations _hasc hitherto been that this
justification does exist. The private appropriation of land has been deemed to be
beneficial to those who do not, as well as to those who do, obtain a share. And in
what manner beneficial? Let us take particular note of this. Beneficial, because
the strongest interest which the community and the human race have in the land
is that it should yield the largest amount of food, and other necessary aora useful
things required by the community. Now, though the land itself it not the work of
human beings, its produce is; and to obtain enough of that produce somebody
must exert much labour, and, in order that this labour may be supported, must
expend a considerable amount of the savings of previous labour. Now we have
been taught by experience that the great majority of mankind will work much
harder, and make much greater pecuniary sacrifices for themselves and their
immediate descendants than for the public. In order, therefore, to give the
greatest encouragement to production, it has been thought fight that individuals
should have an exclusive property in land, so that they may have the most
possible to gain by making the land as productive as they can, and may be in no
danger of being hindered from doing so by the interference of eany one e else.
This is the reason usually assigned for allowing fthef land to be private property,
and it is the best reason that can be given.

b-bp in
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Now, when we know the reason of a thing, we know what ought to be its
limits. The limits of the reason ought to be the limits of the thing. The thing itself
should stop where the reason stops. The land not having been made by the
owner, nor by any one to whose fights he has succeeded, and the justification of
private ownership sin s land being the interest it gives to the owner in the good
cultivation of the land, the fights of the owner ought not to be stretched hfartherh
than this purpose requires. No rights to the land should be recognised which do
not act as a motive to the person who has power over it, to make it as productive,
or otherwise as useful to mankind, as possible. Anything beyond this exceeds the
reason of the case, and is an injustice to the remainder of the community.

It cannot be said that landed property, as it exists in the United Kingdom,
conforms to this condition. The legal rights of the landlord much exceed what is
necessary to afford a motive to improvement. They do worse; they tend, in many
ways, to obstruct, and do really obstruct, improvement.

For one thing, the landlord has the right, which he often exercises, of keeping
the land not only unimproved, but uncultivated, in order to maintain an
inordinate quantity of wild animals for what he calls sport. This right, at all
events, cannot be defended as a means of promoting improvement.

Again, if the purpose in allowing private ownership of the land were to
provide the strongest possible motive to its good cultivation, the ownership
would be vested in the actual cultivator. But in England almost all the land of the
country is cultivated by tenant-farmers, who not only are not the proprietors, but,
in the majority of cases, have not even a lease, but may be dispossessed at six
months' notice. If those lands are well cultivated, it cannot be in consequence of
the rights of the landlord. If those rights have any effect 'at all on cultivation, i it
must be to make it bad, not good. If farmers with such a tenure cultivate well, it
is a proof that property in land is not necessary for good cultivation.

But J, it will be said J, if the mere cultivation can be, and is, satisfactorily
carried on by tenants-at-will, it is not so with the great and costly improvements
which have converted so much barren land into fertile. The returns to kthose k

improvements are slow; and a temporary holder, even if he has the tnecessary:
capital, will not make them. They can seldom be made, and, in point of fact,
seldom are made, by any one but the proprietor. And, as a certain number of
landed proprietors do make such improvements, the institution of property in
land is thought to be sufficiently vindicated.

Giving all the weight to this consideration which it is entitled to, the claim it
gives to the landlord is not to all the possible proceeds of the land, but to such
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mparts" of them only as are the result of his own improvements, or of n
improvements made by predecessors in whose place he stands. Whatever portion
of them is due, not to his labour or outlay, but to the labour and outlay of other

people, should belong to those other people. If the tenant has added anything to
the value of the land beyond the duration of his tenancy, the landlord should be
bound to purchase the improvement, whether permanent or temporary, at its full
value. If the nation at large, by their successful exertions to increase the wealth
of the country, have enhanced the value of the land independently of anything
done by o the landlord or the tenant, that increase of value should belong to the
nation. That it should do so is not only consistent with the principles on which
landed property confessedly depends for its justification, but is a consequence of
those very principles.

Now, the labours of the nation at large do add daily and yearly to the value of
the land, whether the landlord plays the part of an improver or not. The growth of
towns, the extension of manufactures, the increase of population consequent on

increased employment, create a Pconstantly p increasing demand for land both
for the habitations of the people and for the supply of food and qthe materials of q
clothing. They also create a constantly increasing demand for coal, iron, and all
the other produce of mining industry. By this increase of demand the landed
proprietors largely profit, without in any way contributing to it. The income from
rural lands has a constant tendency to increase; that from building lands still
more: and with this increase of their incomes the owners of the land have nothing

to do except to receive it.
The Land Tenure Reform Association claim this increase for those who are its

real authors. _ They do not propose to deprive the landlords of their present rents,
nor of anything which they may hereafter add to those rents by their own
improvements. The future Unearned Increase is what the Association "seek" to
withdraw from them, and to retain for those to whose qabours s and sacrifices,

from generation to generation, it will really be due. The means by which it is
proposed to accomplish this is Special Taxation. Over and above the fair share of
the landlords in the general taxation of the public, they may justly be required to

pay hereafter a special tax, within the limits of the increase which may accrue to
their tpresent t income from causes independent of themselves.

Against this proposal it is objected that many landholders have bought the

1SeeProgramme of the Land Tenure Association, Art. 4, p. 3 (CW, Vol. V, p. 690).
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lands they hold, and in buying them had in view not only their present rental, but
the probability of future increase; of which increase, therefore, it would be unjust
to deprive them. But the Association do not propose to deprive them of it without
compensation. In the plan of the Association the landlords would have the right
reserved to them of parting with their land to the State, immediately or at any
future time, at the price for which they could sell it at the time when the plan is

adopted. By availing themselves of this option, they would not only get back
whatever they had paid for the prospect of future increase, but would obtain the
full price for which they could have sold that future prospect at the time when the
new system was introduced. They would be left, therefore, in a pecuniary sense,
exactly as well off as they were before: while the State would gain the difference
between the price of the land at the time and the higher value which, according to
all probability, it would afterwards rise to. There would be no transfer of private
property to the State, but only an interception by the State of an increase of
property, which would otherwise accrue at a future time to private individuals
without their giving any value for it; since they would have been reimbursed
whatever money they had given, and would even have received the full present
value of their expectations.

There is another objection commonly made, which is disposed of by the same
answer. It is often said that land, and particularly land in towns, is liable to lose
value as well as to gain it. Certain quarters of London cease to be fashionable;
and are deserted by their opulent inhabitants; certain towns lose a portion of their
trading prosperity when railway communication enables purchasers to supply
themselves cheaply from elsewhere. Those cases, however, are the exception,
not the rule: and when they occur, what is lost in one quarteris gained in another,
and there is the general gain due to the prosperity of the country besides. If some
landlords, for exceptional reasons, do not partake in the benefit, neither will
they have to pay the tax. They will be exactly where they are now. If it be said
that as they took the chance of a diminution they ought to have the
counter-balancing chance of an increase, the answer is that the power of giving
up the land at its existing price, in which both chances are allowed for, makes the
matter even. Indeed, more than even. No one would benefit so much by the
proposed measure as those whose land might afterwards fall in value; for they
would be able to claim the former price from the State, although they could no
longer obtain so much from individuals. By giving up the rise of value, they
would obtain an actual State guarantee against a fall. And this would be no loss
to the State; for every such fall in one quarter, unless owing to a decline of the
general prosperity, implies a corresponding rise somewhere else, of which rise
the State would have the benefit.

A third objection is sometimes made. Land, it is said, is not the only article of
property which rises in value from the mere effect of the advance of national
wealth, independently of anything done by the proprietor. Pictures by the old
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masters, ancient sculptures, rare curiosities of all sorts, have the same tendency.
If it is not unjust to deprive the landlord of the unearned increase of the value of
his land, by the same rule the increase of value of Raphaels "andu Titians might
be taken from their fortunate VpossessorV and appropriated by the State.

Were this true in principle it would lead to no consequences in practice, since
the revenue which could be obtained by even a very high tax on these rare and
scattered possessions would not be worth consideration to a prosperous country.
But it is not true, even in principle.

Objects of art, however rare or incomparable, differ from land and its contents
in this essential particular, that they are products of labour. Objects of high art
are products not only of labour but of sacrifice. The pains, patience, and care
necessary for producing works which will be competed for by future ages, are far
from being those from which the greatest immediate, and especially the greatest
pecuniary, advantage is reaped by the artist. Such works almost always imply
renunciation of a great part of the gains which might easily have been obtained
by hasty and marketable productions; and often could not be produced at all,
unless the few purchasers who are able to distinguish the immortal from the
ephemeral, could feel that they might, without imprudence, pay a high price for
works which would be a fortune to their descendants. The prospective rise in
price of works of art is by no means an unearned increase: the best productions of
genius and skill alone obtain that honour, while the increasing value of land is
indiscriminate. Governments do not think it improper to disburse considerable
sums in order to foster high art and encourage the taste for it among the public.
Much more, then, should they not grudge to the artist what may come to him
spontaneously from the estimate which good judges form of what his productions
WwillWsell for long after he is dead. _Ve x grant that in many cases the increased
value does not reach the artist himself, but is an addition, and sometimes an
unlooked-for addition, to the gains of a middleman, who may have bought, at a
very moderate price, works which subsequent accident or fashion suddenly
Ybringsy into vogue. This is a contingency to which artists, like all other
workmen, are liable; if they are unable to wait they may be obliged to sell their
future chances below the true value, to somebody who can. But they obtain, on
the average, a higher remuneration for their labour than they could obtain if they
had no such chances to sell. And it must be remembered that, along with his
chances of profit, the dealer takes the risk of loss. Changes in the public taste and
judgment may take place either way: if some works which may have been bought
cheap acquire a high value, others for which a high price has been paid go out of
fashion, gradually or even suddenly. If dealers are exposed to the one chance,
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they must have the benefit of the other. Were they deprived of it, their useful
function, by which, until replaced by something better, artists are greatly
benefited, could not be carried on.

Neither can it be said, as in the case of land, that receiving the market price of
the day would compensate the holder for the chances of future increase. There is
no market price of such things z, and the future increase has no common standard
of estimationZ; it is a matter of individual judgment; and, even if an average
could be struck, it would not compensate any one for the disappointment of his
own expectation. The objection, therefore, from the supposed parallel case fails
in its application: the cases are not really parallel.*

Other objectors say that, if it is allowable to take the unearned increase of the
value of land, it must, for the same reasons, be allowable to take for the public
the unearned increase of the price of railway shares. But the fallacy is here so
Iransparent as scarcely to require pointing out. In the In'st place, every penny
which is obtained by railway shareholders is not the gift of nature, but the
earnings and recompense of human labour and thrift. In the next place, railway
shares fall in price as frequently as they rise, which is far from being the case
with land. If it be said that the prosperity of the country tends to increase the
gains of railway shareholders as well as those of landlords, the same national
prosperity leads to the creation of competing railroads, and of new and
comparatively unproductive branches, so as to take away from the old
shareholders with one hand nearly, if not quite, as much as it bestows on them
with the other. The two cases, therefore, differ in the essential point.

We have now, we think, exhausted the objections of principle which are
usually made to the detention by the State of the unearned increment of rent. It
has, we think, been shown that they are all of them such as a very little

*Inso farastheredoes exist anyparallelism, its consequencesshouldbe accepted.The
fight of property in things which, being unique, belong, in some sense, to the whole
humanrace, assuredlyoughtnot to be absolute.If a half-insanemillionairetookit into his
headto buy up the picturesof the greatmasters for the purposeof destroyingthem, the
Stateoughtto stophis proceedings,if not to punishhimfor the mischief he hadalready
done. It mayhereafter be thought right to requirethat those who possess such treasures
shouldeitheropen theirgalleries to publicview, or at least lendthe contents fromtime to
time for the purpose of exhibition; and should allow to artists, under reasonable
restrictions, regular access to them for the purpose of reproductionor of study. With
regardto other possessions of public interest,such as architecturalremainsandhistorical
monumentsgenerally, they ought to be, if not acquiredby the State, placedunderState
protection. Thepretence of right to destroy them, or to makeany change which would
impairtheirhistoricalinterest, ought not for a moment to be listened to. The preservation
of such monumentsis one of thearticles in the programmeof the LandTenureReform
Association. Had it been conceded fifty years ago, many interesting relics of antiquity
wouldhavebeenstill in existencewhich are nowirreparablylost. [See Programmeof the
LandTenure Association, Art. 10, p. 5 (CW, Vol. V, p. 695).]
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consideration of the subject is sufficient to dispel. But, besides these theoretical,
there are practical objections, in appearance more formidable, but, as we shall be
able to show, quite as inconclusive.

It is alleged that, granting the justice of claiming the unearned increase for the
State, there are no means of ascertaining what it is. It would be impossible 4, it is
said, a to distinguish the increase of rent which arises from the general progress
of society, from that which is owing to the skill and outlay of the proprietor: and
in intercepting the former there would be perpetual danger of unjustly
encroaching upon the latter.

There would be some ground for this objection in a country of peasant

proprietors. The improvements made by such a class of landowners consist more
in the ungrudging and assiduous application of their own labour and care, and in
attention to small gains and petty savings, than in important works, or in the
expenditure of money. It would really be very difficult, if not impossible, to
determine how much the proprietor and his family had done in any given number

of years to improve the productiveness or add to the value of the land.
But it is quite otherwise with the improvements made by rich landlords, like

those who own nearly all the soil of the British Islands. What they do for the land
is done by outlay of money, through the agency of skilled engineers and
superintendents. It is easy to register operations b, for instance, b of thorough
drainage, and to ascertain and record, as one of the elements in the case, the cost
of those operations. Their effect in adding to the value of the land has a natural
measure in the increased rent which a solvent tenant would be willing to pay for
it; and the whole of that increase, whether great or small, we would leave to the
landlord.

The possibility of a valuation of unexhausted improvements is assumed as a
matter of notoriety in all the discussions, now so common, respecting Tenant
Right. It is already a custom in many parts of England to compensate an outgoing
tenant for these Cimprovements. What c is a custom in many places will soon, it is
probable, be made a legal obligation in all; and among the objections made to its
imposition by law, we are never told of the impossibility of doing it. But if it is
possible to value the deffect d of temporary improvements, why should it be
impossible to value the effect of permanent improvements? A Bill compelling a
valuation of both, and giving compensation etoe both alike, has been introduced
into the House of Commons by a high agricultural authority, Mr. James Howard,
and has met with influential support. 2

2"A Bill for the Improvement of the Relations between Landlordand Tenant," 36
Victoria(13 Feb., 1873), PP, 1873, II, 269-84, introducedbyJamesHoward(1821-89),

__E,P (it is said)
b'bE,P (forinstance)
C_E,P improvements;what
aaE effects
"E,P for
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Yet if this be possible, the object is completely attained, for there is no other

difficulty. The fact of an increase of rent is easily ascertained. There is nothing
needed but the trouble and expense of registering the facts. It might be necessary
to have a survey of the whole country, ascertaining and recording the conditions
of every tenancy, and to renew this operation periodically, say every ten or
twenty years. This is not so difficult as the cadastral operations of some
continental countries, or the revenue surveys of British India, for these undertake
to determine, by special inquiry, what rent each piece of land is capable of

yielding. In the proposed survey it would suffice to record what it does yield;
allowing the landlord, if he can, to prove that it is under-rented, in which case he
ought not to suffer for his past moderation.

It should be understood, also, that no intention is entertained of paring down
the increment of rent to the/utmost f farthing. We assert in principle, the right of

taking it all: in practice we have no desire to insist upon the extreme right, at any
risk of going beyond it. No doubt, the option allowed to the landlord of giving up
the land at its existing value, would secure him against pecuniary wrong; but we
should be sorry to trade upon his reluctance to give up an ancestral possession, or
one endeared to him by association. We would leave, therefore, an ample margin
by way of insurance against mistakes in the Sinstitution g. We would not insist
upon taking the last penny of the unearned increase. But we hmaintain h that
within that limit taxation on the land, in addition to the landlord's share of all

other taxes, may justly be, and ought to be, imposed. We contend that a tax on
land, not preceding but following the future increase of its value, and increasing
with that increase, is a legitimate financial resource; and that it is for the
individual landlord, by making an authentic record of what he does for the land,
to preserve evidence that its increase of rent is the consequence and rightful
reward of his own intelligent improvements.

This is the meaning of the fourth article in the programme of the Land Tenure
Reform Association; 3 and the reasons which have now been given are its
justification. The more it is considered the more general, we believe, will be the
adhesion to it of those whose regard for property is not a superstition but an
intelligent conviction, and who do not consider landlords as entitled to pecuniary
privilege but only to equal justice.

J.S. Mill

LiberalM.P. for Bedford, manufacturerof agricultural implementsandauthorof works
on agriculture;it was withdrawn before its Second Reading (PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 216, cols.
1644-5).

3Programmeof the Land Tenure Association, p. 3 (CW, Vol. V, p. 690).
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CAVAIGNAC'S DEFENCE

EXA_nNEB,24 APR., 1831, PP. 266-7

For the context and for the introduction Mill wrote to this translationby him of Godefruy
Cavaignac's speech during his trial, see No. 101. Cavaignac's father, Jean Baptiste
Cavaignac (1762-1829), was a Montagnard during the Convention, which he served on
various missions. Proscribed as a regicide, he died in Brussels. In the Examiner the
speech appeared in quotation marks, here removed.

MYFATHERwas one of those who, on the benches of the National Convention,
proclaimed the republic in the face of victorious Europe. 1 He defended it in our
armies. For this he died in exile, after twelve years of proscription; and, while
even the Restoration was forced to leave France in possession of the fruits of that
revolution which he had sowed; while it loaded with its favours the men whom
the republic had raised, my father and his colleagues suffered alone for the great
cause which so many others betrayed; a last homage of their impotent old age, to
that country which they had so vigorously defended.

That cause, then, is bound up, gentlemen, with all my feelings as a son; the
principles which it embraced are my inheritance. Study has fortified me in the
direction which my political ideas so naturally assumed; and now, when I have at
length a fit occasion, I hasten to utter a word which others proscribe. I declare,
without affectation, as well as without feigning, that in my heart, from
conviction, I am a republican.

But it would not have been in me a sufficient reason for adopting my opinions,
that a republic seemed to me, in itself, the least imperfect of governments: I have
endeavoured to form an estimate of the times, to judge whether a republic is
practicable, and I have perceived, not only that it is possible, but that it is
inevitable; that all things are moving in that direction; the course of events, the
human mind, and outward things. I have perceived, that it is impossible for the
movement which now rules the world to end in any thing but in a republic.
Thistendency,gentlemen,has longbeenpointedout.Napoleonacknow-

IFortlmDeclaration(21Sept.,1792)oftheNationalConventionabolishingroyalty,
seeMoniteur,1792,p.I130.
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ledged it;2 M. de Chfiteaubriand has more than once proclaimed it, 3 although
neither of them can well be suspected of partiality for republican principles. The
present government itself has admitted this tendency: it declared itself at first a
monarchy surrounded by republican institutions: 4 and, although the union of
these words is truly monstrous; although, as has been said, they howl at finding
themselves together, it was imagined that they were seen engraved by the
cannon-balls of July on the walls of the Hotel de Ville.

Gentlemen, this futurity, now so near to us, which is perceived even by those
who turn away their faces in terror, is the true source of republicanism in those
who are capable of reflecting upon it, and who do not embrace it from schoolboy
enthusiasm. They cultivate it, for this reason, that every man of sense prepares
himself beforehand for a result which he foresees, of which he will be a witness,
and which he judges to be infallible. They are not republicans in remembrance of
Rome or of Athens, that would be too silly: they are not so on account of the
past, but on account of the future.

Now, it is precisely because the future appears to them certain, that the3' do not
conspire. Why should they? If there is a party in France that does not conspire, it
is the republican party, for it is convinced that it has only to let things alone. That
those should conspire for whom every day is a chance the less; who are obliged
to have recourse to their personal energy, to try a toss of the political dice-box,
because their age rejects them, because they have no resource but plots, no
futurity but what they must stake their heads for, that I can conceive. No doubt,
there is at least one party of this sort in France; but the republican party must be
mad if they compromised a cause of which the success is infallible, by
ineffectual attempts. They must be frantic indeed if they exposed to the justice of
kings, heads which may safely rest themselves upon the fortune of the people.

Gentlemen, if that party had chosen to conspire, they had the power. They had
the power in the great week, and that under the open sunshine of July, in the
public streets. They had the power, and the proof is, that it was thought advisable
to negociate with them: my defender can attest it if necessary. Even on the 30th
of July several of us, among whom were Guinard and myself, were conducted to
the lieutenant-general of the kingdom.

And I declare it openly, we spoke to him with the same freedom which I
employ now; we have long professed the opinions which I profess still; and
hence all this distrust of our intentions: but (not to mention that it would have

been a little too ingenuous) nobody asked him to proclaim a republic. "Consult

2See Las Cases, MEmorial de Sainte HEl_ne: Journal of the Private Life and
Conversationsof the EmperorNapoleon at St. Helena (1823), 8 pts. in 4 vols. (London:
Colbum, 1823), Vol. II.1, p. 61 (Pt. HI, Bk. HI).

3See, e.g., Francois Ren6, vicomte de Chateaubriand, De la restauration et de la
monarchic Elective (Paris: Le Norrnant fds, 1831), pp. 27-8.

4Forthe origin of this description, see No. 137, n2.
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the nation, it alone has the right to choose its government." That is what we
advised, that is what we think: the sovereignty of the people is the foundation of

our principles; and when we are accused of wishing to impose upon the people an
order of things which they alone have the right to establish, what is asserted is a
falsehood.

Gentlemen, with what we have to wait for, it is easy to wait. Those who know
that the future is theirs, can afford to have patience: besides, we are young, and
in these days the world moves rapidly: and to express our idea in its

completeness, I shall repeat what we have sometimes said to those who thought
that more might have been done in July. You will understand the better, how any
conspiracy must appear to us the act of simpletons.

A revolution, however admirable, however easy it may have been, is always
followed by immense difficulties. Monarchy has taken upon itself the task; so
much the worse for monarchy, and the better for us: if it is unsuccessful this
time, all is over with it; and our conviction is, that it cannot be successful; for

nations in these days are eaten into by so deep-seated, so inexplicable, so
corrosive a disease, there is in society so powerful a principle of dissolution

acting upon all the machinery of power, that the machine needs to be entirely
renovated; and really, looking at the wants which torment the world, it would
seem that even a God would find it easier to reconstruct it altogether than to

govern it.
This new combination, we said, satisfies many minds; it is counted upon.

General Lafayette has rallied round it, with all the ascendancy of his immense

popularity. Let us suffer the experiment to be complete; let us leave the burthen
to those who take it; let us allow men and systems to be tried and laid down, one
after another, for some time longer. When your turn comes, you will still have

enough to do. In the rapid course into which society has been projected, men and
systems succeed one another to conduct it to its destination: the last relay is the
one which will arrive, and that one is you. We are living in the age of

suicide-governments. The monarchy will do our work; it will exhaust itself
without your interference; it will conspire for you.

Yes, it is thus, gentlemen, that we understand our position. We do not

conspire; we hold ourselves ready. At an epoch when the whole of a people
mingle in politics, there are no more conspiracies; that was well enough at a time
when the contest was among a few persons, alternately conquerors and

conquered; when an entire party was held in the hand of one principal
conspirator. In our days, there is no man who has a hand sufficiently large,
sufficiently strong. The public streets are the only theaae large enough for those
masses, which act at nobody's will and pleasure, which it is no more possible for
any one to raise, than it is to resist them when they have risen.

In the era of revolutions, conspiracies are good for nothing. We know it of old.
We conspired for a long time against the Bourbons. What came of it? A mere
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unavailing protest against foreign usurpation: a break in the line of prescription,
sufficient to keep alive the consciousness of a right to resist oppression. With
this, the flight of some, the ruin of others, the death of those who have shed upon
the scaffold their blood, the purest blood of patriots. Then, one fine day, the
people, who did not conspire, threw themselves into the streets, and
extemporized in a few hours that deliverance so long sought for.

This is what we have learnt, and what we shall not forget: and the evidence has
proved it. Let others, too, remember it, and renounce for the future this bugbear
of republican conspiracies. We hope that this trial will put them out of conceit
with it. We are not children, and we have a better use to make of our lives than to

stake them for what is unavailing. This court has so often resounded with the
words, "plot against the safety of the state," that there are, perhaps, here some
echoes to prolong the sound, but none will hereafter be found out of doors.
Charlatans will cease to make their profit out of this imaginary evil, and our
accuser will have done this service to the country, in default of a better.

The accused have perhaps a right to claim some share in this service. Placed
before you, without any celebrated name to join itself to their cause, they have
had confidence in you and in themselves, for you and they are men of honour,
who need nobody's assistance to serve the truth: and if this trial is of use to our
country, we find our reward already in the means which it affords us of loudly
and openly making answer to our calumniators.

Our blood is not our own,--it belongs to our country--to our country which
we love, because it deserves that its children should love it; because it has made
them free, because it is great, because it is dear, useful, and formidable, to the
rest of the world. It is to the country that we are devoted--devoted, body and
soul; not like fanatics, who are intoxicated by a word, but like brave men, who
are happy to find something in this world to which it is noble, just, and sweet to
consecrate their affections and their lives.

These, gentlemen, are our sentiments, these our principles, for we do not
separate the one from the other. And yet we are here, we are in the place where
several of our brothers stood to hear their sentence of death pronounced in the
name of Louis XVIII. Were I to turn round, and see in the caps of the soldiers
who guard us that tri-coloured cockade which we have restored to them, I could
not believe my eyes. Were they the Swiss, or the soldiery of the royal guard, I
should understand it. Then, we should go back to the time of our dear and
iU-fated Bories, s and thinking that Charles X still reigned, we should not be
astonished that it is wished to make us victims, as Charles X would have done if
he had been the conqueror eight months ago.

SJean Francois Louis Clair Bories (1795-1822), a soldier of liberal views, was
imprisonedin 1821 for demoralizingmembers of his regiment and, with twenty-four
others, was accused of participatingin a plot to overthrowthe government.After an
attemptto escape, he and threeothersergeantswere executedon 21 Sept., 1822.
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LETTRE ,/_ CHARLES DUVEYRIER

LEGLOBE,18 APR., 1832, a. 1

For thecircumstancesand Mill's bibliographicalentries explaining this letter toLe Globe,
which later appeared in English in the Monthly Repository, see No. 158, where the
footnotesand variants are recorded. Mill had plannedto write a series of letters, but as Le
Globeceased publication on 20 Apr., this remains his only contribution to the paper. A
letter of 12 Mar., 1832, from Duveyrier (who was in London) to Enfantin was printed in
Le Globe, 10 Mar., p. 1; it includes this comment: "Je vous ai dit qu'un des plus forts
penseurs de Londres, jeuue homme connu dens le monde philosophique, se proposait
d'entreprendre tree s6rie de lettres sur l'6tat moral et politique de l'Angleterre, surtout
clansses rapports avecla France. Ces lettres ue peuvent _tre enti6rement 6crites au point
de rue Saint-Simonien; mais l'auteur appelle lui-rr_me les eommentaires du Globe sur
toutes lesquestions _tl'6gard desquelles il peut conserver encore unjugement diff6rent du
n6tre; et eette discussion, avec line puissance scientifique d'un ordre tr_s 61ev6,ne peut
qu'Stre d'uue grande utilit6 pour les lecteurs du Globe." This French version (not
translatedby Mill, and abridged) was headed"Politique. / Angleterre. / (Correspondance
particulidre.) Lettre _ Ch. Duveyrier."

MONCHERDUVEYRIER,VOUSm'avez demand6 de correspondre de temps _tautre
avec le r6dacteur du Globe, af'm de lui fournir tousles 6claircissements qu'on ne
peut attendre que d'un Anglais bien au courant de vos doctrines. J'accepte votre
proposition; j'avais d6j_t song6 moi-m6me _ ce travail, et j'aurais probablement
r6elam6 spontan6ment t6t ou tard la mission honorable h laquelle vous m'appelez
aujourd'hui.

Mais avant de commencer cette correspondance, je dois _ moi-n_me et _tceux
auxquels elle est destin6e, d'exposer plus amplement m_me que je ne l'ai pu faire
clansnos entretiens particuliers, les motifs qui me la font entreprendre. Je le veux
d'autant mieux qu'il y a 1_ une instruction r6elle _tpuiser pour les lecteurs du
Globe. Pour un Saint-Simonien qui d6sire connaltre l'Angleterre, il ne peut 6tre
indiff6rent de savoir quelles sont les consichSrations qui engagent un Anglais non
Saint-Simonien, et meme ne s'accordant avec les Saint-Simoniens, d'une

mani_re compldte, sur aucun point, quoique sur tousles points il partage a un
certain degr6 leurs opinions; quelles sont, dis-je, les consid6rations qui engagent
cet homme _tse mettre en rapport avec la soci6t6 Saint-Simonierme.
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Vous imaginerez peut-_tre que le motif qui m'anime est un d6sir de contribuer
pour ma part au but que vous ponrsuivez avec tant de succ_s et qui est d'amener
deux nations poss6dant chacune tant d'616ments de grandeur et de prosp_rit6, _tse
comprendre l'une l'autre, h se rendre mutuellement justice, et _ se conformer
cette volont_ de la providence qui a donn_ _t chacune d'elles un caract_re
diff6rent, leur a, par l_t n_me, assign6 une mission diff6rente, et leur a ainsi
command_ de poursuivre le but commun de l'association humaine par des routes
s_par_s quoiqne non pas contraires. Certes on ne peut se refuser d'attribner,
avec les Saint-Simoniens, _ cette combinaison et cette division d'efforts un

caract_re providentiel. Pour toute intelligence vaste, pour tout homme qui a soil
d'une perfectibilit_ ind6finie, il y a 1_ sujet de se r_jouir. Le philosophe y doit
trouver une source f6conde d'observations sur l'_ducation de la race humaine; et

c'est 1_aussi la plus grande garantie offerte au d_veloppement simultan_ de tous
les modes de la nature humaine ot_chacun doit se faire sa place sans comprimer
les autres dans leur croissance.

Vous avez raison de penser que j'ai pour ma part cet objet fort h coeur, et que
le z_le que vous mettez vons-m_mes h l'accomplir n'est pas un des moindres
liens qui existent entre vous et moi. Je sens m_me parfaitement qu'au point de
vue o0 vous _tes plac6s, ce doit _tre l_tle r_sultat le plus essentiel qne vous vous
promettez de ma correspondance. Et cependant, je dois vous le dire, ce motif
n'est pas le seul ni m_me le plus important h mes yeux, de ceux qui m'engagent _t
choisir le Globe, autant du moins que vous me le permettrez, pour y d6poser
l'expression de mes opinions et des mes sentiments; il y a pour moi, dis-je, une
raison plus puissante de le faire, et la voici: c'est que parmi les lecteurs de ce
journal seulement, et nulle part ailleurs, je puis trouver un public capable de
comprendre ces opinions et de sympathiser avec ces sentiments; et les membres
de votre soci6t6 offrent la seule r6union de penseurs et d'_crivains avec lesquels
il peut _tre utile, pour le pr6sent, d'entreprendre de les discuter.

Certes il est peu n6cessaire de rappeler ici que les Saint-Simoniens sont
maintenant la seule association au monde qui soul_ve syst6matiquement par la
base toutes les grandes questions sociales. Celles-l_ m_me qui ont 6t_ fix6es il y a
long-temps sur un terrain que les r6volutions n'ont pas encore enti_rement
boulevers6; celles-l_t m_me sur lesquelles les solutions anciennes, quelques
affaiblies qu'elles aient pu l'_tre darts leur influence pratique, n'ont pas cess6 de
conserver tree autorit_ g6n6ralement reconnue. Vous d6clarez qne toutes les
questions sociales doivent _tre reprises de nouveau, et tandis que, de ce point de
vue, vous proposez sur tousles sujets vos propres solutions, vous appelez tons
ceux qui ont capacit_ _ faire de m_me, vous _tes pr_ts h 6touter, d6sireux de
comprendre tous les hommes.

Si en France m_me cette tentative nous a exposes _ tant de fausses
interpretations et de haines, il est tout-h-fait impossible qu'auctme r6union
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d'6crivains pQt d'ici _ long-temps se lever en Angleterre et entreprendrede vous
imiter. En Angleterre il n'y a, quant _tpr6sent, aucune place pour les th6ories
g6n6rales: h moins toutefois qu'on ne veuille donner ce nom _ ces 6troites
g6n6ralisations d'6troites id6es qui n'obligent point les esprits m6me les moins
cultiv6s _tsortir de l'horizon r6tr6cide leur sphere habitueUe. Michel Chevalier a
souvent pr6sent6 dans le Globe cette id6e que l'Allemagne a sur toutes les autres
nations nne supOdorit6 marqu6e sous le rapport de la science et de l'intelligence,
l'Angleterre, sous le rapport de l'industrie, et la France, _ raison du

d6veloppement sympathique de sa population, sous le rapport de la moralitd.
Ainsi la nation allemande est 6minemment spdculative, la nation anglaise est
essentiellement pratique, et les Fran_ais pr6sentent l'union de ces deux qualit6s,
puisqu'ils poss6dent _ un degr6 6gal la facult6 de construire des th6ories
g6n6rales et de r6duire les th6ories en pratique.

Si donc un homme a quelques id6es qu'il regarde comme important de
communiquer/l un public allemand, c'est une recommandation positive en sa
faveur que de les pr6senter comme portion d'un syst_me plus g6n6ral fond6 sur
un ensemble de vues historiques, sur une conception de philosophie, de
litt6rature et de beaux-arts; une pareille marche s'accorderait parfaitement avec la
tendance de l'esprit germain. Des vues tr6s 6tendues, et par cette raison m_me ne
comportant qu'une r6alisation _ distance et gradu6e, ont plus de chances de
trouver accueil dans cette contr6e que celles d'une moindre port6e. En France
m_me, si le caract6re g6n6ral et syst6matique d'une id6e n'est pas uric cause
positive de succ6s, il n'est pas non plus une cause positive de d6faveur; mais en
Angleterre c'est tout l'oppos6.

Le caract_re 6minemment pratique des Anglais, ce caract6re qui leur donne,
en tant qu'hommes d'affaires et industriels, une sup6riorit6 incontestable sur
toutes les nations de l'Europe, a en mSme temps pour r6sultat de les rendre tr6s
peu soucieux de tout ce qui ne conduit pas _ une pratique instantan6e. Les
Anglals, m6me en politique, ne se sont jamais laiss6 6mouvoir par des
abstractions; ils ont combattu pour certaines lois sp6,ciales, mais jamais pour un
principe de 16gislation. Les doctrines de la souverainetd du peuple et des droits
de l'homme n'ont jamais jet6 de profondes racines dans ce pays. Il y a eu
clameurs publiques pour obtenir certains changements particuliers darts le mode
d'61ection des membres de la chambre des communes, pour provoquer quelque
acte sp6cial du parlement comme rem6de /t quelque souffrance actuelle, pour
faire supprimer quelque taxe particuli6re, etc. Le public anglais ne pense pas
qu'nn homme vallle la peine d'6tre 6cout6 toutes les fois qu'il ne propose pas

ISee, e.g., Chevalier, "Direction nouvelle _ donner _t la politique ext6rieure," Le
G/obe, 3 June, 1831, p. 1; cf. other articles by Chevalier, ibid., 20 May, 1831, p. 1, 5
Feb., 1832, pp. 1-2, and 12Feb., 1832, pp. 1-2.
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quelque chose afaire, et n_me quelque chose a faire imm6diatement. IIy a plus,
les seules raisons qui puissent en g_n_ral faire impression sur lui sont celles qui
se rattachent aux cons_luences directes d'une proposition sp_ciale.

Celui donc qui desire produire un effet imm_liat sur le public anglais doit
pr6senter chaque idee assise autantque possible sur sa proprebase, et doit je dirai
presque s'efforcer de cacher le lien qui rattache cette id6e a une s6rie d'autres
idles. Si les lecteurs venaient a soup_onner que cette proposition rentre dans un
syst_me, ils en conclueraient que celui qui la pr_sente ne la regarde pas comme
_tant bonne intrins_quement et par elle-m_me, mais comme bonne seulement par
sa liaison avec des id6es chim_riques, ou tout au moins avec des principes
auxquels, pour me servir d'une expression vraiment anglaise, ils ne sont pas
prepares a donner leur assentiment.

Pour vous qui savez que la politique est une science _minemment progressive,
et qu'aucune des grandes questions de l'organisation sociale ne peut recevoir sa
solution _ moins d'etre consid_r6e dans ses rapports avec un ensemble de vues
qui plongent loin dans le pass_ et loin dans l'avenir; pour vous il est a peine
n_cessaire de faire la remarque qu'il doit y avoir dans votre langage beaucoup de
choses qui dans le moment actuel ne peuvent aucunement aller au peuple
d'Angleterre. Quand on s'adresse a des Anglais il faut avoir soin de ne jamais
les entretenir que du pas qui doit _tre le plus imm6diatement franchi, en ayant
soin de tenir dans l'ombre tous ceux qui doivent suivre. Quoique vous ayez

proposer, il faut resserrer votre raisonnement dans les limites les plus _troites; il
faut _tablir l'opportunit_ de la mesure sur les considerations les plus restreintes
possibles, et ne d_penser de v_rit6s g6n_rales que ce qui est exactement et
absolument indispensable pour arriver _t la conclusion particuli_re dont on a
besoin.

Or puisque le peuple anglais demande _ 8tre trait_ de cette mani_re, il faut bien
se p_ter _tsa volont_, et ceux qui 6crivent pour lui doivent prendre le langage le
plus capable de l'impressionner. Lors donc que je vois qu'il serait bon que le
parlement pass_t telle ou telle loi demain ou aujourd'hui, et que je trois de mon
devoir de contribuer _t l'y d_terminer, je prendrai _tt_che d'exposer au peuple
anglais les avantages imm6diats qui me paraissent devoir r_sulter de cette
mesure; mais lorsque je d_sire amener la discussion sur le champ de la science ou
de la philosophie, 6tablir quelques principes g_n_raux de politique, ou poser les
questions dont la solution doit m'_tre donn6e par d'autres, alors il faut que je
m'adresse l_toh je puis esl_rer de trouver des lecteurs capables de comprendre et
d'aimer de pareilles recherches, et des _crivains capables de s'en occuper.

Je vais h vous comme viennent en Europe les litt_rateurs et les artistes du pays
de l'industrialisme pur des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique: comme moi ils doivent
chercher ailleurs que clans leur propre pattie tree place pour leur vocation. Je
conf_ois qu'en philosophie politique l'initiative appartient _t la France dam ce
moment, non pas tant _t raison du nombre de v_rit6s pratiques dont elle est en
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possession actuelle, qu'_t cause de la hauteur bien plus grande _t laquelle la
discussion y est parvenue, hauteur dont l'Angleterre est encore 61oign6e de tout
rintervalle qui existe entre 1789 et 1832. Tout homme donc qui peut contribuer
en quelque mani_re _t l'61aboration de principes politiques, doit apporter le tribut
de ses id6es, quelles qu'elles puissent _tre, _t la France, et entre tous vos
compatriotes, _tvous en particulier qui, sous presque tousles rapports, avez une
si _norme avarice.

J'ai encore un autre motif pour me mettre en communication avec les lecteurs
du Globe. Tout Anglais que je suis, je crois les comprendre mieux que m_me
aucune classe de rues compatriotes; la raison enest que vous avez des opinions
bien d_termin_es sur tousles sujets qui int_ressent vivement l'humanit6, et loin
d'en garder aucune en r6serve, vous les produisez publiquement toutes les fois
que l'occasion s'en pr6sente: chez nous au contraire, quelles que soient les
opinions d'un homme, jamais il ne les livre au public _ moins d'y _tre
naturellement amen_ par quelque _v_nement du jour. Tout le reste il le garde

pour lui, ou le met en r_serve pour quelque ouvrage philosophique. Jamais vous
ne pourrez dire quelle sorte d'hommes sont ceux que vous voyez lisant le Times
ou le Morning-Chronicle, la Revue d'Edimbourg ou le Quarterly Review; tout au
plus vous pourrez deviner s'ils sont tories, whigs ou radicaux; souvent m_me sur
ce point vous devinerez mal; combien d'ailleurs cette qualification vous apprend
peu des croyances essentielles d'un homme! Vous le savez mieux que personne;
mais au contraire qu'un homme lise le Globe, ce fait seul vous r_v_le en grande
partie son caractb.re, sa mani_re de penser. Moi en particulier, qui depuis
long-temps suis lecteur assidu de ce journal aussi bien que de toutes vos
publications, je puis dire que je connais les opinions des Saint-Simoniens, que
j'entends leur langage, que je sais enfm de quelle mani_re mes propres id6es
doivent _tre pr6sent_es pour trouver acc_s aupr_s d'eux. Je n'en pourrais dire
autant d'aucune classe de rnes compatriotes _ laquelle j'essaierais de m'adresser.

A toutes ces raisons pour entrer en correspondance avec vous, permettez-moi
d'en ajouter une qui certes _ elle seule serait bien suffisante: je veux parler de la
haute admiration que je ne puis m'emp_her de ressentir pour le but que vous
vous proposez et la rnani6re dont vous y marchez. Lorsque je vois des hommes
faire tout ce que font les Saint-Simoniens et sacrifier tout ce qu'ils sacrifient pour
une doctrine qui renferme en elle tant de v6rit_, et qui, bien que je ne puisse
l'adopter personnellement, doit, j'en suis convaincu, faire infiniment plus de
bien par ce qu'elle a de bon, qu'elle ne peut faire de real par ce qu'elle a de
mauvais; avec ce spectacle devant moi il suffit que de pareils hommes pensent
que je puis leur etre de quelque utilitY, pour que je r_ponde avec ardeur _tleur
appel, autant du moins que cette t_che pourra s'accorder avec rues convictions
propres, et avec ce que peut m'imposer de travaux et de sacrifices mes devoirs
sup_rieurs envers ma pattie.

J.
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ENFANTIN'S FAREWELL ADDRESS

MORNINGCHRONICLE,27 APR., 1832, P. 1

After the Saint Simonians had given up Le Globe (see No. 158) and their attemptsat
proselytism as a result of government hostility, their leader Enfantin, with some forty
disciples, retiredto a semi-monasticexistence atM6nilmontantoutside Paris.His farewell
address, which appeared translatedin the Morning Chronicle, headed "St. Simonianism
mParting Address to the Public," is not mentioned in Mill's bibliography. However, it
is identified as Mill's translation in a letter to d'Eichthal and Duveyrier: "I did as
d'Eichthal wished in regard to FatherEnfantin's parting address: afterascertainingthat
Blackwould print it, I translatedit forhim &it appeared in the Morning Chronicle(it was
howeververy incorrectlyprinted)" (EL, CW, Vol. XlI, p. 109).

I, THE FATHERof the new Family--
Before I impose silence on the voice, which every day announces to the world

what we are, design that it should tell what I am.
God has given me a mission to call the poor, and women, to a new destiny;
To give admittance into the sacred Family of Man, to all those who have

hitherto been excluded from it, or treated only as minors therein;
To realise that Universal Association, which the cries of liberty uttered by all

the enslaved classes have been calling for, ever since the beginning of the world.
I have first addressed myself to the poor.
In the name of my Master, Saint Simon, I have announced to them the

destruction of all the privileges of birth, by which the industrious are weighed
down, and delivered up to the will and pleasure of the idle;

The termination of the wars which decimate them, and water with their blood
that earth which is already bathed in their tears, and in the sweat of their brows;

The end of that hostile competition, which brings forth bankruptcy and
indigence, crime, and the scaffold.

I spoke these things; but I spoke them in order to be heard, especially by those
who ought to be the first to hear; by those who have the power to enfranchise,
and who domineer; who have the power to unite, and who divide; who have the
power to purify, and who corrupt.

I spoke to them, and they endeavoured not to listen; but my word has entered
into their ears in spite of themselves, and they are now pouring it forth from their
lips, though they know it not.
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I may, therefore, now leave to them the task of propagating it.
Men of all parties! I have drawn you into a new field of discussion; I leave you

there. It is good for you that you should there see each other face to face, and
seek in vain for the guide who has led you thither.

I affirm to you, that from this day forward there are no politics for you but that
which was taught to us by our Master, and which, for the last seven years, we
have unintermittingly proclaimed.

Parliamentary Government, and its bourgeois mysticism, are expiring;
Republicanism, and its popular anarchy, are unable to struggle into existence;
Le_timacy, and its privildgids de chateau will not be resuscitated.
All social institutions must have for their end the improvement of the

condition, moral, physical, and intellectual, of the poorest and most numerous
class;

To each, labour according to his vocation, and recompence according to his
works.

This is the Charter of Equality and Subordination of the time to come.
This, I say, is henceforth the only politics. For, from the moment when I shall

have ceased to place every day under your eyes that Journal, in which, for
sixteen months past, I have caused the Charter of the time to come to be engraven
in characters ever new; from the moment when The Globe, which I have

compelled you to read by giving it to you gratuitously, shall have ceased to
appear, each of you will find in himself some fragments of that Paper which he
will recite aloud as his own.

Once more, I affirm to you that ours is henceforth the only politics. For the
inheritance we leave behind us is an arsenal, where those who wish to destroy

will lrmd weapons more potent than all those which they have employed up to this
time; and it is also a treasure of strength and riches, when those who wish to

preserve and to construct will f'md materials finer than the finest ddbris of the
past, more solid than the gingerbread patchings-up of our own times.

I have next addressed myself to Woman.
I have called upon her to listen, with good-will and respect, to the man whose

life is devoted to the destruction of prostitution;
To receive with kindness and affection the word of the man who also seeks to

deliver the world from adultery;
To listen to me and sympathise with me, who have undertaken the sacred task

of saving the feeble from oppression, because I am strong, and the strong from
fraud, because I am sincere.

Now, there are still many men who consider slaves, servants, and the poor, as
their property, and who claim fidelity and devotedness from that living property,
in exchange for the imperious protection and the contemptuous patronage which
they extend to it. However, the number of these men has been diminished every
day by the preaching of Christian paternity.
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But, from the daughter of Kings to the daughter of the Pauper, I know not that
there exists so much as one woman from whom man does not think himself

entitled to exact fidelity, devotedness, obedience, in exchange for the insulting

guardianship which his haughty reason and his brute strength deign to grant to
the being whom he regards as a child, destitute of strength and destitute of
reason.

Had I cause, then, to be astonished, that the call to freedom and equality which
I addressed to woman should be stifled by shouts of outrage?--No! I relied more
on the effect of the reproaches which would be cast by man upon the liberation of
woman, than on the power of my own words.

I leave to woman this inheritance of liberty. I know how great has hitherto

been the power of destruction residing in this word liberty, when flung into the
midst of slaves, fettered and gagged; but, thanks be to God, the slave in this case
is woman: and it is not by disorder and brutality that she achieves her triumphs.

One phasis of my life is now accomplished: I have spoken: I will now act. But
I have need for some time of repose and silence.

A numerous family surrounds me, the Apostolate is now founded.
I take forty of my sons with me: I confide to my other children the task of

continuing our labours in the world; and I retire.
I retire to the place where my childhood was passed, on one of the heights

which overlook Paris: for I wish still to hear and see that cradle of the New

World, and I love also to renew the recollections of my past life; they are good

and pleasant to look hack upon.
He who speaks to you has lived in the midst of you; his life has not been

solitary; he has been known to many of you, and among these he is not aware of
one who has not loved him: and yet he is now handed over to the laughter and

calumny of the world.
His mother gave him a name of good omen--Prosper--because he smiled in

coming into the world; God surrounded his young years with pleasures and
riches; his brother, a child of poetry, fed him with harmony and light; his infancy
and youth were happy, in the midst of children and young men who cherished his
friendship: this man, however, you now overwhelm with sarcasm and outrage.

He has known what your men of science know; he has seen and done what
your men of industry do; he has appeared in your meetings and yourf_tes, and
even on your battle-fields, with his brother-scholars of your Grande Ecole (the
Polytechnic School): you all came to him with affection, because you felt that he
loved you; you all had confidence in him, because you could read in his heart.
And now, because this man takes upon himself in the name of God to moralise

your lives, you fling scorn and reproach upon him.
He who has been loved by you will not call you to account for your

inconsistencies; he will bide his time and act.
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Consider, that one who announces to the world such promises as mine, and

who yet, in so short a time, has caused his word to be everywhere re-echo..d,
cannot be accused of insanity; for his accusers would confess their own madness
in having paid so much attention to him. Listen then, once more, before I
withdraw from among you.

Your altars arc no more, your thrones arc shaken, your families arc tom by
dissension: God, Kings, and love, are no more to be seen in the world. A new
religion, a new politics, a new morality, arc what I bring you.

The man who dares to speak thus, must be heard, for hc has already proved
that he could make himself heard.

You have his word; you shall soon have his acting.
But, I repeat to you, I will now rest and hold my peace: for you have nc_l of

my silence, that yourselves may speak.
I retire then, with my children--glory to them! who so powerfully aid their

father to accomplish the will of God.
My dear Children--This day has been glorious in the world for eighteen

centuries: this day died the Divine Liberator of the slave.
To commemorate the anniversary, let our retirement commence this day; and

let the last trace of servitude, the condition of a menial, disappear from amongst
US.

Enfantin
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GEORGE SAND

UNPUBLISHED [ AFTER 9 APR., 1848]

Forthe backgroundto this draft letter (datedon internalevidence), see No. 371, the fuller
French version, with its notes.

I AM AN OLD ADMIRER OF GEORGE SAND and was one of the fast to give her
honour public and private. When all other persons in England abused her as an
immoral and indecent writer I and my circle of friends, persons not without
influence, were the fast to s'tcrier against the charges universally made 15 years
ago against her writings and to appeal to all who condenmed them, from their
judgment then to their judgment now, and the event has justified the appeal. How
then can I express my astonishment, mortification and grief to find that when a
great political crisis of the world has arrived, brought about by the noble [61an] _
of Paris, Mme G. Sand alone remains behind--not only takes no initiative, puts

forth no principles, but in a manner worthy only of a timid and commonplace
/ady, repudiates the kindly flatteries made to her in your paper.

Her letter to the R_orme protesting against the use of her name in your paper
is to me incomprehensible for its fatuity. I can only attribute it to a fear that her
literary vanity may be compromised by the connexion of her established
reputation with your unestablished--However this may be, the reply to her
letter, in your paper, is as superior in dignity and disinterestedness to hers as her
literary reputation to yours. I have only now to say for myself and for all women
of strong mind and large heart I can only say I wish you all possible success in
your undertaking and I only hope you will treat the disavowal of connexion with
you by any woman whether George Sand or any other with the silent pity which
is the tribute one pays to weakness and timidity.

Une anglaise.

Sand is like one of our English writing women (I do not know how the case

may be in France) who always commence by declaring that they do not intend to
advocate the emancipation of women although to the partial emancipation of
women gained by more generous spirits it is alone owing that they are able to

_Leftblankin manuscript;"_lan" in the French version.
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make their voices beard and to take up that position in society and literary
influence which they are afraid to compromise by any attempt to help on the
same cause. English literary women have been hitherto particularly distinguished
by their little basenesses caused by timidity.

I agree with you in your expressions of admiration of her f'me talent, beautiful
stories and admirable style but I think you are making a great error and one most

injurious to the cause of women in applying the term philosophe to her. If there
be anything characteristic of Sand's writings it is the presence of imagination and
feeling and the absence of thought.

She means to 6eraser them du haut de sa sup6riorit6 which as a thinker or a
practical person certainly does not exist. 2 Latterly however I have feared that she
was destined, contrary to what I had hoped, to be no otherwise useful to the

cause of women (from which the best interests of society can never be separated)
than, in the manner in which all eminent women are so, by the mere fact of being
women.

2Here in the manuscript a blank space that would permit two words to be written is
followedby acancelled false start: "I fear that contrary". This passage is not in theFrench
version.
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DEATH OF FRANCIS PLACE

SPECTATOR,7 JAN., 1854, P. 13

This obituary, headed"Francis Place" and subheaded"[From a Correspondent]," appears
inthe "Topics of the Day" section. Though not listed in Mill's bibliography, it is assigned
to him by G.J. Holyoake in his John Stuart Mill as Some of the Working Classes Knew
Him (Londc..l: Triibner, 1873), p. 6, and also in his Sixty Years of an Agitator's Life, 2
vols. (London: Unwin, 1909), Vol. I, p. 216. Holyoake cites no evidence; there is no
corroborationelsewhere, and the piece is not characteristicof Mill's usual style.

ANOTHERMANOFMARKhas passed from amongst us. Francis Place has departed
from the world in which he was so long a stirring mover. Few men have done
more of the world's work with so little external sign. He was ever ready with pen

and person to aid the uplifting of humanity, ever ready to fill full of his own
knowledge any other men willing to work and to get the credit of it. He was
essentially a public man, but his work usually lay behind the curtain as a
prompter. He was no orator, but much oratory was of his prompting. He was a
man of the last age and of the present, before the French Revolution and since.
Born to no inheritance but a clear brain, an iron will, and an indomitable love of

freedom, he was one of the few London tradesmen who achieved an ample

competence, not merely without truckling, but in spite of the odium and
discouragement cast on all Reformers under the old oppressive Tory rule. But
more remarkable than all this was the fact, that in the days when "books, plate,

and pictures," were important items in all rich men's wills, he was the almost
solitary tradesman who possessed a library, earned, collected, and paid for by
himself, which many public men envied him the possession of, and to which
many public men of less energy and purpose were glad to have recourse. The
room which held that library was for many years a well-known meeting-place for
Members of Parliament to discuss popular questions.

An early member of the London Corresponding Society--an intimate
acquaintance of Hardy, Tooke, Richter, and others, l in--when o_p_..p.R_

was crime,--never losing any opporumity of promoting freedom--he one day

1A society founded in 1792 by, inter alia, Thomas Hardy (1752-1832), a radical
tradesman,to correspondwith French Revolutionaryleaders, and to urge reform of the
BritishParliament.It alsocorrespondedwith other Britishreformsocieties, andorganized
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stood in Covent Garden with a friend watching a Westminster Election contested
between Whigs and Tories. The brewer candidate brought a dray to the front of
the hustings to propitiate "sweet voices. "2 The beer was staved and ran into the
kennels, and the miserable mob threw themselves on their faces and wallowed
like swine. Francis Place and his friend left the spot, vowing never to cease their
labours till the elections of Westminster were reformed. Just as Cobden and

Bright 3 with their friends brought about Corn-law abolition, so did Francis Place
and his friend gather round them a nucleus with the motto "Purity of Election."
About that time, Sir Francis Burdett made a speech in public such as a young
Greek might have made in Athens. 4 "The man for the People!" said Francis
Place; and Burdett was applied to. He returned for answer, that he had spent
twenty thousand pounds in contested elections, and would spend no more. This
was precisely what the Westminster electors meant. He was elected triumphant-
ly, and the very shilling was found for him on taking the oath at the bar of the
House--so runs the tradition; and from that election dates Reform in Parliament.

There was scarcely any public man on the Liberal or professed Liberal side
that was not acquainted with Francis Place. He was the intimate friend of James
Mill the historian of India, and of Jeremy Bentham. He was one of the original
promoters of and contributors to the Westminster Review. Godwin often came to
him. Sir Samuel Romilly and Henry Brougham held him in respect. Campbell
the poet would talk to him by the hour of "what was to be done for the Poles.'5
John Cam Hobhouse was there indoctrinated in popular lore, and Edward Lytton
Bulwer matriculated for his ftrst election. Neither Burdett nor Hobhouse nor

Bulwer were more than imaginations to Francis Place,--they said they were
Reformers, and he took them at their word, and they travelled by his side. When
they left the path, he went onwards just the same. People of all classes and
conditions who had purposes to serve sought him out. The engineers--the elder
Mandslay, the elder Brunel, Galloway, John Hague, 6 and others--would all

a convention in Edinburgh in 1793. Hardy was arrested in 1794 for high treason, but
acquitted. John Home Tooke and John Richter (d. 1830), another Westminster Radical
activist,both committed to the Tower in 1794, were prominent members.

2Shakespeare,Coriolanus, II, iii, 112; in The Riverside Shakespeare, p. 1412.
3john Bright (1811-88), close ally of Richard Cobden in promoting free trade.
4Speechto theMiddlesexFreeholders' Club, reported in The Times, 6 Feb., 1807,p. 3.
Sl'homasCampbell ( 1777-1844), authorof The Pleasures ofHope ( 1799), collaborator

withBentham andJames Mill in the foundingof the University of London, had founded
in 1832 the Literary Association of the Friends of Poland to keep the Polish question
before the British public. For the quotation, see William Beattie, Life and Letters of
Thomas Campbell, 3 vols. (London: Moxon, 1849), Vol. IH, p. 110.

6Henry Maudslay (1771-1831), inventor, consmaeted block-making machinery for
Marc IsambardBrunel (1769-1849), F.R.S., also an inventor, who constructeda tunnel
underthe Thames; Alexander Galloway (ft. 1798-1835), machine maker and member of
the London Corresponding Society, who became one of the leading engineering
employers in London. John Hague has not been furtheridentified.
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come to tell him of their new plans, and ask for his council and influence.
Mulready the artist used to visit him. 7 Joseph Hume was a constant conferrer;
and people from the new Republics ever found him out. He was an authority of
much weight amongst working people, whose condition he ever strove to raise;
and the unions always sought his help; buthe was too sound a political economist
ever to give them hopes of success by strikes. He was one of the few men whom
Cobbett held in respect when he quarrelled with the Westminster Committees.
He was essentially a man of business, the very opposite of Cobbett; and therefore
it was not possible for them to agree. If perchance a journal of his life has been
preserved and it falls into fitting hands, it will be a remarkablebook--a record of
the old changing into the new. s His industry was extraordinary; his perceptive
faculties in the direction of his sympathies, acute; and his reasoning powers

strong. In the poetical faculty, which was so strong in Cobbett, he was entirely
lacking: he was for the utter exclusion of poetry from the pages of the
Westminster Review! This will account for much that appeared hard in his
character; though there never existed a man more ready to assist others to rise.
Many now holding prominent positions can trace their first move to the help of
Francis Place. Great faculties and abilities were ever warmly greeted by him, and

he was wholly devoid of either envy or jealousy. He had considerable
mechanical aptitude, and would have been a skilful engineer if educated to it. His
spirit was ever fresh and buoyant, and at all that spoke of the new or the
progressive he seemed to leap alive. Like most self-educated framers of their
own fortunes, he had a dislike of hereditary aristocracy, but withal no want of
"handsome acknowledgment for merit in a lord." But he had on the other hand

not the slightest taint of the servility not uncommon in the newly-risen. As in
similarly-educated men, the spirit of self-assertion was strong in him; a quality
traceable chiefly to the ungenerous class spirit which refuses to acknowledge
rising merit till the acknowledgment is superfluous--an ordeal that most authors
have to undergo to the great risk of their philosophy and manysidedness. He
held the manly conviction that he had earned his fellowship in the republic of
letters, and thereby was every man's equal in the nobility of nature. Such men
are more common now, and the world thinks less of them. He had the higher

merit of working his own way out of the slough, of achieving property hardly,
and education still more hardly, at the time when books were a cosily luxury, not
to he borrowed, but bought at high prices. He was generous with his money, and

generous with his books; letting all who would drink of his fountain of
knowledge, thinking it ample payment that he was thus contributing to build up
the world's progress. The faculties that he possessed, had they been worked in a

7WilliamMulready(1786-1863), Irishgenrepainterand bookillustrator.
SAs the author probably knew, there was such a journal, though it remained

unpublisheduntil edited by Mary Thale as The Autobiography of Francis Place
(Cambridge:CambridgeUniversityPress, 1972).
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worldly fashion, would have lifted him into what is called a higher position--a
greater "success": but he did not covet it. He loved quiet power for the purpose
of promoting good ends, but never sought to attain it by rubbing shoulders with
the influential. It is true that he would at times seek out and besiege the
influential; but ever for a public purpose. It is to be doubted if he ever asked or
received a personal favour in his life. He was the kind of man who in the United
States would have become a member of the Legislature; but being in England, he
acted only as consulting politician and economist to others.

Francis Place has died, at the ripe age of eighty-two, as he lived, in the full
possession of his faculties to the last. Statues have been erected to and honours
conferred on many less deserving. His honours will be in the respectful
memories of the worthy of all ranks, amidst the large crowd of those who knew
him.
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Textual Emendations

IN THIS LIST, following the page and line numbers, the reading of the copy-text is
given fLrSt, and then the amended reading in square brackets, with an explanation

if required. If there is no explanation, it may be assumed that there is an obvious

typographical error, or else that the change is made for sense or for consistency

within the item. For a description of changes not here listed, see cxiv-cxv above.

"SC" indicates Mill's library, Somerville College, Oxford. Typographical errors
in versions other than the copy-text are ignored.

3.25 apppears [appears]
3.26 language, [language.]
4.3 economists [economist]
4.12 days [days']
4.16 cent; [cent.;]
4.29 day's [days']
4.32 former, [former]
5.5 therefore [therefore,]
6.9 day's [days']
6.11 days' [days]
6.16 the-merchant [the merchant ]
7.22 England, [England;]
8.22 principles. Sympathizing [principles, sympathizing]
18.22 fumish-nishing [furnishing]
19.3 war [War]
19.21 reimportation [re-importation]
22.24 Sandeson [Sanderson]
26.14 deprived [derived]
30.12 101 [161] [as in Source]
30.22 well-intention [well-intentioned]
31.29 oc-operating [co-operating]
32.10 opinion, [opinion;]
32.14 Custom House [Custom-house]
32.15 opinion, [opinion;]
33.11 oceation [occasion]
36.13 being [been]
37.8 1739--1740 [1739-1740]
38.6 and thereby [thereby]
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38.7 aggravattng [aggravating]
38.16 accouuting [accounting]
38.23 effecting [affecting]
45.2 occurred--Suppose [occurred.--Suppose]
48.21 Res_tiun Men [Resurrection-Men]
48.37 ceses [cases]
48.37 resurrection men [resurrection-men]
50.23 medical surgical [medical-surgical]
51.20 thnrefore [therefore]
52.28 requistite [requisite]
52.41 capitalist [capitalist]
53.1 value which depends [value depends]
53.11 objectionalble [objectionable]
53.23 and les [and let]
55.3 reward the [reward of the]
55.9-10 itself, is that.., arguments, is also this--if [itself is that .... arguments,

so also this, if]
55.12 labunrer's [labourer's]
55.14 commodities, [commodities.]
55.35 before hand [beforehand]
56.16 whoie [whole]
59.10 circumstances, [circumstances.]
61.29 heterogenous [heterogeneous]
66.34 Hobbs [Hobbes]
68.15 occasionally, the [occasionally. The] [as in Source]
71.31 A. [A]
73.6 sons." ["sons."]
81.13 argument [argument's]
81.15 laborer [labourer]
81.29 laborers [labourers]
81.32 laborers [labourers]
81.37 laborer [labourer]
81.40 laborers [labourers]
83.14 HI. You [III.--You]
84.4 over population lover-population]
84.7 rich; the.., munufacturers are [rich--the... manufacturers--are]
84.8 for that of low [for low]
84.10 manufactures [manufacturers]
84.11 knew [know]
84.17 irremedable [irremediable]
84.21 gevernment [government]
84.31 IV. I [IV.--I]
85.1 latter [later]
86.10 can: [can. ]
88.17 --"if I--if]
93.10 Crown-office [Crown Office]
94.4 purpose; [purpose,]
96.25 supporting, it [supporting it,]
97.13 H.M. [A.M. ] [as in rest of series and JSM's bibliography]
97.28 Encyclopoodia [Encyclopaedia]
97.35 Britain [Britain,] [as in Source]
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97.38 proposition [proposition,] [as in Source]
98.23 progression [progression,] [as in Source]
98.34 ill contrived [ill-contrived] [as in Source]
99.3 population [proportion] [as in Source]
99.8 course[course,] [asinSource]
99.28 manhood [mankind][as in Source]
100.17 porportion[proportion]
102.17 readily [really] [as in Source]
103.17 bailding [building]
104.25 drawer [drawee]
104.33 correct [incorrect]
104.38 being [been]
108.I1 starve?"[starve"?]
109.11 Gentleman[Gentlemen]
II0.I Tyriaean[Tyrtaean]
II0.I0 wonderful[Wonderful][toconformtorestoftitle]
II0.14 Canning[Canning,]
115.7 exaggeration;[exaggeration,]
I18.29 harmoyante[larmoyante]
124.31 Ministery[Ministry]
128.6 chamber[Chamber]
141.5 desoci6t_[delasoci6t6]
141.5 1789.[1789,]

145.39-40 authorityinpower [personsinauthority][erratumnotedinnextno. of
Source ]

146.13 poople [people]
148.9 transaction; [transaction";]
148.17 'narrow... candidates' ["narrow... candidates"]
148.19 "Your [Your]
148.29-30 really-popular [really popular]
149.28 with us is, [with us, is]
151.30 nation. [nation,]
153.7 king [King]
156.13 betweeen [between]
157.25 mines [vines]
158.3 mines [vines]
159.18 sollicittera [sollicitera] [as in Source]
168.12 matter; [matter,]
171.4 succesful [successful]
171.31 establishmenss [establishments]
172.26 doing. [doing,]
177.25 that act [that any act]
178.20 perceptible to insult the [perceptible to the] [corrected by JSM in SC]
180.25 is it [it is]
181.27 suffered [supposed] [erratum noted in next no. of Source]
183.22 mere [more] [erratum noted in next no. of Source]
183.24 set [sort] [erratum noted in next no. of Source]
183.25 find acts that they [ fred out what they] [erratum noted in next no. of Source ]
185.9 to pretend [pretend]
186.2 soveriegn [sovereign]
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189.7 d6partment [d6partement ]

191.10 from fifty-four [from five to four] [erratum noted in next no. oJ Source; see
191.n14]

194.26 really-popular [really popular]
194.28 eloctor's [elector's]

194.34 partial to [protected] [erratum noted in next no. of Source, and corrected by
JSM in SC]

194.36 Legislature's [Legislator's] [corrected by JSM in SC]
195.20 other [other,] [as in Source]
195.21 which, [which] [as in Source]
195.26 necessary [necessary,] [as in Source]
195.27 opposition [operation] [as in Source]
195.28 man [man,] [as in Source]
195.28 would [could] [as in Source]
195.42 community [community,] [as in Source]
213.11 labourer. [labourer?]
215.10 feeling, [feeling]
217.2 to! [to.'?] [as in Source]
220.31 afterwards have [afterwards to have]
223.34 Ha [Ham]
233.41 is it true, is often [is true, it is often] [corrected by JSM in SC]
234.16 blew [blow] [corrected by JSM in SC]
236.5 follow [follows]
236.19 it is assumed [is assumed] [correctedbyJSM in SC]
238.7 Chamber above alone [Chamber alone] [corrected by JSM in SC]
242.21 intellects [intellect]

245.17-18 power in itself, on earth or in hell, [power on earth or in hell itself,]
[corrected by JSM in SC]
250.n6 seience [science]
254.20 it there [it, there]
263.14 foom [from]
265.24 such a [such a]
266.20 conutry [country]
268.20 customs, [customs]
270.4 establisment [establishment]
277.23 had had [had led to] [corrected by JSM in SC]
281.3 Ido [doI]
282.2 Walsinghams. [Walsinghams,]
282.3 lawyers, [lawyers. ]
288.5 Louis [Louis,]
291.32 best constituted [best-constituted]
294.40 _oX_ka_ [_rok_k,_]
298.12 come [come,]

301.28 correspondents[correspondent]
305.2 ascendency[ascendancy]
305.20 which,it[whichit][correctedbyJSM inSC]
305.26 pale,because[palebecause][correctedbyJSM inSC]
305.39 Now, when [When] [correctedbyJSM inSC]
306.6-9 that,situate...oftherivals.. .him,even.., chair[that(situate...of

rivals..,him even.., chair,)][correctedbyJSM inSC]
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306.11 mankind, the [manidnd, and the] [corrected by JSM in SC]
306.12 of menacing [for menacing] [corrected by JSM in SC]
306.14 low. [low;--] [corrected by JSM in SC]
306.20 them; and [them and] [corrected by JSM in SC]
306.22 but when [but where] [corrected by JSM in SC]
306.25 indisputedly [undisputedly] [corrected by JSM in SC]
307.2 civilzation [civilization]
307.5 irretrievable--except [irretrievable except] [corrected by JSM in SC]
308.29 of, comprehending [of comprehending, ] [corrected by JSM in SC]
315.34 church [church,]
321.25 Punch [Punch] [punch in Source]
321.28 symbols, [cymbals] [symbols [cymbals],]
324.11 enlarged, minds [enlarged minds]
325.7 that is [is] [as in Source]
325.20 puppet-show man [puppet-showman]
326.26 sacrifice, [sacrifice]
328.5 church [Church]
332.28 chair [Chair]
337.20 deputies [Deputies]
340.4 best [least]
342.18 render, [renders]
344.13 be] [be]
344.35 goverment [government]
347.15 resolution [revolution]
349.32 Liberia!) [Liberia!).]
351.11 aid-de-camp [aide-de-camp]
354.12 academies, and of [academies of] [corrected by JSM in SC]
359.20 elegible ]eligible]
361.6 enlightment [enlightenment] [as in Source]
361.19 opened, 600,000 [opened, and 600,000] [as in Source]
361.23 school (Hear, hear.) [school. (Hear, hear.)]
365.20 on [an]
368.15 entire ["entire] [as in Source]
369.4 organized [organize]
377.19 hostility, [hostility]
379.10 jnstice [justice]
379.29 of [of]
382.27 all all [all]
384.25 pr_fets [pr_fets]
384.40 palliative [palliative]
386.27 S_vre [S_vres]
387.25 despatch [dispatch]
388.8 falsebeod [falsehood]
393.12 very [every]
396.16 not, to [not to]
399.19-20 this gradually; and [this. Gradually, and] [JSM altered the lower case g

to upper case in SC]
401.29 gentleman [gentlemen]
402.18 been as long [been long] [altered by JSM in SC]
403.23 instituting [substituting] [altered by JSM in SC]
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405.26 state [State]
406.25 Lan_own [Lansdowne] [the usual spelling]
413.16 a classification [or classification] [as in Source]
413.22 other, or [other as] [as in Source]
418.17 St. Simonians [Saint Simonians]
419.26-420.9 [We . . . subsistence.] [We . . . subsistence.] [square brackets

removed to avoid confusion]
419.n4 so [no]
420.118 "not [not] [no closing quotation marks, and, in fact, not a quotation]
422.13 months [months'] [as in Source]
422.14 eighteen [fifteen] [altered by JSM in SC]
422.16 M.M. [MM.]
426.36 others [other] [altered by JSM in SC]
433.11 For, [For]
444.23 Michael [Michel] [as in the French and infact]
449.16 other's [other]
450.7 who [who,] [as/n Logic]
450.33 to other [to draw other] [altered by JSM in SC]
453.16 d'Argout, have [d'Argout has]
456.25 Freedom [freedom]
459.22-460.13 [We . . . part.] [We . . . part.] [square brackets removed to avoid

confusion]
461.4 merville [merveille]
464.11 Medicine [M6decine]
470.24 substiuted [substituted]
473.4 Legislation; [Legislation;"] [restyled in this ed. ]
474.10 brought [brought]
480.16 fall [falls]
481.30 rite! [rite!"]
483.1 by Government [by the Government]
483.31 subvervient [subservient]
484.4 dicovers [discovers]
491.13 is it [it is]
492.20 constituted: [constituted.]
504.22 act: [act:-- ] [as in previous paragraph ]
505.27 pupose [purpose]
507.28 strong hold [stronghold]
508.4 Love [Looe] [corrected by JSM in SC]
508.11 him, [him]
508.13 indepencence. Afer [independence. After]
508.19 eleclral [electoral]
508.19 disa'icts, at [districts. At] [altered by JSM in SC]
520.10 "hero' ["hero"]
520.25 bar [ban] [altered by JSM in SC]
520.31 history; and [history and] [altered by JSM in SC]
522.13-523.15 [We . . . 56s.] [We . . . 56s.] [square brackets removed to avoid

confusion]
541.19 revolution [Revolution]
541.21 revoltuion [Revolution]
542.n15 Matte [Marne] [corrected by JSM in SC]
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542.n 16 Martin de Douni [Merlin de Douai] [lst error corrected by JSM in SC]
544.5 busy [losing] [corrected by JSM in SC]
545.6 prepared [proposed] [corrected by JSM in SC]
553.29-30 percentage [per centage]
554.13 saved, should [saved, he should]
563.9 land [Land]
563.18 related [selected] [corrected by JSM in SC]
564.9 tax [taxes]
564.32 that where [that the time when] [corrected by JSM in SC]
565.1 was[were]
565.6 wisdom as [wisdom and] [corrected by JSM in SC]
566.34 prepared [proposed] [as in Source]
567.1 "property tax." ["property" tax. ] [as in Source]
567.5 a repugnance [or repugnance] [as in Source]
567.13 if[of] [as in Source]
567.18 It [it]
569.4 the year's [the last year's] [altered by JSM in SC]
569.19 colonies, [colonies;] [altered by JSM in SC]
569.37 which [who] [altered by JSM in SC]
570.4 qualification [qualification,] [altered by JSM in SC]
570.11 abide [abides] [altered by JSM in SC]
570.29 budget, [budget:] [altered by JSM in SC]
571.24 this an [this once an] [altered by JSM in SC]
573.12 auiori [autori] [altered by JSM in SC]
574.28 as it admits [it admits] [altered by JSM in SC]
577.31 opinions [opinion] [alteredbyJSM in SC]
581.1 the Bank [The Bank]
581.25 joint stock [joint-stock]
582.7 lest [least] [altered by JSM in SC to last but least seems required]
582.10 fact [part] [altered by JSM in SC]
584.6 works, [works.]
584.23 together, with [together with]
589.8-9 [township or village] [(township or village)] [JSM's square brackets

altered to avoid confusion ]
595.2 hacks [back]

596.8-12 [True . . . bread?] [True . . . bread?] [square brackets removed to avoid
confusion]

600.15 half measures [half-measures] [as elsewhere in sentence]
605.31 from abuses [from the reform of abuses ] [altered by JSM in SC ]
605.33 half and half [half-and-half]
614.24 Fran_ais [Franfais. ]
619.8 self conceit [self-conceit]
625.30 bills [Bills]
625.31 bill [Bill]
626.17 chancellor's [Chancellor's]
626.29 others' [others,]
627.22 peril. [peril?]
630.27 alderman [aldermen]
635.1 laws' [laws]
647.8-9 to be a Turkish Governmem [to be so; Turkish Government] [as in Source;

in Source all the semi-colons are dashes]
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649.34 bad [loud] [corrected by JSM in SC]
653.12 it, [it.]
654.10 So [so] [as in Source]
654.45 equally." [equally. ] [restyled in this ed. ]
656.23 King's [Kings']
658.15 Lafayette, [Lafayette.]
658.17 Barret, [Barrot;] [punctuation altered for sense]
660.2 in, turning [in, and turning] [as in Source]
661.18 Odilon, Barrot, [Odilon Barrot]
662.7 Soci6t_... l'Honmae [Socigt_... l'Homme]
665.2 Soci6t6... l'Homn_ [Soci_t_... l'Homme]
665.3 The French [The debate on the French] [corrected by JSM in SC]
666.7 Carrels [Carrel] [corrected by JSM in SC ]
667.6 intruded [intended] [corrected by JSM in SC]
667.12 way, [way.]
667.13 mark [wreak] [corrected by JSM in SC]
669.31 Courts' [Courts]
670.21 Homme, [Homme] [as in 35]
670.34 much-talked of [much-talked-of] [as in 35]
672.16 to far [too far] [correct in 35]
672.32 constitution [institution] [corrected by JSM in SC; correct in 35]
681.8 only, [only.]
683.3 aid-de-camp [aide-de-camp]
683.14 massacreing [massacring]
684.26 Laquette [Laguette] [corrected by JSM in SC]
685.16 Assizes [Assises]
685.17 coadjuter [coadjutor]
693.12 goverment [government]
699.19 Lous-Philippe [Louis-Philippe]
699.25 convention [convention,]
702.6 restricted [restrictive] [corrected by JSM in SC]
703.3 softness of the April song: [softness. Of the April song,] [corrected by JSM in

SC]
703.21 runs [seems] [corrected by JSM in SC]
703.23 a more [and more] [corrected byJSM in SC]
705.1 hot-heated [hot-headed]
707.7 seems [seems,]
707.9 correctional, police [correctional police,]
707.9-10 society des [Societal des]
707.19 there to [there shown to]
711.37 aleviation [alleviation]
712.18 The very [the very]
724.32 Angleterre [Angleterre,] [as in Source]
728.20 cultivation [combination] [corrected by JSM in SC]
731.8 inspeeters [inspectors] [as in Source]
732.5 school! [school!"]
732.27 thought [though]
735.30 had previously in [had in] [altered by JSM in SC]
745.12 Nationale [National]
745.13 Nationale de 1834 [National de 1834]
750.25 any thing [anything]
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754.16 Sees, [sees] [as in Source]
756.11 stage [stage, ] [as in Source]
756.16 out, [out] [as in Source]
757.25 England. When [England .... When] [ in Source a dash indicates ellipsis]
758.38 say [say,]
764.21 Common, [Commons]
777.40 pauperized [pauperised]
788.11 Wakefi¢ld's [Wakefield]
788.23 instance, England [instance, of Eng/and]
794.5 mercantil [mercantile] [as above; JSM does not elsewhere use the obsolete

form]
796.41 described [descried] [as in Source]
802.23 In [in]
806.23 [Murray, 1841.] [[Murray, 1841.] [restyled in this ed.]
807.16 resolve [revolve] [as in Source]
807.28 London [London's] [as in Source]
808.14 teakettle [tea-kettle] [as in Source]
808.22 Scroggins' [Scroggs'] [as in Source]
808.32 gas, [gas.] [as in Source]
808.37 themselves; [themselves:]
809.15 "Our ["'Our] [as in Source; restyled in this ed. ]
809.15 British freedom ['British freedom'] [as in Source]
809.31 "I ["'I] [as in Source; restyled in this ed. ]
809.44 use. [use."] [as in Source]
809.45 "There's ["'There's] [as in Source; restyled in this ed.]
810.4 their [thin] [as in Source]
810.14 French." [French.' "] [as in Source; restyled in this ed. ]
810.19 years [years,] [as in Source]
810.23 porch [line space] The [porch [no line space] The] [as in Source]
811.13 "Christian Year" [Christian Year] [as in Source]
812.12 zealot [zealot,]
812.21 eslimation [estimation, ]
814.22 saint's [saints']
814.24 church [Church]
814.30 christian [Christian]
815.23 worl [world]
816.11 recede [secede]
819.10 pound [pounds]
828.19 later; [later;*] [as in Source]
830.38 meters [matters]
832.35 simma [summa]
834.25 understand [understand,]
836.23 American's [Americans]
844.24 hated [hate]
864.32 if is this [if this]
865.32 guilty [guilt]
877.4 casest [cases,]
888.21 day's-work [day's work]
892.6 but his [but because his]
898.31 since the land [since, the land] [as in Source]
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920.20 beenfit [benefit]
928.12 lots, be [lot be] [as in Source]
931.7 places [place]
934.27 Lord Lieutenant [Lord-Lieutenant]
934.28 Lord Lieutenant [Lord-Lieutenant]
938.10 aa[a]
943.6 an [our] [as in Source]
943.32 waste lands [waste-lands]
957.38 Monery [Moneng] [as in Source]
970.32 market, [market] [as in Source]
973.33 natinal [national]
976.13 Gugenmas [Gugenmus] [as in Source]
976.14 Hiedelberg [Heidelberg]
976.34 mehlspeisen [Mehlspeisen] [as in Source]
977.14 unexpensive [inexpensive]
977.30 over population [over-population]
978.18 progresive [progressive]
979.9 burtden [burthen]
979.23 may a [may be a]
986.5 Sno_vden [Snowdon]
987.21 poor-law [poor law]
987.24 poor-law [poor law]
993.8 of of [of]
997.12 civilising [civilizing]
998.14 It, ["It] [restyledinthis ed.]
998.14 Irelandt are insolven [Ireland are insolvent]
998.24 could [would] [as in Source]
1015.14-15 form a [form of a]
1028.17 cap. [c.]
1028.17 9 Vic. [9 & 10 Vic.]
1029.11 so [said]
1032.6 De Freyne [DeFreyne]
1032.17 De Freyne [DeFreyne]
1032.19 De Freyne [DeFreyne]
1035.18 lands? [lands.]
1041.6 collector's [collectors'] [as in MS and all eds. of PPE]
1057.24 cobeirs [co-heirs] [as in PPE]
1063.7 banded [bandied]
1064.18 price [prices] [as in Source]
1064.20 protection [precaution] [as in Source]
1079.33 Frederic [Frederick]
1087.5-6 de Gama [da Gama]
1091.11 of. [of,]
1091.14 News [News,]
1098.32 wanting. [wanting?]
1106.9 another, [another.]
1108.8 Schiller's, [Schiller's]
1113.24 hived [buried] [as in Source]
1114.15 fear, [fear]
1115.1 therefore [therefor] [as in Source]
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1128.9 man[man,] [as in Source]
1129.25 intolerance [tolerance] [as in Source and CW, XI, 318]
1132.35 effect [effects] [as in Source and later in sentence]
1136.22 Christian,' [Christian,"]
1138.28 alteratives [alternatives]
1141.14 and and judges [and judges]
1143.4 I.S.M. [J.S.M.]
1144.4 it. [it,]
1170.26 a honest [an honest]
1171.25 one needle woman [one needlewoman]
1171.28 livelihood [livelihood"]
1172.27 "D." [D.]
1178.7 secresy [secrecy]
1178.22 Whateley [Whately]
1179.27 ennuyCes [ennuyCs]
1181.29 think [thinks]
1182.1 for [far]
1187.28 players' [player's]
1197.14 ever [fever]
1197.24 to ["to]
1207.25 Drawcausir [Drawcansir]
1232.28 thoroughgoing [thorough-going] [as in 75]
1250.35-6 Then, ing . . . think- / we [Then, we . . . think- / rag] [ing and we were

transposed at the beginnings of successive lines]
1253.3 quaut [quant]
1253.18 historiques [historiques,] [comma as in English version]
1253.24 ne [en]
1254.24 possible [possibles]
1254.39 l' industrionalisme [l' industrialisme ]
1255.19 wighs [whigs]
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Corrections to Mill's List of His Published Articles

THE FOLLOWING LIST includes all the places where editorial corrections have

been made in the list (British Library of Political and Economic Science,

Mill-Taylor Collection, Vol. XXXVI). The page and line numbers are followed

by the reading in the manuscript, and then the corrected reading is given in

square brackets. In a few cases our reading differs from that of MacMinn.

30.29 letter and [letter on]
42.9 point [pointing]
60.21 Technalities [Technicalities]
80.14 AM. [A.M.]
85.26 AM. [A.M.]
106.15 AB. [A.B.]
111.7 Thee [Free]
116.16 Lamoignen [Larnoignon]
164.10 ex-ministers [ex-ministers"] [restyled in this ed. ]
181.3 April April 1831. [April 1831]
193.11 28. Nov. 1830 ..... Ballet [28 Nov. 1830 .... Ballot]
205.3 Ballet [Ballot]
209.8 Ballet [Ballot]
212.13 Track [Truck]
216.12 Agriculturists [Agriculturists"]
218.4 Track [Truck]
228.11 Frebry [Febry]
228.10 AB. [A.B.]
307.31 Melle. [Mile]
310.6 Melle. [Mlle]
310.7 22d, [22d]
318.8 to to [to]
327.26 Whateley [Whately]
329.25 Examiner; [Examiner";] [restyled in this ed. ]
347.10 Bill" and "the [Bill and the]
347.36 1831. [1831]
397.8 Eviniensis [Erinensis] [as in textand Source]
404.12 Charta [Charter]
411.20 Experiences [Experience]
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419.24 from the [from "the] [the closing quotation marks are there, following a
space left blank after operatives of, presumably because the scribe could not make out
Todmorden]

425.10 AB. [A.B.]
436.7 Flewer's [Flower's]
465.4 M. Pambertin's [Mr. Pemberton's]
494.21 Mamborough Head" [Flamborough Head] [the scribe here has made a

nonsense of what JSM wrote, which may have been account of "The Fisherman at
Flamborough Head"]

507.7-8 J. & E. RemiUy [J. & E. Romilly]
507.8 H.d. Villiers [Hyde Villiers]
50?.8 Huth [Hurt]
522.20-1 observations in [observations on]
533.6 M.H. de Villiers [Mr. Hyde Villiers,]
534.11 Tithes. [Tithes."] [restyled in this ed.]
543.6-7 "the President's Message ["The President's Message"] [restyled in this ed. ]
545.22 taxation, [taxation,"] [restyled in this ed. ]
549.6 AB. [A.B.]
554.32 Hymn ["Hymn] [restyled in this ed. ]
555.29 Monthly ["Monthly] [restyled in this ed.]
561.21 1833. [1833]
562.31 Flouer's [Flower's]
597.8 Manifests [Manifesto]
597.8 " [i.e., ditto marks] [1833] [in the second through fifih, and in the seventh,

entries]
597.9 The Review... continued ["The Review . . . continued"] [restyled in this ed. ]
597.9 Bungham's [Brougham's]
597.10 AB [A.B.]
597.11 AB [A.B.]
597.12 November 10th 1833 Conduct [November 10th 1833 "Conduct] [restyled in

this ed. ]
647.12 Jovian [Ionian]
663.19 Cyclopoedia, vol 1. [Cyclopaedia, vol. 1,]
735.18 A.B,[A.B.,]
748.16 Deutches [Deutsches]
753.14 Senin [Senior]
753.15 Sucessors; [Successors";] [restyled in this ed.]
763.22 Senin's [Senior's]
786.3 Grant's, [Grant's]
788.1 Politics [Politics"] [restyled in this ed. ]
791.19 Milward's intended notion [Mr. Ward's intended motion]
797.14 Milesworth's [Molesworth's]
801.22 articles [article]
836.34 Torens' [Torrens']
882.15 Matbewson [Mattbewson]
945.31 article on on [article on] [the repetition results from a partial scribal

correction of the error of starting the entry for No. 328 here]
965.7 1846. [18461
968.5 1846. [1846]
972.5 1846. [ 1846]
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975.14 1846. [1846]
984.8 1846. [1846l
988.6 1846. [1846]
1024.4 fourtieth [fortieth]
1091.26 J.S.M, [J.S.M.]
1091.27 provisional [Provisional] [as in text]
1107.17 Talfurd [Talfourd]
1144.22 Mr. Cabet [M. Cabet]
1146.28 Jules letter to and ; [Jules [Lechevalier's] letter to

[Dufaure] and [his Declaration ]; ]
1147.19-20 [the entry is repeated]
1167.36 of Susan Mori [on Susan Moir]
1188.22 Bookseller's [Booksellers']
1197.7 "a ["A]
1198.10 31. [31,]
1201.31 15.,[15,]
1204.26 31. [31,]
1212.33 Ballet [Ballot]
1212.34 reprinted by M. [reprinted by Mr.]
1223.23 No. [Nov.]
1224.35 No. 24. [Nov. 24,]
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Signatures

THE FOLLOWING LIST GIVES, in alphabetical order, all the signatures used by Mill

in these volumes. The years of Mill's/'n'st and last use are given in parentheses

following the relevant item numbers. Many of these, especially the early ones,
are evidently chosen as appropriate to the subject and the comment on it; others,

including the initials not deriving from Mill's name, indicate continuity within a
series, though sometimes not all the items in a series have the signature, and

some initials, used only once, are unexplained. Two of the initials were used by

Mill also in periodical articles: "A." (originally as standing for "Antiquus") and
"S.", both used in the London and Westminster Review, the former more

commonly.

A. Nos. 255 (1834), 280, 288,294, 296 (1843)
A.B. Nos. 33 (1824), 35, 73, 77, 92, 97, 107, 151, 153, 159, 196, 220, 221, 271

(1834) [Two instalments of "The Spirit of the Age," Nos. 82 and 103, lack this
signature, which is affixed to all the others. ]

A.M. Nos. 27 (1823), 28, 31, 32 (1824) [Not significant, but interesting, is the
typographical error in No. 31, "'H.M. "]

Atheist, An No. 4 (1823)
C. No. 398 (1850)
Censor of the Judges, The Nos. 16, 25 (both 1823)
D. Nos. 386 (1849), 394, 397,401 (1851)
Enemy to Legal Fictions, An No. 30 (1824)
Enemy to Religious Persecution, An No. 3 (1823)
Friend to Caution, A No. 14 (1823) [Mill's bibliography reads "A Lover of

Caution" but see the entry for No. 15; a scribal error may be involved.]
Friend to Responsible Governments, A No. 20 (1823)
Friend to Science, A No. 17 (1823)
Historicus Nos. 291,292 (both 1842)
J.S. Nos. 34 (1825), 369 (1847)
J.S.M. Nos. 370 (1848), 384, 385 [the editor's note says the letter bore this

signature], 399, 408,410, 413 (1865)
J.S. Mill Nos. 402 [in one version] (1852), 403, 411, 414, 415, 416, 417, 418,

420, 421,422, 423,424, 425,426, 427 (1873)
John Stuart Mill No. 409(1864)
Lamoignon No. 42 (1828)
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Lover of Justice, A No. 15 (1823)
M. Nos. 13 (1823), 372, 406 (1854)
NoLawyer No. 11 (1823)
No Worshipper of Antiquity No. 24 (1823)
Orthographicus No. 365 (1847)
P. No. 407 (1858)
Ph. No. 36 (1827)
Quesnai No. 21 (1823)
S. Nos. 1 (1822), 2, 44, 45, 48, 50, 51, 57, 61 (1830)
Wickliff Nos. 5, 6, 7 (all 1823)
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Newspapers for Which Mill Wrote

IN THE FOLLOWING ALPHABETICALLIST, "W" signals a weekly newspaper, "D"

a daily one. The years of Mill's In'st and last contributions to each paper are

given in parentheses following the relevant item numbers. No. 158, which

appeared in Le Globe, was also published in English (our copy-text) in the
Monthly Repository (the French translation is in App. B), as was No. 255, which

was intended for Le National; they are attributed here to the French papers for

which they were intended. Also No. 287 appeared (as Mill himself notes) in both
the Spectator (from which we take the copy-text) and the Morning Chronicle,

and, as explained in the Textual Introduction, three items did not actually appear
in newspapers: the total here listed, therefore, is not 427 but 425.

Black Dwarf (W) Nos. 27 (1823), 28, 31, 32 (1824)
British Traveller(D) No. 41 (1828)
DailyNews (D) Nos. 373 (1848), 374-7, 382-4, 386, 388, 389, 407, 410,

415,419 (1869-70)
Examiner(W) Nos. 43 (1830), 44-157, 159-251, 254, 256-64, 266-70,

273, 283, 286, 288, 293, 369, 372, 379, 385, 425-7
(1873)

Le Globe (D) No. 158 (1832)
Globe and Traveller (D ) Nos. 8 (1823), 10, 22, 274, 276-82 (1835)
Guide (D) No. 285 (1837)
Lancet (W) No. 26 (1823)
Leader (W) Nos. 397-8 (1850)
Morning Chronicle (D) Nos. 3 (1823), 5, 6, 7, 9, 11-21, 23-5, 29-30, 33-4, 37-40,

42, 252, 265, 271, 275, 289-92, 294, 296-303, 305-64,
366, 390, 392-3,395,400-1,404-5 (1853)

Morning Post (D) No. 406 (1854)
Le National (D) No. 255 ( 1834; actually appeared in the Monthly Repository)
New Times (D) No. 35 (1827)
New York Tribune (D) No. 418 (1869)
Our Daily Fare (D) No. 409 (1864)
Penny Newsman (D) No. 408 (1863)
Reader (W) No. 413 (1865)
Reasoner (W) No. 367 (1847)
Republican (W) No. 4 (1823)
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Spectator(W) Nos. 287 (1837), 295, 304, 368, 370, 378, 380-1, 387,
391, 411,420 (1870)

Sun (D) Nos. 253 (1834), 272 (1835)
Sunday Times (W) Nos. 394, 396 (both 1850)
The Times (D) Nos. 36 (1827), 365,414, 416-17,421-3 (1870)
Traveller (D) Nos. 1-2 (1822)
True Sun (D) No. 284 (1837)
Voix des Femmes (D) No. 371 (1848)
Weekly Dispatch (W) No. 399 (1851)
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Index of Persons and Works Cited,
with Variants and Notes

LIKEMOSTNINETEENTH-CENTURYAUTHORS,Mill is cavalier in his approachto sources,
sometimes identifying them with insufficient care, and occasionally quoting them
inaccurately.This Appendix is intended to help correctthese deficiencies, and to serveas
an index of names and titles (which are consequently omitted in the Index proper).
Included here also are (at the end of the appendix and listed alphabetically by country)
references to parliamentary documentsand to statutes. The material otherwise is arranged
in alphabeticalorder, with an entry for each person or work reviewed, quoted, or referred
to in the text proper and inAppendices A-E (the page numbers in the appendicesare given
in italic type). Anonymous articles in newspapers are entered in order of date under the
rifleof the particular newspaper. Speeches are listed in chronologicalorder. References to
mythicaland fictionalcharactersare excluded. The followingabbreviationsareused: ADB
(Allgemeine deutsche Biographie), BU (Biographie universelle), DAB (Dictionary of
American Biography), DBF (Dictionnaire de biographiefranfaise ), DNB (Dictionary of
National Biography), DPF (Dictionnaire des parlementairesfranfais ), EB (Encyclopae-
dia Britannica, 1l th ed. ), GDU (Larousse, Grand dictionnaire universeldu XIXe sidcle),
GE (Grande encyclopddie), MEB (Boase, Modern English Biography), PD (Parliamen-
tary Debates), PP (Parliamentary Papers), SC (JSM's library, Somerville College,
Oxford), WWBMP (Who's Who of British Members of Parliament), WWG (Who Was
Who in the Greek WorM), WWR (Who Was Who in the Roman WorM).

The entries take the following form:
1. Identificationof persons: birth anddeath dates are followedby a biographical source;

if no source is indicated, available details are given in a note.
2. Identification of works: author, rifle,etc. in the usual bibliographicform.
3. Notes (if required) giving information about JSM's use of the source, indication if

the work is in his library, Somerville College, Oxford, and any other relevant
information.

4. Lists of the pages where works arereviewed, quoted,and referredto.
5. In the case of quotations, a list of substantivevariantsbetweenMill's text and his

source, in this form: Page and line referenceto the presenttext. Reading in the present
text] Readingin the source(pagereference in the source).

The list of substantivevariantsalso attemptsto placequotedpassagesin theircontexts
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by giving the beginnings and endings of sentences. The original wording is supplied
where Mill has omitted two sentences or less; only the length of other omissions is given.
There being uncertainty about the actual Classical texts used by Mill, the Loeb editions
are usually cited.

"A." See Morning Chronicle, 12 Sept., 1825.
ABBOTT,CHARLES(Lord Tenterden) (1762-1832; DNB). Referred to: 45n

ABD-UL-MIu-ID(1823-61; EB). Referred to: 1142

ACHESON,ARCmBALD(Lord Gosford) (1776-1849; DNB). Referred to: 927

ADAM, FREDERICK(1781-1853; DNB). Referred to: 648-51

ADAMS,JOHN (1735-1826; DAB). Referred to: 254

ADAMS,JOHN QUINCY ( 1767-1848; DAB). Referred to: 254
ADAMS, SARAHPLOWER(1805-48; DNB). Referred to: 437-8,660

"The Luxembourg," Monthly Repository, n.s. VIII (Jan. 1834), 54-63.
_F.,RREDTO: 660

"A National Gallery," Monthly Repository, n.s. VII (Dec. 1833), 840-5.
QUOTED:654
REFERREDTO:654, 660

ADAMS,WmUAM BFaDGES(1797-1872; DNB). Referred to: 575

"On the Conduct of the Police at the Late Meeting," Monthly Repository, n.s. VII
(June 1833), 426-37.

XEFF.mtF.DTO: 575

"Proposal for a National College of Language," Monthly Repository, n.s. VII
(June 1833), 381-92.

rEFERREDTO: 575

ADDISON,JOSEPH(1672-1719; DNB). Untitled essay on Faith and Morality, Spectator,
No. 459 (16 Aug., 1712), 1-2.

v._ TO: 23

AESCmNF.S(390-314 B.C.; WWG).
NOTE:the reference is in a quotationfrom Grote.
_ErF.aSEDTO: 1126

AESOP (ca. 600 B.C.; WWG). Aesop's Fables. Trans. Vernon Stanley Vernon Jones.
London: Heinemann; New York: Doubleday, Page, 1912.

NOTE:in SC isAesopi Phrygisfabulae graeca et latine (Basel: Heruagis, 1544).
_FF_D TO:483

AGISIV (ft. ca. 244/41 B.C.; WWG).
No'rE:someof the references at 872 are in a quotation from Grote, who calls him Agis Ill.

To: 872

AGUADO,ALEXANDREMARIE, MARQUISDELASMAmSMAS(1784-1842; DBF). Referred
to: 560

ALBA, FERDtNANDALVAREZDETOLEDO,DUQUEDEL(1508-82; BU). Referred to: 761

AI..ClBIADE$(ca.450-404B.C.;WWG).
NOT_:thereferencesat1126and 1132areinquotationsfromGrote,who usesthespelling
Alkibiades.

I_r_J.F.DTo: I126,I132,I160

ALDERSON,EDWARD HALL (1787-1857;DNB). Referredto:1173,1174
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ALEXANDERII (of Russia ) ( 1818-81; EB). Referred to: 1202
ALEXANDRE.
NOTE:apolice agent.
REFERREDTO: 390

ALISON, ARCHIBALD(1792-1867; DNB). "France in 1833 (No. I): Its Political State,"
Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, XXXIV (Oct. 1833), 641-56.

_D To: 691

"France in 1833 (No. H): Effects of the Revolution of the Barricades on
Government, Religion, Morals and Literature," Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine,
XXXIV (Dee. 1833), 902-28.

REFEnEDTO: 664, 691

ALLEhrr, PIERREALEXANDREJOSEPH(1772-1837; DBF). Referred to: 516

ALLIF.It,JOSEPH(1794-?; DBF). Referred to: 402

ALTHORP,LORD.See John Charles Spencer.

"ANGLICANUS."See The Times, 8 May, 1834.
The Annotated Book of Common Prayer, Being an Historical, Ritual, and Theological

Commentary on the Devotional System of the Church of England. Ed. John Henry
Blunt. 7th ed. London: Rivington, 1876.

NOTE:the indirect quotation is from the Gloria(194 in this ed.); the referencesat 808and813 are to
the Thirty-nine Articles (9); that at 814 is to the General Rubric (64).

QUOTED:165
REFERREDTO: 808, 813, 814

ANON. "The Case of the Dissenters." See Monthly Repository, Jan. 1834.

ANON. "Characteristics of English Aristocracy." See Monthly Repository, Sept. 1833.

ANON. "Church Reform, Considered as a National and Not a Sectarian Question." See
Monthly Repository, Dec. 1833.

ANON. "Corn Laws." In The Parliamentary History and Review; . . . Session of
1826:_7Geo./V. 2 vols. London: Longman, etal., 1826, II, 662-710.

NOTE:see also CharlesAustin.
REFERREDTO"522-3

ANON. Domestic Prospects of the Country under the New Parliament. London: Ridgway,
1837.

NOTE:3rd ed. reviewed in CW, VI, and this passagequoted.
QUOTED:799-800
799.39-800.I "embarrasstheGovernment"]Allparties,thosefortheBallot--thoseforextended
Suffrage--thosefortheAbolitionof ChurchRates--thoseforgrandplansof Public
Education--thosefortheAppropriationClause--thoseforMunicipalInstitutionsinIreland--
those for yielding to Canada amore democraticformof Governmentthan at presentexists there,
should one and all enterupon the new Session with this conviction thoroughly impressedupon
their minds, that there is not one of these questions, no not one, which is not secondaryto the
great object of maintainingLord Melbourne's Cabinet free from every speciesof embarrassment.
(41)

ANON. "Events of the Quarter." See Law Magazine.

ANON. "Extraordinary Case of the Royal Associates of the Royal Society of Literature."
See Englishman's Magazine, June 1831.

ANON. "Paper of Observations and Suggestions on Several Clauses of the East-India Bill"
( 10 July, 1833). In Papers Respecting the Negotiation with His Majesty's Ministers on
the Subject of the East-India Company's Charter and the Government of His Majesty's
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Indian Territories, for a Further Term after the 22d April 1834. London: Cox, 1833,
317-28.

_'Em_,EDTO: 606

ANON. "Present State of France." See Westminster Review, July 1832.
ANON. Review of Grote's History of Greece, Vols. V & VI. See Athenaeum, 10 Feb.,

1849.

ANON. "Saint Monday." See Monthly Repository, Dec. 1833.

ANON. "To Kathleen." See Monthly Repository, Apr. 1833.
ANSTEY,THOMASCmSHOLM(1816-73; DNB). Referred to: 1021

ARAGO,DOMINIQUEFRAN(_X)ISJEAN(1786-1853; DBF). Referred to: 505, 594
Letter to the Editor, Le National, 15 June, 1833, 1.

REFERREDTO:594

ARGENSON,MARCREN_ DEVOYERD' (1771-1842; DBF). Referred to: 191,227, 661,
695,696

Speech on the Draft Address to the King (6 Jan.), Moniteur, 1834, 41.
REFERREDTO:661,695

ARGOUT,APOLLINAIREANTOINE MAURICE, COMTED" (1782-1858; DBF). Referred
to: 203,382, 453,540, 701

A_STIDES(d. ca. 467 B.C.; WWG). Referred to: 1086, 1122, 1133

ARISTOPHANES(ft. 427-388 B.C.; WWG). Acharnians. In Aristophanes (Greek and
English). Trans. Benjamin Bickley Rogers. 3 vols. London: Heinemann; Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1924, I, 2-117.

QUOTED:1122

The Knights. In Aristophanes, I, 124-259.
NOTE:the quotation, in a quotation from Grote, is indirect.
QUOTED:1126
REFERREDTO: 1126

The Wasps. In Aristophanes, I, 408-549.
NOT_:the referenceat 1132 is in a quotation fromGrote.
RE_KgEDTO:1126, 1132

ARISTOTLE(384-322 B.C.; WWG).
NOT_:the references at 872 and 1130 arein quotations from Grote.
REFeRItEDTO: 872, 1130, 1163

The Athenian Constitution. In The Athenian Constitution, The Eudemian Ethics,
On Virtues and Vices (Greek and English). Trans. H. Racldaam. London: Heinemann;
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1952, 8-180.

NOra: the reference is in a quotation from Grote.
P.EFEtREDtO: 1124

Politics (Greek and English). Trans. H. Rackham. London: Heinemarm;
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1932.

NOTI_:in SC is a 2-vol. Politica, ed. Fred. Sylburg(Oxford:ClarendonPress, 1810). The reference
at 1130 is in a quotation from Grote.

REFE_D TO: 872, 1129, 1130

ARKWRI_HT,RICHARD(1732-92; DNB). Referred to: 837, 838

ASmSURTON,LORD. See Alexander Baring.

ASHLEY,LORD. See Anthony Ashley Cooper.
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ASHWOOD,JANE.
NOTE:identified in the Examiner as a "perfectly respectablewoman."
REFERREDTO:63

ASPASIA(fl. 450/445 B.C.; WWG).
NOTE:the referenceis in a quotationfromGrote.
REFEmmDTO: 1125

ASTLE¥,PHILIP(1742-1814; DNB). Referred to: 1139
ATI-IALrN,LOUISMARIEJEANBAPTISTE,BATON(1784-1856; GDU). Referred to: 351
Athenaeum.

nOTE:one anonymousarticlefollows.
Review of Grote's History of Greece, Vols. V & VI, 10 Feb., 1849, 136-7.

RF2EP._ED"to: 1126

ATTILA(ca. 406-53; EB). Referred to: 1107

ATTWOOD,THOMAS(1783-1856; DNB). A Letter to the Right Honourable Nicholas
Vansittart, on the Creation of Money, and on Its Action upon National Prosperity.
Birmingham: Wrightson; London: Baldwin, et al., 1817.

REFERREDTO:34

Prosperity Restored; or, Reflections on the Cause of the Public Distresses, and on
the Only Means of Relieving Them. London: Baldwin, et al., 1817.

REFERREDTO"34

AUDRYDEPUYRAVAULT,PIERREFRAN_-'OIS(1773-1852; DBF).
nOTE:JSMuses the spelling Puyraveau.
REFEP.REDTO:517-18, 518, 661,695, 696

Speech on the Draft Address to the King (6 Jan.), Moniteur, 1834, 41-2.
TO:661,695

AUGUSTUS,GAIUS JULIUSCAESAROCTAVIANUS(63 B.C.-A.D. 14; WWR). Referred
to: 293

AuLus GELLIUS(ca. 130; WWR). The Attic Nights ofAulus Gellius (Latin and English).
Trans. John C. Rolfe. 3 vols. London: Heinemann; New York: Putnam's Sons, 1928.

REFERREDTO"166

AUMALE,HENRIEUGENEPHILIPPELOUISD'ORLI_ANS,DUCD' ( 1822-97; DBF). Referred
to: 374, 386-7,421

AUSTIN, CHARLES( 1799-1874; DNB). "Corn Laws." In The Parliamentary History and
Review;... Session of 1825:--6 Geo. /V. 2 vols. London: Longman, et al., 1826, II,
690-705.

NOTE:see also Anon., "Corn Laws."
REFERREDTO:522-3

AUSTIN, JOHN (1790-1859; DNB). "Centralization," Edinburgh Review, LXXXV (Jan.
1847), 221-58.

noTE: though JSM's notice is a leading article, it is in effect a review.
REVIEWED"1062-6
QUOTED:1063, 1064, 1065
1063.29 "over-governing, that] On the other hand, the wordis frequentlyemployed (in a sense

whichimports blame), as if it were synonymous withover-governing;--that (221)
1064.3 "if] In fine, if (236)
1064.3 centralizationwill] centralization, with the causes from which it springs, will (236)
1064.4 bad,"... "go] bad, theywill go (236)
1064.8 "an over-regulating] A centralizedgovernment,accordingto the sameconception, is an

over-regulating(236-7)
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1064.11 "centralization] Having shown that the mistake with which we are presently concerned
has been made by acute writers, we shall show that centralization (237)

1064.12 interfe_nce;"] interference; and that the over-meddling of certain centralized govern-
ments is not an effect of their centralization, but a consequence of other causes. (237)

1064.18 price] prices (238) [treated as typographical error in this ed. ]
1064.20 protection] precaution (238) [treated as typographical error in this ed. ]
1064.22 opinion;"] opinion; the government condescending to that opinion, rather than sharing in

the errors on which it is founded. (238)
1064.23 the excessive] In consequence of the progress made by public opinion, and the happy

subsidence of revolutionary agitations, the excessive (238)
1065.27 the active] According to a third, the active (255)
1065.34 the immediate] [paragraph] By the third, the immedmte (255)

AUSTIN, SARAH (1793-1867; DNB). Referred to: 729

"Cousin's Report on the Prussian System of Education: Necessity and
Practicability of a National System of Education," Foreign Quarterly Review, XII
(Oct. 1833), 273-301.

NOTE: the quotation is in a quotation from Austin's own translation of Cousin's work, reviewed in
this article.

QUOTED:730
730.6-7 "If children,"... "provided] If children provided (285)
730.10 duty] duty(285)

_, trans. Characteristics of Goethe. From the German of Falk, Mailer, etc. 3 vols.
London: Wilson, 1833.

REFE_D TO: 472, 1159, 1264

_, trans. Hermann Ludwig Heinrich Piickler-Muskau. Tour in England, Ireland and
France in the Years 1828 and 1829.2 vols. London: Wilson, 1832.

REFERREDTO: 729

• trans. Hermann Ludwig Heinrich Piickler-Muskau. Tour in Germany, Holland

and England, in the Years 1826, 1827, and 1828.2 vols. London: Wilson, 1832.
REFERRED1"O: 729

, trans. Jean Charles L&)nard Simonde de Sismondi. A History of the Italian

Republics. London: Longman, et al., 1832.
RE_ TO: 729

, Warts. Victor Cousin. Report on the State of Public Instruction in Prussia.
London: Wilson, 1834.

NOTE: see also Cousin, Rapport.
REVIEWED: 727-32
QUOTED:729-30, 730-1, 731, 731-2
729.32 pOint; how] pOint. How (ix)
729.36 education, the] education. The (ix)
729.40 desideratum] desideratum (ix)
730.10 duty] duty(x)
730.13 principle.] principle.* [footnote omitted] (x)
730.16 might] ought(xi)
730.19 advantages. Are] advantages. "Persons," says the able writer just quoted, "of

uncultivated and torpid minds are not aware to what an extent education can raise, enlarge, and
stimulate the understanding; inhow great a measure it ensures a person's happiness, and makes
him both independent of the world and a safe and peaceable member of society. '" Here and there
we find an individual to whom strong good sense and a lively curiosity reveal the magnitude of
his want; but a man has already got beyond the first rudeness and apathy of ignorance who longs
for knowledge. Are (xi)

730.40 improvement." The] improvement, (See pp. 58, 59). The (xiv)
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731.6 free; and] free, (p. 34.);and (xiv)
731.8 oppressed. "Masters] oppressed (pp. 34, 36, 43, 52). Masters (xv)
731.10-13 or_d," &c .... [paragraph] It] creed," &c. [paragraph] It (xv)
731.27-8 villages. [paragraph] Here] Villages. (See pp. 171,177.) [paragraph] Here (xvi)
731.43 Time] [noparagraph] Time (xviii)
732.5 school!"--A] school." [8-sentence omission] [paragraph] A (xviii-xix)
732.7 matter. It] matter, but there is no room for them here. lt(xix)
732.14 irrevocably] irrecoverably (xx)

"B.F." "The Irish Land Question." See Spectator, 12 Dec., 1846.

B_EUF, FI_,N_OIS NOi_L (1760-97; DBF).
NOTE: JSM uses the spelling Baboeuf.
_D TO: 673

BACON, FRANCIS (1561-1626; DNB). Referred to: 282, 285-6, 412, 413-14, 1163

Novum Organum (1620). In Works. New ed. Trans. Basil Montagu. 16 vols.
London: Picketing, 1825-36, XIV, 1-213.

NOTE: this ed. gives the wording cited in the indirect quotation, which is taken from the Brighton
Guardian. See also next entry.

QUOTED:322-3

322.38-323.1 rnan was but the minister . . . nature;"] Man, asthemimster...nature, deesand

understands as much, as his observations on the order of nature, either with regard to things or the
mind, permit him, and neither knows nor is capable of more. (31)

Novum Organum (1620). In The Works of Francis Bacon. Ed. James Spcdding,
et al. 14 vols. London: Longman, et al., 1857-74, I, 119-365 (Latin); IV, 39-248
(English).

NOTE: this ed., which postdates the quotations, but is used for ease of reference, is in SC; also in SC
is 2nd ed. (Amsterdam: Ravestein, 1660). See also preceding entry.

QUOTED:414, 1163, 1164
Rm_,IU_D TO: 412

414.36 tabulae inveniendi] Atqne licet longe potentissimum futurum sit remedium ad spem
imprimendam, quando homines ad particularia, praesertim in Tabulis nostris Inveniendi digesta
et disposita (quae partita ad secundam, sed multa magis ad quatrain Instaurationis noslrae partem
pertinent), adducemus; cure hoc ipsum sit non spes tantum, sed tanquam res ipsa: tamen ut omnia
clemcntius fiant, pergendurn ast in instituto nostro de praeparandis hominum mentibus; cujus
praeparationis ista ostensio spei pars est non exigua (199; Bk. I, Axiom xcii)

1163.25-6 "Opinio copia¢," . . . "maxima causa inopiae est."] Atqne cum opinio copiae inter
maximas causas inopiae sit; qunmque ex fiducia praesentinm vera auxilia negligantur in
posterum; ex usa est, et plane ex necessitate, ut ab illis quae adhuc inventa stint in ipso operis
nostri lirnine (idque relictis ambagibus et non dissimulanter) honoris et admirationis excessus
toUatur; utili monito, ne homines oorum aut copiam aut utilitatem in majus accipiant aut
cclcbrent. (125)

1163.27 "notiones temere a rebus abstractas,"] Itaque si notiones ipsae (id quod basis rei est)
confusae sint et temere a rebus abstractae, nihil in iis qnae superstruuntur est firmitudinis. (158;
Bk. I, Aph. 14)

1164.1 "intellectus sibi permissus,"] Quod vero attinet ad notiones primas intellectus; nihil est
conma quae intellectus sibi pcrmissus cxmgessit, quin nobis pro suspecto sit, nec ullo modo
ratum, nisi novo judicio se stiterit et seenndum illud pronuntiatum fuerit. (138)

"Of Revenge." In The Essayes or Counsels, Civill and Morall (1625). In Works,
VI, 384-5.

QUOTF_: 901

901.9 "wild justice"] Revenge is a kind of wild justice; which the more man's nature runs to, the
more ought law to weed it out. (384)
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Of the Dignity and Advancement of Learning (1605). In Works, IV, 273-V, 119.
QUOTED:524
524.25 "inmaersedin matter"] Nextcomesanotherdiversityof Method,namelythatthemethod

used should be according to the subject-matter which is handled. For there is one method of
deliveryin the mathematics (which are the most abstractedand simple of knowledges), another in
politics (which are the most immersed and compounded). (451-2)

The Twoo Bookes of Francis Bacon of the Proficience and Advancement of
Learning Divine and Humane (1605). In Works, III, 261-491.

QUOTED"524
524.25 "immersed in matter"] [paragraph] Another diversity of Methods is according to the

subject or matter which is handled; for there is a great difference in delivery of the Mathematics,
which are the most abstracted of knowledges, and Policy, which is the most immersed: and
howsoever contention hath been moved touching an uniformity of method in multiformlty of
matter, yet we see how that opinion, besides the weakness of it, hath been of ill desert towards
learning, as that which taketh the way to reduce learning to certain emptyand barrengeneralities;
being but the very husks and shells of sciences, all the kernel being forced out and expulsed with
the torture and press of the method; and therefore as I did allow well of particular Topics for
invention, so I do allow likewise of particular Methods of tradition. (406)

BACON,NICHOLAS(1509-79; DNB). Referred to: 282

BPaLLm, JAMES (ca. 1737-93). Speech on the Slave Trade (2 Apr., 1792). In The
Parliamentary History of England, from the Norman Conquest, in 1066, to the Year
1803. Ed. William Cobbett and John Wright. 36 vols. London: Bagshaw, Longmans,
1806-20, Vol. XXIX, cols. 1073-83.

NOTE:M.P. for Horsham, Sussex, 1792-93; agent for Grenada where he owned estates employing
slave-labour.

REFERREDTO: 30

BAILLY, JEANSYLVAIN(1736-93; DBF). Referred to: 141

BMN, ALEXANDF__( 1818-1903; DNB). Referred to: 1119

On the Applications of Science to Human Health and Well-being. Being a
Lecture, Introductory to a Course, "'on the Application of Physics to Common Life, "'
Delivered at the Edinburgh Philosophical Institute in June, 1847. London and
Glasgow: Griffin, 1848.

REVIEWED:1118-20
QUOTED:1119-20
1119.19 Tbereare] We may therefore say that there are (6)
1120.3 activity. Now] activity. [3-sentence omission] Now (7)
1120.7-8 activities. [paragraph] The] activities. [4-sentence omission] [paragraph] The (7_
1120.8 Living is] Living, therefore, is (7)
1120.19 empty and hurtful. ] empty orhurfful. (8)
1120.23 That] But that (10)

BPd_e,S, EDWARD(1800-90; DNB). Referred to: 971

Letters to the Right Hon. Lord John Russell, First Lord of the Treasury, on State
Education. London: Simpkin, Marshall, [ 1846].

RErFatREDTo: 971

BANKES,GEORGE(1788-1856; DNB). Referred to: 281

BANKS,JOSEPH( 1743-1820; DNB).
NOTE:the reference is in a quotationfrom Wakefield.
t_m_D TO:739

BAtBI_DEMAItBOIS,FRANCOIS(1745-1837; DBF).
NOTE:JSM uses the spelling Barb6-Marbois.
REFEUEDTO: 701
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BARRREDEVmUZAC, BERTRANDDE ( 1755-1841; DBF).
NOTE:JSMuses the common spelling Barr_re.
_F_UF.D TO: 542

BAPJNG,ALEXANDER(Lord Ashburton) ( 1774-1848; DNB). Referred to: 159,343,830-6

Speech on Supply--the Budget (19 Apr., 1833; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol.
17, eols. 351-9.

_WUeD TO: 565

BARING,FRANCISTHORNmLL( 1796-1866; DNB). Speech on the Budget (30 Apr., 1841;
Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 57, cols. 1295-1308.

_D TO: 805

BARNAVE,ANTOINEPIERREJOSEPHMARIE(1761-93; DBF). Referred to: 541,542

BARNES,THOMAS(ca. 1785-1841; DNB). Referred to: 708,713

BARRAULT,PIERREANGECASt,taX E_LE ( 1799-1896; DBF). Referred to: 403,509,676
BAR'liE. See Bar6re.

BARtOT, CA_aLLE HYACINTHEODILON (1791-1873; DBF).
NOTE:JSM refers to him as Odilon Barrot.
REFERREDtO: 181, 191, 192, 208, 224, 226, 227. 275, 341, 505, 658,661

Speech on the Patriotic Associations (30 Mar. ), Moniteur, 1831, 669-70.
gr.FFatgEDTO: 299

Two speeches on the Draft Address to the King (11 and 12 Aug.), Moniteur,
1831, 1360-2, 1367-8.

REFERREDTO:341

Speech on the Draft Address to the King (4 Jan.), Moniteur, 1834, 28.
REFERREDTO: 661

BARTHE,FI_-LIX(1795-1863; DBF). Referred to: 191, 511,701

BASC^NS, FERDINAND(1801-61; DBF). Referred to: 363,372, 388,402

BASTARDD'ESTANG,DOMINIQUEDE( 1783-1844 ).
NOTE:a peer from March 1819, he was President of the Chambre Criminelle de Cassation from

1829, and Vice-President of the Chamber of Peers from April 1834untilhis death.
Rm_.RgEDtO: 422

BATTLEBAR,RICHARD.
NOTE:identifiedin the Examiner as a tradesman, in the Morning Chronicleas astrangerto London.
tr.r_p.J_DTO:63

BAUDE, JEAN JACQUES (1792-1862; DBF). Referred to: 275

Speech on the Events of 14 February (18 Feb.), Moniteur, 1831, 337-9.
aeFEnED TO: 275

BAVOUX,b'_NqOtS NICOLAS(1774-1848; DBF). Referred to: 191

Proposition for Diminishing the Taxes on Newspapers (17 Sept.), Moniteur,
1830, 1114.

REFERREDTO: 191

BEATTIE,WILLIAM(1793-1875; DNB ). Life and Letters of Thomas Campbell. 3 vols.
London: Moxon, 1849.

QuoTED:1263
1263.21 "what was to bedone for the Poles."] "No," he said, "it is more thanbodilypain--it is

the thought that so many gallantpalriots are starving! . . . What is to be done?" and, turning
earnestlyto his friend, waitedforan answer. (HI, 110)
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BEAUCLERK,AUBREY WILLIAM(1801-54; WWBMP). Speech in Presentation of a
Petition on the Dorsetshire Labourers ( 18 Apr., 1834; Commons), PD, 3rd set., Vol.
22, col. 938.

L_W.L,_DTO:705

BEAUHARNAIS,AUGUSTE CHARLESEUGI_NENAPOLI_ON,DUC DE LEUCHTENBERG
(1810-35; DBF). Referred to: 250

BEAUHARNAIS,EUGENEROSEDE(1781-1824; DBF). Referred to: 250

BEAUMONTDE LA BONNINII_RE,GUSTAVEAUGUSTE DE (1802-66; DBF). L'Irlande,
sociale, politique et religieuse. 2 vols. Paris: Gosselin, 1839.

a_P.m_D TO: 897

BECCARIA,CESAREBONESANA,MARCHESEDI (1735-94; EB). Referred to: 323

_ Dei delitti e delle pene. Leghorn: n.p., 1764.
_v TO:323

BECKET,THOMAS_ (ca, 1118-70; DNB). Referred to: 819

BEDFORD,MR.
NOTE:a Londoncoroner.
REFERREDTO: 917

BEETHOVEN,LUDWIGVAN(1770-1827; EB). Referred to: 563

The Bell (Kolokal).
NOTE:oneanonymousarticlefollows.
REFERREDTO: 1203

Letter from the Central National Polish Committee in Warsaw, 1 Oct., 1862,
1205-6.

RF.JWO,REDTO: 1203

BENOIT-CHAMPY,ADMEN THEODORE( 1805-72; DBF). Referred to: 511

BENSOH,RALPHAUGUSTUS(1828-86; MEB).
NOTE:thequotationis takenfromthe Daily News, 25 Dec., 1869,q.v. for the collation.
QUOTED:1221

BEHTHAM,JEREMY(1748-1832; DNB). Referred to: 48, 323, 448,467-73, 1263

Works. Ed. John Bowring. 11 vols. Edinburgh: Tait; London: Simpkin, Marshall;
Dublin: Cumming, 1843.

NOTE:cited forease of reference.The detailsof firstpublicationaregiven underthe separaterifles.

The Book of Fallacies; from the Unfinished Papers of Jeremy Bentham. Ed.
Peregrine Bingham. London: Hunt, 1824.

note:in Works, II, 375-487.
REFERREDTO: 241,469, 473

Constitutional Code. London: printed Heward, 1830.
NOTE:in Works, IX. One volume of a projectedthree was published in 1827, according to

Bowring;no morewere publisheduntil thecompleteworkappearedin Bowring'sedition,first in
1841 when the edition was appearingin parts, then in 1843 in the eleven-volume set. The
referencesareto the word "securities"used in the PhilosophicRadicalsense; thatat 102 is in a
quotationfrom JamesMill; thatat 874 is in a quotationfromGrote.

P,EI_ltC,EDTO:40, 62-4, 102, 130, 144, 184-5,489, 490, 492, 503, 874

Defence of Usury. London: Payne, 1787.
NOTE:in Works, I]].

TO:473
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Draught of a New Plan for the Organization of the Judicial Establishment in

France. London: McCreery, 1790.
NOTE:in Works, IV, 285-406.
I¢_-.J_D TO: 64, 470-1,473

The Elements of the Art of Packing, As Applied to Special Juries, Particularly in

Cases of Libel Law. London: Wilson, 1821.
NOTE: in Works, V, 61-186; the reference is inferred.
_U_D TO: 92

A Fragment on Government. London: Payne, 1776.
NOTE: in Works, I, 221-95.
REFERREDTO: 469,471,473

An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation. London: Payne,
1789.

NOTE: in Works, I, 1-154.
R_'Em_r.D TO: 473

An Introductory View of the Rationale of Evidence. [London, 1810. ]
NOTE: in Works, VI, 1-218. The reference is in a quotation from Chadwick.
m_ TO: 827

Panopticon; or, The Inspection House. 2 vols. London: Payne, 1791.
NOTE: in Works, IV, 37-172.
Pa_L'R._D TO: 473

Papers Relative to Codification and Public Instruction. London: printed
McCreery, 1817.

NOTE: in Works, IV, 451-533.
_J_nm_D TO: 471

Plan of Parliamentary Reform, in the Form of a Catechism: with an Introduction,

Showing the Necessity of Radical, and the Inadequacy of Moderate Reform. London:
Hunter, 1817.

NO.rE: in Works, m, 433-557. The quotations, of the term "sinister interests," are indirect.
QUOTED: 154, 194, 277, 326,695

Principles of the Civil Code. Edinburgh: Tait, 1838.
NO.rE: in Works, I, 297-364.
ItE_-RnFO TO: 410, 471

Rationale of Judicial Evidence, Specially Applied to English Practice. Ed. J.S.
Mill. 5 vols. London: Hunt and Clarke, 1827.

NOTE: in SC. In Works, VI-VII.
REFERREDTO: 470, 473

Rationale of Punishment. London: Heward, 1830.
NOTE: translated by Richard Smith from Th_orie des peines et des r_coml_nses, ed. Pierre Etienne

Louis Dumont, 2 vols. (London: Dulau, 1811). In Works, I, 390-532.
REFERREDTO: 323,471

"Swear not at all": Containing an Exposure of the Needlessness and Mis-
chievoasness, as Well as Anti-Christianity, of the Ceremony of an Oath. London:
Hunter, 1817.

NOTE: printed Taylor, 1813, but not then published. In Works, V, 187-229.
PJ_Fe.R_DTO: 12-15, 31-3, 43, 47,695-6

Tactique des assemblies ldgislatives, suivie d'an Trait_ des sophismes politiques.
Ed. Pierre Etienne Louis Dumont. 2 vols. Geneva: Paschoud, 1816.

NOTE: English version, An Essay on Political Tactics, in Works, II, 299-373.
Itl_ TO: 470, 473
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Th_orie des peines et des rdcompenses. Ed. Pierre Etienne Louis Dumont. 2 vols.
London: Dulau, 1811.

NOTE: in Works, I, 390-532, as Rationale of Punishments, Part II of Principles of Penal Law.
REFEV.R_DTO: 470, 473

Traitd des preuves judiciaires. Ed. Pierre Etienne Louis Dumont. 2 vols. Paris:
Bossange, 1823.

REFERREDTO: 470, 473

Traitds de ldgislation civile et pdnale, prdcddds de Principes gdndraux de

ldgislation, et d'une Vue d'un corps coraplet de droit: terminds par un Essai sur
l'influence des terns et des lieux relativement aux lois. Ed. Pierre Etienne Louis

Durnont. 3 vols. Paris: Bossange, et al., 1802.
RE_RR_D TO: 470, 473

BEOLCHI, CARLO (1796-1867).

NOTE: a participant in the Piedmontcse revolutionary movement (1821), he was exiled, and taught
Italian in London until 1850, when he returned to Italy.

REFERREDTO: 573

, ed. Saggio dipoesie italiane (1825). 2nd ed. London: Rolandi, etal., 1833.
REVmW_D: 573

B_RENGER, ALPHONSE MArnE MARCELLIN THOMAS ( 1785-1866; DBF).
NOTE:called B6renger de la Dr6me.
RE.FER_DTO: 530, 531, 658

BERNARD, LOUIS ROSE DI_SIR_ (1788-1858; DBF).
NOTE: called Bernard de Reunes.
REFERREDTO: 204

BERRY, CHARLES FERDINAND DE BOURBON, DUC DE (1778-1820; DBF).
NOTE: JSM uses the spelling Berri.

TO: 269, 524

BERRY, MARIE CAROLINE FERDINANDE LOUISE DE BOURBON, DUCHESSEDE (1798-1870;
DBF).

NOTE: JSM uses the spelling Bcrri.
REFERREDTO: 461,464,474, 573

BERRYEg, PmRRE ANTOINE ( 1790-1868; DBF). Referred to: 517

Interjection during Tocqueville's Speech on the Address to the'King (28 Jan. ),
Moniteur, 1843, 163.

QUOTED:843

BERTHOLLET, CLAUDE LOUIS, COMTE(1748-1822; DBF). Referred to: 198

BEgrlN, AMRDgE JOSEPH (1805-9; DBF). Referred to: 1057

_, and LI_ON MAUPILLI_. Notice historique et statistique sur la baronie, la ville et
rarrondissement de Fougdres. Rennes: Marteville and Lefso, 1846.

QUOTED: 1057
REFERREDTO: 1057-8

1057.10-13 "It... period.'] [translated from:] [paragraph] C'est seulement depuis la paix que
l'agriculmre a falt quelques progr6s dabs l'arrondissement de Foug6res: /t partir de 1815, le
mouvement d'am61ioration de son agriculture a toujours 6t6 de plus en plus rapide. On peut dire
qu¢ si, de 1815/t 1825, ce mouvement a 6t6 comme 1, il a 6t6 comme 3 de 1825/_ 1835, et qu'il
est comme 6 depuis 1835. (352)

1058.5 "in good farms"] [translated from:] I1 est impossible de savoir clans quelle proportion la
consommation de la viande a angment6 dans les campagnes; on peut settlement dire que, clans les

bonnes fermes, la viande de pore est la base de l'alimentation pendant deux /_ trois jours par
semair_, _ raison d'un kilogramme, au plus, par semaine et par personne. (315-16)
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1058.10-11 "and . . . comfort,_] ]translated from:] [paragraph] Si le costume de nos
agriculteursn'est pas beau, il est du moins assezconfortableet diff6rentpourchaquesalson; ce
quiest toujoursun signe d'aisanceg_n_h'ale.(312)

1058.11 "persons . . . arrondissement."] [translated from:] Les hommes en haillons sont
tr#..s-raresdartsl'arrondissement;les habitsde toile etde coton n'y sont pas le v_tementde route
l'ann_e. (312-13)

BERTIN,LOUISFI_N_OIS ( 1766-1841 ; DBF).
NOTE:called Fain&
RETEnnEDTO: 723

BERTINDEVAUX, LOUISFRANCOIS,COMTE( 1771-1842; DBF). Referred to: 516, 723

BEnTRAND,HE_ GRATIEN,COMTE(1773-1844; DBF). Referred to: 355

BEaVILLE,ALBINDE (1788-1868; DBF).
NOTE:alSOknownas Salnt-AlbinBerville.
RETEm_EDTO: 1116

Speech on the Freedom of the Press ( 10 Aug. ), Moniteur, 1848, 1968.
QUOTED:1116
1116.37 "freedom of philosophical discussion"] [translated from:] Citoyens repr_sentants,la

pens6e des deux amendementsestla m6me, MM. Combarelde Leyvalet JulesFavre,les anteurs
de Funet l'an_e amendement,ont vouluprot_gercontredesattaques,la familleet lapropri6t_;et
il est bien entenduqueparce motattaque, non plusquedans ies dispositionsajout_ _ l'art. 1°,
on n'a entendu prohiberla libert_de discussion, mais simplementles choses qui anrmentun
caract_heaggressff,qui constitueraientle catact_red'attaque.(1968)

BESSnOROUOH,LORD.See John William Ponsonby.
BmLE.
NOTE:the referencesat 640 are in a quotationfromHarrietMartineau.
RETEm_EDTO:70, 640, 1222

New Testament. Referred to: 1084

Old Testament. Referred to: 869, 1174
Daniel.

NOTE:the quotationsare indirect.
QUOTED:176, 1098

Deuteronomy.
NOTE:the quotationat 170 is in aquotationfromRoss;the indirectquotationat 172is in aquotation

fromthe Quarterly Review, via theMorning Chronicle (see also Joshua);the referenceat 559 is
in a quotationfrom W.J. Fox.

QUOTED:170, 172
REFERREDTO:559
170.25'eventheirenemies...judges;']FortheirrockisnotasourRock,evenourenemies...
judges.(32:31)

Ecclesiasticus.
NOTE:thequotationat589isindirect.
QUOTED:490, 589
490.34 "Wisdomcomcth.., leisure."]Thewisdomof alearnedmancomcth.., leisure:andhe

that hath little businessshallbecome wise. (38:24)
Exodus.

Ou(Rv._:996
L_Eltl_D TO: 166, 1068
996.6 These... Israel!] Andthe LordsaiduntoMoses, Go, get theedown;for thy people,which

thou bronghtestout of the landof Egypt, havecorrupted themselves:They have turnedaside
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quickly out of the way which I commanded them: they havemade them a molten calf, and have
worshipped it, andhave sacrificed thereunto, and said, These... Israel, whichhave broughtthee
up out of the land of Egypt. (31:7-8)

Ezekiel. Referred to: 1096

Genesis.
NOTE:the reference, to the Deluge, is in a quotationfrom Thornton.

TO:898
Isaiah.

NOTE:the indirect quotation is in a quotationfrom the Nation.
QUOTED:965

Job.
NOTE:the quotationis indirect.
QUOTED:295

John.
NOTE:the quotation_s indirect. The reference ts to Jesus' f'wstcommand, "that ye love one another,

as I have loved you" (15:12).
QUOTED:908
REFERREDTO:812

Joshua.
NOTE:the indirect quotation is in a quotation from the Quarterly Review, via the Morning

Chronicle.
QUOTED:172

Judges.
NOTE:the reference, in aquotation from W.J. Fox, is to Jephtha, known for the vow thatresulted in

the sacrifice of his daughter.
REFERREDTO:558

_I Kings. Referred to: 917, 1081
Luke.

r,_OTE:the quotationsat 310 and 557are indirect; the reference is to the Sermonon the Mount.
QUOTED:310, 557, 1099
REFERREDTO: 1174
1099.26 "Physician heal thyself!"] And he said unto them, Ye will surely say unto me this

proverb, Physician heal thyself: whatsoever we have heard done in Capemum, doalso here m thy
country. (4:23)

Mark. Referred to: 921

Matthew.
r_orE: the quotations at 972 and 1075 are indirect; for the indirect quotation at 965, wluch is in a

quotation from the Nation, see also Mark, 12:40, and Luke. 20:47; the reference at 1174asto the
Sermonon the Mount.

QUOTED:31,902, 965, 972, 1075, 1096
REFEJU_DTO: 7, 135, 211, 1031, 1067, 1173, 1174
31.7 "Swear... all,"] Again, ye haveheardthat at hath been said by themof old time, Thou

shaltnot forswearthyself, butshalt performuntothe Lordthineoaths: ButI sayuntoyou, Swear
• . . all; neitherby heaven;for it is God's throne:Norby the earth;forit ashis footstool:neither
by Jerusalem;forit is the city of the greatKing. (5:33-5)

902.24-5 "to him thathath shallhe given."] Forwhosoever hath, to himshall be given, and he
shall have more abundance:but whosoeverhath not, from himshall be takenaway even thathe
hath. (13:12)

1096.20 "wrath to come,"] But whenhe saw many of the Phariseesand Sadduceescome to _s
baptism, he said unto them, O generationof vipers, who hath warned you to flee from the wrath
to come? (3:7)
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Proverbs.
NOTE:the quotationsat 616 and 1183are indirect.
QUOTED:616, 804, 1183

Psalms.
NOTE:the quotation at 217 is in a quotationfrom Senior.
QUOTED"217,418
217.24 "Dwell in . . . fed?"] Trust in the Lord, and do good; so shalt thou dwell in... fed.

(37:3)
418.26 "Put... princes."] Put... princes, nor in the son of man, in whom there is no help.

(146:3)
Romans.

NOTE:the quotation is indirect.
QUOTED: 909

H Samuel. Referred to: 1081

I Timothy. Referred to: 7

II Timothy. Referred to: 7
Titus.

NOTE:the quotation is indirect.
QUOTED: 679
REFERRED TO: 7

BIGNON,LOLqSPIERREEDOUARD,aARON(1771-1841; DBF). Referred to: 378, 531-2,
532, 665

Amendment to the Address to the King (3 Dec.), Moniteur, 1832, 2068-9.
REFERRED TO: 532

Speech on Foreign Affairs (7 Jan.), Moniteur, 1834, 53-4.
REFEmtEDTO: 665

BIRD, ANNE (b. ca. 1805).
NOTE:a woman of Horace Street, Edgwarc Road, accused of beatinga child.
REFERREDTO: 1155

BIRD, ROBERTCURTIS(b. ca. 1815).
NOTE:a farmer;accused of causing the deathof MaryAnne Parsons.
REFERgEDTO:1152, 1153, 1164-7

BIRD, SARAH(b. ca. 1815).
NOTE:wife of RobertCurtis Bird.
REFEamSDTO:1152, 1153, 1164-7

BISHOP,HENRY(b. 1792).
NOTE:born in Oxford, he received a B.A. from OrielCollege in 1814 andan M.A. in 1816, and

was ordaineda priest in 1817.He acted an Assistant Commissioneras well as Commissionerfor
the PoorLaw Inquiry, writinga controversialrelxn'ton Oxford.He seems not to have servedin a
parish, but to have passed his latteryears quietly at 7, Grove Hill, TunbridgeWells.

ItF..FEgREDTO: 744, 778

BLACK,JOHN(1783-1855; DNB).
NOTE:all referm_es to "the Editorof the MorningChronicle" simply as recipient of letters are

excluded.
REFF__EDTO: 101, 102,496, 502, 503, 504, 811-15, 815-22, 830

The Black Dwarf.
NOTE:one anonymous article follows.

"Question of Population" (signed "A Friend to the 'Lower Classes'"), 7 Jan.,
1824, 15-21.

REFEIh'tEDTO: 95, 96-7
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BLACKER, WILLIAM (1775-1855; MEB). Referred to: 927-30, 942

The Prize Essay, Addressed to the Agricultural Committee of the Royal Dublin

Society. On the Management of Landed Property in Ireland; the Consolidation of
Small Farms, Employment of the Poor, Etc. Etc. Dublin: Curry; Belfast: Archer;

Armagh: M'Waters; London: Rodwell, 1834.
QUOTED:927-8, 928, 928-9, 929-30, 1046

TO: 927-30, 942, 974
927.33 that] I would therefore propose, that (33)
928.2 practicable, [or] where] practicable; likewise, where the interference with the private

tights of individuals seems to he least objectionable; for example, where (34)
928.4 place. In this] place; in this (34)
928.6-8 where.., proved.] [not in italics] (34)
928.8 proved. Suppose Government to] proved; suppose government to (34)
928.11 an... perpetuity] [not in italics] (34)
928.12 conduct. Their own] conduct; their own (34)
928.13 lots, be] lot be (34) [treated as typographical error in this ed. ]
928.14 agriculturist.] agriculturist, to he dealt with exactly as I have already described. (34)
928.19 Government .... should] In prosecuting such a plan as this, government should (34)
928.21 Let... indgstry] [not in italics] (34)
928.21 fruit] fruits (34)
928.21 raise] rouse (34)

928.23--4 above-mentioned. [paragraph] Suppose a] above mentioned. [2-sentence omission]
All the details of a measure, like the foregoing, are not to be expected in a treatise like this: but
suppose a (35)

928.28 40s. or 50s. advanced] 40s. to 50s. advanced (35)
928.30 America] America (35)
928.31 in the] into the (35-6)
928.32 independent.] independent; and it is evident, that if this plan was carried into effect,

gov_t could never suffer loss, on the contrary, a large profit would be derived by the extra
rate of interest, and the additional rent produced by the improvement of the land, and the money
being only advanced to supply the means of industry, the labour added to it would always afford
ample security for its repayment, the land being always benefited much more than the advance
made. (36)

928.36 It] [no paragraph] It (35) [this is the opening of the 1st sentence omitted at 928.23-4
above]

928.39 home .... I] [ellipsis indicates 1½-page omission] (35-6)
929.1 whatever. In] whatever; and as the removal of each settler from his immediate

neighbourhood would leave a space to be filled up by the adjoining population, the benefit of an
experiment of this kind. in any one place, would be thereby diffused generally, throughout the
kingdom, and no one who has had any experience of the anxiety to obtain land, under a fair and
liberal landlord, when it can be done without apprehension of danger, (even where they obtain no
lease whatever,) will for a moment apprehend any want of settlers. In (37)

929.3-4 let.., rent] [not in italics] (37)
929.6 cultivation.] cultivation, and thus the object of giving employment would be accom-

plishad, at the same time exonerating government from having any further trouble in the business.
(37)

929.42 I] [noparagraph] ButI (7)
929.42 industry] industry (7)
930.1 proofs .... The spirit] proofs. [JSM skips back 5 sentences] The effect of a just settlement

of the past, and the hopes arising from a fair charge for the future, will have an immediate effect
in removing any such despondency, and if to this is added some assistance in the cultivation of
their farms, the spirit (7)

930.5 knowledge.] knowledge, for I have tried the experiment, and can bear testimony to the
good it produced. (7)

1046.27 if... house] [in italics] (23n)
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1046.30 subject."] subject, and I think it will not appearextraordinary,that such shouldbe the
case, to any one who reflects that the English farmerof 700 to 800 acres, is a kind of man
approachingto what is knownby thename of a gentlemanfarmerin thiscountry. (23n)

BLACr_STONE,WILLL_,M(1723-80; DNB). Referred to: 197

Commentaries on the Laws of England. 4 vols. Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1765-69.

NOTE:the 5th ed., 4 vols. (Oxford:ClarendonPress, 1773), is in SC.
QUOTF_:393, 1173

TO: 197, 755
393.32 "the... wrong;"] The... wrong. (I, 238)
1173.33 "Ifone intends,"... "to] And if one intendsto (IV, 201)
1173.34 this is murder."] this is also murder.(IV, 201)
1173.36 endless,"... "to] endless to (IV, 201)
1173.38 malicious,"] malicious: these therefore may suffice as a specimen; and we may take it

for a generalrule, that all homicideis malicious, and of course amounts to murder,unless where
justified by the command or permissionof the law; excused on a principle of accident or
self-preservation;or alleviated into manslaughter,by being eithertheinvoluntaryconsequenceof
someact, not strictly lawful, or (if voluntary) occasionedby somesuddenand sufficientlyviolent
provocation. (IV, 201)

Blackwood' s Edinburgh Magazine. Referred to: 175,691

BLARE, WILLIAM(1774-1852).
NOTE:F.R.S., President of the GeologicalSociety 1815-16, writeron currency.
P.J_V'En._DTO: 853

Observations on the Principles Which Regulate the Course of Exchange; and on
the Depreciated State of the Currency. London: Lloyd, 1810o

_D To: 853

BLANC,JEAN JOSEPHCHARLES LOUIS(1811-82;DBF). Referredto:lI00

Organisationdutravail.Paris:Pr_vot,[1839].
_TO: ll00,1146

BLANQUI,LOUISAUGUSTE (1805-8I;DBF). Referredto"396,42I,422

BLOMFIELD,CHARLES JAMES(1786-1857;DNB). Referredto:636,744,778,813

SpeechonLabourRate(3July,1833;Lords),PD, 3rdser.,Vol.19,col.67.
Ps_enV.DTO:636

BO_KI-I,AUGUST (1785-1867;GDU).
NOTE:JSM usesthespellingB6ckh.
REFEItJ_DTO:448

ThePublicEconomy ofAthens,inFourBooks;toWhichIsAdded,A Dissertation
on theSilver-MinesofLaurion.Trans.from theGerman [by Henry Tufnelland

GeorgeCornewallLewis].2 vols.London:Murray,1828.
NOTE:a translation of Die Smatshaushaltung der Athener, Vier Biicher, 2 vols. (Berlin:

Realschulbuchhandlung,1817).
REFERREDTO: 448

BOISGU_LEBERT,PIE_ LEPESANTDE (1646-1714; DBF). Referred to: 1048n

Factum de la France (1707). In Economistes financiers du XVIIIe si_cle. Vol. I
of Collection des principaux _conomistes. Ed. Eugene Daire. Paris" Guillaumin,
1843.

NOTE:the referenceis in aquotationfromMichelet.
tm_mt_D TO: 1048n

BoISSYD'ANGLAS, F_N_OIS ANTOINEDE (1756-1826; DBF). Referred to: 198, 352
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BONAPARTE,JOSEPHNAPOLI_ON(1768-1844; DBF). Referred to: 250-1

Letter to the Chamber of Deputies (18 Sept., 1830). In Anon., Biographical
Skewh of Joseph Napoleon Bonaparte, Count de Survilliers. London: Ridgway, 1833.
111-16.

REa_mmvTo: 250-1

BONAPARTE,NAPOLEON.See Napoleon I (of France).

BOmFACEVIII (Pope) (ca. 1235-1303; EB). Referred to: 819

BO_L_s, HEmu (b. 1800; DBF). Referred to: 396, 421,422
Le Bon Sens. Referred to" 505

The Book of Common Prayer. See The Annotated Book of Common Prayer.
BORDEAUX,HENRI CHARLES FERDINAND MARIE DIEUDONNI_ DEBOURBON,COMTEDE

CHAMBORD,DUCDE(1820-83; DBF). Referred to: 269

BomEs, JEANFRANt;OISLOUISCLAm (1795-1822; DBF).
NOTE:the ref_'ence is in a quotationfromGodefroiCavaignac.
m_rr._o To: 1250

BOURBON,LOuis HENRI JOSEPH, DUC DE, PRINCE DE CONDI_ (1756-1830; DBF).
Referred to: 374, 380, 386, 392, 421,422

-- Letter to Louis Philippe (20 Aug., 1829),/2 National, l0 Dec., 1831, 4.
NOTE:also in The Times, 21 Dec., 1831, 2.

to: 392

BOURBON,MARIECAROLINEFERDINANDELOUISEDE. See Berry, duchesse de.
BOURBONS.See Louis XVIIl and Charles X.

BOURDONNAYE.See Franqois R6gis, comte de Labourdonnaie.

BOURKE,RICHARD(1777-1855; DNB). Referred to: 939-40

"Evidence Given before the Select Committee." In "Report of the Select
Committee on the State of the Poor in Ireland; Being a Summary of the First, Second
and Third Reports of Evidence Taken before That Committee: Together with an
Appendix of Accounts and Papers," PP, 1830, VII, 667-97.

NOTE:the indirect quotationis in a quotation from the "Third Report of the Commissionersfor
Inquiring into the Condition of the PoorerClasses in Ireland," 1836,q.v.

QUOTED:939-40

BOtmMONT, LOUIS AUGUST VICTOR DE GHMSNE, COMTEDE (1773-1846; DBF).
Referred to: 127, 474

BOURNE,WILLIAMSTtmGES (1769-1845; DNB).
NOTE:also knownas Sturges-Bourne.
REFERREDtO: 744, 778

BOUt_¥, ADDLE(b. ca. 1813).
NOTE:accusedof engineeringthe pistol plot againstLouis Philippe.
msvemmDto: 532,667

BOUVATTmR,FRANCOIS(ca. 1772-1856).
NOTE:mayorof the 8th (now 1lth) arrondissement1830-34. JSM usesthe spellingBouvatier.
_nED 1"O:389-90

BOUVEIUE,EDWARDPLEYDELL(1818-89; DNB). Referred to: 1220

_ Letters to JSM (25 Sept. and 13 Oct., 1868), The Times, 16 Oct., 1868, 10.
TO: 1220

BOUVERIE, WILLIAM PLEYDELL (3rd Earl Radnor) (1779-1869; DNB). Referred
to: 210-11
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BOUVIER-DUMOLART, Louis ( 1780-1855; DBF).
NOTE:the following letters are in chronologicalorder.
REFERRF_TO: 369, 381-4, 387, 388

Letter to the Editor (20 Dec., 1831 ), Constitutionnel, 21 Dec., 1831, 4.
x_ TO: 381

Five Letters on the Events in Lyons (22-26 Dec., 1831), Constitutionnel, 23-27
Dec., 1831, 1-2.

QUOTED:383
aEVanr.D TO: 381, 382, 387
383.1-14 The... life. ] [translated from:] Les derniers 6v6nemens politiques, qui ont exerc_, en

g6n_ral, une si ficheuse influence sur les affaires coramerciales, ont 6t_ peu sensibles, je dois le
dire, darts la fabrique de Lyon. Le travail n'a pas nmnqu_, grace a d'immenses commandes faites
par les Am_cains. L'ann_e 1829 est celle de la plus grande activit_ de la fabrication, qui s'est
61_v6e a l_S de six cent mille kilogrammes. L'ann_e de la r_volution de juiliet 1830 _ juillet 1831
ne diff_re de ce max/mum que de quinze mille kilogrammes. Non-seulement tons les onvriers ont
6t6 constamment occup6s, mais la dur_e de teur journ_ de travail a 6t_ beaucoup plus longue, et
six mille m_tiers sont rest_s oisffs, fante de bras. [paragraph] Dam cette situation, cepeadant, les
onvriers se plaignaient: ils adressaient leurs respectueuses doi_ances _t l'antorit_, its se
t_unissaient avec ordre, calme et d6cence dans une maison particuli_:re; ils nomm_rent des
commissaires pour presenter et sontenir leurs r_clamations. L'opinion publique se pronon_ait
pour eux; ils inspiraient un int6r_t g_n6ral, et tons les fabricans honn_tes avonaient que ces
malheureux, en travaillant dix heures par jour ne gagnaient pas seulement pour vivre. ( 1; Letter
1)

BOWEN, CHARLES.
NOTE: a H'sG_sman.
P._EltSJEDTO: 1187

Bowm_G, JOHN (1792-1872; DNB). Referred to: 147-9

Letter to the Editor, Examiner, 3 Oct., 1830, 627.
NOTE: the letter is reproduced in full in tim lmadnote to No. 49.
QUOTED:148
REFERREDTO: 148-9
148.17 "narrow... candidates"] The Chamber of 1830 consisted of the best men that could be

found in the narrow . . . candidates, wherever popular opinion had any--the slightest--
preponderance. (627)

BREWST_, DAVID (1781-1868; DNB).
NOTE: the refm'ence is to him as the "Reviewer."
REFEmmDTO: 171

"Decline of Science in England and Patent Laws," Quarterly Review, XLIII (Oct.
1830), 305-42.

NOTE: the quotations are in a quotation from the Morning Chronicle, 14 Oct., 1830, q.v. for the
collation.

QuoTED: 171-2

BRIDLE, WILLIAM.
NOTE: Governor of Ilchester Gaol, 1808-21, who, earlier a member of the Somerset Fencibles, had

been Chief Mate of the hulk Retribution.
nXFFaUmDTO: 68

BmGHT, JOHN ( 1811-88; DNB). Referred to: 1263

-- Speech in the Royal Hotel, Birmingham (24 July, 1868). In "Mr. Bright at
Birmingham," The Times, 25 July, 1868, 12.

lt_r_tJ_D TO: 1218

Brighton Guardian.
NOTE: two anonymous articles follow, listed chronologically.
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"Literature and Patronage," 8 June, 1831, 2.
Qfforv.J3: 321,321-2, 322, 322-3,323, 324, 325
R,_I_ED TO: 318-27

321.12 "literary men] Literary men (2)
321.13-14 "a... sentiment. "] [paragraph] ff the respect for literary men be a... sentiment, are

there any circumstances remaining to justify it? (2)
321.16 "respect... veneration."] The respect.., veneration, which their successors had for

them has clung to the profession of literature to this day, and it is praised and honored for what it
once did not for what it now does. (2)

321.18 men."] men; but the mine of antiquity has long been exhausted, and all the ore which it
contained extracted and put to use. (2)

321.20 "is] [see collation for 321.16]
321.23 Do] [no paragraph] Do (2)
321.25 Punch] punch (2)
321.28 symbols [cymbals],] symbols, (2)
322.27 however .... go] however go (2)
322.33-4 "it is . . . death;"] It is . . . death, which, for force and accuracy, have never been

surpassed. (2)
322.35 "It] [paragraph] II (2)

322.36-7 Trade;" , . . "a . . . produce:"] Trade, in which he advocated, if not with as many
felicitous illustrations as subsequent events taught ADAM SMITH,yet clearly and forcibly, those
principles of Free Trade which have lately, by a want of markets for own [sic] produce, been
brought into general favour. (2)

322.37-323.1 "it is upwards.., that.., nature;"] [paragraph] It is now upwards... "that...
Nature;" and upwards of 100 since LOCKErepeated and enforced that great principle m his
peculiar form, viz. "that all our knowledge of the extreme world is acquired by means of our
senses," which has now been a popular maxim in England, repeated, parrot-like by thousands of
scribblers since the days of that great philosopher and patriot. (2)

323.3-4 "human society, in its.., flowers;"] Human society, m all its.., flowers. (2)
324.24 world. Every] world. [3-sentence omission] Every (2)
324.27 world:"] world. (2)
325.2 It] [no paragraph] It (2)
325.5 people's] People's (2)
325.5 weaver, for] weaver or (2) [printer's error in Source]
325.7 there that is] thereis(2)[treatedasprinter'serrorintlu'sed.]

"Literature and Patronage," 15 June, 1831, 2.
NOTE: the quotation is a quotation from No. 109.
QUOTED:330
REFERREDTO: 329-30

330.16 "with the tribe of dunces."] Our remarks, however, have touched some people to the
quick, and we are called a "perverse person," classed with the "tribe of dunces," andour article is
described as being of "inconceivable Vandalism." (2)

BRIQUEVlLLE DE BRETTEVILLE, ARMAND FRANC_OISBON CLAUDE (1785-1844; DBF).
Rgfcrred to: 355

BRISSOT, JACQUES PIERRE (1754-93; DBF). Referred to: 317

The British Luminary and Weekly Intelligencer. Referred to: 93

The British Press.
NOTE: one anonymous article follows.

"Police. Queen-Square. Lady Caroline Lamb," 11 Aug., 1823, 4.
ltEl_anED TO: 44

BROGLIE, ACHILLE CHARLES LI_ONCE VICTOR, DUC DE (1785-1870; DBF).
NOTE: the refef_nc_ at 698 is in a quotation from the Globe and Traveller.
_.m_.D TO: 136, 144, 512,515,665, 698, 700, 701
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"De la juridiction administrative," Revue Fran_aise, VI (Nov. 1828), 58-132.
RE_ TO: 515

Speech on Primogeniture (4 Apr. ), Moniteur, 1826, 443-4.
REFEm_EDTO: 515

Speech on the State of France (13 Sept., 1830). See Guizot, Speech on the State
of France.

Speech on the Draft Address to the King (7 Jan.), Moniteur, 1834, 54.
REX_aSEDTO: 665

-- Speech on the Draft Address to the King (8 Jan.), Moniteur, 1834, 59-60.
ar_a_D TO:665

BROUGHAM,HENRY PETER(Lord) (1788-1868; DNB).
NOTE:thereference at 201 is to a writer in the EdinburghReview, that at 362 is in a quotation from

the Globe and Traveller.
REaP.REDTO: 201,320, 362,620, 621,621-2,622-8,628-30, 759, 772-3,841-4, 947, 1219, 1263

"The Late Revolution in France," Edinburgh Review, LII (Oct. 1830), 1-25.
REFERREDTO: 201

Letter to Tocqueville ( 14 Feb., 1843), Morning Chronicle, 16 Feb., 1843, 5.
REFERREDTO: 842, 843

Motion on the Education of the Poor (28 June, 1820; Commons), PD, n.s., Vol.
2, cols. 49-89.

NOTE:the reference is in a quotation from the Globe and Traveller.
REFERRED TO: 362

-- Speech on the State of the Courts of Common Law (7 Feb., 1828; Commons),
PD, n.s., Vol. 18, cols. 127-247.

REFERREDTO: 621

Speech on Reform in the Courts of Law (29 Apr., 1830; Commons), PD, 3rd
ser., Vol. 24, cols. 243-74.

REFERREDTO: 947

-- Speech on Abolition of Chancery Sinecures (2 Aug., 1832; Lords), PD, 3rd ser.,
Vol. 14, cols. 1016-19.

REFERRED TO: 623

-- Speech on Local Judicatures--Law Reform (28 Mar., 1833; Lords), PD, 3rd
ser., Vol. 16, cols. 1190-6.

REFERREDTO: 622

Speech on Courts of Local Jurisdiction (9 July, 1833; Lords), PD, 3rd ser., Vol.
19, cols. 307-74.

REFEmUEDTO:627,947

-- Speech on Municipal Corporations (22 Aug., 1833; Lords), PD, 3rd set., Vol.
20, cols. 821-4.

REFERREDTO: 628-34, 772

-- Speech on the Court of Chancery Regulation Bill (27 Aug., 1833; Lords), PD,
3rd sex., Vol. 20, cols. 892-3.

REFERREDTO:624

Speechon theAddressfromtheThrone(2Feb.,1843;Lords),PD, 3rdseT.,Vol.
66,cols.33-48.

QUOTED: 842
RE_ To: 842
842.14 "rnarvellous ignorance"] Marvellous ignorance! Marvellous ignorance ofthewhole

question! (42)
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BROUGHAM,WILLIAM(2rid Baron) (1795-1886; MEB). Referred to: 628

BROWN,HENRY.
NOTE:an artisan.

TO:653

Saint Monday: A Poem, by the Author of "The Mechanic's Saturday Night."
London: Stefll, 1833.

_D TO: 653

BROWN,SARAH(ca. 1827-46).
NOTE:subjectof No. 318.
I_I_RI_D1"O:916-19

BROWN,THOMAS(1778-1820; DNB). Referred to: 286

BROWNE,DENIS(ca. 1763-1828).
NOTE:M.P. for Mayo 1801-18, for Kilkenny 1820-26. The refereace derives from Wooler, whom

Mill follows in spelling his firstname"Dennis."
REFERREDTO: 89

BROWNRIC_,ELIZABETH(d. 1767;DNB). Referred to: 1153, 1169-70

BRUMMELL,GEORGEBRYAN("Beau") (1778-1840; DNB). Referred to: 159

BRUNEL,MARCISAMaARD(1769-1849; DNB). Referred to: 1263

BRYANT,CORNELIUS.
NOTE:oneof the two "resm're_tionmen" convictedin 1823 (the otherwas WilliamMiUard,q.v. ).
_ TO: 48-50

BRYANT,MARYANN.
NOTE:the quotationof her evidence is from "The Inquest on Mrs. MolL" Morning Chronicle, 28

Mar., 1850.
QUOTED:1168
BU_OHAM, DUKEOF. See Richard Grenville.

BUCKINGHAM,JAMESSILK( 1786-1855; DNB). Speech on Impressment ( 15 Aug., 1833;
Commons), PD, 3rd scr., Vol. 20, cols. 636-76.

TO:639

BUCKLER-I._THBm_;E,THOMAS(2nd Baronet Lethbridgc) (1778-1849).
NOTE:JSMusesthename Lethbridge.M.P. for Somerset1806-12, 1820-30,andcolonelof the 2nd

SomersetmihTm.
REFERREDTO:281

BUGEAUD DE LA PICONNERIE,THOMASROBERT, DUC D'ISLY (1784-1849; DBF).
Referred to: 661,682

_ Speech on the Draft Address to the King (6 Jan.), Moniteur, 1834, 40-1.
TO:661

BULLER,CHARLES( 1806-48; DNB).
NOTE:the referenceat 769 is to his introducingpropositionsondisputedelection returns,forwhich

seeJournals of the House of Commous, LXXXIX(1834), l0 (5 Feb., 1834).
l_mu_ TO:508,636, 769

On the Necessity of a Radical Reform. London: Ridgway, 1831.
REVEZW_TO:508

Speech on the Ministerial Plan for the Abolition of Slavery (ll June, 1833;
Commons), PD, 3rd sex., Vol. 18, cols. 575-8.

m_ER_EDTO:604

Speech on the East-India Company's Charter ( 19July, 1833; Commons), PD, 3rd
ser., Vol. 19, col. 1028.

_TO: 606
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-- Speech on Employment for Agricultural Labourers (5 Aug., 1833; Commons),
PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 20, col. 357.

n_'EIU_D TO: 636

BULLER, JOHN (1771-1849).
NOTE: M.P. for West Looe 1826-27, patron of the borough.
REVV_Z_DTO: 508

Bulletin des lois. See France, Statutes.

BULWER, EDWARD GEORGE EARLE LYTTON (later Bulwer-Ly_ton, later Lord Lytton)
(1803-73; DNB). Referred to: 717-27, 1198, 1263

--Devereux: A Tale. 3 vols. London: Colburn, 1829.

NOTE: the reference is in a quotation from Chasles.
REFERREDTO: 719

-- England and the English. 2 vols. London: Bentley, 1833.
nEX'En_EDTO: 717-27

--Paul Clifford. 3 vols. London: Colburn and Bentley, 1830.
NOTE: the reference is in a quotation from Chasles.
REFERREDTO: 719

Pelham; or, The Adventures of a Gentleman. 3 vols. London: Colbum, 1828.
NOTE: the reference is in a quotation from Chasles.
REFERREDTO: 719

BULWER, ROSINA DOYLE WHEELER (later Bulwer-Lytton and Lady Lytton) (1802-82;

DNB). Referred to: 1198

BURDETT, FRANCIS (1770-1844; DNB). Referred to: 211-12, 1263

Speech to the Middlesex Freeholders' Club, The Times, 6 Feb., 1807, 3.
REFEV.m_.DTO: 1263

BURKE, EDMUND ( 1729-97; DNB).
NOTE: the reference is in a quotation from Senior.
REFERREDTO: 757

-- Letter to the Chairman of the Buckinghamshire Meeting, Held 13th April 1780, at

Aylesbury; on the Duration of Parliaments, and a More Equal Representation of the
People (1780). In The Works of the Right Honourable Edmund Burke. 8 vols.

London: Dodsley (Vols. I-HI), Rivington (Vols. IV-VIII), 1792-1827, V, 226-31.
NOTE: Vols. III-V formerly in SC.
REFERRED TO: 502

Mr. Burke' s Three Letters Addressed to a Member of the Present Parliament on

the Prospects for Peace with the Regicide Directory of France. Letter H: On the

Genius and Character of the French Revolution as It Regards Other Nations. In
Works, IV, 352-457.

QUOTED: 122

122.38-9 "an insurrection of the talents] Jacobinism is the revolt of the enterprising talents (IV,
424)

"Speech on American Taxation" (19 Apr., 1774). In Works, I, 507-80.
QUOTED:767

767.31-2 "the shameful parts of the constitution,"] When this child of ours [America] wishes to
assimilate to its parent, and to reflect with a true filial resemblance the beauteous countenance of

British liberty; are we to turnto them the shameful parts of our constitution? are we to give them
our weakness for their strength; our opprobrium for their glory; and the slough of slavery, which
we are not able to work off, to serve them for their freedom? (I, 575)
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Thoughts on the Cause of the Present Discontents (1770). In Works, I, 409-505.
NOT_: the quotation at 757 is in a quotation from Senior, who used another ed.; this one used for

consistency of refermace.
QUOTED:757, 865
V.Er_L_F_O1"O:62, 120
757.14 "These] [paragraph] These (447)
757.17 this; but] this. But (447) [JSMfollows Senior]
757.22 it be] it will be (447) [JSMfoUows Senior]
757.25 England .... When] England. [44-page omission] When (447, 491) [JSMfollows

Senior, who indicates the ellipsis only by a dash]
757.25 When a] When (491) [JSMfollows Senior]
757.26 stability; but] stability. But (491) [JSMfollows Senior]
757.27 private humour] private humour (491) [JSMfollows Senior]
757.28 quicksand.] a quicksand. (491) [JSMfollows Senior]
757.43-4 But... neglect] [not in italics] (492) [JSM follows Senior]
757.43 hour, without] hour, and in the self-same assembly, without (492) [JSMfollows Senior]
865.38 "credulous morality"] The whole scenery was exactly disposed to captivate those good

souls, whose credulous morality is so invaluable a treasure to crafty politicians. (429)

BURN, WILLIAM.
NOTE: a waggoner, the defendant in the case discussed in No. 329.
l_ to: 952-4

BURr, STEPHEN Jomq.

nOTE: a surgeon, M.R.C.S. 1830, practising at 26 Farringdon Street. His evidence is quoted in
"Law Intelligence," Standard, 13 May, 1850, q.v. for the collation.

QUOrF.D: 1176-7
_FEgR_ "to: 1177

BUTLER, RlCrL_RD (Earl of Glengall) (1794-1858).
NOTE: M.P. Tipperary 1818-19; Irish peer from 1829.
I_FEItI_DTO: 1114

Speech on Encumbered Estates(Ireland)Bill(31 July,1848; Lords),PD, 3rd
ser.,Vol. I00,cols.1028-30.

QUOTED: 1114

II14.9 "confiscationofallthelandofIreland,"]He consideredthisBillnothingmore norless
thanconfiscation;and,bycarryingitintooperationasitthenstood,theirLordshipswoulddo that
whichMr. O'Connellwas,duringnearlythewholeofhislife,attemptingtodo,namely,effect
therepealof theUnion, and confiscatethe propertyof theProtestantlandlordsof Ireland.
(1029-30)

BUTLER, SAMUEL ( 1612-80; DNB). Hudibras (1663). Ed. Zachary Grey. 2 vols. London:
Vemor and Hood, et al., 1801.

no_: in SC.
QUOTED:649

649.3-4 . . . a tool / Which knaves.., fool.] Some hold the one, and some the other; / But,
howsoe'er they make a pother, / The diff'rence was so small, his brain / Outweigh'd his rage but
half a grain; / Which made some take him for a tool / That knaves... Fool. (I, 7; Pt. 1, Canto 1,
11.31-6)

BYRON, GEORGE GORDON (Lord) (1788-1824; DNB). The Age of Bronze; or, Carmen
Seculare et Annus Haud Mirabilis. London: Hunt, 1823.

_1"o: 807

CABE'f, ETIENNE (1788-1856; DBF).
No'rE: some refea_nces at 1145 are in quotations from D#mocratie Pacifique.
I_'_UED TO: 482, 495, 511,688, 1145
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Letter to the editor of the Constitutionnel, 30 Aug., 1832, 1.
sorE: see also Gamier-PagesandLaboissi_re.
g._'_.g_ TO: 511

The Cabinet Cyclopaedia. See Dionysius Lardner.
CAESAR, GAIUSJULIUS(100-44 B.C.; WWR). Referred to: 394, 870

CALAS, JEAN (1698-1762; DBF). Referred to: 126

CALIXTUSII (Pope) (d. 1124; EB). Referred to: 870
CALLICLES.
NOrE: acharacterin Plato's Gorgias, presumablyreal.
REFERREDTO: 1162

CAMmtmGE, RICHARDOWEN. "To Mr. Fitz-Adam," World, No. 50 (13 Dec., 1753),
299-304.

NOTE:sourceof the anecdoteaboutAlexanderPope: "It is remarkablethatthe expletive Mr.Pope
generally used by way of oath, was 'God mendme!' One day, in a dispute with a hackney
Coachman_ he used this expression--'Mend you! says the coachman,it would not be half the
troubleto makea new one.'" (303.)

Quo_: 590

CAMPBELL, GEORGE(1719-96; DNB). Referred to: 16

C_BELL, JOHN( 1779-1861; DNB).
sorE: the quotationsare from "LawIntelligence," Standard, 13May, 1850,q.v. for the collation.

See also "The Bank of England," The Times, 14Aug., 1833.
QUOTED:1177, 1178
_D TO:591, 592, 624, 636, 1176

Speech on the Chancery Office Bill (22 Aug., 1833; Commons), PD, 3rd SET.,
Vol. 20, cols. 828-30.

REFEmmDTO: 624

CAMPBELL, THOMAS(1777-1844; DNB). RefuTed to: 1263

CANNING,GEORGE(1770-1827; DNB). Referred to: 61, 86, 110, 1101, 1102

Corrected Report of the Speech of the Right Honourable George Canning, in the
House of Commons, 25th April, 1822, on Lord John Russell's Motion for a Reform of
Parliament. London: Hatchard, 1822.

REF_.ED TO:196, 1101

Speech of the Right Hon. George Canning, to His Constituents at Liverpool,
March 18, 1820, at the Celebration of His Fourth Election. London: Murray, 1820.

sorE: this speech is representativeof Canning's views on Reform.
R_-_v._ TO: 1101

Speech on the Freehold Estates Bill (28 Jan., 1807; Commons), PD, Ist set.,
Vol. 8, cols. 857-8.

REFERREDTO: 61

CAPPELLARI,BARTOLOMMEOALBERTO.See Gregory XVI.
CARACCI,ANNIBALE( 1560-1609; EB).
sorE: the reference is in aquotation fromSarahFlower [Adams], who uses the spelling Carracci.

TO: 654

C_tBO_L, A_rorNE FnAN_OIS( 1779-1861; DBF ).
sorE: JSMuses the spellingCarbonnel.
p._rJa_v TO: 227

CARl.mR, PIERRECHARLESJOSEPH(1794-1858; DBF). Referred to: 389
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CARLILE, MARY ANN (b. 1794).
NOTE: her petition, for release from Dorchester Gaol, dated 5 Feb., 1823, is given m the speech of

Joseph Hume, 26 Mar., q.v.
lt_FEag,_v TO: 21, 24

CARLtLE, RICHARD (1790-1843; DNB).
NOTE: his petition, complaining of the seizure of his property, is given in the speech of Joseph

Hume, 8 May, 1823, q.v.
REFERREDTO: 8-9, 21-4

CARLYLE, THOMAS ( 1795-1881 ; DNB). Referred to: 1095-1100

_On Heroes, Hero-Worship, and the Heroic in History. London: Fraser, 1841.
NOTE:in SC. The reference is to Mahomet, the subject of Carlyle's second lecture, as one of his

heroes.
REFERREDTO: 1097

Past and Present. London: Chapman and Hall, 1843.
NOTE: presentation copy, "To Mrs. Taylor / with kind regards. / T.C. ," in SC.
_ltED TO: 1099

--"Repeal of the Union," Examiner, 29 Apr., 1848, 275-6.
NOTE: replied to by No. 372 above.
QUOTED:1096, 1097, 1098, 1099
a£FEUED TO: t095-1100

1096.11-13 "the Destinies... England a heavier.., generations"] That the stern Destinies...
England a terrible job of labour in these centuries, and will inexorably (as their wont is) have it
done: a job of lahour terrible to look upon, extending superficially to the Indies and the Antipodes
over all countries, and in depth, one knows not how deep: for it is not cotton-spinning and
commercing merely; it is (as begins to be visible) governing, regulating, which in these days will
mean conquering dragons and world-wide chimeras, and climbing as high as the zenith to snatch
fire from the gods, and diving as deep as the nadir to fling devils in chains:--and it has been laid
upon the poor English people, all this; a heavier.., generations! (275)

1096.14 "conquering Anarchy:"] Conquering Anarchy; which is not conquerable except by
weapons gained in Heaven's armoury, and used in battles against Orcus;--so that we may say of
him that conquers it, as the ltalians were wont to say of Dante: Eccoui ruom ch'_ stato
all'inferno! (275)

1096.14-15 "England's . . . Providences,"] The candid Irish Confederation admits that such is

really the fact; that England's work will be effectually stopped by this occupation of her
back-parlour; and furthermore that they, the Irish Confederation, mean it so---mean to stop
England's... Providences. (275)

1096.17 "flatly... universe."] I grieve to say it; but so the matter is: flatly.., universe in these
current centuries, and not to be ventured upon as an investment by any person whose capital of
money, logic, rhetoric, wind-eloquenee, influence, courage, strength, old soda-water bottles, or
other animal or spiritual possession, is precious to him. (275)

1096.24 "slavery,"] Fruitless futile insurrections, continual sanguinary broils and riots that make
his dwelling-place a horror to mankind, mark his progress generation after generanon: and if no
beneficent hand will chain him into wholesome slavery, and, with whip on back or otherwise, try
to tame him, and get some work out of him,--Nature herself, intent to have her world tilled, has
no resource but to exterminate him, as she has done the wolves and various other obstinately free
creatures before now! (276)

1096.28 "the laws of the universe,"] [see collation for 1096.17]
1096.31 "conquering of anarchy"] [see collation for 1096.14]
1096.38-9 "destinies and divine providences"] [see collation for 1096.14-15]
1098.28 "a doom . . . shudder."] If Tipperary choose to obstruct England in this retable

enterprise, Tipperary, I can see, will learn better, or meet a doom.., shudder. (276)
1099.23-4 "world... anarchy,"] England's heavy job of work, inexorably needful to be done,

cannot go on at all, unless her back-parlour too belong to herself; with foreign conlxoversies,
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parliamentaryeloquences, withAmericansympathizers,Parisian_meutiers, I.exlm-Rollins,anda
world.., anarchy,paradingincessantlythroughherback-parlour,no nationcan go on with any
work. (275)

CAlt_, AnMAND( 1800-36; DBF).
NOTE:see also "Des correspondancesdesjournauxanglais," Le Nanonal, 31 Oct., 1832, whichis

probablyby Carrel, and the National de 1834.
RE,v_RRED3"o: 389, 428,466-7, 481,510, 525-30, 666, 668,669, 685,688. 7130,717, 719, 725,

733, 737, 747

"Du flagrant d61it en mati6re d'impression et publication d'_crits," Le National,
24 Jan., 1832, 1-2.

RE_.RED TO:428

"Irlande.--Rappel de l'union.--Lois sur la presse," Le National, 23 Oct., 1832,
2.

NOTE:the reference is in a quotation from Le National.
REFERREDtO: 526

"Ouverture de la session de 1834,"National de 1834, 1Aug., 1834, 1.
REFERREDTO: 747

"Qu'il faut craindre de rendre les mod6r6s violens en se moquant de la
moderation," LeNational, 31 May, 1832, 1.

REFERREDTO: 510

Speech in defence of the National de 1834 (23 Aug., 1834), Constitutionnel, 24
Aug., 1834, 3-4.

REFERREDTO: 747

CARROLL,CHARLES(1737-1832; DAB). Referred to: 542

CARROLL,GEORGE(1811-60).
NOTE:banker, sheriff of London and Middlesex 1837-38, Lord Mayor 1846-47. See also Morning

Chronicle, 11 Nov., 1846, in which Carroll is quoted.
REFERREDTO:952-4

CASTLEREAGH, LORD. See Robert Stewart.

CATHELINEAU, JACQUES (1759-93; DBF). Referred to: 474

CATHELINEAU, JACQUES JOSEPH (1787-1832; DBF). Referred to: 474

CAUCHOIS-LEMAIRE,LOUIS FRAN(_OISAUGUSTE(1789-1861; DBF). Referred to: 428,
505

CAVAIGNAC,GODEFROILOUISELI_ONORE(1801-45; DBF). Referred to: 302, 303,407,
683

-- Speech in His Defence on a Charge of Conspiracy, Le National, 15 Apr., 1831,
3-4.

NOTE:thequoted part is m JSM's translation (see App. A).
QUOTED:1247-50
REFERREDTO: 303,407
1247.9-1250.38 My... ago.] [translatedfrom:] [paragraph] Monp6re tiltun de ceux qui, darts

ie sein de la Convention nationale, proclara6rent la r6publiquea la face de l'Europe, alors
victorieuse. I1 la d6fendit aux arm6es. C'est pour cela qu'il est mortdams l'exil apr6sdouze
ann6esde proscription;et, tandis que la restanrationelle-rn_me 6taitforc6e de laisser _ la France
les fruits de c.eRer_volution qu'il avait servie, tandis qu'elle comblait de ses faveurs les hommes
que la r_publiqueavait cr_s, mon p6re et ses coil6guessouffraientseuls pour la grande cause que
tant d'autres trahissaient; dernier hommage de leur vieillesse impuissante _t la pattie que leur
jeunesse avait si vigonreusernem d6fendue. [paragraph] CeRe cause, Messieurs, se lie donc/t
tons rues sentimens eomme ills; les principes qu'elle embrassait sont mon h6ritage. [paragraph]
L'6tude a fortifi6 c.eRedirection donn6e naturellement_trues id6es politiques, et, anjourd'huique
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l'occasion s'offre enfm _ moi, je me hate de prononcer un mot que d'autres proscrivent; je le
d6clare sans affectation comme sans feinte, de coeur et de conviction: je suis r_publicain.
[paragraph] Mais il ne m'efit pas suffi, Messieurs, pour adopter rues opinions, que la r_publique
me paritt _'e en sol le moins imparfait des gouvernemens; j'ai tach_ de me rendre compte des
fairs, de voir si elle _tait praticable, et j'ai compris, non pas seulemem qu'elle _tait possible, marls
que tout marchait la, les _v6nemens, les esprits, les choses. J'm compris qu'il _tait impossible que
le mouvement qui domine aujourd'hui le monde aboutlt a rien d'autre que la r_publique.
[paragraph] I1 y a long-temps, Messieurs, que cette tendance a _t_ signal6e. Napolv%n l'a
reconnue, M. de Chateaubriant l'a proclam6e plus d'une fois, quoiqu'ils ne soient ni Fun ni
l'autre suspects de purtialit_ pour un syst_me r_publicain. [paragraph] Que dls-je? le
gouvernement actuel l'a admise lui-m_me, cette tendance; il s'est d'abord d_'clar_ monarchie
entour6e d'institutions r_publicaines; et, bien que cette alliance de mots soit vraiment
monsttuense, bien qu'ils hurlent, comme on l'a dit, de se trouver ensemble, on a cru les life
graves par les balles sur les tours de I'H6tel-de-Ville. (Sensation marqu6e.) [paragraph]
Messieurs, cet avenir prochain, que ceux-la m_mes aperqoivent qui d_tournent la t_te avec effroi,
est la v_'itable cause des opinions r_publicaines chez ceux qui veulent les r_fl6_hir et qui ne s'y
livrent pns par un enthonsiasme de coll_ge. Ils les cultivent par la raison que tout homme de sens
se _ d'avance a un r_sultat qu'il pr_voit, dont il sera le t_moin, qu'il juge mfaillible. Ils ne
sont pas r_publicains en souvenir de Rome on d'Ath_nes, ce serait trop mais; ils ne le sont pas
cause du passe, mais t cause de l'avenir. [paragraph] Or, c'est pr_cis_ment parce que l'avenir
leur patait certain qu'ils ne conspirent pas. A quoi bon? S'il est un patti en France qui ne conspire
pas, c'est le patti r_publicain, car il est convamcu qu'il n'a qu'_ lmsser aller les choses. Que
ceux-la conspirent pour qui chaque jour est une chance de moins, qui sont obliges d'avoir recours

leur 6nergie personnelle, de tenter un coup de fortune politique, parce que leur si_.cle les
repousse, parce qu'ils n'ont d'autres ressources que des complots, d'autre avenir que celui qu'ils
jouaient contre leurs t_tes, je le concevrms. II y a sans donte au moins un patti comme cela en
France; mais le purti r_pubficain serait bien fou, de compromettre une cause dont le succ_s est
immanqnable, par des entreprises muffles. II faudrait qu'il efit bien la fureur de livrer a la justice
des rois des t_tes qui peuvent se reposer sur la fortune des peuples. [paragraph] Messieurs, sice
patti avait voulu conspirer, il le pouvait. II le pouvait dans la grande semaine, et cela a la clar_ du
soleil de juillet, dans la place publique. Il le pouvait, et la preuve, c'est qu'on a voulu n_gocler
avec lui; mon defenseur l'attesterait au besoin. M_me le 30 juiilet nous avons _t_ conduits
plusieurs, desquels j'_tais, ainsi ClUe Guinard, aupr_s du lieutenant-g_n_ral du royaurne.
[paragraph] El, je le d_.clare hautement, certes on lui a parl_ avec la franchise que j'emploie, on a
profess_ devant lui les opinions que je professe encore; et de laces defiances dont nous avons
amen_ l'agent devant vous. Mais, outre que cela efit _t_ pat trop ing_nu, personne ne lui a
demande de proclamer la r_pubfique. Consultez la nation; elle seule ale droit de choisir son
gouvernement: voila ce que nous demandions, voila ce que nons pensons. La souverainet_ du
peuple est la base de nos principes, et quand on nous accuse de songer _ lui imposer un ordre de
choses qu'il a seul le droit de constituer, on ment. [paragraph] Messieurs, avec ce que nous
attendons il est facile d'attendre. Les partis qui ont de l'avenir ont de la patience; d'ailleurs, nous
sommes jeunes, et clansce temps le monde va vite; et, pour exprimer notre pens_e tout enti_re, je

ce que nons avons dit quelquefois a ceux qui croyaient qu'on n'avait pas fait en juillet
tout ce qu'on pouvait: Vous en comprendrez mieux comment tonte conspiration nous semblerait
une vraie duperie. [paragraph] A une r_volution, quelque belle, quelque facile qu'elle ait _t_,
sucoh:lent tonjonrs des difficuit_s immenses; la monarchie se charge de cette tiche; tant pis pour
eUe, tant imeux pour nous; si eile ne r_ussit pas cette fois, c'est fait d'elle; et, darts notre
conviction, elle ne pout pas r_ussir: car les nations sont travaill6es anjonrd'hui d'un real si
profond, si inexplicable, si corrosif; il y a dans la soci_t_ un dissolvant si _nergique de tous les
moyens du pouvoir, clue le pouvoir est a refondre tout entier; et, en v_rit_, a voir les besoins qui
tourmentent le monde, il semble qu'un dieu m_me tronverait plus difficile de le gouverner que de
le refaire. (Monvement marque_ d'approbation darts l'auditoire.) [paragraph] Cette nouvelle
combinaison, disions-nous, satisfait beaucoup d'esprits, on y compte. Le g_ral Lafayette s'est
ralli_ a elle avec tout l'ascendant de son immense popularitY. Laissons l'_preuve s'achever.
laissons le fardeau a ceux qui le prennent, laissons user encore les hommes et les syst_mes.
Qnand votre tour viendra, vons aurez encore assez a faire. Darts la marche si rapide oi_ la soci_t_
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est lauc6e, les hommes et les syst_mes se succ_ent pour la conduire all but; le dernier relai est
celui qui arrive. Eh bien! ce sera vous. Nous vivous dartsle si_cle des gouvernemens suicides. La
mcmarchie fera nos affaires; elle s'_puisera _ votre place, erie conspirera pour vons. [paragraph ]
Oui, c'est ainsi, Messieurs, clue nous comprenons notre position. Nous ne conspirons pas, nous
nous tenons pr_ts. A une Q_oque o_ les peuples tout entiers se m_lent de politique, on ne conspire
plus; c'_tait boll du temps que tout se passait entre quelques gens vainqueurs et vaincus tour
tour;, quand tout un patti tenait claus la main d'un chef de complot. Aujourd'hui, il n'y a plus
d'homme qui air la main assez large, assez forte; la place publique est seule assez gnmde pour ces
masses qui n'agissent au gr_ de personne, pour ces masses qu'on ne souleve pas plus qu'on ne
leur r_siste. [paragraph] Depuis qu'on fait des r_vohitions, les conjurations sont pen de chose.
Eh! Messieurs, nous le savous de reste. Long-temps nons avons conspir_ contre les Bourbons.
Qu'en est-il amy6? Que quelques hommes se sont tromp_s sans doute, qu'on n'a pas laiss_
prescrire le droit de r_sistance a l'oppression, qu'on a protest_ contre l'invasion l_gi6me; mais
voilt tout, et avec cela la fuite des uus, la ruine des antres, la mort de ceux qui ont vers_ sur
l'_,chafaud leur sang, la plus pur sang des patriotes. Puis un beau jour, ah oui! un beau jour! le
penple, qui ne conspirait pas, le peuple s'est jet_ dans les rues, il a improvis_ en quelques heures
cette d_livrance si long-temps poursuivie. [paragraph] Voila ce que nons avons appris, voila ce
que nous n'onblierons pas, et ces d_bats le pronvent. Qu'on s'en sonvienne anssi, qu'on renonce
d_ormais it tout cet _pouvantail de conspirations r6publicaines. Nous esp_rons clue ce pro_s en
d_golitera; nous ne sommes pas des enfans, et nons avons un meiUeur emploi a faire de notre vie
que de la jouer pour des inutilitL's. Cette salle a retenti tam de lois des roots de complots contre la
s_et_ de l'¢tat, qu'il y a peut-_,tre encore ici des _hos pour les grossir; mais au-dehors de cette
enceinte ils n'en _ouveront plus. Les charlatans cesseront d'exploiter ce real imaginaire, et c'est
un service qu'h d_faut d'antres l'accusateur aura rendu au pays. [paragraph ] Les accuses ont le
droit peut-_e de revendiquer quelque part dens ce service. Plac6s devant vous, sans nom illustr_
qui se joign_ a teur cause, ils ont eu confiauce en vons, en eux-n_mes: car vous et eux ce sont

gens d'honneur, qui n'ont besoin du secours de personne pour servir la veritY; et si ce pro_s est
utile a noue pays, nons trouvons d_ja notre r_compense dans le moyen qu'il nous donne de
r_ondre hautement _ nos calomniateurs. [ 13-paragraph omission ] Ce sang, il n'est pas _ nous; il
est _ notre pays, _ notre pays que nous aimons, parce qu'il est digne que ses enfaus l'aiment,
parce qu'fl les a fairs libres, parce qu'il est grand, parce qu'il est chef, utile, redoutable au reste
du monde. Le pays, voila a quoi nous sommes d_vonCs, d_vou_ corps et _me, non comme des
fanatiques qui s'enivrent d'un mot, mais comme des gens de coeur qui sont heureux de mauver
quelque chose en ce monde a quoi il soit noble, juste et doux de consacrer ses affections et sa vie.
[paragraph] Messieurs, voilh nos sentimeus, voila nos principes: car nous ne les s_parons pas. Et
ponrtant nous sommes ici, nous suron_s sur le banc oil plusieurs de nos fr_res ont entendu leur
sentence de mort au nora de Louis XVIII. Si je me retonmais, et que je visse au bonnet des soldats
qui nons gardent cette cocarde tricolore que nous leur avons rendu, Messieurs, je ne pourrais en
croire rues yenx. Qu'on an_ne ici des Suisses, des solders de la garde royale, et alors je
comprendrai; aiors nous nous reporterons au temps de notre chef et malheureux Bories; et,
pensant que Charles X r_gne encore, nous ne nous _tonnerons pas qu'on ait voulu nous frapper
comme l'elit fair Charles X il y a huit mois. (3-4)

CAVAIGNAC, JEAN BAPTISTE, BARON DE LALANDE (1762-1829; DBF).
NOTE: Godefroy Cavaignac's father; referred to in the speech by his son, q.v.
_¢,_v To: 1248

CAVAIONAC, LOUIS EUGi_NE ( 1802-57; DBF). Referred to: 1111

CAV_NDISH, WILL_ GEORGE SPENCER (6th Duke of Devonshire) (1790-1858; DNB).
Referred to: 159

CEC_L, WILLIAM (Lord Burghley) (1520-98; DNB). Referred to: 282

Le Censeur Europ_en.
NOTE: see also Francois Charles Louis Comte and Barth_lemy Dunoyer.
_..FJ_D To: 355, 522, 669
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CHADVc'ICK,_D3,VIN(1800-90;DNB).
NOTE:the reference at 1201-4 is to the editor of the Penny Newsman. See also "The Polish

Insurrection," Penny Newsman, 8 Mar., 1863; "The Insurrectionin Russian Poland," ibid., 1
Feb., 1863; "Poland," ibid., 22 Feb., 1863;and "Poland," ibid., 1Mar., 1863.

gEFERR.EDTO: 743-4, 778, 822, 1201-4

"Report on the Sanitary Condition of the Labouring Population of Great Britain."
In "Report to Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for the Home Deparmtent,
from the Poor Law Commissioners, on an Inquiry into the Sanitary Condition of the
Labouring Population of Great Britain," House of Lords Sessional Papers, 1842,
XXVI.

NOTE:also published separately(London: Her Majesty's StationeryOffice, 1842). The specific
referenceat 826 mistakenlyrefers to Leeds insteadof Birmingham.

msviuwF_: 822-30
QUOTED:825, 826, 827-9
825.6 is greater] am greater(369)
825.9 poor] Ix_or's(369)
825.13-14 Sweden: [paragraph] That] Sweden.... [paragraph] That(369)
825.36-7 avoided. [paragraph] That] avoided.... [paragraph] That (371)
825.40-1 management.[paragraph] That] management.... [paragraph] That (371)
826.40-1 of the supply] of supply(331)
829.1 were] was (176)

CHALES.See Chasles.

CHAMFORT,SI_BASTIENROCHNICOLAS(1741-94; DBF). Referred to: 525

CHANTELAUZE,JEANCLAUDEBALTHAZARVICTORDE(1787-1859; DBF).
NOTE:see also Polignac, "Manifesto .... "

TO: 163-8, 177,215, 223, 225-6, 373

CHARLEMAGNE(ca. 742-814; DBF). Referred to: 870

CHARLESII (of England) ( 1630-85; DNB). Referred to: 47

CHARLESIX (of France) ( 1550-74; DBF). Referred to: 695

CHARLESX (of France) (1757-1836; DBF).
NOTE:many of the references are to "the Bourbons"duringthe Restoration;thereferenceat 129 is

to him as "a priest-riddendespot"; that at 139 is to the "roi cagot", the firstat 170 is in a quotation
from the Standard; the second at 170 and the fast at 171, in a quotation from the Morning
Chronicle, areto him as a "foolish" monarchand"a priest-riddenold man"; thatat260 is to him
as constituting"the executive";those at 1248 are in a speechby GodefroyCavaignac.

REFERRED3"O:125, 129, 131, 132, 135, 139, 169, t69-70, 170, 171, 173, 184, 223, 224, 260,
275,296, 352,367,386, 402,418,463,475,478. 479. 483,505,515,518,520, 525,542, 571,
691,694, 696n, 1248

CHARLESFELIX(Duke of Savoy; King of Sardinia) (1765-1831; GE).
NOTE:the reference is in aquotationfromSismondi.
REFERREDTO:989

CHASLES,PHILARRTEEUPHI_MON(1798-1873; DBF).
NOTE:JSMspells his name Chales.
REFERREDTO:717-27

Review of Bulwer's England and the English (signed "Cs."), Journal des
D#bats, 31 Oct., 1833, 2-3; 21 Dec., 1833, 2-3; and 26 Dec., 1833, 3.

NOTE:thereview, in three parts,was of the Parised. in English, the Frenchtranslationby J. Cohen
(1833), and d'Haussez'sLa Grande Bretagne en 1833 (1833).

QUOTED:719-20, 721,722, 724, 726
_D TO: 717-27
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719.32 Supposezqu'un] [no paragraph] Mais supposezqu'un(2nd article,3)
719.35 lui?---Qu'il] lui? [paragraph] --Qu'il (2nd article, 3)
719.36 d_lire.--Envoyez-y] d61ire.[paragraph] --Envoyez-y (2nd article,3)
726.22 pompeuse: lamorale.., bonne,'] pompeuse. [paragraph] La morale.., bonne. (2rid

article, 3)

CHATEAUBRtAND,FST,N_OIS R_Ng, VlCOMTEDE (1768-1848; DBF). Referred to: 23,
153,487,495,517,518

-- De la restauration et de la monarchie _lective, ou R_ponse d l' interpellation de
quelques journaux sur mon refus de servir le nouveau gouvernement. Paris: Le
Normant ills, 1831.

NOTE:the referenceis in aquotationfromGodefroyCavaignac,q.v.
To: 1248

CHATEAUVmUX.See Lullin de Chateauvieux.

CHATHAM, LORD. SO_William Pitt (the elder).

CHAUBRYDE TRONCENORD, JOSEPHFRI_DI_RIC(1793-1880; DBF). Referred to: 667

CHE_VIX, RICHARD. "Comparative Skill and Industry of France and England,"
Edinburgh Review, XXXII (Oct. 1819), 340-89.

QUOTED: 308

308.30 "our lively neighbours,"] Applying this generalprincipleto the questionbefore us, we
conceive it impossible to deny, and quite unnecessary to prove, that the advantage is very
decidedly on our side, on a comparison with our lively neighbours. (363)

"English and French Literature," Edinburgh Review, XXXV (Mar. 1821),
158-90.

QUOTED: 308

308.30 "our lively neighbours,"] [paragraph] In the first reception they gave to the systemof
Locke, the French seemed in an extraordinarydegree to overlook one great portion of his
theory--that which attributesto one entire class of our ideas, another ongm beside direct
sensation, viz. reflection. Butthis is quite in the modeof our too livelyneighbours.(164)

CHENUT, LOUIS VICTOR.

NOTE:theadjoint of the mayorof Nancy.
_'_nED To: 263

CHEVALIER,MICHEL(1806-79; DBF). Referred to: 403,444 (1263), 509, 677

"Direction nouvelle Adonner _tla politique ext_rieure," Le Globe, 3 June, 1831, 1.
RW_tED 1o: 444 (1263)

CHILLINGWORTtt,WILLIAM( 1602-44; DNB). Referred to: 16
CHRIST. See Jesus.

CHPASTOPHER,ROBERTADAM (later Hamilton-Nisbet) (1804-77; WWBMP). Referred
to: 863

Speech on Repeal of the Corn Laws (10 June, 1845; Commons), PD, 3rd ser.,
Vol. 81, cols. 314-18.

V._,_atBDTO: 863

CICERO,MARCUSTULLIUS(106-43 B.C.; WWR). Referred to: 1215

De divinatione. In De senectute, De amicitia, De divinatione (Latin and English).
Trans. William Armistead Falconer. London: Heinemarm; Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1938, 222-539.

NOLO:Cicero's Philosophicorum, 2 vols. (Leyden:Elzevir, 1642) in SC.
QUOTED:175
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175.17 divinusfuror]"Quid vetohabetauctoritatisfuroriste,quem 'divmum'vocatisut,quae
sapiensnon videat,eavkleatinsanus,etisquihumanos sensusamiseritdivinosadsecumssit?"
(494;11,110,I-4)

-- "De domo sua ad pontificesoratio."InCicero:The Speeches.Pro archiapoeta,
Post reditum ad Quirites,De domo sua, De Haruspicum responsis,Pro Plancio

(Latinand English).Trans. N.H. Watts. London: Heinemann; Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard UniversityPress,1935, 132-311.

NOTE: Cicero'sOrationum,3 vols.(Leyden:Elzevir,1642)inSC.
QUOTED: 119

119.25 bellum imernecinura] Neque porto ilia marius copiaeque Cafilinae caementis ac tesus
tectorum meorum se famen suam expleturas putaverunt: sed ut hostium urbes nec ommum

hostium, vemm eomm, quibuscum acerbum helium intemicivumque suscepimus, non praeda
addueti, sed (silo solemns exscindere, quod, in quos propter eomm crudelitatem inflammatae
rnentes nostrae fuerunt, cure horum etiam tectis et sedibus residere aliquod bellum semper
videtur .... (206; xxm, 61)

De officiis (Latin and English). Trans. Walter Miller. London: Heinemann;

Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1961.
QUOTED: 832

832.34-5 summumjus.., summa injuria.] Ex quo illud "Summum ius summa iniuria" factum
est iam tritum sermone proverbium. (34; I, x, 33)

"Pro A. Cluentio habito oratio." In Cicero: The Speeches. Pro lege Maniha, Pro

Caecina, Pro Cluentio, Pro Rabiro, Perduellionis (Latin and English). Trans. H.
Grose Hodge. London: Heinemann; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1966, 222-441.

rCOTE:the same phrase is quoted in both places; Cicero, Oranonum, 3 vols. (Leyden: Elzevtr,
1642), is in SC.

QUOTED:489, 1016

489.28 obtorto collo] Hic iudices ridere, stomachari atque acerbe ferre patronus, causam sibl
eripi et se cetera de iUo loco "Respicite, indices," non posse dicere: nec quicquam propms est
factum, quam ut ilium persequeretur et collo obtorto ad subsellia reduceret, ut reliqua posset
pen)ram. (282; 59, 1-6)

"Pro T. Annio Milone." In Cicero: The Speeches. Pro T. Annio Milone, In L.
Capurnium Pisonem, Pro M. Aemilio Scauro, Pro M. Fonteio, Pro C. Rabirio

Postumo, Pro M. Marcello, Pro Q. Ligario, Pro rege Deiotaro (Latin and English).

Trans. N.H. Watts. London: Heinemann; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1953, 6-123.

_r_aJt_D TO: 292

CIMor_ (ca. 507-450 B.C.; WWG).

No_: the reference is in a quotation from Grote, who uses the spelling Kimon.
P.EFF.RREDTO: 1124

"A CLAnUtANT OF JUSTICE." See Examiner, 6 May, 1832.

CLARE, 17riCHaRDDE (Lord Pembroke and Strigul) (d. 1176; DNB). Referred to: 920

CLARK, JAMES (1788-1870; DNB). Referred to: 877

CLAUDE. _ Claude Gel(!e.

CLAY, WILLIAM (1791-1869; DNB). Referred to: 734

CLEISTHENES (ca. 565-500 B.C.; WWG).
NOTE: the reference at 1132 is in a quotation from Gram, who uses the spelling Klezsthenes (as does

JSM at 1161).
REFEIIRED1"O: 1086, 1088, 1132, 1161
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CLEMENTV (Pope) (ca. 1264-1314; DBF). Referred to: 819

CLI_MENT,AMBROISE(1805-86; DBF). Recherches sur les causes de l'indigence. Paris:
Guillaumin, 1846.

QUOTED:1049
1049.7-14 the classes . . . Villerm6.] [translated from:] [paragraph] Pour d6montrer combien

les 6valuations an moyen desquelles on pr6tend prouver que l'accroissement de l'indigence suit
les progr6s industriels m6ritent peu d'attention, il suffit de leur opposer tm fait incontestable et
reconnu de tous: l'industrie a fait en France, pendant les quarante demi_res ann6es, plus de
progr6s qu'_ ancune autre 6poque, et les classes de notre population qui n'ont que leur salaire,
celles qui, par cette raison, sont le plus expos6es _ l'indigence, sont anjourd'hui beaucoupmieux
pourva:.esdes objets n6cessaires _ la nourrimre, an logement et an v_tement, qu'elles ne l'6taient
au commencement du si6cle. [paragraph] Ce fait ne peut_tre traduit en chiffres, mais il prouve
6videmmentle contrairede ce que l'on a voulu 6tablirpar les donn6es statistiquesdont il s'agit, et
comme on peut l'appuyer du t6moignage de toutes les personnes qui ont souvenir de la premiere
des 6poques compar6,es, il est assur6ment beaucoup plus concluant que des 6valuations foncE'es,
en grande partie, sur l'imagination de leurs auteurs) [footnote:] _S'il restait des doutes _tcet
6gard, on pourrait facilement les dissiper en consultant les anciens cultivateurs et les anciens
ouvriers, ainsi que nous l'avons fait nous-m6mes darts diverses localit6s, sans recontrer un seul
t6moignagecontradictoire; on peut invoquer aussi les renseignements recueillis/t ce sujet par an
observateur exact, d6jh cit_, M. Villerm6 (Tableau de l'_tatphysique et moral des ouvriers, tome
2, chap. ler). (84-5)

CLEMENT,WILLIAMINNELL (d. 1852; DNB). Referred to: 45n

CLEOMENESHI (d. 219 B.C.; WWG).
NOTE:one of the references at 872 and that at 873 are in a quotation from Grote, who uses the

spelling Kleomen_s.
gEFEmCSDTO: 872, 873

CLEON (d. 422 B.C.; WWG).
NOTE:someof the references are in quotationsfrom Grote, who usesthe spellingKleon.
REFERREDTO: 1126-8, 1160

-- Speech on the Mytilean Revolt. In Thucydides (Greek and English). Trans.
Charles Forster Smith. 4 vols. London: Heinemarm; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1965, II, 58-70.

REFERREDTO: 1128

CLIFFORD,MARY (d. 1767).
NOTE:an apprenticeflogged to death by ElizabethBrownrigg, q.v.
REFE_DTO: 1153, 1170

CLINTON, HENRY PELHAMFmNNES PELHAM(4th Duke of Newcastle) (1785-1851;
DNB). Referred to: 211

Complaint by the Duke of Newcastle (3 Dec., 1830; Lords), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. I,
cols. 750-5,759-60, 763.

NOTE:thequotation is indirect.
QUOTED:1173
REFE_D TO: 210-11, 1031

A Letter to the Right Hon. Lord Kenyon from His Grace the Duke of Newcastle.
London: Hatchard, 1828.

NOTE:the letter, dated 18Sept., 1828, was printed in The Times, 23 Sept., 1828.
REFERREDTO: 118-19

CLIVE,EDWARD (EarlofPowis)(1754-1839;DNB). Referredto:507

CLIVE,ROBERT HENRY (1789-1854;MEB). Referredto:507

CLOUET,ANNE LOUISANTOINE,BARON(1781-1862; DBF). Referred to: 474
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COSBErT, WILLIAM (1763-1835; DNB). Referred to: 123, 1264

"The Petition of the Nobility, Gentry, and Others of the County of Norfolk, in
County Meeting Assembled, This 3d Day of January, 1823." In Cobbett's Weekly
Register, XLV (11 Jan., 1823), 76-82.

NOTE:Cobbettclaims the authorshipof the Petition. At 762 JSM is quoting from an article in The
Times of 12 Dec., 1834, q.v. for the collation.

QUOTED:567, 762

COBDEN,RICHARD(1804-65; DNB). Referred to: 1219, 1263

Speech on National Representation (6 July, 1848; Commons), PD, Vol. 100,
cols. 181-95.

QUOTED:1108
REFERREDTO: 1102
1108.6 "good poet but bad politician,"] I am sorry that the subject was introduced here: for we

wantedno additional examples to proveto us that a goodpoet may be a very bad politician. (184)

Code civil desfranfais. See Code Napoldon under French Statutes (3 Sept., 1807).
COKE,EDWARD(1552-1634; DNB). Referred to: 60, 282

-- The First Part of the Institutes of the Lawes of England; or, A Commentarie upon
Littleton. London: Society of Stationers, 1628.

NOTE:the quotationat 469 is indirect.
QUOTED: 60, 469
60.30 "the perfectionof humanreason,"] Andthereforeif all thereasonthatis dispersedintoso

many severalheadswere united into one,yet couldhe not makesucha Law asthe Law of
Englandis, becauseby many successionsof agesit hathbeenfined andrefinedby an infinite
numberof graveandlearnedmen, andby long experiencegrowneto suchaperfection,for the
government of this Realme, as the old rule may be justly verified of it, Neminem oportet esse
sapientiorem legibus: No man (out of his own private reason) ought to be wiser than the Law,
which is the perfection of reason. (97; II, 6, 138).

COKE, THOMASWlLHAM (Earl of Leicester) (1752-1842; DNB). Referred to: 281

COLEPEPER, JOHN(d. 1660; DNB).
NOTE:JSM uses the spelling Colepepper.
REFERREDTO: 281

COLEmI_E, SAMUEL TAYLOR (1772-1834;DNB). Referredto:318,320,323,I108

The Friend:A SeriesofEssays,inThreeVolumes,toAid intheFormationof
FixedPrinciplesin Politics,Morals,and Religion,withLiteraryAmusements
Interspersed.3 vols.London:RestFenner,1818.

QUOTED:323

323.23 "ignoranceof...books"]Foracrimeitis(andthemanwho hesitatesinpronouncingit
such, mustbe ignorant of... books, what he himselfowes to themin spiteof his ignorance) thus
to introduce the spirit of vulgar scandal and personal inquietude into the Closet and the Library,
environing with evil passions the very Sanctuaries, to which we should flee for refuge from them!
(11,3O6)

On theConstitutionofChurchand StateAccordingtotheIdeaofEach;and Lay
Sermons:I.TheStatesman'sManual,H. "Blessedareyethatsow besideallwaters."'
Ed.HenryNelsonColeridge.London:Pickering,1839.

NOTE:in SC.
REFEnEDTO: 1108

The Piccolomini; or, The First Part of Wallenstein, a Drama in Five Acts
Translated from the German of Frederick Schiller. London: Longman and Rees,
1800.

NOTE"the fhst quotation is taken from Talfourd's speech of 6 July, 1848,q.v.
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QUOTF.D:1108
REFERRED TO: 1108

1108.11-13 Straightforward flies / The lightningflash, and sa'aighIthe cannon-ball,/ Shat_ring
that it may reach, and shatteringwhat it reaches.] [no paragraph] Straightforwardgoes / The
lightning's path, and straight the fearfulpath of the cannon-ball. Direct it flies and rapid, /
Shatt'ring thatit may reach, and shatt'ringwhat it reaches. (22; I, iv, 70-3)

1108.28-9 Winds round.., property;] My son! the road, the human being travels, / That, on
which BLESSING comes and goes, doth follow / The river's course, the valley's playful
windings, / Curvesround.., property!(22-3; I, iv, 74-8)

_SecondLay Sermon ["Blessed are ye that sow beside all waters"] (1817). In On
the Constitution of Church and State, and Lay Sermons (q.v.), 303-430.

REFERREDTO:697

Table Talk. Ed. Henry Nelson Coleridge. 2 vols. London: Murray, 1835.
3"o: 1109

COLTON,CALEBCHARLES("O.P.Q.') (17807-1832; DNB). Referred to: 204

Announcement of Prospectus for Le Bon Sens, Morning Chronicle, 13 July,
1832, 3-4.

REFEmarr.DTO: 505

Article on the French Peerage, Globe and Traveller, 24 Nov., 1831, 2.
QUOTED:365n
365n.4-6 "the... without exception... (before... revolution)] No greaternumberof peershas

been created than was necessaryto secure a majority in favour of the hill, and the.., without
exception.., before.., revolution (2)

"France. Important Trial before the Chamber of Peers of Count Kergorlay,
Ex-Peer of France, for a Political Libel," Morning Chronicle, 26 Nov., 1830, 1-2.

p.E_ TO: 204

Letter on French Language, Morning Chronicle. 10 Jan., 1832, 2.
REFERRED TO; 395

A Complete Collection of State Trials. See Thomas Bayly Howell.

COMTE, F_NqOIS CHARLESLOUIS (1782-1837; DBF). Referred to: 283, 355, 510-11,
522, 669

"Considerations sur l'6tat moral de la nation fran_aise, et sur les causes de
l'instabilit6 de ses institutions." In Le Censeur Europ_en, ou Examen de diverses
questions de droit public, et de divers ouvrages litt_raires et scientifiques, considL,r_s
dans leurs rapports avec les progr_s de la civilisation. 12 vols. Paris: Au bureau de
l'adminisffation, 1817-19, I, 1-92.

QUOTED.' 692

692.22-4 "Governments . . . exists."] [translated from:] On s'est imagir_ que pour avoir la
liber_, un peuple n'avait besoin que d'une bonneconstitution; c'est uneerreur dont il est temps
de se d6sabnscr; les lois ni les constitutions ne cr_ent den, elles d_'clarentce qui est, et le
garantissem ou le prohibem selon le besom. (82)

Speech in Chamber of Deputies ( 13 Sept. ), Moniteur, 1831, 1569.
_EFF_UtEDTO: 355

CONDORCET, MARIE JEAN ANTOINE NICOLAS CARITAT, MARQUIS DE (1743-94; DBF).

Referred to: 519

Rapport et projet de ddcret sur l' organisation gdn_rale de l' instruction publique,
pr_sent_s d l'assembl_e nationale, au nora du comit_ d'instruction publique, par
Condorcet, d#put_ du d_partement de Paris: les 20 et 21 avril, 1792, ran 4e de la
libertY. Pads: Imprimerie nationale, 1792.

_,EFF..L_DTO: 519
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Vie de M. Turgot. London: n.p., 1786.
REFERREDTO: 74

CONOLETON,BARON.See Henry Brooke Parnell.
CONNELL.
NOTE:apawnbroker in Cork.
REFERREDTO:46-8

CONSEIL,LOUISPROSPER(1796-1834).
NOTE:distinguished lawyer from Nancy, associated with Carrell at Le National after the July

Revolution.
REFERgF.DTO:669, 685, 700, 733

Mdlanges politiques et philosophiques extraits des mdmoires et de la cor-
respondance de Thomas Jefferson, prdcddes d'un Essai sur les principes de l'dcole
am_ricaine et d'une traduction de la constitution des Etats-Unis, avec un
commenlaire tird, pour la plus grande partie, de l'ouvrage publid, sur cette
constitution, par William Rawle. Paris: Paulin, 1833.

REFERREDTO: 669

CONSlD_RANT,PROSPERVICTOR( 1808-93; DBF). Referred to: 1145

CONSTANTDE REBECQUE,BENJAMIN (1767-1830; DBF). Referred to: 156, 203, 214,
227,486-7

Proposition tendant _trendre libre les professions de libraire et d'imprimeur ( 11
Sept.), Moniteur, 1830, 1072.

R_FERREVTO:193,203

-- Speech in the Chamber of Deputies (6 June), Moniteur, 1820, 792.
REFERREDTO: 156

Le Constitutionnel.
NOTE:anonymousarticles follow, listedchronologically.
REFE_D TO: 529, 531,677

"Service du duc de Berry," 15 Feb., 1831, 2.
REFERRI_DTO: 269

"Bulletin de la journ6e," 16 Feb., 1831, 2.
REFE_D TO: 269

"Opinion de la presse d6partementale sur le nouveau minist6re," 14 Oct., 1832,
2; 15 Oct., 1-2.

_FERREDTO: 519

"DeS poursuites contre la presse," 16 Mar., 1833, 1.
gFJ_agv.DTO: 668

"Paris," 26 Mar., 1834, 1.
NOTE:the quotation derivesfrom theGlobe and Traveller, 28 Mar., 1834, 2, q.v.
QUOTED:698

"Tribunal de premi6re instance de la Seine," 15 Apr., 1834, 3-4; 16 Apr., 3-4; 17
Apr., 4.

t_FERREDTO: 704

CONTE,ANTOINEJOSEPHXAVIER(1773-1850; DBF). Referred to: 643

"Convention Regarding Claims etc. between France and the United States" (4 July,
1831). In The Consolidated Treaty Series. Ed. Clive Parry. Dobbs Ferry: Oceana
Publications, 1969-, LXXXII, 97-103.

NOTE:this collection used forease of refeacnce.The English andFrenchtexts aregiven.
RE_mtEv To: 699
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COOPER,ANTHONYASHLEY( 1St Earl of Shaftesbury) ( 1621-83; DNB). Refen'ed to: 199

COOPER, ANTHONY ASHLEY (7th Earl of Shaftesbury) (1801-85; DNB). "Lord
Shaftesbury on the Russian Note," The Times, 22 Nov., 1870, 3.

NOTE:a letter in answer to JSM's "The Treatyof 1856 [1]," q.v.
QUOTED:1225, 1226
REFERREDTO: 1225
1225.8 "to observe" . . . "unless] Mr. Mill is not disposed to observe them, when called in

question, unless (3)
1225.19 "one in principle"] Nevertheless, it must be borne in mind thatall which that Power

seeks to abrogaterests on thebasis of solemn Treaty;and I trembleto see that sohigh an authority
as Mr.Mill, though widely different in spirit and in style, is, in respect of the binding natureof
covenants, at one in principlewith the Russian Chancellor. (3)

1226.2 "take . . . another"] If this view be confirmedby public opinion, it will he well that
Englandat least, havinggot ridof the presentTreaty, should take.., anotherforany purposeor
with any people. (3)

COPLESTON,EDWARD(1776-1849; DNB). "State of the Currency," Quarterly Review,
XXVII (July 1822), 239-67.

REF_agEDTO: 19-20

COPLEY, JOaN SINGLETON(Baron Lyndhurst)( 1772-1863; DNB). Referred to: 282,947

-- Speech on Courts of Local Jurisdiction (9 July, 1833; Lords), PD, 3rd ser., Vol.
19, cols. 312-29.

REFERRED TO: 947-8

CORDAY,MARIEANNE CHARLOTTEDE(1768-93; DBF). Referred to: 524

COILMENIN,LOUISMARIEDELAHAYE,VICOMTEDE(1788-1868; DBF).
NOTE:the reference at 397 is in a quotationfrom "Exinensis."See Examiner, [Jan. 1832].
REFERREDTO:191, 227, 397, 522

-- De la responsabilitd des agents du gouvernement, et des garanties des citoyens
contre les d_cisions de l'autoritd administrative, par un membre du conseil d'_tat.
Pads: Baudouin, 1818.

RE_D TO: 522

Du conseil d'_tat envisag_ comme conseil et comme juridiction sous notre
monarchie constitutionnelle. Pads: Pillet, 1818.

RE_ED TO:522

-- Letter to Casimir P6rier. In "L.B.," "De la lettre de M. de Cormenin b M.
P6ricr," La Tribune, 30 Jan., 1832, 1-4.

REFERRED TO: 405

Questions de droit administratif. 2 vols. Paris: Ridler, 1822.
REvwa_ TO: 522

-- Three Letters on the Civil List [in 4 pts.], LeNational, 24 Dec., 1831, 3-4; 29
Dec., 1-3; 31 Dec., 1-2; 4 Jan., 1832, 1.

REFERREDTO: 391

COIa_NH_, LORD. See Charles Pepys.
COULSON,WALTER( 1794-1860; DNa).
NOTE:the referenceat 526 is in aquotationfromLe Nat/ona/.
REFERREDTO:213, 526, 528, 744, 778

The Courier.

NOTE:the reference at 527 is in a quotation fromLe Ntaional. Anonymousarticles follow, listed
chronologically.

REFEmL_DTO: 527,528, 529
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Leading article, 26 Oct., 1832, 3.
NOTE:the reference is in aquotation fromLe National.
_F_D TO:527

"Recommendations of the Poor Law Commissioners," 24 Feb., 1834, 3.
_Fr._a_ TO:686

Leading article on the Poor Law Bill, 2 May, 1834, 2.
QUOTED:715
715.14"bashaws,"]But,howeverthismay be,thePachanevercarriedtyrannyandinterference
withprivateconcernsfurtherthanitisproposedtocarrythembytinsmeasure.(2)

_ Leadingarticleon theNew ColonyinSouthAustralia,IJuly,1834,4.
QUOTED:742
742.10-11"as...possible"]Butinsteadofthis[givinglandgrantsinproportiontocapital]the
projectorsoftheNew Colonyproceeduponatotallydifferentprinciple,whichis,torendertheir
Colony as... possible. (4)

COURIERDEMEP,_, PAUL LOUIS (1772-1825; DBF). Referred to: 159, 467

"Lettres an r6dacteur du Censeur, Lettre II." In Oeuvres completes. 4 vols.
Brussels: La librairie parisienne, franqaise et 6trang_re, 1828, I, 356-9.

NOTE:first published in the CenseurEurop_en, 17 July, 1819. Thised is in SC.
TO: 159

-- Simple discours de Paul-Louis, vigneron de la Chavonnidre, aux membres du
conseil de la commune de V_retz, d_partement d'lndre-et-Loire, d l'occasion d'une
souscription propos_e par son excellence le ministre de l' int_rieur, pour l' acquisition
de Chambord (1821). In Oeuvres completes, I, 149-74.

REFERREDTO: 467

Le Courrier Fran_ais.
NOTE:anonymous articles follow, listed chronologically.

-- "De la paix et de la guerre," 17 Jan., 1831, 1-2.
nBI_-U_DTO:248

-- "Effet de l'¢xpos_ des motifs de M. P_rier," 29 Aug., 1831, 1-2.
_D TO: 343

Unheaded leader, 11 Sept., 1831, 1.
_rm_,ED TO: 355

"Int_rieur: Paris, 26 novembre," 27 Nov., 1831, 1.
QUOTED:368

Unheaded leader, 1 Mar., 1832, 1-2.
QUOTED:461
461.2-12 After . . . addressed.] [translated from:] Apr_s de grandsefforts d'imagmation,et

prcsqucen d_scspoir de cause, on cst tomb6sur le norade M. Girod de l'Ain, et, cc qui est
prcsqueaussi extraordinalrequc la d_couvcrtc, ce noraa falt mcrveille; il n'est susccptibilit_si
ombrageusequi ne soit trouv_e etapleine s_curit_par l'acccssion d'un pareil coll_gue;aussi la
d(_cisiona-t--clleprcsqucanssit6t _t_ adoptS. Les choscs en6taicnt l_ ce matin, et M. Gu'odde
FAin sera ministrc de l'instruction publique,_tmoins qu'il n'61i_velui-m_medes difficult_s, ce
qui n'est pas probable. Puisqu'on _talt cn train de fatrc un minist_re fort, on a eu rmsonde
pl'Oc&leralnsi; nons nc pouvonsnier qu'uncabinetqui offrira la r_uniondeM. de Montalivetet
de M. de C_hr_de l'Ain nepr_scnteuriccertainchomogeneitY.Si cctte nominationpcut donner
lieu t beaucoup de critiques, clle doit anssi falre na_trcde vives et sinc_res f_hcitations;ces
f61icitations,c'est/t la chambrcdes d6put_squ'elles s'adresscnt. (2)

"Tactiquc du nouveau minist_re," 16 Oct., 1832, 2.
REFERREDTO"519
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COUgTENAY, THOMASPEREGRINE(1782-1841; DNB). Referred to: 86

COURTENAY,WILLIAMREGINALD(Lord Devon) (1807-88; DNB). Referred to: 963

COUSIN, VICTOg(1792-1867; DBF). Referred to: 516, 521,589, 727-32

Rapport sur l' _tat de l' instruction publique dans quelques pays de l'Allemagne, et
particulidrement en Prusse (1832-33). New e.d. Paris: Levrauh, 1833.

NOTE:the quotationis in a quotationfrom Roebuck,q.v. for the collation.
QUOTEX_:589
_ TO:572, 727-32

Report on the State of Public Instruction in Prussia. See Sarah Austin.

COWPER,WILLIAM(1731-1800; DNB). The Task: A Poem in Six Books, to Which Are
Added by the Same Author, An Epistle to Joseph Hill, Esq.; Tirocinium, or a Review of
Schools; and The History of John Gilpin. London: Johnson, 1785, 1-283.

QUOTED:296
296.6 Waris a] But war's a (190)
296.7 Kingswould not play at; nations] King's shouldnotplay at. Nations(190)
296.8 To extort] T'extort (190)

C'XASRE,GEORGE(1754-1832; DNB). Referred to: 808

CSANMEI_,THOMAS(1489-1556; DNB).
NOTE:the referenceat 808 is in a quotationfromSterling.
_v TO:463, 808

CREEVEY,THOMAS(1768-1838).
NOTE:M.P. Tbefford1802-06, 1807-18, Appleby 1820-26, Downton 1831-32.
REFERREDTO:93-4

Speech on Special Juries (28 May, 1823; Commons), PD, n.s., Vol. 9, col. 568.
a_.FEnREDTO: 93-4

CRES_N DELARACH_E,LOUIS(1757-?).
NOTE:ajudge in Paris from 1815untilhis retirementin 1841.
REFEaREDTO:667

C_TIAS (ca. 460-403 B.C.; WWG).
NOTE:the referenceat 1132 is in a quotationfromGrote, who uses the spelling Kritias.
p.W_.ED to: 1132, 1162

CROESUS(of Lydia) (ruled 560-546 B.C.; WWG). Referred to: 871
CROKER,JOHNWILSON(1780-1857; DNB). Referred to: 109, 111, 113, 114, 593-5,

1052, 1058

"Agriculture in France--Division of Property," Quarterly Review, LXXIX (Dec.
1846), 202-38.

QUOTED:1038, 1039, 104(01, 1042, 1050, 1052
REFERREDTO: 1037-9, 1040-6, 1046, 1048, 1049, 1050, 1051, 1052
1038.18 "in] The lawhas no limits--though the landhas; andin (217)
1038.19 Napoleonwill] Napolt_.on--sdllin all its power andvigour--will (217)
1039.31-2 "every . . . France," . . . "the . . . Philippe;"] [paragraph] We have thus given our

readersa summary,verymuchabridgedas to details,butsufficientlycopiousin generalfactsand
consequences, of this most curious and important survey of the agricultural, and to a
correspondingextent, of the moralandsocial state of France, and we thinkit cannot bedoubted
that,---discardingaltogether the bias of M. Mounier,and the more inveterateprejudicesof M.
Rubichon,--th_'e arc on the face of the unquestionablestatisticaldocumentsstrongreasonsfor
the apprehension with which we believe every . . . France, and especially, ff we are not
misinformed,the... Philippe, regardstheprogressiveoperationof thesubdivisionof property.
(237)

1040.34 "There] And accordingly,we have in the volumesabundantevidencethatthere(216)
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1040.35 peasant.... 2,600,000] peasant. We have before seen that there are 2,600,000 (216)
1042.35-6 "on . . . inheritance"] But however that may be, it is obvious that under the

unremitting action of the law, the ten thousand 6901. incomes of one generationmust become in
the next (on . . . inheritance), thirty thousand of 230l.; and although there is at work an
antagonist process of reconstruction or accumulation by mamage, purchase, and collateral
inheritance, it is altogether inadequate to stem the dispersing torrent. (212)

1050.8 "creating a . . . France,"] "In short," says M. Rubichon in one of his bursts of
indignation, "while England is striving to extirpate the old Irish system, our government is
creating a... France." (230)

1052.5 working classes] [in italics] (234)
1052.10 meat.., per] meat per (234)

"French Revolution of 1830," Quarterly Review, XLIX (July 1833), 464-85.
NOTE:NO. 213 is a reply to a paragraph m Croker's article.
QUOTED:593
REFERREDTO: 691
593.16 The... siege,] 'The... siege' (484)
593.22 the new] the fourteen new (484)

CROMWELL,OLIVER(1599-1658; DNB). Referred to: 906,961, 1098

CRUIKSHANK,GEORGE(1792-1878; DNB). Referred to: 110

CTESn'HON(4th cent. B.C. ). Referred to: 597
CUFFEY,WILLIAM(d. 1870).
NOTE:mulatto London tailor, son of a West Indian slave. He was arrested in August 1848 for

leading the Chartistdemonstration, and sentenced to transportation for life.
gEFEam_DTO: 1102

CUNIN-GRIDAINE,LAURENT(1778-1859; DBF). Speech on the Customs Bill (28 Apr. ),
Moniteur, 1841, 1148.

/qOTE:the quotation is in a quotation from Croker, who takes it from Mounier.
QUOTED:1052

CURTIS, EDMUrqD(b. 1822).
NOTE:a labourer. The quotation is from the testimony of Jane AnneWilkes m"Asstze Intelhgence.

CrownCourt," Morning Chronicle, 15 Aug., 1851, q.v. for the collation.
QUOTED:1184, 1186
REFERREDTO: 1184-6

CURTIS,HESTER.
NOTE:acharwoman.
REFEaREDTO: 1184-6

CURTIS,PATRICK( 1740-1832; DNB).
_oTE: the reference is in aquotation fromSemor.
REFERREDTO; 755

CUWER, GEORGESL_OPOLD NICOLASFR_DI_mC,BARON(1769-1832; DBF). Referred
to: 364-5,365n, 462-4

DACmR, BoN JOSEPH,BAROS(1742-1833; DBF). Referred to: 521

The Daily News.
NOTE:anonymousarticles follow, listed chronologically.

TO: 1089

"The Republic of France," 3 Mar., 1848, 2.
RE_ TO: 1092-3

"Latest from Paris," 7 Mar., 1848 (2nd ed.), 3.
REFEmCeDTO: 1092-3
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Leading article on Religion in France, 29 Oct., 1849, 4.
QUOTED: 1145
REFER_I_D1"O: 1144-6

1145.30-1 "falsehood,"... "treachery,"... "to] M. Cabet, however, never practised a greater
deception than that which sent the Roman expedition; nor was he guilty of greater falsehood,
greater treachery, or a larger mount of human misery. [paragraph] Inde_ between the
communism of M. Cabet, and the catholicism of General Oudinot, we cannot see any wonderous
difference; except that the one is idiotic and the other brutal; the one a nefarious attempt to
establish bigots and tyranny by the sword; the other a foolish enterprise to (4)

-- "Commission of Lunacy. Extraordinary Revelations of Private Asylums. York
Castle, July 23," 26 July, 1858, 3.

REFERREDTO: 1198

Leading article on the Law of Lunacy, 28 July, 1858, 4.
REFUND TO: 1198

"The Police Courts. Thames," 25 Dec., 1869, 2.
QUOTe.D: 1221
REFERREDTO: 1221-2

1221.29-31 "The assault,"... "was... unjustifiable"] The assault was.., unjustifiable. (2)
1221.33 "provocation"] The defendant [William Smith] immediately afterwards came up, and,

without uttering a word, and without the slightest provocation of any kind, struck him
[Macgovem] on the temple with his truncheon, and felled him to the ground. (2)

Unheaded notice, 25 Mar., 1871, 5.
REFI_m_DTO: 1227

DANIELL, JOHN FREDERICK (1790-1845; DNB). Referred to: 415

Meteorological Essays and Observations. London: Underwood, 1823.
REFERREDTO: 415

DANTON, GEOROES JACQUES (1759-94; DBF). Referred to: 542

DARIUS (of Persia, called the Great) (521-486 B.C.; WWG). Referred to: 394

DARIUS II (of Persia) (ca. 424-405 B.C.; WWG). Referred to: 1158

DARU, PIERRE ANTOINE Noi_L BRUNO, COMTE (1767-1829; DBF). Notions statistiques

sur la librairie, pour servir _ la discussion des lois sur la presse. Paris: Firmin Didot,
1827.

n_D TO: 156

DAUNOU, PIERRE CLAUDE FRAN_'OIS (1761-1840; DBF). Referred to: 156, 385,520

Speech Presenting the Report of the Education Committee to the National
Convention (19 Oct. ), Moniteur, 1795, 128 and 130-1.

a£VF.m'P_DTO: 385,520

Speech on the MunicipalGovernment Bill(31 Jan.),Moniteur,183 I,215-16.
REFERREDTO: 262

DAVID, F_LICIEN (1810-76; DBF). Referred to: 676

DAVIES, EDWARD (1756-1831; DNB). Referred to: 318

-- Celtic Researches, on the Origin, Traditions, and Language of the Ancient

Britons; with Some Introductory Sketches, on Primitive Society. London: Booth,
1804.

TO: 318

DAVY, HtrMPHRY (1778-1829; DNB). Referred to: 286, 343

DAwsoN, GEORGE ROBERT ( 1790-1856; MEB). Referred to: 111, 112, 113
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D#bats. See Journal des D_bats.

La D#cade Philosophique, Litt_raire et Politique. Referred to: 525

DECAZES,ELm, DUC(1780-1860; DBF). Referred to: 136, 199, 379

D_claration des droits de l'homme et du citoyen, avec des commentaires par le citoyen
Laponneraye. [Paris:] La Soci6t_ des Droits de l'Homme, [1833].

QUOTED:672
_FEnED TO:661,672
672.20-1 "The right . . . law."] [translated from:] VI. La propri_t_est le droit qu'a chaque

citoyen de jouir ct de disposer_tson gr_de la portiondebien qui lui est garanueparla loi. (3)

DECOUr,DEMANCHE,ALPHONSE(1797-1871; DBF). Referred to: 411

Aux industriels: Lettres sur la l_gislation dans ses rapports avec l'industrie et la
proprietY, dans lesquelles on fair connaftre les causes de la crise actuelle et les
moyens de lafaire cesser (extrait du Globe). Paris: au bureau du Globe, 1831.

REFEn_EDTO:411

DEFOE,DANIEL( 1659?- 1731; DNB).
NOTE:the reference is in a quotationfrom the Brighton Guardian, where the name is spelled De

Foe.
REFEHREDTO: 321

DE FREYNE,ARTHURFRENCH(Baron) (1795-1856; MEB). Referred to: 1029, 1032-3
-- Memorial to the Board of Works.
NOTE:the source of JSM's quotationhas not been located.
QUOTED:1029
REFERlt_DTO: 1032

DELABORDE.See Laborde.

DELAPALME,EMILE(1793-1868; DBF). Referred to: 657

Speech (21 Dec.). Moniteur, 1833, 2481.
ttEI_L_.DTO: 657

DELASALLE.See Lasalle.

DELESSERT,JULESPAUL BENJAMIN(1773-1847; DBF). Referred to: 658

DEMANGEAT,JOSEPHGEORGES( 1787-1866; DBF). Referred to: 517

La D#mocratie Pacifique.
NOTE:one anonymousarticlefollows.

"Protestation de la colonie icarienne _tNauvoo," 22 Sept., 1849, 3.
QUOTED:1145
nF.FERREDTO: 1145
1145.18-26 One... country.] [translatedfrom:] Une de ces grandesiniquit_s,qtusurf'waitpour

d6shonorerun sib,cle, vapcut-_lzes'accomplir enFrance. D'ignoblescalomniesveulentfl_trirle
norade Cabet,du philosophechr_tienqui a consacr_tonte unelongue vie a l'_lucation morale
des peuples;du r_g6n_rateur,de l'intr_pideap6tre qui, abandonnantpattie, famille et fortune,
pie-pare, en de lointains climats, au milieu des dangerset des privations, le bonheur de
l'humanit_. [paragraph] Nons, t_moins et objets de son amour et de son d_vouernent,nous,
jouissant d_j_tdu fruitet de ses sacrificeset de notre pers_v6rance,nous protestonscontredes
accusationsanssi absurdes qu'infames, dont le triompheserait une nouvelle honte pournotre
infortun6ePattie. (3)

DV_OSrrmNES (384-322 B.C.; WWG).
NOTE:the referenceat 1126 is in a quotationfrom Grote.
_FEm_D TO: 292, 597, 868, 1126
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De corona. In De corona and De falsa legatione (Greek and English). Trans.
C.A. and J.H. Vince. London: Heinemann; New York: Putnam's Sons, 1926,
18-228.

REFEgREDTO: 597

De falsa legatione. Ibid., 246-472.
TO: 292

"First Philippic." In Olynthiacs, Philippics, Minor Public Speeches, Speech
against Leptines (Greek and English). Trans. J.H. Vince. London: Heinemann;
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1962, 65-98.

gF._gREDTO: 823

DEIqMATq,THOMAS(1779-1854; DNB). Referred to: 24, 267-8

Speech on the Petition of Richard Carlile (8 May, 1823; Commons), PD, n.s.,
Vol. 9, cols. 116-17.

QUOTED:24
24.5 "hadthey been] Hadthe judges been(116)

DE QUINCEY, THOMAS(1785-1859; DNB). "French Revolution," Blackwood's Edin-
burgh Magazine, xxvm (Sept. 1830), 542-58.

R_FEP.REDTO: 175

DESCARTES,RENI_( 1596-1650; DBF).
NOTE:the referenceis to his physics, as presentedin Principia philosophiae (1644).
RE_ TO:239-40

DESTUTT DE TRACY, ALEXANDRE CI_SAR VICTOR CHARLES, COMTE ( 1781-1864, DBF).
NOTE:JSM refers to him as deTracy.
REFERREDTO: 165, 227

Speeches on the Budget of 1832 (25 and 27 Jan.), Moniteur, 1832, 260 and 279.
REFERRED TO: 405

DESTUTT DE TRACY, ANTOINE LOUIS CLAUDE, COMTE (1754-1836; DBF).
NOTE" JSM uses the spelling Destutt-Tracy.
REFERREDTO:521

"DETECTOR."See The Times, 28 Aug., 1833.
Deutches Leben, Kunst, und Poesie. Nos. I and II.

REVmWED:748-9
REFERREDTO:746

DEVERE, AUBREYTHOMAS( 1814-1902; DNB ). "Colonization," Edinburgh R eview, XCI
(Jan. 1850), 1-62.

REFERRED TO: 1156-7

DEVON,LORD.See William Reginald Courtenay.

DEVONSHIRE,DUKEOF. See William George Spencer Cavendish.
DICKSON, JAMES.

NOTE:a Deptfordresident, secretaryof the committeeto elect Gladstonefor Greenwichin 1868.
The Times gives his nameas Dixon.

JLEFEme_DTO: 1219

DXOCLET_dq(Gaius Aurelius Valerius Diocletianus) (d. 313; WWR).
NOTE:JSMuses the spelling Dioclesian. Thereference is mistaken;see MaximianusL
REFERREDTO:690

DIOGENES(the Cynic) (400-323 B.C.; WWG). Referred to: 1148

DIOGENESLAEt_US (early 3rd cent.; WWR). Lives of Eminent Philosophers (Greek and
English). Trans. R.D. Hicks. 2 vols. London: Heinemann; Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1963.
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NOTE:the reference is to Diogenes (the Cynic), q.v.
REFERREDTO: 1148

DIONYSIUSI (of Syracuse) (ca. 430-367 B.C.; WWG). Referred to: 868

DISRAELI, BENJAMIN (1804-81; DNB). Speech on National Representation (20 June,
1848; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 99, cols. 944-66.

REFERREDTO: 1102

DIXON, WELIAM HEraVORTH(1821-79; DNB). Referred to: 1089

"The Literature of the Lower Orders. Batch the First," Daily News, 26 Oct.,
1847, 3.

NOTE:subsequent "batches" follow, listed chronologically
QUOTED:1089
B.Et_D TO: 1089

"The Literature of the Lower Orders. Batch the Second," Daily News, 2 Nov.,
1847, 3.

QUOTED:1089, 1090
REFERREDTO: 1089
1089.27 "looseness .... in criminal.., anda... round] Their looseness.., in the criminal ..

andthe.., around (3)
1089.28 indulgences."] indulgencies, are their bane;but, unfortunately, these qualitiesare hardly

sufficient to separatethem from muchof the literature of the day, which aspires to differentrank,
andproposes to itself a higher kind of audience. (3)

1089.29 "a chaos of corruption,'] Far from that: the whole mass of this low literature is a chaos
of corruption. (3)

1090.1 Martin] [no paragraph] Martin (3)
1090.3-4 readers.., his] readers--his (3)
1090.5 capable, and this] capable. And this (3)

-- "The Literature of the Lower Orders. Batch the Third," Daily News, 9 Nov.,
1847, 2-3.

REFERRED TO" 1089

"The Literature of the Lower Orders. Batch the Fourth," Daily News, 25 Nov.,
1847, 3.

REFEmIEDTO: 1089

"The Literature of the Lower Orders. Batch the Fifth," Daily News, 29 Nov.,
1847, 3.

Rr.I_RR_DTO: 1089

DOUGLAS,WILLIAMROBERTKEITH(1783-1859).
NOTE:M.P. Dumfries Burghs 1812-32.
REFERRED TO: 28, 29

Speechon Eastand West IndiaSugars(22May, 1823;Commons), PD, n.s.,
Vol. 9, cols. 454-6.

NOTE:as JSM's source for his quotations has not been located, the PD version is used for ease of
reference. The quotation at 28 is attributed by JSM to Marryatt, but reflects Douglas's remarks;
that at 29 is not found in any of the speeches in PD, but may reflect Douglas's closing remarks.

QuoTED:28, 29
Rr_e-_Rm_DTO: 29

DRESSER, RICHARD (1801-46).

NOTE:an accountant, the deceased patient of Dr. James Ellis.
REInZmU_DTO: 875-7

DRINKWATER, WILLIAM.

NOTE:a boy.
_TO: 1187
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DRUMMOND,HENRY(1786-1860; DNB). Referred to: 327

Dialogues on Prophecy. 3 vols. London: Nishet, 1827-29.
REFEgtEDTO:229

DRYDEN, JOHN(1631-1700; DNB). Alexander's Feast; or, The Power of Musique. An
Ode in Honour of St. Cecilia's Day. London: Tonsou, 1697.

NOTE:the quotationis indirect.
QUOTED:1009

King Arthur; or, The British Worthy. London: Tonson, 1691.
1qOTE:the quotationis indirect.
QUOTED:831
831.2-3 waris the gameof kings,] Mistakeme not, I countnotWar aWrong:/ War is theTrade

of Kings, that fight for Empire;/ And betterbe aLyon, thanaSheep. ( 19;II, ii)

Dublin Evening Post.
NOTE:one anonymousarticle follows.

Leading article on Irish Land Reform, 1 Dec., 1846, 2.
_FE_D TO:980, 982

DU BOUCHAOE,GABRIELDEGRATET,VICOMTE(1777-1872; DBF). Referred to: 199
DUBOYS,JEANJACQUES(1768-1845; DBF). Referred to: 667

DUCHY,TEL,CHARLESTANNEGUY,COMTE(1803-67; DBF). Referred to: 701-2

DULONG,FRAN_.OISCHARLES(1792-1834; DBF). Referred to: 682-3, 684
DUMAS,GABRIELMATHmU (1753-1837; DBF).
NOTE:JSMcalls him Mathieu-Dumas.
n_n_D To: 227

Du MOLART.See Bouvier-Dumolart.

DUMONT,PIERREETIENNELOUIS (1759-1829; DBF). Referred to: 470, 473

DUNDAS,HENRY( 1st Viscount Melville) ( 1742-1811; DNB). Referred to: 481

DUNOYE_, BARTngLEMYCHARLESPIERREJOSEPh( 1786-1862; DBF). Referred to: 522,
669

DUPIN, AMANDINEAURORELUCIE, BARONNE DUDEVANT("George Sand") (1804-76;
GDU). Referred to: 1094-5

Letter to the Editor (8 Apr., 1848), Rdforme, 9 Apr., 1848, 3.
REFERRED TO: 1094--5

DUPIN, ANDI_ MARIEJEANJACQUES( 1783-1865; DBF). Referred to: 159-60, 345,496,
511,515,521,524, 530, 531,532, 658, 746

DUPlN, CHARLESPrERREFRANC_X)IS,BARON(1784-1873; DBF). Referred to: 345, 370,
375,378,424

Speeches on Transit and Warehousing (8 Dec. ), Moniteur, 1831, 2339 and 2341.
_t_ "to: 375

DUPONTDE BUSSAC,JACQUESFRANCOIS(1803-73; DBF). Referred to: 657-8

DUPONTDEL'EuRE, JACQUESCHARLES( 1767-1855; DBF). Referred to: 153, 181, 211,
224, 226, 227, 378,658,684

DUPORT,ADRIEN(1758-98; DBF). Referred to: 155,541,542

DU_AM, LORD.See John George Lambton.

DUVAL, JEAN MAURICE, BARON(1778-1861; DBF). Referred to: 435,518, 519

DUVEYRXER,CHA_ES (1803-66; DBF). Referred to: 403, 442-7 (1251-5), 509
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DYER.
NOTE: a magistl"a_.
REFERREDTO:79

EADY, DR.
NOTE: a notorious quack.
REFERREDTO:232

EBBS, GEORGE.
NOTE:son ofWilliam Ebbs.
REFER_DTO: 1197

EBBS,MATILDA.
NOTE:wife of WilliamEbbs.
REFEttREDTO: 1197

EBBS, WILLIAM.
NOTE:aboot and shoemaker.
REFERREDTO: 1197

EDEN, ROBERTHENLEY (2rid Baron Henley) (1789-1841; DNB). A Plan of Church
Reform. London: Roake and Varty, 1832.

REFERRED TO: 537

EDGE,JOHN.
NOTE:a surgeon at Exeter hospital; for the quotation, see "'Assize Intelligence," Mormng

Chronicle, 25 Mar., 1850.
QUOTED:1165
REFER]I_EDTO: 1166

Edinburgh Review. Referred to: 446,575,923

EDWARDI1 (of England) ( 1284-1327; DNB). Referred to: 280
EDWARDHI (of England) (1312-77; DNB). Referred to: 87-8

Euo, FRANCISCOJAV_R (1767-1822; GDU). Referred to: 41-2

ELIOT,EDWARDGRANVILLE(3rd Earl of St. Germans) (1798-1877; DNB).
NOTE:JSMuses the spellingSt. Germain's.
REFERREDTO: 508

ELIOT, JOH_ ( 1592-1632; DNB).
NOTE:JSMuses the spelling Elliot.
REFERREDTO: 281

ELIZARETHI (of England) ( 1533-1603; DNB).
NOTE:the reference at 873, to the Poor Law of Elizabeth, is m a quotationfrom Grote.
REFERREDTO: 873, 1073

ELLENBOROUOH,LORD. See Edward Law, and Howell, State Trials.

ELLIOT,JOHN. See John Eliot.

ELLIOTT,EBENEZER( 1781-1849; DNB). Referred to: 595

Corn Law Rhymes. London: SteiU, 1828.
RE_ TO: 595

"'Famine in a Slave Ship," Monthly Repository, VII (Sept. 1833), 602.
REVErtEDTO:595

ELLIS, CHARLESROSE (1771-1845; DNB). Speech on East and West India Sugars (22
May, 1823; Commons), PD, n.s., Vol. 9, cols. 451-4.

NOTE:JSM's source for the quotationhas not been located; the PD verssonis used for ease of
reference.
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QUOTED:28
TO: 26-7, 29

28.28-9 "mercantile . . . Indies, contributed]The House could not forget how much the large
mercantile... Indies had contributed(453)

ELLIS, JAMES(ca. 1802-81).
NOTE:M.D. and practitionerof hydropathy,authorof Pain: Its Alleviation, Suspension, and Cure

(1871).
to: 875-7

EMERY,MICHELPARTICF.LLID' (1596-1650; DBF).
NOTE:thereference is in aquotation fromMichelet.
_v 1"O:llM8n

_N, WtLUAM (1791-1852; DNB). Referred to: 574-5

-- "Illustrations of Political Economy: Mrs. Marcet--Miss Martineau," Edinburgh
Review, LVII (Apr. 1833), 1-39.

1_ TO: 574-5

ENFArCr_, AUOUSTIN(1793-1827; DBF).
NOTE:the reference is in a speech by his brother,Barth_lemyEnfantin.
It_l_I_D TO: 1258

ENFANTtN,BARTHI_LEMYPROSPER(1796-1864; DBF). Referred to: 403,509, 676, 690

Letter to Hoart, Brunean, Rog6, and Massol (22 Sept., 1833). In Oeuvres de
Saint-Simon et d'Enfantin prdc3d6es de deux notices historiques et publides par les
membres du conseil institu_par Enfantin. 2nd ed. 47 vols. Paris: Dentu (Vols. I-XL),
Leroux (Vols. XLI-XLVII), 1865-78, IX, 99-108.

NOTE:thised. used becausethe 1st ed. includes only SaintSimon's writings.
REFERRED TO: 690

Englishman's Magazine.
NOTE."oneanonymousarticlefollows.

"Extraordinary Case of the Royal Associates of the Royal Society of Literature," I
(June 1831), 263-7.

QUOTED:318, 325
318.19-22 Samuel... Matthias,author... Turner.] Theyare, Samuel... Mathias,authorof

the Pursuitsof Literature... Turner. (264)
325.39 "encouragementto literature"] Many more reasons than we can at presentnotice, have

been assigned for the fact [that England now ranksbelow Continentalnationsin science and
knowledge], but among the principal are the flagrant mismanagementof sundry public
institutions, and the remarkableapathyof the governmentto the great cause of literature,and to
the encouragementof its most successfuland assiduouscultivators.(263)

ERASMUS,DESU_EPaOS( 1466-1536; EB). Moriae encomium. Paris: Gourmont, 1511.
RI_FEnEDTO:110

"ERINENSlS." See Examiner, [Jan. 1832].

ETIENNE,CHARLESGtaLLAUME(1777-1845; DBF). Referred to: 530, 531,532, 658
EUCLm (ft. ca. 300 B.C.; WWG). Referred to: 242

EVANS,GEORGEDELACY(1787-1870; DNB). Referred to: 1212

EVANS,WILLI_a_BERTRAM(ca. 1801-50).
NOTE:M.P. forLeominster1831-32.
R_JteD TO:552

Speech (16 Aug., 1832; Commons). Reported in The Times, 17 Aug., 1832, 2.
_w_ED to: 552
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The Examiner.

NOTE:edited by Albany Fonblanque(q.v.). Anonymousamcles follow, listedchronologically.
REFER_DTO: 304

"Police: Queen-Square," 17 Aug., 1823, 543.
REFERRED1"O:43

"Foreign Intelligence. Belgium," 21 Nov., 1830, 741-2.
_D TO: 192

Letter to the Editor (signed "W.M.J."), 26 Dec., 1830, 820-1.
NOTE:the letterappearsin full in the textof No. 70.
QUOTED:219, 220-1

"Tribunal of First Instance, Paris. Suit for Annulling the Will of the Duke of
Bourbon, the Princes de Rohan vs. the Duke d'Aumale and the Baroness de
Feuch6res," 25 Dec., 1831,824-5.

REFERREDTO:380

Letter to the Editor (signed "Erinensis'), [Jan. 1832].
NOTE:the lettexwas not published by the Examiner (except for the quotationsJSM uses in his

articleof 22 Jan., 1832) and is otherwiseunknown.
QUOTED:397

-- Letter to the Editor (signed "The Female Operatives of Todmorden"; 2 Feb.,
1832), 26 Feb., 1832, 131.

REFEUEDTO:419-20

"Westminster Review--Landlords' Claims" (letter to the editor; signed "A
Claimant of Justice"), 6 May, 1832, 295.

REFERREDTO:459

"A PlanforAdmittingForeignCorn"(lettertotheeditor;signed"W.P.G."),18
Nov.,1832,739.

NOTE:NO. 184iSacommentonthisplan.
REFERREDTO:522-3

"ForeignIntelligence.France,"12Jan.,1834,21.
REFERREDTO:665

"LordDurham and HisAssailants,"26 Aug.,1838,529-30.
NOTE:probablybyFonblanque;a"Notice"of]SM's"LordDurhamandHisAssailants."
REFERREDTO:801

"ReasoningforNominalPunishments,"2 Sept.,1838,545.
NOTE:probablybyFonblanque;aresponsetoJSM's"LordDurhamandHisAssailants."
REFERREDTO: 801

"Revolutionized Paris," 11 Mar., 1848, 170-1.
_1_ TO:1092-3

Extracts from the Information Received by His Majesty's Commissioners, as to the
Administration and Operation of the Poor-Laws. London: Fellowes, 1833.

REFERREDTO:634-5, 712, 789-90

FABYAN,ROBERT(d. 1513; DNB). The New Chronicles of England and France. In Two
Parts. Named by Himself the Concordance of Histories. Ed. Henry Ellis. London:
Rivington, 1811.

NOTE:the ref_nce, whichparaphrasesGrote, is general;this ed. citedmerelyfor the rifle.
_D TO:870

FAUmB,JOSEPHD_SL_ FI_LLX(1780-1859; DBF). Referred to: 441
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FAVRE, JULESGABRIELCLAUDE( 1809-80; DBF). Referred to: 1116

Speech on the Freedom of the Press ( 10 Aug.), Moniteur, 1848, 1968.
RE_RREDTO: 1116

FAY,JEANNE LOUISEBARON,DITELCONTINE (1810-76; DBF).
NOTE:lateracted under her marriedname, Joly.
REFERREDTO: 307-8, 310-11,465

FEATHERSTONHAUGH, GEORGEWILLIAM(1780-1866; MEB). Referred to: 833

FERDINANDVII (of Spain) ( 1784-1833; EB). Referred to: 39, 126
FEUCHgRES,SOPHIEDAWES, BXRONNEDE ( 1795-1841; DBF). Referred to: 392, 421

FIELDING,HENRY(1707-54; DNB ). Amelia (1752). In The Works of Henry Fielding, with
Life. 12 vols. London: Richards, 1824, X-XI.

NOTE:ill SC.
REFERREDTO: 44-5

-- The History of the Life of the Late Mr. Jonathan Wild, the Great (1743). In
Works, IV.

NOTE:in SC. The work, separately paginated, occupies the second half of Vol. IV.
REFERREDTO:665

-- The History of Tom Jones, a Foundling (1749). In Works, VI-IX.
NOTE:in SC, where the quotedpassageis underlinedin pencil, as is the conclusionof the sentence

(which JSM does not quote), "I am... correction."
QUOTED:115
115.4-7 "that . . . not."] [paragraph] Just as he arrivedat Mr. Allworthy's outwardgate, he

met the constableand company, with Molly in theirpossession, whom they wereconductingto
that.., which lesson, if they do not learn, I am afraid, they very rarely learn any other good
lesson, or improvetheir morals, at the houseof correction. (VI, 191-2;IV, xi)

-- Tom Thumb: A Tragedy (1730). In Works, II, i-58.
NOTE:publishedunderthe pseudonymof H. ScriblerusSecundus. In SC.
QUOTED:608
608.12-13 "They made the giants first, and then they killed them."] [Lord Grizzle] I tell you,

Madam, it was all a trick, / He made the giants f'n-st,and then he kill'd them; / As fox-hunters
bring foxes to the wood, / And then with hounds they drive them out again. (II, 24; I, v, 32-5)

FIgV]_E,JOSEPH(1767-1839; DBF). Referred to: 188n

-- Correspondance politique et administrative commencde au mois de mai 1814, et
d_dide d M. le Comte de Blacas d'Aulps. 3 vols. 15 pts. Paris: Le Normant, 1815-19.

QUOTED:159, 188, 245, 384
REJ_L'_,EDTO: 187-8
159.17-18 "Tant . . . vivans," . . . "il] Ces r_flexions m'ont quelquefois rendu cruel, mais

settlementpar la pens6e, carje me suis amus_quelquefois/_meT,par la pens6e, tons les hommes
en place, et je voyois de suite accourirdequoi les remplacer:je tuoisencoreceux-ci, et, de suite,
ii s'en pr_sentoit d'autres clueje tuois encore, jusqu'it ce qu'il n'y etttplus perumne en France;
dansle syst_medonn6, rant.., vivans, il (I, iii, 22)

188.4 Une] 5°. D'avoir une (III, xiv, 35-6)
188.18 "Certes] Lparagraph]Certes (Ill, xiv, 36)
245.15-16 "Les sup_riorit_smorales,"... "fmiront par s'entendre;"] Je suis persuad6que tons

ceux qui paient et ne sont pus pay_s fmiront par s'entendre, et que ies sup6tiorit6smorales
reprendrontlearascendant. (HI, xiii, 136n)

384.35-6 "Je... quelquefois Napol6on,] Je... quelquefois Buonaparte, (I, iii, 16)

FrrZJAMES,EDOUXRD,DUC DE (1776-1838; DBF).
NOTE:JSMuses the spelling Fitz-James.
REF_a_,ED'tO: 487, 495, 517
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FrrZWILLI_, CHARLES WILLIAM WENTWORTH (Lord) (1786-1857; DNB). Referred
to: 620

• Speech on the Corn Laws (30 Apr., 1833; Lords), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 17, cols.
752-5.

_v To: 620

FLACHAT, CI4RISTOPHE ST_.PHANE MONY (1810-84; DBF).
Non: also known as Mony-Flachat.
p.e_t_.D TO: 677

FLOWER, ELIZA (1803-46; DNB). Referred to: 331-3,436-8,554-5,563,661,703

Hymn of the Polish Exiles by the Siberian Sea; Composed by the Author of

"Musical Illustrations of the Waverley Novels," "Songs of the Seasons," &c. The
Words from "The Charmed Sea, a Tale," by Harriet Martineau. London: Novello
and Fox, 1833.

_V_WED: 554-5

QUOT_: 555
555.8 again,"]again!(4)

Mignon's Song; or, A Foreign S_' Above by the Author of the Musical
Illustrationsofthe Waverley Novels,&c. London: NoveIlo,[1833].

NOTE: theBritishLibrarycopyhasan inkeddateof 1838fortheentryintheStationer'sHall,but
JSM'sreview(inwhichhe saysthework ispubhshedby Novello)isinApril1833

p.Evmw_: 562-3
QUOTED:563

Musical Illustrations of the Waverly [sic] Novels. Dedicated (by permission) to
Sir Walter Scott. London: Novello, [ 1831 ].

P.EVmWED:331-3
QUOTED:333
P.£FI_tn_D"to: 436,437,438, 554-5,563,661,703

Songs of the Months: A Musical Garland. [Originally printed in the Monthly

Repository, n.s., VIII (1834). ] London: Novello and Fox, [ 1834].
REVIEWED:702-3, 759-60
REFERREDTO: 660-1

Songs of the Seasons. By the Author of the Musical Illustrations of the Waverley
Novels. London: Novello, 1832.

REVIEWED:436-8
t,_ettED 3"O:554-5, 703
437.23-5 Rose... leaves, / Spring... thee; / Rose... leaves,] Rose... leaves! / Rose...

leaves! / Spring... thee.--

437.27-8 Rose, rose[ open thy leaves, / And fill with sweet breath the ripening eves. ] Open thy
leaves, / Open thy leaves, / And fill with sweet sweet breath, / With sweet breath the ripening
eves / With sweet sweet breath / Open thy leaves, Open thy leaves!

437.34 And cover with leaves the sleeping lake.] And cover with leaves / And cover with leaves
the lake, the sleeping lake, / The sleeping lake, Lily awake!

437.39 Flowers... Spring!] Flowers... Spring, 'tis Spring come for& / Flowers... Spring,
come forth tis Spring!

When Thou Wert Here. Ballad. Composed by the Author of the Musical

Illustrations of the Waverley Novels, &c. London: Novello, [ 1833 ].
NOTE: the British Library copy is not dated [i.e., blank below "Ent. Star. Hall"I, but JSM

reviewed it in April 1833. On the title page is written "Words by Miss S.F. Adams."
_V_W'ED: 563

FLOW_, SARAH. See Sarah Flower Adams.
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FONBLANQUE, ALBANY (1793-1872; DNB).
NOTE: f_ alSOall anonymous articles in the Examiner.

"The Government and the Peers," Examiner, 15 June, 1834, 369-70.
NOTE: reprinted in his England under Seven Administrations, 3 vols. (London: Bentley, 1837), IIl,

71-8, where the quotation is at 74.
QUOTED:791

FONBLANQUE, JOHN SAMUEL MARTIN DE GRENIER. See John Ayrton Paris.

FONTANA-RAVIO, GREGORIO.

NOTE: Italian patriot, originally a follower of Buonarroti, in 1833 a Saint-Simonian lecturer in
London; see also Prati.

REFEaREDTO: 675, 676, 679, 689-90

, and Gioacchino Prati. St. Simonism in London. Community of Goods; or, The

Organization of Industry. Community of Women; or, Matrimony and Divorce.

London: Effmgham Wilson, 1833.
REVIEWED:674-80

FORSTER, JOHN (1812-70; DNB), "Literature of the Lower Orders," Examiner, 6 Nov.,
1847, 709.

NOTE: the quotation is of a passage from Dixon's "The Literature of the Lower Orders," Daily
News, 2 Nov., 1847, q.v. for the collation.

QUOTED:1089, 1090
REFERREDTO: 1089

"The Moral Epidemic," Examiner, 30 Oct., 1847, 690-I.
NOTE: the quotation is of a passage from Dixon's articles in the Daily News, q.v.
QUOTED:1090
REFERREDTO: 1089

FOSCOLO, 13OO (1778-1827; EB). Referred to: 573

FOSTER, THOMAS CAMPBELL (1813-82; DNB). Referred to: 887,888

"The Condition of the People in the Highlands of Scotland," The Times, l Oct.,
1846,5.

NOr_: the term "indolent Celt," used at 899 and 909, is a paraphrase rather than a direct quotation.
REFERREDTO: 887, 888, 891, 899, 909, 981

-- Letters on the Condition of the People of Ireland. London: Chapman and Hall,
1845.

REFERREDTO; 887

FOURIER, FRANCOIS MARIE CHARLES (1772-1837; DBF).
NOTE: the reference at 1100 is to Fourierism.

REFE_D TO: 1100, 1162

FOURNEL, MARIE JI_ROMEHENRI (1799-1876; DBF). Referred to: 676

Fox, WILLIAM JOHNSON (1786-1864; DNB). Referred to: 555-6, 556, 559, 561,574,
595,652, 655,659,702, 760

Dedication, Monthly Repository, n.s. VII (1833), title page.
QUOTED;652
652.2 To the Working] THIS VOLUME IS INSCRIBED / TO THE WORKING

"Forwards or Backwards?" Monthly Repository, n.s. VIII (Jan. 1834), 1-7.
REFEaREDTO: 659

"Local Logic," Monthly Repository, n.s. VII (June 1833), 413-26.
REFERREDTO: 574

"Poor Laws and Paupers," Monthly Repository, n.s. VII (June 1833), 361-81.
REFERREDTO: 574
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"Postscript to the Monthly Repository for the Year 1833," Monthly Repository,
n.s. VII (Dec. 1833), 868-71.

QUOTED:655-6

"A Victim," Monthly Repository, n.s. VII (Mar. 1833), 164-77.
QUOTED:557, 558,559

TO:556-9, 561-2
557.8-9 "of being] PoorHetty's primevalcalamitywas that of being (165)
557.27 To] [no paragraph] To (166)
557.27-8 and must proceedwith childrenby] and withchildrenmustproceedby (166)
557.29 better.] better, forby neglecting timelycorrection,they will contracta stubbornnessand

obstinacywhich arehardlyever afterconquered,andneverwithoutusingsuchseventy as would
be as painfulto me as to the child. (167)

558.3 "the spirit.., frame;"] The spirit.., frame;but it musthave beensadlychilled andsorely
pained. (170)

558.8-10 "a costly.., unavoidable,"] Here was acostly.., unavoidable.(170)
558.17 grovelling,"... "a] grovelling, a (172)
558.23 "effectually... down"] Hadnot her will been effectually.., downby the process which

has been described, she must have seen the fallacy of its being a duty to make a professionof
everlasting love from which her naturerecoiled. (174)

558.33 grave.--And] grave. [paragraph] And (174)
558.37 "she] She (176)
559.1 "it cannot] The substance of their wretchedness was simply this: they made a religious

contractto pass the remainderof their hves withpersons who turnedout tobe souncongenial that
the only alternativewas the irregularsuspensionof theperformanceof the contract,or a stateof
endurancewhich cannot(170-1)

FoY, MAXIMILIENS]_BASTIENAUGUSTEARTHURLOUIS FERNAND,COMTE( 1815-71 ;
DBF). Referred to: 365,380, 467,560

Fov, SgnAS_EN MAXIMILIEN,COMTE(1775-1825; DBF). Referred to: 365,380, 467,
486-7, 560

FRANCISIV (Duke of Modena) (1779-1846; GDU). Referred to: 289

FRANCISJOSEP8I (of Austria) (1830-1916; EB). Referred to: 1202

Fraser's Magazine. Referred to: 691

FREDERICKII (of Prussia; "the Great") (1712-86; EB). Referred to: 1079

FREDERICKWILLIAM(Elector of Brandenburg; "the Great Elector") (1620-88; EB).
Referred to: 1079

FREDERICKWILLIAMHI (of Prussia) (1770-1840, EB). Referred to: 897, 1079-80,
1080-1

FREDERICKWILLIAMIV (of Prussia) (1795-1861; EB). Referred to: 1079-82

Speech at the Opening of the Diet (11 Apr., 1847), in Morning Chronicle, 16
Apr., 1847, 5.

REFERRED3"O:1079-82

FREEUNO,FRANCIS(1764-1836; DNB). Referred to: 645

The Freeman's Journal. See The Public Register.

F_IRE, MANUEL(1765-1834).
NOTE:Spanish gereral, hero of the wars of liberationagainst France, in 1820ad interimGovernor

of Cadiz.
I_Fe_ED TO: 42

Der Freisinnige: Freiburger polifische Bldtter. Referred to: 748
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FRENCH, FITZSTEPHEN (1801-73; MEB). Announcement Concerning the Treasury
Minute (26 Dec., 1846). In "Ireland. State of Roscommou," The Times, 30 Dec.,
1846, 3.

QuoTED: 1029

1029.2-5 "on Monday, would apply... £150,000."] "Would on Monday apply... 150,000/.,
so that this year they were secure of an expenditure of more than twice the amount of value of the
barony. (3)

FR_VILLE. See Villot de Fr6ville.

"A FRmND TO Tim 'LowER CLASSES.'" See Black Dwarf, 7 Jan., 1824.

"G.J.G." See Morning Chronicle, 26 Dec., 1823.

Galignani' s Messenger.
NOTE:one anonymous article follows.
_FEa_aF.DTO: 526

Unheaded article, 24 Oct., 1832, 4.

NOTE: the quotation, which is in a quotation from Le National's article on Ireland, is indirect.
QUOTED:526

GALmEO GALILEI (1564-1642; EB). Referred to: 328

GALLOIS, THOMAS ALEXANDRE MARIE ESPPaT FRAN_;:OXSDE P^ULE (1783-1840: DBF).
Referred to: 429

GALLOWAY, ALEXANDER.

NOTE: engineer with large works at Smithfield, sometime Chairman of the Association of Master
Manufacturers. An active Radical, he was Assistant Secretary of the London Corresponding
Society (1798). In 1835 he was a Common Councillor in London.

REFERREDTO: 1263

"GALLUS." See Republican, 29 Nov., 1822.

GALT, JOHN (1779-1839; DNB). Referred to: 529

G^MA, VASCO DA (1469?-1524; EB). Referred to: 1087

GARAT, DOMrmQUE JOSEPH, courrE ( 1749-1833; DBF). Referred to: 520

GARNIER, JOSEPH HEINRICH (ca. 1800-55).
NOTE: a native of Baden, he taught modem languages at Freiburg and was Paris correspondent for

liberal German papers (1829) before being exiled early in 1834. He worked as a journalist and
translator in London, returning to Baden in 1848.

REFERRED1"o: 746, 748-9

"Caspar Hauser," Deutsches Leben, Kunst undPoesie, II (5 Sept., 1834), 17-28.
REFERRED TO: 749

"Heimich Heine," Deutsches Leben, Kunst undPoesie, I ( 15 Aug., 1834), 1-14.
REFERREDTO: 748

GARNIER-PAGI_S, ETIENNE JOSEPH LOUIS ( 1801-41; DBF). Referred to: 482, 495, 511

-- Letter to the Editor, Constitutionnel, 30 Aug., 1832, 1.
NOTE: see also Cabet and Laboissi_re.
itF.t'_ TO: 511

GAUDIN, MARTIN MICHEL CHARLES, DUC DE GA_TE (1756-1841; DBF). Referred
to: 701

GAUTIER, JEAN ELIE (1781-1858; DBF). Speech on the Sinking Fund (11 Jan.),
Moniteur, 1831, 76-8.

_rr.ttr.D TO: 247
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GAWLER,HENRY(1766-1852).
NOTE:a lawyerof Lincoln's Inn,he worked on delimitingthe new parliamentaryconstituenciesas

well as on the PoorLaw inqtfiry. He was the brotherof the better-knownJohn BellendenKer,
botanist.

_VV.m_D a'O: 744, 778
La Gazette de France.

NOTE:one anonymousarticlefollows.
REFERREDTO: 152

"Plus de concessions.--Point de r6action," 10 Aug., 1829, 1-2.
QUOTED:124
124.25 point de concessions, point de r_action] [paragraph] La devise des hommesd'6tat que la

confiance du Roi vient d'appeler au pouvoir est comme nous l'avons d6j_ dit: Plus de
concessions, mais point de rdaction. (2)

Gazette des Tribunaux.
NOTE:one anonymousarticlefollows.

"Paris, 30 ao0t," 31 Aug., 1832, 1075.
I_TEPJ_DTO: 51 l

GELI_E,CLAUDE(called Lorrain) (1600-82; DBF). Referred to: 332

GEOFFROY,MICtlEL AUGUSTE(1805-?).
NOTE:prosecuted and condenmed undermartial law in June 1832.
_D TO:487,495

GEORGEIV (of England) ( 1762-1830; DNB). Referred to: 281,319

Speech from the Throne (4 Feb., 1830; Lords), PD, n.s., Vol. 22, cols. 1-4.
REFERREDTO: 621

GgRANDO,JOSEPHMARIE, BARONDE (1772-1842; DBF). Referred to: 521

G_RARD,MAURICEETIENNE (1773-1852; DBF). Referred to: 203,516, 743

GERVAISDECAEN, FRANt_OISGUILLAUME(1803-67; DBF). Referred to: 396, 421,422,
733

GIBBON,EDWARD( 1737-94; DNB). Referred to: 1136, 1137

GINGUEN¢-,PIERRELOUIS(1748-1816; DBF). Referred to: 525

GIRODDE L'AIN, LOUIS GASPARDAM_I)I_E( 1781-1847; DBF).
NOTE:thereferencesat 461 are in aquotation from the CourrierFranfais.
v.r.r_ TO: 190,460, 461

GlSQUET,HENm JOSEPH(1792-1866; GDU). Proclamation to the Inhabitants of Paris (2
Apr.), Moniteur, 1832, 953.

REFERREDTO: 441

GLADSTONE,WILLIAMEWART(1809-98; DNB). Referred to: 1209, 1219-20
GLENEJ.G,LORD. See Charles Grant.

GLENGALL, LORD. See Richard Buffer.
Le G/obe.
NOTE:the reference at 1257 is in a speech of Enfantin's. Anonymous articles follow, listed
chronologically.

_L_r_.DTO:442(1251),443(1252),444(1253),446-7(1255),677,696,1257

_ Leadingarticle,13Aug.,1830,I.
_FEnr.D TO: 134, 148

Leading article on the Chamber of Deputies, 17 Aug., 1830, 1-2.
REFERREDTO: 274
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"S6ance d'avant-hier _ la cour des pairs," 24 Nov., 1830, 1.
QuoTE_: 696
REFERRED10: 696n

696.20 la com_die de quinze ans. ] I_trompez-vous, pairs, d_put_s, magistrats, simples ¢itoyens,
nous avons tons jou_ une com_lie de quinze arts. (l)

"La com_die de quinze ans," 22 Apr., 1831, 1.
NOTE:See article of 24 Nov., 1830.
QUOTED:696

The Globe and Traveller.

NOTE:edited by Walter Coulson (q.v.). The references at 526 are in a quotation from Le National.
Anonymous articles follow, listed chronologically.

TO: 213, 526, 528, 1008, 1009, 1030, 1033

"Liberty of the Subject," 30 Sept., 1823, 2.
REFERREDTO."79

Leading article on the Russian Threat to India, 10 Apr., 1828, 2.
QUOTED: 665-6
665.22 reasonably be] reasonably pray to be (2)

--Leading article on the Truck System, 16 Dec., 1830, 2.
ltEFEL'_a_DTO: 213

Leading article on Patronage of Authors, 16 June, 1831, 2-3.
REFERREDTO: 331

Unheaded report, 20 Sept., 1831, 4.
REFERREDTO: 356

"French Papers," 27 Oct., 1831, 2.
QUOTED: 360-2
360.24 M. de Montalivet passed] [no paragraph] He passed (2)
361.19 ope_¢_l, 600,000] opened, and 600,000 (2) [treated as printer's error in this ed. ]
361.22 allowed (bear, hear), and] allowed. (Hear, hear), and (2)

Leading article on French Primary Education, 27 Oct., 183 l, 2.
NOTE: see also Montalivet, speech of 24 Oct., 1831.
QuoTEx_: 360, 362
360.6 "moral] It is unnecessary to dwell upon the great change which must be produced in a few

years on the mass of the population of France by an organized system which will afford to a/l
moral (2)

360.7 instruction, according.., parents;] instruction (according... parents), (2)
362.4 enabled .... to] enabled to (2)
362.10 benefit. Allowing] benefit. [4-sentence omission including the passage quoted at

360.6-10 above] Allowing (2)
362.19 voluntarily] voluntary (2) [printer's error in Source]

-- Leading article on French Affairs, 24 Nov., 1831, 2.
QUOTED:365n
365n.4 "the] The (2)

Leading article on French Affairs, 23 Oct., 1832, 2.
NOTE:the reference derives from a quotation from Le National.

TO: 526

-- leading article, 25 Oct., 1832, 2.
NOTE: the reference is in a quotation from Le Nat/ona/.
RE_mUSD TO: 526

-- Leading article on French Affairs, 29 Oct., 1832, 2.
NOTE: the reference derives from a quotation from Le National.
R_rr.m_V TO: 526
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Leading article on French Affairs, 28 Mar., 1834, 2.
QUOTED:698

"St. Petersburg, March 16," 28 Mar., 1834, 2.
R£_ TO: 698

"Poor Laws, British and Foreign, from Senior's Statement of Provisions for the
Poor, etc.," 22 June, 1835, 1-2.

i_L_BV TO: 776

"Poor Law Report--Union of Parishes," 9 Sept., 1835, 3.
_V,m_D TO: 778

Leading articles on the House of Lords, 29 and 30 Sept., 1, 2, 3, 7 and 8 Oct.,
1835, all on 2.

v,_'E_ TO: 779-82, 782-5

Leading article on the House of Lords, 9 Oct., 1835, 2.
REFERREDTO: 785

"Suicide at Waterloo-Bridge," 23 Oct., 1846, 4.
QUOTED:917
_ TO: 917

917.5 him. Her] him. At first she conducted herself with sufficient propriety, but latterly
abandoned herself to dissipated habits, frequenting the night wine vaults in the vtcinity of the
theatres. Her (4)

917.6 "proved] Several witnesses proved (4)

I._ading article on Relief in Ireland, 15 Dec., 1846, 2.
QUOTED: 1008, 1008-9
R_'EIU_ "to: 1008-11

1008.20 "would] He [O'Brien] has said that £10,000,000 must be spent in effecting this
operation; and we cannot fred that either he, or any one else, has shewn that this large advance of
the national capital would (2)

1008.23 "boldness] We admire, for our part, his [the Morning Chronicle author's, i.e., JSM's]
boldness (2)

1008.27 We] [no paragraph] We (2) [the passage follows immediately that just quoted]
1008.33 view; and M.] views. AndM. (2)
1009.2 shown] "shewn," (2)
1009.3 assumed] assumed (2)

Leading article on Ireland, 22 Dec., 1846, 2.
NOTE:the Globe and Traveller, an evening paper, here replied to ISM's leader (No. 346) of the

morning of the same day; JSM alters the passage in quoting it.
QUOTED:1016
_a_mUED TO: 1016

1016.9°14 "catching... proprietors.'] What we object to, or rather what we regard as an Irish
Utopia, is the project of planting, at a single stroke, multitudes of destitute peasantry, who have
no idea of any but the rudest mode of existence, gratuitously, on lands reclaimed at the pubhc
expense .... We did and do doubt whether you can catch up out of the depths of destitution, and
convert, with the touch of an administrative Harlequin's wand, into thriving proprietors, masses
whose utmost ambition hitherto has been to vegetate on potatoes. (2)

I._ading article on Waste Lands in Ireland, 5 Jan., 1847, 2.
NOTE: a reply to No. 352.
QUOTED:1030, 1031, 1032, 1033
REFERIU_DTO: 1030-3

1030.14-15 "extremely . . . opinion"] [paragraph] We should be extremely . . . opinion put
forward by the Chronicle yesterday--that so much of the forthcoming plan of the government for
the relief of Ireland as concerns "the reclamation of waste land," is "m danger of being defeated,
and the whole question exclusively prejudged, through the operation of the Treasury Minute
communicated to the Board of Works in Mr. Trevelyan's letter of the 15th of last month." (2)
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1030.29-30 "an... value"] The owner also has, as we think, an... value to the waste as to the
cultivated portion of his estate; and that whether he draw the capital so employed from resources
of his own, or from those of one willing to lend it to him. (2)

1031.22-5 "if... system,"] That if... system, is certainly one reason why the government
should do the work. (2)

1031.26 "vile system."] On the other hand, it is to be remembered, that the vile system objected
to did not originate with, and is not now willingly continued by, any of that class of Irish
landlords who are likely now voluntarily to sink capital in the improvement of their estates. (2)

1032.8 his] Assuming, as the Chronicle does, that be is right in his estimate, his (2)
1032.9 return .... Now] return. We should like to know how much of the "cultivated" land of

Ireland, or of England either, would yield such a return. Not much, we suspect. Now (2)
1032.10 wrong .... If] [ellipsis indicates the next sentence quoted: i.e., JSM reverses the "lf he

is wrong" and "If he is right" sentences] (2)
1032. I1 ever."... If] ever;" and, so far, the case against the Treasury seems to fall to the

ground. If [for the ellipsis, see preceding entry] (2)
1032.12 now] now (2)
1034.8-10 "the... and the.., country."] We presume it [the government] is sufficiently alive

to the.., and to the.., country, to prefer, in all cases, leaving them to private hands where
private hands can be got to do the work required. (2) [cf. the entry under the next article for
1033.28]

1034.21-* "vile"... "'is . . . estates."] [see collation for 1031.26 above]

-- Leading article on Waste Lands in Ireland, 6 Jan., 1847, 2.
NOTE: a reply to No. 353.
QUOTED: 1033, 1035
R_FEltREDTO: 1033, 1035
1033.25-6 "that there.., them,"] That there.., them. (2)
1033.28 "as a necessary evil,"] For instance, we are of opinion, as we said yesterday, that if the

reclamation of waste lands by the government be made a part of the government scheme, it will
only be introduced "to make good the deficiencies of the owners"--that it will be entered upon as
a necessary evil, and with a full sense of "the peculiar value of individual agency, and the danger
and difficulty attending all official interference, however well contrived, with either the
agriculture or the commerce of the country." (2) [cf. the entry in the preceding article for
1034.8-10]

Leading article in answer to the Morning Chronicle, 7 Jan., 1847, 2.
REFERREDTO: 1037, 1038

GODEFROY IV, DE BOUILLON (1060-1100; DBF). Referred to: 258

GODEltICH, LORD. See Frederick John Robinson, Earl of Ripon.

GODWIN, WILLIAM (1756-1836; DNB). Referred to: 1263

-- Things As They Are; or, The Adventures of Caleb Williams. 3 vols. London:
Crosby, 1794.

QUOTED: 1102

REFERREDTO: 231, 338,455, 598, 644

GOETHE, JOHANN WOLFGANG YON ( 1749-1832; EB).
NOTE: at 426 JSM uses the spelling G6the, at 563 Go_the.
R_'E_ TO: 426, 563

Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahee. In Werke. 55 vols. in 36. Stuttgart and Tfibingen:
Cotta'schen Buchhandlung, 1828-33, XVIII-XX.

NOTE: in SC. The two songs, "Nur wet die Sehnsucht kennt" and "Kennst du das Land," appear at
XIX, 67 (Bk. IV, Chap. xi), and XVIII, 233 (Bk. III, Chap. i) respectively.

QUOTED"563
563.12-16 A... away!] [translatedfrora:] Seh ich aus Firmament / Nach jener Seite / Ach! der

mich liebt and kennt / Ist in der Weite. (XIX, 67; II. 5-8)
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GOLDSMITH,OLIVER(1728-74; DNB). Referred to: 332

The Deserted Village, a Poem. London: Griffin, 1770.
QUOTED: 887
REFERREDTO: 1006

887.19 "stout peasanU'y?"] But a bold peasantry, their country's pride, / When once destroyed,
cannever be supplied. (4; I1.55-6)

The Vicar of Wakefield: A Tale. Supposed to Be Written by Himself. 2 vols.
London: Newbery, 1766.

NOTE:the reference is to Mr. Jenkinson, a characterin the novel.
REFEr,REDTO: 1070

GOOCH,THOMASSHERLOCK(1767-1851).
NOTE:M.P. for Suffolk 1806-30, Chairman of SuffolkQuarter Sessions until 1843.
REFERREDTO: 110, 281

GOOD, JOHN MASON (1764-1827; DNB). Letter to J.C. Hippisley, 7 June, 1823. In John
Cox Hippisley (1748-1825; DNB). Prison Labour, Etc.: Correspondence and
Communications Addressed to His Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for the Home
Department, Concerning the Introduction of Tread-Mills into Prisons, with Other
Matters Connected with the Subject of Prison Discipline. London: Nicol, 1823, 23-66.

QUOTED: 68
REFERREDTO: 67-8

68.10 position. • . work] [in italics] (32)

68.18 labour; and] labour!and (32)
68.20 work.] work; thus confirminga remarkI long since took the liberty of makingto you, I

meanthat, whenan organ is directedto anykindof labour,forwhichit is notnaturallyintended,
no perseverancewill ever give it facilityof action, or takeoff the originaldistress. (32-3)

GORDON,GEORGEHAMILTON(Lord Aberdeen) (1784-1860; DNB). Referred to: 1143

-- Speech on Foreign Affairs (20 July, 1849; Lords), PD, 3rd seT., Vol. 107, cols.
690-705.

REFERREDTO: 1143

GOSCHEN,GEORGEJOACmM(Viscount) (1831-1907; DNB). Referred to: 1231, 1232

Speech at the Colston Dinner, Bristol (13 Nov., 1872). In "Colston's Day in
Bristol," The Times. 14 Nov., 1872, 10.

REFERREDTO: 1228, 1231, 1232

GOSFORD,LORD. See Archibald Acheson.
GOSS AND Co.

NOTE:a frequentadvertiser of mall-order cures in newspapers.
REFERRED TO: 565

GOUGER,ROBERT(1802-46).
NOTE:Secretary of National Colonization Society, subsequently Colonial Secretary and then

Colonial Treasurer of South Australia; returned to England in 1844. See also Edward Gibbon
Wakefield,A Letter from Sydney.

REFERREDTO: 272,734

GOULBtrRN,HENRY( 1784-1856; DNB). Referred to: 111, 112, 113,268

GOLrRNAY,VINCENTDE (1712-59; GDU). Referred to: 155
GRACCHUS,GMUS SV.MPRONIUS(153-122 B.C.; WWR).
NOTE:the reference is to the Gracchi.
REFERRED TO: 664

GRACCHUS,TmERIUSSE_ONIUS ( 163-133 B.C. ; WWR).
NOTE:the reference is to the Gracchi.
REFERREDI"O"664
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GRAFrON, RICHARD(d. 1572; DNB). Graflon's Chronicle; or, History of England. To
Which Is Added His Table of the Bailiffs, Sheriffs, and Mayors of the City of London.
From the Year 1189, to 1558, Inclusive. London: Johnson, et al., 1809.

NOTE:the reference, which paraphrasesGrote, is general; this ed. cited merely for the title.
REFE_ TO: 870

GRAHAM,JAMESROBERTGEORGE( 1792-1861; DNB). Referred to: 639,641,642, 655,
762

Speech on Impressment ( 15 Aug., 1833; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 20, cols.
676-84.

NOTE:the reference at 641 is to Graham's quotation of William Pitt's (Lord Chatham's) use of
Milton's phrase (see CW, VI, 178).

RErEEREDTO: 600, 639, 641, 655

GRANDVILLE,AlUSTtDEI.X_QUETDE (1791-1853; DBF). Referred to: 517

GRAr_T,C_ES (Lord Glenelg) (1778-1866; DNB). Referred to: 1191
G_NT, HORACE(1800-59).
NOTE;a friend, walking companion, and colleagueof JSM's in the Examiner's Office of the East

IndiaCompany, 1826-45.
REFERREDTO:787

Arithmetic for Young Children. London: Knight, 1835.
REVIEWED:785-7

-- Exercises for the Improvement of the Senses, for Young Children. London:
Knight, 1835.

REvmwr._: 785-7

G_TTAN, HENRY (1746-1820; DNB). Speech on Parliamentary Reform (15 May, 1797;
Irish Commons). In The Speeches of the Right Honourable Henry Grattan, in the
Irish, and in the Imperial Parliament. Ed. Henry Grattan (his son). 4 vols. London:
Longman, eta/.; Dublin: Milliken, 1822, III, 333-43.

QUOTED:236
236.25 "proprietors of Parliament,"] The proprietors of boroughs have taken that right [of cities

and towns to return members to Parliament] away; they have made public right private property;
they have left indeed to the town the name of the return, and have imposed on the town the
hardshipand insult of their own nomination. (III. 334)

GR_C-OrRE,HEN_, ABBI"(1750-1831; DBF). Referred to: 317

GREOORYVII (Pope) (ca. 1020-85; EB).
NOTE:JSM refers to him as Hildebrand.
REFERREDTO; 819

GREOORYXVI (Pope) (1765-1846; E8). Referred to: 423,429

GREGORY,JOHN( 1724-73; DN8 ). A Comparative View of the State and Facuhies of Man,
with Those of the Animal World. London: Dodsley, 1765.

NOTE:the title is illustrativeonly.
_F_IU__.DTO: ll0-11

GRENVILLE,PaCHARDTEMPLENUGENTBRYDGENCHA_DOS(Duke of Buckingham and
Chandos) (1776-1839; DN8). Speech on Church Temporalities (Ireland) (17 July,
1833; Lords), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 19, col. 720.

REFERREDTO:

GRENVILLE,WILLIAMWYNDHAM(BalDn) (1759-1834; DNB). Essay on the Supposed
Advantages of a Sinking Fund, Part the First. London: privately printed, 1828.

_'r.m_D TO: 765-6
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Speech on Fox's East India Bill (21 Nov., 1783; Commons). In The
Parliamentary History of England, from the Earliest Period to the Year 1803. Ed.
William Cobbett. London: Longman, et aL, 1814, XXIII, 1224-31.

QoOTED:1161
1161.16 "unknown tO the constitution."] What was it but to lift a right hun. gentleman into a

situationwholly unknown to our constitution; a situation from which he could not be driven or
moved till he chose voluntarily to abdicatehis dictatorship?(1229)

GREY, CrlA_ES (2nd Earl) (1764-1845; DNB). Referred to: 320, 508, 588, 620,
1103

Speech on Parliamentary Reform (3 Oct., 1831; Lords), PD, 3rd seT., Vol. 7,
eols. 928-69.

NOTE:the quotationat 588 is not exact.
QUOTED:588, 800
588.14 "Representation, not Nomination."] Your Lordships must, I am sure, answer this

question in the negative, when you consider that under the form and name, but without anything
of the reality, of an election, persons are returned to the House of Commons under the false and
insulting title of Representative of the people, while they are, in fact, the mere nominees of peers,
or of wealthy persons, who pretend that they have now converted a public trust into their own
private property, and that they have a right to use it for their own individual benefit, and without
any reference to the interests of the people. (936)

Speech on Church Temporalities (Ireland) (17 July, 1833; Lords), PD, 3rd seT.,
Vol. 19, col. 720.

NOTE; the _ derives from Macbeth.
QUOTED; 608

608.24-5 "all sound and fury, signifying nothing;"] Earl Grey said, he would not be driven, by
all the "sound and fury" of the noble Duke, to enter mto a premature discussion. (720)

GREY, HENRYGEORGE(Lord Howick, later 3rd Earl Grey) (1802-94; DNB). Referred
to: 271, 1142

Speech on Emigration (22 Feb., 1831; Commons), PD, 3rd seT., Vol. 2, cols.
875-906.

m'ff'Em_DTO:271

Speech on the Dorsetshire Labourers (18 Apr., 1834; Commons), PD, 3rd seT.,
Vol. 22, cols. 940-4.

QUOTED: 705

705.29-31 These... place.] [not in italics] (943)
705.29 h/m.., a] him, however,a (943)
705.29 lesson. It was a] lesson from that which the hun. Member had learnt. They taught him,

that unless such illegal societies were checked in time, they were likely to grow into power; and
then would come what had come in France, a (943)

705.30 whatever] whichever (943)

Speech on the Ballot (2 June, 1835; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 28, cols.
425-9.

__a_suEDTO:798

GRIFFIN,DANIEL(ca. 1801-63).
NOTE:Irish surgeon, brother of writer Gerald Griffin. Member of the Royal College of Surgeons

1822, he was physician to County Limerick Infirmary, Consultant Physician to the Limerick
Lying-in Hospital, and authorof several books and articles.

• r.rEm_.DTO: 828n

An Enquiry into the Mortality Occurring among the Poor of the City of Limerick.
N.p., 1840.

QUOTED;828n
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828n.16 "I find] Now I find (16)
828n.18 the child] a child (16)

GlCEFFrrH, RICHARD JOHN (1784-1878; DNB). "Return of the Probable Extent of Waste
Lands in Each County in Ireland." In "Report from H.M. Commissioners of Inquiry
into the State of the Law and Practice in Respect to the Occupation of Land in
Ireland," PP, 1845, XIX, 48-52.

QUOTED:963, 964
itEVE_D TO: 963-4, 996

963.29-30 "coarse . . . cattle,"... "might... crops."] [paragraph] In summing up the data
contained in the foregoing statements, it would appear that Ireland altogether contains 6,290,000
acres of unimproved and comparatively waste land: of which 1,425,000 acres might.., crops;
2,330,000 acres might be drained for coarse.., cattle; and 2,535,000 acres would appear to be
unsuitable for improvement, inasmuch as it would not repay the expense of effective draining.
(52)

964.3 "offer] Many parts of this tract offer (51)

GROSVENOR, ROBERT (Marquis of Westminster) (1767-1845; DNB). Referred to: 613,
614

GROSVENOR, ROBERT WELLESLEY (1834-1918; WWBMP). Referred to: 1212

GROTE, GEORGE (1794-1871; DNB). Referred to: 734, 867-75, 1084-8, 1121-8,
1128-34, 1157-64

-- History of Greece. 12 vols. London: Murray, 1846-56.
NOTE: the review at 867-75 is of Vols. I-II; that at 1084-8 is of Vols. HI-IV; those at 1121-8 and

1128-34 are of Vols. V-VI; that at l 157-64 is of Vols. VII-VIII. The references at 1084 and 1086
are to Vols. I-II; that at 1121 is to Vols. I-IV; that at 1157 is to Vols. V-VI.

REVIEWED:867-75, 1084-8, 1121-8, 1128-34, 1157-64

QUOTED: 872-3, 873, 873-5, 1085, 1123-5, 1126-7, 1127-8. 1128, 1129, 1129-31, 1131-3
872.13 that city] the city (II, 527)
873.1 of inequality] of all inequality (If, 528)
873.9 Kleomen_s and] Kleomen_s, I [footnote omitted] and (II, 529

873.29 "the... times,"] THE... TIMES [rifle of Pt. II, Chap. ii] (II, 311-56)
874.11-12 city communities; ] city-communities: l [footnote omitted] (H, 299)
874.37 rocks,] rocks, 1 [footnote omitted] (II, 300)
1085.26 "age of the Despots,"] CORINTH, SIKYON, AND MEGARA.--AGE OF THE

GRECIAN DESPOTS [title of It. II, Chap. ix] (III, 1)
1123.34 Perikles,] Pericles. l [footnote omitted] (VI, 386)
1124.25 circumstances:] circumstances: l [footnote omitted] (VI, 387)
1124.31 it. First,] it: First, (3/I, 387)
1124.40 aggrandizement. Nikias] aggrandizement: Nikias (VI, 388)
1125.17 another,] another, 1 [footnote omitted] (VI, 389)
1126.18 He] [no paragraph] He (VI, 332)
1126.20 accusation .... The] accusation. 1 [footnote omitted] [text:] Atistophallcs, ill his

comedy of the Knights, reproduces these features with others new and distinct, as well as with
exaggerated details comic, satirical, and contemptuous. His comedy depicts Kleou in the point of
view in which he would appear to the knights of Athens--a leather-dresser, smelling of the
tan-yard--a low-born brawler, terrifying opponents by the violence of his criminatious, the
loudness of his voice, the impudence of his gestures--moreover, as venal in his
politics--threatening men with accusations and then receiving money to withdraw them--a
robber of the public treasury--persecuring merit as well as rank--and courting the favour of the
assembly by the basest and most guilty cajolery. The (VI, 332)

1127.6 opened .... The] The talent for invective possessed by Kleon, employed first against
Perikl_s, would be counted as great impudence by the partisans of that illustrious statesman, as
well as by impartial and judicious citizens; but among the numerous enemies of Perikl_s, it would
be applauded as a burst of patriotic indignation, and would procure for the orator that exWaneous
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support at first which would sustain him until he ar..qtti_redhis personal hold on the public
assembly I. [footnote omitted] [text:] [paragraph] By what degrees or through what causes that
bold was gradually increased, we do not know; but at the time when the question of Mitylen_
came on for discussion, it had grown into a sort of ascendency which Thucydides describes by
saying that Kleon was "at that time by far the most persuasive speaker in the eyes of the people."
The (VI, 333-4)

1127.13 home.] home 2. [footnote omitted] (VI, 334)
1127.19 To] [no paragraph] To (VI, 392)
1127.28 execute .... While] execute. [ellipsis indicates 7-setuence omisston] [paragraph]

While (VI, 393-4)

1t27.30-1 opposition .... As] opposition: we shall see in the coming chapter how he hecame as
it were promoted, partly by his own superior penetration, partly by the dishonest artifice and
misjudgement of Nikias and other opponents, in the affair of Spha_efia. [2-sentence omisston]
As (VI, 394-5)

1127.35 most] more (VI, 395)
1128.9 If] [no paragraph] lf(VI, 340)
1129.24 "Our] Andour(VI, 193)
1129.27 looks,] looks 3, [footnote omitted] (VI, 193)
1129.30 This] [no paragraph] This (VI, 199)
1130.4 clues .... There ] cities. [paragraph ] I shall hereafter return to this point when I reach the

times of the great speculative philosophers: in the mean time I cannot pass over this speech of
Perikl_s without briefly noticing the inference which it suggests, to negative the supposed
exorbitant interference of the state with individual liberty, as a general fact among the ancient
Greek republics. There (VI, 199-200)

1130.27 Xenophon,] Xenophon, l [footnote omitted] (VI, 201 )
1130.41 them.] them I. [footnote omitted] (V, 512)
1130.42 source,] source 2, [footnote omitted] (V, 512)
1131.6 Alkibiades,] Alkibiades _, [footnote omitted] (V, 513)
1131.9 firmness,] fn'mness2, [footnote omitted] (V, 513)
1131.15 effect,] effect _- [footnote omitted] (V, 515)
1131.15 further] farther(V, 515)
1131.17 numbers] numhers I, [footnote omitted] (V, 516)
1131.20 understand.] understand2. [footnote omitted] (V, 516)
1131.28 judges .... Both the] judges. [ellipsis indicates 3½-page omission] Accordingly, when

we wad these encomiums in modern authors, we shall find that both the (V, 517-21)
1132.35 archon .... As] archon. The juror hears and judges under full persuasion that he himself

individually stands in need of the same protection or redress invoked by others: so also did the
dikast. As (V, 522)

1133.1 them. On] them I. [footnote omitted] [paragraph] On (V, 522-3)

"GUARD, THEODORE DE L^." See Nathaniel Ward.

GUERNON-RANVILLE, MARTIAL COME ANNIBAL PERPI_TUE MAGLOIRE, COMTE DE

(1787-1866; DBF).
NOTE: see also Polignac, "Manifesto "
REFERREDTO: 127, 163-8, 177, 215, 223, 225-6, 373

Discours d'installation comme procureur-gtntral de Lyon (26 Oct. ), Moniteur,

1829, 1805-6.
trJ_gtED TO: 127

GUGENMUS, STEr^N ( 1740-78; ADB).
Non: the reference derives from Rau.
P,EFEmU_DTO: 976

GUIDO R£NI (1575-1642; EB). Referred to: 332

GUILLEMOT, HERCULE GILBERT MARIE.
NOTE: gt_rattt of the Messager des Chambres in 1834.
_D TO: 733
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GUILLON,MARIENICOLASSYLVESTRE,ABBI_(1760-1847; GDU). Referred to: 317

GUXNARD,AUGUSTEJOSEPH(1799-1874; GDU).
NOlle:the referenceat 1248 is in a speechby GodefroyCavaignac.
REFEI_EDTO:302, 303, 683, 1248

GUIZOT,FRANCOISPIERREGUILLAUME(1787-1874; GDU). Referred to: 136, 144, 160,
203,204, 235, 237, 288,448,512, 513,515,520, 522, 531,844

Cours d'histoire moderne: Histoire de la civilisation en France, depuis la chute
de l'empire romain jusqu'en 1789. 5 vols. Pads: Pichon and Didier, 1829-32.

NOTE: ill SC.

REFERREDTO:513

--Cours d'histoire moderne: Histoire g_n_rale de la civilisation en Europe, depuis
la chute de l'empire romain jusqu" _ la r_volution franGaise. Pads: Pichon and Didier,
1828.

NOTE:in SC.
REFERREDTO:513

-- Essais sur rhistoire de France (1823). 2nd ed. Pads: Bri_re; Leipzig: Bossange,
1824.

NOTE:in SC.
REFERREDTO:513

--Histoire de la revolution d'Angleterre depuis l"av_nement de Charles ler jusqu'_
la restauration de Charles H. 2 vols. Pads: Leroux and Chantpie, et al., 1826-27.

REFERREDTO:513

-- Speech on the State of France ( 13 Sept. ), Moniteur, 1830, 1085-6.
NOTE:the speech as given in the Moniteur is the versionby Guizot, the Ministerof the Interior, in

the Chamber of Deputies; the Moniteur of 15Sept., 1093, in mentioning Broglie's speech of the
same day in the Peers, refers to Guizot's for the text.

REFERRED TO: 144

Speech on the Press (8 Nov.), Moniteur, 1830, 1425-6.
REFERRED TO: 204

Speech on the Public Disorders and Good Government (19 Feb.), Moniteur,
1831, 349-50.

REFERREDTO: 519

GUIZOT,MARGUERITEANDR_E ELISE(n6e Dillon) (1804-33; GDU). Referred to: 160

"H." See The Times, 6 Apr., 1847.
HAGUE, JOHN.

NOTE: all engineer.
REFERREDTO: 1263

HALE, MATTHEW(1609-76; DNB). Referred to: 71

Judgment in the Case of K. v. Taylor, 1676. 86 English Reports 189.
QUOTED: 7

7.1 "Christianity is partand parcel... England.'] Forto say, religionis acheat, is to dissolve all
those obligations whereby civil societies are preserved, and that Christianity is parcel . . .
England;and therefore to reproachthe Christianreligion is to speak in subversionof the law.
(189)

HALL, BASIL (1788-1844; DNB).
NOTE:the references are to him (mistakenly) as the Quarterlyreviewer, the article was by Charles

Ross, q.v.
REFEmt_DTO: 168, 169, 172, 172-80
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HALL, ROBERT(1764-1831; DNB). Referred to: 16

HALLAM,HENRY (1777-1859; DNB). The Constitutional History of England from the
Accession of Henry VII to the Death of George H. 2 vols. London: Murray, 1827.

REFERREDTO:280

HALLIDAY,CHARLES(b. 1822).
NOTE:a travellinghawker.
REFE_tr.vTO: 1184-5

HXLLIDAY,ELIZABETH(d. 1851).
NOTE:wife of CharlesHalliday.
REFERREDTO: 1184

HAMILTON,WILLL_M(b. ca. 1826).
NOTE:in some reportscalledJohn;an Irishbricklayer'smate whofnecl apistol atQueenVictoria.
REFERREDTO: 1141

HAMPDEN,JOHN(1594-1643; DNS). Referred to: 281

HARDENBERG,KARLAUGUSTYON,PRINCE(1750-1822; EB). Referred to: 728, 1080-1

Hardenbergs Verfassungsentwurf fiir Preuszen yore 3 Mai 1819 in Form eines
Kgl. Kabinetsbefehles. In Alfred Stem, Geschichte Europas seit den Vertriigen von
1815 bis zum Frankfurter Frieden yon 1871. l0 vols. Berlin: Hertz, 1894-1924, I,
649-53.

NOTE:first publishedin thised.
REFERREDTO: 1081

HARDOUIN(b. ca. 1789).
NOTE:prosecutor in Cavaignac's trial; a judge in Parism 1831.
_FEnED TO: 302,407

HARDY, THOMAS(1752-1832; DNB). Referred to: 1262

HARDYNG,JOHN (1378-1465; DNB). The Chronicle of Ion Hardying. Containing an
Account of Public Transactions from the Earliest Period of English History to the
Beginning of King Edward the Fourth. Together with the Continuation by Richard
Grafton, to the Thirty Fourth Year of King Henry. the Eighth. London: Rivington,
1812.

NOTE:the reference, whichparaphrases Grote, is general; this ed. cited merely for the title.
REFEIUtEDTO:870

HARE,THOMAS(1806-91; DNB). Referred to: 1208

On an Organization of the Metropolitan Elections. London: National Association
for the Promotion of Social Science, 1865.

NOTE:a paperread at the Association's meeting in London on 10April, 1865. JSMtook pan in the
discussion, as reported in The Times, 11 Apr., 1865, 10.

nF.FEm_DTO: 1208

A Treatise on the Election of Representatives, Parliamentary and Municipal
(1859). 3rd ed. London: Longman, etal., 1865.

NOTE:in SC.
_FEm_D to: 1208

HARPING, HARROPAUL ( 1798-1870; ADB). Referred to: 749

Poland under the Dominion of Russm (1831). Trans. from German by I.S.
Syzmanski. London: n.p., 1834.

RE_ to: 749

HAmNGTON, JAMES(1611-77; DNB). Referred to: 394

HASTINGS,FLORAELIZAnETH(1806-39; DNB). Referred to: 877
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HAUSER,KxSP_ (1812?-33; EB). Referred to: 749

HAWES, BENJAMIN(1797-1862; DNB). Speech on the Poor Law Amendment Bill (9
May, 1834; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 23, col. 838.

REFERREDTO: 715

Speech on Italian Refugees (1 Aug., 1849; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 107,
col. 1161.

RFX_RR_DTO:1142

HAWKINS, JOHN HEYWOOD(1802-77; MEB). Referred to: 509

Speech on Parliamentary Reform (19 Apr., 1831; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol.
3, cols. 1617-30.

REFERRED TO: 509

Speech on Parliamentary Reform (19 Sept., 1831), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 7, cols.
193-214.

REFERRED TO: 509

HAZLITT, WILLIAM (1778-1830;DNB). The Spiritof theAge; or, Contemporary
Portraits.London:Colburn,1825.

NOTE:thequotationsarealloftheterm"thespiritoftheage,"whichJSM usedasthetitleforthe
seriesofarticles:Nos.73,77,82,92,97,I03.and107;probablyderivesfromErnstMoritz
Arndt'sDer GeistderZeit(1805),referredtobyHazlittintheExaminer,IDec.,1816,759.
Hazlittusedthetermin"TheDrama.No. IV,"LondonMagazine(Apr.1820),433,butJSM
probablywasstruckbythetitleoftheworkherecited(inwhichthereisanaccountofBentham).

QUOTED:228,238,252,278,289,304,312,598

HEBER, REGINALD (1783-1826;DNB). Referredto:356

HEINE, CHRISTIAN JOHANN I-_INRICH (1797-1856; EB).Referredto:748

Buch derLieder.Hamburg:Hoffmannand Campe, 1827.
RErEaD TO:748

HENLEY, LORD. See Robert Henley Eden.
HEN_ IV (of France) (1553-1610; GDU).
NOTE:the reference is in a quotation from Young. See also Lacretelle.
REFERRED TO: 958

HENRYVIII (of England) (1491-1547; DNB). Referred to: 817, 818, 1073
HENRy, THOMAS(1807-76; DNB). Referred to: 1187

HI_RAULTDES[CHELLES, MARIEJEAN (1760-94; GDU). Referred to: 317

HI_RnERT,SIDNEY (1810-61; DNB). Speech on National Representation (6 July, 1848;
Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 100, cols. 213-17.

REI_RR_DTO: 1102

I'IEgDER,JOHANNGOTTW,IED VON(1744-1803; EB). Referred to: 448

I-_RHAN, LOUTSETI_.NNE(1768-1853; GDU). Referred to: 745

HERODOTUS(ca. 484-420 B.C.; WWG). Referred to: 869, 1121

Herodotus (Greek and English). Trans. A.D. Godley. 4 vols. London:
Heinemarm; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1946.

REFERRED TO: 1087

I-IEn_ms, JOHNCHARI.ES(1778-1855; DNB). Referred to: 112, 268

I-IERSCHEL,CAROLINELUCn£TIA(1750-1848; DNB). Referred to: 795
HERSCHEL,JOHN FRI_DERICKWmLtAM( 1792-1871 ;DNB). Referred to: 250n, 284, 286,

795
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A Preliminary Discourse on the Study. of Natural Philosophy. London: Longrnan,
et al., 1830.

NOTE:Vol. XIV of Dionysius Lardner's TheCabinet Cyclopaedia.
REVmW_D:284-7
QUOTED; 287
REFERREDTO: 250n

HERSCHEL,WILLIAM( 1738-1822; DNB).
NOTE:Herschel presented the results of his researchesin a series of papers read to the RoyalSocmty

and published in the Society's Philosophical Transactions from 1780 to 1818.
rEFERREDTO: 795

HERTFORD,LORD. See Seymour-Conway.
HERZEN, ALEXANDERIVANOVaCH( 1812-70).
NOTE:see Modern Encyclopedia of Russian and Soviet History.
P.EFE_REDTO: 1203

HESIOD(ca.700 B.C.;WWG). Referredto:869,871

"HInERmCUS."SeeMorningChronicle,3Jan.,1824.

HICKS, JAMES(d. 1858).
NOTE: a surgeon.
L_UtED TO: 876

HICKSON, WILLIAMEDWARD(1803-70; DNB). Referred to: 404

The New Charter. Humbly Addressed to the King and Both Houses of Parliament;
Proposed as the Basis of a Constitution for the Government of Great Britain and
Ireland, and as a Substitute for the Reform Bill Rejected by the Lords. London:
Strange, 1831.

NOTE: publishedanonymously.
REVIEWED:404-5

HILDEBRAND.SeeGregoryVII(Pope).

HILDRETrl,RICHARD (1807-65;DAB). TheHistoryoftheUnitedStatesofAmericafrom
theDiscoveryoftheContinenttotheOrganizationofGovernmentundertheFederal
Constitution,1497-1789.3 vols.New York:Harper,1849.

REFEREEDTO: 1174

HIPPARCHUS(d.514 B.C.;WWG). Referredto:1085-6

HIPPIAS(d.490 B.C.?;WWG). Referredto:I085-6

HIPPISLEY.SeeJohnMason Good.

Historiade vitaCaroliMagni etRolandi.InGermanicarumrerumquatuorcelebriores
vetustioresquechronographi.Frankfurt:Coriunum,etal.,1566,1-13.

NOTE:thefirstprintededitionofthelegendarytwelfth-centurychronicleofCharlemagne'sreign.
SeealsoTurpin.

REFERRED TO" 870

HOBSES,THOMAS(1588-1679; DNB). Referred to: 66, 394

Leviathan; or, The Matter, Form and Power of a Commonwealth Ecclesiastic and
Civil (1651 ). In The English Works of Thomas Hobbes. Ed. William Molesworth. 11
vols. London: Bohn, 1839, HI.

NOTE;in SO. The reference at 74 is in a quotaUonfrom Mackintosh.
REFEIREDTO: 66, 74

HOBHOUSE,JOHN CAM (Baron Broughton de Gyfford) (1786-1869; DNB). Referred
to: 399, 1263
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HOCHE,LOUISLAZ_ (1768-97; GDU). Referred to: 616

HOLINSHED,RAPHAEL(d. ca. 1580; DNB ). Holinshed' s Chronicle of England, Scotland,
and Ireland. 6 vols. London: Johnson, et al., 1807.

NOTE:the reference, whichparaphrases Grote, is general; this ed. cited forthe rifle.JSM, following
Grote, spells it "Hollinshed."

REr_mU_DTO: 870

HOLYOAKE,GEORGEJACOB(1817-1906; DNB). Referred to: 1082-4, 1179

("Ion"). "One of the Consequences Considered," Leader, 27 July, 1850, 416.
QUOTED:1179
1179.13 associative views] Associative views are hourly being realised in detail, and not less

remarkableis their progress in/dea. (416)
1179.15-17 "the... result"... "so... dreaded;"] Better than that, they are felt to be practical;

but the.., result are felt, or assumed to be so... dreaded. (416)
1179.17-19 "a recent work"... "foreshadowed... withdrawn."] That recent work onPoliucal

Economy, which was first to admit the feasibility of associative views, yet foreshadowed...
withdrawn. (416)

1179.21-8 "the sharp.., hunger"... "above... want,"] [paragraph] Is it true that men once
above.., want, and out of the sphere of competitionentirely, come to feel adistaste of life and
sigh for the daysof salubriousexcitement, whentheir hand was against every man's and the sharp
• . . hunger spurred them to action? (416)

HOME, HENRY(Lord Kames) ( 1696-1782; DNB). Sketches of the History of Man. 2 vols.
Edinburgh: Creech; London: Strahan and Cadell, 1774.

NOTE:JSM uses the spelling Kaimes.
REFERRED TO: 32

HOMER(ca. 700 B.C.; WWG).
NOTE:the reference at 875 is in a quotation from Grote.
REFERREDTO: 158, 869, 871, 875, 1085

-- The Iliad (Greek and English). Trans. Augustus Taber Murray. 2 vols. London:
Heinemarm; New York: Putnam's Sons, 1924.

NOTE:this ed. used for ease of reference. A 2-vol. Greek ed. of the Iliad and Odyssey (Oxford,
1800) is in SC. The reference at 875 is in a quotation from Grote.

QUOTED: 1099

REFERREDTO: 158, 875

-- The Odyssey (Greek and English). Trans. Augustus Taber Murray. 2 vols.
London: Heinemann; New York: Putnam's Sons, 1919.

NOTE:this ed. used for ease of reference. In SC is a 2-vol. Greek ed. of the Iliad and Odyssey
(Oxford, 1800). The epithet at 294 is frequently applied to Ulysses by Homer; the reference at
875 is in a quotation from Grote.

QUOTED: 294

REFEREEDTO: 875, 1056

HOOK,THEODOREEDWARD( 1788-1841; DNB).
NOTE:the reference is to John Bull, the paper he edited in 1830•
REEEmlEDTO: 134

HOOPER, RICHARD.

NOTE:a witness from BucldandBrewers in the Parsons/Birdcase. Thequotationis takenfromThe
Times, 2 Feb., 1840, q.v. for the collation.

QUOTED:1152
REFERREDTO:1152

HORACE(Quintus Horatius Flaccns) (65-8 B.C.; WWR). Referred to: 275

Ars poetica. In Satires, Epistles, and Ars poetica (Latin and English). Trans. H.
Rushton Fairclough. London: Heinemann; New York: Putnam's Sons, 1926, 450-88.
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NOTE: this ed. used for ease of reference. In SC is Horace, Opera (Glasgow: MundeU, 1796).
QuoTED: 431, 1075

431.6 nonum.., annum,] si quid tamen olim / scripseris, in Maeci descendat iudicis aaris / et

patris et nostras, nonumque . . . annum, / membranis intus posifis: delete hcebit / quod non
edideris; neseit vox missa reverti. (482; 386-90)

1075.16 "the nodus was not dignus vindice,"] nec deus mtcrsit, nisi dignus vindice nodus /
inciderit, nec quat_ loqui persona laboret. (466; 191-2)

Carmina (Odes). In The Odes and Epodes (Latin and English). Trans. C.E.
Bennett. London: Heinemann; New York: Macmillan, 1914, 2-346.

NOTE: this ed. used for ease of reference.
QUOTED: 275

275.23 impavidumferient ruinae.] Iustum et tenacem propositi vn-um / non civium arbor prava
iubcntium, / non vultus instantis tyranni / mente quatit solida necque Auster, / dux inquietl
turbidus Hadriae, / nec fulminantis magna manus Iovis; / si fractus in labatur orbis, / in pavidum
fcrient ruinae. (178; HI, iii, 108)

275.23 tenax propositi] [see entry for 275.23]

-- Satires. In Satires, Epistles, and Ars poetica, 4-244.
QUOTED:1192

1192.9 Mutato... re] Mutato... te / Fabula narratur. (8-10; I, i, 69-70)

HORSE, WILLIAM (1774-1860; DNB).
NOTE: see also "The Bank of England," The Times, 14 Aug., 1833.
REFEmLWDTO: 591, 592

HORNER, FRANCIS (1778-1817; DNB), and NICHOLAS VANSITTART. Resolutions

Proposed to the House of Commons, on the Report of the Committee @pointed to
Inquire into the High Price of Bullion. Also the Several Divisions Which Took Place in

Consequence of the Same. To Which Is Added, a List of Publications Occasioned by
the Report of the Committee. London: Hatchard, 1811.

REFERREDTO: 853

HORTON, ROBERT JOHN WILMOT ( 1784-1841 ).
NOTE: M.P. for Newcastle under Lyme 1818-30; Under Secretary for War and the Colonies

1821-28.
TO: 736

-- Speech on Emigration (17 Apr., 1828; Commons), PD, n.s., Vol. 18, cols.
1547-57.

_D TO: 736

_ Speech on the New South Wales Bill (18 Apr., 1828; Commons), PD, n.s., Vol.
18, col. 1567.

It_FE_D TO: 736

HOUEL.

NOTE: wounded ill Paris by Poncelet on the night of 1-2 Feb., 1832.
REFERREDTO: 407

HOWARD, JAMES (1821-89; DNB). Referred to: 1242

HOWARD, JOHN (1726-90; DNB). Referred to: 419

HOWE, JULIA WARD (1819-1910; DAB). Referred to: 1221

HOWE, RICHAItD (Earl) (1726-99; DNB). Referred to: 419

HOWELL, THOMAS BAYLEY, ed. A Complete Collection of State Trials and Proceedings

for High Treason and Other Crimes and Misdemeanours from the Earliest Period to

the Year 1783, with Notes and Illustrations: Compiled by T.B. Howell, Esq. F.R.S.,
F.S.A., and Continued from the Year 1783 to the Present Time by Thomas Jones

Howell, Esq. 34 vols. London: Longman, et al., 1809-28.
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NOTE: the reference is to the definition by Edward Law, Lord Ellenborough, of libel as "any thing

which hurts the feelings of any body. " Eilenborough's statement formed part of his summing up
in the case of the King v. Cobbett, 24 May, 1804, in which he said: "Upon the subject of libel, it
may be as well for me to observe, before I enter upon the question, there is no impunity to arty
person publishing any thing injurious to the feelings and happiness of an individual, or prejudicial
to the general interests of the state." (Vol. XXIX, col. 49).

QUOTED:92

Case of the Imprisonment of Edward Bushcll, for Alleged Misconduct as a
Juryman, 1670. Ibid., Vol. VI, cols. 999-1026.

NOTE: the citation is merely illustrative.
REFERREDTO: 47

HOWICK, LORD. See Henry George Grey.

HOWITT, WILLIAM ( 1792-1879; DNB). Referred to: 968,971

Rural and Domestic Life of Germany: with Characteristic Sketches of Its Cities

and Scenery, Collected in a General Tour, and during a Residence in the Country in
the Years 1840, 41 and 42. London: Longrnan, et al., 1842.

QUOTED:969, 969-70, 970,970-1
ltEFVatgeDTO: 968, 985

969.4 The peasants] In Germany the peasants (40)
969.6-7 multitude .... The] multitude; and wherever you go, instead of the great halls, the vast

parks, and the broad lands of the nobility and gentry, as in England, you see the perpetual
evidences of an agrarian system. The exceptions to this, which I shall afterwards point out, are
the exceptions, they are not the rule. The (40)

969.9-10 they.., world.] [not in italics ] (41)
969.14 They labour early] [no paragraph] They labour busily, early (41)
969.14-15 themselves. The] themselves. [6-sentence omission] The (41)
969.16 trees, commonly] trees, as we have seen, commonly (41)
969.20-1 his.., greater.] [not in italics] (41)
969.36 bauer] [not in italics] (42)
969.37 in the] in his (42)

969.39 no man] no proud man (42)
970.2 one. ] one; and he knows that when he dies, he shall not be buried between the vile boards

of a pauper's coffin, threatening to fall asunder before they reach the grave, nor be consigned to
the knife of the surgeon; but his children will lay hun by his fathers, and plant the rose, the
carnation, and the cross on his grave--Zum Andenken desfrommer Vaters--to the memory of the
good father--and will live the same active and independent life, on his native soil, or seek it in
America or Australia. (42)

970.7 of the] of that (44)

970.9 do. They] do. Of their in-door employments we shall speak elsewhere. They (44)
970.19 In] [no paragraph] In (50)
970.26 buckwheat,] buckwheat,* [footnote omitted] (50)
970.29 tap] top (50)
970.31 anew; their] anew. Their (50)
970.32-3 foals, and] foals, most of them prisoners, and (50)
970.33 after; their] after. Their (50)

970.40 "The peasant] Yet the peasant (27)

HOWLEY, WILLIAM ( 1766-1848; DNB).

NOTE: the reference derives from a leader in the Morning Chronicle of 5 Jan., 1842.
TO: 821

-- Speech on the Bill of Pains and Penalties against Her Majesty (7 Nov., 1820;
Lords),PD, n.s., Vol. 3, col. 1711.

QUOTED:393

393.32 "the... wrong;"] It was a maxim of the constitution of this country that the.., wrong.
O711)
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HUBBERT, THOMAS (fl.1647/57).Pilulaad expurgandamhypocrisin:A PilltoPurge
Formality.London:Lloydand Cripps,1650.

QUOTED:If7,945

117.29 "new lights;"] Lastly,those thatdareeven intheirPulpits,mock, andcryoutagainstnew
lights, yea and othersthatin theirconferencesand disputesinveighagainstany thatshallspeakof
a furtherrevelation of light in the Gospel of Christ, whats[sic] this butamight opposingof the
powerof godliness?(67)

HUGHES,WILLIAMLEWIS(Lord Dinorben) (1767-1852).
NOTE:M.P. for Wallingford 1806-31.
REFERREDTO:72

Speech at the Meeting of the Chester Whig Club (9 Oct., 1823), Morning
Chronicle, 13 Oct., 1823, 2.

TO:72, 74

HUGO,VICTORMARIE(1802-85; EB). "A la jeune France" (10 Aug., 1830), Le Globe,
Supplement to 19 Aug., 1830, 1-2.

QUOTED:156, 180, 309

HUMANN,JEANGEORGES(1780-1842; GDU). Referred to" 378,410
HUMBLOT-CONTI_,AItNOULD(1776-1845; DPF). Referred to: 189

HUME,DAWD (1711-76; DNB). Referred to: 471, 1136, 1137

Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion (1779). In Essays and Treatises on
Several Subjects. New ed. 2 vols. London: Cadell; Edinburgh: Bell and Bradfute, and
Duncan, 1793, II, 472-597.

NOTE:in SC.
_FF.a_.EDTO: 1083

-- The History of England from the Invasion of Julius Caesar to the Revolution in
1688 (1754-62). 8 vols. London: Cadell, Rivington, et al., 1823.

NOTE:the reference at 72-3 is illustrative. An 1826ed. (Talboys and Wheler) formerly in SC.
QUOTED:264
REFI_ItDTO: 72-3, 1137

264.14 "waiters upon Providence,"] This maxim is not peculiarto the people of thatage: but
what may be esteemed peculiar to them is, that there prevailed a hypocriucal phrasefor
expressingso prudentiala conduct:It was calleda waiting uponProvidence.(VII, 227)

Treatise on Human Nature, Being an Attempt to Introduce the Experiment Method
of Reasoning into Moral Subjects. 3 vols. London: Noon, 1739-40.

NOTE:in SC.
• 1_ TO:471

HUME,JOSFA'H(1777-1855; DNB). Referred to: 21-4, 268,508, 617, 1102, 1263

Speech Presenting the Petition of Mary Ann Carlile (26 Mar., 1823; Commons),
PD, n.s., Vol. 8, cols. 709-16.

REr_am_nTO:21

SpeechPresentingthePetitionofRichardCarlile(8May, 1823;Commons), PD,
n.s.,Vol.9,cols.114-15.

QuoTED:22
REFERREDTO"22-4

22.13 "he was . . . England,"] But, up to this day be would say, that Mr. Carlile was . . .
England. (114)

22.13 "his religious] Mr. Carlile's religions (114)
22.14 but that that] but that (ll4)

Speech on Special Jl.Lriesin Presenting a Petition by John Hunt (28 May, 1823;
Commons), PD, n.s., Vol. 9, cols. 563-7.

a.E_D TO:93
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Speech on the Truck System (14 Dec., 1830; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 1,
cols. 1139-52.

REFERREDTO: 212, 213

Speech on the Ministerial Plan of Parliamentary Reform (2 Mar., 1831;
Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 2, cols. 1156-60.

NOTE:the reference is in a quotation from Wakefield.
RErr.aREDTO: 790

Speech on Reform of the Church of Ireland ( 14 Mar., 1833; Commons), PD, 3rd
ser., Vol. 16, cols. 661-2.

NOTE:one of the speeches by radical members who opposed the proposal to tax the present
incumbents.

RE_ To: 605

-- Speeches on the East-India Company's Charter (17 and 19 July, 1833;
Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 19, cols. 800 and 1027-8.

NOTE:with Buller and O'Connell, Hume opposed Clause 89 of the East India Bill.
REFERRED TO: 606

Speech Bringing in a Motion on National Representation (20 June, 1848;
Commons), PD, 3rd set., Vol. 99, cols. 879-906.

_FE_DTO: 1101-4, 1107

HUSrdSSON,Wn.LIAM (1770-1830;DNB). Referred to: 29, 104-5, ll0, 111, 112, 113,
140-1

-- Discours prononcd par M. Huskisson, anglois et membre de la Socidtd de 1789, d
la s_ance de cette Socidtd, le 29 ao_t 1790, sur les assignats. In Mdmoires de la
Soci6tdde 1789, No. XIV. Paris: LeJay ills, 1790.

REreaD TO: 140

Letter to an Anonymous Friend (7 July), The Times, 20 Sept., 1830, 3.
REFERRED TO: 141

The Question Concerning the Depreciation of Our Currency Stated and
Examined. London: Murray, and Hatchard; Edinburgh: Blackwood; Dublin: Mahon,
1810.

REFEnEDTO:853

SpeechonResumptionofCash Payments(IIJune,1822;Commons),PD, n.s.,
Vol.7,cols.897-925.

REFERRED TO: 34

-- Speech on East and West India Sugars (22 May, 1823; Commons), PD, n.s.,
Vol. 9, cols. 463-7.

NOTE;unlike JSM's quotations from other speeches in this debate, this one conforms to the PD
version.

QUOTED:29
29.21 "If it] That the West-indian was an owner of slaves was not his fault, but his misfortune;

and, if it (464)
29.23 him [the slaveholder] of] him of (465)

HUTT, WILLIAM(1801-82; DNB). Referred to: 509

HYDE,EDWARD(b. 1844).
NOTE:illegitimate son of Edward Kenealy;his evidence is quotedm "Law Intelligence," Standard,

13 May, 1850, q.v. for the collation.
Ouo'l'm_:1176-7
L_'_,EDTO: 1176-8

HYDE DE NEUVILLE,JEAN GUILLAUME,BARON (1776-1857;GDU). Referredto:157-8,
487,495,517
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HYPERBOLUS (d. 411 B.C.; WWG).
NOTE: the reference at 1126 is in a quotation from Grote.
REFERREDTO: 1126, 1160

IM-THURN, EDUARD ( 1813-77).
NOTE: see Dictionnaire historique et biographique de la Suisse.
REFERREDTO; 1054

Der Kanton Schaffhausen, historisch, geographisch, statistisch geschildert

(1840). Vol. XII of H istorisch-geographisch-statistisches Gemiilde der Schweiz. 18
vols. St. Gallen and Berne: Huber, 1834-46.

QUOTED:1016
REFERREDTO: 1054

1016.2 superhuman][translatedfrom:][paragraph]Ausserdem fastitherrnenschlichenFlelsse
tierLandbanerwarbiszuEndedesvorigenJahrhundartsan derganzenLandwirthschaftnichtszu
rlthmen.(53)

INFANTADO, PEDRO ALC_NTARA DE TOLEDO, DUQUE DEL (1773-1841; BU). Referred
to: 42

INGLIS, HENRY DAVID ["Derwent Conway"] (1795-1835; DNB). Switzerland, the South

of France, and the Pyrenees, in 1830.2 vols. Edinburgh: Constable, 1831.
QUOTED:984, 985,985-6, 986, 1010
REFERREDTO: 984-7, 988
984.16-17 Argovie,'"... farming] Argovie, farming (I, 25)
984.18 peasants run] peasants (for all proprietors who are not noble are called peasants), run (I,

26)

984.19 acres;many] acres; and good land is considered to yield10 per cent. profit. Many(I, 26)
984.37-8 in... unrivalled.] [not in italics] (I, 32)

985.4 When] [no paragraph] When (I, 32)
985.22 powder; every] powder. Every (I, 33)
985.33 In] [no paragraph ] In (I, 109)
985.33 as the] as in the (I, 109)

985.36 eats .... In] eats. [ellipsis indicates 21/2-paragraph omission] In (I, 109)
985.36 In] [paragraph] In (I, 110)
985.40 circumstances .... Generally] circumstances. He consumes whatever part of the produce

of his dairy is needed at home; and he sells the surplus, chiefly the cheese, which he keeps till the
arrival of the travelling merchant, who buys it for exportation. Generally (I, 110)

985.42 wine .... Flax] [ellipsis indicates 7-sentence omission]
985.42 Flax is] In enumerating the articles which the Grison of the Engadine is supplied with

from his own property, I omitted to mention flax, which is (I, 111)
986.2 tailor. The] tailor: the latter vocation is invariably exercised by the females of the house.

[2-page omission ] The (1, 111-13 )
986.4 found. There] found. [33-page omission] There (I, 113-46)
986.13-14 "might... affluent;"] The canton is rich, but it might.., affluent. (I, 257)
986.21 The] [no paragraph] The (I, 161 )
986.23-4 The daily] [JSM turns to previous page] This was no holiday; but the daily (I, 160)
986.24 custom in many of] custom here, and in many other of (I, 160)
986.25 church. Nor] church. [JSM omits 3 sentences, including the one quoted at 986.21 ] Nor
(I,160-I)

986.27 church.... If][ellipsisindicates30-pageomission](I,161-91)
986.31 holidays,"]holidays,we havea stillmoresatisfactoryexplanationoftheenigmaIhave
mentioned.(I,191)

986.33 "remarked]Inthisneighbourhood.Iremarked(I,190)
1010.20 He] [noparagraph]He (H, 285)
1010.23 them.He] them.Hiswife,he said,had beenthebelleofthevillage,and shemade as
gooda wifeasffshehad neverhad anadmirer.He (H,285)
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IP_TON, I'IENRV(1611-51; DNB). Referred to: 282

IRVING, EDWARD (1792-1834; DNB). Babylon and Infidelity Foredoomed of God: A
Discourse on the Prophecies of Daniel and the Apocalypse, Which Relate to These
Latter Times, and Until the Second Advent. Glasgow: Collins, 1828.

ar.EE.RRr.VTO: 229

ISAMBERT,FRANqOISANDR_ (1792-1857; GDU). Referred to: 191,215,227

-- Speech on the Municipal Government Bill (1 Feb.), Moniteur, 1831,228-9.
REFERREDTO: 262

JACKSON,ANDREW(1767-1845; DAB). Referred to: 236, 543, 794

"The President's Message" (9 Dec., 1830), The Times, 4 Jan., 1831, 1-2.
XE/rE.XRF_TO:236

"The President's Message" [4 Dec., 1832], The Times, 2 Jan., 1833, 3.
QUOTED: 543
_.r.D TO:543-5

543.19 "protection"] [the word is used several times] Those who take an enlarged view of the
conditionof our country must be satisfiedthat the policyof protection mustbe ultimatelylimited
to those articles of domestic manufacture which are indispensableto our safety in time of war.
(3)

543.20 "American system"] But beyond this object we have already seen the operation of the
system productive of discontent. (3)

JACOTOT,JOSEPH(1770-1840; GDU). Referred to: 786-7

--Enseignement universel, langue maternelle. Dijon: Lagier, 1823.
REFERRED TO: 786

JACQU_OT-GODARD,SIMONEDMEPAUL(1779-1858; GDU). Referred to: 396
JAOOT,GR_C_,OmEMArnE (1751-1838; GDU). Referred to: 317

JAMESII (of England) ( 1633-1701; DNB). Referred to: 132, 1181
JXMmsoN, JOHN (1759-1838; DNB). Referred to: 318

Etymological Dictionary of the Scottish Language. 2 vols. Edinburgh: Creech,
1808.

REFERREDTO: 318

JARS, ANTOINEGABRIEL(1774-1857; GDU). Referred to: 345,387

JAtmERT, HH'POLYTEFRANCOIS,COMTE(1798-1874; DPF). Referred to: 380

Speech Introducing a Proposition for the Abolition of Entailed Properties (24
Aug.), Moniteur, 1831, 1455-6.

REFERRED TO: 380

JEFFERSON,THOMAS(1743-1826; DAB).
NOTE:the reference at 669 is to his correspondenceas translatedby Conseil, q.v.
_.FE_mD TO: 174,669

Inaugural Speech (4 Mar., 1805). In Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of
the United States, Vol. XIV (1804-05), cols. 77-80.

RE_S._D TO: 179

JENrdNSON,ROBERTBANKS(Lord Liverpool) ( 1770-1828; DNB). Referred to: 582,607,
623

Speech on the Bank Charter and Promissory Notes Act (17 Feb., 1826; Lords),
PD, n.s., Vol. 14, cols. 450-66.

REFERRED TO" 607
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JESUS.
NOTE: the refet_ce at 1174 is to the Sermon on the Mount.
EErr_D tO: 31,257, 812, 817, 1174

John Bull. Referred to: 134

JOHNSON, JOHN.

NOTE: a journeyman baker. The quotation of his evidence is from "The Inquest on Mrs. Moir,"
Morning Chronicle, 28 Mar., 1850, q.v. for the collation.

QUOTED: 1169

JOHNSON, SAMUEl. (1709-84; DNB). "Lines added to Oliver Goldsmith's Traveller."

Quoted in James Boswell, The Life of Samuel Johnson. 2 vols. London: Dilly, 1791, I,
275.

QUOTED: 1138

1138.8-9 "laws or kings"... "cause or cure."] How small of all that human hearts endure, / That
part which kings or laws can cause or cure. (I, 275)

The Vanity of Human Wishes: The Tenth Satire of Juvenal, Imitated by Samuel
Johnson. London: Dodsley, 1749.

REFERREDTO: 110

JOHNSON, WILLIAM.
NOTE: a police informer.
REFERREDTO: 60

JOHNSTONE, GEORGE (b. 1812).
NOTE: captain of the Tory.
REFEEREDTO: 865-6

JOLLIVET, THOMAS MARIE ADOLPHE ( 1799-1848; DPF). Speeches on the Budget of 1832
(24 Jan. ), Moniteur, 1832, 244 and 247-8.

REFERREDTO; 405

JONSON, BEN (1573?-1637;DNB). Bartholmew Fayre: A Comedie, Acted in the Yeare,
1614. London: Allot,1631.

NOTE:thereferenceisina quotationfromtheGlobeand Traveller.
REFERREDTO: 362

JORANT, JEAN BAPTISTE.
NOTE: procureur du roi of the Meurthe.
REFERI_EDTO: 251

JOUFFROY, THI_ODORE SIMON (1796-1842; GDU). Referred to: 522

Le Journal de Paris.

NOTE: one anonymous article follows.

"Elections du 12 juillet," 16 July, 1830, I.
REFEmREDTO: 134, 148

Le Journal de St. Petersburgh. Referred to: 698

Le Journal des D_bats.

NOTE:anonymous articles follow, listed chronologically.
t_FEUr_D TO: 152, 516, 529, 723

.... "Paris: 28 octobre," 29 Oct., 1833, 1.
aF.FF.nr_ TO: 662

.... Leading article on Juries, l0 Nov., 1833, 1.
L_-FEaaEDTO: 666

Leading article on Verifying Elections, 7 Aug., 1834, I.
RE_ TO: 746
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Le Journal du Commerce. Referred to: 204

JUNIU$ REDIVIVUS. See William Bridges Adams.

JUSSERAUD, JEAN FRANCISQUE ( 1797-1863; DPF). Referred to: 1054

-- Statistique agricole de la commune de Vensat (Puy-de-Dtme ): M_moire pour

servir dune description de l'agriculture de la Limagne d'Auvergne. Clermont: Perol,
1843.

NOTE: JSM quotes the passage from Passy, q.v. for the collation.
QUOTF.D:1054-5

JUVENAL (ca. 60-140; WWR). Satires. In Juvenal and Persius (Latin and English ). Trans.

G.G. Ramsay. London: Heinemann; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1950, 2-307.

NOTE" this od. used for ease of reference. Two eds. (London, 1744 and 1835) formerly in SC.
QUOTED: 119, 488
119.5 sic volo sicjubeo] "nil fecerit, esto: / hoc volo, sic iuheo, sit pro ratione volontas." (100;

VI, 222-3)

488.28-9 Quis... querentes?] loripedem rectus derideat, Aethiopem albus; / quis.., querentes?
(18; 11, 23-4)

KAMES, LORD. See Henry Home.

KANE, ROBERT JOHN ( 1809-90; DNB). Referred to: 1112-15

-- "The Large or Small Farm Question Considered in Regard to the Present

Circumstances of Ireland," Agricultural and Industrial Journal of the Royal

Agricultural Improvement Society of Ireland, I (July 1848), 147-71.
QUOTED: 1113, 1114, 1114-15, 1115
REFERREDTO: 1112-15

1113.9-11 "willalways,"..."produce...farm;"] For these reasous, there will never be on a
large farm the same universal economy of space and u"tdization of the soil that characterizes the
garden system of culture of a small farm; and therefore the small farm will always produce...
farm. (165)

1113.13 "a] [paragraph] Yet there is among that class a (166)

1113.14 "Ifthe] The same capital has been supposed invested hy the small farmer, andthesame
interest allowed; and if the (165)

1113.16 of a capital of from 801. to 901. on... acres"] of so much capital, about £84, on...
acres will be by no means beyond their capability. (165)

1113.17-18 "There exists,"... "amongst ] Without attempting to deny, or even to underrate the
vast misery which the failures of the last two years have caused, peculiarly in that class, it may
fairly be asserted, that there exists amongst (165)

1113.19 justify .... They] justify. Their former condition of social slavery still hangs round
them with its fears, its narrowness of mind, its want of independence, its ignorance, and want of
enterprise. They (165)

1113.19 should] would (165) [the preceding clause reads should in Kane]
1113.24 hived] buried ( 165 ) [ treated as printer's error in this ed. ]
1113.25 names."] names, which Mr. Tidal Pratt has very properly regarded as a piece of

peculiarly Irish idiocy, and cut off from recovery by his statute. (165)
1114.21 The landlord [he says] has to learn] [no paragraph] But the landlord has also a great

deal to learn; he must learn (167)

1114.24 also. The ] also. Tenants were slaves when landlords were robbers; but the professional
occupations of both classes have changed within the last six centuries, and now the landlord is a
man who has land to hire out, and the tenant is a man who consents to pay so much for the use of
it. Ifthehandlorddemands to use the tenant as a political instrument, he cannot expect him also to
pay his rent, or at least to pay as much rent; the tenant's vote should in all fairness count against
so many shillings pcr acre. The (168)

1114.30 times. Even] times. [lO-sentence omission] Even (168-9)
1114.39 A] [no paragraph] A (148)
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1115.3 law. ] law; exactly as the cloth-selleror the cabinetmakerput uponthearticles they sell the
highest value they can persuade the purchaserto give. (149)

1115.31 "it] 1. [The first of his conclusions] That it (169)

KEBLE,JOHN(1792-1866; DNB).
NOTE:some of the referencesare to the "Oxford theologians"; see also Newman and Pusey.
REFERREDTO: 811-15, 815-22

The Christian Year: Thoughts in Verse for the Sundays and Holydays throughout
the Year. 2 vols. Oxford: Parker, 1827.

NOTE:the reference is in a quotationfrom Sterhng.
REFERREDTO:811

KENEALY, EDWARDVAUGHANHYDE(1819-80; DNB). Referred to: 1173, 1176-7
KEPLER,JOHANN (1571-1630; EB). Referred to: 414

KERC,ORLAY,LOUISFLORIANPAUL, COMTEDE (1769-1856; GDU). Referred to: 204

Letter Denouncing the New Regime of Louis Philippe (23 Sept., 1830),
Quotidienne, 25 Sept., 1830, 6.

RF.FEV.REDTO: 204

KERSAUSIE,JOACHIMRENI_ THI_OPHILEGUILLARDDE (1798-1874; Gnu). Referred
to: 657

KESNER,CHARLESJEANRODOLPHE(b. 1778).
NOTE:Treasuryemployee from 1800; became Caissier G6n6raldu Tr6sorin 1821.
REFERREDTO:409-10

KIMON.See Cimon.

KING, PETER(7th Baron) ( 1776-1833; DNB ). Thoughts on the Restriction of Payments in
Specie at the Banks of England and Ireland. London: CadeU and Davies, et al., 1803.

Va_VF.atn_DTO: 853

KIRKLAND,WILLIAM.
NOTE:the reference is in the testimony of Jane AnneWilkes in the trial of Edmund Curtis;Kirkland

evidently worked in the White Lion public house, St. Mary's, near Gloucester, kept by Henry
Wilkes, Jane's husband.

REFERREDTO: 1184

KLEISTHENES.See Cleisthenes.
KLEOMENESI. See Cleomenes I.

KLEON. See Cleon.

KNATCHBULL, EDWARD(1781-1849; DNB). Referred to: 281

KNIGHT-BRUCE,JAMESLEWIS (1791-1866; DNB).
NOTE:for the collation see The Times, 23 Dec., 1846.
Quo'rED:1021
_FERREDTO: 1020-3

KNONAU, MEYERVON. See Meyer yon Knonau.

KNox, JOHN(ca. 1513-72; DNB). Referred to: 819

KROLIKOWSrd,LOUIS (1807-55).
NOTE:Polisharmyofficerin exile m Paris,a close friendandcollaboratorof EtienneCabetand, in

the latter's absence,editor of the Populaire.
REFEgREDTO: 1145

Letter to the editor (20 Sept., 1849), Ddmocratie Pacifique, 22 Sept., 1849, 3.
Quo'rF_: 1145
1145.8-15 Citizen . . . judges.] [translated from:] Le citoyen Cabet, dont la presence est

indispensable dans la colonie icarienne de Nauvoo (Etats-Unis d'Am6rique), ne potirrapas
comparaltre,/_moinsque le tribunalneconsente_trenvoyersonjugementaumoisd'avril;matsje
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med_fendralde routemani_re.None causeest commune;et l'on a tam calomui_les Icarienset le
citoyen CabeIen particulier, ell l'accusam tant6tde proposerune entreprisechim_que, tantSt
d'abandonnerses fr_res apr_sles avoir pons_s a l'_migration,que je crois n_w,essaire a notre
d_fensede publierla protestationunanimedes Icariens_'tablist Nauvoo,quiseraproduitedevant
les juges. (3)

LA BARRE,JEAN FRANqOISLEFEBRE, CHEVALIERDE (1747-66; GDU). Referred to: 126

LABOISSI_E, PAUL JOSEPHXAVIERTRAMIERDE (1799-1860; GDU). Referred to: 482,
495,511

Letter to the Editor, Constitutionnel, 30 Aug., 1832, 1.
NOTE:see also Cabet andGamier-Pages.
REFEImEDTO: 511

LABORDE,ALEXANDRELOuiS JOSEPH, COMTEDE ( 1773-1842; GDU). Referred to: 521

LABOUCHERE,HENRY(Baron Taunton) (1798-1869; DNB). Letter to the Chairman of the
Irish Board of Public Works (5 Oct., 1846). In "Ireland," The Times, 8 Oct., 1846, 5.

NOTE:writtenon behalf of Ponsonby.
QUOTED:1027
REFERREDTO: 902, 934, 935, 1027-8
1027.26 "presentment sessions,"] 1. The PresentmentSessions will estimate the sum which it

may be necessaryto raise off the baronyfor thepurposeof affordingemployment. (5)
LAaOtmDONNAm, FRANqOISP-_OIS,COMTEDE (1767-1839; GDU).

NOTE:JSM uses the spelling la Bourdormaye.
REFERRED3"0:127

LA BRUYgRE, JEAN DE (1645-96, GDU). Les caract_res de Th_ophraste, traduits du
grec ; avec Les caract_res, ou Les moeurs de ce si_cle (1688). 4th ed. Paris: Michallet,
1689.

NOTE;this ed. incorporatesthe sectioncited.
REFEItREDTO: 1048-9

LACHMANN,KARLKONRADFmEDRICHWmHELM( 1793-1851 ;EB). Referred to: 871

LACRETELLE, CHARLESJEAN DOMINIQUE DE. Biography of Henri IV. In Biographie
universelle ancienne et moderne. Ed. Louis Gabriel Michaud. 52 vols. Paris: Michaud
_s, 1811-28, XX, 94-115.

NOTE:the reference is in aquotationfrom Young.
REFEatF.DTO:958

LACUgEDECESSAC,JEANG_tARD, COMTE(1752-1841; GDU). Referred to: 521

LAFAYETTE,MAmm JOSEPHGILBERTDU MOTIER,MARQUISDE(1757-1834; GDU).
NOTE:the referenceat 1249 is in aquotationfrom GodefroiCavalgnac.
REFERREDTO:141, 152, 153, 165, 178, 224, 226, 227, 248, 542,658,716-17, 1249

Letter to the Electors of Meaux ( 13June, 1831 ). In M_moires, correspondance et
manuscrits du G_n(ral Lafayette. Brussels: Haman, 1839, 521-6.

NOTE:the referenceat 1248 is in a speechby Cavalgnac.Thised. usedforease of reference.
TO:395, 1248

Speech Explaining His Resignation as Commander of the National Guard (27
Dec.), Moniteur, 1830, 1829-30.

_.vesgv_ TO:226

Speech on External Affairs (28 Jan.), Moniteur, 1831, 193-4.
RI/FERREDTO: 300

Speech on the Events of 14 Feb. (20 Feb.), Moniteur, 1831, 357-8.
QUOTED:298, 341
298.39-40 des hommes furieux de moddration.] [paragraph] On nous parle beaucoup,
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Messieurs, de raod_ration et de juste milieu, j'ai moi-rn_me des amis qui sont non-seulement
impr6gn_s, mais furieux de mod_tion. (358)

LAFI_TTE,JACQUES(1767-1844; GDU).
NOTE:JSM sometimes uses the spelling Lafitte.
_FE_D TO: 181, 190, 203, 207, 208, 288, 378, 402, 460, 466, 483, 505, 524, 560, 570

Speech in the Chamber of Deputies (5 June), Moniteur, 1820, 785.
m___a_EDTO: 156

Speech Introducing His Motion on the Tax Bill (15 Nov.), Moniteur, 1830,
1475-6.

REFERRF.DTO: 203

Speech in the Chamber of Deputies (26 Nov.), Moniteur, 1830, 1572.
REFERREDTO: 207

-- Speech in Presenting the Budget ( 11 Feb. ), Moniteur, 1831,295-8.
REFEnm_DTO: 270

Speech on the Budget of 1832 (23 Jan. ), Moniteur, 1832, 244.
REFE_ar._To: 402

-- Speech on the Sinking Fund (27 Feb.), Moniteur, 1833, 549-50.
Er.rm¢_ TO:570

LAFOrCrAIr,_,JOSEPHPIERRE(1792-1858; DPF). Referred to: 456

LAGUETTE-MORNAY,JULESFRI_DI_RICAUGUSTE AM_DI_E, BARON (1780-1845; DPF).
Referred to: 378,684

-- Speech on the Corn Question, Moniteur, 13 Dec., 1831, 2371.
Rrff_lC_DTO: 378

LAIr,r_, JOSEPHHENRI JOACHIM,VICOMTEDE (1767-1835; GDU). Referred to: 199

LAING, SAMUEL(1780-1868; DNB). Referred to: 971

_Journal of a Residence in Norway, during the Years 1834, 1835, and 1836; Made
with a View to Inquire into the Moral and Political Economy of That Country, and the
Condition of Its Inhabitants. London: Longman, et al., 1836.

NOTE:the reference is in aquotation from the Globe and Traveller.
REFERREDTO: 1008

Notes of a Traveller, on the Social and Political State of France, Prussia,
Switzerland, Italy, and Other Parts of Europe, during the Present Century. London:
Longman, et al., 1842.

REFERREDTO: 971

LALLY,THOMASARTHUR,COMTEDE (1702-66; GDU). Referred to: 376

_RQtrE, JEAN MAXn_Lmr_ (1770-1832; GE). Referred to: 247,355,473,510, 683

Speech on War (15 Jan.), Moniteur, 1831, 109-10.
REFERREDTO:247

LAMARTINE, ALPHONSEDE (1790-1869; GDU). Referred to: 1092

R6ponse _tune d_putation de gardes du commerce r6clamant au sujet du d6cret qui
suspend la contrainte par corps ( 11 Mar. ), Moniteur, 1848,597.

REFERRED1"o: 1092

LAMa, C_OLINE (Lady) (1785-1828; DNB). Referred to: 43-4, 63
LAMB,WILLIAM(Lord Melbourne) ( 1779-1848; DNB).
NOTE:the referencesat 758 and765 are in quotationsfrom Senior.
REF_REDTO: 43-5, 63, 701, 758, 765, 818

LAMBERT,CHARLESJOSEPH(1804-64; GDU). Referred to: 676
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LAMBTON,JOHNGEORGE(Lord Durham) (1792-1840; DNB). Referred to: 759

"An Ordinance to Provide for the Security of the Province of Lower Canada,"
PP, 1837-38, XXXIX, 914-16.

NO_: refereed to by JSM as the "Ordinance of Banishment";enacted in 2 Victoria, c. 1 (Lower
Canada) (28 Jmm, 1838).

RXFXm_DTO:801

_TH, ALEXANDRETHgODOREVICTOR, BARONDE (1760-1829; GDU). Referred
to: 155,541,542

LAMETH,CHARLESMALOFRANC_OIS,COMTEDE (1757-1832; GDU). Referred to: 182-3,
541-2

-- Speech (10 Mar.), Moniteur, 1832, 712.
REFERREDTO: 542

LAMOIGNON,NICOLASDE (1648-1724; GDU). Referred to: 120

LAMY,AmeND F_N_OIS (1781-1839; DPF). Referred to: 594

Speech Presenting the Report on the Bill to Fortify the Capital (22 Apr.),
Moniteur, 1833, 1151.

m_=Em_nTo: 594

LANCASTER,JOSEPH( 1778-1838; DNB).
NOTE:the reference at 360-1, in a quotation from Montalivet, is to the Lancastefian method of

education; that at 456 to the schools in France.
gF_EgREDTO: 360-1, 456

LANDRIAN, CHEVALIER DE.

NOTE:sub-prefectin Meurthe.
REFERRED TO: 263

LAN_, MRS.
NOTE:the servantof Lady CarolineLamb, alsoknownas MissDrummond.
REFERREDTO:43-5, 63

LANSDOWNE,LORD.See Henry Petty-Fitzmaurice.
LAPLACE, PIERRE SIMON, MARQUISDE(1749-1827; GDU). Referred to: 198,242

LAPORTE,PIERREFRANCOIS(1799-1841).
NOTE:originally Delaporte;actorand producerof Frenchand Italian theatrein London.
REFERREDTO: 307

LARAmT, MARIE DENIS (1792-1876; GDU). Referred to: 355

LARDNER,DIONYSIUS(1793-1859; DNB). Referred to: 663

LARDNER,NATHANIEL(1684-1768; DNB). Referred to: 16
LA ROCHEFOUCAULD-LIANCOURT,FRRVI_RICGARTAN,MARQUISDE(1779-1863; GDU).

Referred to: 262

Speech on the Municipal Government Bill (1 Feb.), Moniteur, 1831, 223.
REFERRED3"O:262

LASALLE, JEAN BAPTISTE,ABBI_ DE (1651-1719; GDU).
NOTE:the referenceis in a quotation from Montalivet.
REFEgREDTO: 360

LAS CASES, EMMANUEL AUGUSTIN DIEUDONNI_ MARIN JOSEPH, COMTE DE (1766-1842;

GDU). Referred to: 355

M_morial de Sainte Hdldne. Journal of the Private Life and Conversations of the
Emperor Napoleon at St. Helena (1823). 8 pts. in 4 vols. London: Colbum, 1823.
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NOTE:the refereace is in a spe_h by Cavaignac.
_ TO:1248

LATIMER,HUGH(1485?-1555; DNB). Referred to: 463
LAUD, WILLI,_M(1573-1645; DNB). Referred to: 14

LAURENCE,JUSTIN(1794-1863; DPF). Referred to: 352

LAVELEYE,EMILELOUISVICTOR,B_ON DE(1822-92; GDU). Referred to: 1226

LAVOISIER,Arcroir_ LAtn_NT (1743-94; GDU). Referred to: 324

LAW, EDWARD(lst Baron Ellenborough) (1750-1818; DNB).
NOTE:_ also Howell, State Trials.
QUOTED:92

LAW, EDWARD(Earl of Ellenborough) (1790-1871). Referred to: 115, 1191

Speech on the East-India Company's Charter (21 Apr., 1831; Lords), PD, 3rd
ser., Vol. 3, col. 1738.

_F_O._ TO: 601

Law Magazine; or, Quarterly Review of Jurisprudence.
NOTE: one 811ollyn'lous article follows.

"Events of the Quarter," V (Jan. and Apr. 1831), 520-6.
P,ETE_D TO: 318n

The Leader.
NOTE:anonymousarticles follow, listed chronologicaly.

"Marriage," 13 July, 1850, 375.
QUOTED: 1181

1181.37-8 "an act.., inexperience."] It may beaquestionas to how farit is wise, as society is
now constituted, to recast the social laws that at all events secure the material sustenance of
children, however much their moral and spiritualwelfare may be endangeredby the stormy
atmospherethat too often surroundsthem; but, surely, it can be no quesUonwith any whose
experience has dived at all below the surface, that many a "'really noble-minded person," Is
weigheddown to the earth, his energies crippled,his soul withered,his life saddenedandmade
void, by the chainthat one act.., inexperiencebound aroundhim forever. (375)

"Right of the Suffrage" (signed "Homo."), 27 July, 1850, 422-3.
NOTE:the quotationis of the title.
QUOTED:1182

LECHEVALIER, ANDI_ LOUISJULES(1800-50; GDU). Referred to: 1146-7

Declaration of Citizen Andre-Louis-Jules Lechevalier, Ex-member of the
Committee of the Public Press and of the Socialist Committee, at Their Trial, June 13,
1849. LOndon: n.p,, 1849.

QUOTED:1147
_'E_D TO: 1146-7
1147.3-4 "the protest . . . June last.., constitutional;]The Protest... June, 1849....

constitutional.(4)
1147.4-7 thatin principle,insurrection.., legitimate, but"... "in pointof factno insurrectton

took place, and none was desired or projected."] The insurrection. . . legitimate.In point of
fact, it didnottake place. It was neitherdevised norprepared.(5)

Rapport sur les questions coloniales. 2 vols. Paris: Imprimerie royale, 1843-44.
_vTO: 1146

LECL_dm_,EDMEJEAr_(1801-72).
NOTE:reformer,industrialist,and writeron agriculturaland industrialissues.
ttlmFmt_ To: 1093
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"M. Leclaire of Paris," Chambers's Edinburgh Journal, n.s. IV (27 Sept.,
1845), 193-6.

_¢OTE:the articleconsists of translationsfrom Leclaire's pamphlet,Des amdliorations qu'il serait
possible d'apporter dans le sort des ouvriers peintres en bd,timents, suivies des r_glements
d' administration et de rdpartition des b_n_ficesque produit le travail.

REFERREDTO: 1093

LEDXEU,LOUISFgAN_OISJOSEPH(b. 1791).
NOTE:a journalist _ted duringthe Lamarquetroubles;a contributorto La Tribune.
REFEgREDTO: 495

LE MAReHAWr, DENIS (1795-1874; DNB). Referred to: 597, 600, 610, 614, 619, 620,
627, 637

The Reform Ministry, and the Reformed Parliament. London: Ridgway, 1833.
REVtEWED:597-607,608-17
QUOTED:627
REFEm_DTO:618-22, 622-8,628-34, 634-8,643-6
627.3 appeal."] appeal; particularlywhen it is consideredthat the questionsbroughtbefore the

PrivyCouncilaregenerallyquestions involvingsome of the most abstrusepoints of foreignlaw:
questions, in which the interests of millions of people (as in the case of India) are involved.
(63-4)

LENNARD,THOMASBAm_ETT(1788-1856; MEB). Speech on the Petition of Richard
Carlile (8 May, 1823; Commons), PD, n.s., Vol. 9, col. 116.

QUOTED:24
24.1 "that] It appearedto himthat(ll6)
24.2-3 banishment,as was contemplated,had still continuedthrough]banishment,had

contrived,through(116)

LENNOX,COMTE(1795-1836; GDU). Referred to: 417

LENNOX, CHARLESGORDON(5th Duke of Richmond) (1791-1860; DNB). Referred
to: 636, 637

Speechon Employment for Agricultural Labourers (13 June, 1833; Lords), PD,
3rd ser., Vol. 18, cols. 664-71.

REFERREDTO:636

Speech on the Post-Office (16 Aug., 1833; Lords), PD, 3rd scr., Vol. 20, cols.
711-12.

REFERREDTO:600

LEOPOLDI (of Belgium) (1790-1865; EB). Referred to: 699
LEI_LETXERDESAn_T-FARGEAU,Louis MICHEL(1760-93; GDU).
NOTE:JSMuses the spelling L_pelletier.
_FEV.REDTO:155

LFJoux,PIERRE(1798-1871;GDU). Refen'edto:677

L'ESTRANGE,ROGER. FablesofAesopand OtherEminentMoralists;withMoralsand

Reflexions.London:Sate,etal.,1692.
REFERREDTO: 905

LESBOs-. See Buckler-Lathbridge.

LEVAS$EUR, GODEFROY. Testimonyat thetrialof Cavaignac,Gulnard,et al.,Le

National,IIApr.,1831,3.
NOTE:a captainin the artillery.
QUOTED:302
302.13-17 "There . . . infamy."] [transiatedfrom:] Je diraien terminautqu'il y avaR Acct_

_:lUC deux sortes d'individus qui se m_laiem des _v_nemcns: les uns _s m6ticuleux,
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s'alarmant au moindre brmt, et dont le type se trouve au th_itre des Vari_t6s(M. Cagnard); les
autresdispos6s _tjotter la vie et la libert6 de leurs concitoyenscontre un mban et une place; mais
ils n'en retireront sans doubt que la honteet l'infamie. (3)

LEVESON-GOWER,GEORGEGRANVILLE(lst Duke of Sutherland) (1758-1833; DNB).
Referred to: 588

LEWlN, CHARLOTTE(1796-1875).
NOTE;sister of Harriet Lewin Grote, she marriedher cousin, Thomas Lewin, in 1834;author of On

the Cultivation of Music (1838).
REFERREDTO; 494

("C-- L--"). The Fisherman of Flamborough Head, Now Living at the Age of
Seventy-Four. Collected from Personal Knowledge during a Visit to the East Riding of
Yorkshire. Edinburgh: Oliphant; London: Nisbet, 1832.

REFERREDTO:494-5

LEWIS, GEORGECORNEWALL(1806-63; DNB). Referred to: 447-52

-- An Examination of Some Passages in Dr. Whately's Elements of Logic. Oxford:
Parker; London: Murray, 1829.

REFERREDTO:448

"French Revolution of 1830," Foreign Quarterly Review, VI (Oct. 1830),
473-91.

P.Et_R_ TO: 183

--Remarks of the Use and Abuse of Political Terms. London: Fellowes, 1832.
_vmwr_: 447-52

LEWIs, THOMASFRANKLANO(1780-1855; DNB). Referred to: 743-4, 776

The Limerick Chronicle. See Morning Chronicle, 15 Dec., 1846.
LIONNE,PIERRE.
NOTE: managing editor of the Mouvement, and subsequentlyof La Tribune; prosecuted for press

offences.
REFERREDTO: 428, 571

"Int6rieur. Paris, 1 avril 1833," Tribune Politique etLittdraire, 2 Apr., 1833, 1.
QUOTED:571
571.24 une chambre prostitute,] [paragraph] 0 le bon billet de La Chitre que nous donne l_t

cette Chambreprostitute! (1)

The Literary Gazette; and Journal of Belles Lettres, Arts, Sciences, &c.
NOTE:one anonymousarticlefollows.

Review of Prati and Fontana, St. Simonism in London, 7 Dec., 1833, 772-3.
RErr.J_EDtO: 679

LITrLETON,EDWARDJOHN(lst Baron Hatherton) (1791-1863; DNB). Referred to: 212
LIVERPOOL,LORD. See Robert Banks Jenkinson.

Le livre rouge, ou Liste des pensions secrettes sur le trdsor public, contenant les noms et
qualit_s des pensionaaires, l'dtat de leurs services, et des observations sur les motifs
qui leur ont m_ritd leur traitement. [Paris:] Imprimerie royale, 1790.

REFERREDTO: 139

LLOYD,JOHNHORATIO(1798-1884; MEB). Referred to: 508

LOCKE,JOHN (1632-1704; DNB). Referred to: 244, 286

Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690). In Works. New ed. 10 vols.
London: Tegg, et al., 1823, I-III.

NOTE:in SC.
p.r.rr,t_ to: 244
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LOCKHART,JOHNGIBSON(1794-1854; DNB). Referred to: 173
London Gazette.
NOTE:one anonymousarticlefollows.

"Lord Chamberlain's-Office, March 9, 1847," 12 Mar., 1847, 1025.
l_o'rE:postponing Her Majesty's Drawing-Room from 25 to 27 March; see also Victoria, "A

Proclamation," ibid.
To: 1074

London Review. Referred to: 769

LONDONDERRY,LORD. See Robert Stewart.

LONG, GEORGE(1780-1868; DNB). Referred to: 1155

LONG, JOHN ST. JOHN (1798-1834; DNB). Referred to: 232
LONSDALE,LORD. See William Lowther.

Louis IX (St. Louis, of France) (1214-70; GDU). Referred to: 520
Louis XIV (of France) (1638-1715; GDU).
NOTE:the reference at 1125 is in aquotation from Grote.
REFERREDTO:394, 1048, 1125

LOUISXV (of France) (1710-74; GDU).
NOTE:the unidentifiedquotation is in aquotationfrom Senior.
QUOrr.D:757
I_.FERRED TO: 394

Edit du roi, concernant la soci_t_ des j_suites. Paris: Simon, 1764.
r_OTE:this edict, of November1764, banishingtheJesuits, was still in effectat the periodof which

JSM is writing.
Rr.X_D TO:125

LOUISXVI (of France) (1754-93; GDU). Referred to: 317,376, 421,479, 673

Louis XVIH (of France) (1755-1824; GDU).
NOn: manyof the references are to "the Bourbons"; thatat 171 is in a quotationfrom Casimir

P_rier;that at 260 is to him as constituting "the executive"; those at 1249 and 1250 axe in a
quotationfrom Godefroy Cavaignac.

REFERR_TO:124, 125, 131, 135, 171, 197, 198, 260, 288, 352, 402,418, 505, 515, 520, 525,
542, 571, 669, 691, 694, 696n, 1249, 1250

LOuiS PHILIPPE(of France) (1773-1850; GDU).
NOTE:the reference at 139 is to theroi citoyen; thatat368 is in aquotationfromThe Times; that at

747 is in aquotationfromLe Temps; those at 1039and 1052arein quotationsfromCroker;thatat
1250 is in a speech by Cavalgnac.

TO: 130, 139, 144, 151-2, 153, 164, 171, 190, 208, 223, 224, 226, 238, 248, 250-1,
263,273,274,275,278,283,288,298,301,303,308,309, 338,339,344, 345,351,353,358,
359, 365,366, 367,368,373,374, 386, 391,392, 394, 395,396, 402,408,411,453,457, 460,
464, 474, 475,481,482, 483,484, 485,487,495,505,516, 518,523,525,532,561,570, 593,
656, 667,669, 670, 682, 683,684,688,692, 693,694,699,700, 701,702, 704,705,710, 733,
743, 745, 747, 1039, 1052, 1056, 1110, 1116, 1250

Adresse du roi (20 Apr.), Moniteur, 1831, 855.
REFERRED TO: 303

Discours du tr6ne (19 Nov.), Moniteur, 1832, 1977.
REFERREDTO:524, 531, 532

Discours du tr6ne (23 Dec. ), Moniteur, 1833, 2487.
REb'F.,RILEDTO: 656, 661, 665

_ Discours du tr6ne (31 July), Moniteur, 1834, 1619.
RErEmtEDTO: 746, 747
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Letter to the Belgian government. See S_bastiani, Letter ....

_ Letter to the duc de Bourbon (20 Aug., 1829), LeNational, 10 Dec., 1831, 4.
r_OTE:also in The Times, 21 Dec., 1831, 2.
_.a_ TO:392

Proclamation du duc d'Orl6ans (31 July), Moniteur, 1830, 833.
NOTE:accepting the office of Lieutenant-General;the remark had beenquoted in the proclamation

of the deputies gathered in Paris on 31July (ibid., 1830, 829).
QUOTED: 453

453.10 charte-v_rit_,] La Charte sera d_ormais tree v6rit_. (833)

Proclamation du roi (15 Aug.), Moniteur, 1830, 907.
QUOTED: 297

297.12 L'ordrepublic] Libert6,OROREPUBLIC,relicest la devise que la garde nationalede Paris
porte sur ses drapeanx;--qul se suit anssi le spectaclequ'offre la France _tl'Europe. (907).

-- R6ponse _tl'adresse en r6ponse au discours du tr6ne (16 Aug. ), Moniteur, 1834,
1711.

_.a_D TO: 747

R6ponse du roi A une adresse de la ville de Gaillac (29 Jan.), Moniteur, 1831,
205,

_t_ TO:263

LOUIS,JOSEPHDOMINIQUE,BARON(1755-1837; EB). Referred to: 288,384

Speech on Presenting the Budget of 1832 (19 Aug.), Moniteur, 1831, 1431-3.
P_RRED TO: 346,480

LOWTH,ROBERT(1710-87; DNB). Referred to: 16

LOW'tHOR,WILLIAM(Lord Lonsdale) (1787-1872; DNB). Referred to: 112

LOYD, SAMUEL JONES (Baron Overstone) (1796-1883; DNB). Thoughts on the
Separation of the Departments of the Bank of England. London: Richardson, 1844.

RF.In_D TO: 855,856

LUCCH_I-PALLI, ANNE MARIEROSALm (b. 1833).
NOTE:daughterof the duchesse de Berry, she died in infancy.
REFERREDTO: 573

LUCCHESI-PALLI,HECTOR,COMTEDE( 1806-64; GDU). Referred to: 573

LUDLOW, JOHN MALCOLMFORBES (1821-1911; DNB), "'Labour and the Poor,'"
Fraser's Magazine, 41 (Jan. 1850), 1-18.

t_W_ltEDTO: 1156-7

LULLINDECHATEAUVIEUX,JACOBI_DI_RIC (1772-1841). Referred to: 1041

Voyages agronomiques en France. 2 vols. Paris: Maison rustique, 1843.
TO: 1041, 1042, 1046, 1050

LUSmNGTON,EDMUNDHENRY(1766-1839; MEB). Referred to: 93-4

Ltn'H_, MARTIN(1483-1546; EB). Referred to: 813,819, 821

LYCURGUS(ft. 650 B.C.; WWG).
NOTE:oneof the referencesat 872 and thatat 873 are in aquotationfrom Grote.
_E_U_D TO: 871,872, 873, 1085

LVNDnURST,Lopa). See John Copley.
LYSANDER(d. 395 B.C.; WWG). Referred to: 1158
LYrrON, LADY. See Rosina Bulwer.

LYTTON,Lomb. See Edward Bulwer.
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MACAULAY, THOMAS BABINGTON(1800-59; DNB). "Dryden," Edinburgh Review,
XLVH (Jan. 1828), 1-36.

QUOTED:330
330.3-4 "only . . . reflect the . . . time have become.., who were] They areonly.., reflect

a... time be... who lie (3)

McCULLOCH,JOHN RAMSAY( 1789-1864; DNB). A Dictionary, Geographical, Statisti-
cal, and Historical, of the Various Countries, Places, and Principal Natural Objects
in the World. 2 vols. London: Longman, etal., 1841.

QUOTED"1053
1053.4"France]ThetruthisthatFrance(I,855)
I053.7imported;".. ."was]imported;andhad thedutybeenallowedtocontinueatthis
reasonablerateitcouldnothavebeenjustlyobjectedto.Butin1822thedutyof3fr.was(I,
855-6)

I053.7francs]fr.!(I,856)
I053.8importation"]importationofcattle,andbeenproductiveofmanymischievousresults.(I,
856)

-- A Discourseon theRise,Progress,PeculiarObjects,and Importance,of
PoliticalEconomy:Containingan Outlineofa CourseofLectureson thePrinciples
and Doctrinesof ThatScience.Edinburgh:Constable;London:Hurst,Robinson;
Liverpool:Robinson,1824.

NOTE:theexactwordshavenotbeenfound,butthesenseisveryclose;theideaisexpressed
identicallyinMcCulloch'sPrinciplesofPolitlcalEconomy,q.v.

QUOTED:720

"DisposalofPropertybyWilI--Entails--FrenchLaw ofSuccession,"Edinburgh
Review,XL (July1824),350-75.

NOTE"thesamephraseisquotedinallfourplaces.
QuoTED:950,984,989,1229
950.25"pauper-warren.']Shouldit[thesystem]besupportedinitspresentvigourforanother
half-century,/agrandenationwillcertainlybethegreatestpauperwarreninEurope;andwill,
alongwithIreland,havethehonoroffurnishinghewersofwoodanddrawersofwaterforallthe
othercountriesoftheworld.(369)

-- "Evidence."In"FourthReportfromtheSelectCommitteeAppointedtoInquire
intotheStateof Ireland,More ParticularlywithReferencetotheCircumstances
Which May have Led toDisturbancesinThatPartoftheUnitedKingdom,"PP,
1825,VHI, 807-38.

REFERREDTO:103,105

HistoricalSketchoftheBank ofEngland:WithanExaminationoftheQuestionas
tothe Prolongationof theExclusivePrivilegesof ThatEstablishment.London:
Longman,eta/.,1831.

REFERRED TO" 851, 855, 856

-- The PrinciplesofPoliticalEconomy: Witha SketchoftheRiseand Progressof
theScience.Edinburgh:Tait;London:Longman, 1825.

NOTE:theexactwordshavenotbeenfound,butthesenseisveryclose;theideaisexpressed
identicallyinMcCulloch'sDiscourse,q.v.

QUOTED:720

"StateoftheCurrency,theBankofEnglandandtheCountryBanks,"Edinburgh
Review,LXV (Apr.1837),61-87.

REFERREDTO:855,856

McENTAGGART.

NOTE:edited the Courier from late 1829 to early 1830.
REFERREDTO:529
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MACGOVERN, ELIZA.
NOTE:the wife of the plaintiff in the Smith case, No. 419.
V,ZTEtar_D3"O:1221

MACGOVERN, PATRICK.

NOTE: an Irish labourer and felt maker, plaintiff in the Smith case. The quotation is taken from the
DailyNews, 25 Dec., 1869, q.v. for the collation.

QUOTED:1221
REFERREDTO: 1221

MACHALE, JOHN (Archbishop of Tuam ) ( 1791 -1881; DNS). Letter to Lord John Russell
(21 Aug., 1846), The Times, 24 Aug., 1846, 6.

REFERREDTO: 980

MACKINTOSH, JAMES (1765-1832; DNB). Referred to: 512

The History of England. 10 vols. London: Longman, et al., 1830-40.
NOTE: the quotation is indirect.
QUOTED:1148

Vindiciae Gallicae. Defence of the French Revolution and Its English Admirers,
against the Accusations of the Right Hon. Edmund Burke; Including Some Strictures
on the Late Production of Mons. de Calonne (1791). 2nd ed. London: Robinson,
1791.

NOTE: JSM's precise references, here and elsewhere, are to this ed.
QUOTED:39-40, 74
39.37 "entangled] That Minister [Neckar], probably upright, and not illiberal, but narrow,

pusillanimous, and entangled (30)
39.37 detail] detail* [3-sentencefoomote omitted] (30)
39.38 they have] he had (30)
39.38 possess] possessed (30)
40.1 affairs:"] affairs. (30)
74.12 nonsense.] nonsense/(120n)

MACLEAN, ANDREW (b. ca. 1814).
NOTE: a journeyman tailor. The quotation is from "Central Cnmmal Court," Morning Chronicle,

23 Aug., 1851, q.v.
QUOTED:1185
RETERmEDTO: 1184-5

MACNEILE, HUGH (1795-1879; DNB). The Abominations of Babylon: A Sermon

Preached in Behalf of the Continental Society. London: Hatchard, 1826.
REFERREDTO: 229

Popular Lectures on the Prophecies Relative to the Jewish Nation. London:
Hatchard, 1830.

REFERREDTO: 229

MACNEVEN, WILLIAM JAMEs (1763-1841; DNB). Referred to: 105

MAOI_N, Wn.LIAM (1793-1842: DNB). Referred to: 708

"Specimens of the Art of Governing 'by Commission,'" Fraser's Magazine, VIII
(Oct. 1833), 470-8.

QUOTED:631, 633

Magna Carta. In Select Charters and Other Illustrations of English Constitutional History

from the Earliest Times to the Reign of Edward the First. Ed. William Stubbs.
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1870, 288-97.

NOTE: the reference, in a quotation from Grote, is to the Great Charter (Magna Carta).
3"0:873

MAHOMET (570-632 A.D.; EB). Referred to: 1097
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MAILLEFER, PIERRE MARTIN (ca. 1799- ?).
NOTE: a member of the Aide-toi Society, and associated with the Courtier Franfais, he signed the

protest of the journalists against the regime of Charles X in July 1830, but his name was omitted
from the list (Le National, 25 Jan., 1831, 2). JSM probably made his acquaintance in August
1830 (see CW, XII, 63) and arranged for him to be a correspondent of the Examiner. He is so
identified in JSM's SC copy. Maillefer contributed seven letters in 1831:23 Jan., 55-6; 20 Feb.,
122-3; 20 Mar., 184-5; 10 Apr., 231-2; 29 May, 343-4; 19 June, 391; 11 Sept., 583; four of them
are mentioned by JSM (see Nos. 79, 96, 101, and 119). In this year he moved to Douai,
establishing a branch of Aide-toi and becoming editor of the Liberal, the latter duty possibly
explaining the fact that he made no further contributions to the Examiner. Two years later, in
1833, he took over the editorship of the Peuple Souverain of Marseilles and made it into the
leading republican journal in the South. The newspaper was suspended after the events of April
1834. Maillefer was arrested, became both a defendant in "the Monster Trial," and one of the
members of the Lyons conmuttee of defence (see dossier in Archives Nationales, CC 584, liasse
2).

REFERREDTO: 246, 288, 301, 347

-- "Foreign Intelligence. (From our own Correspondent)" (14 Mar., 1831),
Examiner, 20 Mar., 1831, 184-5.

REFERREDTO: 288

"Foreign Intelligence. (From the Correspondent of the Examiner)" (2 Apr.,

1831), Examiner, 10 Apr., 1831, 231-2.
REFERREDTO: 301

"Foreign Intelligence. France. (From our own Correspondent.)" (31 Aug.,
1831), Examiner, 11 Sept., 1831, 583.

NOTE: the article is not signed, but he was the Pads correspondent.
REFERREDTO: 347

MAISON, NICHOLAS JOSEPH, MARQUIS (1771-1840; GDU). Referred to: 182

MAITLAND, THOMAS (1759-1824; DNB). Referred to: 649, 650

MALLET, EDOUARD (1805-56: GE). Referred to: 828

Recherches historiques et statistiques sur la population de Gendve, son

mouvement annuel et sa long_vit_, depuis le XVIe sidcle jusqu'a nos jours
(1549-1833). Paris: Renouard, 1837.

NOTE: the quotations are in and the references derive from a quotation from Chadwick, "Report,"
q.v. for the collation.

QUOTED:827,828, 829 i
REFERREDTO: 828-9

MALTHUS, THOMAS ROBERT (1766-1834; DNB).

NOTE: the references at 989 and 1070 are in a quotation from Scrope.
REFERREDTO: 318,989, 1070

--An Essay on the Principle of Population, as It Affects the Future Improvement of
Society, with Remarks on the Speculations of Mr. Godwin, M. Condorcet, and Other
Writers. London: Johnson, 1798.

NOTE: see alSO the ed. of 1803, below. The quotation is of the phrase "check to population," used
repeatedly.

QUOTED:88

An Essay on the Principle of Population; or, A View of Its Past and Present

Effects on Human Happiness; with an Inquiry into Our Prospects Respecting the

Future Removal or Mitigation of the Evils Which It Occasions. New ed. London:
Johnson, 1803.

NOTE: See also the 1st ed., above. The reference at 98 is in a quotation from James Mill; that at 99n
is in a footnote by Wooler.
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QUOTED:88
REFERREDTO:96, 98

An Inquiry into the Nature and Progress of Rent, and the Principles by Which It Is
Regulated. London: Murray, and Johnson, 1815.

NOTE:the reference is illustrative.
_rV,m_D TO:58

The MeasureofValueStatedand Hlustrated,withan ApplicationofIttothe
AlterationsintheValueoftheEnglishCurrencysince1790.London:Murray,1823.

_vmwr,D:51-60
QUOTED: 54, 55-6, 56, 57, 57-8, 58, 59
54.20 labour.] labour;andas noother objectwhatevercanrepresentagivenquantityof labour, it

is obvious thatlabourstandsquitealonem thisrespect, andthatit is thequantityof labour which
a commodity will command, and not the quantityof any other commodity, which can represent
the conditions of its supply, or its natural value.* [footnote omitted] (17-18)

55.40 If] But if (30)
57.23 "1. On] On (54)
57.23 rents,"... "such] rents, such(54)
57.25 value] value (54)
57.27 agriculture."] agriculture;and on the same principle that, if tities do not fall mainly on the

labourer, the acknowledgeddiminutionin the corn rents of the landlord,occasioned by tithes,
cannotbe balanced by an increaseof their value, and that, consequently,tithes mustfall mainly
onthelandlord.(54-5)

57.36 "2.Iftithes][seeentryfor57.27above]
57.38 andconsequently][seeentryfor57.27above]
58.7 "that][paragraph]On thesubjectoflabourwoulddetermine,that(55)
58.10 the work] the quantityof work (55)
58.11 labour] labour*[footnote omitted] (55)
58.30 If the] [paragraph] On the subjectof the accumulationof capitalit would show thatif the
(57)

59.7-8them..,profits]them,profits(59)
59.22 On the][paragraph]On the(56)
59.22 it...would]itwould(56)
59.27 profits] profits*[footnote omitted] (57)
59.40 "we must have] We must therefore have (58)

"Newenham and Others on the State of Ireland," Edinburgh Review, XII (July
1808), 336-55.

TO: 893

Principles of Political Economy Considered with a View to Their Practical
Application. London: Murray, 1820.

NOTE:the reference is illustrative.
REFERREDTO:58

MxNNm_S, JOHN JAMESROBERt (Lord; later 7th Duke of Rutland) (1818-1906; DNB).
Referred to: 926, 1067

Speech on the Poor Relief (Ireland) Bill (15 Mar., 1847; Commons), PD, 3rd
ser., Vol. 90, eols. 1385-91.

TO: 1072

MANU_L, JACQUESANTOINE(1775-1827; GDU). Referred to: 125-6, 486-7

Speech in the Chamber of Deputies (5 June), Moniteur, 1820, 784-5.
TO: 156

Speech on Intervention (26 Feb. ), Moniteur, 1823, 237-8.
NOTE:speechwhichcausedhim tobeejectedfromtheChamberofDeputies.
_,mtED TO:125-6
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MANZONI, ALESSANDRO(1784-1873; GDU). Referred to: 573

MARAT,JEANPAUL (1743-93; GDU). Referred to: 524

MARCHAL,Prorate FRANgOXS( 1785-1864; DPF). Referred to: 262

Speech on the Municipal Government Bill (29 Jan.), Moniteur, 1831, 206-7.
P.EFV.UED3"O:262

MARGOT,FRANCOIS(1796- ?).
NOTE:prosecuted and sentenced undermartial law in June 1832.
P.EF_,_D TO: 487,495

MARIALOUISA(Duchess of Parma) (1791-1847; GDU). Referred to: 289

MARJORIBANKS, DUDLEYCOUTTS(1820-94; WWBMP). Speech on the Government of
India Bill (30 June, 1853; Commons), PD, 3rd set., Vol. 128, cols. 999-1001.

QUOTED:1193
1193.20 "degradation"] The hon. Member [Mr. Bright] declaredthat no gentlemanof standing

would condescendto the degradationof a canvass. (1000)

MARMONT, AUGUSTEDE, DUCDERAGUSE(1774-1852; GDU). Referred to: 166

MARRAST,ARMAND(1801-52; GDU). Referred to: 362,402

"Situation grave," La Tribune, 9 Sept., 1831.
NOllE:the articlewas written for, hut (by reason of censorship) not published in this issue of La

Tribune; it appearedin the R_volution de 1830.
I_FERnED3"O:363

MAmlYATT,JOSEPH(1758-1824; MEB ). Speech on East and West India Sugars (22 May,
1823; Commons), PD, n.s., Vol. 9, cols. 459-61.

NOTE:PD gives his forenameas James. JSM's sourcefor his quotationshas notbeenlocated; the
PD version is used for ease of reference. Forthe first quotationat 28, attributedto himby JSM,
see William Douglas.

QUOTED:26, 27, 28

Speech on the Labour Rate (5 Aug., 1833; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 20,
col. 359.

QUOTED:636,637
636.22 "temporarypalliative,"] The Bill was, however, to be defended only as a temporary

palliative to anevil to which he shouldhopeto see amoregeneralandpermanentremedyapplied.
(359)

MARTIGNAC,JEAN BAPTISTESYLVl_REGAY, VICOMTEDE (1778-1832; GDU). Referred
to: 134, 153, 189, 203,456, 516, 569

MARTIN, NICOLASFERDINANDMARIE LOUISJOSEPH(1790-1847; GU).
NOTE:called Martindu Nord.
REFERRED TO" 747

MARTIN, SAMUEL( 1801-83; DNB).
NOTE:the quotation, of his judgment in the Curtis case, is taken from "Assize Intelligence. Crown

Court,"Morning Chronicle, 15 Aug., 1851,q.v. for the collation.
QUOTED:1184

MARTn_EAU,HARRIET(1802-76; DNB). Referred to: 554, 575,638-9

The Charmed Sea: A Tale (1833). No. 13 of Illustrations of Political Economy. 9
vols. LOndon: Fox, 1834, V.

REI_r.IIIED TO: 554

The Parish: A Tale. No. 1 of Poor Laws and Paupers Illustrated. London: Fox,
1833.

imnmU_D3"o:574
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A Tale of the Tyne (1833). No. 21 of Illustrations of Political Economy. 9 vols.
London: Fox, 1834, VH.

imvmweD: 638-42
QUOTED:639-41
639.9 entered] re-entered (104)

MARTINEAU,JAMES(1805-1900; DNB). "On the Life, Character, and Writings of Dr.
Priestley," Monthly Repository, VII (Apr. 1833 ), 231-41.

NOTE:the two earlier articles appeared ibid., VII, for January, 19-30, and for February, 84-8 (the
first entitled, "On the Life, Character, and Works of Dr. Priestley").

REFERRED-tO: 561-2

MARTINEZDEL^ ROSA, FRANCISCODE PAULA (1789-1862; EB). Referred to: 40-1

MARVELL,ANDREW( 1621-78; DNB).
NOTE:JSMuses the spelling "Marvel."
mSrERREDTO: 494,596

MARYII (of England) (1662-94; DNB). Referred to: 132

MASSE.
NOTE:the young man attachedto AddleBoury, q.v.
msv'xt_.o To: 532

MATHIEU-DUMAS.See Dumas.

MATTrmWSON,JOHN THOMAS(b. 1823).
NOTE:a privatesoldier in the 7th Regimentof Hussars.
tr.rEstm_Dto: 882-5

MAYrHIAS,THOMASJAMES(1754-1835; DNB). Referred to: 318

Pursuits of Literature. 4 pts. London: Owen, 1794-96.
RErrmRED"tO:318

MAUDSLAY,HENRY ( 1771 - 1831 ; DNB). Referred to: 1263

MAUGUIN,FRANCOIS(1785-1854; DPF). Referred to: 192, 337, 352, 661

Speech (30 Aug.), Moniteur, 1830, 999-1000, 1001.
gEFERRF..O"tO: 162

Speech on War (15 Jan.), Moniteur, 1831, 111.
_mm.r.D_o: 248

-- Speech on the Patriotic Association (29 Mar. ), Moniteur, 1831, 659-60.
REFERREDTO"299

Speech on Free Trade (20 Oct.), Moniteur, 1831, 1910-11.
Sr2XP._D"to: 363

Speech (19 Dec.), Moniteur, 1831, 2440.
RrWemimDTO:389

Speeches on the Budget of 1832 (26 and 27 Jan.), Moniteur, 1832, 268-70 and
281-2.

_ur_D TO:405

Speech on the Draft Address to the King (3 Jan.), Moniteur, 1834, 24.
REFERREDTO: 661

MAUPILL_,L_ON. See Am6d_e Bertha.

MAXIMIANUSI (M. Aurelius Valerius Maximianus) (ca. 240-310 A.D.; WWR).
NOTE:JSM's referenceat this point to Diocletian is mistaken;Maximianus' careeris described.
REFERREDIX):690
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MAYHEW, ELLEN.
NOTE: a witness in the MacLean case. The reference is in a quotation from the Morning Chronicle,

23 Aug., 1851, q.v.
REFERREDTO: 1185

MEHEMET ALl. See Mohammed.

MEIDtAS (ft. 347 B.C.; WWG).
NOTE: the reference is in a quotation from Grote.
REFERE.EDTO: 1132

MELBOURNE, LORD. See William Lamb.

MELESIAS.

NOTE; father of the Thucydides who opposed Pericles. The reference is in a quotation from Grote.
REFERREDTO: 1124

MENOTTI, ORO (1798-1831; GDU). Referred to: 429

MEREDES, AMELIA.
NOTE: the quotation of her evidence is from "The Inquest on Mrs. MoiL" Morning Chronicle, 28

Mar., 1850.
QUOTED: 1167-9

M,_.JtILHOU, JOSEPH (1788-1856; GDU). Referred to: 181,283,288

MERLE, GIBBONS (ca. 1796-1855).

NOTE: the reference at 526 is in a quotation from Le National. Merle seems also to have edited the
Courrier in the early 1830s. Obituary in Gentleman's Magazine.

REFERREDTO: 526, 529

Letter from Paris Correspondent (21 Oct., 1832), Globe and Traveller, 23 Oct.,
1832, 3.

NOTE: the reference derives from a quotation from Le National.
P.EFEEREDTO: 526

Letter from Paris Correspondent (27 Oct., 1832), Globe and Traveller, 29 Oct.,
1832, 2.

NOTE: the reference derives from a quotation from Le National.
REFERRED_o: 526

MERLIN DE DOUAI, PHILIPPE ANTOINE, COMTE (1754-1838; GDU). Referred to: 520,
542n

MERP_T'r, ANNE (b. 1819).

NOTE: convicted of poisoning her husband.
REFERREDTO: 1170

MERVn.LE. See Vallet de Merville.

Messager des Chambres. Referred to: 153

MEYER VON KNONAU, GEROLD LUDWIG (1804-58).

NOTE: see Dictionnaire historique et biographique de la Suisse.
REFERREDTO: 1054

Der Kanton Zurich historisch, geographisch, statistisch geschildert (1834).

Vol. I of Historisch-geographisch-statistisches Gemiilde der Schweiz. 18 vols. St.
Gallen and Berne: Huber, 1834-46.

QUOTED:1054

1054.6-8 "that . . . besides"] [translated from:] Seither hat sich aher dasselhe bedeutend
vermindert; denn obgleich einzelne vorher ungehaute Gegenden in den letzten Jahrzehenden dem
Feldbau gewidmet wurden, ist doch eine weit gr6ssere Ausdehnung yon Ackerland der Pflanzung
von Futterkr_utem, dem Weinhau ond tier Waldcultnr iiherlassen worden, insbesondere seit die
einsichtsvollem Landwirthe begriffen hahen, dass in tier Regel der Landbauer hei einem sehr
ausgedehnten Feldhau sieh ond sein Vieh abmiidet, in der Bestellong ond in der Dfingung
zttriickbleibt; class er hingegen bei besehriinkaema Feldhau mad vermehrter Viehzucht in einem
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verminderten Raume ebenso viel Cerealien gewionen kann, ohne jene Nachtheile zu erfahren,
wozu die Vortheile des gr6ssem Viehstandes noch hinzukonamen. (83)

MICHEL, LOUlS CHRYSOSTOME (1798-1853; GDU).
NOTE: known as Michel de Bonrges.
REFERREDTO" 657-8

MICHELET, JULES (1798-1874; GDU). Le peuple. Paris: Hachette, and Paulin, 1846.
QUOTED: 1048n
1048n.5-6 moment"... "'off] moment o5 (7)

I048n.9 jonmaliers .... Je] joumaliers. Par quels incroyables efforts purent-ils, _ wavers les
guerres et les banquerontes du grand roi, du r6gent, garder ou reprendre les terms que nous avons
vu plus haut se tronver dens leurs mains au dix-huiti6me si6cle, c'est ce qu'on ne peut pas
s'expliquer. [paragraph ] Je (8)

1048n.12 r6imprim6 . . . Economistes.] [drawn from an omitted 4-sentence footnote to
Boisgulllebert ]

MIE, AUGUSTE (1801-85; DPF). Referred to: 705, 745

MIGUEL (of Portugal) ( 1802-66; EB).
NOTE: tile reference is in a quotation from Le Nattonal.
REFERREDTO: 527

MILL, JAMES (1773-1836; DNB). Referred to: 97, 101, 102, 1263

Analysis of the Phenomena of the Human Mind. 2 vols. London: Baldwin and
Cradock, 1829.

REFERREDTO: 433

-- "Colony." In Supplement to the Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Editions of the
Encyclopaedia Britannica. Ed. Macvey Napier. 6 vols. Edinburgh: Constable, 1824,
Ill, 257-73.

NOTE: the article (sometimes identified as "Colonies") first appeared in a fascicle in February 1818;
it was reprinted in Essays (London: printed Iones, [1825]), where the passage appears (in revised
form) on 9-12.

QUOTED:97-100
REFERREDTO: 9'7

97.34 It should] In the first place, it should (260)
98.34 As] [paragraph] As (260)

99.3 population] proportion (260) [treated as printer's error in this ed. ]
99.10 number] number (260)
99.10 proportion] proportion (260)
99.28-9 manhood. [paragraph] It] mankind might be made. [3-sentence omission[ [paragraph]

It (261) [manhood treated as printer's error for mankind in this ed. ]
100.25-6 inquire. It] inquire. [paragraph] It (261)

Elements of Political Economy. London: Baldwin, et al., 1821.
REFERREDTO: 3-6

"Government" (1820). In Supplement, IV, 419-505.
NOTE: the article fwst appeared in a fascicle in September 1820; it was reprinted in his Essays

(1825). The references are to the word "securities" used in the Philosophic Radical sense; that at
101 is in a quotation from James Mill's "Penedicai Literature--Edinburgh Review"; that at 874
is in a quotation from Came.

l_*_agl_D TO: 40, 62.4, 64-6, 101, 130, 144, 184-5,489, 490, 492, 503, 874

The History of British India ( 1817 [ 1818]). 2rid ed. 6 vols. London: Baldwin, et
al., 1820.

NOTE: this ed. conforms more closely to JSM's quotation than either the 1st or the 3rd. The 3rd ed.
(6 vols., 1826) is in SC. The reference at 206 is to the passage quoted at 195.

OUOTED:195

REFERREDTO: 195, 206
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"Liberty of the Press." In Supplement, V, 258-72.
NOTE:first published (signed "F.F.") in a fascicle in July 1821;republished in his Essays (1825).
_TO: 12

"Periodical Literature: Edinburgh Review," Westminster Review, I (Jan. 1824),
206-68.

QUOTED:101-2
REFERREDTO: 101-2
101.38 of securities] of the securities (222)
102.2 readily] really (222) [treated as a typographical error in this ed. ]

--"Prisons and Prison Discipline" (1823). In Supplement, VI, 385-95.
NOTE:the article first appeared in a fascicle in April 1823.
REFERREDTO: 67-70

MILL, JOHN STUART(1806-73). "Attack on Literature," Examiner, 12 June, 1831,
369-71.

NOTE:No. 109.
REFitteD TO: 329

"The Ballot," Examiner, 5 Dec., 1830, 769.
NOTE:No. 63.
REFERREDTO:209

"The Bank Charter Question [3]," Morning Chronicle, 27 Apr., 1844, 5.
NOTE:No. 299.
eF_Ye_eDTO: 856

"The Bank Charter Question [4]," Morning Chronicle, 30 Apr., 1844, 5-6.
NOTE:No. 300.
REFF_am_DTO: 856

"The Case of Mary Ann Parsons [2]," Morning Chronicle, 26 Mar., 1850, 4-5.
NOTE:No. 392.
REFERREDTO: 1168

"The Claims of Labour," Edinburgh Review, LXXXI (Apr. 1845), 498-529. In
CW, IV, 363-89.

REFERREDTO: 1093

"The Condition of Ireland [5]," Morning Chronicle, 14 Oct., 1846, 4.
NOTE:No. 311.
REFERREDTO: 904, 905, 907, 1011

"The Condition of Ireland [6]," Morning Chronicle, 15 Oct., 1846, 4.
NOTe:No. 312.
t_F.J_ERREDTO: 927

"The Condition of Ireland [ 10]," Morning Chronicle, 23 Oct., 1846, 4.
NOTE:No. 316.
P.F_FF_attEDTO: 942, 983, 1011

"The Condition of Ireland [ 11 ]," Morning Chronicle, 26 Oct., 1846, 4.
NOTe: No. 317.
REFERREDTO: 973,974

"The Condition of Ireland [13]," Morning Chronicle, 2 Nov., 1846, 4.
NOTe:No. 321.
ZeFEZREDTO: 942, 983

-- "The Condition of Ireland [ 16]," Morning Chronicle, 6 Nov., 1846, 4.
NOTE:No. 324.
ItEFEI_D TO:938
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"The Condition of Ireland [20 ]," Morning Chronicle, 19 Nov., 1846, 4.
NOTE: No. 330.
REFERREDTO: 968

"The Condition of Ireland [27]," Morning Chronicle, 7 Dec., 1846, 4.
NOTE: No. 337.
REFERREDTO: 999

_ "The Condition of Ireland [29]," Morning Chronicle, 9 Dec., 1846, 4.
NOTE: No. 339.

REFERREDTO: 988, 1011

_ "The Condition of Ireland [31 ]," Morning Chronicle, 12 Dec., 1846, 4.
NOTE:No. M1.
REFERREDTO" 1004

"The Condition of Ireland [36]," Morning Chronicle, 22 Dec., 1846, 4.
NOTE:No. 346.
REFERREDTO: 1016

"The Condition of Ireland [39]," Morning Chronicle, 26 Dec., 1846, 4.
NOTE: No. 349.
REFERREDTO: 1025

"The Condition of Ireland [41 ]," Morning Chronicle, 4 Jan., 1847, 4.
NOTE: No. 352.
REFERREDTO: 1030

"The Condition of Ireland [42]," Morning Chronicle, 6 Jan., 1847, 4.
NOTE: No. 353.

REFERREDTO: 1033, 1034

Considerations on Representative Government. London: Longman, et al., 1861.
In CW, XIX, 371-577.

NOTE:the reference derives from Romilly's criticism.
REFERREDTO: 1216

"The Currency Juggle," Tait's Edinburgh Magazine, II (Jan. 1833), 461-7. In
CW, IV, 181-92.

REFERREDTO"58Oh-In

"Exchangeable Value [ 1]," Traveller, 6 Dec., 1822, 3.
NOTE:No. 1.
REFERREDTO: 5

"Flower's Musical Illustrations of the Waverley Novels," Examiner, 3 July,
1831, 420-1.

NOTE: No. 112.
REFERREDTO: 436

"Flower's Songs of the Months [ 1]," Examiner, 20 Apr., 1834, 244.
NOTE: No. 248.
REFERREDTO: 760

"Fontana and Prati's St. Simonism in London," Examiner, 2 Feb., 1834, 68-9.
NOTE: No. 234.
QUOTED:689
m_FEmtEDTO: 689

689.23 "was... one;"] He was.., one; and after considerable personal inquiry, we have not
been able to ascertain that he ever was an acknowledged member of the St. Simonian body, or is
known personally to any one of the remarkable men from whom St. Simonism derived its
celebrity. (68)
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"Free Discussion, Letter I," Morning Chronicle, 28 Jan., 1823, 3.
NO_: No. 5.
REF_.D TO: 13

"Free Discussion, Letter II," Morning Chronicle, 8 Feb., 1823, 3.
NOTE:No. 6.

TO: 17
"Free Discussion, Letter m," Morning Chronicle, 12 Feb., 1823, 3.

NOTE:No. 7.
REFERRED TO: I0, 15

"FrenchNews [II],"Examiner,16Jan.,1831,40-I.
NOT_:No.76.
tt_FE_DTo: 208

"FrenchNews [39],"Examiner,18Dec.,1831,808-9.
NOTE:No. 132.
it.v..vv.Jts,r_TO:392

"FrenchNews" [40],Examiner,25 Dec.,1831,825.
NOTE:No. 133.
rtEFE_DI"O:390

"FrenchNews [41],"Examiner,IJan.,1832,9-II.
_OTE:No. 134.
REFERREDTO: 390

"French News [42]," Examiner, 8 Jan., 1832, 24-5.
NOa'E:No. 135.
_D To: 397

"French News [45]," Examiner, 29 Jan., 1832, 72-3.
NOTE:No. 140.
REI[_RRED TO: 690-1

- "French News [68]," Examiner, 9 Sept., 1832, 585.
NOTE:No.180.
P.EVE_D TO: 690-1

"French News [87]," Examiner, 9 Feb., 1834, 88-9.
NOTE:No. 236.
IIEFEKREDTO: 684

"French News [94]," Examiner, 13 Apr., 1834, 232-3.
No'r_ No. 247.
I_.EFERREDTO: 745

"FrenchNews [I01],"Examiner,6 July,1834,425.
NOTE:No. 262.

TO:735

"French News [ 104]," Examiner, 24 Aug., 1834, 536.
NOTE; No. 268.

gEFE_D TO: 747

"Grote's History of Greece [4], Spectator, l0 Mar., 1849, 227-8.
NOTE:No. 381; the referenceis anticipatory.
REFILa_ TO: 1128

"The House of Lords [ 1 ]," Globe and Traveller, 9 Oct., 1835, 3.
NOTE:No. 280.

TO: 782
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"The House of Lords [2]," Globe and Traveller, 16 Oct., 1835, 2.
NOTE:No. 281.
RE_D TO: 782

"Judicial Oaths," Morning Chronicle, 25 July, 1823, 3.
NOTE: No. 11.

REreaD TO:43

Letter to Edward P. Bouverie (4 Oct., 1868), The Times, 16 Oct., 1868, 10.
REFE_D TO: 1220

"Lord Brougham's Law Reforms," Examiner, 13 Oct., 1833, 643-4.
NOTE:NO. 219; the reference is prospective.
REFE_D TO: 622

"Lord Durham and His Assailants," London and Westminster Review, XXIX
(Aug. 1838), 2nd ed. only, 507-12. In CW, VI, 437-43.

QUOTED: 801

801.28 "The penalty] But if they are to be banished, there must be a penalty for returning from
banishment;and the penalty (510)

801.32 it;"] it. (510)

-- "Mile l__ntine Fay [2]," Examiner, 22 May, 1831, 325-6.
NOTE:No. 106; the reference at 308 is prospective.
_.FEZREDTO: 308,465

"The Marvellous Ministry," Examiner, 29 Sept., 1833, 609-11.
NOTE:NO.217; the reference at 607 is prospective.
REFERREDTO: 607, 647

"The New Colony [2]," Examiner, 6 July, 1834, 419.
NOTE:No. 261; the reference is prospective.
REFERRED TO: 734

"Pledges [ 1]," Examiner, 1 July, 1832, 417-18.
NOTE:NO. 174.
REFERREDTO:496

Principles of Political Economy, with Some of Their Applications to Social
Philosophy. 2 vols. London: Parker, 1848. In CW, II-III.

NOn: the referencederives from Holyoake.
RErEaD TO: 1179

"The Proposed Irish Poor Law [ 1]," Morning Chronicle, 17 Mar., 1847, 5.
NOTE:NO.361.
_D TO: 1070

"Puseyism [ 1]," Morning Chronicle, 1 Jan., 1842, 3.
NOTE:NO.291.
REFERREDTO: 815

"Puseyism [2]," Morning Chronicle, 13 Jan.. 1842, 3.
NOTE:No. 292.
REFERREDTO: 815

.... "The Quarterly Review on French Agriculture [2]/' Morning Chronicle, 11Jan.,
1847, 4.

NOTE:NO. 356.
RH_r,nREDTO: 1046

"The Quarterly Review on French Agriculture [4 ]," Morning Chronicle, 16 Jan.,
1847, 4.

NOTE:No. 358; the reference is prospective.
RE_D TO: 1051
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-- "Question of Population [ 1 ]," Black Dwarf, 27 Nov., 1823, 748-56.
NOTE:No. 27.
QUOTED: 86

REFERRED TO: 85-90

86.16 "Iwish the people to be comfortableunderanysystem, goodor bad;'] Idowishmentobe
comfortable,whetherundera bad systemor agood one. (752)

86.17-18 something more for the people] for the peoplesomething more (752)
-- "Question of Population [2]," Black Dwarf, 10 Dec., 1823, 791-8.
NOTE:NO. 28.
REFEaREDTO: 95

-- "The Review of the Session Continued," Examiner, 6 Oct., 1833, 625-6.
NOTE:NO. 218; the reference is prospective.
REFERREDTO: 617

-- Speech to Constituents (24 July, 1868). Reported in "Election Intelligence.
Westminster," The Times, 25 July, 1868, 5.

REFERREDTO: 1218

-- Speech at the Meeting of the National Education League (25 Mar., 1870).
Reported in "The Government Education Bill," The Times, 26 Mar., 1870, 5.

REFERREDTO: 1222

--"The Spirit of the Age, I," Examiner, 9 Jan., 1831, 20-1.
NOTE:NO. 73.
REFERREDTO: 238, 316

-- "The Spirit of the Age, III [Part 1]," Examiner, 6 Feb., 1831, 82-4.
NOTE:NO 82.
REFE_D TO: 245, 289

"The Spirit of the Age, [] [Part 2]," Examiner, 13 Mar., 1831, 162-3.
NOTE:No. 92.
REFERREDTO:258, 289

"The Spirit of the Age, IV," Examiner, 3 Apr., 1831, 210-11.
NOTE: No. 97.

REFERREDTO: 253, 282, 304

"The Treaty of 1856 [1]," The Times, 19 Nov., 1870, 5.
NOTE:NO.421.
QUOTED:1225
REFERREDTO: 1225
1225.11-12 "until it has considered whether it would impose them afresh.., day."] Treaties are

not made to be eternal, and before we go to war for the maintenance of one it behoves the nation
at least to consider whether it would enter into it afresh.., day. (5)

"The Truck System [ 1]," Examiner, 19 Dec., 1830, 803.
NOTE:No. 67.
REFERREDTO: 219

"Use and Abuse of the Ballot," Examiner, 28 Nov., 1830, 754-5.
NOTE; No. 60.

REFE]LV,£D TO: 205

M]LLARD, WILLIAM.

NOTE:knownasthe"KingoftheResurrection-Men,"hehadbeenaservanttoSirAshleyCooper,
andConservatorof the Museum and attendantto the DissectingRoom of the AnatomicalSchool
at St. Thomas's Hospital.

REFE]_ED TO: 48-50
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MILLER (b. ca. 1789).
NOTE: an avocat-g_n6ral in Paris in 1831.
I_FEmt_Dto: 302, 407

MILLINGEN, JAMES (1774-1845; DNB). Referred to: 318

MILLS, JAMES.

NOTE: master of a West India trading ship. The reference is in a quotation from The Times of 6 July,
1849.

REFERREDTO: 1139

MILTIADES (ca. 540-489 B.C.; WWG). Referred to: 1084

MILTON, JOHN ( 1608-74; DNB).
NOTE: the reference at 558 is in a quotation from W.J. Fox.
REFERREDTO: 332, 394, 558, 596

The Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce (1643). In The Prose Works of John
Milton; with a Life of the Author, Interspersed with Translations and Critical

Remarks. Ed. Charles Symmons. 7 vols. London: Johnson, et al., 1806, I, 342-76.
NOTE: this ed. in SC, now lacking Vol. I. The reference at 558 is in a quotation from W.J. Fox
REFERREDTO: 558, 679

Paradise Lost. In The Poetical Works of Mr. John Milton. London: Tonson,
1695, 1-343.

NOTE: the quotation at 1128, in a quotation from Grote, _s indirect.
QUOTED:316, 587, 642, 1086, 1128
316.25 "fit audience," . . . "though few,"] Half yet remains unsung, but narrower bound /

Within the visible Diurnal Sphere; / Standing on Earth, not rapt above the Pole, / More safe I sing
with mortal voice, unchang'd / To hoarse or mute, though fall'n on evd days, / On evil days
though fail'n, and evil tongues; / In darkness, and with dangers compass'd round, / And solitude;
yet not alone, while thou / Visit'st my slumbers Nightly, or when Morn / Purples the East: still
govern thou my Song, / Urania, and fit audience fred, though few. (180, VII, 21-31 )

587.34-5 "choice and prime"] This said, he sate; and expectation held / His look suspence,
awaiting who appear'd / To second or oppose, or undertake / The perilous attempt: but all sate
mute, / Pondering the danger with deep thoughts; and each / In others count'nance read his own
dismay / Astonisht: None among the choice and prime / Of those Heav'n-warring Champions
could be found / So hardy as to profer or accept / Alone the dreadful voyage; till at last / Satan,
whom now transcendent glory rais'd / Above his fellows, with Monarchal pride / Conscmus of
highest worth, unmov'd thus spake .... (40; II, 417-29)

642.1 "the tyrant's plea:"] [paragraph] So spake the Fiend, and with necessity, / The Tyrants
plea, excus'd his devilish deeds. (97; IV, 393-4)

1086.22 "this great argument"] What in me is dark / Illumine, what Is low raise and support; /
That to the beighth of this great Argument / I may assert Eternal Providence, / And justifie the
ways of God to men. (2; I, 22-6)

1128.16 making the.., reason] But all was false and hollow; though his tongue / Dropt manna,
and could make the.., reason, to perplex and dash / Maturest counsels. (31; II, 110-13)

The Reason of Church Government Urged against Prelaty. In Two Books (1641).
In The Prose Works, I, 78-151.

QUOTED: 438
438.22 "will not willingly be let die."] But much latelier in the private academies of Italy,

whither I was favoured to resort, perceiving that some trifles which I had m memory, composed
at under twenty or thereabout, (for the manner is, that every one must give some proof of his wit
and reading there) met with acceptance above what was looked for: and other things, which I had
shifted in scarcity of books and conveniences to patch up amongst them, were received with
written encomiums, which the Italian is not forward to bestow on men of this side the Alps; I

began thus far to assent both to them and divers of my friends here at home, and not less to an
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inwardpromptingwhichnow grewdaily uponme, that bylabourand intensestudy,(which I take
to be my portion in this life) joined with the strongpropensityof nature,I might perhapsleave
something so written to after times, as they shouldnotwillingly let it die. (119)

MIRABEAU,HONOR_GABRIELRIQUETI, COMTEDE (1749-91; DPF). Referred to: 141,
214, 541

Mdmoires biographiques, littdraires et politiques de Mirabeau, dcrits par
lui-m_me, par sonpdre, son oncle et son fils adoptif. Ed. Gabriel Lucas-Montigny. 8
vols. Paris: Auffray, et al., 1834-35.

TO: 1049

MmABEAU, VICTORRIQUETLMARQUISDE (1715-89; GDU).
NOTE:see also Honor6GabrielRiqueti, comte de Mirabeau.
m_mU_D 3"0:1049

"MIsO-JESUIT." See Morning Chronicle, 23 and 20 Dec., 1841.

MITI_ORD,W_L_M (1744-1827; DNB). Referred to: 292, 868

The History of Greece (1784-1818). 10 vols. London: Cadell and Davies,
1818-20.

NOTE:this ed. formerly in SC. Vols. I-VIII were published in 1818; Vols. IX-X in 1820. The
referenceat 867-8 is also to the 1st ed., publishedbetween 1784 and 1818 in 5 vols., Vol. I, by
Murrayand Robson;Vols. U-V by Cadell, et al.

REFERmEDtO: 292, 867-8, 869, 1125

MOH^MMED(or MEHEMET)ALl (1769-1849; EB). Referred to: 676
Mont.

NOTE:the son of the Moirs; the quotationis from Meredes's evidence in "The Inqueston Mrs.
Moir," Morning Chronicle, 28 Mar., 1850.

QUOTV.D:1169

MOIR,ALEXANDER.

NOTE:a baker;the quotationsare from Johnson'sand Meredes'sevidence in "The Inqueston Mrs.
Molt," Morning Chronicle, 28 Mar., 1850.

QUOTED:1169
P,F_'E_ TO"1168-70, 1173

MOIR, GEORGE(1800-70; DNB). "Prussia; or, The Progress of Rational Reform,"
Blackwood's Magazine, XXXIV (July 1833), 55-71.

To: 728

Morn, SUSAn (d. 1850).
NOTE:wife of AlexanderMoir;the quotationsare in quotationsof Bryant's andMeredes'sevidence

in "The Inqueston Mrs. Moil',"Morning Chronicle, 28 Mar., 1850.
QUOTED:1168, 1169
_RRED TO:1168-70

MOL_, MATnmU LOUIS,COMTE(1781-1855; GDU). Referred to: 199
MOLESWORTH,WILLIAM(1810-55; DNB). Referred to: 770, 801

Mo_, JEAlqBAPTISTEPOQUELIN( 1622-73; GDU). Le bourgeois gentilhomme. Paris:
LeMonnier, 1671.

QUOTED:250
250.1-2 "La... la danse.., danse!"] Maistrede Musique.La... laMusique... Musique....

/ Maistre/_Dancer.--La Mnsique & la Dance.... La Mnsique & la Dance, c'est l_ttout ce qu'il
faut. (13; I, ii)

MOLLrNGER,DAVID (d. 1787).
NOTE:administratorof a large estate in Monsheim; the referencederives from Rau.
_'e_ TO:976
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Le Moniteur Universel [Moniteur ].
NOTE:anonymousarticles follow, listed chronologically.
REFERRED3"O:517

"Convention" (3 July), 1815, 765.
REFERREDTO: 376

Unheaded leading article, 5 Jan., 1827, 2.
QUOTED:126
126.13 "ane Ioi d'amour,"] [paragraph] La loi pr_sent6eveutCUeune loi dejustice et d'amour;

ct non un acte arbitraireet une mesure de haine: elle veut 6tre r6pressive et ne veut pas 6tre
tyrannique:elle est r6clam6e par les int6n_tslos plus sacr6s de la religion et de la morale, par lcs
besoins les plus intimes de la famine et de la soci6t6. (2)

Unheaded article, 15 July, 1831, 1215.
QUOTED:372-3
t_F_tr_ TO:389

Telegram of 6 July, 1831, 1269.
QUOTED:387

387.26-8 "Paris . . . themselves."] [translated from:] Parisest parfaaement traaquille. Les
61ections s'y annoncent, comme darts d'autres localit6s, sous des augures la'6s-favorables;des
majorit6sconsicg'rablesse sontprononc6.es.(1269)

-- Report on Insurrection in Lyons (24 Nov.), 1831,2217.
P,_FE_F.DTO: 372

Report on Re-establishment of Order in Lyons (7 Dec.), 1831, 2327.
_r, aZD3"O:372

-- "Ministre de la justice. Circulaire. A M. le procureur-g6n6ral de la cour royale"
(2 July), 1832, 1414.

REFERRED TO: 505

--Trial of Pierre Antoine Berryer (15-17 Oct.), 1832, 1839, 1845-6, 1849-50, and
1851-3.

_F_,tJtV,D 1"o:517

Adresse en t_aonse au discours du tr6ne (4 Dec. ), 1832, 2073.
_v TO: 532

Proclamations of the Provisional Government Banning the Assembly of Peers (24
Feb.), 1848, 499.

REFERRED TO: 1092

Decree of the Provisional Government Abolishing Hereditary Titles (29 Feb. ),
1848, 519.

TO: 1092

Decree of the Provisional Government Lowering the Hours of Labour (2 Mar. ),
1848, 529.

_F_.Rro0 TO: 1092

Proclamation of the Provisional Government Providing for a Constituent
Assembly (5 Mar.), 1848, 549.

1_ To: 1092

Le Moniteur du Commerce.
NOTE:oneaaonymous articlefollows.

"Du jury coasi_ conune institution polifique," 9 Nov., 1833, 1-2.
m_Bmt,._oTO: 667
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MONTALIVET, MARTHE CAMILLE BACHASSON, COMTE DE (1801-80; GDU).
NOTE: the reference at 461 is in a quotation from the Courrier Fran_ais.
REFERREDTO: 181, 208,460, 461

-- Speech on Education Bill (24 Oct.), Moniteur, 1831, 1946-7.
NOTE:the speech was translated in summary in "French Papers," Globe and Traveller, 27 Oct.,

1831, q.v. for the collation.
QUOTED:360-2

Speech on Deputies' Civil List (4 Jan. ), Moniteur, 1832, 42.
QUOTED:392

392.23 "subjectS of the King;"] [translated from:] Il fant, disais-je, que le luxe qui fait la
prosp6rit6 des peuples civilis6s ne soit pas bannit de l'habitation du Roi de France, car il le strait
bient6t de celle de ses sujets .... (Explosion de murmures aux extr6mit6s. Violente interruption. )
(42)

MONTREL, GUILLAUME ISIDORE, COMTE DE (1787-1861; GDU). Referred to: 127

MONTESQUIEU, CHARLES LOUIS DE SECONDAT, BARON DE LA BRI_DE ET DE ( 1689-1755;

GDU). Considdrations sur les causes de la grandeur des Romains, et de leur
d£,cadence (1734). Edinburgh: Hamilton, et al. , 1751.

NOTE: ill SC.
REFERREDTO: 120

The Monthly Repository and Review of Theology.
NOTE: anonymous articles follow, listed chronologically; see also W.J. Fox.
REVIEWED:555-9, 561-2, 574-5, 595, 651-6, 659-61
REFERREDTO: 702, 703, 760

--"To Kathleen," Monthly Repository, n.s. VII (Apr. 1833), 251.
QUOTED:562

"Characteristics of English Aristocracy," n.s. VII (Sept. 1833), 585-601.
NOTE: the quotation, in the Examiner, occasioned No. 220.
QUOTED:59_n
REFERREDTO: 595, 596n

-- "Church Reform, Considered as a National and Not a Sectarian Question," n.s.
VII (Dec. 1833), 805-13.

NOTE: probably by W.J. Fox.
REFERBEDTO: 655

"Saint Monday," Monthly Repository, n.s. VII (Dec. 1833), 829-39.
NOTE: probably by W.J. Fox.
QUOTED:652, 653-4
REFERREDTO: 653
653.28 We] [noparagraph] We (837)

"The Case of the Dissenters," n.s. VB.I (Jan. 1834), 63-70.
NOTE: probably by W.J. Fox.
QUOTED: 659-60
660.22 answer] [not in italics] (63)

MONTL VINCENZO (1754-1828; GDU). Referred to: 573

MONTLOSmR, FRAN_'OIS DOMImQUE ReVNAtrD, COMTE DE (1755-1838; GDU). Referred
to: 125,516, 542

MONY-FLACHAT. See Flachat.

MOORE, MARY ANNE.
NOTE: wife of Robert Moore.
REFERREDTO: 1184
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MOORE, ROBERTTHOMAS(b. 1811 ).
NOTE: charged with the attemptedmurderof his wife, MaryAnne Moore.
REFERREDTO: 1184

MORE,THOMAS( 1478-1535; DNB).
NOTE:the reference is in aquotation from the Brighton Guardian
REFERREDTO: 322, 323,463

A Fruteful and Pleasaunt Worke of the Beste State of a Publyque Weale, and of
the Newe Yle Called Utopia. Trans. Ralph Robinson. London: Vele, 1551.

NOTE:De optimo reipublicae statu, deque nova insula Utopia (Glasgow: Foulis. 1754), VoL II, is
in SC. The reference is in a quotation from the Brighton Guardian.

TO: 322

MORIER,DAVID RICHARD(1784-1877; DNB). Referred to: 775

The Morning Chronicle.
NOTE:anonymous articles follow, listed chronologically. See also John Black and Caleb Colton.
REFERREDTO: 204, 370, 446, 496, 497, 499, 502, 504. 830, 836, 842

-- "Worcester, July 18th (Last Day.) Before Mr. Justice Park. Forgery," 22 July,
1823, 4.

REFEaREDTO: 30-3

"Police," 14 Aug., 1823, 4.
REFERRED TO: 42

"Police. Queen Square," 15 Aug., 1823, 4.
REFEREEDTO: 43

"Imposition of a Fine for Refusing to Take a Judicial Oath," 22 Aug., 1823, 4.
REFERRED TO: 46

"Disturbers of the Dead," 25 Aug., 1823, 4.
REFERRED TO: 48

-- "Police News. Hatton-Garden," 9 Sept., 1823, 4.
REFERREDTO:60

"Police. Hatton-Garden," 16 Sept., 1823, 4.
REFERREDTO:60

"Revision of the Magistracy" (letter to the editor; signed "A True Friend of
Morality and Social Order"), 22 Sept., 1823, 4.

REFEP,_DTO:62

-- "Liberty of the Subject" (letter to the editor; signed "Vindex'; 20 Oct., 1823), 23
Oct., 1823, 4.

RE_ TO: 75

"Pleadings" (signed "G.J.G. Gray's Inn"), 26 Dec., 1823, 4.
REFERRED TO: 95

"Pleadings" (signed "Hibemicus"), 3 Jan., 1824, 3.
REFERRED TO: 95

Unheaded leader on Periodical Literature, 16 Dec., 1824, 2.
REFERRED TO: 101-2

Leading article on Irish Absentee Landlords, 7 Sept., 1825, 2.
TO: 103-6

"Absenteeism" (letter; signed "A. "), 12 Sept., 1825, 4.
REFERREDTO: 103-6

Leading article on Irish Absentee Landlords, 14 Sept., 1825, 2.
REFERIEDTO: 103-6
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Article on the Fall of the Bourbons, 14 Oct., 1830, 3.
QUOTED: 169, 170-I, 171-2
169.21 The writer.., honestly] The writer honestly (3)
169.24 the.., power] [pot in italics] (3)
169.27 if... purpose] [not in italics] (3)
171.28 "Of] [no paragraph] "Of (3)
171.43 he to whom] he whom (3) [ typographical error in Source ]

Leading article on the Budget, 12 Feb., 1831, 4.
REF_D TO: 267

Unheaded report, 17 Sept., 1831, 2.
rtr.FE_a_D TO: 356

_ Leading article, 3 June, 1831, 2.
QUOTED:325
325.39 "encouragement to literature."] After all, it is not an easy matter to say how far a State

like England should afford encouragement to Literature and Science. (2)

leading article on French Language, 9 Jan., 1832, 2-3.
REFEL_EDTO: 395

"France" (7 Mar.), 10 Mar., 1832, 1.
RErEaD TO: 429

"French Papers," 24 Mar., 1832, 4.
REFE_D TO: 429

Leading article on Pledges, 10 July, 1832, 2-3.
RE_D TO: 496, 499-504

Leading article on South Australia, 9 July, 1834, 3.
QUOTED:739
REJ_ItREDTO: 738

739.2-3 "On this subject," . . . "we... doubts.] Now on this subject we . . . doubts. (3)
739.3-4 we suspect] [we suspect] (3)

Leading article on Unity among the Reformers, 2 Jan., 1835, 2.
NOTE: quotes exteasively from Senior's On National Property (reviewed by JSM in No. 272).
REFEn_D TO: 763

Leading article on the Oxford Professorship of Poetry, 3 Dec., 1841, 2.
REFERREDTO: 811-15, 816

"On the Oxford Professorship of Poetry" (signed "A Philo-Puseyite"), 18 Dec.,
1841, 3.

NOTE: a letter to the editor in answer to a leading article in the Morning Chronicle of 3 Dec., 1841,
supporting the Evangelical Garbett against the Puseyite Williams for the Professorship.

REFEI_EDTO: 811-12

"Puseyism" (signed "Miso-Jesuit'), 23 Dec., 1841, 3.
r_OTE: a letter to the editor in response to that of"A Philo-Puseyite," Morning Chronicle, 18 Dec.,

1841, q.v.
REFERREDTO: 812

"On the Oxford Professorship of Poetry--Letter II" (signed "A Philo-Puseyite'),
24 Dec., 1841, 3.

NOTE: see also his first letter, above, 18 Dec., 1841.
QUOTED: 814
REFERIEDTO: 811-12

814.21-3 "predilection . . . days," . . . "revolting."] I cannot deny that there is something
revolting to my reason in the Puseyite predilection.., days, and the other puerilities of the old
church. (3)
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"Anti-Puseyism--Letter II," Morning Chronicle, 30 Dec., 1841, 3.
NOTE:a letter to the editor in replyto the secondletterby "'A Philo-Puseyite,"Morning Chronicle,

24 Dec., 1841, q.v.
REFEUEDTO: 812

Leading article on the Puseyites, 5 Jan., 1842, 2.
NOTE:in reply to "Historicus," i.e., JSM, in No. 291.
REFERREDTO: 815-16, 821

-- Leading article on the Puseyites, 13 Jan., 1842, 2.
NOTE:commentingon JSM's second"Historicus"letter, ibid. (No. 292).
REFEL_EDTO: 822

Leading article on the Webster-Ashburton Treaty, 3 Oct., 1842, 3.
REFE_D TO: 831,833,835-6

"Central Criminal Court--Thursday. Old Court. [Before Mr. £ ° amissioner
Bullock.]," 6 Feb., 1846, 7-8.

REFEV,V,EDTO: 865-6

"Central Criminal Court--Friday. Trial of Captain Johnstone," 7 Feb., 1846, 7.
_P.RED TO:865-6

"The ColdWaterSystem,"6 June,1846,7.
REFERRED TO: 875

"The Hydropathic System," 10 June, 1846, 5.
REFERRED TO: 875

"Central Criminal Court," 22 June, 1846, 7.
REFERRED TO: 875

"State of Ireland" (letter to the editor; signed "N. "), 21 Oct., 1846, 5.
QUOTED: 904, 907

REFERRED TO: 904-6

904.29-30 "openly... spoliation,'] TheMorning Chronicleof the 14thcontainsan articleupon
the cond/tionof Ireland,in which, as it seems to me, openly.., spoliationis recommendedto be
applied to the landownersof Ireland. (5)

904.30-4 "glibly... tenant."] It is a veryeasy thing to adviseglibly.., tenant;but Iconfess I
hardlyexpected to find in the Morning Chronicle a reconm_ndationso worthyof the French
revolutionaryassemblies, and whichstrikesso manifestlyatthe rootof socialorder.(5)

907.27 "do] [paragraph] You do (5)
907.30 give to themselves] give themselves (5)

"Police Intelligence. Mansion House," 11 Nov., 1846, 7.
QUOTED:952
REFERRED TO" 952-4

952.25 "with][paragraph]WilliamBurnwaschargedbyMr.Gilbert,oftheMinories,with(7)
952.28prisoner]brute(7)
952.29 down.The]down.[paragraph]The(7)
952.31 thathehadalarge]thatthefellowhadaverylarge(7)
952.31-2family,"..."You]family,andthattheinflictionwouldinevitablyfallupontheheads
ofhiswifeandchildren.[paragraph]TheLordMayor(tothedefendant):You (7)

952.32 highest]weightiest(7)
952.35 "thanked][paragraph]Thedefendantthanked(7)

"WaterfordCountyMeeting,"17Nov.,1846,6.
REFFaa_DTO:959

"The Public Wor':s Drainage" (from the Dublin Correspondent), 20 Nov., 1846,
6.

REFERRED TO: 964
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"The County of Waterford Meeting," 21 Nov., 1846, 6.
QUOTED:960, 961

960.5 We are] [paragraph] "'That to prevent a result which must prove in the end altogether
destructive to the landed interest in Ireland, we are (6)

960.34 reclamation (?) of] reclamation of(6)
960.36-961.23 commissioners."... "And that,] commissioners; and that (6)
961.24 instance,"... "on] instance, or, on (6)

-- "Ireland. Project for Public Emigration," 30 Nov., 1846, 6.
REFERREDTO: 972

"Ireland," 4 Dec., 1846, 6.
REFERREDTO: 978

--"Ireland. The Public Works--Official Return," 5 Dec., 1846, 6.
RE_D TO: 978

"Ireland. County of Galway," 10 Dec., 1846, 6.
REFERREDTO: 992

--"Deplorable Neglect of Tillage," 15 Dec., 1846, 6.
NOTE: quoted from Limerick Chronicle, 12 Dec., 1846, 2. The Limerick Chronicle was unavailable

for collation.

QUOTED:1000

--"Treasury Minute" (l Dec., 1846), 21 Dec., 1846, 2-3.
NOTE:alSOpublished in PP, 1847, LV1, 365.
QUOTED: 1028
REFErencEDTO: 1027-30, 1030, 1033-4
1028.13-14 loans.., estates] [not in italics] (3)
1028.15 reclaiming waste lands] [not in italics] (3)
1028.15-16 my... proprietors] [not in italics] (3)
1028.17 lstand2d] land2(3)

1028.20 act .... Their] Act. This latter condition is necessary in order to protect the interests of
those who are to succeed the person in actual possession, from having their future property
subjected to a charge for unsubstantial and improvident improvements. [paragraph] Their (3)

Leading article on the New Prussian Constitution, l0 Feb., 1847, 5.
RE_lt_ TO: 1080

"Police Intelligence--Friday. Marylebone," 9 Feb., 1850, 8.
REFERREDTO: 1155

"Assize Intelligence. Western Circuit--Exeter, March 22," 25 Mar., 1850, 7.
QUOTED:1164-5, 1165, 1166, 1170
REFERRE.DTO: 1164

1165.2-3 abscesses were on] abscesses on (7)
1165.3 bowels was] bowels were (7)
1165.4 it was discoloured] it discoloured (7)
1165.8 burst. On] Burst. The body was then tumed. On(7)
1165.11 bruises. There] bruises. [5-sentence omission] There (7)
1165.12 cheek. On ] cheek. I made a post mortem examinatinn. On (7)
1166.3 "to] It was very true that they might suspect it was given by one or other of the prisoners;

but in the absence of all proof he could not direct them that there was evidence to (7)
1166.6-7 "found... head"] I found the cause of death in the head. (7)
1166.7-8 death.., injuries] [not in italics]
1170.4 "chastisement... approve,"] She was seen to receive, chastisement.., approve, but

which, taken singly by itself, might have excited little regard. (7)

-- "The Inquest on Mrs. Moir," 28 Mar., 1850, 2.
QUOTED:1168, 1169
1168.9 "When the sheet,"... "with] When the sheet with (2)
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1168.10 escaped all] escaped from all (2)
1168.14 jelly."] jelly (sensation). (2)
1168.17 called] She called (2)

1168.18 Deceased] While his back was turned deceased (2)
1168.25 enough. He] enough. [2-sentence omission] Witness mentioned the deceased's

complaint of ill-usage to her husband, and he
1168.31 he] Her husband had just returned home from delivering some bread, and he (2)
1168.34-5 spirting from] spirting out from (2)
1169.4 he] John Johnson, a journeyman baker, in the employ of Mr. Moir, said that on the night

of Tuesday last his master called him as usual at eleven o'clock, shortly after which be (2)
1169.8 ferocious] "ferocious" (2)
1169.10-11 "D--nher,] "D-- her! (2)
1169.13 had] Shehad(2)
1169.15 me, you'll] me. You'll (2)

"The Murder in Brydges-Street," 29 Mar., 1850, 7.
P,Erm_ED TO: 1169

"Assize Intelligence. Crown Court," 15 Aug., 1851, 7-8.
NOTE: report of the Curtis trial before Samuel Martin. The quotations are from the evidence of Jane

Anne Wilkes and the judgment of Martin.
QUOTED: 1184

1t84.15 spoke] She spoke (8)
1184.15 said his.., home,] said, "His place. . home;" (8)
1184.16 room. He] room It was then twenty minutes before seven He was not particularly

angry. He (8)
1184.18-19 over the left shoulder with his right hand, and] by the shoulder and (8)
1184.23 ina] ona(8)
1184.26-7 "indulged... passion,"] The facts show that you indulged.., passion. (8)
1184.27-8 "well believe"... "did... her;"] Some sharp words took place between you and

your wife, and I can very well believe that you did.., her (8)
1184.28-9 "no doubt.., occurred,"... "sincerely... it;"] No doubt. . occurred, you were

sincerely.., it. (8)
1184.29-30 "considering... circumstances,"... "justice... case"] It think, m considering...

circumstances, I shall satisfy the justice . . . case by sentencing you to be imprisoned for six
calendar months, and kept to hard labour. (8)

"Assize Intelligence. Crown Court," 16 Aug., 1851, 7.
_OTE: report of the Halliday case, heard before Martin.
r,EFE_.D TO: 1184, 1185

"Assize Intelligence. Central Criminal Court--Monday," 19 Aug.. 1851, 7.
sorE: reports the charge of the Recorder, Wortley, to the Grand Jury.
QuoTE_: 1183
I_FE_.D TO: 1185

1183.28 on] upon (7)

"Central Criminal Court--Friday," 23 Aug., 1851, 7-8.
NOTE: the Moore and Mackan cases before Wightman are here reported on 7 and 8 respectively.
QUOTED"1185

1185.12 Early in] [paragraph] It appeared that the prisoner and lus wife lodged m a house in
Dacre-street, Westminster, and early in (8)

1185.15 the cupboard] acupbonrd(8)
1185.17 face. Upon] face, and on her being cut down it was a quarter of an hour before she

recovered or was able to speak. Upon ((8)
1185.21 occurrence. The] occurrence. [paragraph] Mr. O'Brien [prosecuting], m answer to a

question by the Court, said he did not propose to call the wife as a witness. [paragraph] The (8)
1185.21 had hanged] hung (8)
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"Police Intelligence--Friday. Bow Street," 25 Oct., 1851, 7.
aEFERaEDTO: 1187

The Morning Herald.
NOTE: anonymous articles follow, listed chronologically.

Leading article on the Lyons Disturbances, 28 Nov., 1831, 2.
_D TO: 369n

"The Riband Trade of Coventry,"28 Nov., 1831,4.
NOTE: theaccountistakenfromtheCoventryHerald,reportinga meetingon 24 Nov.
l_t_D TO: 369n

The Morning Post.
NOTE: thereferenceat811 isina quotationfrom Sterling.Anonymous articlesfollow,listed
chronologically.

REFERREDTO: 134, 811

Unheaded item of French News, 4 Sept., 1830, 2.
REFERREDTO: 149

"Private Correspondence. Letter from our Correspondent at Paris" ( 13 Nov.), 19
Nov., 1830, 3.

REFERREDTO; 192

MORRISH, JAMES.
NOTE: a witness in the Parsons/Bird case; a shoemaker of Buckland Brewer. The quotation is taken

from The Times, 1 Feb., 1850, q.v. for the collation.
QUOTED: 1152
m_wm_tD TO: 1152,1153

MOUSIER, L.

NOTE: nephew of Maurice Rubichnn.
REFERREDTO: 1037-9, 1040-5

, and MAURICE RUBICHON (1766-1849). De l'agriculture en France, d'apr_s les

documents officiels, avec des remarques par M. Rubichon. 2 vols. Paris: Guillaumin,
1846.

NOTE: JSM consistently refers to the work as Rubichon's. The quotation at 1050 is in a quotation
from Croker (q.v.); those at 1055 are taken from Mounier and Rubichon's quotations from a
Report to the Municipal Council of Paris in 1841.

QUOTED:1041, 1050, 1052, 1055
_FEP.aF.D 1"O: 1037-9, 1040-5, 1046-51, 1051-8
1041.25-7 "It... fonci_re."] [translated from:] [paragraph] On croirait difficilement, qu'il y a

en France plus de quatre millions de propri6taires tellement pauvre qu'ils ne paient que 5 francs
95 centimes de contribution fonci&e, si, d'un autre c6t_, on ne savait, qu'il y a des dispositions
l_gales, qui permettent de se soustraire it la contribution par la d6claration d'on abandon perp_tuel
qui doit _e fait it la mairie et dont l'acte ne donne lieu qu'it un simple droit d'enregistrement de 2
francs; dispositions souvent ex¢cut6es, et qne le prefer du d_partement des Basses-Alpes, a
rappel_es dens une circulaire du 30 septembre 1824, adress_e it de malheureux cultivateurs,
r_duits it abandonner leurs biens par suite de la demande de l'imp6t. (I, 102)

1050.8 "creating a new Ireland in France,"] L'Angleterre, 6rant s6par_e de l'Irlande par lamer,
n'a pas 6t_ g_n6e dartsses mouvements, mais la nonvelle Irlande clue la France s'est _ s'_tend
sur tome sa superficie, et menace s_rieusement l'existenee de tousles propri6taires qui habitem
les campagnes. (I, 297-8)

1052.4-6 "This . . . Europe."] [translated from.'] Ce fail s'expliqne par la r6volution qui s'est
op6r6e darts la population ouvri_re, puisque la capitale est devenne la ville la plus industrielle de
l'Europe. (I],158)

1055.25-6 "there...number,"][translatedfrom:]IIy aprogr_sdanscesorigines,en poids,en
graisse,etdartsquelques-unesen nombre.(II,188)
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1055.28-9 "what . . . Ni_vre."] [translated from:] Ce qui est une d_t_norationdans les gras
pAturagesdu Calvados, est uneam61iorationsurles petitesherbesde l'Allieretde la Ni_vre. (H,
189)

Le Mouvemem.

NOTE:the reference is to the newspaper that supported the standof Le National; it merged withLa
Tribune in March 1832. See also Lionne.

REFERREDTO: 428

MOZART,JOHANNESCHRYSOSTOMUSWOLFGANGUSTHEOPHILUS(WOLFGANGAMAD-
EUS) (1756-91; EB). Referred to: 333

MUD_3E,RICHARDZACHAPaAH(1790-1854; DNB). Referred to: 833

MUELLER,JOHANNESYON (1752-1809; EB). Vier und zwanzig Biicher allgemeiner
Geschichten besonders der europiiischen Menschheit. 3 vols. Tiibingen: Cotta'schen
Buchhandlung, 1810.

REFERREDTO:448

MUELLER,KARLOTFRmD(1797-1840; EB). Referred to: 1087

The History and Antiquities of the Doric Race. Trans. Henry Tufnell and George
Cornewall Lewis. 2 vols. in 1. Oxford: Murray, 1830.

NOTE:a translationof Vols. II and HI of Geschichten Hellemschen Sti_mne und Stadte, 3 vols.
(Breslau: Max, 1820-24).

P,EFE_D 3"o: 448, 1087

MUELLER,WILHELM(1794-1827; EB). Referred to: 871

MULREADY,WILLIAM(1786-1863; DNB). Referred to: 1264

MURRAY,GEORGE(1772-1846; DNB). Referred to: 110, 113,735

MURRAY,JOHN(1778-1843; DNB). Referred to: 806

MURRAY,JOHN (1808-92; DNB). Referred to: 806

MURRAY,LINDLEY (1745-1826; DNB). English Grammar, Adapted to the Different
Classes of Learners; with an Appendix, Containing Rules and Observations for
Promoting Perspicuity in Speaking and Writing. York: Wilson, et al., 1795.

_EIi__ TO:110

An English Spelling Book; with Reading Lessons Adapted to the Capacities of
Children: in Three Parts. London: Longrnan, et al.; York: Wilson and Spence, 1804.

_U_D TO: I10, 113

MURRAY,WILLIAMDAVID(Lord Storrnont, later Earl of Mansfield) (1806-93; MEB).
Speech on the Ministerial Plan of Parliamentary Reform (2 Mar., 1831; Commons),
PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 2, cols. 1182-7.

NOTE:the reference is in aquotationfromWakefield.
REFE_t,EDTO: 790

"N." SeeMorning Chronicle, 21 Oct., 1846.

NAPIER,CHARLESJAMES(1782-1853; DNB). Referred to: 615,647-51, 1191

The Colonies: Treating of Their Value Generally--Of the Ionian Islands in
Particular. London: Boone, 1833.

REvmwv._: 647-51
QUOTED:651

TO:615

NAmEa, MaCVEY (1776-1847; DNB). Referred to: 12
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NAPIER, WILLIAM FRANCIS PATPdCK(1785-1860; DNB). Referred to: 647

History of the War in the Peninsula and in the South of France from the Year 1807

to the Year 1814.6 vols. London: Murray (Vol. I), Boone (Vols. II-VI), 1828-40.
REFERREDTO: 647

NAPOLEON I (of France) (1768-1821; GDU).
NOTE: the first reference at 154 is to him as a "low-mindod adventurer"; that at 251 is to him as an

object of "admiration and regret"; that at 520 is to "a despot"; those at 247, 251,338, 364, and
417 are to Bonapartists; one of those at 384 is in a quotation from Fi6v6e; that at 484 is to
Napoleonists; that at 505 is in a quotation from La Tribune; those at 1247-8 are in a quotation
from Cavaignac.

REFF.I_EDTO: 127, 135, 154, 154-5, 185, 199, 215,247,251,260, 288,299, 307, 315, 338, 352,
354,355,364, 367,384, 417,418,456, 476,482, 484,505,515,520, 525,570,657,681,684,
694, 699, 701,966, 1099, 1247-8

D6claration au peuple fran_ais (22 June), Moniteur, 1815, 715.
REFE_.EDTO: 482

-- Letter to General Count Lemarois (9 July, 1813). In Correspondance de
Napoleon let. 32 vols. Paris: Plon, and Dumaine, 1858-70, XXV, 479.

NOTE: this od. cited for ease of reference.
QUOTED:614

614.23-4 "Le mot impossible.., n'est pas Franfais.'] "Ce n'est pas possible," m'6crivez-vous:
cela n'est pas frangais. (479)

Proclamation to the Imperial Guard and the Army (1 Mar.), Moniteur, 1815,
323-4.

QUOTED:199
REFEgREDTO: 132

199.12 rien appris] [paragraph] Depuis le peu de mois que les Bourbons r_gnent, ils vons ont
convaincus qu'ils n' ont rien oubli6 ni rien apprts. (323)

NAPOLEON II (of France) (Francois Joseph Charles Napol6on Bonaparte, duc de
Reichstadt) ( 1811-32; GDU). Referred to: 22, 251,482

NAPOLEON HI (of France) ( 1808-73; GDU).
NOTE: the reference is to the period when (as Louis Napoleon) he was President of France.
REFEgREDTO: 1142

The Nation.

NOTE: anonymous articles follow, listed chronologically.
REFERRED TO: 922,965-7

"Every Man His Own Landlord,"24 Oct.,1846,40.

NOTE: a leadingarticle.In itJSM's articleson IrelandintheMorning Chroniclearepraisedas
written"by onewho (ararethingm an EnglishjournalisttreatingofIreland)plainlyknowswhat
heiswritingabout,andtouchesitboldlyaswellasskilfully."

QUOTED:922
922.18 Seethe] But see the (40)
922.21 select committee,] "Select Committee," (40)

922.29 public works' commissioners] "Public Works Commissioners" (40)

"Waste Lands--Peasant Proprietors," 14 Nov., 1846, 88.
NOTE: a leading article, which mentions JSM's commendation of the Nation in No. 319.
QUOTED: 965-6, 967

965.32 about Ireland,] upon Irish affairs (88)

965.35 other .... So] other--little suspecting that whatever antagonism there is between them,
he, the English statesman, with his ignorant quackery, is mainly the cause of it. So (88)

965.38 fatherless? Are not] fatherless--are not (88)
967.17 That] [noparagraph] That (88)
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967.19 board] "Board" (88)

967.23 hands. And] hands. [paragraph] And (88)
967.24-5 to make.., tenants] [not in italics] (88)
967.26-7 obligatory.., grants] [not in italics] (88)
967.27 grants. They can] grants: they can (88)

967.29 proceeds .... All] proceeds, which will surely be better than mortgaging ten years' rates
to provide work which creates no fund to pay its own expenses. [paragraph] All (88)

967.31-4 under .... [paragraph] A commission] under--a commission (88)

Le National.

NOTE: edited by Armand Cartel (q.v.). The reference at 747 is in a quotation from Le Temps.
Anonymous articles follow, listed chronologically.

REFE_D TO: 389, 481,510, 525-30, 666, 667, 668, 669, 685. 700, 745, 747

-- Verdict of the Tribunal of Correctional Police, 15 Sept., 1830, 4.
QuoTED: 142

142.16-33 Considering . . costs.] [translated from:] A l'dgard des treize autres pr_venus, qui
d6clarent eux-m_,mes avoir 6t_ commissaires d'une r_union, barrii_re du Maine, le 3 septembre.
[paragraph] Attendu qu'il est r6sult6, de l'mstmction et des d6bats que cette r_union n'avait pas
de but positivement d6termin_ jusqu'_ l'arriv6e et _ l'intervention des authorit_s civiles et
militaires; [paragraph] Que c'est h l'arriv6e de ces autorit6s que les membres de la r6union ont

nomm6 des commissaires, et qu'un arr_t_ a 6t6 pris par lequel ils se sont engag6s et ont engag6
les autres unvriers h ne pas travailler darts les ateliers oh se trouvalent des presses m6caniques;
[paragraph] Que si par cette d_termination la r_union a pris le caract_re d'une coalition ill,gale,
eta d/_s-lors consfitu_ mat_riellement le d_lit pr_vu par les articles 415 et 416 du Code p6nal, il est
en n_me temps constant, d'apr_s le d6bat, et parficuli_rement d'apr_s les explications donn6es
l'audience par les autorit6s civiles et militaires pr6sentes h la ddlil:_mtaon du 3 septembre, que les
commissaires n'ont agi que darts le but de maintenir l'ordre, et sons les yeux m_mes des autorit6s;
[paragraph] Que si des additions paraissent avoir 6t_ faites _tl'arr_t_ depuis l'instant oh il avait
_t_ d61ib_'r_, cela semble _tre la suite d'une mdprise des membres de la r_union sur l'6tendue de
leurs droits; [paragraph] Que les travaux ont repris presque anssit6t, et que les commissaires,
6clair6s sat la nature de leur droit, ont invit_ leurs confreres _ les reprendre sans d61ai;
[paragraph] Que si l'ensemble de ces circonstances ne d6truit pas l'existence mat_rielle du d61it,
elles sont du moins exclusives de route intention criminelle, intention qui est la base des d_lits
r_prim6s par la loi; [paragraph] Le tribunal renvoie les pr_venus susdits de la pr6vention, sans
d_pens. (4)

Leading article, 24 Sept., 1830, 1-2.
REFERRED TO: 146

"Adresse de la ville de Nancy au roi" (2 Jan., 1831), 17 Jan., 1831, 4.
t_'ERt_D TO: 248, 251, 263

Articles on the Disturbances in Pads, 15, 16, 17, and 18 July, 1831, all on 2.
_eFEP._D TO: 372

"Compte rendu par 41 membres de la chambre des d6put6s _t leurs commettans,"
28 May, 1832, 1-2.

REFERREDTO: 466, 483

"Banquet allemand _t Paris," 28 May, 1832, 3.
QUOTED:467
467.I "The PeopleofEngland,"]Au peuplcde laGrande-Bretagnc,dontl'6nergiqucvolontd,
manifest6cdanslesderniers6vdnemcnsde Londrespromettlefairetriomphcrlardformcetde
rompre_ jamaisl'allianceliberticidedestorysd'Angleterreetdespuisssancesdcspotiqucsdu
continent! (3)

--"Des correspondances des joumaux anglais," 31 Oct., 1832, 2-3.
NOTE: the article is probably by Carrel.
QUOTED:525-7
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gEFERgV.DTO: 527,528
525.29-527.16 The . . . credit.] [translated from:] Les joumaux anglais ont une mtthode trts

commode de traiter les affaires de France. Leurs rtdacteurs paraissent ne passe donner la peine
d'ttudier ou rn_me de lire des organes de l'opinion dartsce pays. Les seuls journaux parisions qui
arrivent/t Londtes sont ceux dont l'existence est dtj/l ancienne. Les hommes sages de Londres
affectent de mtpriser nos jonmaux et semblent s'imaginer que les Francsaissont trop 16gets, trop
peu raisonnablus pour £'trejuges clans leurs propres affaires. M_me comme narrateurs de fairs,
nous sommes tout ii far dtdaignts par nos confrtres insulaires. Leur coutume est d'avoir ici un
correspondant, aux r_its et _t l'opinion solitaire duquel ils accordent une coufiance implicite.
Tam que ces correspondans n'ont dtbit_ que des contradictions et des absurditts, nous n'y avous
fait ancone attention; mais comme ils ont montr6 une animosit6 sp&:iale contre le National, nous
devons an moins demander que le r_dacteur qui nons traiteavec rantd'impolitesse preone la peine
de s'informer qui nous sommes. [paragraph] Pendant long-temps, le correspondam parisien du
G/obe de Londres a dirig6 contre nous de violentes attaques; une semaine ne se passe pas sans
qu'il nous lance l'tpigramme obligte; et souvent l'tditeur de Loudres, sans n_me daigner jeter
les yeux sur son antagouiste, la rtptte de son chef. Nous avons 6t6 d'abord surpris, nous
l'avouons, de ce manque de loyant6 et de politesse dans un journal qui n'est dtpourvu ni de
lib&alisme ni de lumi_res. Mais le Globe est essentiellement doctrinaire; il ajusqu'an ptdantisme
de cette coterie, et comme nous sommes naturellement honorts de la heine de cette race amphibie
d'Ozrivains politiques, il trait tout simple que leurs confrtres d'Angleterre, b demi torys, i_demi
whigs, suivissent cet exemple: aussi ce n'est pas de l'animosit6 que nous nous plaignons, mais de
la dtloyaut_. En voici un exemple: [paragraph] La semgme demi_re, il a pa_ darts nos colonnes
un article concernant l'ttat de l'Irlande et le progrts que la question du rappel de l'union falt clans
ce pays. Pour appuyer notre assertion, nous disions que l'accession de M. Shiel au patti du rappel
6tait tm des signes les plus silts de ce progrts et du succts final de la proposition. Nous
raisoonions alnsi, non parce clue M Shiel posstde assex d'influence parsonnelle pour dtterminer
l'adoption de la mesure, mals parce que c'est un homme essentiellement modtrt, prudent,
ennemi des extrtmes, et n'y ardvant que lorsqu'il est impossible on impolitique de tarder plus
long-temps, c'est-l-dire quand ces ext_mes commencent _ prtvaloir. Nous avons proclam_ la
conversion de M. Shiel comme un signe et non comme line cause de la grande mesure de la
s_paratiou l_gislative de l'Angleterre et de l'Irlande; cette conclusion peut ne pas plaire au Globe,
organe de M. Stardey, mais il n'aurait point mtpris6 l'argument s'il en avait pris connaissance.
[paragraph ] Le Galignani' s Messenger avait rtduit l'article du National/t ce peu de mots, que le
rappel devait se faire, parce que M. Shiel s' y dtait converti. [paragraph] l_-dessus le Globe,
qui, ce semble, lit le Galignani's et non le National, cite la version donnte par le premier de
l'opinion du demier, puis il ajoute _ sa citation une remarque dtdaigneuse. [paragraph] Ce n'est
l_tqu'un exemple entre mille de la dtloyant_ et de la 16gert6 avec lesquelles mutes les affair_
franfaises sont traittes darts les feuilles du juste-milieu de Londres, tandis que leurs confrtres
d'ici pr_hent la possibilit6 d'une alliance anglalse. Ces jours demiers, un antre journal, le
Courier, observait qu'il 6tar fort ihregretter que des troupes fran_aises fussent entrtes au service
de don Pedro, parce que leur presence darts l'armte constimtionnelle ne servait qu'_texasptrer ies
migu_listes. Vo/l/_ l'oraison fun_bre que ce jouraal publie stir ce brave bataillon frangais presque
antanti pour la dtfense d'Oporto! [paragraph] De nos plaintes contre les joumaux d'Angleterre
soi-disant lib_anx, nous excepterons cepcndant le Times, dont les colonncs sont ouvcrtes _ des
correspondans de mutes les opinions sur les affaires de France. L'un d'eux, _videmng_t Franfais
et qui s'avoue tel, se montre prodigue de louanges envers les doctrinaires; mais ie langage de la
bonne compagnie ne lui est pas 6tranger. Seul aussi le Times paralt conna_re les joumanx
frane?fis, et, quoique son esprit anglican et _goiste soit darts le fait oppos6 au nttre, trts souvent il
le rach/'.te par des acc_s de g_ntrosit6 dont nons devons lui tenir compte.

Leading article, 14 Mar., 1833, 2.
gEFV.aa_ TO: 667-8

Unheaded article on the Pistol Plot Trial, 14 Mar., 1833, 2-4.
_vvam_ 1"o: 667-8
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Unheaded article on Le National's Sentence, 21 Mar., 1833, 2.
RI_'BRI_D1"O:668

Le National de 1834.
NOTE:one anonymousarticle follows.
_r_a_D TO:666, 668,669, 685, 700, 733,745, 747

Notice of Summons, 10 Jan., 1834, 2.
RBFEm_dEDTO:669

NAUDET,JOSEPH(1786-1878; GDU). Referred to: 521
NAUDIN.
NOTE:thepresiding judge at the trial of Paulin.
REFERREDTO:511

NERO(37-68 A.D.; EB). Referred to: 694

NEWCASTLE,DUKEOF. See Henry Pelham Clinton.
NEWMAN,JOaN HENRY(1801-90; DNB).
NOTE:some of the references are to the "Oxford theologians," "Puseyites," and "Newmanites."

See also Keble and Pusey.
_DTO: 811-15, 815-22

The Arians of the Fourth Century, Their Doctrine, Temper, and Conduct, Chiefly
as Exhibited in the Councils of the Church, between A.D. 325 & A.D. 381. London:
Rivmgton, 1833.

REFERREDTO: 814

The Church of the Fathers. London: Rivington, 1840.
NOTE:reprinted from the British Magazine, 1833-36.
REFERREDTO: 814

Lectures on the Prophetical Office of the Church, Viewed Relatively to Romanism
and Popular Protestantism. London: Rivington: Oxford: Parker, 1837.

REFERREDTO: 814

Remarks on Certain Passages in the Thirty-Nine Articles: Tracts for the Times,
No. 90. London: Rivington, 1841.

it_Ea_n TO: 814

The New Times.
NOTE:one anonymous articlefollows.
l_'_ TO: 106, 116

Leading article on the New London Bridge, 24 Sept., 1828, 2.
IIEFER.I_TO:114-15

NEWrO/q, ISAAC(1642-1727; DNB).
NOTE:the references at 11 and one at 424 are to the "Newtonian system"; that at 172 is in a

quotation from Brewster; one of those at 414 is to the "Newtonian theory."
l_l_En TO: 11, 172, 239-40, 286, 323,414,415,424, 1163

Philosophiae naturalis principia mathematica. London: Royal Society, 1687.
NOTE:the so-called "Jesuit's edition" (Geneva: Barrillot, 1739-42), in SC.

TO: 323

NE_', JOSEPHNAPOLEON,PRINCEDE LA MOSKOW^ (1803-57; GDU). Referred to: 365,
380

NEY, MICHEL, DUC D'ELcmNGES, PRINCEDE LA MOSKOWA(1769-1815; GDU).
Referred to: 365,376, 380
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NmOYET, EUGI_NIE(1797-1883; GDU). Referred to: 1094

"Candidature de George Sand," Voix des Femmes, 6 Apr., 1848, 1.
REFERREDTO: 1094

Comment on George Sand, Voix des Femmes, 10 Apr., 1848, 2.
REFERREDTO: 1094

NICERATUS(fl. 5th c. B.C.).
NOTE:the reference (to him as father of Nicias) is in a quotation from Grote, who uses the spelling

Nikeratus.
REFERREDto: 1123

NICHOL, JOHNPmNGLE ( 1804-59; DNB). Referred to: 795

-- Views of the Architecture of the Heavens. In a Series of Letters to a Lady.
Edinburgh: Tait; London: Simpkin and Marshall; Dublin: Cumming, 1837.

REVEWED:794-6
QUOTED:795-6
795.23 Call] [no paragraph] Call (8)
796.5 eye; and most] eye. And most (I0)
796.14 is infmite.] is--infinite. (10)
796.41 described] descried ( 13) [treated asprinter's error in this ed. ]

NICHOLASI (of Russia) (1796-1855; EB). Referred to: 698,965, 1141-3, 1143-4

NICHOLLS,GEORGE(1781-1865; DNB). Referred to: 743-4, 776

"Report of George Nicholls, Esq., to His Majesty's Principal Secretary of State
for the Home Department, on Poor Laws, Ireland" (15 Nov., 1836), PP, 1837, LI,
201-39.

REFERREDTo: 899

NICIAS(d. 413; WWG).
NOTE:the references at 1123-5, 1126, and 1127-8 are in quotations from Grote, who uses the

spelling Nikias; that at 1158 is to the "Peace of Nicias."
REFERREDTO: 1123-5, 1126, 1127-8, 1158, 1160-1

NIEBUHR,BARTHOLDGEORG(1776-1831; EB). Referred to: 1086

The History of Rome (in German, 1811-12). 3 vols. Trans. Julius Charles Hare
and Connop Thirlwall (Vols. I and II); William Smith and Leonhard Schmitz (Vol.
llI). London (Vols. I and II printed Cambridge): Taylor, 1828 (Vol. I); 1832 (Vol.
II); Taylor and Walton, 1842 (Vol. HI).

NOTE:the fLrSted. Waspublishedas Romische Geschichte, Pts. I & 1I(Berlin: Realschulbuchhand-
lung, 1811-12); a German ed., 3 vols. (Berlin: Reimer, 1827-32--Vol. I1is of the 1836ed.), is
in SC, as are the two vols. of lectures, ed. Schmitz (London: Taylor and Walton, 1844), that
complete Niebuhr's History.

RE_RREDTO:663, 869, 1086
N_P.XTUS. See Niceratus.
NIKJAS.See Nicias.

NIMMO,ALEXANDER(1783-1832; DNB). "Evidence Given before the Select Commit-
tee." In "Third Report from the Select Committee on Emigration from the United
Kingdom, 1827," PP, 1826-27, V, 550-3.

NOTE:the evidence was taken on 8 May, 1827.
QUOTED:938-40

NO_AP,_T,GUmLAUMEDE (d. 1303; GDU). Referred to: 819

NORMAN,GEORGEWARDE(1793-1882; DNB). Letter to Charles Wood, Esq., M.P., on
Money, and the Means of Economizing the Use of It. London: Richardson, 1841.

aF.FE_D TO:855, 856
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Remarksupon Some PrevalentErrors,withRespecttoCurrencyand Banking,
and SuggestionstotheLegislatureand thePublicas totheImprovementof the
MonetarySystem.London:Richardson,1838.

REFES_ED3O:850,851,855,856

NORTH,ARABELLA.
NOTE:sisterof DudleyNorththe elder.
P.e_R_D 1o: 1020-3

NORTH,ARABELLAFRANCES(b. 1836).
NOTE:daughterof Sarahand Dudley North.
nl_E__a_va)TO: 1020-3

NORTH, DUDLEY (1641-91; DNB). Referred to: 322

Discourses upon Trade; Principally Directed to the Cases of the Interest,
Coynage, Clipping, Increase of Money. London: Basset, 1691.

NOTE:the reference is in a quotationfrom the Brighton Guardian.
RW'_m_DTO: 322, 323

NORTH,DUDLEY(the elder) (d. 1845).
NOTE:a Lieutenant, killed in an accident.
REFERREDTO: 1020-3

NORTH,DUDLEY(the younger) (b. 1840).
NOTE:sOnof Sarah and Dudley North.
_EFEt_EDTO: 1020-3

NORTH, HELEN MARGARET (b.1842).
NOTE:daughterofSarahandDudleyNorth.
REFERREDTO:I020-3

NORTH, SARAH (theelder).
NOTE:widowofDudleyNorth.
REFEreeDTO: 1020-3

NORTH, SARAH (theyounger)(b.1839).
NOTE:daughterofSarahandDudleyNorth.
REFEZREDTO: 1020-3

TheNorthernWhig.
NOTE:oneanonymousarticlefollows.

"LandlordsandthePoor--A New PoorLaw forIreland,"15Dec.,1846,2.
QUOTED:1007-8
1007.36 right] right (2)
1007.37 out-doorsupport] [in italics] (2)
1007.37 necessary.... Surelyit] necessary. On this most serious subjectwe had intended to

makesome remarks, forwhich we have notnowroom, But, surelyit (2)

NORTHUMBERLAND, 3RDDUKEor. See Hugh Percy.
NORTON,GEORGECHAPPLE(1800-75; MEB). Referred to: 1196-7

-- Judgment on William Ebbs's case.
NOTE:for the collation, see The Times, 6 Nov., 1854.
QuoTED: 1197
REFERREDTO: 1197

NUOENT,GEORGETHOMASJOHN (Lord Westmeath) (1781-1871; MEB). Letter to the
Editor (1 Oct., 1846), The Times, 8 Oct., 1846, 6.

p.__.am_DTO: 913

"O.P.Q." See Charles Caleb Colton.
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O'BRIEn, WILLIAMSMITH(1803-64; DNB). Referred to: 981

"The Landed Proprietors of Ireland. Letter HI: Drainage and Reclamation of
Lands," Morning Chronicle, 7 Dec., 1846, 7.

QUOTED:981-3,985
REFERREDTO:981-3
981.10-11 "ribald vituperationnow] Notwithstanding the national antipathies which have been

generated in Ireland by protractedmisgovernmentof every description,I am persuaded that if
sucha calamity as that which we have sufferedhad visitedEngland,not one mancould havebeen
foundamongst us so ungenerous as to make it the occasion forribaldvituperationsuch as is now
(7)

981.18 "importunatemendicants"] We cannot disguise from ourselves that the landlords and
people of Ireland,wherethey advancea nationalclaim, areregardedin Englandas littleelse than
importunatemendicants.(7)

981.35 "approach] I write, however, not for thepurposeof stimulatingnationalanimosities, but
in orderto persuadeyou to approach(7)

982.1 "we"... "owe] This primarydutyhaving been accomplished,so farat leastas depends
upon us, we owe (7)

982.3-4 providing.., produce.'] [not in italics] (7)
982.25 "As] [no paragraph] As (7)
982.25 vacant"... "some] vacant, some (7)
983.1 "inclined] I am inclined (7)
983.5-6 "It is useless,".., to] [paragraph] It is useless to (7)
985.27 "so] I amnot so (7)
985.28 neighbours,"... "If you] neighbours;but, if you (7)

"The Landed Proprietors of Ireland. Letter IV: Drainage and Improvement of
Land," Morning Chronicle, 15 Dec., 1846, 3.

NOTE:the quotation is in a quotation from the Globe and Traveller, 15Dec., 1846, 2.
QUOTED:1009
REFERREDTO:1009, 1010
1009.I-2 "without] "1 [O'Brien]have shewn thatby investingaportionof thenational capital in

the purchaseof land, for the purposeof establishinghome colonies, and of creatinga class of
peasantproprietors,atleast fifty thousandfamiliesmightbe enabled,without.., public, to finda
comfortablelivelihood upon lands which arenow tenanted by the grouse and by the snipe, or
which atbest yield only a scanty herbageto a few half-starvedcattle." (3)

The Observer. Referred to: 45n

O'CONNELL,DANIEL(1775-1847; DNB). Referred to: 994, 996, 1032

Speech on the Doneraile Conspiracy (12 May, 1830; Commons), PD, n.s., Vol.
24, vols. 648-58.

NOTE:the same phrase is quoted in both places.
QUOTED:602, 609
602.24 shave-beggar] My wretched country is the scene of the political education of our

statesmen, and the noble Lordis the shave-beggar of the day forIreland.(651)

Speech on Reform of the Church of h'cland (14 Mar., 1833; Commons), PD, 3rd
scr., Vol. 16, col.664.

NOTE:One of the speeches by radical members who opposed the proposal to tax the present
incumbent.

REFERREDTO:605, 606

Speech on the East-India Company's Charter (19 July, 1833; Commons), PD, 3rd
scr., Vol. 19, cols. 1019-21.

NOTE:with BullerandHume, O'Connell opposed Clause 89 of the East IndiaBill.
RFJFEPJ_DTO:606
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Speech on National Education (30 July, 1833; Commons), PD, 3rdser., Vol. 20,
cols. 169-70.

REFERREDTO:730

ODILON-B_oT. See Barrot.

O'DONNELL,ROBERT.
NOTE:the non-commissionedofficerto whomMatthewson(q.v.) spokeabusively.
lt_D TO: 882-5

O'I_RtALL, RICHARDMORE(1797-1880; DNB). Referred to: 1142

OGAREFF,NIKOLAIPLATONOVICH(1813-77).
NOTE:$I_Mod_rflEncyclopediaofRussianandSovietHistory.
_ve_.o TO: 1203

O'NF-n.L, CON BACACH(Lord Tyrone) (14847-15597; DNB). Referred to: 961

Ol_, WILLIAM(1781-1855; MEB). Refen'e_l to: 509
ORD, WILLIAMHENRY(1803-38; WWBMP). Referred to: 509

ORLEANS, FF_JtDn_ANDPHILmPE LOUIS CHARLESHENRI, DUC D' (1810-42; GDU).
Referred to: 152, 372

OSBERN(ft. 1090; DNB). "Vita Sancti Dunstani." In Anglia sacra, sive collectio
historiarum, partita antiquitas, partita recenter scriptorum, de archiepiscopis &
episcopis angliae, a prima tides christianae susceptione ad annum MDXL. Ed. Henry
Wharton. 2 vols. London: Chiswell, 1691, H, 88-121.

p.F.rr.m_oTo: 72-3

OSBORNE,RALPH BERNAL(1811-82; WWBMP). Speech on the Labouring Poor (Ireland)
Bill (1 Feb., 1847; Commons), PD, 3rd set., Vol. 89, cols. 622-35.

REFERREDTO: 1059

Speech on Russian Invasion of Hungary (21 July, 1849; Commons), PD, 3rd
set., Vol. 107, cols. 786-91.

REFERREDTO: 1143

O'SULLIVAN, MORTIMER(17917-1859; DNB). "State of Ireland," Quarterly Review,
LXXIX (Dec. 1846), 238-69.

QUOTED:1072
1072.29-30 "sit by the fire till the pratiesaredone,"] Is it supposedthat they [Irishlabourers]

wereto haveslept,as it were, m a speciesof indolenttorporfrompotato to potato, as they phrase
it--enjoying the paradisedescribed in one of their own songs, and a strikingsketch of the
nationalcharacter-- / "The finestof fun / That there'sunderthe sun, / Is to sit bythe fire tillthe
pratiesis done"?(246)

OTHO (orOTTO; ofGreece)(1815-67;EB). Referredto:611

OUSELEY, WILLIAM (1767-1842;DNB). Referredto:318

The OrientalCollections:ConsistingofOriginalEssaysand Dissertations,
TranslationsandMiscellaneousPapers;lllustratingtheHistoryand Antiquities,the
Arts,Sciences,and Literature,ofAsia.London:CadellandDavies,1797-1800.

_r_mtr.DTo:318

PersianMiscellanies:An EssaytoFacilitatetheReadingofPersianManuscripts;
withEngraved Specimens,PhilologicalObservations,and Notes Criticaland
Historical.London:White,1795.

REFEaJtF.DTO:318

OVEr.STONE,LORD. See Samuel Loyd.
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OWEN, ROBERT(1771-1858; DNB). Referred to: 22, 671,678, 1162

Report to the County of Lanark, of a Plan for Relieving Public Distress, and
Removing Discontent, by Giving Permanent, Productive Employment, to the Poor
and Working Classes. Glasgow: Wardlaw and Curmingham; Edinburgh: Constable, et
al.; London: Longman, et al., 1821.

REFERREDTo: 678

PAGI_S, JEAN PIERRE(1784-1866; GDU). Speech on the Budget of 1832 (24 Jan.),
Moniteur, 1832, 249-50.

REFERRED TO" 405

PAINE, THOMAS( 1737-1809; DNB).
NOTE:the referenceis in a quotationfrom theBrighton Guardian.
REFEZgEDTO: 321

PAJOL,CLAUDEPrERRE,COMTE(1772-1844; GDU). Referred to: 510, 511

Report on the Funeral of General Lamarque, LeNational, 30 Aug., 1832, 2.
RF.avERREBTO: 510, 511

PALEY, WILLIAM(1743-1805; DNB). Referred to: 16
PALMER,JOHNHORSLEY(1779-1858; MEB). Referred to: 701

PALMERSTON,LORD. See Henry John Temple.
PARANT, NARCISSE(1794-1842; DPF). Referred to: 680-1

PARIS, JOHN AYRTON (1785-1856; DNB) and JOHN SAMUELMARTIN DE GRENIER
FONBLANQUE(1787-1865; DBF). Medical Jurisprudence. 3 vols. London: Phillips,
1823.

QUOTED2 69

69.7 "A man] The punishment too is one of the most unequal in its operation that can be
conceived; a man (151)

PARK,JAMESALAN (1763-1838; DNB).
NOTE:his statement is recorded in Morning Chronicle, 22 July, 1823,4.
_D TO: 30, 33

The Parliamentary History and Review.
NO'rE:for the history of this publicationsee CW, VI, 616.
_D TO: 523

PARNELL, HENRY BROOKE (1776-1842; DNB). "The Bank Charter" (4 pts.), Tait's
Edinburgh Magazine, I (June, July, Aug., Sept. 1832), 291-314, 386-8, 559-62,
664-5.

NOTE:we are grateful to the editors of the Wellesley Index for the attribution.
tEreS_D TO:580n-ln

On Financial Reform. London: Murray, 1830.
REFERREDTO: 612

PARSONS,GRACE.
NOTE:mother of Mary Ann Parsons.
l_FElameDTo: 1152

PARSONS,M_Y ANN (1835-50).
NOTE:the victim of brutal mistreatment in 1850.
_atr._ To: 1152-3, 1164-7

PASQUmt, ETIENNEDENIS, DUC (1767-1862; GDU). Referred to: 198-9

Speech on Behalf of the Chamber of Peers to Louis Philippe (7 Aug.), Moniteur,
1830, 864.
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QuoTmx 139
139.27 roi citoyen] Votre hante raison, vos penchans, le souvenir de votre vie enti_re nous

promettcnt un Roi citoyen. (864)

PASSY, HWPOLYTE PHmmERT (1793-1880; GDU). Referred to: 1056

"Des changements survenus dans la situation agricole du d_partement de l'Eure
depuis l'anm_e 1800," Journal des Economistes, I (1842), 44-66.

NOTE: the quotation is a translation of the title. The article was offlmnted as a pamphlet.
QUOTED: 1056
REFZmaEDTO: 1043n, 1056-7

Des systdmes de culture et de leur influence sur l'_conomie sociale. Paris:
Guillaumin, 1846.

QUOTED:1054-5
REFERREDTO: 1045,1055
I054.23-I055.3In . . .soil.][translatedfrom:]Dartslacommune de Vensat,qui comprend

1,612 hectares divis_s en 4,600 parcelles appartenant _ 591 propri_taires, la territoire exploit_ se
co_ de 1,466 hectares. Or, en 1790, 17 fermes en occupaient les deux tiers, en 20 autres le
reste. Depuis lors, les cultures se sont morcel6es, et maintenant leur petitesse est extreme. Quelle

*t_ l'infhience du changement sur la quantit_ des animaux? Une augmentation consid6rable. En
1790, la commune ne poss&tait qu'environ 300 b_tes Acomis, et de 1,800 _ 2,000 b_tes _tlaine;
aujourd'hui, elle compte 676 des premieres, et 533 seulement des secondes. Aimi, pour
remplacer 1,300 montons, elle a acquis 376 boeufs et vaches, et, tout compens_, la somme des
engrais s'est accrue duns la proportion de 490 _ 729, ou de plus de 48 p. %. Et encore est-il
remarquer que, plus forts et mieux noums _ present, les animaux contribuent bien devantage
entretenir la fertilit_ des terres. (119)

PASTOI_ET, CLAUDE EMMANUEL JOSEPH PIERRE, MARQUIS DE (1756-1839; GDU).
Referred to: 521

PAULIN, J.B. ALEXANDRE (1793-1859; GDU). Referred to: 372, 388, 428, 510, 666,
668

_ Unheaded leader, LeNational, 31 Dec., 1833, 1.
REFERREDTO: 666

PAYNE, WILLIAM JOHN (1822-84; MEB). Referred to: 877

PEDRO IV (of Portugal) (1798-1834; EB).
uort: the reference is in a quotation from/2 National.

TO: 527

PEEL, ROBERT ( 1788-1850; DNB).
NOTE: one of the references at 755 and those at 756, 758, and 766 are in quotations from Senior;

that at 836 is in the title of Torrens, A Letter (q.v.). See also under PP, "Copy of a Letter..."
(18 Jan., 1823).

REFERREDTO: 18, 68, 112, 621, 753, 755, 756, 758, 761, 766, 818, 832, 836, 845, 846, 859,
895-6, 1059, 1060, 1100, 1102

An Address to the Electors of the Borough of Tamworth. London: Roake and

Varty, 1834.
NO/X: the "Tamworth Manifesto." The quotation is in a quotation from Senior.
QUOTED:764
REFERREDTO: 755

764.26 "final... question."] [paragraph] With respect to the Reform Bill itself, I will repeat
now the declaration which I made when I entered the House of Commons as a Member of the

Reformed Parliament, that I consider the Reform Bill a final.., question--a settlement which no

friend to the peace and welfare of this country would attempt to disturb, either by direct or by
insidious means. (7-8)

Speech on Supply--the Budget (19 Apr., 1833; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol.
17, eols. 342-6.

p,m,mmED TO: 565
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Speech on the Irish Registration Bill (15 Apr., 1844; Commons), PD, 3rd ser.,
"Col. 74, eols. 4-5.

REFERREDTO: 845, 846

Speech on the Repeal of the Corn Laws (27 Jan., 1846; Commons), PD, 3rdset.,
Vol. 83, cols. 239-85.

NOTE:in this speechPeel outlinedhis proposalfor repealof theCornLaws. See "A Bill to Amend
the LawsRelating to the Importationof Corn," and the enactedstatute,9 & 10Victoria,c. 22.

REFERREDTO:860

Speech on the Labouring Poor (Ireland) Bill (2 Feb., 1847; Commons), PD, 3rd
ser., Vol. 89, eols. 758-64.

REFERRED TO: 1059

I_MBERTOH,CHARLES REEC'E(1790-1840;DNB). Refen'edto:464-6

"AutobiographyofPel.Verjuice,"MonthlyRepository,VII(June,Sept.,Dec.
1833),392-403,623-44,816-29,and VHI (Jan.18M), 21-39.

REFratREDTO: 575, 595,655, 660

PEr,mltOKE,LORD. See Richard de Clare.

PENNEFATHER, RiCHARD ( 1773-1859; DNB).
NOTE"JSM uses the spelling Peunyfather.
REFERRED TO: 46-8

PennyMagazine.Referredto:505

ThePennyNewsman.
NOTE:anonymousarticlesfollow,listedchronologically.

"TheInsurrectioninRussianPoland,"IFeb.,1863,8.
NOTE:thearticleisprobablybyEdwinChadwick,theeditor.
RF_tRREDTO: 1201

"Poland,"22Feb.,1863,2.
NOTE:thearticleisprobablybyEdwinChadwick,theeditor.
RE_ TO: 1201

.... "Poland,"IMar.,1863,9.
NOTE:thearticleisprobablybyEdwinChadwick,theeditor.
REFFJtP.EDTO: 1201

"The PolishInsurrection,"8Mar.,1863,I.
NOTE:thearticleisalmostcertainlybyEdwinChadwick,theeditor.
REFERREDTO: 1201

ThePeople'sCharter;BeingtheOutlineofanActtoProvidefortheJustRepresentation
of thePeopleof GreatBritainintheCommon's House ofParliament.London:
WorkingMen'sAssociation,1838.

REIWa_,REDTO: II07

P_a_N,PIERRETH_.ODOR_FLORE_TIN(1806-?).
NOTE:prosecutedundermartiallawinJune1832.
REFERRED TO: 487

PEPYs,CHARLES CHRISTOPHER(LordCottenham)(1781-1851;DNB). Referredto:948,
1023

P_cY, HUGH (3rdDuke ofNorthumberland)(1785-1847;DNB). Referredto:343,588

I_P.m_JLJACOBEavm.E(1800-75;GDU). Referredto:411

"Examen dubudgetde 1832,"RevueEncyclop_dique,ouAnalyseRaisonn_edes
ProductionslesPlusRemarquablesdanslaPolitique,lesSciences,l'Industrieetles
Beaux-arts,LH (Oct.1831),40-90.

L'_'_D TO:411
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PERICLES (d. 429 B.C.; WWG).
NOTE: the reference at 1122 and one at 1123 derive from Grote; one at 1123, those at 1124-5 and

1127, one at 1129, and those at 1130 and 1132 are m quotations from Grote, who uses the
spelling Pcrikles. For his Funeral Oration see Thucydides.

_TO: 868, 1086, 1122-5, 1127, 1129, 1130, 1132, 1134, 1160-1

PIgRmR, CASIMm PIERRE (1777-1832; DPF).

NOTE: the rcfexence at 397 is m a quotation from "Erinensis." See Examiner, [Jan. 1832].
REFF.R_D TO: 181, 190, 288,302,339, 341-2,351,352,363,364, 365,372,377,381, 382, 387,

388, 390, 395, 397, 403, 405, 417, 418, 421, 423, 428, 435, 439, 441, 453, 460, 461, 462-4,
464, 467,484, 514, 515, 518, 520

-- Speech on Being Elected President of the Council of Ministers (18 Mar.),
Moniteur, 1831, 566-7.

NOTE: the same phrase is quoted in both places.
QUOTED:417-18,481

417.27 l'ordre l#gal] C'est d'ordre 16gal et de pouvoir que la soci6t6 a besoin; car c'est faut
d'otdre et de pouvoir qu'elle se laisse gagner par la d6fiance, source unique des embarras et des
p6rils du moment. (566)

Speech (26 July), Moniteur, 1831, 1270.
REFERREDTO: 388

-- Speech Introducing a Bill to Abolish the Hereditary Peerage (27 Aug. ), Moniteur,
1831, 1477-8.

QUOTED:343
REFERREDTO: 341-5

343.31-2 "lesillustrationsnationales;"]Nous trouverionsdartslosextinctionsplusrapidement
o_s au seind'unecharnbreviag6re,etquipermettralentd'y appeler,_tchaqueg6n6ration,
unplusgrandnombredenotahilit6s,lemoyen de suppl6er_tlagarantiedel'h6redit6parcelledes
illustrations,toujourscertainesde prendreleursplacessurdessi_gesplussouventdisponibles.
(1478)

Speech on the Events in Lyons (17 Dec.),Moniteur [Supplement to No. 352],
1831,2422-4.

QUOTED: 418
REFERREDTO: 381

418.1-2 "Liberty," . . . "is the despotism of the law."] [translated from:] I1faut apprendre aux
peuples qui pr6tendent a I'honneur d'etre libres, que la libert6 c'est le despotisme de la loi! (2423)

Speech (21 Dec.), Moniteur, 1831, 2451-4.
REFERRED1"o: 390

Speech on the Budget (13 Mar.), Moniteur, 1832, 741.
QuotED: 428
428.22-3 "espritdcvextige,"..."jalousiedessupOiorit,_ssociales,"] [paragraph]Qu'ilmesoit

pcrmis de falre encore une r6flexion sur le syst_me d'_conomie que l'on voudrmt faire adopter
la chambre, en cherchant _ l'entralner par un sentiment qui domine qnelques pa_ies de la soci6t6,
par tin sentimeat de jalousie sociale .... (Murmures et r6clamations aux extr_mit_s.)
[paragraph] Nous ne devons pas nous le dissimuler, Messieurs, il existe damsle pays une sorte de
malaise, une sorte d'esprit de vertige .... (Nouvelle interruption aux ¢xtr6mit6s.) (741) [ellipses
in original]

Speech on the Disturbances at Grenoble (20 Mar. ), Moniteur, 1832, 813-14.
REFERREDTO: 435, 518

PERSR.,JEAN CHARLES (1785-1870;GDU). Referredto:204, 407, 511,666, 701,706

Speech beforethe Cour royalede Paris(4 Nov. ),Moniteur,1833, 2284-6.
gm_atREDTo: 666,701
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Speech introducing the projet de loi relative au d6tenteurs d'armes et de munitions

de guerre ( 15 Apr. ), Monitear, 1834, 929.
REFERREDTO: 706

PETER (the Hermit) (1050%11157; EB). Referred to: 258

PETTY-FITZMAUlUCE, HENRY (3rd Marquis of Lansdowne) (1780-1863; DNB). Referred
to: 636

Statement of a Plan of Finance, Proposed to Parliament in the Year 1807.

London: printed Harrison, 1807.
REFERREDTO: 406

Speech on Employment for Agricultural Labourers (13 June, 1833; Lords), PD,
3rd ser., Vol. 18, cols. 675-7.

NOTE: the phrase "temporary measure," Is also used by Lord Althorp on 5 Aug., 1833 (PD, 3rd
ser., Vol. 20, col. 357); the phrase JSM quotes is used by Joseph Marryatt (PD, 3rd set., Vol.
20, col. 359).

g_-ERRED TO: 636

PEYRONNET, PIERRE DENIS, COMTE DE (1778-1854; GDU).

NOTE: S_¢ also Polignac, "Manifesto .... "
QUOTED: 126
REFERREDTO: 127, 163-8, 177, 215, 223, 225-6, 373

Pharmacopaea Londinensis, in qua medicamenta antiqua et nova usitatissima, sedulo

collecta, accuratissime examinata, quotidiana experiencia confirmata describunter.
Opera Medicorum Collegii Londinensis. London: Griffin, 1618.

NOTE: many subsequent editions.
REFERREDTO: 950

PHILW II (of Macedon) (ca. 382-336 B.C.; WWG). Referred to: 868

PHILIPPE IV (of France) ( 1268-1314; GDU).

NOTE: known as Philippe le Bel.
REFERREDI"O:819

PHILIPS, GEORGE RICHARD (1789-1883; MEB). Referred to: 93-4

-- Speech on Special Juries (28 May, 1823; Commons), PD, n.s., Vol. 9, cols.
567-8.

REFERREDTO: 93-4

PHILLIPS, RICHARD (1767-1840; DNB ). Essays on the Proximate Causes of the General

Phenomena of the Universe. London: Souter, 1818.
NOTE: mainly reprinted from the Monthly Magazine for July, Sept., and Oct. 1817.
REFERREDTO: 239-40

Protest against the Prevailing Principles of Natural Philosophy, with the

Developement of a Common-Sense System. London: Sherwood, [ 1830].
REFERREDTO: 239-40

PHILLPOTTS, HENRY ( 1778-1869; DNB).
NOTE: JSM uses the spelling "Philpotts."
REFERREDTO: 813

"A PmLo-PusEYITE." See Morning Chronicle, 18 and 24 Dec., 1841.

PIDGEON, THOMAS.
NOTE: a cattle dealer, whose acquittal on a charge of forgery is reported in the Morning Chronicle,

22 July, 1823, 4.
REFERREDTo: 30
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PILI_T, RENI_ MARTIN (1762-1816; GDU). L'Angleterre vue d Londres et dans ses
provinces, pendant un s_jour de dix ann_es, dont six comme prisonnier de guerre.
Paris: Eymery, 1815.

_FF_,ItP_DTO: 1039

PINARD,MARIEOSCAR(1801-67; GDU). Referred to: 657-8

PINDEMONTE,_LITO (1753-1828; GDU). Referred to: 573

PISISTRATUS(ft. ca. 560 B.C., d. 527 B.C.; WWG). Referred to: 871, 1085

PITT, WXLLIAM(the elder; 1st Earl of Chatham) ( 1708-78; DNB).
NOTE:the reference at 1216 is in a quotation from Romilly.
REFERREDTO: 641, 1216

Speech on the Motion to Remove Walpole ( 13 Feb., 1741). In The Parliamentary
History of England, from the Earliest Period to the Year 1803. Ed. William Cobbett.
London: Longrnan etal., 1814, XI, 1359-64.

NOTE:the reference, in a quotationfrom Grote, is to Pitt's invectives againstWalpole.
REFERREDTO: 1127

-- Speech (22 Nov., 1770; Lords). In John Almon, Anecdotes of the Life of the Right
Hon. William Pitt, Earl of Chatham. And of the Principal Events of His Time. With
His Speeches in Parliament, from the Year 1736 to the Year 1778. 3 vols. London:
Longman, etal., 1810, [I, 179-211.

NOTE:the reference derives from James Graham's speech of 15Aug., 1833, q.v.
REFERRED TO: 641

PITT, WILLIAM(the younger) (1759-1806; DNB). Referred to: 406, 480, 512, 643

PITTACUS(ca. 650-570 B.C.; WWG). Referred to: 1086
PLACE,FRANCIS(1771-1854; DNB). Referred to: 1262-5

The Autobiography of Francis Place (1771-1854). Ed. Mary Thale. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1972.

I_FE_Pd_D1"o:1264

On the Law of Libel; with Strictures on the Self-Styled "Constitutional
Association." London: Hunt, 1823.

REVIEWED:91-4

PLATO(427-347 B.C.; WWG).
No:rE: the reference at 1130 is in aquotation from Grote.
_.FEP.RED:TO:869, 1130, 1162-3

Gorgias. In Lysis, Symposium, Gorgias (Greek and English). Trans. W.R.M.
Lamb. London: Heinemann; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1953,
258-532.

NOTE:the reference at 1122derives from Grote.
RInd.lairDTO: 256, 1122, 1128, 1162

_/amws (Greek and English). Trans. R.G. Bury. 2 vols. London: Heinemann; New
York: Putnam's Sons, 1926.

Pam__.m_nTO: 292

Republic (Greek and English). Trans. Paul Shorey. 2 vols. London: Heinemann;
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1930.

NOTE:the refmnce at 1130 is in aquotationfrom Grote.
REFERREDTO:678, 1130

PLAUTUS,TITUSMACCIUS(d. 184 B.C.; WWR). Rudens; or, The Rope. In P/autus (Latin
and English). Trans. Paul Nixon. 5 vols. London: Heinemann; New York: Putnam's
Sons, 1916-38, IV, 287-435.
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NOTE:the quotationis indirect.
QUOTED: 982

PUNY THEELDER(ca. 23-79 A.D.; WWR). Natural History (Latin and English). Trans.
H. Rackham (Vols. I-VI, IX), W.H.S. Jones (Vols. VII-VIU), D.E. Eichholz (Vol.
X). 10 vols. London: Heinemann; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1938-62.

QUOTED:1016
1016.2 instar omnium. ] hi mercantesida conterminisvehuntpermariavasta ratibusquasn_iue

gubernacularegantnequeretrfiimpellantvel trahantvela, non ratioulla adiuvet:onmium instar
ibi sum homotantumet audacia.(IV, 62-4; XII,87)

PLUMPTRE,JOHNPEMnERTON( 1791-1864; MEB). Speech on the Address to Her Majesty
(21 Jan., 1847; Commons), PD, 3rd set., Vol. 89, cols. 203-4.

REFERREDTO: 1074

PLUTARCH (fl. A.D. 50-120; WWG). "A Discourse Concerning Socrates's Daemon." In
Moralia (Greek and English). Trans. Frank Cole Babbitt, et al. 15 vols. London:
Heinemann; New York: Putnam's Sons, 1927-59, 372-509.

RE_D TO: 1002

-- Lives (Greek and English). Trans. Bernadotte Pert'in. 11 vols. (London:
Heinemann; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1914-26.

NOTE:th_referenceat 394 is to the Life of Caesar; thatat 497 is to theLife ofPorapey; that at 1124
is in a quotation from Grote.

nEFF_.R_DTO: 342, 394, 497, 716-17, 872, 1122, 1124

POLIGNAC,JULES AUGUSTE ARMANDMARIE, PRINCEDE (1780-1847; GDU). Referred
to: 123, 124, 135, 136, 137, 139, 148, 162, 163-8, 177, 183,215,223,225, 225-6,
288,373,457,483

PONCELET, Lotus (b. ca. 1803).
NOTE:a shoemaker in Paris.
_m_ED TO: 407

PONSDEL'I-I_RAULT,ANDR_ (1772-1853; GDU). Referred to: 263

PONSONBY,JOHNWILLIAM(Lord Bessborough) (1781-1847; DNB).
NOTE:JSM uses the spelling Besborough.
REFERREDTO:900, 902, 932, 934, 935

"Proclamation." See Labouchere, Letter.

PONTI_COUL^NT,LoUIS GUSTAVEDE DOULCET,COMTEDE (1764-1853; GDU). Referred
to: 198,542

POPE, ALEXANDER(1688-1744; DNB). Referred to: 590, 808

-- An Essay on Man, in Four Epistles. In The Works of Alexander Pope; with Notes
and Illustrations :,y Joseph Warton and Others. New ed. 9 vols. and Supplementary
vol. London: Priestley, 1822 (Supplementary Volume, London: Hearne, 1825), llI,
1-160.

NOTE:in SC.
QUOTED:596
596.12 Whatthen?is... bread?] What then?Is... Bread?(m, 135;IV, 150)

--Moral Essays, in Four Epistles to Several Persons. In Works, III, 169-301.
QUOTED: 574

574.21-2 the difference] Yet more; the diff'rence (m, 178;I, 31)

Le Populaire. Refen'ext to: 688
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PORTAUS,AUGUSTE,aARON(1801-55; GDU). Referred to: 375

Proposition ayant pour but d'abroger, comme contraire _ la Charte du 7 aoQt
1830, la loi du 18 novembre 1814, relative _ la c616bration forc6e des dimanches et
des f_tes (6 Dec.), Moniteur, 1831, 2319.

NOTE:see also his Proposition of 11Feb., 1832,below.
_FEga_D TO: 375

Proposition tendant _tabroger, comme contraire _ la Charte du 7 aoflt 1830, la loi
du 19 janvier relative au deuil public du 21 janvier (6 Dec.), Moniteur, 1831, 2319.

NOTE:presented on 6 Dec., approved by the Chamber of Deputies on 23 Dec. (ibid., 2472-3),
rejected by the Chamber of Peers on 3 Mar. (ibid., 1832,642-3).

ZEFEmtEDTO: 375-6, 421, 479

Proposition ayant pour but d'abroger, comme contraire _ la Charte du 7 aoOt
1830, la loi du 18 novembre relative au travail des f6tes et dimanches (11 Feb.),
Moniteur, 1832, 425.

REFERREDTo: 375,418

PORTALIS,JOSEPHMARIE, COMTE(1778-58; GDU). Referred to: 199

PoTrER, JOHN PHILLIPS(1793-1861).
NOTE:clergyman and writer, studentof Greek philosophy.
REFERREDTO:

"The Diffusion of Knowledge amongst the People: Two Lectures, Read at the
Mechanics' Institution, in 1833, by the Writer of 'Daily Bread,' and 'Deliverance
from Evil,'" Monthly Repository, VII] (Jan. 1834), 7-19.

REFERitEDTO: 660

POZZO DI BORGO,C^gLO ANDREA,COUNT(1764-1842; EB).
NOTE:the reference is in aquotation from the Globe and Traveller.
_r'raU_D TO: 698

PRA_D,WINTHROPMACKWORTH(1802-39; DNB). Referred to: 337

-- Speech on Parliamentary Reform (24 Aug., 1831; Commons), The Times, 25
Aug., 1831, 4.

NOTE:in PD, 3rd set., Vol. 6, cols. 568-70.
QUOTED:337
337.4 "His historical] [no paragraph] Nevertheless, he was mcliaed to support it, because his

historical (4)

PRAy, GIOACCHrSO( 1790-1863 ).
NOTE:patriotic Italian physician, author, and Carbonaro. Exiled from Italy m 1821for conspiracy

against the Austrians, be came to England in 1823 and was converwxlto Saint-Simonianismin
1830-31. The quotations are from an unlocated letter. See also Fontana-Rava.

QUOTED:689,690
Rr.J_Rm_DTO: 675,676, 679,689-91

La Presse. Referred to: 1093

PmESTLEY,JOSEPH(1733-1804; DNB).
NOTE:the reference derives from an article by James Martineau.
P,E_ TO:561-2

PlttEURDELAMARNE,PIERRELOUIS(1756-1827; GDU). Referred to: 542n

PRODICUS(ca. 470/60-early 4th cent. B.C.; WWG).
NOTE:the reference, in a quotation from Grote, is to the sophist, whose essay "On Heracles" is

given in Xenophon's Memorabilia, q.v.
tr.Fr.axEDTO: 1162
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Programme of the Land Tenure Reform Association, with an Explanatory Statement by

John Stuart Mill. London: Longmans, et al., 1871. In CW, V, 687-95.
_,EFERn.EDTO: 1228-9, 1234, 1238, 1241n, 1243

[PsEuDo-XENOPHON.] Xenophontis qui inscribitur libellus Athenaion politeia. Ed. E.

Kalinka. Stuttgart: Teubner, 1961.
NOTE: in SC is Xenophon, Opera, ed. Hutchinson (Glasgow: Foulis, 1768). The reference is in a

quotation from Grote.
l_r_,.r_ TO: 1132

PTOLEMY (Claudius Ptolemaeus; ft. 2nd cent. A.D.; WWR). Referred to: 11,424

The Public Register; or, The Freeman's Journal.
NOTE: one anonymous article follows.

"Location on the Waste Lands," 17 Oct., 1846, 2.

NOTE: a leading article. In this same issue, p. 3, is reprinted JSM's No. 312, to which reference is
made m the leader.

QUOTED:908, 910
908.11 A] [no paragraph] A (2)
908.19-20 We . . .family] [not in italics] (2)
908.21-2 then . . . on] [not in italics] (2)
910.12-14 "Hitherto,"... Irish] Hitherto, Irish (2)

PtJPmo_R, JOHANN ADAM (1797-1882).
NOTE: see Dictionnaire historique et biographique de la Suisse.
ItEFEItI_D TO: 1054

Der Kanton Thiirgau, historisch, geographisch, statistisch geschildert. Vol.

XVII of Historisch-geographisch-statistisches Gemdlde der Schweiz. St. Gallen:
Huber, 1837.

NOTE: JSM mistakenly attributes the passage to Strohraeier, author of the volume on Soleure.
QUOTED: 1054
1054.10-12 "a third . . . before"] [translated from:] Densclben Erfolg hat die Vertheiinng der

ehemaligen grossen Lehenh6fe in mehre kleinere eigenthtimlicbe Banemgiiter. Es ist gar nicht
selten, dass ein Drittheil oder Viertheil eines solchen Hofes nun eben so viel Getreide liefert und
eben so viel StOck Vieh unterh_t als vormals der ganze Hof. (72)

Puranas. Referred to: 869

PUSEY, EDWARD BOUVE_E (1800-82; DNB).
NOTE: most of the references are to the "Oxford theologians," "'Puseyites," and "Newmanitcs "

See also Keble and Newman.
REFERREDTO: 811-15, 815-22

PTM, JoHr_ (1584-1643; DNB). Referred to: 282

Quarterly Review. Referred to: 169, 173,248,446, 593,691,762, 806

QUEIPO DE LLANO RUIZ DE SARAVIA, JOSI_MAITJA,CONDE DE TORENO (1786-1843;EB).
Referred to: 40

QtrgLEN, HYACINTHE LOUIS, COMTE DE (1778-1839; GDU). Referred to: 269, 317

QUESNAY, FRANCOIS (1674-1774; GDU).
NOTE: JSM uses the spelling Quesnai.
REFERREDTO:

QUINTILIAN (33/5-before 100 A.D.; WWR). The Institutio Oratoria of Quintilian
(English and Latin). Trans. H.E. Butler. 4 vols. London: Heinemann; Cambridge,

Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1920.
REFERREDTO: 450-1

La Quotidienne. Referred to: 152, 177
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RADNOR, LORD. See William Pleydell Bouverie.

RAMBUTEAU, CLAUDE PHILIBERT DE BARTHELOT, COMTE DE (1781-1869; GDU).
Referred to: 345

RAPHAEL (Raphael Sanzio) (1483-1520; EB). Referred to: 324, 1240

Rapport au roi. See France, Official Documents, 25 July, 1830.

RASPML, FRANCOIS VINCENT (1794-1878; GDU). Referred to: 396, 421,422, 656, 657

RAu, KARL DAVID HEINPaCH (1792-1870; EB). Referred to: 968,971,975-7

Lehrbuch der politischen Oekonomie. 4 vols. Heidelberg: Winter, 1826, 1828,
1832, 1837.

NOTE: the work is in three vols., but the third is in two parts, separately paginated and issued in
1832 and 1837.

IEFEitiED TO: 968

-- Ueber die l.zmdwirthschafl der Rheinpfalz, und insbesondere in der Heidelberger
Gegend. Heidelberg: Winter, 1830.

QUOTED: 975,976,977
REFERREDTO: 968, 971, 975-7
975.18 unmistakeably . . . harm.] [translated from:] [paragraph] Nachst Khma und Boden ist

die Arbeit zu ber0hren, von welcher im Allgemeinen nut gesagt werden kann, class sic
unverkennbar mit einem hohen grade yon Flciss und Geschicklichkeit verrichtet wird. Die
Unverdrossenheit den I..aadleute, die man des ganze Jahr and den ganzen Tag in Thatigkeit sieht,
und die datum nicht miissig gehen, weft sie die Arbeiten gut eintheilen, and zu jeder Zeit eine
passende Beschiftigung wissen, ist eben so anerkannt, als ihr Eifer in der Benutztmg aller sich
darbietenden Umst_inde, in der Ergreifung des dargebotenen Neuen, wofeme es sich ntitzlich
etweisst, ja in der Aussp_thung sich, dass tier Bauer der hiesigen Gegen viel tiber sein Gescl_fl
nachgedacht hat, er weiss riinde anzugeben fiir sein Veffahren, wenn sie auch nicht statthaft seyn
sollten, er weiss die Zahlenverh_iltnisse so bestammt mitzutheilen, als sie, beim Mangel
geordneter Aufzeichnung, lm Ged/ichtnis behalten werden k6nnen, er richtet sich mder Wahl tier
Friichte nach den Preisen, er achtet anf allgemeine Zeiterscheinungen, von denen er Nutzen oder
Schaden zu erkennen glanbt. (15-16)

976.33-4 "Forty... puddings"] [translated from:] Die Kost kann auch auf 10 Kr. angeschlagen
werden, de sie heutiges Tages bedeutend besser ist, als vor ungefahr 40 Jahren, wo das Gesinde
weniger Fleisch und Mehlspeisen, keinen K_.se zum Brote u. dgl. erheilt. (20)

977.22-5 "Such... wages,"... "which... increased. "] [translated from:] Bekannthch 1steine
solche Erh6hung des Lohnes, die man nicht nach dem Geldbetrage, sondem nach der Menge von
nothwendigen und nfitzlichen Gtitem bemessen muss. welche tier Arbeitsmann sich verschaffen
kann, em Zeichen, dass die vorhandene Capitalmasse sich vermehrt hat, auch muss jeder
Unbefangene es flit wohl_tig halten, wenn die Tagl6hner, die der Gefahr des Berarmens am
meisten blosgestelh sind, die yon einer Theurung; einem h_iuslichera Ungliick am meisten
betroffen werden, reichficher leben, ihre Kinder besser pflegen und eber einen Nothpfennig
zurt3cidegen k6nnen. (18)

RAUMER, FP,IEDPJCH LUDWIG GEOItG VON (1781-1873; EB). England im Jahre 1835. 2

vols. Leipzig: Brockhaus, 1836.
NOTE: trans. Sarah Austin as England in 1835, 3 vols. (London: Murray, 1836).
REFERREDTO: 897

P-_AL, I_LIX (1792-1864; DPF). Referred to: 530

The Reasoner and Herald of Progress. Referred to: 1082-4

Reasons for a Legislative Measure (Similar to That Lately Proposed by Sir J.C.
Hobhouse) to Limit and Regulate the Hours during Which Young Persons May Be

Employed to Labour in Flax-Spinning Mills throughout Scotland.
NOTE: this "paper" (as JSM calls it) was sent to the Examiner; a copy has not been located.
te_ TO: 399
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La R _forme.
NOTE:one anonymousarticlefollows.

Unheaded leader on Press Law, 12 Aug., 1848, 1.
REFERREDTO: 1117

REICHSTADT,DUCDE. SP_ Napoleon II.
REINHART, CHARLESFI_DI_mC, COMTE(1761-1837; GDU).
NOTE:JSM uses the spelling Reinl'mrdt.
REr_RRE.DTO: 521

RgMUSAT,FRAN_:OISMARIECHARLES,COMTEDE (1797-1875; GDU). Referred to: 401

Speech on the Budget (20 Jan.), Moniteur, 1832, 209.
QUOTED:401
401.23-5 "It... money:"] [translated from:] U en coQtede renoneer, soit _tla chim_re, soit au

eharlatanisme des _conomies. [JSM moves to top offollowing column] L'imp6t est un tr_s-bon
placement. (Vires r6clamations attx extr_mit_s.) Oui, Messieurs, l'imp6t est tm tr_s-bon
placement (Nouveau mouvement); car, au prix de I'imp6t, on ach_te des biensinexprimables, la
s_eurit_, la libertY, la grandeur du pays. (209)

RENI, GUIDO. See Guido.

RENNIE, GEORGE(1791-1866; DNB). Referred to: 529

RENNIE, JOHN (1794-1874; DNB). Referred to: 529
RENOUARD, AUGUSTINCHARLES(1794-1878; GDU). Referred to: 238

Speech in Introducing Loi relative _tla composition des cours d'assises (8 Jan. ),
Moniteur, 183 I, 49.

I_FEmaED1"O:238

Reports and Prospectus of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. London:
Baldwin, et aL, 1830.

REFERRED TO: 243

The Republican.
NOTE:one anonymous article follows.
REFERRED TO: 8

Letter to the Editor (signed "Gallus"), 29 Nov., 1822, 835-42.
REFERRED TO: 8

La RevueEncyclop_dique. Referred to: 677
La RevueFranfaise.

NOTE: one anon_ article follows.

--"De la politique de la France," VII (Jan. 1829), 244-69.
QUOTED:224

REYNAUD,JEAN (1806-63; GDU). Referred to: 677

REYNOLDS, SUSANNAH FRANCES.

NOTE:wife of George William McArthur Reynolds (1814-79), Chartist, publisher, popular
novelist, and editorof "Reynolds's Miscellany," forwhich this was published. She also wrote
Wealth andPoverty (London:Dicks, 1848).

REFERRED TO: 1089

Gretna Green; or, All for Love. London: Dicks, 1848.
REFERREDTO: 1089

RacAm)o, DAVID(1772-1823; DNB). Referred to: 323

The High Price of Bullion, a Proof of the Depreciation of Bank Notes. London:
Murray, 1810.

REFERREDTO: 853
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On the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation. London: Murray, 1817.
NOTE:the referenceat 3 is in Chap. i, Sect. 3 in the 3rded. (1821), 18-20.
REFERREDTO: 3, 53

Reply to Mr. Bosanquet' s Practical Observations on the Report of the Bullion
Committee. London: Murray; Edinburgh: Blackwood; Dublin: Mahon, 1811.

REFEaREDTO: 853

Speech on East and West India Sugars (22 May, 1823; Commons), PD, n.s.,
Vol. 9, cols. 457-9.

REFERREDTO:25, 26

Speech on Free Discussion ( 1 July, 1823), PD, n.s., Vol. 9, cols. 1386-91, 1399.
REFERREDTO: 33

RICCIOLI,GIOVANNIBATTISTA(1598-1671). Almagestum novum, astronomiam veterem
novamque complectens observationibus aliorum, et propriis novisque theorematibus,
problematibus, ac tabulis promotam. 2 vols. Bologna: Haeredis Victorii Benatii,
1651.

REFERREDTO: 11

RICHARDII (of England) (1367-1400; DNB). Referred to: 280
RICHMOND,DUKE OF. See Charles Gordon Lennox.

RICHTER,JOHN(d. 1830).
NOTE:Radical, arrestedin May 1794 with other membersof the LondonCorrespondingSociety:

active in Westminster politics and in the West London Lancasterian Association; a master
manufacturer.

REFERREDTO: 1262

RIDLEY, NICHOLAS(1500-55; DNB). Referred to: 463
Rico, MAny.
NOTE:a witnessin the MacLeancase. The referenceis in aquotauonfromtheMorningChronicle,

23 Aug., 1851,q.v.
REFERREDTO: 1185

RIGG,THOMAS.
NOTE:a witness in the MacLeancase. The referenceis in aquotationfromthe MorningChronicle,

23 Aug., 1851, q.v.
REFERREDTO: 1185

RIGNY, HENRIGAUTHIER, COMTE DE (1782-1835; GDU). Referred to: 288,700

Speech on the Supplementary Credit for the Navy (26 Mar.), Moniteur, 1834,
717.

REFERRED TO: 699

RIPON, LORD.See Frederick John Robinson.

RIVIER,VINCENT(1771-1838).
NOTE:notaryat and mayorof Grenoble.
REFERRED TO" 4.41

ROBERT.SON,ALEXANDER(d. 1856).
NOTE:M.P. forGrampotmd1818-26.
REFEREEDTO: 27

Speech on East and West India Sugars (22 May, 1823; Commons), PD, n.s. Vol.
9, cols. 456-7.

NOTE:JSM's source for the quotationhas not been located; the PD version is used for ease of
l_ference.

QUOTED:27
REFERREDTO:27
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27.28 "the consumersof this country would be materially injured."] It was not for the interest of
the consumer that the present system should be changed, and it would be worse forIndia herself.
(456)

ROaERrsor_, WILLI_ (1721-93; DNB). Referred to: 292

The History of the Reign of the Emperor Charles V (1769). In Works. 6 vols.
London: Longman, et al., 1851, IILIV.

NOTE:this ed. cited (although it postdates the reference) as it is in SC.
QUOTED:292
292.20-1 "that attaelLmentto ancient forms, and aversion to innovation, which are the unfailing

characteristics of popular assemblies. "] The Spaniards consideringJoanna as possessed of the
sole right to the crown, and no example of a son's havingenjoyed the title of king duringthe life
of his parents occurring in their history, the Cortes discovered all that scrupulous respect for
ancient forms, and that aversion to innovation, which areconspicuous in popularassemblies. (Ill.
379)

ROBESPIERRE,MAXIMILIENFRANCOISMARIE ISIDOREDE (1758-94; GDU). Referred
to: 418,478-9, 501,662, 672, 673

D_claration des droits de l'homme et du citoyen, propos_e par Maximilien
Robespierre, 24 avril, 1793. Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1793.

NOTE:for the collation, seeD#claration des droits de l'homme (1833).
QUOTED:672
REFERREDTO:672

Speech introducing the D6cret sur les f_tes d6cadaires ( 18 flor6al, an II [7 May,
1794]), Moniteur, 8 May, 1794, 928-32.

PmFEmP,EDTO:478-9

ROBINSON,DAVID(d. 1849).
NOTE:a journalist.
msrmm_EDTO:229

"Letter to Christopher North, Esquire, on the Spirit of the Age," Blackwood's
Edinburgh Magazine, XXVIII (Dec. 1830), 900-20.

r.EV'Em_,EOTO:229

ROBINSON,FREDERICKJom_ (Viscount Goderich, later 1st Earl of Ripon) (1782-1859;
DNB). Referred to: 620, 650-1,735

Speech on the Bank Charter Amendment Bill (14 Apr., 1826; Commons), PD,
n.s., Vol. 15, cols. 238-40.

PmFEm_.DTO:607

Speech on the Corn Laws ( 14 May, 1833; Lords), PD, 3rd seT., Vol. 17, cols.
1179-89.

REFERRED TO: 620

ROCHE,ACHILLE(1801-34; GDU). Referred to: 428

ROCHE,EUOENIUS(1786-1829; DNB). Referred to: 529

ROCrmYrE, PAUL. "Proc_,s des quinze," Le Globe, 14 Jan., 1832, 1-2.
RE_P._.DTO: 397

RODRIGUES, BENJAMINOLINDE(1794-1851; GDU). Referred to: 403,509, 676
ROEBUCK,JOHNARTHUR(1801-79; DNB). Referred to: 770

"Municipal Cotpcnation Reform," London Review, I (Apr. 1835), 48-76.
NOTE:thereview is a laudatorynotice, with copious extracts.
REVIEWED:769-74
QUOTED:770, 771-2, 772, 773, 773-4
771.22 The] [no paragraph] The (54)
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772.11 Much] [no paragraph] From the incomplete list of these matters here gwen, it must be
evident, that much (58)

773.12 feeling. The] feeling.* [footnote omitted] The (70)
773.40 Much] [noparagraph] Much (72)

-- Resolution on National Education (30 July, 1833; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol.
20, cols. 139-66.

NOTE:the quotation is from Victor Cousin, Rapport sur l'_tat de l'instruction publique darts
quelques pays de l'Allemagne, et particulidrement en Prusse (Paris: Levranlt, 1833), 144.

QUOTED:589

589.14 "without] Speakingof thesetwo nations,with respectto their systemsof education,
ProfessorCousinpointedlyobserves--"l considerFranceandPrussiathetwomostenlightened
countries in Europe--the most advanced in letters and science--the two most truly civilized,
without (147)

Speech on the Labouring Poor (Ireland) Bill ( 1Feb., 1847; Commons), PD, 3rd
sex., Vol. 89, cols. 644-54.

NOTE:the references are not precise quotations from the speech, but rather generalizationsof the
sentimentsexpressed.

REFERRED TO: 1059, 1060

ROEDERER,PIERRELouis, COMTE(1754-1835; GDU). Referred to: 520, 542

ROGER,JACQUESFRANCOIS,BARONDE (1787-1849; GDU). Referred to: 417
ROGERS.
NOTE:a magistrate.

To:75,76,79

ROHAN, CHARLES ALAIN GABRIEL DE, PRINCE DE GUI_MI_NI_E, DUC DE MONTBAZON

(1764-1836; GDU). Referred to: 374

ROHAN, JULES ARMAND LoUIS DE, PRINCE DE GUI_MI_NI_E (1768-1836; GDU). Referred
to: 374

ROHAN, VICTOR LOUIS IVII_RIADEC DE, PRINCE DE GU_MI_NI_E, COMTE DE SAINT-POL

(1766-1846; GDU). Referred to: 374

ROMILLY,EDWARD(1804-70; MEB). Referred to: 507
ROMILLY,HENRY(1805-84).
NOTE:Liverpool businessmanand magistrate,fourthson of SirSamuelRomilly, q.v.
REFERREDTO: 1212-17

Public Responsibility and Vote by Ballot. By an Elector. London: Ridgway, 1865.
R_VmWED:1212-17
QUOTED:1214, 1215, 1216
1214.1 "if] I rnaintainthat if (12)
1215.39-40 "the... self-defence;'] There is thelieofvamty, and the he of malevolence,and the

lie of cowardice,and the lie of selfishness, and the.., self-defence. (67)
ROM_LY, JOHN(Baron) (1802-74; DNB). Referred to: 507

ROMmLY,SAMUEL(1757-1818; DNB). Referred to: 323,507, 1263

Observations on the Criminal Law of England, As It Relates to Capital
Punishments, and on the Mode in Which It Is Administered. London: Cadell and
Davies, 1810.

R_D TO: 323

ROSCOE,Wn_LIAM(1743-1831; DNB). Referred to: 318

The Life of Lorenzo de Medici, Called the Magnificent. Livertx_l: printed
M'Creery, 1795.

REFERREDTO: 318
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_., ed. The Works of Alexander Pope, Esq., with Notes and Illustrations, by Himself

and Others. 10 vols. London: Rivington, 1824.
REFERREDTO: 318

ROSE, JOSEPH.
NOTE:a baker.
REFERREDTO: 60

ROSS, CHARLES (1799-1860; MEB). "Political History of France since the Restoration,"

Quarterly Review, XLIII (Oct. 1830), 564-96.
NOTE: the quotations at 169, 170, and 170-1 are in quotations from the Morning Chronicle, 14

Oct., 1830, q.v. for the collation.
QUOTED: 169, 170, 170-1, 172, 173, 174, 176, 177, 178, 179, 180
REFEm_EDTO: 168-72, 172-80
172.25 "stem suspicion,"] In the meantime we must be permitted to think, that though it was the

clear duty of the British government to acknowledge any prince invested with the sovereignty, or
seeming sovereignty, of France, the body of the British nation have done themselves honour, by
regarding with stern suspicion the recent progress of events m that country. (596)

173.30-1 "a . . . establishment," . . . "wealthy hereditary aristocracy,"] Now, if they go on
well--if they do establish a government at once free and f'mn--if they can, in practice, enjoy a
free press, without its running into licentiousuess--and all this, without erecting among
themselves a wealthy, hereditary aristocracy and a . . . establishment,--we shall freely admit
ourselves to have been grievously mistaken;--that we have been accustomed to do the French
people gross injustice;--nay, that our whole system of political faith has been wrong, and that the
age of miracles is come again. (595-6)

173.32 "monarch"... "mob."] In France the royal house was isolated; there was no aristocracy
worthy of the name--there was no church heartily allied with the crown on the one hand, and
with the people on the otherwthere existed no influences intermediate between the monarch and
the mob; and wherever this is the case, any serious difference of opinion between these two
powers, instead of reaching through deliberate discussion some conciliatory compromise, is sure
to be reduced at once to blows, and the immediate issue is necessarily either a despotism
established, or a dynasty overthrown. (594-5)

173.35-7 "the re-establishment... France:"... "conscientiously"] [see 169 above] (595)
174.1 "great absent elements,"] As to the other great absent element of national strength and

security--a church establishment, we must confess we never indulged in the anticipation of
witnessing anything worthy of such a name in France. (595)

176.6 July,"... "we] July, however, we (565)
177.26-9 "has... is,"... "delude the.., equality,'... "defy it] They prate about democratic

principles--Their object has.., is, a cunning oligarchy of stockbrokers and newspaper editors,
abhorring every source of authority but the parse and the pen; at once deluding the.., equality,
and defying it (593-4)

178.26 If] [no paragraph] Now, if(595)
179.8-9 "the... country"] They hated royalty all along with the rancour of purely republican

envy and disgust; they encouraged and protected, throughout, the.., country; they spared no
means of corruption--they shrunk from no infamy of companionship; they saw their mark
clearly, and they laboured with eager and incessant resolution for its attainment. (593)

180.20-1 "have... respectable,"] The meetings, and dinners, and subscriptions, set on foot by
our old established disturbers of public peace, have.., re--hie. (596)

ROSSETTI, GABRIEL1 (1783-1854; MEB). Referred to: 573

ROTHSCmLD, LIONEL NATHAN DE ( 1808-79; DNB). Referred to: 1138

ROUSSEAU, JEAN JACQUES (1712-78; GDU). Refeffed to: 320, 675

Discours sur l'origine et les fondements de l'in_galit_ parmi les hommes.
Amsterdam: Rey, 1755.

REFEUED TO: 1117
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Du contrat social, ou Principes du droit politique (1762). In Oeuvres compldtes.
2rid ed. 25 vols. Paris: Dalibon, 1826, VI, 1-220.

NOTE:in SC.
RETERmZDTO: 120

_ Julie, ou La nouveUe H_lofse (1760). In Oeuvres completes, Vm-X.
REtrainEDTO: 320

ROUSSEAUDESAINT-AIGNAN,LOUISMARIE(1767-1837; DPF). Referred to: 519
ROUSSIN,ALBn_ REIbrE, BA_ON(1781-1854; GDU). Referred to: 701
ROUTH,MATTHEW.
I_oTE:a Corporalin the 7th Hussars. For the collation, see The Times, 30 Sept., 1846.
QUOTED:884
REFERRED TO: 884

RoY, ANTOINE,COMTE(1764-1847; UDU). Referred to: 157-8, 199

Speech on Salverte's Proposition (3 Feb. ), Moniteur, 1832, 345.
REFERRED TO: 409

ROYER-COLLARD, PIERREPAUL (1763-1845; GDU). Referred to: 522

RtmICnON, MAtnUCE (1766-1849; GDU).
NOTE:see also Mounier.
REFERREDTO: 1038, 1039, 1048, 1049, 1051

RUMIONY,MARIETHEODOREGUEILLY,COMTEDE (1789-1860; GDU). Referred to: 683

RUSH, JAMESBLOM_ELD(d. 1849).
NOTE:executed for murder; seeDNB under Jermy.
REFERREDTO: 1153

RUSSELL,JOHN (Lord) (1792-1878; DNB). Referred to: 276, 776, 911,920, 923,937,
938, 1059, 1071, 1072, 1075, 1099, 1100, 1135-8, 1142

-- Letter to Joseph Hume (5 Sept., 1849), Examiner. 22 Sept., 1849, 602.
REFERREDTO: 1142

Speech in Introducing the Ministerial Plan of Parliamentary Reform (1 Mar.,
1831; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 2, cols. 1061-89.

NOTE:the reference is in a quotationfrom Wakefield.
REFERREDTO: 790

Speech on Duration of Parliaments (23 July, 1833; Commons). PD, 3rd ser.,
Vol. 19, cols. 1123-8.

REFERRED TO: 600

Speech on the Address in Answer to the Queen's Speech (20 Nov., 1837;
Commons), PD, 3rd set., Vol. 39, cols. 65-73.

REFERREDTO:798-9, 1102

Speech on the Corn Laws (7 May, 1841; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 58,
col. 16.

_.a,ro._n TO: 805

Speech on the State of Ireland (25 Jan., 1847; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 89,
cols. 426-52.

NOTE:the references at 1027, 1030, and 1033 are anticipatory.
REFEUEDTO: 1027, 1030, 1033, 1058, 1061-2, 1072

Speech on the Poor Relief (Ireland) Bill (12 Mar., 1847; Commons), PD, 3rd
set., Vol. 90, cols. 1244-61.

NOTE: the _ phra_ is quoted on both pages.
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QUOTED:1071, 1075
1071.24 "Whatelse have you to propose?"] But what l say to you is this: we see avast numberof

people in the greatest stateof destitution in Ireland;and I have beentold bygentlemen connected
with Ireland,that the stateof destitutionin Ireland,thoughit has beengreatly aggravatedby the
failure of the potatocrop, is not unusualor accidentalin Ireland;andwhenwe see thisdestitution,
if it is not to he provided forby out-doorrelief when the workhouseis full, whatobjectionwould
you offer to my plan in the House of Commons,or whatother planwould you propose?( 1251)

Speech on National Representation (20 June, 1848; Commons), PD, 3rd ser.,
Vol. 99, cols. 915-33.

REFERREDTO:1101-2

Speech Introducing the Parliamentary Oaths Bill ( 19 Feb., 1849; Commons), PD,
3rd sex., Vol. 102, cols. 906-17.

gEFEI_EDTO:1135-8

SADLEg, MICHAELTHOMAS(1780-1835; DNB). Ireland; Its Evils, and Their Remedies:
Being a Refutation of the Errors of the Emigration Committee and Others, Touching
That Country. London: Murray, 1828.

NOTE:the reference is in aquotation from Senior.
REFEt_.EDTO: 217

SAINT-CmcQ, PIERRELAURENTB_THI_LEMY, COMTEDE (1772-1854; DPF). Referred
to: 270, 370, 435

Speech on the Customs Bill (25 June), Moniteur, 1822, 899-900.
REFERgEDTO: 157

-- Speech on the Corn Bill (23 Mar.), Moniteur, 1832, 852.
REFERREDTO:435

ST. DUNSTAN(Archbishop of Canterbury) (924/5-88; DNB). Referred to: 72-3
ST. GERMAIN'S,LORD. See Edward Granville Eliot.

ST. GREGORYOF TOURS (538-94; EB ). Historia septem dormientum. In Opera omnia,
Vol. LXXI of Patrologiae cursus completus, series latina. Ed. Jacques Paul Migne.
Paris: Gamier, 1879, cols. 1106-18.

REFE_.D TO: 1002

ST. LAWRENCE,WILLIAMULICKTRISTRAM(Earl of Howth) (1827-1909; WWBMP).
NOTE:forthe quotation, see "Court-Martialat Hounslow," The Times, 30 Sept., 1846.
QUOTED:884
REFERREDTO:884-5

ST. PAUL (d. 62 A.D.; EB). Referred to: 1084

SAINTSIMON,CLAUDEHENRi, COMTEDE (1760-1825; GDU).
NOTE:manyof the references are to St. Simouism andthe St. Simonians;three of those at 719 and

722 are in aquotation from Chales; that at 1257 is in a speech of Enfantin's.
REFERREDTO: 403, 417, 418, 442-7 (1251-5), 448, 509, 671, 674-80, 689-91, 696, 719, 722,

1257

--Doctrine Saint-Simonienne (Nouveau Christianisme) (1830). In Oeuvres de
Saint-Simon et d'Enfantin, pr_c_d_es de deux notices historiques et publi_es par les
membres du conseil institu_ par Enfantin. 2rid ed. 47 vols. Paris: Dentu (Vols. I-XL),
Leroux (Vols. XLI-XLVII), 1865-78, XLI, 1-450.

NOTE:the title-page attributesthe exposition from which the quotationand reference derive to
Armand Bazard (1791-1832). The reference is in a quotation from a review in the Monthly
Repository, probablywrittenby W.J. Fox.

QUOTED:863
REdLY,m>TO: 653
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863.7-8 A chacun selon ses oeuvres. ] [paragraph] Oui, tous nos th6oriciens poliaques ont les
yeux toum_s vers le passe, ceux n_me, ceux surtout qui se pr_tendent dignes de l'avenir; et
lorsque nous leur annonqons que le _gne du TRAVAILarrive, que celui de I'OlStVE'I'_ est fini, ils
nons traitent de r_veurs; ils nous disent que ie ills a toujonrs hentd de son p6re, comme tm paien
aurar dit que l'homme libre avait tonjonrs eu des esclaves; mais l'humanit_ l'a proclan_ par
J_sus: PLUSD'F.SCLAVAGE!par Saint-Simon elle s'6crie: A chacun selon sa capacitY, d chaque
capacitd selon ses oeuvres, PLUSD'H_RrrAGE! (XLI, 41 )

SALVERTE, ANNE JOSEPH EUS_BE BACONm_RE DE (1771-1839; GDU). Referred to: 227

Motion to Transfer the Remains of Great Men to the Pantheon, Moniteur, 21

Dec., 1831, 2441-2.
REFERREDTO: 419

Proposition relative/t la r6vision de l'article 23 de la charte constitutionnelle (9

Aug.), Moniteur, 1831, 1327.
REFERREDTO: 339

Proposition pour la reprise _ une autre session des travaux 16gislatifs non termin6s

darts la session pr6c6dente (7 Dec. ), Moniteur, 1831, 2327.
REFERREDTO: 376, 386, 391,409, 479, 571, 583

SAND, GEORGE. See Amandine Aurore Lucie Dupin.

SANDERSON, ROBERT (1587-1663; DNB). "The Sixth Sermon ad Populum. At S. Panls

Crosse London, April 15, 1627." In Fourteen Sermons Heretofore Preached. II11 Ad
Clerum. II1 Ad Magistratum. VII Ad Populum. London: Seile, 1657, 323-63.

NOTE: the unnumbered forty pages of the preface have been assigned small roman numerals in the
collation.

QUOTED"22, 23
22.24-7 "An unbeliever.., awed.., the law.., conscience.., integrity.., child of God...

the law.., concupiscence.., hytx_risie] Particular actions then, are not good evidences either
way: as wherein both an unbeliever, awed.., the law... Conscience... integri_ . . . Childe of
God... the law.., concupiscence... Hypocrisie (342)

23.9 "Neither,"... "will] Neither will (xxxviii)
23.12 jeer, but] jeer. But (xxxviii)
23.14-17 any rather.., suffer.., the Atheist... truth.., heart... Protestant... Papist...

face... Protestant... Papist... Jew... Turk] any rather.., suffer.., the Atheist... truth.
• . heart... Protestant... Papist... face... Protestant... Papist... Jew... Turk (xxxix)

SAN MIGUEL Y VALLEDOR, EVARISTO (1785-1862).

NOTE: leftist Spanish military leader who cunae to power after suppressing the army revolt of 7 July,
1822, fought against the French invasion of 1823, and lived abroad after being defeated.

REFERREDTO: 41, 42

SARRUT, GERMmN MARm (1800-83; GDU). Referred to: 402

SAY, JEAN BAPTISTE LEON (1767-1832; DPF). Referred to: 323,522, 524-5

SCm_FF_R, ARNOLD (b. ca. 1797-1853).
NOTE: a radical journalist, one of the French Carbonan, an artist, and a friend of the Grotes.
RF.FEg_D TO: 668-9, 669

SCmLL_R, JOHANN CHmSTOI_ FRrEDmCH VON (1759-1805; EB). Referred to: 1108,
1109

Wallenstein (1798-99). In Sdmumliche Werke. 2nd ed. 12 vols. (Stuttgart and

Tiibingen: Cotta'schen Buchhandlung, 1818-19, IX, Pt. 2.
NOTE: in SC. The quotation is from Coleridge's translation (q.v. for the collation) as quoted by

Talfourd in his speech of 6 July, 1848, q.v.
QUOTED: 1108
REFERREDTO: ll08
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SCrILOSSER,P'iUEDI_ICHCrmISTOPn (1776-1861; EB). Universalhistorische Uebersicht
der Geschichte der alten Welt und ihrer Cultur. 3 pts. Frankfurt am Main:
Varrentrapp, 1826-34.

RErr_.Rm_DTO: 663-4

SCHONEN,AUGUSTEJEANMARIE, BARONDE (1782-1849; DPF). Referred to: 379, 658

SCHRODER-DEVRIENT,WILHELMINE(1804-60; EB). Referred to: 465
The Scotsman.
worE: one anonymousarticlefollows.

-- "French Ministry," l0 Nov., 1830, 715.
TO: 183

SCOTT,WALTER( 1771-1832; DNB).
NOTE:the referencesat 331-3 and 436-8 areto the Waverleynovels, as musicallyillustratedby

Eliza Flower, q.v.
REFERREDTO: 331-3, 343, 436.8, 760

The Bride of Lammermoor. In Tales of My Landlord, 3rd series. Collected and
Arranged by Jedediah Cleishbotham. 4 vols. Edinburgh: Constable; London:
Longman, et al., 1819, I, H, III (l-131).

QUOTED;556
REFERREDTO:333

556.28-9"OWertruetale"]By manyreadersthismay bedeemedoverstrained,romantic,and
composedbythewildimaginationofanauthor,desirousofgratifyingthepopularappetiteforthe
horrible; but those who are read in the private family history of Scotland during the period in
which the scene is laid, will readily discover, through the disguiseof borrowed names and added
incidents, the leading particulars of ANOWERTRUETALE.(HI, 100-11)

Guy Mannering; or, The Astrologer. By the Author of "Waverley." 3 vols.
Edinburgh: Constable; London: Longman, et al., 1815.

R.EFE_D TO: 332

The Heart of Mid-Lothian. In Tales of My Landlord, 2nd series. Collected and
Arranged by Jedediah Cleishbotham. 4 vols. Edinburgh: Constable, 1818.

IW_I_L_F.DTO: 332

-- A Legend of Montrose. In Tales of My Landlord, 3rd ser., In (132-333), IV.
REFERREDTO: 332

The Pirate. By the Author of"Waverley." 3 vols. Edinburgh: Constable: London:
Hurst, Robinson, 1822.

JtE_ TO: 332

-- Redgauntlet: A Tale of the Eighteenth Century. 3 vols. Edinburgh: Constable,
1824.

QUOTED; 647

647.16 "And] [paragraph] And (277)
647.20 Provost."] Provost!(277)

Waverley; or, 'Tis Sixty Years Since. 3 vols. Edinburgh: Constable;London:
Longman, et al. , 1814.

REFERRED TO; 333

Woodstock;or,The Cavalier:A TaleoftheYearSixteenHundredand Fifty-one.
3 vols.Edinburgh:Constable;London:Longman,etal.,1826.

_l_tl_DTO:333

SCROPE,GEORGE JULIUSPOULETT (1797-1876;DNB). Referredto:248,249,250,736,
91I-3,923-6,928,942-5,991,1004-7,1066-8,1069-73
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"The Edinburgh Review and Mr. Poulett Scrope," The Times, 27 Oct., 1846, 2.
REFERREDTO: 923, 926

How Is Ireland to Be Governed? A Question Addressed to the New Administration

of Lord Melbourne in 1834, with a Postscript, in Which the Same Question Is
Addressed to the Administration of Sir Robert Peel in 1846. 2nd ed. London:
Ridgway, 1846.

QUOTED:1013
REFERREDTO: 1013-15

1013.5 proposal is .... that] proposal, therefore, is, that (54)
1013.10 offered.., sale] [not in italics] (55)
1013.10 or] or(55)

1013.11 expenses. I] expenses. [paragraph] I (55)
1013.13 industrious landowners.] [in small caps[ (55)
1013.24 of Cork] at Cork (56)
1013.25 number. The] number. [paragraph] The (56)

1013.30 repaying] reaping (56) [treated as typographical error in this ed. ]
1013.30 fruits .... No] [ellipsis indicates 6-sentence omission] (57)

Letter to Lord John Russell (20 Oct., 1846), Morning Chronicle, 21 Oct., 1846,
5.

QUOTF,O: 911
REFERREDTO: 911

-- Letter to Lord John Russell, Morning Chronicle, 7 Dec., 1846, 2.
REFERREDTO: 999

Letter to the Editor (9 Dec., 1846), Morning Chronicle, 11 Dec., 1846, 6.
NOTE: replied to by JSM in No. 341, q.v.
QUOTED: 991,992, 993
REFERREDTO: 991-3, 1004

991.12 "to] [paragraph] Your leading article of Monday contains a sort of challenge to the
advocates of the former proposal [to "enlarge" the Irish poor law], to (6)

991.13 wasteful system] wasteful and (as you style it) demoralizmg system (6)
992.7-9 "A methodical . . . works," . . . "drainage . reclamations, home . .

refuge,"] [paragraph] 2. In the second place, the hurried and ill-digested system of employment
on the roads now afforded to the able-bodied by presentments, hastily thrown in and passed at the
baronial sessions, under the influence of panic, and something very like mob-law, in no respect
resembles the methodical . . . works which would be prepared at leisure under a well-arranged
and well-administered poor-law. [paragraph] The public works such a system would principally
set on foot would be, not the "lowering of harmless hills," or "making roads to lead no where,"
but chiefly great works of drainage.., reclamauons (your own pet project), home . . refuge,
&c. (6)

993.12-13 "Government loans" . . . "overriding . . . incumbrances;"] [paragraph] But,
moreover, I have never looked to public works for affording employment to more than the surplus
labour which private parties, especially the landed proprietors, would not, or could not, employ
in the improvement and cultivation of their estates, under the stimulus of a rate to be lewed on

them if they did not do so, facilities being given them by govemn_nt loans over-riding . . .
incumbrances. (6)

Letter to the Editor ( 14 Dec., 1846), Morning Chronicle, 18 Dec., 1846, 3.
NOTE: in reply to No. 341, q.v.
QUOTED: 1005
l_E_RREDTo: 1004-7

1005.14-16 "in order to civilise Ireland"... "universal... law"... "'from] My proposal is that
in order to civilize Ireland, to inspire the poorer classes with a respect for the law, to pat a stop to
their universal . . . law and to the crime it engenders (a spirit which has been proved to have its
loot in the necessity of keeping up a system of terror in order to maintain their only means of
existence), it is essential to secure them from (3)
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1005.18-19 "an... poor-rate."] This concession is equally necessary to enable the law to put an
. . . poor-rate, with the disadvantages of being paid by the wrong parties--the poor instead of
the rich--and also of covering the whole country with filth, disease, wretchedness, and
imposture, as with a leprosy. (3)

1005.19 "you] For this you (3)

Letter to the Editor ( 17 Mar., 1847), Morning Chronicle, 19 Mar., 1847, 6.
NOTE: in reply to No. 361.
QUOTED: 1070
REr"ERREDTO: 1069-73

1070.5-7 "the Malthusian theory"... "is... ever,"... "Mr. Jenkinson's cosmogony"] We
have heard all that [about "annihilating the laws of physical nature"] before, in the Malthusian
theory,--a theory of which Mr. Jenkinson's cosmogony was the precise prototype. [paragraph]
Depend upon it, that theory is exploded for ever. (6)

Letters to the Right Hon. Lord John Russell, on the Expediency of Enlarging the
Irish Poor-Law to the Full Extent of the Poor-Law of England. London: Ridgway,
1846.

REFERREDTO: 911, 923, 942-5, 978-9, 991-2

"The Political Economists," Quarterly Review, XLIV (Jan. 1831 ), 1-52.
I_I_RRED To: 248-50

"Poor-Laws in Ireland" (letter to the editor; 5 Nov., 1846), Morning Chronicle, 9
Nov., 1846, 6.

QUOTED: 942, 943
REFERREDtO: 942-5

942.16 "the English"] I mean the extension to that country [Ireland] of the main principles of the
English Poor-law, which gives to the wealthy classes a deep and direct interest in the condition of
their poorer fellow subjects, and to the latter the assurance that they are not wholly uncared for by
the institutions of their country, but provided with assistance and support in their extreme need.
(6)

943.5 "necessary] On the contrary, I proposed it last year, and have always looked to it, as a
necessary (6)

943.6 an improved] our improved (6) [treated as typographical error in this ed. ]
943.6 poor-law."] poor-law, since it would relieve the most over-peopled districts from the

pressure of that lXn'tion of their population, which the landowners and other rate-payers, even
under the stimulus of a puor-law, might fred it difficult to employ, and provide exactly that very
system of public works of a productive character which ought to form an essential element in any
poor-law adapted to the circumstances of Ireland. (6)

943.7-8 "far from.., between"... "are] Far from.., between the two schemes, they are (6)
943.9 one another;"] each other. (6)
943.9 "a vain] [paragraph] Perhaps these considerations may save us the pain of seeing a Liberal

organ of such high character as the Morning Chronicle lend its efforts to maintain a vain (6)
943.35-6 "would . . . poor-law."] [paragraph] Is it not then clear that the accompaniment of a

large scheme of waste lands reclamation would.., poor-law? (6)

Principles of Political Economy, Deduced from the Natural Laws of Social

Welfare, and Applied to the Present State of Britain. London: Longman, et al., 1833.
_ TO: 893

Speech on the New Colony (30 June, 1834). Reported in "South Australian
Association for Emigration," The Times, 1 July, 1834, 4.

NOTE: in addition to Torrens (q.v.), George Grote and Robert Owen, inter alia, spoke at the
meeting of the South Australian Association at Exeter Hall.

m_'_m_D TO: 736

Speech in Moving a Bill on Waste Lands (Ireland), (28 Apr., 1846; Commons),
PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 85, cols. 1198-1206.

_F.D to: 911
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"To the Right Honourable Lord John Russell" (20 Oct., 1846), Morning
Chronicle, 21 Oct., 1846, 5.

NOTE:see also his letterof 24 Oct., 1846.
QUOTED:911,912
_D TO: 911-13,923
911.11 topurehase] ofpurchase(5)
911.31 "the] Lastly, the (5)
911.31 locating] locating (5)
911.31 somehundredthousand] [in italics] (5)
911.32 landsof their own] [in italics] (5)

"To the Right Hon. Lord John Russell" (24 Oct., 1846), Morning Chronicle, 26
Oct., 1846, 3.

NOTE:see also his letterof 20 Oct., 1846.
REFERREDTO: 923

SI_BASTIANI, FRANCOIS HORACEBASTIEN, COMTE (1772-1851; GDU). Referred to: 203,
351,700

Letter to the Belgian Government, Courrier, 25 Jan.. 1831, I.
REFEP.SEDTO: 250

SECKER,ISAACONSLOW( 1799-1861 ; MEB).
NOTE:the references, in or arising from a quotation from The Times of 6 July, 1849. include

Seeker's judgment in the case of Alexander Smith.
REFEreeDTO: 1139-41

SEELEY, ROBERTBENTON [?]. "Whig Foreign Policy," Fraser's Magazine, VI (Dec.
1832), 637-52.

NOTE:the attributionis thus queriedin the WellesleyIndex.
REFERRED TO: 691

SgGUR, PHILIPPEP^UL, COMTEDE (1780-1873; GDU). Referred to: 365

SELDEN,JOHN(1584-1654; DNB). Referred to: 282

SEmOR, NASSAUWILLIAM(1790-1864; DNB). Referred to: 216, 218, 327, 744, 766,
775,776, 778,923,930

-- A Letter to Lord Howick, on a Legal Provision for the Irish Poor; Commutation of
Tithes, and a Provision for the Irish Roman Catholic Clergy. London: Murray, 183I.

REFE_D TO: 775

"Letter to Principal Secretary of State for the Home Department, on the Third
Report from the Commissioners for Inquiry into the Condition of the Poor in Ireland"
(14 Apr., 1836), PP, 1837, LI, 244-52.

REFERREDTO:993

On National Property, and on the Prospects of the Present Administration and of
Their Successors. London: Fellowes, 1835.

REVIEWED:753-9
QUOTED:753, 754-5,755-6, 756-8
753.24 title-page,"... "may] title-page may (3)
754.12 Some deny] [paragraph] Of those who are guilty of this error [of confusing the nght to

deal with the income with the right to waste the fee simple], some deny (15)
756.17 receive, from] receive, and from (49)
757.5 inconveniences] ineonveniencies (51)
757.46 spirit."] spirit."* [footnote:] *Thoughts on the Cause of the Present Discontents.--

Burke's Works, Vol. II. Pp. 265-326. (55)
758.11-12 with reference not] not with reference (56)

2rid ed. London: Fellowes, 1835.
REVmWED:763-7
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QuoTED:764-5,765-6, 766-7
764.15 Ifthe] If, on the other hand, the(66)
764.24 Legislature."] legislature.*[footnote:] *Standard,Monday,Jan. 12, 1835. (66)
765.22 when these] when all these (69)
765.26 When] [no paragraph] When(52)
765.32 more] mere(52)
766.28 R.] Robert (56)
766.32 mental] intellectual (56)
766.33 reluctance] resistance (56)

"Proposals for Extending the Irish Poor Law," Edinburgh Review, LXXXIV
(Oct. 1846), 267-314.

n_D TO: 923,930

Statement of the Provision for the Poor, and of the Condition of the Labouring
Classes, in a Considerable Portion of America and Europe. Being the Preface to the
Foreign Communications Contained in the Appendix to the Poor Law Report.
London: Fellowes, 1835.

It_VIEWED:774-6
QUOTED: 775

775.31 "in] It will be observed that in no country,except, perhaps, the Canton of Berne, has
compulsoryrelief producedevils resembling,either in intensityorin extent,those whichwe have
experienced;and thatin (84)

Three Lectures on the Rate of Wages. London: Murray, 1830.
QUOTED:216-18
REFERREDTO: 218
218.10 will] will(xiv)

SERMON, THOMAS.

NOTE:masterof the Bidefordworkhousein Devon. Thequotationis takenfromThe Times, 2 Feb.,
1850,q.v.forthecollation.

QUOTED:1152

SETTELE,GIUSEPPE(d. 1841).
NOTE:an admirerof CopernicusandGalileo, hewas temporarilyin disfavourwiththe HolyOffice,

but defendedhimself ably andcontinuedteachingat the Sapienzauntilhis death.
REFERRED TO: I I

SEYMOUR-CONWAY,FRANCISCHARLES(3rd Marquis of Hertford) (1777-1842; DNB).
Referred to: 112

SHAFTESBURY,LORD.See Anthony Ashley Cooper.
SHAKESPEARE,WILUAM( 1564-1616; DNB).
NOTE:at 426 JSMuses the spelling Shakspeare.
REFERRED TO: 426, 464-6

As You Like It. In The Riverside Shakespeare. Ed. G. Blakemore Evans. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, 1974, 369-400.

REFERREDTO:827

Coriolanus. In The Riverside Shakespeare, 1392-1440.
QUOTED: 1263

1263.3 "sweet voices."] Most sweet voices! (1412; II, iii, 112)

Hamlet. In The Riverside Shakespeare, 1135-97.
NOTE:the quotations at 176 and 393 are indirect.
QUOTED:176, 325, 393, 1080
REFERRED TO: 466

325.15 "heardof in his philosophy."] Thereare more thingsin heawenandcarth,Horatio,/ Than
are_t of in yourphilosophy. (ll5h I, v, 165-6)
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Henry IV, Part H. In The Riverside Shakespeare, 886-929.
NOTE: the quotations are redirect.
QUOTED: 792, 942, 970

Love's Labour' s Lost. In The Riverside Shakespeare, 174-216.
NOTE: the quotation at 89 derives from Wooler.
QUOTED: 89, 577

89.27-8 fat paunches make leanpates] I am resolved, "tis but a three years' fast: / The mind shall
banquet, though the body pine; / Fat paunches have lean pates; and dainty bits / Make nch the
ribs, but bankrout quite the wits. (179; I, i, 24-7)

577.38 "in the favour of him that receives it."] A jest's prospenty lies in the ear / Of him that
hears it, never in the tongue / Of him that makes it; then if sickly ears, / Deaf'd with the clamors

of their own dear groans, / Will hear your idle scorns, continue then, / And I will have you and
that fault withal; / But if they will not, throw away that sprat, / And I shall find you empty of that
fault, / Right joyful of your reformation. (21 I; V, ii, 861-9)

Macbeth. In The Riverside Shakespeare, 1306-42.
NOTE: the quotation at 169 is indirect; the reference at 466 is to the character Macbeth.
QUOTED: 169, 462, 608
REFEa_EDTO: 466

462.11 He] She (1337; V, v, 17)

608.24-5 "all sound and fury, signifying nothing;"] It is a tale / Told by an xdiot, full of sound
and fury, / Signifying nothing. (1337; V, v. 26-8)

-- Measure for Measure. In The Riverside Shakespeare, 545-86.
NOTE: parts of the same passage are quoted in each place.
QUOTED:528, 602, 764

528.1 "fantastic... heaven"] Merciful heaven, / Thou rather with thy sharp and sulphurous bolt
/ Splits the tmwedgeable and gnarled oak / Than the soft myrtle; but man, proud man, / Dress'd m
a little brief authority, / Most ignorant of what he's most assur'd / (His glassy essence), like an
angry ape / Plays such fantasac.., heaven / As makes the angels weep; who, with our spleens, /
Would all themselves laugh mortal. (561; II, ii, 114-23)

602.22-3 "strange tricks"... "heaven"] [see collation for 528.1 above]
764.2 "little brief authority"] [see collation for 528.1 above]

The Merchant of Venice. In The Riverside Shakespeare, 250-85.
NOTE"the reference is to the character Shylock.
ItEFT.RREDTO: 466

Othello. In The Riverside Shakespeare, 1198-1248.
NOTE: the quotation at 1113 is indirect.
QUOTED: 297, 1113

297.15 "lame and impotent conclusion"] Oh most lame and impotent conclusion. (1213; II, 1,
161)

The Tempest. In The Riverside Shakespeare, 1606-38.
NOTE: the reference, in a quotation from W.J. Fox, is to Caliban and Miranda.

To: 558

SHAW-LEFF, VI_, JOHN GEORGE ( 1797-1879; DNB). Referred to: 743-4, 776

SrmlL, PdCHARD LALOR (1791-1851; DNB).
NOTE: thereferences are in a quotation from Le National.
P,E_D TO: 526

Snm.LEV,JOHN VmLm_ (1808-67; MEB). Referred to: 1212

SHELLEY, PERCY BYSSnE (1792-1822; DNB). Referred to: 1023

SHORT, BOB [pseud. ] Twelve Short Standing Rules, for Ladles [and Gentlemen] with

Short Memories, at the Game of Whist. Salisbury: Fowler, 1801.
NOTE: a card with twelve rules on each side.
_'__JUtEDTO: 109
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Hoyle Abridged: A Treatise on Backgammon; or, Short Rules for Short
Memories. London: Allman, 1820.

REFERREDTO: 109

Hoyle Abridged: A Treatise on the Game of Chess; or, Short Rules for Short
Memories. London: Allman, 1824.

TO: 109

Le Sidcle.

NOTE: one alloIlyrflous article follows.

Unhcadcd leader, 29 Dec., 1846, 2.
REFERREDTO: 1043

SEYI_S, EMMANUEL JOSEPH, COMTE (1748-1836; GDU). Referred to: 141,520, 542

SIMON, JOSEPH J_R6ME, COMTE (1749-1842; GDU). Referred to: 199

SIMON, EDOUARD THOMAS (1740-1818; GDU). Referred to: 317

SINCLMR, GEORGE ( 1790-1868; DNB). Speech on the East-India Company's Charter (17
July, 1833; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 19, cols. 801-2.

REFERREDTO: 606

SISMONDI, JEAN CHARLES LEONARDO SIMONDE DE (1773-1842; GDU).
NOTE:the reference at 1008 is in a quotation from the Globe and Traveller.
REFERREDTO: 951, 988-91, 1008, 1011

--Etudes sur l'_conomie politique. 2 vols. Paris: Treuttel and Wfirtz, 1837-38.
QUOTED:988, 990
nEeD TO: 951, 1011

988.19-37 It... peasantry.] [translated from:] C'est surtout la Suisse qu'il faut parcourir, qu'il
faut _tudier, pour juger du bonheur des paysans propri_taires. C'est la Suisse qu'il faut apprendre
A connaltre pour se convaincre que l'agriculture pratiqu6e par ceux-l_ m_me qui en recueillent les
fl"_ts suffit pour procurer une grande aisance _ une population tr_s nombreuse; one grande
ind_pendance de caracth'e, fruit de l'ind_'pendance des situations; un grand commerce de
consommation, cons&luence du bien-_tre de tons les habitans, m_me dans un pays dont ie climat
est rude, dont le sol est r_,diocrement fertile, et oil les geh_es tardives et l'inconstance des salsons
d_ffuisent souvent l'espoir du laboureur. Soit qu'on parcoure le riant Emmenthal, on qu'on
s'enfonce darts les vall6es les plus recul6es du canton de Berne, on ne sanrait voir sans
admiration, sans attendrissement, ces maisons de bois du moindre paysan, si vastes, si bien
closes, si bien constndtes, si couvertes de sculpture. Dans l'int_rieur, de grands corridors
d_gagent chaque chambre de la nombreuse famille; chaque chambre n'a qu'un lit, et il est
abondamment pourvu de rideaux, de couvertures, et du tinge le plus blanc; des meubles soign6s
l'entourent; les armoires sont rempties de tinge, la laiterie est vaste, aL_r_, et d'une nettet_
exquise; sons le mt_me toit on trouve de grands approvisionnemens de bl_, de viande sal6e, de
fromage et de bois; clans les _tables on voit le betail le mieux soign_ et le plus beau de l'Europe; le
jardin est plant_ de fleurs, les hommes comme les femmes sont chaudement et proprement
habill6s, les demi_res conservent avec orgueil leur antique costume; tous portent sur leur visage
l'empreinte de la vigueur et de la sant_, ils frappent par cette beaut_ de traits qui devient le
caract_re d'une race, lorsque pendant plusieurs g_n&rations elle n'a souffert ni du vice ni du
besoin. Que d'autres nations vantent leur opulence, la Suisse pourra toujours leur opposer avec
orgueil ses paysans. (I, 171-3)

990.23-44 The peasant.., idle .... Of... richest. ] [tranxlatedfrom:] Le puysan propri_tgu_
est de tousles cultivateurs celui qui tire le plus de patti du sol; parceque c'est celui qui songe le
plus A l'avenir, tout comane celui qui a _t_ le plus ¢_clair_par l'exp_rience; c'est encore lui qui met
le mieux A profit le travail humain, parceque _e'partissantses occupations entre tons les membres
de sa famille, il en r_serve pour tons les jours de l'ann6e, de mani_re ice qu'il n'y air de ch6mage
pour personne: de tousles cultivateurs il est le plus heureux, et en n_me temps, sur un espace
donn_, la terre ne nourrit bien, sans s'_puiser, et n'occupe jamais tant d'habitans que lorsqu'ils
sont propri_taires; enfm de tousles cultivateurs le paysan propri_taire est celui qui donne le plus
d'encouragement au commerce et A l'induslxie, pareequ'il est le plus riche. (I, 173)
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990.28 idle .... He ] [ellipsis indicates return to two pages preceding] (I, 173, 171)
990.28-40 He... market!] [translated from:] Loin de craindre pour l'avenir, il le voit s'embellir

daus son esl_rance; car il met _ profit pour ses enfans, pour les sixties qui viendront, chacun des
instans que ne requiert pas de lui le travail de l'ann6e. I1 lui a suffi de donner peu de momens de
travail pour mettre en terre le noyau qui darts cent arts sera un grand arbre, pour creaser l'aqueduc
qui s6chera _tjamais son champ, pour former le condmt qui lm am6nera une source d'eau vive,
pour ar_liorer par des soins souvem r_p_t6s mais derob_s sur ses instans perdus, toutes les
espies d'animaux et de v6g6tanx dont il s'entoure. Son petit patrimoine est une vraie caisse
d'_mgnes, toujours prate _ recevoir tous ses petits profits, _ utiliser tous ses momens de loisir.

La puissance toujours agissante de la nature les f6eonde, et les lui rend au centuple. Le paysan a
vivement le sentiment de ce bonheur attach6 _tla condition de propri6taire. Aussi est-il toujours
empress_ de la terre _ tout prix. I1 la paie plus qu'elle ne vant, plus qu'elle ne lui rendra peur-6tre;
mais combien n'a-t-il pas raison d'estimer _tun haut prix l'avantage de placer d6sormais toujours
avantageusement son travail, sans 6tre oblig6 de l'offrir au rabais; de trouver toujours au besoin
son pain, sans _tre oblig6 de le payer h l'ench6re. (I, 171 )

990.40 market!... Of] [ellipsis indicates ll/2-page omission] (I, 171,173)

Nouveaux principes d'dconomie politique, ou De la richesse dans ses rapports
avec la population (1819). 2rid ed. 2 vols. Paris: Delaunay, 1827.

QUOI_D: 988-9, 989

988.40-989.10 When . . . indigence.] [translated from:] Quand on traverse la Suisse
presqu'enti6re, plusieurs provinces de France, d'Italie, et d'Allemagne, il n'est pas besoin de
demander, en regardent chaque pattie de terre, si elle appartient _tun cultivateur propri6tame ou
un fermier. Les soins bien entendus, les jouissances pr_par_es au laboureur, la parure que la
campagne a revue de ses mains, indiquent bien vite le premier. I1 est vrm qu'un gouvemement
oppressif peut d6truire l'aisance et abrotir l'intelligence que devait donner la propri6t6, que
l'imp& peut enlever le plus net du produit des champs, que l'insolence des agens du pouvoir peut
troubler la s6eurit6 des paysans, que l'impossibilit6 d'obtenir justice contre un puissant voism
peut jeter le d_ouragement dans l'_ne, et que, dans le beau pays qui a 6t6 rendu
l'administratiou du Roi de Sardaigne, tm propri6taire porte anssl bien qu'un journalier l'uniforme
de la mis_re. (I, 168-9)

989.13-15 "It... vain,"... "to... evil."] [translated from:] On a beau se conformer _ une
seule des r_gles de l'_conomie politique, eUe ne peut pas op_rer le bien a elle seule; du morns elle
diminue le mai. (I, 169)

990.3-20 In . . . population.] [translated from:] Darts les pays qui ont conserv6 l'exploitation
patriarcale, la population s'accroit r_guli6rement et rapidement, jusqu'_t ce qu'elle ait atteint ses
limites naturelles: c'est-_t-dire, que les h&itages continuent _ se diviser et _tse subdiviser entre
plusieurs ills, taut qu'avec une augmentation de travail, chaque famille peut tirer un _gal revenu
d'une moindre portion de terre. Le p_re qui poss&lait une vaste 6tendue de paturages, les partage
entre ses ills, pour que ceux-ci en fassent des champs et des pr6s; ces ills les partagent encore,
pour exclure le syst_me des jach_es: chaque perfectiormement de la science rurale permet une
nouvelle division de la proprietY; mais il ne faut pas craindre que le propri6tatre _l_ve ses enfans
pour en faire des mendians; il sait au juste l'h_ritage qu'il peut leur laisser; 11sait que la loi le
partagera 6galement entre eux; il voit le terme oh ce partage les ferait descendre du rang qu'il a
occup_ lui-m_me, et un juste orgueil de famille, qui se retrouve clans le paysan comme darts le
gentilhomme, l'arr_te avant qu'il appelle _tla vie des enfans au sort desquels il ne pourrait pets
pourvoir. S'ils naissent cependant, du moins ils ne se marient pas, ou 1Ischoisissent eux-m_mes,
entre plusieurs f_res, celui qui contmuera la famille. On ne voit point, darts les cantons suisses,
les patrimoines des paysans se subdiviser jamais de mani6re _t les faire deseendre au-dessous

d'une honn&e aisance, quoique l'habitude du service 6tranger, en ouvrant aux enfans une carri_'re
incounue et incalculable, excite quelquefois tree population surabondante. (I, 170-1)

SLAT_, ABraHAM (b. 1765).
NOTE: a pauper admitted to Risborough Union workhouse in 1843, who worked there as a male

n_.

REFFRRED TO" 925
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SMART, BENJAMIN HUMPHREY (?1786-1872; DNB). Referred to: 425-7, 429-35

An Outline of Sematology; or, An Essay towards Establishing a New Theory of
Grammar, Logic, and Rhetoric. London: Richardson, 1831.

REVIEWED:425-7,429-35
QUOTED:432,433

432.4 Let] [noparagraph] Let (7)
432.4 infant. That] infant: that (7)
432.19 give] give (8)
432.25 . . . Collectively, that] [no paragraph] In this manner, words, individually, cease to be

signs of our perceptions or conceptions, and stand (individually) for what are properly called
not/ons*, [footnote omitted] that is, for what the mind knows;--collectively, That (10)

433.15-20 That the.., language .... We are.., sentence .... As to] [no paragraph] From the
definitions and general reasoning in Grammar;--from the theories laid down in Logic;--and the
basis on which the rules and practice of Rhetoric are presumed to stand, this principle seems to be
taken for granted, that the.., language; contrivances adopted at first on the spur of the occasion,
the shifts and expedients to which a person is driven, when not being able to lay bare his mind at
once according to his consciousness, he tries, by putting such signs together as were used for
former occasions and therefore known as regards them, to form an expression, which, as a whole,
will be a new one, and meet the purpose in hand. True indeed it is, that these very contrivances
become, in their more refined use, the great instruments of human reason by which all
improvement, all extensive knowledge, is obtained; but we are . . . sentence. If it is
commissioned to write the whole by the reference immediate or mediate which all the other words

are to bear to it, and to signify that they are a sentence, that is, the sign of a purposed
communication, then it is THE verb:--if it has not this power, (namely, of uniting the other
words into a sentence,) and yet is capable, in all other respects, of standing as an independent
sign, (this sign not being the sign of a purposed communication) then it is a substontive:--if it is
the implied adjunct of a substantive, it is an adjective or an article,--if of a verb, an adverb:--if
we know it to be a word, which, in a sentence, is fitted to precede a substantive, (or words taken
substantively) in order to connect such substantive with what goes before, then it is a
preposition:--and if it goes before, or mingles in a sentence, in order to connect it with another
sentence, then it is a conjunction. These are the only real differences of the parts of speech:--as
to (38-40)

SMITH, ADAM (1723-90; DNB). Referred to: 323

An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations. 8th ed. 3 vols.
London: Strahan, 1796.

NOTE: in SC.
QUOTED: 755

755.1 "abhors perpetuities,"] The common law of England, indeed, is said to abhor perpetuities,
and they are accordingly more restricted there than in any other European monarchy; though even
England is not altogether without them. (II, 85; Bk. III, Chap. ii)

SMITH, ALEXANDER.

NOTE: a commission agent. The references are in a quotation from The Times, 6 July, 1849.
REFERRED3"0:1139-41

SMITH, JOHN (1767-1842; MEB). Referred to: 790

-- Speech on the Ministerial Plan of Parliamentary Reform (4 Mar., 1831;
Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 3, cols. 33-5.

r_ol_: the indirect quotation is in a quotation from Wakefield.
QUOTED:790

SMITH, WILLIAM.
NOTE: police constable No. 151K, defendant in the case discussed in No. 419.
REFERREDTO2 1221
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SMOLLETT, TOBIAS GEORGE (1721-71; DNB ). A History of England from the Revolution
to the Death of George I1 (1757). 5 vols. London: Cadell and Baldwin, 1790.

itErr.atm) TO: 45

SOCIETY FOR THE DIFFUSION OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE. Reports and Prospectus. London:
Baldwin, et al., 1830.

REFERREDTO: 243

SOCRATES (469-399 B.C.; WWG).

NOTE: the references at 873 and 1130 are in quotations from Grote, who uses the spelling Sokrates.
l_e__.atm_ To: 425,873, 1122, 1130, 1162-4

SOLOMONS, ISAAC (b. 1787).
NOTE: a notorious fence and swindler.
RE_'_tm_ TO: 488

SOLON (ca. 638-559 B.C.; WWG). Referred to: 342, 1085, 1086, 1088, 1161
SOUCHET.

NOTE: a tavern-keeper in Paris.
REFEI_d[EDTO: 389, 390

Letter to the Prefect (25 July), Moniteur, 1831, 2453.
NOTE: quoted in a speech on 21 Dec. by P_rier in the Chamber of Deputies.
REFERREDTO: 389-90

SOULT, NICOLAS JEAN DE DIEU (Marshal of France) (1769-1851; GDU).
NOTE: the reference at 593 is in a quotation from Croker.
ltEVFatn_ TO: 127, 203, 363, 372, 373,428-9, 515-16, 593, 684, 743

-- Speech on the Budget (13 Mar.), Moniteur, 1832, 742.
QUOTED: 429

429.1 On... vie! ] La ehambre d_cidera ce qu'elle jugera eonvenable; mais quant au traitement
de marshal de France, je dtclare qu'on.., vie. (742)

SOUTH, ROBERT ( 1634-1716; DNB). A Sermon Preached at the Cathedral Church of St.
Paul, Nov. 9, 1662. London: J.G. for Robinson, Oxford, 1663.

NOTE: the first recorded use of the term tabula rasa (or rasa tabula). The sermon was reprinted as A
Sermon on Genesis 1.27.

QUOTED:540, 1098

SoUTrIEY, ROBERT ( 1774-1843; DNB ). "'Moral and Political State of the British Empire,"
Quarterly Review, XLIV (Jan. 1831 ), 261-317.

REFERREDTO: 275

Sir Thomas More; or, Colloquies on the Progress and Prospects of Society. 2
vols. London: Murray, 1829.

I_FE_D TO: 229

The Spectator.

NOTE: anonymous articles follow, listed chronologically.
REFERREDTO: 997-1000

"Brunswick Agitation in the County of Kent," 16 Oct., 1828, 247.
TO: 116

"News of the Week," 1 Jan., 1831, 1-2.
QUOTED:226

226.11 "boys"] The boys of the Polytechnic School have since been shut up within the walls of
their college, by Soult, who as Minister of War is head of the establishment. (2)

"The King of the French and the Duke of Bourbon's Will," 24 Dec., 1831,
1233-4.

_.VEnED TO: 387, 392
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"The Duke of Bourbon's Will," 31 Dec., 1831, 1255-6.
PJ_FEga_ 1"o: 387, 392

"The Irish Confiscation," 12 Dec., 1846, 1187-8.
No'rE: in the "Topics of the Day" section.
QUOTED: 998

REFERRED TO: 99%1000

998.2 poor-law .... Landholders cannot] poor law; for the present law to establish houses of
refuge here and there about the country is a mere mockery of the name. [paragraph] It is
notorious as a matter both of reproach against landlords in Ireland and of complaint on their parts,
that the greater portion of their interest in their estates is already confiscated to the money-lender.
The residue has proved quite insufficient to meet the present emergency; landholders cannot
(1187)

998.4-5 works."... [paragraph] The] works,"--m other words, the landlords of Ireland, as a
body, are totally bankrupt, and in their insolvency their business is carried on with money
supplied by the British nation. [2-semence omission] [paragraph] The (1187)

998.9 make-believe .... It] [ellipsis indicates 4-sentence omission] (1187)
998.14-15 lump .... [paragraph]It] himp. Whether or not such is to be the result, time will tell;

but it is evidently an attempt which persons of the landlord class contemplate. [paragraph] It
(1187)

998.21 The] [no paragraph] The (1187)
998.24 could] would (1187) [treated as printer's error in this ed. ]

"The Irish Land Question" (letter to the editor; 28 Nov., 1846; signed "B.F. "),
12 Dec., 1846, 1189-90.

NOTE: reprinted in the Morning Chronicle, 17 Dec., 1846, 2.
QUOTED: 1001, 1002, 1003

1001.33 "spoliation,"] [the word does not appear in the letter, though the implication does]
1001.33-4 "interference... property," [quoted in full in following entry]
1001.34 "shaking... society,"] That waste lands should be improved, the poor employed and

fed, and the country thereby vastly benefited, is no doubt most desirable: but the cost of so doing
must be taken into account; and would not the risk if not the certainty of shaking.., society by
any direct interference with the rights of property be an evil infinitely greater than the benefit
aimed at, or than the delay incident to awaiting the influence of self-interest upon individuals?
(1189-90)

1001.39 "fixity of tenure"] Nay, some go so far as to speak offimty of tenure; proposing thereby
that a portion of the farmers or eottiers now in occupation of the land as tenants at will, should by
some legislative act be secured in possession, with or without the will of the present owners, and
be made to all intents and purposes proprietors of the soil, subject or not to some small quit-rent,
never to be increased. (1189)

1002.8-9 "What," . . . "does . . . mean? Is] [paragraph] Now, Sir, I would ask, purely for
information sake--information which I am sure would be grateful to your readers, and which few
ate better qualified to afford than yourself--"what does.., mean?" Is (1189)

1002.11 consent? Surely that.., intended."] consent?--surely that.., intended; but if not,
what else is meant? (1189)

1002.27 pretium affectionis... "the... rights,"] It is not the money revenue alone, which he
may have mortgaged or forfeited, that the proprietor of land may claim in such a case, but the...
rights--thepretium affectionis which he sets upon his properly, ffin a condition to insist upon it;
and Government, in dealing with any proprietor, whether for waste or cultivated land, is bound to
satisfy him before taking any part of his land to give to others. (1190)

1003.16 Habits] [no paragraph] Habits (1190)
1003.17 now] [now] (1190)
1003.19 it .... In] [ellipsis indicates 4-sentence omission, in which the leaders in the Morning

Chronicle are attacked] (1190)
1003.25 danger. Such improvement] danger: such improvement (1190)
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"A Plan of Colonization for Ireland" (23 Mar., 1847), 3 Apr., 1847, Supplement,
1-7.

REFERREDTO: 1075-8

"News of the Week," 11 Mar., 1848, 237.
QUOTED:1092, 1092-3, 1093
REFERREDTO: 1091-3

1092.3 "going] [paragraph] Where the Provisional Government lays itself open to censure, and,
as it were, incurs condemnation ipso facto, is in going (237)

1092.7 titles."] rifles; an act anticipating the office of the constituent body. (237)
1092.12 "they] They (237)

1092.13 appreciate"] appreciate until we have them developed in the discussions of the promised
council of the nation, and criticism is a kind of intervention, the more impertinent in that it rests
on imperfect knowledge. (237)

1092.27 "probably] Another resignation is talked of--that of M. Lamartine; who probably (237)
1092.28 politics"] politics. (237)

1092.32-1093.1 "a leading journal,"] While the omnibus men are "stoking" for higher pay, a
leading journal has organized a community of property in its own office between masters and

men; of course subjecting the men, who have hitherto counted on regular wages, to the
vicissitudes of profit and loss---of loss in a speculation which no longer offers the premium of
large individual profits for concentrated activity of management. (237)

-- "Zamoyski and Wielopolski," 7 Mar., 1863, 1717-18.
REFERREDTO: 1204

"Metropolitan Elections," 15 Apr., 1865, 405-6.
REFERREDTO: 1208-10

"The Secularists in Full Cry," 2 Apr.. 1870, 425-6.
Qt_Oa'r_D:1222

1222.26-7 "as... lessons."] But this we do say, that to suppose the very people who are now
fighting not for sectarian education, but for the permission to have the Bible taught by the regular
schoolmasters of all rate-paid schools where the School Boards assent, m the way suggested m
Dean Lake's admirable letter to Tuesday's Times, will be willing to acquiesce a year hence in the
utterly insane and unmeaning compromise of having a chapter of the Bible read aloud without
note or comment as... lessons, is to give them credit for being infinitely more stupid, formal.
and purposeless than they really are. (425)

1222.28 "British system,"] In the first place, if he says what he means, let him not ask, as he
does, for the British School system,--for every one of his objections applies, as he well knows,
just as much to the homeopathic dose of formal Bible-reading and hymn-staging with which Lord
Russell and he demand that the school shall open, as to the more honest and earnest rehglous
lesson which we want to see given. (425)

SPENCE, THOMAS (1750-1814; DNB). Referred to: 709

The Meridian Sun of Liberty; or, The Whole Rights of Man. London: Spence,
1796.

REFERREDTO: 709

SPENCER, JOHN CHARLES (LoI'd Althorp, later Earl Spencer) ( 1782-1845; DNB).
NOTE: many of the references at 597-607, 608-17,618-22, 623,631,633.635-8, and 643-6 are to

the Althorp (Reform) Ministry.
_FE_F.,D TO: 213,265,548,565,581,591,592,597-607,608-17,618-22,623,631,633,635-8,

643-6, 759

Interjection on the Renewal of the Bank Charter (31 May, 1833; Commons), PD,
3rd ser., Vol. 18, col. 188.

TO: 592
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"Letter to the Governor and Deputy Governor of the Bank of England" (6 Aug.,
1833), PP, 1833, XXIII, 293.

REF_a_D TO: 592

Resolution on Supply--Sugar Duties (6 Mar., 1833; Commons), PD, 3rd set.,
Vol. 16, cols. 324-5.

REFEggm)TO: 611

Speech on the Truck System (14 Dec., 1830; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 1,
cols. 1164-5.

RE_nED TO:213

Speech on Supply--the Budget ( 11 Feb., 1831; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 2,
cols. 403-18.

RE_ TO:268, 548, 612

Speech on Supply--the Budget (11 Feb., 1831; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 2,
cols. 446-7,

REFEaam_TO: 265

Speech on Being Elected (15 Dec., 1832). Reported in The Times, 17 Dec.,
1832, 3.

REFERRED TO: 54011

Speech on Sinecures ( 14 Feb., 1833; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 15, col. 674.
REFE_D TO: 600, 645, 646

Speech on Supply--the Budget (19 Apr., 1833; Commons), PD, 3rd scr., Vol.
17, cols. 326-39.

REFEnEDTo: 564-6, 612

Speech on the House and Window Taxes (30 Apr., 1833), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 17,
col. 775.

REFEgREDTO:613, 614,646

Speech on Irish Church Temporalities (18 June, 1833; Commons), PD, 3rd ser.,
Vol. 18, cols. 984-5.

K__.aREDTO:600,645

Speech on Newspapers--the Post Office (28 June, 1833; Commons), PD, 3rd
mr., Vol. 18, cols. 1303--4.

REFERRED TO: 644

Speech on the Bank of England Charter (28 June, 1833; Commons), PD, 3rd ser.,
Vol. 18, cols. 1321-6.

REFERX_.DTO:607

Speech on the Bank Charter (3 July, 1833; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 19,
cols. 82-3.

REFERRED TO: 581

Speech on Employment for Agricultural Labourers (5 Aug., 1833; Commons),
PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 20, col. 357.

REFERREDTO: 636

Speech on Inhabited House Duty (7 Aug., 1833; Commons), PD, 3rd set., Vol.
20, cols. 421-5.

REFERREDTO: 646

Speech on Sinecures (15 Aug., 1833; Commons), PD, 3rd set., Vol. 20, cols.
706-8.

REFEnEDTO: 646

Speech in Presenting a Bill to Amend the Poor Laws (England) (17 Apr., 1834;
Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 22, eols. 874-89.
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NOTE:the quotation(a paraphrase)is m aquotationfrom Walter.
QUOTED:711
RW-'V.J_SVTO:711
711.5 "improving and well regulating it,"] They could see how the system, improved and

well-regulated,hadworkedin those parishes; they could seethe advantageswhich had been there
derived from it, andthey were thus enabledto refer to experimentsalready made, to guide them
elsewhere in the work of reformation. (879)

SPI-_US (of Borsythenes; ca. 285/265-ca. 221 B.C.; WWG).
Non: the reference is in a quotationfrom Grote.

TO: 873

SPol-m, LOUIS (Ludwig) (1784-1859; EB). Referred to: 563

SPVaNc,-RICE,THOMAS(Baron Monteagle) (1790-1866; DNB). Referred to: 734

STA]_L-HOLSTEIN,ANNE LOUISEGERMAINENECKER,BARONNEDE (1766-1817; GDU).
Referred to: 136

The Standard.
Non: anonymousarticlesfollow, listed chronologically.
REFERREDTO:195, 205, 209, 764

Leading article, 14 Oct., 1830, 2.
QUOTED:170

-- Leading article on the Ballot, 21 Oct., 1830, 3.
REFERREDTO.'195

-- Leading article on the Ballot, 25 Oct., 1830, 3.
Rr_'_I_.EDTo: 195

-- Leading article on France, 8 Nov., 1830, 3.
v,ramsm_DTO: 192

Leading article on France, 9 Nov., 1830, 4.
TO: 192

Leading article on the Ballot, 30 Nov., 1830, 2.
_m_ED To: 205-6, 209

-- Leading article on the Ballot, 8 Dec., 1830, 2.
QUOT_a:210
210.27 At] [no paragraph] At (2)

Leading article on the Ballot, 11 Dec., 1830, 2.
I_'_.ED TO: 209

Leading article on the President's Message, 4 Jan., 1831, 2.
_n_V,REDTO: 236

Telegraphic Dispatch from Marseilles, 3 May, 1832, 3.
REFERREDTO: 461

"Foreign Intelligence (from our Private Correspondent)," 16 Dec., 1833, 2.
a,_l_mtEDTo: 662

Leading article on the Reformers, 2 Jan., 1835, 2.
pa_vr.R_aTo: 762

"Morning Newspapers," 5 Jan., 1835, 4.
TO: 762

Leading article on Party Names, 12 Jan., 1835, 2.
NOTE:the quotation is in aquotationfrom Senior.
QUOTED:764

TO: 764
764.18 "althoughbefore] We areawarethathefore (2)
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764.20-2 Crown, the Reform Bill," . . . "has . . . the power] crown; but this was only in
appearance. [Senior goes back to the preceding sentence] We do not use the word [revolution] as
a hard word, for revolution may be a good thing, as well as a bad thing; but an essential change,
in the the.ory of the constitution, must be revolutionary; and, by the theory of the constitution to
which the Reform Bill has brought us back, the power (2)

764.22-4 the.., proceedings] [not in italics] (2)
764.22 advisers as] advisers is as (2)

764.24 proceedings--the reciprocal independence of the three branches of the Legislature.]
proceedings. [8-sentence omission] Every constitutional lawyer, every political writer, indeed,
distinctly denied that such a power legally exists in the House of Commons, for to such a denial it
certainly amounts, to say that the three branches of the legislature are reciprocally independent.
(2)

"Law Intelligence. Court of Queen's Bench--Saturday. The Queen v. Kenealy,
Esq.," 13 May, 1850, 7.

QUOTED: 1176-7, 1177, 1178
IIEFEP,ltED TO: 1176-8

1177.1 castigation] castigations (7)
1177.7 There] [no paragraph] There (7)
1177.12 childsix] childofsix (7)
1177.16 He] [no paragraph] He (7)
1177.16-17 no... Kenealy] [not in italics] (7)
1177.32 "to] He taught me to (7)
1177.33 his] my (7)
1177.36 "a thing to be applauded,"] This, at least, was conduct to be applauded. (7)
1177.36-7 "that he... misery. "] When he came away, he... misery, but brought him over to

this country to educate him and put him forward in life. (7)

Leading article on Land Tenure Reform, 25 Nov., 1872, 4.
REFER_D TO: 1232

STANLEY, EDWARD GEORGE GEOFFREY SMITH (14th Earl of Derby) (1799-1869; DNB).
NOTE: the reference at 526 is in an indirect quotation from Carrel quoted in Le National; that at 756

is in a quotation from Senior.
REFERREDTO: 526, 602, 609, 735, 756

-- Speech on Tithes (Ireland) (14 Feb., 1832; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 10,
col. 322.

QUOTED: 609
609.5 "'extinction of tithes."] The attention of Ministers was certainly directed to secure a

maintenance for the Protestant clergy; but another object to which their attention was also
directed, was the extinction of the present system of tithes. (col. 322)

Speech on Tithes (Ireland) (8 Mar., 1832; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 10,
cols. 1366-8.

QUOTED:609
609.8-9 "enforce respect for the law."] Were they to be met in a time like that with the

announcement, that the executive authority had not power to enforce the law? (col. 1367)

Speech on the Ministerial Proposition for the Emancipation of Slavery ( 14 May,
1833; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 17, cols. 1193-1231.

REFE_eD TO: 6o2

STANLEY, EDWARD HENRY ( 15th Earl of Derby) (1826-93; DNB). Speech at the Meeting

of the National Association for the Promotion of the Social Sciences ( 10 Apr., 1865),
Daily News, 11 Apr., 1865, 2.

REFERREDTO: 1209
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La statistique de la France, publide par le ministre de l'agriculture et du commerce.
Paris: Imprimerie Imp_riale, 1840.

RE_ TO: 1039

Statuta selecta e corpore statuorum universitatis Oxoniensis. Oxford: Webb, 1638.
NOTE:the references are to University oaths.
REFEREEDTO: 14, 32, 33, 43

STEIN,HEt_rPdCHFmED_CH KARL, BARONVOH(1757-1831; EB). Referred to: 728

"STENTORTELLTRtrrH." The Herald; or, Patriot-Proclaimer. 2 vols. London: Wilkie,
1758.

NOTE:the reference is to the catch-phrase "measures not men,'" which was associatedwith William
Petty (Lord Shelbum) andEdmund Burke, q.v.

REFERREDTO: 62

STERLING,JOHN (1806-44; DNB). The Election: A Poem, in Seven Books. London:
Murray, 1841.

REVIEWED:806-11
QUOTED:807, 808, 808-9, 809-10, 810-11, 820
808.41 Too] [no paragraph] Too (8)
809.1-2 And... thought,] [not in italics] (8)
809.15 "Our] [no paragraph] Our (67)
809.43-4 And... use."] [not in italics] (68)
809.44-5 use."... [paragraph] "There's] use. ]skip back 3 pages] [no paragraph] "There's

(67, 64) [line space added in this ed. ]
809.46 I'm... corn.] [not in italics] (64)
810.3-4 And... mounseer.] [not m italics] (64)
810.6 But... all?] [not in italics] (64)
810.8 But...food] [not in italics] (64)
810.10 They... themselves] [not in italics] (64)
820.16-17 ... Discreetly teaching.., use?] discreetly teaching.., use." (68)

STEUPd_T,HENRYSETON( 1759-1836; DNB). The Planter's Guide; or, A Practical Essay
on the Best Method of Giving Immediate Effect to Wood, by the Removal of Large
Trees and Underwood; Being an Attempt to Place the Art on Fixed Principles, and to
Apply It to General Purposes, Useful and Ornamental: Chiefly Intended for the
Climate of Scotland. Edinburgh: Blackwood; London: Cadell, 1828.

NOTE:the reference is in aquotation from Wakefield.
REFERREDTO: 739

STEWART,ROBERT(Lord Casflereagh) (1769-1822; DNB). Referred to: 645,683
STEWART,WILLIAM.
NOTE:the principal proprietor of the Courier in 1830.
_FEm_D TO: 529

STO_Orcr, LORD. See W.D. Murray.
ST10_FFOaD,LORD.See Thomas Wentworth.

STREET,THOMAS GEORGE.
NOTE:editoroftheCourier1811-17and1828.
mEFE,R_D To: 529

STROHMEIER,URSPETER(1805-45).
NOTE:see Dictionnaire historique et biographique de la Suzsse.
REFERREDTO: 1054

Der Kanton Solothurn, historisch, geographisch, statistisch geschildert (1836).
Vol. X of Historisch-geographisch-statistisches Gem_ilde der Schweiz. 18 vols. St.
Gallen and Berne: Huber, 1834-46.

REFERREDTO"1054
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STRONOBOW.See Richard de Clare.

STUART-WORTLEY, JAMES ARCHIBALD.

NOTE:the quotanon is taken from "Assize Intelligence. Central Criminal Court," Morning
Chronicle, 19Aug., 1851, q.v for the collation

QUOTED:1183
REFERREDTO: 1185

STUART-WORTLEY-MACKENZIE,JAMES ARCHIBALD(Lord Wharncliffe) (1776-1845;
DNB). Referred to: 281

STURT,CHARLES(1795-1869; DNB). Referred to. 739

SUE, EUGENE MARIEJOSEPH( 1804-57; DPF). Referred to: 1089-91

--Lejuiferrant. 10 vols. m I 1. Paris: Paulin, 1844-45.
REFERRED TO: 1091

-- Martin, l'enfant trouvd, ou Les m_motres d'un valet de chambre. 12 vols. Paris:
P6t_on, 1846-47.

NOTE the first reference, m a quotation from Dixon, is to the English translations, under the title
Martin the Foundling, three of which appeared in 1847.

REFERRED TO: 1090, t091

--Mathilde; m_moires d'unejeunefemme. 6 vols. in 3. Pans: Gossehn, 1841.
REFERRED TO. 1091

--Les mystdres de Parts. 10 pts. Paris: Gossehn, 1842-43.
NOTE"appeared m English as The Mysterws of Paris (London Dugdale, 1844, and many

subsequent eds. ).
REFERRED TO. 1090

SUETONIUS(Gaius Suetomus Tranquillus) (b. ca. 70 A.D.; WWR). Praeter Caesarum
libros reliquiae. Ed. Augustus Reifferscheid. Leipzig: Teubner, 1860.

QUOTED" 908

908.28 Stc . vobls] Sic . vobls mdlficatis aves. (67n_

SUGDEN, EDWARD BURTENSHAW(Baron St. Leonards) (1781-1875; DNB). Referred
to: 282

SUMNER, JOHN BiRD ( 1780-1862; DNB). Referred to: 744, 778

Sunday Ttmes.
NOTE:one anonymous article follows

--"Questionable Charity," 5 May, 1850, 2.
QUOTED; 1171

REFERREDTO. 1170-2
1171.8 butis] butitiS(2)

SUTHERLAND, 1ST DUKE OF. See George Granville Leveson-Gower,
SWABEY,MAUmCE (1785-1864; MEB). Referred to: 63, 75, 76, 79

SYMONDS,ARTHUR. "Progress of Law Reform,'" Westminster Review, XIX (July 1833),
42-74.

REFERREDTO: 947

TAIT, WILLIAM (1793-1864; DNB). "The Destructives, "' Tait's Edinburgh Magazine, II
(Feb. 1833), 575-7.

REFERREDTO:607

"The Ministers and the Bank Charter," Tait's Edinburgh Magazine, H (Mar.
1833), 753-4.

NOTE:we ale grateful to the editors of the Wellesley Index for the attribution.
REFERREDTo: 580n-In
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Tait's Edinburgh Magazine. Referred to: 580n-1 n

TALFOURD,THOMASNOON ( 1795-1854; DNB).
NOTE:for the quotanons, see "Assize Intelhgence," Morning Chromcle. 25 Mar., 1850.
QUOTED:1165, 1166, 1170
REFERREDTO: 1108, 1165, 1167. 1168

-- Speech Introducing a Bill on the Custody of Infants (25 Apr., 1839; Commons),
PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 47, cols. 549-52.

REFERREDTO' 918

-- Speech on National Representation (6 July. 1848; Commons), PD, Vol 100.
cols. 170-81.

NOTE:the quotation is of Coleridge's translanon Iq.v for the collat_on_of Schdler's Ptccolomtm
(from Wallenstein).

QUOTED:1108
REFERREDTO: 1108, 1109

TALLEYRAND-PI_RIGORD,CHARLES MAURICE DE, PRINCEDE BI_NI_VENT(1754-1838,
GDU). Referred to: 155,495-6, 519, 520, 542

-- Rapport sur l' instructton publique, fait au nom du comitd de constttution, par M.
Talleyrand-Pdrzgord. Paris. Imprimerie nationale, [1791 ].

REFERREDTO. 519

TARDIEU,NICOLASANDRI_ESPRIT( 1790-1843 ).
NOTE'lawyer, and mayor of Nancy, September 1830 to November 1831
_F'E_a_D TO: 263

TAYLOR,JEREMY(1613-67; DNB). Referred to: 16, 394

TEMPLE, HENRY JOHN (3rd Viscount Palmerston) ( 1784-1865; DNB). Referred to" 619,
620,774, 830

-- Speech on Poland (28 June, 1832; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 13, cols.
1131-3.

NOTE:the reference is in a quotation from the Globe and Traveller.
REFERREDTO: 698

-- Speech on the Prussian Tariff ( 15 Aug., 1833; Commons). PD. 3rd ser.. Vol. 20.
cols. 699-703.

REFERREDTO 619-20

-- Speech on the Russian Invasion of Hungary, (21 July. 1849; Commons), PD. 3rd
ser., Vol. 107, cols. 807-15.

REFERREDTO: 1t43

-- Speech on the Affairs of Poland (27 Feb., 1863; Commons ), PD. 3rd scr.. Vol.
169, cols. 932-9.

_EFEI_,EDTO: 1206

-- Speech on the Affairs of Poland, Question (6 July, 1863; Commons), PD. 3rd
scr., Vol. 172, col. 253.

_F'EI_.EDTO. 1206

Le Temps, Journal des ProgrOs.
r_OTE:one anonymous article follows.

--"Bulletin" (23 Aug., 1834), 24 Aug.. 1834, 1.
QUOTED.747-8
747.24-748.8 The . . . deplore. ] [translated from:] [paragraph] Le National, train_ depms pr6s

de deux arts de tribunaux en tribunaux par arr_td'une justice exceptlonnelle, a 6t6 rendu enfin au
jugement du pays darts la s6ance de la cour d'assises de ce lour [paragraph] Le d61itimput6 au
National par le mamst_republic 6talt une attaquedu'ecte h la personne du roi, hpropos du discours
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d'ouverture des chambres. I1 a plaid6 sa non-culpabiht6 en se fondant sur ce que l'mtervention
personnelle et cormue du roi darts le gouvernement, le dispensalt des m6nagemens qui
command6s par la loi envers le monarque, quand il se trent stnctement a couvert sous la fiction
constitutaonnelle. [paragraph] Pour la dixi6me fois le pays, par l'organe des jur6s, a consacr6
cette docmne et absous les hardiesses de la presse, sans doute pour (Hire ressortir d'une mani6re
6clatante sa d6sopprobation d'un oubh des principes que d6plorent tousles jours les vrais amis de
la constitution et de la monarchie. ( 1)

TENNANT, CHARLES ( 1796-1873; MEB). Referred to: 272

-- A Letter from Mr. Charles Tennant to Str George Murray, on Systematic

Colonization. London: Ridgway, 1830.
REFERREDTO. 272-3

Letters Forming Part of a Correspondence with Nassau William Senior, Esq.

Concerning Systematic Colonizatton, and the Bill Now before Parliament for

Promoting Emigration; also, A Letter to the Canada Land Company; and A Serws of

Questtons, in Elucidation of the Principles of Colonization. London: Ridgway, 1831.
REFERREDTO: 272-3

TENTERDEN, LORD. See Charles Abbott.

TESTE, JEAN BAPTISTE ( 1780-1852; GDU). Referred to: 532

THACKERAY, WILLIAM MAKEPEACE I1811-63: DNB). The Irish Sketch_Book. By Mr.

M.A. Titmarsh. 2 vols. London: Chapman and Hall, 1843.
NOTE: the quotation is in a quotation from Thornton, q.v. for the collation.
QUOTED: 898

THEMISTOCLES (ca. 527-460 B.C.; WWG). Referred to: 174, 1122

THENARD, LOUIS JACQUES. BARON ( t777-1857; GDU). Referred to: 516

THERAMENES (d. 404 B.C.; WWG).

NOTE: the references are in a quotation from Grote
REFERREDTO: 1124

THIERS, LOUIS ADOLPHE (1797-1877; GDU). Referred to: 496, 512,515,701

--Histoire de la rdvolutionfranfaise, l0 vols. Pans: Lecointe and Durey. 1823-27.
NOTE" the title page of Vols. I and II has the subtitle, "accompagnde d'une historle de la rdvolutton

de 1355, ou des _tats-gdndrau, x sous le roi Jean," and authorship is assigned to Thmrs and F_llx
Bodin; this joint scheme was abandoned with the publication of Vol, IIl,

REFERREDTO: 515

THIRLWALL, CONNOP (1797-1875: DNB). Referred to: 868

-- The History. of Greece. 8 vols. London: Longman, et al,, 1835-44.
NOTE: the work first appeared in 8 vols. in Dionysius Lardner's Cabmet Cyclopaedia (London

Longman, et HI., 1835-44),
REFERREDTO: 867. 868-9

Third-nine Articles. See The Annotated Book of Common Prayer.

THISTLEWOOD, ARTHUR ( 1770-1820: DNB ). Referred to: 45n

THOMAS, W. "Speaking Out," Leader, 13 July, 1850, 374-5.
NOTE: he wrote other letters to the Leader in 1850 (see pp, 12 and 155)
QUOTED' 1180, 1181

1180.25 "plain"] They all shirk me because I demand aplain answer. (374)
1180.26 "precise."] We bluster a good deal, but we are not precise. (374)
1180.27-8 "The . sandbank."] The . . sandbank _(374)

THOMSON, CHARLES EDWARD POULETT (Baron Sydenham ) ( 1799-1841 ;DNB). Referred
to: 348,636
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-- Speech on Employment for Agricultural Labourers (5 Aug , 1833, Commons).
PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 20, col. 358.

REFERREDTO: 636

THOMSON, JAMES (1700-48; DNB), and DAVID MALLET (1705?-65, DNB). "An Ode"

["Rule Britannia"]. In Alfred: A Masque. London: Millar, 1740.
QUOTED:921
921.8 "azure main,"] When BntaJn first, at heaven's command. ,Arose from out the azure main.

/ This was the charter of the land. /And guardtan Angels sung thts stram. / "'Rule Britannia. rule
the waves; / Britons never will be slaves "' (42. III

THORNTON, WZLLIAM THOMAS ( 1813-80: DNB). Referred to: 899,927

-- Over-Population, and Its Remedy: or, An lnquir3, into the Extent and Causes of

the Distress Prevailing among the Labouring Classes of the British Islands, and mto

the Means of Remedying It. London: Longman, et al., 1846.
NOTE: in SC
QUOTED: 898-9
REFERREDTO: 911, 927, 940, 942, 962, 963

898.27 "Two] [noparagraph] Two (429)
898.34 created There are] created "'Many of 'era has passed months in jail for that," said the

describer's informant, "'for it appears that certain gentlemen in the neighbourhood looked upon
the titles of these new colomsts with some jealous.',, and would have been glad to depose them.
but there were some better philosophers among the surrounding gentr3 , who advised that, instead
of discouraging the settlers. It would be best to help them, and the consequence has been, that
there are (430) [see next entry]

898.36 plenty. Now] plenty."* [footnote:] Irish Sketch Book, vol 1. p 46 [text ] [paragraphl
Now (430) [Thornton Is quoting William Makepeace Thackeray, The lr, sh Sketch-Book. t, 46,
where "Many . . . that," is m quotation marks; the words "for. plenty "' are Thackeray's]

THOURET, JACQUES GUILLAUME (1746-94: GDU). Referred to. 155

THOURET, VINCENT FERRARE FRANqOlS ANTONY (1807-71: GDU) Referred to. 363.
396, 421,422

THOUVENEL, PIERRE SI_BASTIEN BARTH_LEMY ( 1782-1831 ; DPF). Referred to: 262,684

-- Speech on the Muntcipal Government Btll 131 Jan. ), Moniteur, 1831. 227-8
REFERREDTO: 262

THRASYBULUS (ft. ca. 400 B.C.; WWG). Referred to. 1158

THUCYDIDES (ca. 460-399 B.C.: WWG). Referred to 869, 1087. 1121, 1159

-- Thucydides (Greek and English ). Trans. Charles Forster Smith. 4 vols. London:

Heinemann; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Umverstty Press, 1919-23.
NOTE: an 8-vol. Greek ed. of Thucydides (Glasgow. Fouhs. 17591 and a 2-vol Latin ed (Leipzig.

1790-1804) were formerly m SC The reference at 1123. one of those at 1126, and that at 1127
are in quotations from Grote. Cleon's speech on the Mytlhan Revolt (referred to at 1128) appears
in Thucydides, II. 58-70 (lit. xxxvil-xl). Pericles" Funeral Oration (referred to at 1129) appears
m Thucydides, I, 318-40 (II, xxxv-xlvi).

QUOTED: 1129
REr-ERREDTO: 292, 1123, 1126, 1127. 1128. 1129

THUCYDIDES (son of Melesias) (d. ca. 420 B.C.: WWG).

NOTE: the reference at 1124 is m a quotatxon from Grote
REFERREDTO: 1123, 1124

THURN, EDUARD IM. See Im-Thurn.

THURTELL, JOHN (1794-1824; DNB). Referred to: 77-9

TILLOTSON, JOHN (1630-94; DNBI. Referred to: 16
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The Times.

NOTE: anonymous articles follow, hsted chronologically. The reference at 527 Is in a quotation
from Le National, that at 653 is in a quotation from the Monthly Reposttory. that at 723 denves
from Bulwer.

REFERREDTO: 106, 130. 182, 183, 195. 225, 236. 237. 320. 335-6, 346,407. 419,422,446, 466,
483-4. 500, 515, 527. 529, 530. 566, 567, 568, 653. 723, 762. 881, 885. 886, 887. 888, 930,
931, 981. 1232

--"'Police; Queen-Square," 11 Aug., 1823, 3.
REFERRED TO. 43

--"'Police; Queen-Square," 15 Aug., 1823.3.
REFERRED TO; 43

"The Late Convictions under the Vagrant Act," 20 Oct, 1823, 3.
REFERRED TO 75

--"The Money Market," 13 Mar., 1827, 3.
REFERRED TO. 107

Leading article on the Corn Bill, 28 May. 1827, 2
QUOTED. 106, 107

106.33-4 "those . . and pohtical economists "'] How much greater mtelhgence and consistency
has been in&cated by what might be called the Bntlsh pubhc--the real Enghsh people--upon the
corn questton, than by those . and the political economists (2)

107 1-3 The poor farmers, have. we above} The truth is, that the poor farmers have . .
we have above (2)

107.11-15 We are unrestrtcted, tending.] We will not now say that it is to be
considered as but a temporary, measure, but we must hope that it .s only one stage in a joume2¢ As
our manufactures ,reprove, and our population mcreases,--that _s. as more corn is
consumed,--the importation pnccs may be lowered: for we are uru-estncted tending (2 )

-- "Meeting of the Inhabitants of Queenborough,'" 26 Dec., t827, 3.
REFERREDTO. 108-9

-- Leading article, 11 Aug.. 1829, 2
REFERREDTO. 183

-- Leading arttcle. 13 Aug., 1829, 2.
REFERRED TO 183

-- Leading article on France, 14 Aug, 1829, 2.
REFERREDTO: 156. 180, 309

-- Leadmg article, 19 Aug.. 1829, 2.
REFERRED TO. 183

-- Article on the Ballot, 8 Mar., 1830, 4.
REFERREDTO. 195

-- Leading article on France, 17 June, 1830, 2.
REFERRED TO: 123,225

Article on the Ballot, 12 July, 1830, 4.
REFERRED TO. 195

--Leading article, 4 Aug., 1830.2.
QUOTED. 183
183.11 "vagabonds"] As for the King and the Duke of Angouleme, if they escape the guillotine,

_t_smuch more than such vagabonds deserve: but still we are not sorry to hear that their escape _s
to be permitted, or to be connived at (2)

Article on the Ballot, 30 Aug., 1830, 7.
REFERRED TO: 195
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-- Leading article on France, 13 Sept.. 1830, 2.
QUOTED. 149-50, 151
REFERREDTO. 130

151 3 "sovereignty of the people."] It is apprehended, therefore, that the party which clamours
for a dissolunon and a nev, elecuon wish to reahze more completely their doctrine of the
sovereignty of the people, by urging the nev, Deputies to abolish the Peers and to place further
restrictions on the already feeble executive f2)

-- Untitled reply to a Letter on Mr. Husklsson, 22 Sept.. 1830, 3.
QUOTED: 140-1

140.27-8 speech,".. "'Mr ] speech Mr. (3)
140.31 Jacobin club] Jacobin Club (3)

-- Article on the Ballot, 23 Oct., 1830.2.
REFEaREDTO: 195

-- Leading article, 4 Nov , 1830, 2.
REFERRED TO' 183

-- Article on French Affairs, 10 Nov.. 1830, 3,
REFERREDTO: 182-3

--Leading article on France, 17 Nov., 1830, 2.
REFERRED TO: 192

-- Private Correspondence from Pans, 24 Dec., 1830, 3.
QUOTED: 226

226.11 "boys"] The state of this city up to the time I close this letter. _sdisturbed the National
Guards are incessantly under arms, groups of workmen run about crymg for the blood of the
ex-Mimsters: Polytechmc boys, and students, are again said to be with these groups, but I have
not seen such allies, though I have observed several of the crowds, and heard from many of the
students that the imputation against them is false (3)

--Leading article on French Affmrs, 29 Dec.. 1830, 2.
QUOTED. 226

226.12 "lads"] Now they [the Liberals under the Bourbon dynasty] are so dlscre&ted with the
multitude, that the lads of the Polytechnic School protest against the imputation of their thanks.
"because they speak not the voice of France. '" (2)

--Leading article on President Jackson's Message, 5 Jan., 1831, 2.
QUOTED: 236
236.21 "why should no attempt be made to clvthze them""] Might not the wretched Indians have

been taught, and reclaimed to cwihzatlon ° f2)

-- Leading article on the Budget. 12 Feb.. 1831, 3.
REFERRED TO. 267

-- Leading article on French Affatrs, 25 Feb.. 1831.2.
REFERRED TO" 275

--Leading article on French Affmrs, 11 May. 1831, 2.
REFEP,RED TO 308-9

--"Pension List," 2 June, 1831, 2.
REFERREDTO: 3t9-20

--Leading article on Literary Pensions, 3 June, 1831, 2.
REFERREDTO: 320

--Leading article on French Affairs, 19 Aug., 1831, 3.
REFERREDTO" 335-6

-- Letter from Paris Correspondent (6 Sept.). 9 Sept., 1831,4.
REFERRED TO; 346
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Leading article on the Insurrection at Lyons, 2 Dec.. 1831, 2.
QUOTED:368
368.3 It] [noparagraph] It (2)
368.3 has] had (2)
368.9 and mayors] and the mayors (2)

-- "Tribunal of First Instance. Suit for Annulling the Will of the Duke of Bourbon,"
21 Dec., 1831, 1-2.

NOTE:contains in translation the letters of Louis Philippe and the duc de Bourbon.
REFERREDTO: 387, 392

-- "Tribunal of First Instance. Suit for Annulling the Will of the Duke of Bourbon,"
27 Dec., 1831, 3.

REFERREDTO: 387

"Suit to Annul the Will of the Late Duke of Bourbon," 28 Dec., 1831, 3.
REFERREDTO. 387

Letter from Paris Correspondent (3 Jan., 1832), 6 Jan., 1832.3.
REFERREDTo: 395. 407

--Leading article on French Affairs, 17 Jan., 1832, 2.
QUOTED: 396

396.11 "fellows,"] Five or six fellows, belonging to the Societyof the Fnends of the People, and
declaring themselves repubhcans, were brought to trial for sedmous libels. (21

Leading article on Persecutaons of the Press m France, 6 Feb.. 1832, 4.
REFERRED TO: 409

Leading article on French Affairs, 15 Feb., 1832, 2.
REFERREDTO: 418

-- "Private Correspondence, from a Correspondent" (27 Feb. ), l Mar., 1832, 4.
QUOTED; 422

422.13 "Some months' imprisonment,"] The Court of Cassation has this day confirmed the
judgment of the Court of Assizes, which sentenced the friends of the people lately tried and
acquitted to several months' imprisonment for insolence. (4)

-- "Private Correspondence, from a Correspondent" (28 Feb. ), 2 Mar, 1832. 1.
REFEm_EDTO: 422

Leading article on the French Expedition to Italy, 6 Mar., 1832, 5.
REFERREDTO. 423

--Express from Paris, 5 Apr., 1832, 2.
REFERREDTO. 439

Leading article on the Laffitte Manifesto. 1 June, 1832, 2.
QUOTED:466
466.24 "English interests "] The addmonal information communicatedon these points can be of

no importance to the English reader, as they do not materially affect English interests (2)

Extraordinary Express from Paris, 7 June, 1832, 2.
QUOTED: 4-84

484.7 detested] The present Government of France has so weak a hold of the national love or
respect, that though it has nothing to apprehend from the assaults of Chouans, headed by the
crack-brained Duchess of Bern, it has every thing to fear from a people, who at once detest its
pohcy and despise its imbecility. (2)

-- "Telegraphic Despatch from Pans of the 6th of June, Half-Past 7 A.M.," and
"Despatch of the Same Day at 12 o'clock," 8 June, 1832, 1.

SORE:from the French Minister of the Interior to the Prefect of the North and the Mayor of Calais
REFERRED TO 474
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-- Leading article on France, 9 June, 1832, 4.
QUOTED: 483

483.10 "endeavour] Above all things, HIS MAJESTYshould endeavour (4)

-- Leading article on Pledges, 11 July, 1832.2.
REFERREDTO: 500

--Leading article on the Saint Simonians, 31 Aug., 1832, 2.
QUOTED: 510

510.3 "'ducking in a horse-pond"] We then recommend ducking them in a horse-pond as the best
mode of noticing their docmnes and counteracting their harangues about community of property
and community of women (2)

-- Leading article on the French Ministry, 17 Oct.. 1832, 2.
REFERREDTO; 515

-- Letter from Paris ( 16 Oct. ), 20 Oct.. 1832, 2-3.
NOTE: the reference is in a quotation from Le Nattonal
REFERREDTO: 527

-- Leading article, 8 Dec., 1832, 4.
NOTE: the reference at 656 is in a quotation from the Monthly Repository.
REFERREDTO: 607. 656, 761

--Leading article on Property Tax, 2 May, 1833, 2.
QUOTED: 566-7, 567
REFERREDTO: 566-8

566.31 The object] Undoubtedly, the object (2)

--"The Bank of England," 14 Aug., 1833.5-6.
REFERREDTO: 591, 592

-- Leading article on the Mumcipal Corporation BIll, 26 Aug., 1833, 2.
REFERREDTO 631

-- Letter to the Editor (26 Aug., 1833; signed "'Detector"), 28 Aug.. 1833.3.
REFERREDTO: 629

--Leading article on the Saint-Simomans, 8 Nov , 1833, 2.
QUOTED: 677
677.5-7 "community of goods and community of women, m other words, universal .

plunder."] We have announced in a former paper that the grand mysteries of this anti-social
redemption are, community of women and community of goods--that is, universal plunder
(2)

--"Private Correspondence" (Paris, 1 Nov.; signed "Y.'), 11 Nov., 1833, 1.
REFERREDTO: 662

-- Leading article on Turkey, 1 Jan., 1834, 2.
REFERREDTO: 658-9

--Leading article on Turkey, 2 Jan., 1834, 2.
REFERREDTO" 658-9

-- Leading article on Foreign Policy, 17 Jan.. 1834.4,
QUOTED: 665
665.9-10 "low Radmais"] Yes. the Tones began the fight against reform by anticipating all

manner of mischiefs as the result of it" and now that the battle has gone against them, they seek to
realize their own predictions--or to throw upon them some varnish of credibihty--by affirming
of reform that it is actually as bad as they had foretold, or worse; that there is. as the Duke of
Wellington asserted at the outset, an impossibility of carrying on the King's Government with an
enlarged constituency and a reformed Parliament, that there is no sense of national dignity or
honour left m the electors or their representatives, and that Russia and her retainers may insult.
and outrage, and trample on this great nation as she likes; for that neither Parliament nor people
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will suffer the King of England to avenge indignity or to repel aggression; that peace on any terms
will be resisted on; that no duty or pnnciple of self-defence will be admztted; but that Mr. Joseph
Hume and the low Radicals will strike the flag of England throughout the world, and let foreign
tyrants ride rough-shod over us with impunity. (4)

"Recommendations of the Poor Law Commissioners," 24 Feb., 1834, 5.
REFERREDTO: 686

-- Leading article on the Poor Law Commissioners" Report. 25 Feb., 1834, 2.
REFERREDTO: 686, 687

"St. Petersburgh, March 16," 28 Mar., 1834, 2.
NOTE: the report is taken from the Journal de St. Petersburgh. I 1 Mar
REFERREDTO: 698

-- Leadmg article on the Poor Laws, 5 May, 1834, 4.
QUOTED: 715

715.15 "star chamber."] Did any set of men m this country" ever before usurp powers so
extensive, so uncontrollable, as those with which it _sproposed to invest these conunisstoners,--
always excepting the judges of the Courts of Star Chamber and H_gh Commission? (4

-- Leading article on the Poor Laws, 8 May, 1834, 5.
QUOTED: 713

713.8-9 "and. . peculation,"] We showed [yesterday] that the amount of the tax thus forcthly
abstracted from the pockets of the people would be more than equal to the execution of these
purposes; and we exposed the sneaking misrepresentation of us and of this part of the measure to
which a mormng cotemporary had lent itself, probably at the instigation of some person who
hopes to be a comnussioner, an assistant-commissioner, or, it may be. secretary to the
commission, and who, in his avidity for place, and . . . peculation, has been urged from dirt),
rmsrepresentation to flat, posinve, and unblushing falsehood. (5_

--"Poor Law Report--Emigration" (signed "Anglicanus"). 8 May, 1834, 6.
REFERREDTO: 735

-- "The Poor Laws," 8 May. 1834, 6.
QUOTED: 708
REFERREDTO: 708

-- Leading article on the South Australian Association, 2 July, 1834, 4-5.
REFERREDTO: 736

--Leading article, 12 Dec., 1834, 2.
QUOTED: 762

762.22 "equatable adjustment" ] Is it not true that an "equitable adjustment"--that an attack on
"'accumulated" capltal--that a "separation of church and state," and that a dlssolutaon of the
emptre, under the name of "repeal of the union," have every one been adopted by bodies of the
bad or rmsled among the King's subjects, each as an infallible panacea for its own especial and
correlative grievance o (2)

Leading article, 26 Dec., 1834.2.
REFERREDTO: 762

"The Destructive Party," I Jan., 1835, 2.
REFEr,REDTO: 762

Leading article on the Trial of Captain Johnstone, 7 Feb., 1846, 4.
QUOTED:866

866.2-3 "a... all,"] HIs [Johnstone's] defence is rested solely on the unaccountableness of his
conduct, on the fashionable idea, that a . . all. (4)

866.34 "the contest] The contest (¢)
866.35 "we] We (¢)

"The Water Cure," 10 June, 1846, 6.

NOT1-'.:the quotatxon is of Charles Waterworth's evidence m the Elhs case.
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QUOTED: 876
REFERREDTO: 876-7

876.15-16 "hardly . . a healthier hver m his hfe "] The hver was not congested, although Mr
Hicks thought so, but I can say I hardly a more healthy hver in my life (6)

Leading article on the Irish Poor Law, 19 Aug., 1846, 4.
REFERREDTO: 881, 885, 887

-- Leading article on Poor Laws, 1 Sept., 1846, 4.
REFERREDTO: 886, 930

--"Court-Martial at Hounslow,'" 30 Sept., 1846, 3.
NOTE: the first quotation is of the questions of Wilham St. Laurence (q.v.), the second as of the

evidence of Matthew Routh, q v.
QUOTED: 884

884.4-5 "applied to the commanding officer"] The Court.--Dld you apply to the commanding-
officer to have any of the witnesses detained? / Prisoner --No, I did not: I thought the sergeant
would tell the truth. (3)

884.14-16 "was... place," . "by his manner the prisoner] Was on guard at Hampton-court on
the 20th mst.; was standing near the front gate, when the sergeant of the guard (O'Donnell) came
m, the prisoner was on sentry at the Trophy-gate; he turned around and spoke to the sergeant, but
he (witness) was . place between them By his manner, prisoner (31

-- "Child Stolen by Its Own Father," 19 Oct., 1846, 6.
REFERREDTO: 917

-- Leading article on Irish Poor Laws, 27 Oct.. 1846, 4.
REFERREDTO: 930

-- Leading article on Poulett Scrope and the Edinburgh Review, 27 Oct., 1846, 4
REFERREDTO. 923, 926

-- Letter from Irish Correspondent ( 18 Nov., 1846 ), 20 Nov., 1846, 5.
REFERREDTO: 1019

--"Neglect of Agriculture," 3 Dec., 1846, 6.
REFERREDtO: 978

-- "In the Matter of the Petition of Arabella Frances North and Others--Habeas

Corpus," 23 Dec., 1846, 7-8.
QUOTED: 1021, 1022-3, 1023

1021.9-10 "to have access to them for two hours daily"] The custody of the infants m the
meantime shall be with Mrs Wilson (Mr Wilson consenting), Mrs. Frederick North, and Miss
Arabella North, at Hastings: Mrs. Dudley North to have access to them daffy for two hours, but m
the presence of one or more of those parties, and all topics of rehgmn to be avoided at such
interviews. (8)

1021.38 the question] all question (8)
1021.38 do.] avow. (8)
1021.38-40 That. . ESPECIALLY guardtan] [all in roman] (81
1021.39-40 be guardian] be the guardian (8)
1023.2 ought .... are of . able] ought to be taught, and m which they ought, . amve at

are able (8)

-- "'Sanatory' v. "Sanitary'" (letter to the editor; signed "H. ""), The Times, 6 Apr,
1847, 3.

NOTE: No. 365 Is a response to th_s letter
QUOTED: 1078
REFERREDTO: 1078-9

1078.31-2 "vigorously resisted at] [paragraph] Surely, if the purity of our language be worth
preserving at all, a solecism like this cannot be too vigorously resisted, where only it can be
overcome, at (3)
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"The French Republic. Termination of the Insurrection," 28 June, 1848.5-6.
REFERREDTO: 1111

"The French Republic," 11 July, 1848, 6.
REFERREDTO" 1111

-- Leading article on France, 19 July, 1848, 4-5
REFERREDTO: 1111

-- Leading article on France, 7 Aug.. 1848, 4.
REFERREDTO: 1110

-- "The State of the Contment," 7 Aug., 1848, 6.
REFERREDTO 1110, 1111

--"'Alleged Attempt to Assassinate the Queen," 21 May. 1849, 5.
REFERREDTO" 1141

--"Central Criminal Court, June 14. The Charge of Shooting at Her Majesty," 15
June, 1849, 7.

REFERREDTO: 1141

"Police. Southwark," 6 July, 1849, 7.
QUOTED. 1139. 1140
1139.23 transaction The] transaction; the (7)

--"Horrible Cruelty," 2 Feb., 1850, 8, Supplement, 1.
NOTE, the account is taken from the Western Ttmes The quotations are of evidence m the case
QUOTED' 1152, 1153
REFERREDTO. 1151-3, 1164-7

1152.2 "'strong . bright,"] She was then, according to the tesnmony of the master. "strong..
bright, and had never been ill whilst m the union ""(8, Sermon's testimony)

1152 9 "'to . . slee .. house,"] Master was standing by some side shelves, and made a meaning
(motion) for the glr! to.. "slee'" . house. (8, Mornsh's testimony)

1152.10-11 "went kitchen" he "saw .. flowed.., before .... came m:"] When deceased

went.., kitchen 1 saw.. flown • before 1came in (8: Momsh's testimony)
1152• 12 "opened the slee] About 10 minutes afterwards master opened the "slee'" (8, Mornsh's

testimony)
1152.14 "appeared] The day after Christmas-day I saw her. and she appeared (8; Hooper's

testimony )
1152.15-16 "heard .statrs: she. . 'WlSt" or 'moaning' noise] The day after Christmas-day 1

heard., statrs. She • "v, lst'" noise (8. HoopeFs testimony)
1152.26 "honest . . glrl,"] About a month afterwards, her mistress. Mrs. Parsons, [sic] called at

the workhouse for the shoes, when she told the master that her servant was an "honest . girl "

(8; Sermon's testimony )
1152.27 "properly chastise"] And m reply to some remark by Mrs. Bird, which he says he did

not exactly recollect, he added, "You ought properly to chastise her. and if she continues to
behave badly return her to the house ""(8; Sermon's tesnmony)

1152.28 "a] [paragraph] The spectators were horrified at this stage of the proceedings by the
production of the instrument of pumshment: _twas a (8)

1152.32 owner "] owner, and would certainly not be used on a girl by any person possessed of
the common feelings of humanity. ( 8)

1152.35-6 "'punished . . workhouse." . . "'never. that,"] I have pumshed.., workhouse,
but never . that (8, Sermon's testimony)

1152.40 "from . brain, caused] What evidence was given before the jury, which consisted, the
North Devon Journal says, of respectable yeomen in the neighbourhood, we have not heard; but
under the direction of the coroner they found an open verdict. "That death occurred from . .
brain, induced (8)

"Spring Assizes. Western Circuit. Exeter. Friday, March 22. Crown Court," 25
Mar., 1850, 6.

REFERREDTO 1166
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"Summer Assizes. Western Circuit. Exeter, Monday, August 5. Crown Court." 7

Aug., 1850, 7-8.
REFERREDTO: 1167

"Police. Lambeth," 6 Nov., 1854, 9.

QUOTED: 1197
t197.24 "benevolent gentleman"] [paragraph] Mr Norton expressed a hope that he would

strictly keep his word, and that some benevolent gentleman, who did not wish his name made
public, had forwarded some money for his use, and he (Mr. Norton) hoped he would apply It as it
was intended,--to a proper purpose. (9)

1197.24-5 "such free . . m abuse . husband "] His worship also cannoned the wife not to
make such a free use of her tongue m the abuse of her husband, and d_scharged the accused. (9)

--"Commission of Lunacy." 27 July, 1858, 5.
REFERREDTO: 1198

-- Leading article on the Treatment of Lunatics, 28 July, 1858, 9.
REFERREDTO 1198

--"Foreign Intelhgence: France. (From Our Own Correspondent.)'" (24 Feb.,
1863), 25 Feb., 1863, 9.

REFERREDTO. 1202

--Advertisement by J.S, Mill's Committee ( 17 July, 1865), 18 July, t865, 8.
REFERREDTO. 1217

--"Election Intelligence. Greenwich," 17 Sept . 1868, 10
REFERREDTO: 1219

--"The Treaty of 1856: Prince Gortschakoffs Note." 18 Nov,, 1870, 3.
REFERREDTO 1223-4, 1225-6

-- Leading article on Mortmain, 22 Nov., 1872, 7
REFERREDTO 1228, 1231, 1232

-- Leading article on Corporate Property m Land. 29 Nov., 1872, 7.
REFERREDTO. 1228, 1231, 1232

TIMOLEON (ca. 411-339 B.C. ; WWG). Referred to: 868

TITIAN (Tiziano Vecelli) ( 1477-1576: EB). Referred to: 1240

TOCQUEVlLLE, ALEXIS CHARLES HENRI CL_REL DE ( 1805-59: GDU). Referred to: 841-4

-- De la ddmocratie en Amdrtque. 2 pts., each in 2 vols. 2nd ed. Pans: Gosselin,
1835, 1840.

NOTE: the indirect quotation is m a quotation from Grote This ed m SC
QUOTED: 1130

-- Letter to Lord Brougham ( 10 Feb.. 1843), Mornmg Chromcle, 16 Feb., 1843.5.
REFERREDTO. 842, 843, 844

-- Speech on the Address to the King (28 Jan. ), Moniteur, 1843, 162-4.
QUOTED:842, 843
REFERREDTO: 842, 843-4
842.27 etde 1833] et 1833(1631
842.28 une nation] [not m _talics] (163)
843.16 "'des crzmmels d'une nation "'] [paragraph] D'abord Is [the treaties} donnent h la force

arm6e d'une nataon le drolt exorbitant d'arr6ter les cnmmels d'une autre nauon, et o_acela? 1163

TODD, HENRY JOHN (1763-1845; DNBL Referred to: 318

TODD, TWEEDY JOHN (1789-1840). The Book of Analysis, or, A New Method of

Experience. London: Murray. 1831.
SORE: physician and medical writer
REVIEWED:411-16
QUOTED.413, 414, 415
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413.14 process, the] process, the (37)
413.16 exclusion, a] exclusion, or (37) [treated as printer's error in this ed. ]
413.20 other, or] otheras (37)

414.36 tabulae inveniendi,] Of a New Method of Induction, Performed by Tabulae Inveniendl
(Utle of Chap. _)

415.23 "translating ctrcumstances into signs."] This process, the translanon of czrcumstances
into signs, (the pnnclple of which is founded on the conjunction of circumstances,) was
performed in the following manner. (24)

415.24 "inductaon by classification"] THE METHODOF INDUCTIONBYCLASSIFICATION CONSISTS
OF THEFOLLOWINGPROCESSES:(54) [secnon heading]

TOLLER, J.H.

NOTE: a deputy coroner.
REFERREDTO: 1152

TOOKE, JOHN HORNE ( 1736-1812; DNB).
NOTE: the reference at 321 is m a quotation from the Brighton Guardian.
REFERREDTO. 321, 1262

"ETrea ¢r'repo_rc_; or, The Diversions of Purley (1786). 2rid ed. 2 vols. London:
Tooke, 1798-1805.

REFERREDTO: 433

TOOKE, THOMAS (1774-1858; DNB). An Inquiry. into the Curreno' Principle; the

Connection of the Current 3' with Prices, and the Expediency of a Separation of lssue

from Banking. London: Longman, et al., 1844.
gEFERREDTO: 856-9

-- Thoughts and Details on the High and Low Prices of the Last Third' Years. 4 pts.

London: Murray, 1823.
NOTE: the Parts were issued and paginated separately.
REVIEWED: 18-20 (Pt. I), 34-9 (Pts. II, III, and IV)
QUOTED: 38
38.29 "Thus... although] Thus, although (Pt. IV, 8)
38.35 place."] place* [footnote omitted] (Pt. IV, 9)
38.37 "penod] And the general remark resulting from It is, that after a glut has been once fully

established, it reqmres a period (Pt, IV, 9).

TORENO, COUNT. See Queipo de Llano,

TORRENS, ROBERT (1780-1864; DNB). Referred to: 3,736, 836-41

Colonization of South Australia. London. Longman, et al., 1835.
REFERREDTO: 840

"'Exchangeable Value," Traveller, 7 Dec., 1822, 3.
REFERREDTO: 3, 5-6

An lnqui_' into the Charter of the Bank of England. and the Regulation of the

Currency: with a Refutation of the Fallacies Advanced by Mr. Tooke. London: Smith,
Elder, 1844.

REFERREDTO: 855, 856

A Letter to the Rtght Honourable Robert Peel, Bart., M.P. &c. &c. &c. on the

Condition of England, and on the Means of Removing the Causes of Distress. London:
Smith, Elder, 1843.

REVIEWED:836-41

QUOTED: 837, 838, 840
837.31 "mechamcal] [paragraph] The supenor advantages winch have Intherto rendered the

produce of a given quantity of English labour, more valuable than the produce of the same
quantity of foreign labour, and winch have consequently enabled the Enghsh to command higher
wages than the continental operatwe, are, mechanical (10)
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840.20 "wheat-fed] "Wheat-fed (37)
840.21 would] will (37)

"Political Economy Club," Traveller, 2 Dec., 1822, 3.
QUOTED: 4
REFERREDTO: 3-5. 6

4.8 "Let] [paragraph] Let (3)

-- Speech on the New Colony (30 June, 1834). Reported in "South Australian
Association for Emigration," The Ttmes, 1 July. 1834.4.

NOTE: see also Scrope, Speech of 30 June, 1834
REFERRED TO: 736

TOURmER, FRANCOIS.
NOTE: a witness m the trial of Berryer
REFERREDTO: 517

TRACY. See Alexandre Destutt de Tracy.

TRMLL, JAMES (1794-1873; MEB). Referred to: 744. 778

TREVELYAN, CHARLES EDWARD ( 1807-86; DNB). Referred to: 1027

-- Letter to the Cornnussioners of Public Works (15 Dec., 1846), Mornmg
Chronicle, 21 Dec., 1846, 3.

REFERE,ED TO: 1027

The Trial of George Jacob Holyoake, on an Indictment for Blasphemy. before Mr. Justwe
Erskine, and a Common Ju_', at Gloucester, August the 15th. 1842. From Notes

Specially Taken by Mr. Hunt. London: Anti-persecution Union. 1842.
REFERREDTO: 1082

Le Tribunat. Referred to: 525

La Tribune.

NOTE[ anonymous articles follow, listed chronologtcally
REFERREDTO: 363, 402, 486, 505, 571, 666, 705, 745

-- "Eure-et-Loire," 7 July, 1830, 1-2.
REFERRED TO: 134, 148

-- Leading article, 14 July, 1830, 1-2.
REFERREDTO. 134, 148

--Articles on the Disturbances in Paris, 16 and 17 July, 1831. 1-2 and 4.
REFERREDTO: 372

--"Cour d'assises de la Seine." 30 Nov., 1831, 3-4.
REFERREDTO: 389

"Cour d'assises de la Seine,'" 1 Dec., 1831, 3-6.
REFERREDTO: 389

-- "Cour d'assises de la Seine," 2 Dec., 1831, 5-8.
REFERREDTO: 389

-- "Cour d'assises de la Seine Affaire de la Soci6t6 des Amis du peuple,'" 13 Jan.,
1832, 1-4.

REFERRED TO: 396

La Tribune Politique et Littdratre.
NOTE: anonymous articles follow, listed chronolog_caUy

Leading article, 24 Oct., 1832, 1-2.
REFERRED TO: 519

Leading article, 30 Jan., 1834, 1.
REFERREDTO: 682-3
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TRONELLER.

NOTE. the president of one of the sections of an electoral college in Lyons.
REFERREDTO: 387

"A TRUE FRIEND OF MORALITY AND SOCIAL ORDER," See Mornmg Chronicle, 22 Sept.,
1823.

TURGOT, ANNE ROBERT JACQUES, BARON DE L'AULNE (1727-81, GDU).

NOTE. the reference at 74 is in a quotation from Mackintosh
REFERREDTO: 74, 110, 155

TURNER, CHARLES.

NOTE. official assignee m Liverpool Court of Bankruptcy; husband of Mary. Jane Turner.
REFERREDTO: 1198

TURNER, CHARLES COLVILLE.

NOTE: surgeon m Parsons/Bird case. The quotation is taken from the Morning Chromcle, 25 Mar.,
1850, q v. for the collation.

QUOTED. 1164-5
REFE_DTO: 1164, 1165

TURNER, MARY JANE.
NOTE: subject of an inquiry at York Castle: wife of Charles Turner.
REFERREDTO: 1198

TURNER, SHARON ( 1768-1847; DNB). Referred to 318

-- The History of lhe Anglo-Saxons from Their First Appearance above the Elbe, to

the Norman Conquest. 4 vols. London: Cadell and Davies, 1799-1805.
REFERREDTO. 318

TURPIN (Archbishop of Reims; d. ca. 800; GDU).
NOTE' once considered to be the author of the Htstorla de vtta Caroh Magm et Rolandl, a legendary

chronicle of Charlemagne's reign, q.v.
REFERREDTO: 870

-- History of Charles the Great and Orlando, Ascribed to Archbishop Turpin (1 st
printed 1566). Trans. T. Rodd. 2 vols. London: Todd, 1812.

NOTE: the reference is genera!; this ed. is cited merely for the title.
REFERREDTO; 870

TYLER, JOHN ( 1790-1862; DAB). Referred to: 833

TYRONE, LORD. See Con Bacach O'Neill.

TYRTAEUS (ca. 640 B.C.: WWG). Elegies of Tyrtaeus Translated into English Verse.

Trans. William Cleaver. London: Payne, 1761.
REFERREDTO: 1l0

The Unitarian Chromcle and Companion to the Monthly Repository. Referred to: 556

VALDI_S Y FLOREZ, CAYETANO (1767-1835; GDU). Referred to: 42

VALLET DE MERVILLE, STANISLAS MICHEL FRAN(_OIS f 1767-1833 ).
NOTE; the prefect of the Department of the Meurthe.
REFE_D To. 251, 263

VANSITTART, NICHOLAS ( 1st Baron Bexley) ( 1766-1851; DNB ).
NOTE: see also Leonard Homer.
REFERREDTO: 270

VAUBAN, SI_BASTIEN LE PRESTRE, MARQUIS DE (1633-1707; GDU). Referred to: 1048

-- Projet d'une dixme royale. N.p.: n.p., 1707.
REFEm_EDTo: 1048
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VICTORIA (of England) ( 1819-1901; DNB). Referred to: 798, 1141, 1186

"A Proclamation for a General Fast," London Gazette, 12 Mar., 1847, 1025.

NOTE: see also "'Lord Chamberlain's-Office," ibM. The quotations are all from the same long
sentence.

QUOTED: 1073. 1074

1073.12-13 "pubhc... humiliauon,"] We, takang into Our most serious consideration the heavy
judgments with which Almighty God is pleased to visit the iniquities of this land, by a grievous
scarcity and dearth of divers artlctes of sustenance and necessaries of hfe. and. trusting in the
mercy of Almighty God, that, notwithstanding the sore pumshment which He hath laid upon Us,
and upon Our people, He will, If We turn to Him m due contrition and pemtence of heart.
withdraw His affhcting hand, have, therefore, resolved, and do, with the advice of Our Privy
Councd, hereby command, that a pubhc Fast and Humihat_on be observed throughout those parts
of Our United Kingdom called England and Ireland, on Wednesday the twenty-fourth day of
March instant, that so both We and Our people may humble Ourselves before Almighty God, m
order to obtain pardon of Our sins. and may, m the most devout and solemn manner, send up Our
prayers and supphcatlons to the Dwme Majesty, for the removal of those heavy judgments *hich
Our manifold sins and provocations have most justly deserved, and under which We at this
present t_me labour; and We do strictly charge and command, that the stud pubhc Fast be
reverently and devoutly observed by all Our loving subjects m England and Ireland. as they
tender the favour of Almighty GOd, and would avoid His wrath and indignation, and upon pam of
such punishment as may be justly inflicted upon all such as contemn and neglect the performance
of so rehglous and necessary a duty. (1025).

1073.13-15 "the heavy . . life."] [see collation above]
1073 19-20 "who . duty"] [see collatton above]
1073.21 "wrath and indignaUon"] [see collatzon above]
1074.1-2 "pumshment . , performance"] [see collatton above]
1074.24 "humihation."] [see collation above]
1074.29 "manifold . . provocations"] [see collatton above]
1074.30 "sore punishment."] [see collatlon abo_e]
1074.31 "contrition heart"] [see collation above]
1074.32 "'humble"] [see collatton above]
1074.33 "withdraw hand,"] [see collatton above]

Speech from the Throne (1 Feb., 1844). PD, 3rd ser.. Vol. 72, cols. 1-5.
REFERREDTO. 845

VIGNERTE, JEAN JACQUES ( 1806-70; DPF). Referred to. 657

-- Speech before the Cour d'assises de la Seine ( t9 Dec ), Moniteur, 1833, 2473.
QUOTED: 657
REFERREDTO: 657

657.23 un tas de valets,] Non, je proteste contre route d6fense, vous n'6tes pas rues juges, vous
_tes un tas de valets d'un Rol usurpateur. (2473)

VILATE, JOACHIM ( 1768-95; GDU). Causes secretes de la journ_e du 9 au 10 thermMor.

In Le vieux cordelier, par Camille Desmoulins: Causes secrOtes de la journde de 9 au
10 thermtdor an H, par Vilate; Prdcts historique in_dit des Fv_nemens de la sowde du 9

thermidor an H, par C.A. M_da. Pans and Brussels" Baudom, 1825. 171-335.
NOTE: the quotation is indirect
QUOTED: 542

VILL_.LE, JEAN BAPTlSTE SI_RAPHIN JOSEPH, COMTE DE (1773-t854; GDU). Referred

to: 125-6, 137, 153, 191, 199, 367, 407,462-3

VILLEMAIN, ABEL FRANCOIS ( 1790-1870; GDU). Referred to: 516

V1LLERMI_, LOUIS RENI_ (1782-1863; GDU). Tableau de l'dtat physique et moral des

ouvriers employees dans les manufactures de coton, de lame et de sore. 2 vols. Pans:
Renouard, 1840.
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NOTE:the reference is in a quotation from Cl6ment.
REFERREDTO: 1049

VILLIERS,GEORGE(1628-87; DNB). The Rehearsal. London: Dring, 1672.
REFERREDTO: 1207

VILLIERS,THOMASHYDE (1801-32; DNB). Referred to: 508,533

-- Speech on the Truck System (14 Dec., 1830: Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 1.
cols. 1159-63.

REFERREDTO: 213

VILLOT DE FRI_VILLE,JEAN BAPTISTEMAXIMILIEN,BARON(1773-1847; DPF). Referred
to: 516

VILNOT.

NOTE:the avocat-g6n¢ral at the trial of Berryer
REFERRED TO: 517

"VINDEX." See Morning Chronicle, 23 Oct., 1823.

VIVmN, ALEXANDREFRANCOIS(1799-1854; GDUI. Referred to: 372, 388
La Voix des Femmes. Referred to: 1094-5

VOLTAIRE,FRANqOISMARIE AROUET(1694-1778; GDU). Referred to: 323,528

Candide, ou L'optimisme (1767). In Oeuvres completes. 66 vols. Paris:
Renouard, 1817-25, XXXIX, 203-322.

NOTE.m SC, where the relevant passages are marked in pencil, perhaps by JSM
REFERRED TO. 528

Commentaire sur le livre Des d_lits et des peines (1766). In Oeuvres compldtes.
XXVI, 207-60_

REFERRED 1"O. 323

--L'homme aux quarante ecus (1767). In Oeuvres compldtes. XL, 1-87.
REFERRED TO. 323

Precis du si_cle de Louis XV ( 1752 ). In Oeuvres complOtes, XIX
REFERRED TO 323

"Prix de la justice et de l'humanit6" (1777). In Oeuvres compldtes, XXVI,
261-338.

REFERRED TO; 323

VOSS,OTTO KARLFRIEDRICHYON(1755-1823; ADB). Referred to: 1081

"W.M.J." See Examiner, 26 Dec., 1830.

"W.P.G." See Examiner. 18 Nov., 1832.

WACHEZ, CHARLESBOROMI_E(1782-?).
NOTE.prosecuted under French martiallaw in June 1832.
REFERRED TO: 487

WACHSMtrrH, ERNSTWILHELMGOTTLIEB ( 1787-1866; ADB). Die iiltere Geschichte der
r6mischen Staates untersucht. Halle, Reugerschen Buchhandlung, 1819.

REFERRED TO: 663

WADE. JOHN (1788-1875; DNB). The Black Book; or, Corruption Unmasked/ 2 vols.
London: Fairburn, 1820-23.

SORE:both references are inferred.
REFERREDTO: 117, 139
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WAKEFIELD, EDWARD GIBBON (1796-1862, DNB). Referred to: 544, 734, 739. 788,
790, 792, 840, 914

England and America. A Comparison of the Social and Pohtical State of Both
Nations. 2 vols. London: Bentley, 1833.

NOTE: published anonymously The quotation is referentially attributed, the reference at 742n Is m a
quotation from another of Wakefield's works

QUOTED:671
REFERREDTO: 734, 742n, 788, 789, 790, 792

671.20 "uneasy,"] After these comes the middle or uneasy class (80)

Facts Relating to the Punishment of Death in the Metropohs. London: Ridgway.
1831.

REFERREDTO 788. 789

-- The Hangman and the Judge," or, A Letter from Jack Ketch to Mr. Justwe
Alderson; Revised by the Ordinary of Newgate, and Edited by Edward Gibbon

Wakefield, Esq. London: Wilson, [1833].
REFERREDTO: 788

-- A Letter from Sydney, the Prznctpal Town of Australasia. Edited by Robert

Gouger. Together with the Outhne of a System of Colonizatton. London: Cross, et al.,
1829.

NOTE: tile reference _s to Gouger's _deas, which are given in th_s pamphlet.
REFERaREDTO, 272-3

-- Letter to the Editor (20 Oct.. 1834; signed "'Kangaroo"), Mornmg Chromcle. 21
Oct., 1834, 1.

NOTE: the identification of Wakefield as the author is made by Paul Bloomfield, Edward Gibbon
Wakefield ( 1961 ). 135

REFERREDTO: 749-50

-- The New British Provinces of South Austraha, or, A Descrtptton of the Countr3".

Illustrated by Charts and Views: with an Account of the Princtples, Objects, Plan,

and Prospects of the Colony. London: Knight. 1834.
REVIEWED:738-42

QUOTED: 739-40, 740, 741-2
REFERREDTO: 789, 790

--Plan of a Company to Be Established for the Purpose of Founding a Colon_ in

Southern Australia, Purchasmg Land Therem. and Preparmg the Land So Purchased

for the Recepuon of Immigrants. London: Ridgway. 1831.
NOTE published anonymously.
REFERREDTO: 544, 789, 840. 914

_Popular Politics. London: Knight, 1837.
REVIEWED: 787-91

QUOTED:788, 789

788.4 "Extracts] Consisting of Extracts (Contents page)
789.25 "they make] They [the rural rich] make (7)
790.16 At] [no paragraph] At (70)
790.28 opinions.] opinions*. [footnote:] *Mr. John Smith, the banker, of London 171 )
790.32 having examined] having carefully examined (71)

-- Proposal to His Majesty's Government for Founding a Colony on the Southern

Coast of Australia. London: Ntcol, 1831.
NOTE: published anonymously.
REFERREDTO: 544, 789, 840, 914
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Sketch of a Proposal for Colonizmg Australasia, &c. &c. &c. London: pnnted
Dove, [ 1830].

NOTE. published anonymously.
REFERREDTO: 544, 789, 840, 914

-- A Statement of the Principles and Objects of a Proposed National Socle_.', for the

Cure and Prevention of Pauperism, by Means of Systematic Colomzation. London:

Ridgway, 1830.
NOTE: pubhshed anonymously
REFERREDTO: 544,789-90, 840, 914

-- Swing Unmasked; or, The Causes of Rural Incendiarism. London: Wilson, 1831.
REFERREDTO: 789

WALPOLE, ROBERT ( 1st Earl of Orford) ( 1676-1745; DNB ).
NOTE: the reference is in a quotation from Grote.
REFERREDTO: 1127

WALSH, JOHN BENN ( 1798-1881; DNB). Speech on the Mimsterial Plan of Parliamentary
Reform (2 Mar., 1831; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 2, cols. t187-90.

NOTE: the reference is in a quotation from Wakefield.
REFERREDTO. 790

WALSINGHAM, FRANCIS (ca. 1530-90; DNB). Referred to: 282

WALTER, JOHN (1776-1847; DNB). Referred to: 707-13

A Letter to the Electors of Berkshire, on the New System for the Management of

the Poor, Proposed by the Government. London: Ridgway, 1834.
QUOTED' 709, 710-11, 711, 712, 713
REFERRED TO: 707-13

709.31 "It is] [paragraph] That is the general outline of the plan, respecting which I must
remark, that it is (5)

710.41 workhouses! ] workhouses? (9)
710 42 built . . . A] built, either m our country, or m any of those mentioned. A (9)
711.3 impossible The] impossible: the (9)
711.5-6 system instead of "'improving and well regulating it," as has been done in these 100

parishes? Why] system; old Poor-laws, at least m pnnclple, "improved (as Ins Lordship states)
and well regulated" and therefore, being thus improved and well regulated, had worked
well--had depauperised whole thstncts that had been previously paupensed Why (10)

712.16 "evidence] Looking at the evidence (37)
712 18 generates:"] generates, and which, under any alteraUon, it must continue to generate, so

long as it congregates crowds of able-bodied persons within the same walls; I cannot advase the
practice of accumulating the poor when out of employment, and, therefore, most open to
temptation, in large masses, in places where they have not the power of choosing their assocmtes.
and from which they have not the liberty of remowng, even to escape contammatton (37)

712.31 "immuring"] I conceive that abundant sources of parochml labour maght be found, both
for men and women; and that w_th proper superintendance this may be done, without lmmunng

all persons, without discrirmnatlon, w_thm the walls of a workhouse (37 I
712.37-40 "The boast.., theory"--"worked.., ill"--"a . merely"--"speculators knowing

little... Englishmen"] It has hitherto been the boast .. theory--that it worked.., ill; but here
is a... merely, the mventlon and discovery of theorists, of speculators knowing but httle.
Englishmen; and those of whom they do know the usages, living chiefly m London and other
great towns. (21)

712.40-713.1 "such a change never . . conquest"] Such a change, I will venture to say,
never.., conquest. (21)

713.2 "change .... consequences"] On all these accounts, and a variety of others to which I have
alluded in the course of the correspondence laid before you, I shall give the measure all the
opposition I am able; but above all, I deprecate so fearful a change as will be effected or
attempted, all over the country--a change . . consequences. (22)
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713.2-4 "change . . ltself"--"revolutlon • people'--"consequences . &smay,"] 1 thmk
portions of the measure pregnant with evil; I think it a change... _tself: I think it calculated to
produce a revolution.., people; prot, lding madequately for its ostensible objects, and producnve
of consequences, dismay. (23)

WARBURTON, HENRY ( 1784-1858: DNB). Referred to: 507

WARBURTON, WILLIAM ( 1698-1779; DNB). Referred to. 16

The Doctrine of Grace (1762). In The Works of Wilham Warburton. 12 vols
London: Cadell and Davies, 1811, VIII, 237-455.

QUOTED; 24

WARD, HENRY GEORGE (1797-1860; DNB). Referred to: 764, 793

-- The First Step to a Poor Law for Ireland. London: Rldgway, 1837.
REFEEREDTO: 793

-- Notice of Motion re Sale of Colonial Lands (31 Jan., 1837; Commons) Reported
in The Times, 1 Feb., 1837, 3.

REFERREDTO: 792, 793

-- Speech in Moving a Motion on the Disestabhshment of the Irish Church ( 27 May,
1834; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 23, cols. 1368-96.

REFERREDTO: 764

WARD, JOHN ( 1805-90: DNB). "Diffusion of Knowledge m France: Necessity of Public
Instruction," Foreign Quarterly Review, VIII t July 1831 L 431-8.

REFERE,ED TO: 362

WARD, NATHANIEL ("Theodore de la Guard") (1578-1652: DNB) The Simple Cobbler of

Aqqawam in America. London: Denver and Ibbitson, 1647.
NOTE; the quotation is in a quotation from "W M J .'" see Exammer. 26 Dec . 1830
QUOTED; 220

220 12 "'Fiat . . . Coelum;"] It is lesse to say Statuatum ventas, ruat Regnurn. than Fiat
Coelum, but there is no such danger m either of them f! 3)

WARREN, ROBERT.
NOTE: a firm that advemsed frequently m newspapers
RE,ParED TO" 565

WASHINGTON, GEORGE (1732-99; DAB). Referred to: 716

WATERWORTH, CHARLES (d. 1864 ).

NOTE: surgeon pracUsmg in the Kent Road in 1846.
REFERE,ED TO: 876

WATrdNS, JOSHUA (d. 1871 )
NOTE: member of the Royal College of Surgeons m 1822. practised at 11 Chandos St until h_s

death in 1871. The surgeon in the Moir case. his comment Js quoted m "The Inquest on Mrs.
Mort,'" Morning Chronicle, 28 Mar, 1850

QUOTED: 1168

WATSON, MARY ANN.
NOTE; Andrew Maclean's common-law wife
REFERREDTO: 1184-5

WATSON, RICHARD ( 1737-1816; DNB). Referred to: 16

WATT, JAMES (1736-1819; DNB). Referred to: 837, 838

WATTS, JOHN (b. 1747).

NOTE; a respectable mthvidual sentenced to prison.
REFERREDTO: 79

WEBSTER, DANIEL (1782-1852: DAB). Referred to. 830-6
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The Weekly Dispatch.
NOTE: one anonymous article follows.

"The Round of the Clerical Circle," 26 Jan., 1851, 49.
QUOTED. 1182
1182.27-8 "Epicureans" who "'take... it"] Shame, fear, a suspicion that nothing is certain and

nothing true. may deter them from outwardly professing another change of opinion--because,
when men at last arrive at the "'Everlasting No," they become Epicureans and take . , it.
regarding all solutions of the mystery of hfe as equally untrustworthy, and not therefore worth
making any sacrifices for. (49)

1182.28-9 "believing in nothing," being "earnest in nothing," being "'merely . . machine,"]
The one throws off the popular faith because he believes in nothing, is earnest in nothing--is
merely . . machine. (49)

WELLESLEY, ARTHUR ( 1st Duke of Wellington) ( 1769-1852; DNB).
NOTE: the reference at 758 is in a quotation from Senior; that at 790 is in a quotation from

Wakefield.

REFERREDTO: 109, ll0, lll, 112, 182,204,258. 508,601,643. 755. 758, 790

-- Despatches, Correspondence, and Memoranda of Field Marshal Arthur, Duke of

Wellington, K.G., edited by his son, the Duke of Welhngton, K.G. 8 vols. London:
Murray. 1867-80.

NOTE. this ed. cited for ease of reference.
REFE_ED TO: 756

Letter to Dr. Curtis ( 11 Dec., 1828 ), The Times, 26 Dec., 1828, 2.
NOTE: the reference is m a quotation from Senior.
P,_FE_,ED TO. 755

Speech on Petitions to the Crown (25 Jan., 1821 ), PD, n.s. Vol. 9, cols. 108-9.
REFERREDTO: 117

-- Speech on Flogging in the Army (11 Aug., 1846; Lords), PD, 3rd ser.. Vol. 88,
cols. 600-2.

REFERREDTO. 882, 1177-8

WELLIr_GTON, DUKE Or. See Arthur Wellesley.

WELSH, ELLEN (b. ca. 1848).
NOTE: a young child brutally beaten by Anne Bird.
REFERREDTO: 1155

WENTWORTH, THOMAS (Earl of Stratford) (1593-1641; DNB). Referred to: 281,920

WESLEY, JOHN ( 1703-91 ; DNB).
NOTE: the reference at 559 _s in a quotation from W.J Fox.
REFEmU_DTO: 556, 559, 821

A Letter to the Right Reverend the Lord Bishop of Gloucester. Occasioned by Hts

Tract, On the Office and Operations of the Holy Spirit. London: n.p., 1763.
QUOTED:24

24.21 "noJ I believe no (38)

WESLEY, MEHETABEL ( 1697-1751 ).
NOTr:: poet, sister of John Wesley (q.v.). She married a plumber, Wilham Wright, and had several

children, all of whom died in infancy. The references are in or derive from quotations from W.J.
Fox.

REFE_D 1"o: 556-9, 561

WESLEY, SAt,_UEL ( 1662-1735; DNB).
NOTE: some of the references are in quotations from W.J. Fox.
REFE_t_ TO: 557-9
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WESLEY,SUSANNAH(1669/70-1742).
NOTE:wife of Samuel Wesley: mother of nineteen children, including Mehetabel and John Some

of the references are in or derive from quotations from W.J. Fox
REFERREDTO; 557-9

WESTERN,CHARLESCALLIS(Baron) (1767-1844; DNB ). Observations on the Speech of
the Right Hon. W. Huskisson, in the House of Commons, Tuesday, the l lth of June,
1822, on Mr. Western's Motion Concerning the Resumption of Cash Payments,
Published March 20th, 1823. London: Ridgway, et al., 1823.

NOTE:the reference is illustrative.
REFERREDTO: 34

WESTMEATH,LORD. See George Nugent

WESTMINSTER, MARQUIS OF. See Robert Wellesley Grosvenor.
Westminster Review.
NOTE:one anonymous article follows
REFERREDTO: 1263

-- "Present State of France.'" XVII (July 1832), 211-41.
REFERV.EDTO. 504-5

WHAR_CLIFFE,LORD. See James Archibald Stuart-Wortley-Mackenzie.
WHATELY, RICHARD(1787-1863; DNB). Referred to: 327-9, 356,434-5,913,938

--Elements of Logic. Comprising the Substance of the Article in the En_'clopaedia
Metropolitana: with Additions, &c. London: Mawman, 1826.

REFERREDTO: 356, 434

Elements of Rhetoric. Comprising the Substance of the Article In the
Encyclopaedia Metropolitana: with Additions, &c. Oxford: Parker; London: Murray,
1828.

REFERREDTO: 356, 434

-- Introductory Lectures on Political Economy, Being Part of a Course Delivered in
Easter Term, MDCCCXXXI. London: Fellowes, 1831.

REVIEWED.327-9
REFERREDTO: 356, 434

-- On the Errors of Romanism Traced to Their Origin in Human Nature. London:
Fellowes, 1830.

REFERREDTO: 434

-- Remarks on Transportation, and on a Recent Defence of the System: in a Second
Letter to Earl Grey. London: Fellowes, 1834.

QUOTED:738-9
738.37-739.1 "'We suspect this statement to be exaggerated."] [paragraph] To meet a mulutude

of plain arguments--if not unanswerable, at least hitherto unanswered.--and these, based on a
mass of the most unimpeachable testimony, some drawn from official documents, and the rest
from the statements of men whose opportunitiesof knowing are indisputable, and whose bias. if
they had any, was in an opposite direction--to meet all this by the bare assertion of "We" ll.e
some unknown individual) not that he knows, or is convinced, but that he suspects
exaggeranon--would have been on most subjects regarded as perfectly ridiculous. (8)

WHATELY,WILLIAM (1795-1862; MEB).
NOTE:the quotation is from "Law Intelligence," Standard, 13May, 1850.
QUOTED:1177
REFERREDTO: 1177-8

WHITE.
NOTE:a magistrate.
REFERgEDTO:43-6, 63
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WHITE, FREDERICK JOHN ( 1819-46).
NOTE: a soldier who was flogged to death; Matthewson (q.v.) was a witness
REFERREDTO: 882

WHITMORE, WILLIAM WOLRYCHE (1787-1858: MEB) Referred to: 734

Speech in Introducing a Motion on East and West India Sugars (22 May, 1823;
Commons), PD, n.s. Vol. 9. cols. 444-56.

REFERREDTO: 25, 28

WHYTE, JOHN JAMES ( 1806-89; MEB). Referred to: 882-4

WIELOPOLSlO, ALEXANDER ( 1803-77; EB). Referred to: 1204

WIGHTMAN. WILLIAM (1784-1863; DNB).

NOTE: the quotation of his judgment in the Maclean case is taken from "'Central Criminal
Court--Friday," Mornmg Chronicle, 23 Aug., 1851, q.v

QUOTED: 1185
REFERREDTO: 1184

WILKES, JANE ANNE.
NOTE: tile employer of Hester Curtis. The quotation is taken from "'Assize lntelhgence Crown

Court," Morning Chronicle, 15 Aug., 1851, q.v. for the collation.
QUOTED: 1183

WILLIAM I (of the Netherlands) (1772-1844; EB). Referred to: 524,835

WILLIAM III (of England) (1650-1702; DNB).
NOTE: the reference at 280 derives from Hallam

REFERREDTO: 280. 1181

WILLIAM IV (of England ) ( 1765-1837; DNB ).
NOTE: the references at 758 and 764-5 are in quotations from Semor.
REFERREDTO: 288, 319, 395, 700, 710. 758. 764-5, 798

WILLIAMS, ISAAC (1802-65; DNB). Referred to: 821

WILLIAMS, WILLIAM ( 1789-1865; MEB). Letter to the Editor (26 June, 1832 ), The Times,
28 June, 1832, 6.

QUOTED: 490, 491

490.9-10 "act . . or resign his seat,"] The truth, however, as recorded in your paper of the day
before, is this,--that my set pledged the candidate to these things,--1st, an abohtlon of tithes:
2d, a repeal of the assessed taxes; 3d, a repeal of the malt and soap tax; 4th, a revision of the corn
bill; 5th, an abohtion of all sinecures and unmerited pensions; 6th, a repeal of the septenmal act,
7th, to act.. or to resign Ins seat at thetr request. (6)

WILSON, MRS.
NOTE: mother of Dudley North the elder; remained.
REFERREDTO: 1020

WILSON, JOHN.

NOTE. a friend of JSM's, secretary to the Factory Commission in 1833, an Assistant Factory
Commissioner, Assistant Commissioner to the Poor Law InquLry, edltor of the Globe and
Traveller (ca. 183,_-?), and a writer

REFERREDTO: 663

--History of Rome. 2 vols. Vol. I. London: Longman, et al., 1834.
NOTE: part of the History, series in Dionysms Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopaedta. The Britash Lthrary

catalogue attributes this anonymous work to Robert Bell (1800-67), journalist and author, editor
of the Atlas and later of the Monthly Chronicle, which he helped Bulwer Lytton and Lardner to
establish; however, there seems no reason to doubt that JSM _scorrect in attributing the work to
Wilson. as he does both m his bibliography and in his hst of Examiner articles m SC; Wilson was
a close friend of his in these years.

REVIEWED: 663-4
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WINDHAM, WILLIAM HOWE (1750-1810; DNB). Speech on Defence of the Country t22
July, 1807; Commons), PD, 1st ser., Vol. 9, cols 882-906.

QUOTED:631

631.30 "stake in the country,"] With a view to pohce, a most important consideration m the
establishment of the force m question, nothing could be more desirable than that those entrusted
with arms and subject so little to any mihtary control, should be persons of some substance and
stake in the country. (897)

WODEHOUSE, EDMOND (1784-1855; MEB). Speech on the Corn Laws--Mr. Vilhers's
Motion (22 Feb., 1842; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 60, cols. 846-50.

NOTE: the quotations, all of the same phrase, are merely illustratwe
QUOTED: 859, 860, 862

859.27 "peculiar burdens"] A great deal had been said about the pecuhar burdens which the land
supported, and he was ready to admit, that he asked for protection on no other grounds than on
that single one _848 )

WOLF, CHRISTIAN WILHELM FRIEDRICH AUGUST _1759-1824: EB). Prolegomena ad

Homerum, stve de operum Homericorum pr_sca et genuina forma varttsque muta-

tionibus et probabih ratione emendandi. Halle: Librana Orphanotrophei, 1795
REFERREDTO: 871

WOOD, CHARLES (1800-85: DNB). Referred to. 1190-2

-- Letter to the Chairman and Deputy Chairman of the East India Company _ 1 June,
1853), PP, 1852-53, LXIX, 84-5.

QUOTED: 1192
REFERREDTO: 1190, 1194

1192.3-6 "We are . . preserve the depends "] Whilst we are of oplmon that, by some
alteration m the constitution of the Court of Dtrectors. it may be rendered a still more fitting
instrument for conducting the government of our lndmn empire, we are preserve unimpaired
the. . depends. (84)

-- Speech on the Labouring Poor fIreland) Bill ( l Feb.. 1847; CommonsL PD, 3rd
ser., Vol. 89, cols. 675-90.

NOTE: the speech was reported m The Times, 2 Feb . 1847.4
QUOTED:1061

1061.38 arterial drainage] Then there is the proposal with respect to general drainage, or, to use
the new term, arterial drainage, under the supenntendence of the Board of Works. which, in may
cases, proprietors could not execute for themselves t687-81

-- Speech Introducing the Government of India Bill f3 June, 1853" Commons). PD,
3rd ser., Vol. 127, cols 1092-1169.

REFERREDTO: 1192, 1194

WOOLER, THOMAS JONATHAN (1786?-1853; DNB). Referred to: 80, 95

-- "The Black Dwarf to A.M. ," Black Dwarf, 31 Dec., 1823. 905-10.
QUOTED: 96
REFERREDTO: 95-7

96.5 "'if it] I dislike the remedy you propose for checking population, with reference to the
partacular means; but if it (909/

96.19 "whether] If a sufficiency of food can be produced for the maintenance of the human
species, to any extent to which experience has afforded us reason to conclude the numbers of the
species may be camed for some few centuries forward, the whole question, with me, is at an end,
and I should not think it either wise or politic to waste any rime on considerations as to whether
(9O5)

-- "The Black Dwarf to "A.M.' against the Preventive System." Black Dwarf, 3

Dec., 1823, 772-83.
QUOTED: 86, 88, 89, 90, 91
REFEm_tEDTO: 85-91
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86.4 "It is] But Mr. Brougham did not tell Mr. Courtenay this; nor would It ever be told to men of
gentle blood; it is (776)

86.12 "you would] You say you would (777)
88.10 no] No(782)
88.12 labourer] labourers (782)
89.25 proved.., well fed] shewn.., well fed (778)
90.28 "a great] But there is besides a great (782)
90.28-9 different laws . . nature: and that you] different laws, . . nature. You (782)
91.2 "heartless,"] It is difficult to believe that M. Malthus did not secretly reason to himself m

this manner [i.e., arguing that safety for the rich lay in keeping down the strength of numbers of
the poor]; from the very heartless style of his general reasoning; but It must be confessed, that
better men have adopted his conclusions. (781)

-- "Further Inquiry into the Principles of Population," Black Dwarf, 4 Feb., 1824,
143-9.

aEr_.ED TO: 97

"Inquiry into the Principles of Population, No. 1," Black Dwarf, 12 Nov., 1823,
661-3.

QUOTED: 85
REfERReDTO: 82, 84-5

85.1 "We] That we dissent from Malthus, and his pracncal followers, we need hardly premise;
for, on various occasions, we have contended that population has never pressed against the means
of subsistence; and we (661)

"Inquiry into the Principles of Population, No. 2," Black Dwarf. 19 Nov., 1823,
693-706.

QUOTED: 82, 83
REFERREDTO: 80-5

82.29 system. "] system;--and under a good one. no nuschief will be felt from a redundancy of
population. (705)

83.14 "Wages] Thus, wages (701)

"Practical Endeavours to Apply the System of Mr. Malthus, in Checking

Popu/ation," Black Dwarf, 17 Sept., 1823, 404-11.
QUOTED: 84-5
84.41 I] we (405)
84.42 Providence] that Providence (405)

84.42 plentiful a] beautiful a (405)
85.1 creatures: ] creatures:--or if any steps were to be taken, it would be surely the better way, to

drive those from the table, who would not be content with then"share, than to prevent those from
sitting down to the feast of life, who have recewed the invitation of thetr common Creator. (405

WORDSWORTH, WILLIAM (1770-1850; DNB). Referred to. 941

A Description of the Scene_ of the Lakes in the North of England ( 1810). 3rd ed.

London: Longman, et al., 1822.
NOTE: in SC.

QUOTED:941
941.15 a] Towards the head of these Dales was found a (63)
941.15 agriculturists, proprietors] Agriculturists, among whom the plough of each man was

confined to the maintenance of his own family, or to the occasional accommodation of his

neighbour.* [footnote omitted] [Mill skips back 11 pages] They had, as I have said, thetr rural
chapel, and of course their minister, in clothing or in manner of life, in no respect differing from
themselves, except on the Sabbath-day: this was the sole distingmshed individual among them;
every thing else, person and possession, exhihited a perfect equality, a community of shepherds
and agriculturtsts, proprietors (63-4, 52-3)

941.16 cultivated .... Among] [see collation for941.15 above] (63, 63)
941.25 blood .... Corn] blood;--and venerable was the transition, when a curious traveller,
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descending from the heart of the mountains, had come to some ancmnt manorial residence in the

more open parts of the Vales, which, through the rights attached to Its proprietor, connected the
almost visionary mountain Republic he had been contemplating with the substantial frame of
society as existing in the laws and constitution of a mighty empire. [ellipsts mdwates a skip back
of 14 pages] Corn (65, 51)

941.25 vales sufficient] vales (through which no carriage-road had been made) sufficient (51)
941.26 no more. The] and no more: notwithstanding the union of several tenements, the

possessions of each inhabitant still being small, in the same field was seen an intermixture of
different crops; and the plough was interrupted by little rocks, mostly overgrown with wood. or
by spongy places, which the tillers of the soil had neither leisure nor capital to convert into firm
land. The (52)

"I grieved for Buonapartd'" (1801). In Poetical Works, 5 vols. London"

Longman, et al., 1827, III, 130.
NOTE: in SC.

QUOTED:728
728.24 . . . Tempers with] 'Tls not m battles that from youth we tram : The Governor who must

be wise and good, / And temper with (IIl, 130)

WRIGHT, WILLIAM.
NOTE: a dissolute plumber, Mehetabel Wesley's husband Some of the references are in or denve

from quotations from W.J Fox.
REFERREDTO: 558, 559

WYNN, CHARLES WATKIN WILLIAMS (1775-1850: DNB). Speech on Irish Church

Property (13 May, 1833; Commons), PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 17, cols. 1155-7.
QUOTED: 754

754.11 "spoliation"] That appeared to him complete spohatton, which tended to the destruction
of all property. (1156)

X_.NOPHON (ca. 430-ca. 355 B.C.; WWG).

NOTE: See also Pseudo-Xenophon.
REFERREDTO: 1130, 1131, 1159

-- Constitution of the Lacedaemonians. Scrtpta Mmora (Greek and English I. Trans.
E.C. Marchant. London: Heinemann; New York: Putnam's Sons, 1925, 135-89.

NOTE: the reference is in a quotation from Grote
REFERREDTO. 1131-2

Memorabilia. In Memorabilia and Oeconomicus (Greek and English). Trans.
E.C. Marchant. London: Heinemann; New York: Putnam's Sons, 1923. 1-525.

NOTE: the reference at 1130 is in a quotation from Grote, that at 1162 is to the "Choice of Hercules"
(Prodicus' essay, "On Heracles," as given by Xenophon, I1, i. 21-34)

REFERREDTO: 1130, 1162

XERXES (of Persia) (d. 465 B.C.; WWG), Referred to: 868, l t34

"Y," See The Times, 11 Nov., 1833.

YOUNG, ARTHUR (1741-1820; DNB). Referred to: 956-8,968

A Tour in Ireland; with General Observations on the Present State of That

Kingdom: Made in the Years 1776, 1777, and 1778. And Brought Down to the End of

1779.2 pts. London: Cadell, and Dodsley, 1780.
NOTE: the parts are separately paginated. The quotation is in a quotation from "Thtrd Report of the

Commissioners for Inquiring into the Condiuon of the Poorer Classes in Ireland," PP, 1836, q.v
QUOTED: 939
REFERREDTO: 963

939.21-2 is... the] [notre ztahcs] (Pt. If, 48)
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939.22 dominions ] domimons; for so I am persuaded the improvement of mountain land to be
(Pt. II, 48)

-- Travels during the Years 1787, 1788, and 1789: Undertaken More Particularly
with a View of Ascertaining the Cultivations. Wealth, Resources, and National

Prosperity of the Kingdom of France (1792). 2nd ed. 2 vols. London and Bury St.
Edmunds: Richardson, 1794.

NOTE: in SC.

QUOTED:957, 957-8, 958, 1004, 1061
REFERREDTO: 968, 985, 1018, 1049

957.3 Between] [no paragraph] Between (I, 88_
957.8 Leaving] [no paragraph] Leaving (I. 50)
957.13 It: they] It They (I, 50)
957.21 terraces. From] terraces Much watering at St. Laurence The scenery very interesting to

a farmer. From (I, 51)
957.25-7 Gtve . . desert.] [not in italics] fI. 51)

957.29 Came to] Take the road to Moneng, and come presently to fl, 56)
957.30 comfortable] COMFORTABLE (I, 56)

957.31 hedges[ edges (I, 56) [printer's error in Source]

957.35 another. There] another. The men are all dressed with red caps, like the highlanders of
Scotland. There (I, 56)

957.35-6 There. equal] [not in itahcs] (I, 56)
957.37-8 It... proprietors] [not in italics] (I, 56)
958.1 country. Each] country., each (1, 56)
958.1 the.fowl] The fowl (I, 56)
958.7 Saw] Except these, and a very few other Instances, I saw (I, 412)
958.7 in small] on small (I, 412)

958.7 except.., tndustry] [not in italics] (I. 412)
1004.6-8 "rock,".. "and . . . garden," "'he . desert "] [see quotatton at 957.25-7]
1061.26-7 "magic of property, .... sands into gold "] [see quotation at 957.5]

ZANEZZI,JEAN.

NOTE: Italian street-organ player m London.
REFERREDTO: 1187

ZENO (of Elea) (b. 490 B.C. ; WWG).
NOTE: the reference is in a quotation from Grote.
REFERREDTO. 873

BRITAIN

PARLIAMENTARY PAPERS

"Reports of the Commissioners Appointed by Act 25 Geo. Ill. cap..19, to Enquire into the

Fees, Gratuities, Perquisites, and Emoluments, Which Are or Have Been Lately

Received in the Several Pubhc Offices Therein Mentioned. Tenth Report--Post
Office. 30 June 1788," PP, 1806, VII, 755-97.

REFERREDTO: 643

"The First Report of the Commissioners Appointed to Enquire into the Nature and Extent

of the Several Bogs in Ireland, and the Practicability of Draining and Cultivating
Them," PP, 1810, X, 389-458.

_VEmU-:D TO: 928, 939
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"The Second Report of the Commissioners Appomted to Enquire into the Nature and
Extent of the Several Bogs in Ireland, and the Practicability of Drammg and
Cultivating Them," PP, 1810-11, VI, 579-817.

_FE_D TO: 928

"The Third Report of the Commissioners Appointed to Enquire mto the Nature and Extent
of the Several Bogs in Ireland, and the Practicability of Draining and Cultivating
Them," PP, 1813-14, VIA, 1-166.

NOTE:the reference at 1029 is in a quotation from De Freyne
REFERREDTO. 928, 1029

"The Fourth Report of the Commissioners Appointed to Enquire into the Nature and
Extent of the Several Bogs in Ireland, and the Practicability of Draining and
Cultivating Them." PP. 1813-14. VI. H, 167-463

NOTE:the reference at 1029 is in a quotation from De Freyne
_FE_D TO: 928, 1029

"'Definitive Treaty of Peace and Amity between His Britannic Majesty and His Most
Christian Majesty. Signed at Paris. the 30th Day of May 1814," PP, 1813-14. XIV,
227-65.

REFERREDTO: 350

"A Treaty of Peace and Armty between His Britannic Majesty and the United States of
America, Signed at Ghent" (24 Dec.. 1814). PP, 1814-15. XIII, t39-50.

REFERREDTo: 835

"Report from the Commissioners Appointed to Inqutre into the State of Ilchester Gaol" ( 8
Feb., 1822), PP, 1822, XI, 277-311.

REFERREDTO: 68

"Copy of a Letter, Addressed. by Mr. Secretary Peel's Directions. to the Visiting
Magistrates of the Several Gaols and Houses of Correction, Where Tread Wheels
Have Been Established" (18 Jan., 1823). In "Tread Wheels. Copies of All
Communications Made to, or Received by the Secretary of State for the Home
Department. Respecting the Use of Tread Wheels, in Gaols or Houses of Correction"
(10 Mar., 1823), PP. 1823, XV, 307-24.

NOTE:the letter is at 308; the responses (from nineteenEnghsh counttes, and from EdmburghJ at
309-23.

REFERRED TO; 68

"Correspondence with Foreign Powers Relative to the Slave Trade. The United States."
Journals of the House of Commons, 1823. LXXIII. 707-11.

NOTE;thereference is to the unratified American treaty. In fact. negotmUonsbetween Great Bntmn
and the United States in the period referred to by Brougham did not reach the treaty stage

REFERRED TO: 843

"Copies of Communications between the First Lord of the Treasury and the Chancellor of
the Exchequer, and the Governor and Deputy Governor of the Bank of England,
Relating to an Alteration in the Exclusive Privileges Enjoyed by the Bank of
England," PP, 1826, XIX, 471-9.

REFERRED TO: 582,607

"A Bill to Permit, until 1st May, 1828. Certmn Corn, Meal, and Flour to be Entered for
Home Consumption," 7 & 8 George IV ¢19 June, 1827). PP, 1827-28, 11,573-6.

NOTE:enacted as 7 & 8 George IV, c. 57 (1827).
REFERREDTO: 107

"A Bill for the More Easy Recovery of Small Debts in the County Courts of England and
Wales, and for Extending the Jurisdiction Thereof," 9 George IV (13 June. 1828).
PP, 1828, H, 445-58.
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NOTE: not enacted.
REFERR.EDTO: 115

"First Report of the Commissioners Appointed to Inquire into the Practice and
Proceedings of the Courts of Common Law" (20 Feb., 1829), PP, 1829, IX, 1-117.

REFERREDTO: 621

"Eighteenth Report of the Commissioners of Inquiry into the Collection and Management
of the Revenue Arising in Ireland and Great Britain: Post Office Revenue, United

Kingdom" (20 Mar., 1829), PP, 1829, XI, 1-101.
REFERREDTO: 643, 644-5

"First Report Made to His Majesty by the Commissioners Appointed to Inquire into the

Law of England Respecting Real Property" (20 May, 1829), PP, 1829, X, 1-82.
REFERREDTO: 621

"A Bill for Establishing Courts of Local Jurisdiction," 11 George IV (21 June, 1830),
PP, 1830, I, 123-66.

NOTE: this is the version as amended by the Committee Not enacted.
REFERREDTO: 947

"Report of the Select Committee on the State of the Poor in Ireland: Being a Summary of

the First, Second and Third Reports of Evidence Taken before That Committee:

Together with an Appendix of Accounts and Papers," PP, 1830, VII, 1-1039.
NOTE: the quotations are in quotations from "Third Report of the Commissioners for Inquinng into

the Condition of the Poorer Classes m Ireland" (1836). q.v.; that at 939-40 is redirect.
QUOTED: 939, 939-40, 940
REFERREDTO: 939, 940

939.27 "There] It appears that "there (44)
940.12-14 work,", can] work can (45 )

940.15 and improvement] and an improvement (45)
940.18 or are suited] or suited (45)
940.20-1 max' yeomanry] [not in itahcs] (45)

"A Bill, Intituled, An Act for Settling Controversies by Arbitration," 1 William IV (30
Nov., 1830), PP, 1830-31, I. 13-18.

NOTE. not enacted.
REFERREDTO: 625

"A Bill, Intituled, An Act for Estabhshmg Courts of Local Jurisdiction," 1 William IV (2

Dec., 1830 ), Sessional Papers of the House of Lords, 1830-3 l, CCLXXXIII, 57-104.
NOTE: not enacted.
REFERREDTO: 627

"A Bill to Consolidate and Amend the Laws Prohibiting the Payment of Wages in Goods,
or Otherwise than in the Current Coin of the Realm," l Wilham IV ( 16 Dec., 1830),
PP, 1830-31, II, 559-71.

NOTE: the reference at 220 is in a quotation from "W.M.J.'; see Examiner, 26 Dec., 1830. Enacted
as l & 2 William IV, c. 37 (1831).

REFERREDTO: 212-13,220

"A Bill to Facilitate Voluntary Emigration to His Majesty's Possessions Abroad," 1
Wilham IV (22 Feb., 1831), PP, 1830-31, 1, 463-75.

NOTE: not enacted.
REFERREDTO: 270-3

"A Bill to Amend the Representation of the People in England and Wales," 1 William IV
(14 Mar., 1831), PP, 1830-31, II, 197-218.

NOTE. referred to by JSM as "Lord John Russell's Bill" at 276. Only those references specific to
this Bill are here given. See also the Bills with the same title of 25 June and 12 Dec., 1831, and
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the statute as enacted, 2& 3William IV. c. 45, the Ftrst Reform Act. The referenceat 790 is in a
quotation from Wakefield.

REFERREDTO: 261, 276-7, 283-4, 288, 508, 696. 790, 1101, 1103

"A Bill to Amend the Representation of the People in England and Wales,'" 2 William IV
(25 June, 1831), PP, 1831, III, 9-46.

NOTE:for the proposed amendments, see ibid., 47-216. The references at 316, 324, and 326-7 are
prospective. Only the references specific to this Bill are here given. See also the Bills with the
same title of 14Mar. and 12Dec., 1831,and the statute as enacted, 2 & 3 WilliamIV, c 45, the
First Reform Act.

REFERREDTO: 316, 324, 326-7, 348, 358, 1101, 1103

"A Bill, Intituled, An Act for Settling Controversies by Arbitration," 2 William IV (23
Aug., 1831), PP, 1831, I, 15-20.

NOTE:not enacted.
REFERRED TO: 625

"A Bill to Continue and Amend the Provisions of the Acts for Allowing Sugar to Be
Delivered out of Warehouse to Be Refined." 2 Wilham IV (29 Sept., 1831 ), PP,
1831, III, 437-40.

NOTE: not enacted.

REFERREDTO: 348

"Convention between France and Great Britmn for the More Effectual Suppression of the
Traffic in Slaves" (30 Nov., 1831 ). In The Consohdated Trea_' Series. Ed. Clive
Parry. Dobbs Ferry: Oceana Publications, 1969-. LXXXII, 271-5.

NOTE:this seriesused for ease of reference The English and French texts are given. The treaty _s
also in PP, 1831-32, XLVIII, 369ff It was ratified 16 Dec.. 1831. The references are in, or
derive from, a quotation from Tocqueville

REFERRED TO: 842

"A Bill to Amend the Representation of the People in England and Wales," 2 William IV
(12 Dec., 1831), PP, 1831-32, III. 1-54

NOTE:enacted as 2 & 3 William IV. c 45 (the First Reform Act. q v ) For the proposed
amendments, see ibid.. 55-192 Only those references specific to this Bill are here gtven. See also
the Bills with the same ntle of 14Mar. and 25 June, 1831

REFERREDTO:488, 499, 514. 799. 800, 846, 1101, 1103

"A Bill to Regulate the Labour of Children and Young Persons in the Mills and Factories
of the United Kingdom," 2 William IV (17 Jan., 1832), PP. 1831-32, II, 1-10.

NOTE:not enacted
REFERRED TO: 601

"Report from the Committee of Secrecy on the Bank of England Charter, with Minutes of
Evidence, Appendix and Index" ( 11 Aug., 1832 ), PP, 1831-32, VI, 1-699.

REFERRED TO: 577

"Copy of an Award of the King of the Netherlands. upon the Disputed Points of Boundary
under the Fifth Article of the Treaty of Ghent, between Great Britain and the United
States of America," PP, 1831-32. XXXI1, 241-53.

REFE_D TO: 834, 835

"Finance Accounts of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, for the Year
Ended 5th January, 1833," PD, 3rd ser., Vol. 20, App., 1-xxxiv.

REFERREDTO: 617

"A Bill to Regulate the Labour of Children and Young Persons in the Mills and Factories
of the United Kingdom," 3 William IV (5 Mar., 1833), PP, 1833, II, 263-80.

NOTE:the reference is to the Ten Hours' Bill. Not enacted.
REFERREDTO:601
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"A Bill to Alter and Amend the Laws Relating to the Temporalities of the Church in
Ireland." 3 William IV (11 Mar., 1833), PP, 1833, I, 339-416.

NOTE:not enacted.
REFERRED TO: 605

"Supplementary Slave Trade Convention between France and Great Britain" (22 Mar.,
1833). In The Consolidated Treaty Series. Ed. Clive Parry. Dobbs Ferry: Oceana
Publications, 1969-, LXXXIII. 259-75.

NOTE;this seriesused forease of reference. The English and French texts are given. The treaty_s
also in PP, 1833, XLIII, 177ff. The references are in, or derive from, a quotanon from
Tocqueville

REFERREDTO:842-4

"A Bill, Intituled, An Act for Establishing Courts of Local Jurisdiction," 3 William IV
(28 Mar., 1833 I. Sessional Papers of the House of Lords. 1833. CCCXIV, 205-38.

NOTE;not enacted.
REFERREDTO: 627, 629, 947

"A Bill, Intituled, An Act for the Further Amendment of the Law, and the Better
Advancement of Justice," 3 William IV ( 16 Apr., 1833), PP. 1833, III, 19-34.

NOTE:enacted as 3 & 4 William IV, c. 42.
REFERRED TO" 625

"A Bill to Alter and Amend the Laws Relating to the Temporalities of the Church in
Ireland," 3 William IV (22 Apr., 1833), PP, 1833, 1,417-98.

SORE:enacted (amended) as 3 & 4 Wilham IV, c 37 (1833).
REFERRED TO: 605

"A Bill for Establishing a General Register for All Deeds and Instruments Affecting Real
Property in England and Wales." 3 William IV (13 May, 1833), PP, 1833, III.
489-540.

NOTE:brought m by William Brougham; not enacted.
REFERREDTO: 627-8

"Resolutions Proposed by Lord Viscount Althorp, in the Committee on the Bank Charter"
(31 May, 1833), PP, 1833, XXIII, 299-300.

REFERREDTO: 576-83, 590, 591

"Report from the Select Committee on the Sale of Beer, with Minutes of Evidence" (21
June, 1833), PP, 1833, XV, 1-260.

REFERRED TO: 637

"A Bill [as Amended by the Committee] to Alter and Amend the Laws Relating to the
Temporalities of the Church m Ireland," 3 William IV (25 June, 1833), PP, 1833, 1,
499-586.

NOTE:enacted as 3 & 4 Wilham IV, c 37 (1833).
REFERRED TO: 605

"A Bill for Effecting an Arrangement with the India Company, and for the Better
Government of His Majesty's Indian Territories," 3 William IV (28 June, 1833), PP,
1833, 17, 165-200.

NOTE:enacted (amended) as 3 & 4 William IV, c. 85.
REFERRED TO" 606

"First Report of the Central Board of His Majesty's Commissioners Appointed to Collect
Information in the Manufacturing Districts, as to the Employment of Children in
Factories, and as to the Propriety and Means of Curtailing the Hours of Their Labour;
with Minutes of Evidence, and Reports by the District Commissioners," 3 William IV
(28 June, 1833), PP, 1833, XX, 1-1125.

REFERREDTO:634
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"A Bill for Giving to the Corporation of the Governor and Company of the Bank of
England Certain Privileges, for a Limited Period. under Certain Conditions." 4
William IV (5 July, 1833), PP, 1833, I, 69-76.

NOTE:enacted as 3 & 4 William IV, c 98.
REFERREDTO: 576-83, 590-2, 601

"A Bill Intituled, An Act for the Regulation of the Proceedings and Practice of Certain
Offices of the High Court of Chancery in England," 4 Wilham IV (19 July, 1833 ),
PP, 1833, I, 289-97.

NOTE:enacted (amended) as 3 & 4 Wilham IV, c. 94 (1833)
REFERP_DTO: 624

"A Bill Intituled, An Act for Appointing a Chief Judge in Chancery, and for Establishing
a Court of Appeal in Chancery." 4 William IV (19 July, 1833), Sessional Papers of
the House of Lords, 1833, CCCXV, 217-20.

NOTE:not enacted.
REFERRED TO: 626

"A Bill to Explain and Amend an Act of the Second and Third Years of His Present
Majesty's Reign, for the Better Employment of Labourers in Agricultural Parishes." 4
William IV (29 July, 1833), PP, 1833, I, 33-6.

NOTE:the reference is to the Labour Rate Bill, not enacted
REFEmU'DTO:634, 636

"A Bill [as Amended by the Committee] to Regulate the Labour of Children and Young
Persons in the Mills and Factories of the United Kingdom," 4 Wilham IV l 1 Aug.,
1833), PP, 1833, II, 281-95.

NOTE:enacted as 3 & 4 Wilham IV, c. 103 (1833).
REFERREDTO: 601, 633-4

"Copy of the Letter Addressed by the Chancellor of the Exchequer to the Comrmssmners
for Inquiring into the Poor Laws, Dated 23rd February, Last; and of the Answer
Returned by the Commissioners" (5 Aug., 1833), PP, 1833, XXXII, 342-6.

QUOTED:635, 637
REFERREDTO: 603, 636
635.30 Under] But under (345)
637.4 the] A fourth objection to the Labour-rate system _sthe (345

"Report from the Select Committee on Army and Navy Appointments: With Minutes of
Evidence, and Appendix" ( 12 Aug., 1833). PP, 1833, VII, 1-89.

REFERREDTO:617

"A Bill to Amend an Act Passed in the First Year of the Reign of His Present Majesvy, to
Permit the General Sale of Beer and Cyder by Retail in England," 4 William IV f 15
Aug., 1833), PP, 1833, I0 165-74.

NOTE:not enacted.
REFERREDTO: 637

"A Bill [as Amended by the Committee] Intituled, An Act for the Regulation of the
Proceedings and Practice of Certain Offices of the High Court of Chancery in
England," 4 William IV (17 Aug., 1833), PP. 1833, I. 297-316.

NOTE:enacted as 3 & 4 William IV, c. 94 (1833).
REFERREDTO:624

"Report from the Select Committee on Municipal Corporatmns; with the Minutes of
Evidence Taken before Them," PP, 1833, XIII, 1-399.

REFER_DTO:585, 589
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"A Copy of All Correspondence and Minutes of Any Conferences between the
Government and the Directors of the Bank of England, on the Subject of the Renewal
of the Bank Charter," PP, 1833, XXIII. 279-96.

REFERREDTO: 591

"A Bill for the Amendment and Better Administration of the Laws Relating to the Poor in
England and Wales," 4 William IV (18 Apr., 1834), PP, 1834, III, 235-90.

NOTE:for the amendments and proposed amendments see ibid., 291-445. Enacted as 4 & 5
William IV, c 76 (1834).

REFE_D TO: 707-13, 713-16, 735, 743, 777

"First Report from His Majesty's Commissioners on Criminal Law" (24 June, 1834), PP,
1834, XXVI, 117-77.

REFmUtEDTO: 621

"Report from the Select Committee Appointed to Examine the Papers Respecting
Sinecure Offices Presented to the House on the 26th February Last, Intituled, 'Returns
Explaining the Nature, Tenure, and Emoluments of All Sinecure Offices within the
United Kingdom,'" PP, 1834, VI, 339-572.

REFERREDTO:646

"Report from His Majesty's Commissioners for Inquiring into the Administration and
Practical Operation of the Poor Laws," PP, 1834, XXVI1; Apps. A-E, XXVHI-
XXXVIII, 319; App. F, "'Foreign Communications." XXXVIII, 321-XXXIX, 862.

REFERREDTO"538, 686, 686-7, 744, 774-6, 776. 778, 887, 945, 987

"Copy of the Correspondence between the Commissioners for the Affairs of India and the
Court of Directors of the East India Company, m the Years 1832 and 1833, Relative to
the Claim of Certain Bankers on the King of Oude," PP, 1834, XLIV, 101-40.

REFERREDTO: 1191

"First Report of the Commissioners Appointed to Inquire into the Municipal Corporations
of England and Wales" (30 Mar., 1835), PP, 1835, XXIII, 1-798.

REFERREDTO: 631, 770

"Second Report from the Select Committee Appointed to Inquire into the Amount of
Advances Made by the Commissioners of Public Works in Ireland," PP, 1835, XX,
191-6.

NOTE:the reference is in a quotation from an anonymous article m TheNanon, 24 Oct.. 1846, q.v.
REFERREDTO: 922

"First Annual Report of the Poor Law Commissioners for England and Wales," PP, 1835,
XXXV, 107-359.

REFEm*,EDTO. 776-8

"Report from the Select Committee on the Disposal of Lands in the British Colonies:
Together with the Minutes of Evidence. and Appendix" (l Aug., 1836), PP, 1836,
XI, 499-765.

REFERREDTO: 793

"Third Report of the Commissioners for Inquiring into the Condition of the Poorer Classes
in Ireland," PP, 1836, XXX, 1-34.

No'rE: three quotations at 939-40 are from "Report of the Select Committee on theState of the Poor
in Ireland" (1830), q.v.

QUO.rED:938, 939, 939-40, 940
REFERREnTO:913, 938
938.24-5 "Having," . . "improvements] [paragraph] Having then improvements (17)
939.14 "to make] [paragraph] We recommend that the Board of Improvement shall be

authorized to appoint Commissioners, from time to time, to make (18)
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939.27 There] "It appears that there (t8)
939.33 "states that] "That gentleman states, 'that (18)
940.12-14 work,".., can] work can (18)
940.20-1 may.., yeomanry] [not in itahcs] (18)

"Fourth Annual Report of the Poor Law Commissioners for England and Wales," App.
A, No. 1, PP, 1838, XXVIII, 210-44.

NOTE:Chadwick's Report on the Sanitary Condition arose out of this and the "Fifth Report"
(1839), q.v.

REFERRED TO: 822

"A Bill to Amend the Law Relating to the Custody of Infants." 2 Victoria (25 Apr.,
1839), PP, 1839, II, 559-63.

NOTE:enacted as 2 & 3 Victoria, c 54
REFERREDTO: 918

"Fifth Annual Report of the Poor Law Commissioners," App. C, No. 2. PP, 1839, XX,
100-6.

NOTE:Chadwick's Report on the Samtary Condmon arose out of this and the "'FourthReport"
(1838), q.v.

REFERREDTO: 822

"Report of the British Commissioners Appointed to Survey the Ternto_, in Dispute,
between Great Britain and the United States of America, on the North-Eastern
Boundary of the Umted States; with an Appendix"( 16Apr.. 1840 ), Sessional Papers
of the House of Lords, 1840, X, 545-639.

REFERREDTO: 833, 834

"Second Report of the Select Committee on South Australia, Appendix of Documents,"
PP, 1841, IV, 487-90.

REFERREDTO. 750

"A Bill to Amend the Laws for the Importation of Corn," 5 Victoria (4 Mar., 1842 ), PP.
1842, I, 563-89.

NOTE:enacted as 5 & 6 Victoria, Sess. 2. c. 14 (1842)
PJ_FERREDTO. 805

"Treaty between Her Majesty and the United States of Amenca, S_gned at Washington"
(9 Aug., 1842), PP, 1843, LXI, 1-8.

REFERREDTO:830-6

"First Report of the Children's Employment Commission (Mines)," PP, 1842, XV,
1-281.

REFEP,REDTO: 822, 829

"A Bill to Regulate the Issue of Bank-notes, and for Gtving to the Governor and Company
of the Bank of England Certain Privileges for a Limited Period,'" 7 Victoria _24 May,
1844), PP, 1844, I, 51-65.

NOTE.enactedas 7 & 8 Vlctona, c. 32 (1844).
REFERRED TO: 845, 852

"Report from H.M. Commissioner of Inqun3' mto the State of the Law and Practice in
Respect to the Occupation of Land m Ireland," PP, 1845, XIX, 1-1183.

REFE_EDTO: 890, 963

"A Bill to Amend the Laws Relating to the Importation of Corn," 9 Victoria (9 Mar..
1846), PP, 1846, I, 423-8.

NOTE:enacted as 9 & 10 Victoria, c. 22.
REFERRF.D TO: 860
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"A Bill for the Better Relief of the Destitute Poor of Ireland," 9 Victoria (25 Mar., 1846),
PP, 1846, III, 129-32.

NOTE.not enacted The reference at 1007-8 is in a quotanon from an anonymous article in the
Northern Whig, 15 Dec . 1846, q.v.

REFERREDTO. 881-2, 912, 1007-8

"A Bill for Promoting the Reclamation of Waste Lands in Ireland," 9 Victoria (5 June,
1846), PP, 1846, IV, 485-524.

NOTE; not enacted.

REFERREDTO: 91 l, 912-13, 942-5

"Report from the Select Committee on Andover Union; Together with the Minutes of
Evidence, Appendix and Index" (20 Aug., 1846), PP, 1846, V, Pts. l and 2.

REFERRED TO: 924

"Treasury Minute" (1 Dec., 1846), PP, 1847, LVI, 365.
NOTE.pubhshed in the Morning Chromcle, 21 Dec., 1846,q.v for the collation.
QUOTED:1028
REFERREDTO"1026-9, 1030, 1033, 1034

"Return of the Total Population of Great Britain in 1831 and 1841. Also of the Number of
Adult Males Employed in Agriculture at Those Periods Respectively, as Stated in the
Reports of the Census Commissioners," Sessional Papers of the House of Lords,
1846, XIX, 1-2.

gEFERREDTO: 863

"A Bill to Make Further Provis:on for the Relief of the Destitute Poor in Ireland," l0
Victoria (25 Jan., 1847), PP, 1847, II1, 187-212.

NOTE:enacted as 10 Victoria, c. 31.
REFERREDTO: 1058, 1066-9. 1069-73, 1076, 1077

"A Bill to Facilitate the Improvement of Landed Property in Ireland by the Owners
Thereof, and Thereby to Afford Employment to the Labouring Classes," 10 Victoria
(8 Feb., 1847), PP, 1847, II, 137-64.

NOTE:enacted as 10Victoria, c. 32.
REFERREDTO: 1068-9

"An Account of Loans Advanced by the Imperial Treasury for Public Works in
Ireland:--Similar Account for England and Scotland:--Remittances from the British
and Irish Exchequers; and Totals of Relief of Taxation to Great Britain and Ireland
Respectively, in Each Year since 1800." PP, 1847, LIV, 91-282.

REFERRED TO: 1098

"A Bill for the Better Security of the Crown and Government of the United Kingdom," t 1
Victoria (7 Apr., 1848), PP, 1847-48, I1,229-32.

NOTE:the bill as amended by the House of Lords appears at 233-6. Enacted as 11Victoria, c. 12.
REFERREDTO: 1117-18

"A Bill for the Establishment of the "Farmers' Estate Society of Ireland,'" 11 & 12
Victoria (25 July, 1848), PP, 1847-48, II, 397-412.

NOTE:enacted as 11 & 12Victoria, c. 153 (Local Act).
REFEm_.EDTO: 1113

"A Bill to Alter the Oaths to Be Taken by Members of the Two Houses of Parliament Not
Professing the Roman Catholic Religion," 12 Victoria (23 Feb., 1849), PP, 1849,
IV, 419-24.

NOTE:introduced by Lord John Russell m a speech on 19Feb., 1849, q.v. It was not enacted.
QUOTED:1136
REFERREDTO: 1135-9
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1136.22 "on the... Christian,"] 1 A.B. swear, that I wall be faithful and bear true Allegiance to
Her Majesty Queen Victoria, and that I will maintain the succession of the Crown, as estabhshed

by an Act, intituled, "An Act for the Further Limitation of the Crown, and Better Secunng the
Rights and Liberties of the Subject," and that I do not beheve that the Pope of Rome, or any other
foreign Prince, Prelate, Person, State, or Potentate, hath or ought to have any temporal or civil
jurisdiction, authority, or power within this realm: and that I wall defend, to the utmost of my
power, the settlement of property witlun this realm as established by the laws; and I do make th_s
recognition, declaration and promise heartily, wilhngly, and truly, upon the . . Chnsnan
(419-20)

"A Bill for the Correction and Reformation of Juvenile Offenders and the Prevention of

Juvenile Offences," 13 Victoria (6 Mar., 1850), PP, 1850, III, 465-74.
NOTE: not enacted.
REFERREDTO: 1178

"Report of G.A. h Beckett, Esq., to the Poor Law Board, on the Operation of the Laws of
Settlement and Removal of the Poor in the Counties of Suffolk, Norfolk, and Essex,

and in the Reading Union in Berkshire." In "'Reports to the Poor Law Board. on the
Laws of Settlement. and Removal of the Poor," PP, 1850. XXVII, 229-90.

REFERREDTO: 1156-7

"A Bill to Provide for the Government of India." 16 Victoria (9 June, 1853), PP.
1852-53, III, 181-96.

NOTE: enacted as 16 & 17 Victoria. c. 95
REFERREDTO: 1190-4, 1194-6

"General Treaty between Great Britain, Austria, France, Prussia, Russia, Sardinia, and
Turkey, for the Re-establishment of Peace. With Three Conventions Annexed

Thereto," PP, 1856, LXI, 1-34.
REFERREDTO: 1223-4, 1224-6, 1226

"Proclamation of the National Committee" (22 Jan., t863). In "Correspondence of the
British Government Respecting the Insurrection m Poland, Part 1," PP, 1863. LXXV,
40-1.

REFERREDTO: 1203

"A Bill to Provide for Public Elementary Education m England and Wales." 33 Victoria !
(17 Feb., 1870), PP, 1870, I, 505-42.

NOTE: enacted as 33 & 34 V_ctona. c 75
REFERREDTO: 1222-3

"A Bill for the Improvement of the Relations between Landlord and Tenant." 36 Victoria
(13 Feb., 1873), PP. 1873, II, 269-84.

NOTE. not enacted.
REFERREDTo: 1242

STATUTES

23 Edward III, Stat. 1, c. 1. Every Person Able in Body under the Age of Sixty Years.

Not Having to Live On, Being Required, Shall Be Bound to Serve Him That Doth
Require Him, or Else Committed to Gaol, until He Find Surety to Serve (1349)

REFERREDTO: 87

23 Edward HI, Stat. 1, c. 2. If a Workman or Servant Depart from Service before the

Time Agreed upon, He Shall Be Imprisoned (1349).
REFERREDTO: 87
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23 Edward HI, Slat. 1, c. 3. The Old Wages, and No More, Shall Be Given to Servants
(1349).

REFERREDTO: 87

23 Edward III, Stat. 1, c. 5. If Any Artificer or Workman Take More Wages than Were
Wont to Be Paid, He Shall Be Committed to the Gaol (1349).

REFERREDTO: 87

23 Edward IH, Stat. 1, c. 8. He That Taketh More Wages than Is Accustomably Gwen,
Shall Pay the Surplusage to the Town Where He Dwelleth, towards a Payment to the
King of a Tenth and Fifteenth Granted to Him ( 1349 ).

REFERRED TO: 87

25 Edward III, Stat. l, c. 1. The Year and Day's Wages of Servants and Labourers in
Husbandry (1350).

REFERREDTO: 87

25 Edward IH, Stat 1, c. 2. How Much Shall Be Given for Threshing All Sorts of Corn
by the Quarter. None Shall Depart from the Town in Summer Where He Dwelt in
Winter (1350).

REFERRED TO; 87

25 Edward III, Stat. 1, c. 3. The Wages of Several Sorts of Artificers and Labourers
(1350).

REFERRED TO: 87

25 Edward III, Stat. 1, c. 4. Shoes, &c. Shall Be Sold as in the 20th Year of King Edward
the 3d. Artificers Sworn to Use Their Crafts as They Did in the 20th Year of the Same
Kmg (1350).

REFERRED TO: 8 "7

25 Edward HI, Stat. I, c. 5. The Several Punishments of Persons Offending against This
Statute (1350).

REFERREDTO: 87

12 Richard II, c. 3. No Servant Shall Depart from One Hundred to Another, without a
Testimonial under the King's Seal, on Pain of Being Set m the Stocks I 1388 ).

REFERRED TO: 87

12 Richard II, c. 4. The Several Penalties for Giving or Taking More Wages than Is
L|mited by Statute ( 1388 ).

REFERRED TO: 87

12 Richard II, c. 7. The Punishment of Beggars Able to Serve, and a Provision for
Impotent Beggars ( 1388L

REFERRED TO: 87

4 Henry IV, c. 4. The King Will Grant No Lands, &c. but to Such as Shall Deserve
Them. The Punishment of Those Who Shall Make Any Demand without Desert
(1402).

NOTE.the quotation is in a quotation from Semor. The phrase ex mero motu ("of his own will"), of
which mero motu regts is another version, was first used for grants of land under this act.

QUOTED:756, 764

22 Henry VIII, c. 12. An Act Directing How Aged, Poor, and Impotent Persons,
Compelled to Live by Alms, Shall Be Ordered, and How Vagabonds and Beggars
Shall Be Punished (1530).

NOTE:also revived by 35 Ehzabeth, c. 7 (q.v.) to replace the death peualnes established by 1
Edward VI, c. 3, and 14 Elizabeth, c. 5 (q.v.), and to restore whipping and the stocks as
punishments for those leaving their homes and work.

REFERRED TO: 87
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27 Henry VIII, c. 20. For Tithes to Be Paid throughout This Realm (1535).
NOTE: the reference at 221 is in a quotation from "W.M.J."; see Examiner, 26 Dec., 1830.
REFERREDTO: 221, 534-40, 816-17

32 Henry VI/I, c. 7. For the True Payment of Tithes and Offerings (1540).
NOTE: the reference at 221 is in a quotation from "W.M.J."; see Exammer, 26 Dec., 1830.
REFERREDTO: 221, 534-40, 816-17

32 Henry VIII, c. 42. For Barbers and Surgeons (1540).
NOTE: superseded by 25 George II, c. 37 (1752), q v
REFERREDTO: 48

33 Henry VIII, c. 20. An Act for Due Process to Be Had in Highe Treason m Cases of
Lunacy or Madness ( 1541 ).

NOTE: S. 1 describes how, whenever a case of treason by a peer arises, the court of the Lord High
Steward is convened and a peer made Lord High Steward "'for the occasion only "JSM uses the
expression pro hdc wce to describe the State's general power to intervene on specific occasions,
here in cases of extraordinary poverty in Ireland.

REFERREDTO. 187, 943

1 Edward VI, c. 3. An Act for the Punishing of Vagabonds, and for the Relief of the Poor
and Impotent Persons (1547).

NOTE: repealed by 3 & 4 Edward VI, c 16 (q.v.). which revived 22 Henr 3, VIII. c. 12 tq.v ).
REFERREDTO: 87

2 & 3 Edward VI, c. 13. An Act for Payment of Tithes (1548).
SORE: the reference at 221 is in a quotation from "W.M.J ", see Exam,ner, 26 Dec., 1830
REFEaREDTO: 221, 534-40, 816-17

3 & 4 Edward VI, c. 16. An Act Touching the Punishment of Vagabonds and Other Idle
Persons (1549).

NOTE: repealed 1 Edward VI, c. 3 (q.v) and revived 22 Henry. VIII. c. 12 (q v )
REFERREDTO: 87

1 Elizabeth I, c. 1. An Act to Restore to the Crown the Ancient Jurisdiction over the

Estate Ecclesiastical and Spiritual, and Abolishing All Foreign Powers Repugnant to
the Same (1558).

REFERREDTO: 47

14 Elizabeth I, c. 5. An Act for the Punishment of Vagabonds, and for the Relief of the
Poor and Impotent (1572).

NOTE: repealed by 35 Elizabeth, c. 7 (q.v), which revived 22 Henry VIII. c 12 (q.v
REFERREDTO 87

35 Elizabeth I, c. 7. An Act for the Reviving, Continuance, Explanation and Perfecting of
Divers Statutes (1593).

NOTE: repealed 14 Elizabeth, c. 5 (q.v.L and revived 22 Henry VIII, c. 12 (q.v)
REFERREDTO: 87

43 Elizabeth I, c. 2. An Act for the Reliefe of the Poore (1601).

NOTE: see also 4 & 5 Wilham IV. c. 76. The references at 216 and 218 are m a quotation from
Senior; that at 873 is in a quotation from Grote.

REFERREDTO: 216, 218, 587, 634-8, 673. 685-6. 708, 775, 863, 873. 881. 931. 943. 944, 993,
1006, 1068

A Proclamation for a Generall Fast to Bee Held throughout This Realrne of England _14
Feb., 1629). London: Bonham, et al., 1629.

QUOTED: 1073

1073.19-20 "who contemn and neglect the performance of so religious and necessar 3' a
duty"] All which His Malestie doth expressly charge and command, shall bee reverently and
devoutly performed by all His loving Sub lects, as they tender the favour of Atmightie God, and
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would avoid his iust indignation agmnst this Land, and upon paine of such punishments, as His
Maiesty can mstly inflmtupon all such as shall contemne or neglect so religious a Worke. (2)

16 Charles I, c. 11. A Repeal of a Branch of a Statute Primo Elizabethae, concerning
Commissioners for Causes Ecclesiastical (1640).

REFERRED TO: 47

12 Charles II, c. 18. An Act for the Encouraging and Increasing of Shipping and
Navigation (1660).

NOTE:one of the Navigation Laws
REFERRED TO: 28

12 CharlesII,c.24.An Act forTakingAway theCourtofWards and Liveries,and
Tenures in capite, and by Knights-Service, and Purveyance, and for Settling a
Revenue upon His Majesty in Lieu Thereof (1660).

REFERRED TO: 1233

13 & 14 Charles II, c. 12. An Act for the Better Relief of the Poor of This Kingdom
(1662).

NOTE.the references at 216 and 218 are m a quotation from Semor; that at 221 is m a quotation
from "W.M.J "; see Examiner. 26 Dec , 1830.

REFERREDTO: 216, 218, 221, 778

15 Charles II, c. 7. An Act for the Encouragement of Trade (1663).
NOTE:one of the Nav_gatlonLaws.
REFERRED TO: 28

15 Charles II, c. 17. An Act for Settling the Draining of the Great Level of the Fens,
Called Bedford-Level (1663).

REFERRED TO: 938

22 & 23 Charles I1, c. 25. An Act for the Better Preservation of the Game, and for
Securing Warrens Not Inclosed, and the Several Fishmgs of This Realm (1671).

REFERREDTO:116-t7, 587

31 Charles II, c. 2. An Act for the Better Securing the Liberty of the Subject, and for the
Prevention of Imprisonments beyond the Seas (27 May, 1679).

NOTE:the HabeasCorpusAct
REFERRED TO. 417

1 William and Mary, Sess. 2, c. 2. An Act for Declaring the Rights and Liberties of the
Subject, and Settling the Succession of the Crown (1688).

REFERRED TO: 133

3 William and Mary, c. 2. An Act for the Abrogating the Oath of Supremacy in Ireland,
and Appointing Other Oaths ( 1691 ).

NOTE:the first of the penal laws imposed on Ireland m the e_ghteenthcentury. The remmnder were
enacted by the Irish parhament, q.v. under Ireland.

REFERRED TO: 1097

4 William and Mary, c. 1. An Act for Granting to Their Majesties an Aid of Four Shillings
in the Pound for One Year, for Carrying on a Vigorous War against France (1692).

REFERRED TO: 1233

5 & 6 William and Mary, c. 20. An Act for Granting to Their Majesties Several Rates and
Duties upon Tunnage of Ships and Vessels, and upon Beer, Ale, and Other Liquors,
for Securing Certain Recompences and Advantages in the Said Act Mentioned, to
Such Persons as Shall Voluntarily Advance the Sum of Fifteen Hundred Thousand
Pounds, towards the Carrying on the War against France (1694).

NOTE:the Charterof the Bank of England.
REFERRED TO: 575-6, 845
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7 & 8 William HI, c. 20. An Act for Granting to His Majesty an Additional Duty upon All
French Goods and Merchandize (1696).

REFERRED TO: 32

7 & 8 William III, c. 37. An Act for the Encouragement of Charitable Gifts and
Dispositions (1696).

REFEm_DTO: 1232

8 & 9 William HI, c. 22. An Act for Granting to His Majesty Certain Duties upon Malt,
Mum, Sweets, Cyder and Perry, as Well towards Carrying on the War against France,
as for the Necessary Occasions of His Majesty's Household, and Other Occasions
(1697).

NOTE:the original Malt Tax.
I_FEm_D TO: 859-62

10 & 11 William III. c. 10. An Act to Prevent the Exportation of Wooll out of the
Kingdom of Ireland and England into Foreign Parts; and for the Encouragement of the
Woollen Manufactures in the Kingdom of England (1699).

NOTE:expanded by 5 George II, c. 21, q.v
REFEm_EDTO: 1097

12 & 13 William III, c. 2. An Act for the Further Limitation of the Crown, and Better
Securing the Rights and Liberties of the Subject (1700).

REFERREDTO: 133

7 Anne, c. 7. An Act for Enlarging the Capital Stock of the Bank of England, and for
Raising a Further Supply to Her Majesty, for the Service of the Year One Thousand
Seven Hundred and Nine (1708 ).

REFERREDTO: 848

9 Anne, c. 12. An Act for Laying a Duty upon Hops (1710).
NOTE:one of the laws referred to which resmcted Irish commerce m the eighteenth century
REFERRED TO: 1097

10 Anne, c. 19. An Act for Laying Several Duties upon All Sope and Paper Made in Great
Britain, or Imported into the Same; and upon Chequered and Striped Linens Imported;
and upon Certain Silks, Callicoes, Linens, and Stuffs, Printed, Painted, or Stained;
and upon Several Kinds of Stampt Vellum, Parchment, and Paper; and upon Certain
Printed Papers, Pamphlets, and Advertisements; for Raising the Sum of Eighteen
Hundred Thousand Pounds by Way of LotteD' towards Her Majesty's Supply and for
Licensing an Additional Number of Hackney Chairs; and for Charging Certain Stocks
of Cards and Dice; and for Better Securing Her Majesty's Duties to Arise in the Office
for the Stampt Duties by Licences for Marriages and Otherwise; and for Relief of
Persons Who Have Not Claimed Their Lottery Tickets in Due Time, or Have Lost
Exchequer Bills, or Lottery Tickets; and for Borrowing Money upon Stock (Part of
the Capital of the South Sea Company) for the Use of the Publick ( 1711 ).

NOTE:all the references are to the "taxes on knowledge": some of those at 546 and 564-6 are also
to taxes on soap.

REFERREDTO: 268, 499, 529. 546, 564-6, 645, 781

12 Anne, Second Session, c. 16. An Act to Reduce the Rate of Interest, without Any
Prejudice to Parliamentary Securities (1713 ).

NOTE.cited in Statutes of the Realm as 13Anne, c. 15 (1714). The reference is to the Usury.Laws.
of which this was the most significant

REFEXB£DTO:583

I George I, Stat. 2, c. 38. An Act for Enlarging the Time of Continuance of Parliaments
[1716].

NOTE:the Septenmal Act.
REFERREDTO: 492, 493, 504
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9 George I, c. 7. An Act for Amending the Laws Relating to the Settlement, Imployment
and Relief of the Poor (1722).

NOTE:the references are in a quotation from Senior.
REFERREDTO: 216, 218

11 George I, c. 7. An Act for Rating Such Unrated Goods and Merchandizes as Are
Usually Imported into This Kingdom (1724).

NOTE:one of the laws referred to which restricted Irish commerce m the eighteenth century.
REFERRED TO. 1097

11George I, c. 8. An Act for Continuing the Duties upon Malt, Mum, Cyder and Perry,
• . . and for Explaining a Late Act in Relation to Stampt-Duties on News-papers...
(1724).

REFERREDTO: 268, 499, 529, 546, 547, 564-6, 645, 781

3 George II, c. 25. An Act for the Better Regulation of Juries (1730).
REFERRED TO; 92

5 George II, c. 21. An Additional Act for the Encouragement of the Woollen
Manufactures of This Kingdom, by the More Effectual Preventing the Unlawful
Exportation of the Woollen Manufactures of the Kingdom of Ireland to Foreign Parts
(1732).

NOTE:expanded 10 & l 1William III, c. 10,q.v.
REFERREDTO: 1097

9 George II, c. 36. An Act to Restrain the Disposition of Lands, Whereby the Same
Become Unalienable ( 1736 ).

REFERRED TO; 1232

19 George II, c. 12. An Act for Granting to His Majesty Several Rates and Duties upon
Glass, and upon Spiritous Liquors (1746).

REFERRED TO: 1097

22 George I1, c. 46. An Act to Continue Several Laws for Preventing Exactions of the
Occupiers of Locks and Wears upon the River Thames Westward . . . and for
Allowing Quakers to Make Affirmation in Cases Where an Oath Is or Shall Be
Required (1749).

REFERRED TO: 15, 31

25 George II, c. 37. An Act for Better Preventing the Horrid Crime of Murder ( 1752)•
REFERRED TO: 48

1George Ill, c. 1. An Act for the Support of His Majesty's Household, and of the Honour
and Dignity of the Crown of Great Britain (1760).

REFERRED TO. 617

19GeorgeHI,c.56.An ActforAltering,Amending,and Enforcing,SoMuch ofanAct,
Made in the Seventeenth Year of the Reign of His Present Majesty, Intituled, An Act
for Granting to His Majesty, Certain Duties on Licences to Be Taken out by All
Persons Acting as Auctioneers (1779).

REFERRED TO 43,564

22 George HI, c. 48. An Act for Charging a Duty on Persons Whose Property Shall Be
Insured against Loss by Fire (1782).

REFERREDTO.546, 564, 566

23 George HI, c. 49. An Act for Repealing an Act Made in the Twenty-second Year of
His Present Majesty, Intituled, An Act for Charging a Stamp-duty upon Inland Bills of
Exchange, Promissory Notes, or Other Notes (1783).

NOTE:repealing 22 George III, c. 33
REFERRED TO 546
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26 George IH, c. 31. An Act for Vesting Certain Sums in Commissioners, at the End of
Every Quarter of a Year, to Be by Them Applied to the Reduction of the National
Debt (1786).

REFERRED TO: 406, 766

28 George HI, c. 26. An Act for Granting to His Majesty a Certain Sum of Money out of
the Consolidated Fund; and for Applying Certain Monies Thereto Mentioned for the
Service of the Year One Thousand Seven Hundred and Eighty-Eight, and for Further
Appropriating the Supplies Granted in This Session of Parliament (1788).

REFERRED TO: 265

31 George m, c. 25. An Act for Repealing the Duties Now Charged on Bills of Exchange.
Promissory Notes, and Other Notes, Drafts, and Orders, and on Receipts: and for
Granting Other Duties in Lieu Thereof ( 1791 ).

REFERRED TO. 580

34 George III, c. 15. An Act for Granting to His Majesty Certain Additional Duties on
Bricks and Tiles Made in or Imported into Great Britain (28 Mar., 1794).

REFERRED TO: 565, 566

35 George III, c. 63. An Act for Granting to His Majesty Certain Stamp Duties on Sea
Insurance (29 May, 1795).

yorE: amended by 9 George IV. c. 49 (1828)
REFERREDTO: 546, 565, 566

37 George III, c. 45. An Act for Confirming and Continuing. for a Lirmted Time. the
Restriction Contained m the Minute of Councd of the 26th February. 1797, on
Payments of Cash by the Bank (3 May, 1797).

REFERRED TO: 18, 852

37 George III, c. 91. An Act to Continue, for a L_mited Time. an Act, Made in This
Present Session of Parhament, Intituled An Act for Confirming and Continuing, for
a Limited Time, the Restriction Contained in the Minute of Council of the 26th

February, 1797, on Payments of Cash by the Bank under Certain Regulations and
Restrictions (22 June, 1797).

REFERRED TO: 18, 852

38 George HI, c. 60. An Act for Making Perpetual, Subject to Redempuon and Purchase
in the Manner Therein Stated, the Several Sums of Money Now Charged m Great
Britain as a Land Tax for One Year, from the 25th Day of March 1798 t21 June,
1798).

NOTE"the reference at 567 is in a quotation from The Times
REFERREDTo: 265,549. 567

39 George HI, c. 13 An Act to Repeal the Duties Imposed by an Act, Made in the Last
Session of Parhament, for Granting an Aid and Contribution for the Prosecution of the
War and to Make More Effectual Provision for the Like Purpose. by Granting Certam
Duties upon Income, in Lieu of the Said Duties (9 Jan., 1799).

NOTE:the reference at 567 is in a quotation from The Times
REFERREDTO: 265, 549, 567

39 & 40 George HI, c. 28. An Act for Establishing an Agreement with the Governor and
Company of the Bank of England, for Advancing the Sum of Three Millions. towards
the Supply for the Service of the Year 1800 ( 18 Mar., 1800).

REFERREDTO: 575-6. 576. 582

39 & 40 George III. c. 106. An Act to Repeal an Act Passed m the Last Session of
Parliament, Intituled. An Act to Prevent Unlawful Combinations of Workmen: and to
Substitute Other Provisions in L_eu Thereof (29 July. 1800).

REFERREDTO: 142
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43 George III, c. 108. An Act to Promote the Building, Repatrmg, or Otherwise
Providing of Churches and Chapels, and of Houses for the Residence of Ministers,
and the Providing of Church Yards or Glebes (27 July, 1803 ).

REFERRED TO: 1232

48 George HI, c. 22. An Act for Making Perpetual Several Laws Relating to Permitting
the Exportation of Tobacco-Pipe-Clay from Great Britain to the British Sugar
Colonies in the West Indies; the Importauon of Salt from Europe into Quebec in
America; and the Prohibiting of Foreign-wrought Silks and Velvets (21 Mar., 1808).

REFERRED TO, 369

48 George Ill, c. 55. An Act for Repealing the Duties of Assessed Taxes, and Granting
New Duties in Lieu Thereof, and Certain Additional Duties to Be Consolidated
Therewith (1 June, 1808).

REFERREDTO.546, 564-6, 613, 864

49 George III, c. 102. An Act to Appoint Commissioners to Inquire and Examine, until
the Fifth Day of August 1811, into the Nature and Extent of the Several Bogs in
Ireland, and the Practicability of Draining and Cultivating Them, and the Best Means
of Effecting the Same (15 June, 1809).

REFEgREDTO: 928

54 George III, c. 52. An Act to Revive and Continue, during the Continuance of Any Act
Imposing Any Restriction on the Governor and Company of the Bank of England with
Respect to Payments in Cash, an Act of the Fifty Second Year of His Present Majesty
(4 May, 1814).

REFERRED TO. 852

55 George HI, c. 26. An Act to Amend the Laws Now in Force for Regulating the
Importation of Corn (23 Mar., 1815).

NOTE:the reference at 218 is in a quotation from Senior. that at 221 is in a quotation from
"W.M.J "'; see Examiner. 26 Dec., 1830.

REFERREDTO: 115, 116, 218, 221, 370, 400, 547, 587. 645, 781, 792, 809-10, 829, 839-40, 841,
1263

55 George I]1, c. 184. An Act for Repeahng the Stamp Duues on Deeds, Law
Proceedings, and Other Written or Printed Instruments, and the Duties on Fire
Insurances and on Legacies and Successions to Personal Estate upon Intestacies ( 11
July, 1815).

REFERREDTO:539, 546

55 George HI, c. 185. An Act for Repealing the Stamp Office Duties on Advertisements,
Almanacks, Newspapers, Gold and Silver Plate, Stage Coaches, and Licences for
Keeping Stage Coaches (11 July, 1815).

REFERREDTO:268, 499, 529, 546, 564-6, 645, 781

56 George III, c. 65. An Act to Explain and Amend the Acts for Granting Duties on the
Profits Arising from Property, Professions, Trades and Offices, so Far as Extend to
the Due Assessment and Collection of the Duties for Past Years (22 June, 1816).

REFEgRED_ro: 265,549

57 George HI, c. 19. An Act for the More Effectually Preventing Seditious Meetangs and
Assemblies (31 Mar., 1817).

REFERREDTO: 142

57 George 111,c. 90. An Act for the Prevention of Persons Going Armed by Night for the
Destruction of Game; and for Repealing an Act, Made in the Last Session of
Parliament, Relating to Rogues and Vagabonds (10 July, 1817).

REFERREDTO: 116-17, 587
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58 George III, c. 34. An Act to Repeal the Several Bounties on the Exportation of Refined
Sugar from Any Part of the United Kingdom (23 May, 1818).

REFERREDTO. 348

59 George III, c. 49. An Act to Continue the Restrictions Contained in Several Acts on
Payments in Cash by the Bank of England, until the 1st May 1823, and to Provide for
the Gradual Resumption of Such Payments; and to Permit the Exportation of Gold and
Silver (2 July, 1819).

NOTE: k.nown fls Peel's Act.

REFERREDTO: 18, 852-3

60 George HI & 1 George IV, c. 1. An Act to Prevent the Trammg of Persons to the Use
of Arms, and to the Practice of Mihtary Evolutions and Exercise ( 11 Dec., 1819).

NOTE:the first of the "'Six Acts "'The reference at 24 _sin a quotation from Lennard
REFERREDTO: 24, 683

60 George III & 1 George IV, c. 2. An Act to Authorise Justices of the Peace, m Certain
Disturbed Counties, to Seize and Detain Arms Collected or Kept for Purposes
Dangerous to the Public Peace; to Continue in Force until the Tv, enty Fifth Day of
March 1822 (18 Dec., 1819).

NOTE:the second of the "S_x Acts '"The reference at 24 is m a quotation from Lennard
REFERREDTO: 24, 683

60 George HI & 1 George IV, c. 4. An Act to Prevent Delay in the Admlmstration of
Justice in Cases of Misdemeanour (23 Dec., 1819).

NOTE:the third of the "Six Acts. "' The reference at 24 _sm a quotation from Lennard
REFERREDTO: 24, 683

60 George III & 1 George IV, c. 6. An Act for More Effectually Preventing Seditious
Meetings and Assemblies; to Continue m Force until the End of the Session of
Parliament Next after Five Years from the Passing of the Act (24 Dec., 1819 ).

NOTE;the fourth of the "Six Acts.""The reference at 24 is m a quotanonfrom Lennard.
REFERREDTO: 24, 683

60 George III& l George IV, c. 8. An Act for the More Effectual Prevention and
Punishment of Blasphemous and Seditious Libels ( 30 Dec., 1819 ).

NOTE"the fifth of the "Six Acts."' The referenceat 24 is m a quotanon from Lennard
REFERREDTO: 24. 683

60 George HI & 1 George IV, c. 9. An Act to Subject Certain Publications to the Duties of
Stamps upon Newspapers, and to Make Other Regulations for Restraining the Abuses
Arising from the Publication of Blasphemous and Sedmous Libels (30 Dec., t819).

NOTE:the sixth of the "S_x Acts. "'The reference at 24 _s in a quotation from Lennard
REFERREDTO: 24, 268. 499. 529, 546, 564-6, 645, 683. 781

1 George IV, c. 8. An Act to Allow a Drawback on Goods, Wares and Merchandise
Imported into Any British Colony or Plantation in America, on the Exportation
Thereof to Any Foreign Country. to Which They May Be Legally Exported (22 June.
1820).

NOTE:the references are to Custom House oaths.
REFERREDTO: 14, 31-3, 43

1 & 2 George IV, c. 106. An Act to Continue, until the First Day of July One Thousand
Eight Hundred and Twenty Four, Several Acts of His Late Majesty. Respecting the
Duties of Customs Payable on Merchandize Imported into Great Britain and Ireland
from Any Place within the Limits of the East India Company's Charter (10 July.
1821).

REFERRED TO: 25
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3 George IV, c. 34. An Act for the Employment of the Poor in Certain Districts of Ireland
(24 May, 1822).

REFERREDTO: 881

3 George IV, c. 40. An Act for Consolidating into One Act and Amending the Laws
Relating to Idle and Disorderly Persons, Rogues and Vagabonds, Incorrigible Rogues
and Other Vagrants in England (24 June, 1822).

REFERREDTO: 75-6

3 George IV, c. 44. An Act to Regulate the Trade between His Majesty's Possessions in
America and the West Indies, and Other Places in America and the West Indies (24
June, 1822).

REFERRED TO: 28

3 George IV, c. 55. An Act for the More Effectual Administration of the Office of a
Justice of the Peace in and near the Metropolis, and for the More Effectual Prevention
of Depredations on the River Thames and Its Vicinity, for Seven Years (5 July,
1822).

REFE_D TO, 75-6

3 George IV, c. 60. An Act to Amend the Laws Relating to the Importation of Corn (15
July, 1822).

NOTE:the reference at 218 _s m a quotation from Senior; that at 221 is m a quotation from
"W.M.J."; see Examiner, 26 Dec., 1830.

REFE_,EDTO: 115, 116, 218, 221. 370, 400, 547, 587, 645, 781, 792, 809-10, 829, 839-40, 841.
1263

3 George IV, c. 84. An Act to Authonze Certain Temporary Advances of Money, for the
Relief of the Distresses Existing in Ireland (26 July, 1822 ).

REFERRED TO: 881

3 George IV, c. 106. An Act to Continue for One Year So Much of an Act of the Last
Session of Parliament, as Increases the Duties Payable on Sugar Imported from the
East Indies (5 Aug., 1822).

I_FER_D TO: 25

3 George IV, c. 112. An Act to Authorize the Further Advance of Money out of the
Consolidated Fund, for the Completion of Works of a Public Nature, and for the
Encouragement of the Fisheries in Ireland (5 Aug.. 1822 ).

REFERREDTO:881

5 George IV, c. 21. An Act to Reduce the Duties on Importation of Raw and Thrown Silk,
and to Repeal the Prohibition on the Importation of Silk Manufactures, and to Grant
Certain Duties Thereon ( 12 Apr., 1824).

REFEm_tEDTo: 105,369

5 George IV, c. 41. An Act to Repeal Certain Duties on Law Proceedings in the Courts in
Great Britain and Ireland Respectively (28 May, 1824).

REFERREDTO: 76, 623

5 George IV, c. 47. An Act to Alter the Laws Relating to the Duties on the Importation,
and the Prohibitions on the Exportation of Wool, and of Hare and Coney Skins (3
June, 1824).

REFEmU:.DTO: 105

5 George IV, c. 95. An Act to Repeal the Laws Relative to the Combination of Workmen;
and for Other Purposes Therein Mentioned (21 June, 1824).

REFERREDTO: 142
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6 George IV, c. 68. An Act to Regulate the Conveyance of Printed Votes and Proceedings
in Parliament, and Printed Newspapers, by Packet Boats between Great Britain and
Ireland, and the British Colonies, and Also in the United Kingdom (22 June, 1825).

QUOTED. 645

645.4-5 "compensation for loss of the privilege . . colomes?'] And Whereas the Emoluments
arising from the Privilege . . . Colonies, now enjoyed by certmn Officers m the Office of His
Majesty's Postmaster General, by virtue of the said m part recited Act of the Fourth Year of the
Reign of His late MaJesty King George the Third and the Powers therein contained, will be
reduced by the Operation and Effect of this Act: And Whereas it is just and reasonable that a
compensation should be made to the said Officers as a Recompence for the Loss of such
Privileges.... (Sect. 9)

6 George IV, c. 105. An Act to Repeal the Several Laws Relating to the Customs (5 July,
1825).

REFERREDTO: 105

6GeorgeIV,c.107.An Act fortheGeneralRegulationoftheCustoms(5July,1825).
REFERRED TO: 105

6 George IV, c, 111, An Act for Granting Duties of Customs (5 July, 1825 ).
REFERRED TO: 564

7 George IV, c. 6. An Act to Limit, and after a Certain Period to Prohibit, the Issuing of
Promissory Notes under a Limited Sum in England (22 Mar., 1826).

REFERREDTO: 219

7 George IV, c. 46. An Act for the Better Regulating Copartnerships of Certain Bankers
in England (26 May, 1826).

REFERREDTO: 581-2, 590, 849

7 & 8 George IV, c. 27. An Act for Repealing Various Statutes m England Relative to the
Benefit of Clergy, and to Larceny and Other Offences Connected Therewith, and to
Malicious Injuries to Property, and to Reme&es against the Hundred (21 June, 1827).

NOTE:one of Peel's law reforms.
REFEm_.EDTO: 116-17. 587. 621

7 & 8 George IV, c. 28. An Act for Further Improving the Admlmstration of Justice in
Criminal Cases in England (21 June, 1827 ).

NOTE:one of Peel's law reforms
REFERREDTO:621

7 & 8 George IV, c. 29. An Act for Consohdating and Amending the Laws m England
Relative to Larceny and Other Offices Connected Therewith (21 June, 1827).

NOTE:one of Peel's law reforms.
REFE_D TO. 621

7 & 8 George IV, c. 30. An Act for Consolidating and Amending the Laws in England
Relative to Malicious Injuries to Property (21 June, 1827).

NOTE:one of Peel's law reforms
REFERREDTO: 621

7 & 8 George IV, c. 31. An Act for Consolidating and Amending the Laws in England
Relative to Remedies against the Hundred (21 June, 1827).

NOTE:one of Peel's law reforms.
REFERREDTO: 621

7 & 8 GeorgeIV,c.56.An ActtoAmend theLaws RelatingtotheCustoms(2July,
1827).

REFERREDTO:547
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7 & 8 George IV, c. 57. An Act to Permit, until 1st May, 1828, Certain Corn, Meal, and
Flour to Be Entered for Home Consumption (2 July, 1827).

NOTE:the reference at 218 is m a quotatmn from Senior; that at 221 is in a quotatmn from
"W.M.J.', see Examiner, 26 Dec., 1830.

P_FERREDTO: 107, 115, 116, 218, 221, 370, 400, 547, 587,645, 781, 792, 809-10, 829, 839-40,
841, 1263

7 & 8 George IV, c. 68. An Act for the Management and Improvement of the Land
Revenues of the Crown in Ireland, and for Other Purposes Relating Thereto f2 July,
1827).

NOTE:see also 10 George IV, c. 50
REFE_EDTO: 960, 964

9 George IV, c. 17. An Act for Repealing So Much of Several Acts as Imposes the
Necessity of Receiving the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper as a Qualification for
Certain Offices and Employments (9 May, 1828).

NOTE:the repeal of the Test and Corporation Acts (13 Charles II, Stat. 2. c. 1;25 Charles II, c. 2;
and 16 George II, c. 30).

REFERREDTO: 821

9 George IV, c. 31. An Act for Consolidating and Amending the Statutes in England
Relative to Offences against Property (27 June, 1828).

NOTE:one of Peel's law reforms.
_m_D TO: 621

9 George IV, c. 44. An Act to Provide for the Execution, throughout the United
Kingdom, of the Several Laws of Excise Relating to Licences ( 15 July, 1828).

REFERREDTO: 546

9 George IV, c. 48. An Act to Repeal the Excise Duties and Drawbacks on Plate Glass,
Broad Glass, Crown Glass, Bottle Glass, and Glass Bottles, Payable in Great Britain
and Ireland Respectively (15 July, 1828).

REFERRED TO" 541,566

9 George IV, c. 49. An Act to Amend the Laws in Force Relating to the Stamp Duties on
Sea Insurance ( 15 July, 1828).

REFEmtEDTO: 546, 565, 566

9 George IV, c. 60. An Act to Amend the Laws Relating to the Importation of Corn ( 15
July, 1828).

NOTE:the reference at 218 is in a quotation from Semor; that at 221 as in a quotatmn from
"W.M.J."; see Examiner, 26 Dec., 1830.

REFERREDTO: 115, 116, 218, 221, 266, 370, 400, 523, 534-40, 547, 587, 619, 620, 645, 781,
792, 804, 809-10, 829. 839-40, 841, 1263

9 George IV, c. 69. An Act for the More Effectual Prevention of Persons Going Armed by
Night for the Destruction of Game ( 19 July, 1828 I.

REFEmU_DTO: 116-17, 587

10 George IV, c. 7. An Act for the Relief of His Majesty's Roman Catholic Subjects ( 13
Apr., 1829).

NOTE:the Cathohc Emanopation Act.
_FEL_EDTO:486, 821, 1181

10 George IV, c. 50. An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws Relating to the
Management and Improvement of His Majesty's Woods, Forests, Parks, and Chases;
of the Land Revenue of the Crown in Ireland; and for Extending Certain Provisions
Relating to the Same to the Isles of Man and Alderney (19 June, 1829).

NOTE:see also 7 & 8 George IV, c. 68.
P_EFE_tEDTO: 960, 964
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10 George IV, Private Acts, c. 136. An Act for Improving the Approaches to London
Bridge (24 June, 18291.

REFERREDTO: 114-16

11 George IV & 1 William IV, c. 17. An Act to Alter and Amend an Act of the Seventh
and Eighth Years of His Present Majesty. for Consolidating and Amending the Laws
of Excise on Malt Made in the United Kingdom, and for Amending the Laws Relating
to Brewers in Ireland, and the Malt Allowance on Spirits in Scotland and Ireland (29
May, 18301.

NOTE; the Malt Tax.
REFERREDTO: 564. 859-62

11 George IV & 1 William IV, c. 72. An Act to Allow, before the Fifth Day of July One
Thousand Eight Hundred and Thirty-One, Sugar to Be Delivered out of Warehouse to
Be Refined (23 July, 1830).

REFERRED TO; 348

1 & 2 William IV, c. 4. An Act to Abolish Certain Oaths and Affirmations, Taken and
Made in the Customs and Excise Departments of His Majesty's Revenue, and to
Substitute Declarations in Lieu Thereof (30 July, 1831 L

REFERRED TO: 695

1 & 2 William IV, c. 16. An Act to Discontinue or Alter the Duties of Customs upon
Coals, Slates, Cotton Wool, Barillo, and Wax (23 Aug., 18311.

REFERREDTO: 541, 547

1 & 2 William IV, c. 32. An Act to Amend the Laws in England Relative to Game (5
Oct., 18311.

REFERREDTO. 587

1 & 2 William IV, c 33. An Act for the Extension and Promotion of Public Works in
Ireland (15 Oct., 1831).

NOTE:the reference at 1028 (to Sect. 32) is m a quotation from the Treasury Minute of 1 Dec .
1846. Amended by 9 & 10Victoria, c. 1, q.v

REFERRED TO; 881, 1028

1& 2 William IV, c. 37. An Act to Prohibit the Payment, m Certain Trades, of Wages in
Goods, or Otherwise than in the Current Coin of the Realm ( 15 Oct., 1831 ).

NOTE: I_LI'. Littleton's bill.
REFERREDTO. 212-13

1 & 2 William IV, c. 39. An Act to Repeal the Laws Relating to Apprentices and Other
Young Persons Employed in Cotton Factories and in Cotton Mills, and to Make
Further Provisions in Lieu Thereof ( 15 Oct.. 1831 ).

REFERRED TO; 399

1 & 2 William IV, c. 56. An Act to Establish a Court in Bankruptcy (20 Oct., 1831 ).
REFERRED TO; 622

1 & 2 William IV, c. 60. An Act for the Better Regulation of Vestries, and for the
Appointment of Auditors of Accounts, in Certain Parishes of England and Wales (20
Oct., 18311.

REFERREDTO:588

2 William IV, c. 34. An Act Consolidating and Amending the Laws against Offences
Relating to the Coin (23 May, 18321.

NOTE:one of Brougham's law reforms.
REFERREDTO: 622
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2 William IV, c. 39. An Act for Uniformity of Process in Personal Actions in His
Majesty's Courts of Law at Westminster (23 May, 1832).

NOTE:one of Brougham's law reforms.
REFERREDTO: 622

2 & 3 William IV, c. 45. An Act to Amend the Representation of the People in England
and Wales (7 June, 1832).

NOTE.the references at 764-5 are m a quotaUonfrom Senior.
REFERREDTO: 261, 276-7, 283, 288, 316, 324, 327, 348, 358,485,488,489,493,499,508, 512,

514, 534, 598, 620-2, 764-5, 767, 768, 790, 797, 798, 799, 800, 1103, 1181

2 & 3 William IV, c. 51. An Act to Regulate the Practice and the Fees in the
Vice-Admiralty Courts Abroad, and to Obviate Doubts as to Their Juns&ction (23
June, 1832).

NOTE:one of Brougham's law reforms.
REFERRED TO: 622

2 & 3 William IV, c. 62. An Act for Abohshing the Punishment of Death in Certain
Cases, and Substituting a Lesser Punishment in Lieu Thereof ( 11 July, 1832).

NOTE:one of Brougham's law reforms.
REFEmU-:DTO.622

2 & 3 William IV, c. 84. An Act to Amend the Laws Relating to the Customs (3 Aug.,
1832).

REFERREDTO:541, 547, 565

2 & 3 William IV, c. 92. An Act for Transferring the Powers of the High Court of
Delegates, Both in Ecclesiastical and Maritime Causes, to His Majesty in Council (7
Aug., 1832).

REFERRED TO: 623

2 & 3 William IV, c. 107. An Act for Regulating for Three Years, and from Thence until
the End of the Then Next Session of Parliament, the Care and Treatment of Insane
Persons m England ( 11 Aug., 1832).

REFE_D TO: 622

2 & 3 William IV, c. 110. An Act for the Better Regulation of the Duties to Be Performed
by the Officers on the Plea or Common Law Side of the Court of Exchequer ( 15 Aug.,
1832).

REFERREDTO: 623

2 & 3 William IV, c. 111. An Act to Abolish Certain Sinecure Offices Connected with the
Court of Chancery, and to Make Provision for the Lord High Chancellor on His
Retirement from Office (15 Aug., 1832).

REFERREDTO: 623

2 & 3 William IV, c. 116. An Act to Provide for the Salaries of Certain High and Judicial
Officers, and of Payments Heretofore Made out of the Civil List Revenues ( 16 Aug.,
1832).

NOTE:one of Brougham's law reforms.
REFERRED TO; 622

2 & 3 William IV, c. 121. An Act to Enable His Majesty to Carry into Effect a
Convention Made between His Majesty and the King of the French and Emperor of
All the Russias, and the King of Bavaria (16 Aug., 1832).

REFERRED TO; 611

2 & 3 William IV, c. 123. An Act for Abolishing the Punishment of Death in Certain
Cases of Forgery ( 16 Aug., 1832).

NOTE:one of Brougham's law reforms.
REFERREDTO: 622
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3 William IV, c. 4. An Act for the More Effectual Suppression of Local Disturbances and
Dangerous Associations in ireland (2 Apr., 1833).

REFERRED TO: 608

3 William IV, c. 10. An Act to Reduce the Duty Payable on Cotton Wool Imported into
the United Kingdom (17 May, 1833).

REFERREDTO: 565

3 William IV, c. 11. An Act for Repeahng the Duties and Drawbacks of Excise on Tiles
(17 May, 1833).

REFERRED TO: 565

3 & 4 William IV, c. 23. An Act to Reduce the Stamp Duties on Advertisements and on
Certain Sea Insurances; to Repeal the Stamp Duties on Pamphlets, and on Receipts for
Sums under Five Pounds; and to Exempt Insurances on Farming Stock from Stamp
Duties (28 June, 1833).

REFEPa_rDTO:565

3 & 4 William IV, c. 36. An Act to Diminish the Inconvemence and Expence of
Commissions m the Nature of Writs De Lunatlco lnqurrendo I24 July, 1833_

REFEmu:_oTO: 622

3 & 4 William IV, c. 37. An Act to Alter and Amend the Laws Relating to the
Temporalities of the Church in Ireland 114 Aug., 1833).

REFERREDTO. 601, 604-6, 608, 821

3 & 4 William IV, c. 41. An Act for the Better Admimstratlon of Justice m His Majesty's
Privy Council ( 14 Aug., 1833 )

NOTE'one of Brougham's law reforms.
REFERREDTO. 623, 626-7

3 & 4 William IV, c. 42. An Act for the Further Amendment of the Lag. and the Better
Advancement of Justice ( 14 Aug., 1833 ).

REFERREDTO' 625

3 & 4 William IV, c. 44. An Act to Repeal so Much of Two Acts of the Seventh and
Eighth Years and the Ninth Year of the Reign of George the Fourth as Inflicts
Punishment of Death upon Persons Breaking. Entering. and Steahng m a
Dwelling-House ( 14 Aug., 1833).

NOTE.oneof Brougharn's lay, reforms.
RErEaD TO.622

3 & 4 William IV, c. 67. An Act to Amend an Act of the Second Year of H_s Present
Majesty, for the Uniformity of Process m Personal Actions m H_s Majesty's Courts of
Law at Westmmster (28 Aug., 1833 I.

NOTE:one of Brougham's law reforms.
REFERREDTO: 622

3 & 4 William IV, c. 73. An Act for the Abolition of Slavery throughout the British
Colonies (28 Aug., 1833).

REFE_D TO: 601, 602-4, 610, 611. 642, 980

3 & 4 William IV, C. 84. An Act to Provide for the Performance of the Duties of Certain
Offices Connected with the Court of Chance D Which Have Been Abolished (28
Aug., 1833).

REFERRED TO" 623-4

3 & 4 William IV, c. 85. An Act for Effecting an Arrangement w_th the East India
Company, and for the Better Government of His Majesty's Indian Territories (28
Aug., 1833).

REFERREDTO: 601. 606, 611, 1193
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3 & 4 William IV, c. 93. An Act to Regulate the Trade to China and India (28 Aug.,
1833).

REFERREDTO 601

3 & 4 William IV, c. 94. An Act for the Regulation of the Proceedings and Practice of
Certain Offices of the High Court of Chancery in England (28 Aug., 1833).

REFERREDTO"624

3 & 4 William IV, c. 98. An Act for Giving to the Corporation of the Governor and
Company of the Bank of England Certain Privileges for a Limited Period, under
Certain Conditions (29 Aug., 1833).

REFERREDTO: 575-83, 590-2, 601, 607, 611, 845. 846, 849-50, 859

3 & 4 William IV, c. 99. An Act for Facilitating the Appointment of Sheriffs, and the
More Effectual Audit and Passing of Their Accounts; and for the More Speedy Return
and Recovery of Fines, Issues, Forfeited Recognizances, Penalties, and Deodands;
and to Abolish Certain Offices in the Court of Exchequer (29 Aug., 1833).

REFERREDTO: 623

3 & 4 William IV, c. 100. An Act for the Relief of the Owners of Tithes in Ireland (29

Aug., 1833).
REFERREDTO:608, 609, 610, 966-7

3 & 4 William IV, c. 101. An Act to Provide for the Collection and Management of the
Duties on Tea (29 Aug., 1833).

REFERREDTO:611

3 & 4 William IV, c. 103. An Act to Regulate the Labour of Children and Young Persons
in the Mills and Factories of the United Kingdom (29 Aug., 1833).

REFERREDTO: 601, 633-4, 730

4 & 5 William IV, c. 76. An Act for the Amendment and Better Administration of the
Laws Relating to the Poor in England and Wales ( 14 Aug., 1834).

REFERREDTO: 708-12, 743, 775, 776, 777, 886. 887, 888, 917, 924, 925-6, 930, 931, 942. 943,
944, 945, 987, 1006

4 & 5 William IV, c. 95. An Act to Empower H_s Majesty to Erect South Australia into a
British Province or Provinces, and to Provide for the Colonization and Government
Thereof (15 Aug., 1834).

REFERRED TO, 789

5 & 6 William IV, c. 59. An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Several Laws Relating to
the Cruel and Improper Treatment of Animals, and the Mischiefs Arising from the
Driving of Cattle, and to Make Other Provisions in Regard Thereto (9 Sept., 1835 ).

REFERREDTO: 953

5 & 6 William IV, c. 76. An Act to Provide for the Regulation of Municipal Corporations
in England and Wales (9 Sept., 1835).

gEFERREDTO: 949

6 & 7 William IV, c. 96. An Act to Regulate Parochial Assessments ( 19 Aug., 1836).
REFERREDTO: 863

1& 2 Victoria, c. 56. An Act for the More Effectual Relief of the Destitute Poor in Ireland
(3 July, 1838).

REFERREDTO. 885, 887, 911, 930, 931, 943, 944, 945
2 & 3 Victoria, c. 1, An Act to Amend an Act of the First and Second Year of Her Present

Majesty, for the More Effectual Relief of the Destitute Poor in Ireland (15 Mar.,
1839).

NOTE:see also 1& 2 Victoria, c. 56, and 6 & 7 Vxctoria, c 92.
REFEgREDTO: 881, 885, 911, 930, 931, 943, 944, 945
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2 & 3 Victoria, c. 3. An Act to Authorize the Immediate Distribution of a Portion of the
Fund Applicable to the Relief of Persons Entttled to Certain Arrears of the Tithe
Compositions under an Act of the Last Session of Parliament (27 Mar., 1839).

REFE_D TO: 881

2 & 3 Victoria, c. 50. An Act to Extend and Amend the Provisions of the Acts for the
Extension and Promotion of Public Works in Ireland ( 17 Aug., 1839 ).

REFERRED TO: 881

2 & 3 Victoria, c. 54. An Act to Amend the Law Relating to the Custody of Infants ( 17
Aug., 1839).

REFERREDTO. 918

5 & 6 Victoria, Sess. 2, c. 14. An Act to Amend the Laws for the Importation of Corn (29
Apr., 1842).

REFERREDTO: 860. 862

5 & 6 Victoria, c. 35. An Act Granting to Her Majesty Duties on Profits Arising from
Property, Professions, Trades, and Offices (22 June, 1842 L

REFERREDTO: 860, 862, 864, 1076

5 & 6 Victoria, c. 57. An Act to Continue until the Thirty-first Day of July One Thousand
Eight Hundred and Forty-seven, and to the End of the Then Next Session of
Parliament, the Poor Law Commission: and for the Further Amendment of the Laws
Relating to the Poor in England (30 July, 1842).

REFEgREDTO: 925

6 & 7 Victoria, c. 92. An Act for the Further Amendment of an Act for the More Effectual
Relief of the Destitute Poor m Ireland (24 Aug., 1843 ).

NOTE:see also 1& 2 Victoria, c 56, and 2 & 3 Vmtona, c. 1
REFERREDTO: 885, 911, 930, 931, 943. 944, 945

7 & 8 Victoria, c. 32. An Act to Regulate the Issue of Bank Notes, and for Giving to the
Governor and Company of the Bank of England Certain Privileges for a Limited
Period (19 July, 1844).

NOTE:the reference is prospecnve.
REFERRED TOt 845

8 & 9 Victoria, c. 4. An Act to Continue for Three Years the Duties on Profits Arising
from Property, Professions, Trades, and Offices 15 Apr., 1845).

REFERREDTO: 1076

8 & 9 Victoria, c. 25. An Act to Amend Two Acts Passed in Ireland for the Better
Education of Persons Professing the Roman Catholic Religion, and for the Better
Government of the College Established at Maynooth for the Education of Such
Persons (30 June, 1845 ).

REFERRED TO: 1074

9 & 10 Victoria, c. 1. An Act for the Further Amendment of the Acts for the Extension
and Promotion of Public Works in Ireland (5 Mar., 1846).

NOTE:the reference at 1028 (to Sect. 6) is in a quotatmnfrom a Treasury Minute Amending 1& 2
William IV, c. 33. q.v

REFERREDTO: 932, 935-6, 1028

9 & 10 Victoria, c. 4. An Act to Amend the Acts for Promoting the Drainage of Lands,
and Improvement of Navigation and Water Power in Connexion with Such Drainage,
in Ireland; and to Afford Facilities for Increased Employment for the Labouring
Classes in Works of Drainage during the Present Year (5 Mar., 1846).

REFERREDTO:932
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9 & 10 Victoria, c. 22. An Act to Amend the Laws Relating to the Importation of Corn
(26 June, 1846).

REFERREDTO: 860, 946, 966, 1263

9 & 10 Victoria, c. 95. An Act for the More Easy Recovery of Small Debts and Demands
in England (28 Aug., 1846).

REFERREDTO: 945-6, 948-9

9 & 10 Victoria, c. 107. An Act for Facilitating the Employment of the Labouring Poor in
the Distressed Districts in Ireland (28 Aug., 1846).

NOTE:the referenceat 991 is m a quotation from Scrope.
REFERREDTO: 932, 991

9 & 10 Victoria, c. 108. An Act to Provide Additional Funds for Loans and Grants for
Public Works in Ireland (28 Aug., 1846).

REFERREDTO: 932, 935-6

9 & 10 Victoria, c. 109. An Act to Authorize a Further Issue of Money in Aid of Public
Works of Acknowledged Utility in Poor Distracts in Ireland (28 Aug., 1846).

REFERREDTO: 932,935-6

10 Victoria, c. 31. An Act to Make Further Provision for the Rehef of the Destitute Poor
in Ireland (8 June, 1847).

NOTE:all the references but the last are to the bill of 25 Jan., 1847 (q.v.), which this statute
enacted.

REFERREDTO: 1058, 1066-9, 1069-73. 1076, 1077, 1098

11 Victoria, c. 12. An Act for the Better Security of the Crown and Government of the
United Kingdom (22 Apr., 1848).

NOTE:the bill (q.v.) was brought m on 7 Apr.. 1848.
REFERREDTO: II17-18

11 & 12 Victoria, c. 95. An Act to Empower the Lord Lieutenant or Other Chief Governor
or Governors of Ireland to Apprehend, and Detain until the First Day of March One
Thousand Eight Hundred and Forty-Nine, Such Persons, as He or They Shall Suspect
of Conspiring against her Majesty's Person and Government (25 July, 1848).

REFERREDTO: 1114

11 & 12 Victoria, c. 153 (Local Act). An Act for the Establishment of the "Farmers"
Estate Society of Ireland" (31 Aug., 1848).

NOTE:the reference is to the bill of 25 July, 1848, q.v.
REFERREDTO: 1113

16 & 17 Victoria, c. 30. An Act for the Better Prevention and Punishment of Aggravated
Assaults upon Women and Children (14 June, 1853).

REFERREDTO: 1197

16 & 17 Victoria, c. 95. An Act to Provide for the Government of India (20 Aug.,
1853).

NOTE:references are to the bill of 9 June, 1853, q.v.
REFERREDTO; 1190-4, 1194-6

33 & 34 Victoria, c. 75. An Act to Provide for Public Elementary Education in England
and Wales (9 Aug., 1870).

REFERREDTO: 1222
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FRANCE

OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS

Projet de loi sur les successions et les substitutions (5 Feb. ), Moniteur, 1826, 168.
REFEREmDTO: 126

Projet de loi sur la pohce de la presse (27 Dec. ), Moniteur, 1826, 1730.
NOTE:presented to the Deputies on 29 Dec., 1826. Withdrawn by an ordinance, 17 Apr (ibM.,

1827, 6151.
REFERRED TO: 126

Projet de loi sur les communes (9 Feb. 7,Moniteur, 1829, 178-81.
REFERREDTO: 189

Rapport au roi (25 July), Moniteur, 1830, 813-14.
NOTE:prepared for Charles X by the Polignac ministry (and so referredto as "Rapport au rol"_ as

the justification for the ordinances of 25 July that brought down the Bourbon monarchy
REFERREDTO" 177

Projet de loi sur l'organisation communale (31 Aug. ), Moniteur, 1830, 1007.
NOTE:presented by Humblot-Cont6 (q v. ) See also Lol sur l'organ_satlon munic_pale(21 Mar.

18317.
REFERREDTO: 189, 207-8, 211, 215, 237

Proposition tendant _t rendre libre les professions de libraire et d'tmprimeur, 11 Sept.,
1830. See Benjamin Constant de Rebecque.

Projet d'adresse au roi (8 Oct.), Moniteur, 1830. 1274-6 and 1278-82.
REFERRED TO: 164, 373

Projet de loi qui doit fixer la dotation de la couronne et la liste cwde ( 14 Dec ), Moniteur.
1830, 1733.

REFERREDTO: 223, 386

Projet de loi relatif h l'amortissement ( t7 Jan. ), Momteur, 1831. 119.
REFERREDTO: 247

Projet de loi relatif _ la r_presslon de d61its commis par la voie des repr6sentations
th6fitrales (19 Jan.), Moniteur, 1831, 131-2

REFERREDTO. 251

Projet de loi sur l'instruction primaire (20 Jan. ), Momteur, 1831, 136.
REFERREDTO:215, 251

Rapport de la commission chargde d'exarmner le projet de loi sur les 61ections _ la
chambre des d6put6s (22 Feb. ). Moniteur, 1831,373-8.

REFERREDTO: 274

Proposition relative /t la revision de l'article 23 de la charte constitutionnelle, 9 Aug.,
1831. See Anne Joseph Eus_be Baconni_re de Salverte.

Proposition relative _tla loi du divorce ( 11 Aug. 7, Momteur, 1831. 1352.
NOTE:presented by Auguste Jean Marie. baron de Schonen, to the Chamber of Deputies on the

1lth, but not discussed until the 18th Obid., 1426-71;_tpassed the Chamber of Depanes on 14
Dec. (ibid., 1290-61, but was rejected by the Chamber of Peers on 28 Mar. (ibtd.. 1832,
897-900).

REFERREDTO. 379, 439,479

Adresse de la chambre des d6put6s au roi (16 Aug. 7, Moniteur. 1831, 1405.
NOTE:read to Louis Philippe on 17 Aug. (ibid., 14071
REFERREDTO: 340
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Projet de loi sur le transit et les entrep6ts (20 Aug. ), Moniteur, 1831, 1438-40.
REFERREDTO: 374-5, 378, 478

Proposition tendant h restituer aux titulaires les grades et d6corations accord6s pendant les
cent-jours (24 Aug.), Moniteur, 1831, 1456.

NOTE:presented by Boissy-d'Anglas (q.v.) on 24 Aug., it was amended by the Peers on 14-15Oct
(ibM., 1863-8, 1870-2). On 21 Nov. the government reported the King's refusal to sanction it,
and presented an alternative bill (ibid., 2193-4).

REFERRED TO: 352, 367

Projet de loi destin6 _ remplacer l'article 23 de la charte constitutionnelle (27 Aug.),
Moniteur, 1831, 1478.

NOTE:the bill to abolish the hereditary peerage.
REFERREDTO: 339, 341-5, 346, 354, 357, 358, 359. 363, 364, 364-5, 379, 381, 390

Projet de loi sur la libert6 individuelle (3 Sept. ), Moniteur, 1831, 1504-5.
REFE_D TO: 417

Rapport de la commission charg6e d'examiner le projet de loi sur le recrutement de
l'arm6e ( 12 Sept. ). Moniteur, 1831. 1561-3.

REFERREDTO: 354

Petition... demandant que les cendres de Napol6on soient r¢clam6s pour 8tre d6pos6s
sous la colonne de la place Vend6me (13 Sept. ), Moniteur, 1831, 1568.

REFERREDTO: 354

Projet de loi sur les attributions municipales ( 14 Sept. ), Moniteur, 1831, 1577-9.
REFE_,EDTO: 353-4, 385, 391, 476, 477

Projet de loi sur l'organisation des conseils-g6n6raux de d6partement et des conseils
d'arrondissement ( 15 Sept. ), Moniteur, 1831, 1586-7.

REFERREDTO: 353, 476, 477

Projet de loi sur les attributions d6partementales ( 16 Sept. L Moniteur, 1831, 1599-1600.
REFERREDTO:353, 476. 477

Rapport de la commission charg6e d'examiner le projet de loi sur la r6vision de l'article 23
de la charte constitutionnelle (19 Sept. ), Moniteur, 1831, 1619-24.

REFERREDTO. 346, 354

Projet de loi sur les c6r6ales (17 Oct. ), Moniteur, 1831, 1885-7.
REFE_D TO' 359, 370, 377, 384-5. 391, 477

Projet de loi sur l'instruction primaire (24 Oct. ), Moniteur, 1831, 1947-8.
REFEt_,EDTO: 360, 385, 391, 476,477

Projet de loi relatif aux expropriations pour cause d'utilit6 publique (3 Nov. ), Moniteur,
1831, 2041.

REFEm_EDTO: 476, 477

Projet de loi concemant les entrep6ts dans l'intCrieur et aux frontiSres (11 Nov.),
Moniteur, 1831, 2110-11.

REFERREDTO: 378, 478

Proposition... relative _ la c61¢bration forcCe des dimanches et des fStes, 6 Dec., 1831.
See Auguste Portalis.

Proposition... relative au deuil public du 21 janvier, 6 Dec., 1831. See Auguste Portalis.

Proposition pour la reprise h une autre session des travaux lCgislatifs non terminCs dans la
session pr6c6dente, 7 Dec., 1831. See Anne Joseph EusSbe BaconniSre de Salverte.

Projet de loi relatif au regime 16gislatif des colonies (16 Dec. ), Moniteur, 1831, 2410.
_FEm_EDTO: 476, 477
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Projet de loi portant modification au tarif g6n6ral des douanes ( 17Dec. ). Moniteur, 1831,
2426.

REFERREDTO: 363, 476

Rapport de la commission charg6e d'exarmner le projet de lol sur la liste civile ( 29 Dec, ),
Moniteur, 1831, 2542-7.

REFERREDTO. 386, 391, 392

Projet de loi relatif _ l'6tat des officmrs de l'arm6e ( 19 Jan. ), Moniteur, 1832, 192-3.
REFERRED TO: 476-7

Projet de loi sur l'avancement darts l'arm6e navale ( 19 Jan. ), Momteur. 1832, 194.
REFERREDTO:476-7

Proposition... relative au travail des f6tes et dimanches, 11 Feb., 1832. See Auguste
Portalis.

Rapport de la commission charg6e d'examiner le projet de lol sur les cOr6ales (5 Mar. ),
Moniteur, 1832, Suppl6ment, i-x.

REFERRED TO: 424

Adresse en r6ponse au discours du tr6ne (4 Dec. ), Moniteur. 1832, 2073.
REFERREDTO: 532

Projet de loi sur les douanes (5 Dec. ), Moniteur, 1832, 2084-5.
REFEREEDTO. 533, 540

Projet de loi sur l'organisation municipale (8 Dec ), Momteur, 1832, 2113-14.
SORE"withdrawn by an ordinance of 11 Apr., 1833; see ibid., 1027
REFERREDTO: 531

Projet de loi sur l'organisation d6partementale (8 Dec. ), Momteur, 1832.2114.
REFERREDTO: 569-70

Projet de loi sur les attributions communales (8 Dec. L Moniteur, 1832.2114-16.
REFERRED TO, 531, 572

Projet de lol sur le conseil-g6n6ral et les conseils d'arrondissement du d6partement de la
Seine, et sur la municipalit6 de la ville de Paris (8 Dec ), Moniteur. 1832, 2116-17.

REFERREDTO. 531,680

Projet de loi relatif _ l'6tat de si_ge ( l 0 Dec. }, Moniteur. 1832.2118-19.
REFEreeDTO: 531. 534, 571

Proposition de loi sur la responsabilit6 des rmnistres et des agents du pouvoir ( t2 Dec. ),
Moniteur, 1832.2139-40.

REFERRED TO: 531

Projet de loi sur l'expropriation pour cause d'utilit6 publique ( 12 Dec. ). Moniteur, 1832.
2137-8.

NOTE:reintroduced (29 Apr., 1833), ibid., 1200.
REVEREDTO:569

Projet de loi relatif _al'instruction primaire (31 Dec., 1832), Moniteur, 1833, 15-16.
REFERREDTO: 531, 571

Projet de loi sur les fortifications de la capitale (3 Apr. ). Moniteur, 1833, 946.
REr._PJ*,EDTO: 593-4

Rapport de la commission charg6e d'examiner le projet de 1ol sur les fortifications de la
capitale (22 Apr.), Moniteur, 1833, 1149-52.

REFERRED TO: 593-4

Projet de loi relatif _ la fixation du budget des d6penses de l'exerclce 1834 (29 Apr. ),
Moniteur, 1833, 1204.

REFEmO_-DTO: 572
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Projet de loi relatif _ la fixation du budget des recettes de l'exercice 1835 (9 Jan.),
Moniteur, 1834, 78.

REFE_D TO: 684

Projet de loi relatif _t la fixation du budget des d6penses de l'exercice 1835 (9 Jan.),
Moniteur, 1834, 146.

REFERREDTO: 684

Projet de loi relatif _t l'ex6cution du trait6 sign6 le 4 juillet 1831 entre la France et les
Etats-Unis (13 Jan. ), Moniteur, 1834, 93.

REFERRED TO: 699

Proposition . . . relative h l'abolition des majorats et des substitutions (14 Jan.),
Moniteur, 1834, 112.

REFERREDTO.680

Projet de loi sur les crieurs publiques (24 Jan.), Moniteur, 1834, 154.
REFERREDTO:683, 684, 685

Projet de loi tendant h accorder un cr6dit suppl6mentaire pour 1834, au minist_re de la
guerre (3 Feb.), Moniteur, 1834, 213-14.

REFERREDTO:684

Projet de loi sur les associations (25 Feb. ), Momteur, 1834, 418.
REFERREDTO: 685, 688, 689, 699

Projet de loi relatif aux d6tenteurs d'armes et de munitions de guerre ( 15 Apr. ), Moniteur,
1834, 929-30.

REFERRED7"0: 705. 706, 732

Projet de loi relatif _ un cr6dit extraordinaire sur l'exercice 1834 (15 Apr. ), Moniteur,
1834,930.

REFERRED7"0: 705, 706, 732

Projet de loi pour un cr6dit additionnel au budget du minist_re de guerre pour 1835 (15
Apr.), Moniteur, 1834, 930.

REFERREDTO: 705, 706, 732

Projet d'adresse en r6ponse au discours du tr6ne (13 Aug. ), Moniteur, 1834, 1697-1704.
REFERREDTO: 746, 747

Projet de loi relatif au trait6 du 4 janvier 1831 avec les Etats-Unis (9 Apr.), Moniteur,
1835, 794.

REFERRED7"0:699

Projet de d6cret sur l'instruction primaire (30 June), Moniteur, 1848, 1537-8.
REFERRED TO: 1105

STATUTES

Decree of National Assembly Abolishing Provincial Assemblies (untitled) (26 Oct.),
Moniteur, 1789, 319.

REFERRED TO; 186

Decree of National Assembly Dividing France into 83 Departments (untitled) (15 Jan. ),
Moniteur, 1790, 64.

REFERREDTO: 186

D6erets sur l'avancement militaire (20 Sept.), Moniteur, 1790, 1095.
REFERRED7"0:616
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Constitution fran_aise (14 Sept., 1791). In Lois et actes du gouvernement. Paris:
Imprimerie imp6riale, 1806, IV, 188-232.

NOTE:the reference is in a quotation from Montalivet.
REFERREDTO: 360

Loi concernant la police de sQret6, la justice criminelle, et l'dtabtissement des jur6s (29
Sept., 1791 ). In Lois, et actes du gouvernement (1806), IV, 2,14-87.

REFERREDTO: 707

Decree on Public Safety, Moniteur, 1 June, 1792, 635, and 14 Aug., 1792, 953.
REFERRED TO: 418

Declaration of the National Convention Abolishing Royalty (21 Sept.), Moniteur, 1792.
1130.

NOTE:the reference is in a speech by Godefrol Cavalgnac, q.v
REFERREDTO: 1247

Acte constitutionnel de la r6publique (24 June). Moniteur. t 793,765-6.
REFERREDTO: 501, 672

Decree of 31 July, 1793 (untitled), Moniteur, 1793, 914.
REFERREDTO: 418

Decree Concerning Education (untitled) (5 brumaire, an I1; 26 Oct. ), Moniteur, 1793.
150-1.

NOTE: the decree, never carried out, is mentioned m a quotation from Montahvet.
REFEmUZDTO. 360

Decree Concerning Education (untitled) (9 brumaire, an II; 30 Oct ). Moniteur, 1793,
167.

NOTE:the decree, never carried out, is mentioned in a quotationfrom Montahvet
REFERRED TO. 360

Decree Concerning Education (untitled) (4 vent6se, an II; 22 Feb. ), Momteur. 1794,632.
NOTE:the decree, never carried out, _smentioned m a quotanon from Montahvet
REFERREDTO:360

D6cret sur les f_tes d6cadarres ( 18 flor6al, an II; 7 May). Moniteur, 1794, 932.
REFERREDTO: 478-9

Decree Concerning Education (untitled) (26 brumaire, an HI: 16 Nov. ). Moniteur, 1794.
245-6.

NOTE:the degree, never camed out, is mentionedin a quotation from Montahvet.
REFERREDTO: 360

D6cret relatif aux p_res et m6res des dmigr6s (12 flordal, an III; 1 May), Moniteur, 1795,
929-30.

REFERRED TO: 418

D6cret sur la restitution et les exceptions (21 pratrial, an IIl: 9 June), Moniteur. 1795,
1065-6.

REFERREDTO: 418

Le bannissement perp6tuel des dmigrds (5 fructidor, an HI; 22 Aug. ), Montteur. 27 Aug.,
1795, Supplement, vi.

REFERREDTO:482

Constitution de la r6publique franqaise, propos6e au peuple franqais par la convention
nationale. Paris: Imprimerie de la r6publique, an HI [ 1795].

NOTE:the Directorial Constitution.
REFERREDTO: 385, 519
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Loi sur l'organisation de l'instruction publique, Bull. 203, No. 1216 (3 brumaire, an IV;
25 Oct., 1795), Bulletin des lois de la rdpubliquefran_aise, 1st seE, VI, 1-13.

NOTE:the Bulletins in this series are mdlvidually paged.
REFERRED TO. 385, 520

Loi relative _tla prohibition des agences 6tablies pour faire des ventes par forme de loterie,
Bull. 160, No. 1570 (3 frimaire, an VI; 23 Nov., 1797), Bulletin des lois de la
r_publiquefranfaise, 2nd ser., V, 12-13.

REFERREDTO: 518

Loi concernant la division du territoire de la r6publique et l'administration, Bull. 17, No.
115 (28 pluvi6se, an VIII; 17 Feb., 1800), Bulletm des lois de la rdpublique

franfaise, 3rd ser., I, 1-94.
REFE_D TO. 186. 260, 352, 385,476, 681

Loi relative h l'organisation des cultes, Bull. 172, No. 1344 (18 germinal, an X; 5 Apr.,
1802), Bulletin des lois de la rdpublique franfaise, 3rd ser., VI, 13-36.

REFERREDTO. 215

S6natus-consulte organique de la constitution du 16 thermidor an X, Bull. 206, No. 1876
( 17 thermidor, an X; 4 Aug., 1802), Bulletin des lois de la rdpubliquefranfaise, 3rd
ser., VI, 534-50.

REFERREDTO: 186, 260, 352, 385

Arr¢td contenant une nouvelle organisation de l'Institut National, Bull. 243, No. 2257 (3
pluvi6se, an XI; 23 Jan., 1803), Bulletin des lots de la rdpubliquefranfaise, 3rd ser.,
VII. 373-8.

REFERREDTO: 154, 520

Decret map6rial concernant le cat6chisme h l'usage des 6glises catholiques de l'empire,
Bull. 86, No. 1473 (4 Apr., 1806), Bulletin des lois de l'empirefran#ais, 4th ser.,
IV, 416-17.

REFERRED TO: 154

Loi relative tt la formation d'un corps enseignant, sous le nom d'universit6 imp6riale,
Bull. 91, No. 1547 (20 May, 1806), Bulletin des lots de l'empirefranfats, 4th ser..
IV, 527-8.

NOTE:the law was passed on, and so referred to as that of. 10May.
REFERREDTO. 154-5

S6natus-consulte, Bull. 112, No. 1823 (14 Aug., 1806), Bulletin des lois de l'empire
franfais, 4th ser., V, 429-31.

REFERRED TO; 681

D6cret impdrial qui d6clare les iles britanniques en 6tat de blocus, Bull. 123, No. 1998
(21 Nov., 1806), Bulletin des lots de l'empirefranfais, 4th ser., V, 569-72.

REFERREDTO: 699

Code Napol6on (1803-04), Bull. 154 bis, No. 2653 bis (3 Sept., 1807), Bulletin des lois
de l'empire fran_ais, 4th ser., Num6ros bls.

NOTE:separately paginated, 1-383, with index, 1-80. The "Bulletins bis" are not included in their
numerical places in the annual volumes, but are gathered, for each period, in a separate volume.
The Code, known until 1807 as the Code ctvil des Francais, was decreed and promulgated in
parts between March 1803and March 1804. One of the references at 1038 is in a quotation from
Croker.

REFERREDTO: 157, 379, 380, 681, 950, 1037-8, 1047

Loi qui d_termine le cas o0 deux arr_ts de la cour de cassation peuvent donner lieu
l'interpr6tation de la loi, Bull. 161, No. 2791 (16 Sept., 1807), Bulletin des lois de
l'empirefranfais, 4th ser., VII, 101-2.

REFE_D TO:700
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Dtcret imptrial portant saisie et confiscation des b_timens qui, apr_s avoir touch6 en
Angleterre, entreront darts les ports de France, Bull. 172. No. 2912 (23 Nov., 1807),

Bulletin des lois de l'empire franfais, 4th ser., VII, 357-9.
REFERREDTO: 699

Dtcret iml_rial contenant de nouvelles mesures contre le systCme maritime de

l'Angleterre, Bull. 169, No. 2890 (17 Dec., 1807), Bullenn des lois de l'empire

franfais, 4th ser., VII, 341-3.
REFER_D To: 699

D_cret imperial additionnel aux dtcrets contenant des mesures contre le syst_me maritime

de l'Angleterre, Bull. 171, No. 2904 (11 Jan., 1808), Bulletin des lois de l'empire

franfais, 4th ser., VII, 353-4.
REFERREDTO: 699

Dtcret iml_rial portant organisation de l'universltt, Bull. 185, No. 3179 (t7 Mar.,

1808), Bulletin des lois de l'empire franfals, 4th ser., VIII. 145-71.
REFERREDTO: 154-5

Code d'instruction criminelle. Bull. 214 bis (17, 19 Nov., 9. 10, 12, 13, 14. 15, and 16

Dec., 1808), Bulletin des lois de l'empire franqais, 4th ser., Numtros bis.
NOTE: separately paginated, 1-151, with mdex, 17-52. The "Bulletins b:s" are not included m their

numerical places in the annual volumes, but are gathered, for each penod, m a separate volume
The Code was enacted in a senes of laws (not in th_s case numbered), dated as above

REFERREDTO: 657, 666, 700

Code p_nal, Bull. 277 bis, Nos. 1-7 ( 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19, and 20 Feb., 1810), Bulletin

des lois de l'empire frangais, 4th ser., Numtros bis
NOTE: separately pagmated, 1-120, without index. The "'Bulletins bts'" are not included m their

numerical places in the annual volumes, but are gathered, for each period, in a separate volume
The Code was enacted m a series of laws, dated as above

REFERREDTO: 142, 164, 185, 373, 374, 418, 511, 688

Loi sur l'organisation de l'ordre judiciaire et l'admimstration de la justice, Bull. 282, No.

5351 (20 Apr., 1810), Bulletin des lois de l'empzrefranfais. 4th ser., XII. 291-306.
REFERREDTO: 482

D_cret imperial relatif _ l'organisat_on et au service des 6tats-majors des places, Bull

411, No. 7543 (24 Dec., 1811 ), Bulletin des lois de l'ernpirefranqals, 4th ser., XV,
573-610.

REFERREDTO: 481-2

Charte constitutionnelle, Bull. 17, No. 133 (4 June, 1814), Bulletin des lois du royaume
de France, 5th ser., I, 197-207.

NOTE: the _eference at 171 is in a quotation from Ross.
QUOTED: 482
REFERREDTO: 123, 124, 125, 127. 128, 131, 132, 133, 135, 138, 144, 162, 171, 197. 202. 260,

347. 352-3, 366, 367. 380. 386, 452, 454, 455, 456, 476, 482, 693. 694. 695, 696n

R_glement pour la charnbre des dtputts des dtpartemens (25 June). Momteur. 1814,
711-12.

REFERREDTO; 215. 235. 439

Loi relative _tla libert6 de la presse, Bull. 47, No. 395 (21 Oct., 1814), Bulletin des lois
du royaume de France, 5th seT., II, 313-17.

REFE_D TO: 193, 705

Loi relative au deuil gtntral du 21 janvier. Bull. 63, No. 401 ( 19 Jan., 1816). Bulletin des

lois du royaume de France, 7th ser., II, 77-8.
REFE_va:,DTO: 376,421,479
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Ordonnance du roi portant qu'il sera form6 dans chaque canton un comit6 gratuit et de
charit6 pour surveiller et encourager l'instruction primaire, Bull. 73, No. 495 (29
Feb., 1816), Bulletin des lms du royaume de France, 7th ser., II, 297-304.

NOTE.the reference _s in a quotation from Montahvet
REFERRED TO: 361

Loi sur les finances, Bull. 81, No. 623 (28 Apr., 1816), Bulletm des lois du
royaume de France, 7th ser., II, 489-660.

NOTE.estabhshed the Sinking Fund.
REFERREDTO: 402,405-6, 428. 570, 572

Loi sur l'abolition du divorce, Bull. 84, No. 645 (8 May, 1816), Bulletin des lois du
royaume de France, 7th ser., II, 687-8.

REFERREDTO. 379

Ordonnance du rol sur la formation des majorats h instRuer par les pairs, Bull. 171, No.
2686 (25 Aug., 1817), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 7th set., V, 129-32.

REFERRED TO: 200, 380

Lol sur la r6presslon des crimes et d61its commls par la voie de la presse, ou par tout autre
moyen de publication, Bull. 278, No. 6444 (17 May, 1819), Bulletin des lms du
royaume de France, 7th ser., VIII, 465-71.

REFERRED TO. 137

Loi relative _t la poursuite et au jugement des crimes et d61its commis par la voie de la
presse, ou par tout autre moyen de publication, Bull. 280, No. 6515 (26 May, 1819),
Bulletin des lots du royaume de France, 7th set., VIII, 513-20.

REFERRED TO: 137

Loi relative _ la publication des joumaux ou 6crits p6riodiques, Bull. 284, No. 6648 (9
June, 1819), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 7th ser., VIII, 601-4.

REFERRED TO" 137

Loi relative h la fixation du budget des recettes de 1819, Bull. 295, No. 7003 (17 July,
1819), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 7th ser., IX, 41-60.

REFERRED TO: 131

Loi sur la publication des joumaux et 6crits p_riodiques, Bull. 356, No. 8494 (31 Mar.,
1820), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 7th ser., X, 385-7.

REFERRED TO 137

Loi sur les 61ections, Bull. 379, No. 8910 (29 June, 1820), Bulletin des lois du royaume
de France, 7th ser., X, 1001-6.

REFERREDTO: 125, 139

Loi relative/l l'exportation des grains, Bull. 462, No. 10886 (4 July, 1821 ), Bulletin des
lois du royaume de France, 7th ser., XIII, 17-20.

REFERREOTO: 370, 477. 533

Loi relative _ la censure des joumaux (26 July, 1821 ), Bull. 464, No. 10933, Bulletin des
lois du royaume de France, 7th ser., XIII, 33-4.

_FEm_EDTO: 137

LOl relative _ la fixation des d6penses et des recettes de 1821, Bull. 465, No. 10966 (31
July, 1821 ), Bulletin des lots du royaume de France, 7th ser., XIII, 41-72.

REFERRED TO: 131

Loi relative/t la police des journaux et 6crits l_riodiques, Bull. 510, No. 12253 ( 17 Mar.,
1822), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 7th ser., XIV, 209-11.

REFERREDTO: 137
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Loi relative h la r6pression et _ la poursuite des d61its commis par la vole de ta presse ou
par tout autre moyen de publication, Bull. 514, No. 12390 (25 Mar., 1822), Bullenn
des lois du royaume de France. 7th ser., XIV, 249-55.

REFERRED TO: 137

Loi contenant le budget de l'exercice 1822, Bull. 524, No. 12637 ( 1May, 1822), Bulletin
des lois du royaume de France, 7th ser., XIV, 417-38.

REFERRED TO: 131

Loi sur les douanes, Bull. 544, No. 13139 f27 July, 1822), Bulletin des lois du royaume
de France, 7th ser., XV, 105-16.

REFERREDTO:157

Loirelative_lafixationdu budgetdesd6pensesetdesrecettesde 1823,Bull.549,No.
13207(17 Aug., 1822),Bulletindes loisdu royaumede France,7th ser.,XV,
201-22.

REFERREDTO:131

Loirelative/ilafixaUondu budgetdesd6pensesetdesrecettesde 1824,Bull.604,No.
14627(I0 May, 1823),Bulletindes loisdu royauraede France,7thser.,XVI,
377-92.

REFERREDTO:131

Ordonnancedu roiqui portequ'_l'avenirlesraresaccord6spar samajest6seront
personnels, et ne deviendront h6r_ditaires qu'apr_s l'institution du majorat; fixe le
revenu des majorats de vicomte et de marquis hors de la paine, &c., Bull. 688, No.
17462 (10 Feb., 1824). Bulletin des lots du royaume de France, 7th set.. XVIII,
118-20.

REFERRED TO: 200

Ordonnance du roi relative _ l'adrmnistration sup6neure de l'instruction publique, aux
coll6ges, institutions, pensions, et 6coles pnmaires, Bull. 664, No. 16774 (8 Apr.,
1824), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 7th ser., XVIH, 200-3.

REFERREDTO: 125. 137, 185, 339-40, 361

Loi relative au renouvellement int6gral et septennal de la chambre des d6put6s, Bull. 672,
No. 17159 (9 June, 1824), Bulletm des lois du rovaume de France, 7th ser.. XVIII,
321-2.

REFERREDTo: 125

Ordonnance du roi qui cr_e un ministSre des affaires eccl6smstiques et de l'instruction
publique, et fixe les attributions du ministre de ce d6partement, Bull. 694, No. 17617
(26 Aug., 1824), Bulletm des lots du royaume de France, 7th ser., XIX, 194-5.

REFERREDTO. 125, 137, 185, 339-40, 361

Ordonnance du roi qui nomme ministre secr6taire d'6tat au d6partement des affatres
eccl_siastiques et de l'instruction pubhque, M. le comte Frayssinous, 6v6que
d'Hermopolis, Bull. 694, No. 17618 (26 Aug., 1824), Bulletin des lois du royaume
de France, 7th ser., XIX. 195.

REFERREDTO:125,137,185,339-40,361

Loi pour la r6pression des crimes et des d_lits commis dans les 6difices ou sur les objets
consacr6s _ la religion catholique ou aux autres cultes 16galement 6tablis en France,
Bull. 29, No. 665 (20 Apr., 1825), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 8th ser.,
H, 221-5.

REFERREDTO: 126

Loi concernantI'indemnit6_taccorderaux ancienspropri6tairesdes biens-fonds
confisqu6set vendusau profitde l'6taten vertudes loissurles6mlgr6s,les
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condarnn6s et les d6port6s, Bull. 30, No. 680 (27 Apr., 1825), Bulletin des lois du
royaume de France, 8th ser., II, 229-38.

REFERREDTO: 367

Loi relative _tla fixation du budget des recettes de 1826, Bull. 42. No. 963 (13 June.
1825), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 8th ser.. II, 405-22.

REFERRED TO; 131

Loi stir les substitutions, Bull. 90, No. 3028 (17 May, 1826), Bulletin des lois du
royaume de France, 8th ser., IV, 281-2.

REFERREDTO: 157

Loi relative aux douanes, Bull. 91, No. 3076 (17 May, 1826), Bulletin des lozs du
royaume de France, 8th ser., IV, 289-303.

m_FEm_EDTO: 533

Loi relative _ la fixation du budget des d6penses et des recettes de 1827, Bull. 101, No.
3371 (6 July, 1826), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 8th ser., V, 1-18.

REFERRED TO" 131, 480

Ordonnance du roi qui licencie la garde nationale de Paris (29 Apr. ), Momteur, 1827,
697.

NOTE;this ordinance is not included m the Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 8th ser.
REFERRED TO" 125-6

Loi relative _ l'organisation du jury, Bull. 157, No. 5679 (2 May, 1827). Bulletin des Ires
du royaume de France, 8th ser., VI, 425-30.

REFEL*,EDTO: 163

Ordonnance du roi portant cr6ation de nouveaux pairs de France. Bull. 194. No. 7405 (5
Nov., 1827), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 8th set., VII, 449-52.

REFERREDTO: 127

Loi sur les journaux et 6crits p6riodiques, Bull. 241, No. 8754 ( 18 July. 1828). Bulletin
des lois du royaume de France, 8th ser., IX, 33-40.

REFEmZEDTO: 372, 388, 428

Ordonnance du roi qui suspend la libert6 de la presse p6riodique et semi-p_riodique, Bull.
367, No. 15135 (25 July, 1830), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 8th ser.,
XII, 33-4.

REFERREDTO: 275, 297. 518

Ordonnance du roi qui dissout la chambre des d6put6s des dfpartemens, Bull. 367, No.
15136 (25 July, 1830), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 8th ser., XII, 35.

REFERREDTO:275, 297, 518

Ordonnance du roi qui r6forme, selon les principes de la charte constitutionnelle, les
r_gles d'61ection, et prescrit l'ex6cution de l'article 46 de la charte, Bull. 367, No.
15137 (25 July, 1830), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 8th ser., XII, 35-9.

REFERREDTO: 275, 297, 518

Ordonnance du roi qui convoque les coll6ges 61ectoraux d'arrondissement pour le 6
septembre prochain, les coll6ges de d6partement pour le 13, et la chambre des pairs et
celle des d6put6s pour le 28 du m_me mois, Bull. 367, No. 15138 (25 July, 1830),
Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 8th ser., XII, 39-40.

REFERREDTO:275, 297, 518

Charte constitufionnelle, Bull. 5, No. 59 (14 Aug., 1830), Bulletin des lois du royaume
de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), I, 51-64.

NOTE:the referenceat 361 is m a quotanonfrom Montahvet.
REFERREDTO: 133, 144, 145, 156-7, 161, 162, 214, 223, 339, 347, 352-3. 361, 366. 380, 386,

452,453,482, 485,518, 524, 662,667, 692, 695. 743
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Modification au r_glement de la chambre (24 Aug. ), Moniteur, 1830, 961-2.
REFERREDTO:215, 235, 355

Loi relative au serment des fonctionnaires publics, Bull. 6, No. 61 (31 Aug., 1830),
Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), I, 66-7.

REFERREDTO: 695

Loi sur le mode de pourvoir aux places vacantes dans la chambre des d6put6s, Bull. 8,
No. 67 (12 Sept., 1830), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I
(Lois), I, 76-8.

REFERREDTO: 139

Loi sur l'application du jury aux d61its de la presse et aux d61itspoliuques, Bull. 9, No. 68
(8 Oct., 1830), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), I,
79-80.

REFERREDTO:409, 707

Loi qui punit les attaques contre les droits et l'autorit6 du to1 et des chambres par la vole
de la presse, Bull. 13, No. 74 (29 Nov., 1830), Bulletin des lois du royaume de
France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), I, 95-6.

REFERREDTO: 747

Loi qui appelle quatre-vingt mille hommes sur la classe de 1830, Bull 15, No. 78 (11
Dec., 1830), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), I, 113-14

REFERREDTO. 214, 270

Loi qui ouvre des cr6dits provisoires pour l'exeroce 1831, Bull. 15, No. 79 (12 Dec.,
1830), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France. 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois). I. 114-17.

REFERREDTO: 207

Loi sur les r6compenses nationales, Bull. 17, No. 81 ( 13 Dec., 1830), Bulletin des lois du
royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), I, 123-8.

REFERREDTO: 308

Loi stir le cautiormement, le droit de timbre et le port des journaux ou 6crits pCnodiques,
Bull. 16, No. 80 ( 14 Dec., 1830), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser.,
Pt. I (Lois), I, 119-22.

REFERREDTO: 191

Loi sur la restitution _tl'6tat du fonds commun de l'indemnit6 des 6rmgr6s et condamn6s,
et sur le mode de cr6ation de nouvelles rentes sur le grand-livre de la dette publique,
Bull. 18, No. 83 (5 Jan., 1831 ), Bulletin des lots du rovaume de France, 9th ser., Pt.
I (Lois), II, 2-4.

REFERREDTO:207

Loi qui met _tla charge de l'6tat le traitement des ministres du culte isra6hte, Bull. 20, No.
85 ( l0 Feb., 1831 ), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser.. Pt. I (Lois), II,
29-30.

REFERREDTO:212

Ordonnance du roi relative au retrait de la loi sur l'instruction primatre (23 Feb. ), Moniteur,
1831, 382.

REFERREDTO:215

Loi relative h la composition des cours d'assises et aux d6clarations du jury, Bull. 21, No.
86 (4 Mar., 1831 ), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), II,
31-3.

aEr_n.aEDtO: 211, 238

Loi concernant la r6pression de la traite des noirs, Bull. 22, No. 87 (4 Mar., 1831 ), Bulletin
des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), II, 35-40.

REFERREDTO:223, 349
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Loi sur l'organisation municipale, Bull. 25, No. 91 (21 Mar., 1831 ), Bulletin des lois du
rovaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), II, 47-62.

REFERREDTO. 189, 207-8, 211, 215, 237, 261, 270, 352, 353, 385, 476. 572

Loi sur la garde nationale, Bull. 26, No. 92 (22 Mar., 1831 ), Bulletin des lois du royaume
de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), II, 63-106.

REFERREDTO: 177, 214, 226

Loi qui autorise la cr6ation de deux cents millions d'obligations du tr6sor, et l'ali6nation des
lois de l'6tat jusqu'_ concurrence de quatre millions de revenu net, Bull. 28, No. 95 (25
Mar., 1831 ), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), II, I 13-15.

REFERRED TO: 270

Loi relative aux contributions personnelle et mobili_re, des portes et fen6tres, et des
patentes, Bull. 29, No. 96 (26 Mar., 1831 ), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th
ser., Pt. I (Lois), II, 117-27.

REFERREDTO: 203, 251

Loi sur les contributions extraordinaires de l'exercice 1831, la contribution des majorats, la
retenue sur les pensions et traitemens, les cr6dits extraordinaires, les d6penses
d6partementales, l'enregistrement des mutations concernant les communes, d6parte-
mens et 6tablissemens publics, le transit des marchandises et le tarifdes primes de sortie
des laines, Bull. 38, No. 106 ( 18 Apr., 1831 ), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France,
9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), II, 211-25.

REFERRED TO: 480

LOi sur les 61ections _ la chambre des d6put6s, Bull. 37, No. 105 ( 19 Apr., 1831 ), Bulletin
des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), II, 177-210.

REFERREDTO. 190-1,203,207-8,211,215,225,226. 227,235,237,261,274,278,283,302. 339.
388

Loi relative _ la fixation definitive des recettes et des d6penses de l'exercice 1831, Bull. 46,
No. 115 ( 16 Oct., 1831 ), Bulletin des lots du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois),
HI, 15-29.

REFERREDTO:270,732

Loi qui autorise la perception des imp6ts pour le premier trimestre de 1832, et ouvre aux
ministres un cr6dit provisoire de trois cent quarante millions, Bull. 52, No. 122 (16
Dec., 1831 ), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), III, 45-7.

REFERRED TO. 378

Loi contenant l'artlcle qui remplace l'article 23 de la charte, Bull. 54, No. 130 (29 Dec.,
1831 ), Bulletin des lots du rovaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), HI, 61-4.

NOTE:the law to abohsh the here&tary peerage.
REFERREDTO. 341, 346, 354. 357, 358, 359, 363, 364, 364-5, 379, 381, 390,424, 457,475,479

Loi sur le transit et les entrep6ts, Bull. 59, No. 137 (9 Feb.. 1832), Bulletin des lois du
royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), IV, 35-50.

REFERREDTO: 374-5, 378, 478

Loi relative aux pensions des militmres promus _des grades dans l'intervalle du 20 mars au
7 juillet 1815, Bull. 61, No. 142 (15 Feb., 1832), Bulletin des lois du royaume de
France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), IV, 71-5.

REFERREDTO: 367

Loi relative _ la cr6ation facultative d'entrep6ts dans l'int6rieur et aux fronti_res, Bull. 63,
No. 144 (27 Feb., 1832), Bulletm des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois),
IV, 85-8.

REFERREDYO: 378, 478
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Loi sur la liste civile, Bull. 65, No. 146 (2 Mar., 1832), Bulletin des lois du royaume de
France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), IV. 91-104.

REFERREDTO: 386, 391, 392, 395, 475

Loi sur le recrutement de l'armre. Bull. 68, No. 149 ( 21 Mar., 1832 ), Bulletin des lois du
royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois). IV, 113-32.

REFERREDTO: 354, 364, 478

Loi relative _tCharles X et h sa famille, Bull. 71. No. 153 ( I0 Apr., 1832 ). Bulletin des loz_
du royaume de France. 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois). IV, 149-51.

REFERREDTO:478,479

Loi sur l'avancement dans l'armre de terre, Bull. 72, No 154 ( 14Apr.. 1832 ), Bulletin des
lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), IV, 153-8.

REFERREDTO: 364, 478

Loi relative _tl'importation et h l'exportatlon des crrrales, Bull. 72, No. 155 ( 15 Apr.,
1832), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. 1 (Lois), IV, 158-61.

REFERREDTO:359, 377, 384-5, 424. 435, 439, 477

Loi stir la contrainte par corps, Bull. 73, No. 158 (17 Apr.. 1832), Bulletin des Io_s du
royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), IV, 165-78.

REFERRED TO: 390-1, 478

Loi sur l'avancement dans l'armre navale, Bull. 77, No. 170 (20 Apr., 1832 ). Bulletin des
lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), IV, 251-7.

REFERRED TO: 478

LOi portant fixation du budget des drpenses de l'exercice 1832, Bull. 76. No. 168 (21 Apr.,
1832), Bulletin des lois du rovaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), IV, 203-17.

REFERREDTO: 346, 378. 391,402, z_05-6,410, 41 l, 417,421. 424,435,441. 474. 475. 479,480,
584, 732

Loi portant fixation du budget des recettes de l'exercice 1832, Bull. 76, No. 169 (21 Apr.,
1832), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I _Lois L IV. 218-48.

REFERREDTO; 346. 378, 391, 402, 405-6, 410, 411, 424, 435, 441, 452,475, 479, 584, 732

Loi portant allocation d'un crrdit extraordinaire d'un million cinq cent mille francs pour
complrment des drpenses secretes de 1832, Bull. 77, No. 172 (21 Apr., t832 ). Bulletin
des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. 1 (Lois), IV, 258-9.

REFERREDTO: 474

Loi sur la tx3che de la morue, Bull. 79, No. 179 (22 Apr., 1832), Bulletin des lois du
royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. 1 (Lois). IV, 307-11.

REFERRED TO; 441, 477

Loi sur la p_che de la baleine, Bull. 79, No. 180 (22 Apr., 1832L Bulletm des lois du
royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), IV, 311-15.

REFERREDTO: 449, 477

Loi contenant des modifications au code prnal et au code d'instruct_on criminelle. Bull. 78.
No. 178 (28 Apr., 1832 ), Bulletm des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., F't I (Lots ),
IV, 267-304.

REFERREDTO: 351, 372, 374, 478

Ordonnance du roi qui drclare en 6tat de slrge les communes comprises dans les
arrondissemens de Laval, Chfiteau-Gontier et Vitrr, Bull. 161, No. 4202 (1 June,
1832), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. II (Ordonnances ), IV, 66 t.

REFERREDTO: 481

Ordonnance du roi qui drclare en 6tat de sirge les communes comprises dans les
departemens de Maine-et-Loire, de la Vendre. de la Loire-Infrrieure et des Deux-
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S_vres, Bull. 161, No. 4203 (3 June, 1832), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France,
9th ser., Pt. II (Ordonnances), IV, 661-2.

REFERREDTO: 481

Ordonnance du roi qui met la ville de Paris en 6tat de si6ge, Bull. 161, No. 4204 (6 June,
1832), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th set., Pt. II (Ordonnances), IV, 662.

NOTE:the reference at 593 is in a quotation from Croker.
REFERREDTO. 481, 483. 495, 515, 524, 532, 593, 706

Ordonnance du roi qui l_ve l'6tat de si6ge de la ville de Paris, Bull. 168, No. 4261 (29 June,
1832), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th set., Pt. 1I( Ordonnances ), IV, 825.

REFERREDTO:495

Ordonnances du roi, Bull. 187, Nos. 4419-78 ( 12Oct., 1832), Bulletin des lois du royaume
de France, 9th ser., Pt. II (Ordonnances), V, 227-60.

REFERREDTO: 516

Ordonnance du roi qui r6tablit dans le sein de l'Institut Royal de France l'ancienne classe
des sciences morales et politiques, Bull. 194, No. 4523 (26 Oct., 1832), Bulletin des
lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. II (Ordonnances), V, 353-5.

REFERREDTO: 519-21

Loi qui fixe les contributions directes pour l'ann6e 1833, autorise la perception des imp6ts
pour le premier trimestre de cette ann6e, et ouvre aux ministres un cr6dit provisoire de
trois cent quarante millions, Bull. 81, No. 188 (15 Dec., 1832), Bulletin des lois du
royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), IV, 333-45.

REFERREDTO: 570

R6glement relatif _ la reprise des travaux 16gislatifs interrompus par la cl6ture des sessions
(31 Dec., 1832), Moniteur, I Jan, 1833, 5-6.

REFERREDTO:571, 583

Loi portant r_glement d6finitif du budget de l'exercice 1829, Bull. 83, No. 190 (31 Jan.,
1833), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), V, 3-31.

REFERREDTO:479

Loi qui autorise la perception des imp6ts pour tes mois d'avril et mai 1833, et ouvre aux
mimstres un cr6dit provisoire de cent quarante-deux millions sur l'exercice 1833, Bull.
85, No. 195 (20 Mar., 1833), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I
(Lois), V, 43-4.

REFERREDTO: 570

Loi portant fixation du budget des d6penses de l'exercice 1833, Bull. 93, No. 213 (23 Apr.,
1833), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), V, 89-105.

REFERREDTO:424, 570, 584, 732

Loi portant fixation du budget des recettes de l'exercice 1833, Bull. 94, No. 214 (24 Apr.,
1833), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), V, 107-16.

REFERREDTO: 424, 570, 584, 732

Loi concernant l'exercice des droits civils et des droits politiques dans les colonies, Bull.
94, No. 215 (24 Apr., 1833), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I
(Lois), V, 116-17.

REFERREDTO:569

Loi concemantler6gime16gislatifdescolonies,Bull.94, No. 216 (24 Apr.,1833),
BulletindesloisduroyaumedeFrance,9thset.,Pt.I(Lois),V, 117-27.

REFE_D TO:569

Loirelative_I'importationet_l'exportationdessucres,Bull.95,No. 219(26Apr.,1833),
BulletindesloisduroyaumedeFrance,9[hset.,Pt I(Lois),V, 131-3.

_FE_D TO:569
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Loi sur l'organisation des conseils g6n6raux de d6partement et des conseils d'arrondisse-
ment, Bull. 104, No. 235 (22 June, 1833), Bulletin des loisdu royaume de France, 9th
ser., Pt. I (Lois), V, 207-49.

REr;_ED TO: 569-70, 584, 681

Loi sur l'instruction primaire, Bull. 105, No. 236 (28 June, 1833), Bulletin des lois du
royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), V, 251-62.

REFERREDTO: 531, 571, 572, 583-4

Loi portant fixation du budget des d6penses de l'exerclce 1834, Bull. 106, No. 239 (28
June, 1833 ), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., PI. I (Lois), V, 269-84.

REFERREDTO: 561. 571. 572. 584, 732

Loi portant fixation du budget des recettes de l'exercice 1834, Bull. 106, No. 240 (28 June,
1833), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser.. Pt. 1 (Lois), V, 285-303.

REFERREDTO: 561, 571, 572, 584, 732

Loi sur l'expropriation pour cause d'utilit6 pubhque, Bull. 107, No. 241 (7 July, 1833),
Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), V. 305-24.

REFEmU-;DtO: 569, 584

Loi sur les crieurs publics, Bull, 110. No. 253 ( 16 Feb.. 1834 ). Bulletin des lois du royaume
de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), VI, 1-2.

REFER_DTO: 683, 684, 685, 704

LOi sur les associations. Bull. 115, No. 261 ( 10 Apr., 1834), Bulletin des lois du royaume
de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), VI, 25-6.

R,EFE_D TO: 685, 688, 689, 699, 732

Loi sur l'organisation du conseil g6n6ral et des conseils d'arrondissement du d6partement
de la Seine et sur l'organisation municipale de la ville de Paris, Bull. 116, No. 262 (20
Apr., 1834). Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser.. Pt. I (Lois), VI, 29-35.

REFERRED TO: 680

Loi sur les d6tenteurs d'armes ou de munitions de guerre, Bull. 125, No. 277 (24 May,
1834), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France. 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), V1, 113-17.

REFm_EDTO: 705, 706, 732

Loi qui ouvre au ministre de la guerre un cr6dit extraordinatre au titre de l'exerclce 1834.
Bull. 125, No. 278 (24 May, 1834), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France. 9th ser.,
Pt. I (Lois), VI, 119-20.

REFEkREDTO: 705. 706, 732

Loi portant fixation du budget des d6penses de l'exercice 1835. Bull. 126, No. 283 (23
May, 1834 ), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (LoIs ). VI, 129-46

REFERREDTO: 732

Loi qui ouvre au ministre de la guerre un cr6dit additlonnel au budget de 1835, Bull. 125.
No. 279 (24 May, 1834), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France. 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois),
VI, 121-2.

REFERREDTO"705, 706, 732

Loi portant fixation du budget des recettes de l'exercice 1835, Bull. 127, No. 286 (24 May,
1834), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), V1, 153-76.

REFERREDTO: 732

Ordonnance du roi qui convoque la chambre des pairs et la chambre des d6put6s pour le 31
juillet 1834, Bull. 311, No. 5366 (30 June, 1834). Bulletin des lois du royaume de
France, 9th ser., Pt. I/(Ordonnances), VII/, 337.

REFERREDTO:743
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Ordonnance du roi qui nomme M. le mar6chal comte Cr6rard ministre de la guerre et
pr6sident du conseil des ministres, Bull. 314, No. 5380 (18 July, 1834), Bulletin des
lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. II (Ordonnances), IX, 21.

REFERREDTO: 743

Loi sur les majorats, Bull. 138, No. 308 (12 May, 1835), Bulletin des lois du royaume de
France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois), VII, 37-8.

REFEreeDTO: 680

Loi relative au trait6 conclu, le 4 juillet 1831, entre la France et les Etats-Unis, Bull. 143,
No. 317 ( 14 June, 1835 ), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. I (Lois),
VII, 61-2.

REFERREDTO: 699

Loi stir les crimes, d61its et contraventions de la presse et des autres moyens de publication,
Bull 155, No. 356 (9 Sept., 1835 ), Bulletin des lois du royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt.
I (Lois), VII, 247-56.

REFERRED TO: 1116

Arr_t6 du gouvemement provisoire qui interdit aux membres de la chambre des pairs h se
r6unir (24 Feb. ), Moniteur, 1848, 499.

REFERREDTO: 1092

Arr6t6 du gouvemement provisoire qui interdit aux membres de l'ex-chambre des pairs h se
r6unir (24 Feb. ), Moniteur, 1848, 499.

aEFERREDTO: 1092

EMcret qui abolit tous les anciens titres de noblesse (29 Feb. ), Moniteur, 1848, 519.
REFERREDTO: 1092

D_cret qui diminue d'une heure, la journ6e de travail, et abolit le marchandage (2 Mar. ),
Moniteur, 1848, 529.

REFERREDTO: 1092

D_cret qui convoque les assembl6es 61ectorales pour 6hre les repr6sentants du peuple
l'assembl6e nationale (5 Mar. ), Moniteur, 1848, 549.

REFERREDTO: 1092

D6cret relatif aux cautionnements des journaux et 6crits p_riodiques, Bull. 60, No. 616 (9
Aug., 1848), Bulletin des lois de la r_publique fran;aise, 10th ser., II, 200-2.

REFERREDTO: 1117

D_cret relatif/_ la r6pression des crimes et d61itscormnis par la voie de la presse, Bull. 60,
No. 621 ( 11 Aug., 1848), Bulletin des lots de la r_publiquefran;aise, 10th ser., II,
204-6.

NOTE:See also the decree of 9 Aug., 1848
QUOTED:1116, 1117
REFERREDTO: 1116-18
1116.11-16 "the rights.., family" ] [translatedfrom: ] Art. Ier.Touteattaquepar l'un des moyens

6nonc6s en l'artlcle let de la loi du 17 mm 1819, contreles droits et l'antont6 de l'Assembl6e
nationale, contre les droitset l'autorit6que les membresdu Pouvotrex6cutiftiennent des decretsde
l'Assembl6e, contre les Institutions r6publicaines et la Constitution, contre le principe de la
souverainet_du Peuple etdusuffrage umversel, sera punid'un emprisonnementde troismois acinq
arts,et d'une amende de trois cents francsh sixmille francs. [Art. 2 omitted] [Art.] 3.L'attaque par
Fun de ces moyens contrela libert6des cultes, le prmcipede la propri6t6et les droitsde la famille,
serapunic d'un emprisonnement d'un mols h troisans,etd'une amendede cent francs_tquatremille
francs. (204-5)

1116.16-17 "exciting . . . Republic,"] [translated from:] [A_.] 4. Quiconque, par Fun des
moyens *nonces en l'article ler de la loi du 17 mm 1819. aura excit_ _tla haine ou au m_pris du
Gouvemement de la R_publique, sera puni d'un emprisonnementd'un mois Aquatre ans, et d'une
amende de cent cinquante francs _tcmq mille francs. (205)
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1116.18-20 "public . . . State."] [translated from:] [Art ] 5. L'outrage fair pubhquement d'une
mani&e quelconque, h ratson de leurs fonct_ons ou de leur qualit6, solt/_ un ou plus_eurs membres
de l'Assembl6e natlonale, solt _ un minlstre de Fun des cultes que reqolvent un salaire de l'Etat,
sera puni d'un emprisonnement de qumze jours h deux ans, et d'une amende de cent francs h quatre
mille francs. (205)

1116.28-30 "The present... Ministers."] [translated from. ] [Art. 4] [paragraph] La pr6sente
disposiuon ne peut porter attemte au dro_t de &scuss_on et de censure des actes du Pouvolr ex6cutif
et des ministres (205)

1117.1 "any attack."] [see collation for I 116.11-16 above]

GERMANY

Allgemeines Landrecht fitr die Preusstschen Staaten (5 Feb., 1794 ).

NOTE: the reference at 361 is m a quotanon from Montahvet- that at 729-30 _s in a quotanon from
Sarah Austin.

REFERREDTO: 361, 572, 729-30

Edikt den erleichterten Besitz und den freien Gebrauch des Grund-Elgenthums, so wte die

pers6nlichen Verh_iltnisse der Landbewohner betreffend, No. 16 (9 Oct., 1807). In
Sammlung der fiir dte Kbmglichen Preussischen Staaten erschlenenen Gesetze und

Verordnungen von 1806 bts zum 17sten Oktober 1810. Berhn. n.p., 1822, 170-2.
NOTE: one of Stein's reforms
REFERREDTO: 728

Verordnung wegen Verleihung des Elgenthums von des Grundstiacken der Irnmediat-

Einsassen in den Domainen von Ostpreussen, Lltthauen und Westpreussen, No. 41 (27
July, 1808). Ibid., 245-50.

NOTE: one of Stein's reforms.
REFERREDTO: 728

Ordnung for siirnmthche Stadte der Preussischen Monarchle nut dazu geh6rlger Instruk-
tion, Behuf der Geschaftsftihrung der Stadtverordneten be1 lhren ordnungsm_isslgen

Versamrrdungen, No. 57 (19 Nov.. 1808). Ibid., 324-60
NOTE: one of Stein's reforms.

REFERREDTO. 589, 728

Edikt tiber die Finanzen des Staats und die neuen Einrichtlgungen wegen der Abgaben
u.s.w., No. 2 (27 Oct., 1810). In Gesetz-Sammlungfi4r dze KOmglichen Preusstschen
Staaten, 1810. Berlin: Decker, n.d., 24-31

NOTE: one of Hardenberg's reforms.
REFERREDTO: 728

Edikt tiber die neuen Consumptions- und Luxus-Steuern. No. 3 I28 Oct., 1810). Ibid.,
33-9.

NOTE: one of Hardenberg's reforms.
REFERREDTO: 728

Reglement wegen Zahlung, Erhebung und Controlhrung der dutch das E&kt vom 27sten

October d.J. verordneten Land-Consumptions Steuer, No. 4 (28 Oct., 1810). Ibid.,
40-76.

NOTE: one of Hardenberg's reforms.
REFERRED TO: 728

Gesetz fiber die Verpflichtung zum Kriegsdienste, No. 245 (3 Sept., 1814). Geset=-

Sammlung. . . 1814, 79-82.
NOTE: one of Hardenberg's reforms
REFERREDTO: 728
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Gesetz fiber den Zoll und die Verbrauchs-Steuer von ausliindischen Waaren und tiber den
Verkehr zwischen den Provinzen des Staats, No. 482 (26 May, 1818). Gesetz-
Sammlung . . . 1818, 65-9.

NOTE:one of Hardenberg's reforms.
REFERREDTO: 728

Allerh6chste Kabinetsorder wegen eines festzusetzenden Priildusions-Termins Ftir die
gestempelten Tresorscheine und die unverzinslichen, auf die Verm6gens- und
Einkommen-Steuer ausgestellten Anweisungen, No. 602 (30 May, 1820). Gesetz-
Sammlung . • . 1820, 72-80.

NOTE:one of Hardenberg's reforms.
REFERRED TO: 728

Allgemeines Gesetz wegen Anordnung der Provinzlalstande, No. 810 (5 June, 1823). In
Gesetz-Sammlung. . . 1823, 129-30.

REFERREDTO: 589

Gesetz wegen Anordnung der Provinzialst_inde ftir die Mark Brandenburg und das
Markgrafthum Niedeflausitz, No. 811 (1 July, 1823). In Geset:-Sammlung... I823,
130-8.

REFERREDTO: 589

Gesetz wegen Anordnung der Provinzialstiinde ffir das K6nigreich Preussen, No. 812
(1 July, 1823)• In Gesetz-Sammlung . . . 1823, 138-45.

REFERREDTO: 589

Gesetz wegen Anordnung der Provinzialstimde im Herzogthum Pommem and Ftirstenthum
Rtigen. No. 813 (1 July, 1823). In Gesetz-Sammlung... 1823_ 146-52.

REFERRED TO: 589

Verordnungen tiber die Bildung eines Ausschusses tier St_indedes K6nigreichs Preuszen.
tier Kur- und Neumark Brandenburg und des Markgrafthums Nieder-Lausitz. der
Provinz Pommem, des Herzogthums Schlesien. der Grafschaft Glatz und des
Preuszlschen Markgrafthums Ober-Lausitz, der Provinz Posen, der Provinz Sachsem
der Provinz Westphalen, und der Rheinprovmz (21 June, 1842). In Gesetz-Sammlung
• . . 1842, 20. 215-41.

NOTE:this confirms the decree of Mar. 1841
REFERREDTo: 1081

IRELAND

7 William III, c. 5. An Act for the Better Securing the Government, by Disarming
Papists (1695).

REFERRED TO: 1097

10 William III, c. 8. An Act for the Preservation of the Game, and the More Easy
Conviction of Such as Shall Destroy the Same (1698).

REFERRED TO: 1097

10 William III, c. 13. An Act to Prevent Papists Being Solicitors (1698)•
REFERREDTO: 1097

2 Anne, c. 5. An Act to Make It High Treason in This Kingdom to Impeach the Succession
of the Crown, as Limited by Several Acts of Parliament (1703).

REFERRED TO: 1097
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2 Anne, c. 6. An Act to Prevent the Further Growth of Popery (1703).
V.EFEm_EDTO: 1097

6 Anne, c. 6. An Act to Explain and Amend an Act Intituled, An Act to Prevent Papists
Being Solicitors (1707).

NOTE:the reference is to 10William III, c. 13 (1698).
REFERREDTO: 1097

8 Anne, c. 3. An Act for Explaining and Amending an Act Intituled, An Act to Prevent the
Further Growth of Popery (1709).

NOTE:the reference is to 2 Anne, c. 6 (1703).
KEFERREDTO: 1097

2 George I, c. 10. An Act to Restrain Papists from Being High or Petty Constables, and for
the Better Regulating the Parish Watches t 1715).

REFERRED TO: 1097

6 George I, c. 10. An Act for the Better Regulating the Parish Watches, and Amending the
High Ways in This Kingdom, and for Preventing the Misapplication of Pubhck Money
(1719).

REFERRED TO: 1097

1George II, c. 9. An Act for the Further Regulating the Election of Members of Parliament,
and Preventing the Irregular Proceedings of Sheriffs and Other Officers in Electing and
Returning Such Members (1727).

REFERRED TO: 1097

9 George II, c. 3. An Act for the Better Regulating of Juries ( 1775 ).
REFERREDTO: 1097

15 & 16 George III, c. 21. An Act to Prevent and Punish Tumultuous R_smgs of Persons
within This Kingdom, and for Other Purposes Therein Mentioned (1776).

REFERRED TO: 1097

SPAIN

Decreto LV. De 22 de octubre de 1820. Reglamento acerca de la libertad de lmprenta. In
Colecci6n de los decretos y 6rderes generales espedidas por las Cortes. 10 vols.
Madrid, 1820-23, VI, 234-46.

REFERRED TO: 41

Decreto LXVII. De 12 de febrero de 1822. Se prescriben los limites del derecho de
petici6n de los Militates. Ibid., vm, 262.

REFEREED TO: 41

Decreto LXVIU. De 12 de febrero de 1822. Ley en que se prescriben los justos lirmtes del
derecho de petici6n. Ibid., 263.

REFERRED TO: 41

Decreto LXIX. De 12 de febrero de 1822. Ley adicional a la de 22 de octubre de 1820 sobre
libertad de imprenta. Ibid., 265.

REFERRED TO: 41

Decreto VII. De 1 de noviembrc de 1822. Ley que prescribe las formalidades con que las
personas pueden reunirse en p0blico para discutir matenas politicas. Ibid., X, 19-20.

REFERRED TO: 41
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UNITED STATES

The Body of Liberties of the Massachusetts Colony in New England. Enacted by the
General Court, A.D. 1641 (Dec. 1641 ).

REFERREDTO: 1174

A Declaration by the Representatives of the United States of America, in General Congress
Assembled. In Congress, July 7, 1776. Philadelphia: Dunlap, 1776.

sorE: broadside. Known as the Declaration of Independence.
REFERRED TO: 542

An Act to Provide for the Support of Common Schools. Montpellier. Vt.: n.p., 1827.
REFERRED TO: 1150

22nd Congress, Sess. 1, c. 227. An Act to Alter and Amend the Several Acts Imposing
Duties on Imports (14 July, 1832)•

REFERRED TO: 541

Constitution of the State of New York, as Adopted in Convention, Oct. 9, 1846, and Address
of the Convention to the People, Together with the Present Constitution. New York:
Bumton; Albany: Carroll and Cook, 1846.

REFERREDTO: 1148

An Act of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, A.D. 1827. To Provide for the Instruction
of Youth; Together with the By-laws of the Town of Groton, in Relation to Schools,
Boston: Christian Register Office, 1828.

REFEa_EDTO: 1150

An Ordonnance to Nullify Certain Acts of Congress of the Umted States, Purporting to be
Laws, Laying Duties and Imposts on the Importation of Foreign Commodities. No.
2557 (24 Nov., 1832). In Statutes at Large of South Carolina, 1814-1838. Columbia,
S.C.: State Legislature, 1839, VI, 456.

REFERREDTO: 543

Public Acts Relating to Common Schools in Force znthe State of Connectzcut, in 1846. New
Haven: Osborn and Baldwin. 1846.

REFERREDTO: 1150

Constitution of the State of California, 1849. San Francisco: printed at the Office oftbe Alta
California, 1849.

QUOTED:1148,1149,1150,1151
REFERREDTO: t147-51
1148.32 "neither] Neither (4; Art. I. Sect. 18)
1149•17-21 "every white male:'" • . . "Indians.. Indians,"... "specml cases". . "may . .

proper,"] Every white male citizen of the Umted States, andevery white male ciuzenof Mexico,
who shall have elected to become a citizen of the United States. under the treaty of peace,
exchanged and ratified at Queretaro, on the 30th day of May, 1848,of the ageof twenty-one years,
who shall have beena resident of the State six months next precedingthe election, and the countyor
district inwhich he claims his vote thirty days, shall beentitled to vote at all electionswhichare now
or hereafter may he authorized by law: Provided, that nothinghereto contained, shallbe construed
to preventthe Legislature, by a two-thirdsconcurrentvote, fromadmittmgto the rightof suffrage,
Indians... Indians, m such special cases as such a proportionof the legislativebody may . .
proper. (4; Art. II, Sect. 1)

1149.29-30 "'All... wife,"... "owned] All. . wife, owned (13; Art. XI, Sect. 14)
1150.31-3 "except... insurrection:" . . . "for some specified object or work."] The Legislature

shall not in any manner create any debt ordebts, liabilityorliabilitieswhich shallsingly, orm the
aggregate, with any previous debts or liabilities, exceed the sumof threehundredthousanddollars,
except.., insurrection, unless the same shall he authorisedbysome law, forsome singleobject or
work, to he distinctly specified therein, which law shall provide ways and means, exclusive of
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loans, for the payment of the interest of such debt or habihty, as it falls due, and also pay and
discharge the principal of such debt or liabihty within twenty years from the time of the contracung
thereof, and shall be irrepealable until the principal and mterest thereon shall be paid and
discharged; but no such law shall take effect until, at a general election, it shall have been submitted

to the people, and have received a majonty of all the votes cast for and against it at such an election:
and all money raised by authority of such law, shall be apphed only to the specific object thereto
stated, or to the payment of the debt thereby created, and such law shall be published in at least one
Newspaper in each judicial district, if one be pubhshed therein, throughout the state, for three
months next preceding the election at which it is submitted to the people (11; Art. VIII )

1151.6-7 "a certam. . families"... "forced sale"] The legislature shall protect by law, from
forced sale, a certmn . . families. (13: Art. XI, Sect. 15)

1151.10 "'perpetuities,"] No perpetuities shall be allowed, except for eleemosynary purposes. (13,
Art. XI, Sect. 16)
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References to the Appendices are in italics and, when they repeat matter in the text, are in

parentheses; Appendices A and C, translations of the work of others, are not indexed. For

specific Acts, Bills, and Reports, see App. J.

ACTORS(theatrical), criteria of great, 310- Enghsh: bias of judges towards, 45, 63-4.
1t, 465 scorn for people by. 117-19. 120; hon-

Agricultural disturbances, Senior on, 217 ours paid to, 171, on eve of Reform Bdl.
Agriculture: Tooke on vicissitudes of, 37-9; 275-6; effect of Reform Bill on. 277, as

supposed burdens on, 536-9, 859-64; buyers of literature, 326; monopoly of of-
improvement of, 840; neglect of Irish in rices by, 616, 618-19, 633
favour of pubhc works, 978,992. 1000. See also Classes. upper; Peerage. French
1027; backwardness of French, 1047-51; Arithmetic, Grant's method of teaching, 787
improvements m French, 1055-7. See Army: French, 367, 478: reduction of. 615.
also Classes, labouring; Land; Landlords; advancement in, 616-17
Peasant propnetorship Art. m 19th century, 234; as language of feel-

Algebra. 413 rags, 436: Monthly ReposttoD" on clvi-
Algiers, 707 hzing influence of, 654, pecuniary value of,
America, Umted States of: labounng class m, 1239-41; rights of whole human race m.

83, 86, 687,792, 838. 839; press m. 1241
179-80; ballot m, 209; Indians in, 236-7: Art of living. Bain on, 1119-20
authority in, 245; government by fittest Asia. despotism m, 186; language m. 393
m, 253. 254, 1265: land and settlement m, Astronomy: Newton's method of discover 3' m.
272-3,544-5,740, 741,742, 792,928. 414; Nichol on, 795-6; mentioned, 73
1026; politacal language m, 394; no call for Atheism: persecution for, 11-12, 16-18, 23-4;
artists in, 446 (1254); abandonment of and morality, 22-3; Reasoner and.
protective system in, 541,543-4; national 1082-4; and parhamentary oaths, 1136-8
debt of, 545; respect for property in, Athens: authority m, 253. 291-4; sophists at,
672-3; and claims for losses in Napoleomc 720; Mitford on, 868
Wars, 699; crisis of 1837 in, 794: Grote on: early history of, 1085-6; democracy
boundary dispute with. 831-6; Irish in, 973, of, 1088, 1161-2; statesmen m, 1122-8:
state constitutions in, 1147-8, slavery freedom in, I 129-31; dikastenes of, 1131-3'.
and Civil War in, 1204-5; mentioned, 20, emptre of. 1133-4; decline of. 1157-8,
542 1160-1

Amsterdam, 858 Australia: emigration to, 270. 272. 420, 914,

Ancestors, supposed wisdom of, 72-3. 258 973, colonization of South, 734. 735-7.
Ancona, French expeditaon to, 423,429 738-9, 742, 749-51,789, labouring class in.
Animals, cruelty to, 925,952-4. 1173 792
Arbitration, legal, 625-6 Austria: labourers in. 83, 89; and Italy, 289,
Aristocracy: self-interest m, 40, 207, theory of 301,423,429; Austin on over-

government by, 64-5, 66; Quarterly Re- government in, 1064; revolutmn m (1848),
view on desrrability of, 170-1, 173-80: pow- 1106; and Hungary, 1202
er of in Middle Ages, 255; inevitable Authority: undue deference to, 61, 77. 290; of
extinction of hereditary, 280-1; possession ancestors, 72-3,291-3; rejection of in
of land and, 1231 19th century, 238-41,244-5; need for m
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sciences, 241-4; sources of moral, 290; Buddhists, 1136
rulers as source of, 291. 304, 313-14, of the Bureaucracy, French, 123-4, 158-9, 187, 188-
aged, 293-5; of Catholic Church, 305-6; 9, 480. See also Centralization
of Protestant churches, 312-13; strength
and, 632n. See also Power

Avignon, papacy at. 819 CADIZ,massacre at, 42
California, Constitution of, 1147-51

Canada: emigration to, 270, 272,420, 750,
BABYLON,Grote on, 1087 914,915,973,974, 1076-8; timber mo-

Ballot: question of, 194-5,204-7,209-1 I, nopoly of, 267,612, defence of, 836
1212-17, 1218: in French Chambers, Capital: definition of, 52, 97; econonuzing of
194,355,439, James Mill on, 195; First by paying wages in goods, 212-13; The
Reform Bill and, 277,499. 508; Moles- Times on unwisdom of taxing, 567" absurdi-
worth on. 798-800 ty of The Times" view. 567-8; ratio of to

Bank of England. effect of restriction on cash land and labour, 737,740-2,788-9; impor-
payments by, 18-20.34-5,219-20. 852- ration of into Ireland, 893, 1032, 1060;
3; renewal of Charter of (1833), 576-7, mentioned, 106. See also Profit

581-3,590-2,607,849-50; absurdity of Capitalists: and supply of labour, 81, 83, 86-7.
monopoly of, 577-80,848-9; renewal of Wakefield on need for, 741; lmalts to
Charter of (1844), 845-7,859; men- endeavours of, 1060-1
taoned, 611,678 Carbonari, 407

Bank of France. 701 Carlists, French. 407. 421,474,484, 487, 512,
Bank of the United States, 794 573,670,672,737

Banks and banking: resmctions on number of Catholic Church. See Roman Catholic Church
partners, 580-2. 590-1. 848-50; prohib_- Cefalonia, 647,650
tion of smaller notes, 580, 849 See also Celts: Foster on, 981; mentioned, 909,916,
Money 958,966, 974, 1004

Bastille, disturbances on anniversary of destruc- Centralization: m France, 123-4, 185-90, 260,

tion of, 372,389-90 352, 385,476, 1064; in England and
Bedford Level, 938-9 France, 587. 710; folly of unthinking con-
Belgium: rebellion of 1830 In, 184, 192,208, detonation of, 709-10, 1063; Austin's

632; France and, 214,250, 258-9. 300- defence of, 1063-6

1; poor in, 776; peasant propnetors in, 911, Chamber of Deputies: power of in framing
912; agriculture in, 976, 1054 Constitution (1830), 133,366-7, of

Bequest, Senior on limitations of, 754-5 1830, 134, 138-40, 143-4, 148,227; eli-
Berne: poor laws in, 775,987; Inglis on, 986 gibility of candidates to, 153-4, 156-8;
Bishops, in House of Lords, 600, 645-6 attitude of French people to, 193-4,656,
Board of Trade: French, 270, English, 617 rules of procedure in, 194-5,215,235,
Booksellers" Association, and regulation of 354,355,376, 409,439, 452, 571,583,

prices, 1188-9 and spirit of nation, 214, 301,459. 475,
Boulogne. 347 of 1831, 336-41. 346-7; landed interest in,
Bourbon (island), 371 377; short working day in, 386,424,
Brazil, 349,741 452

Bridewell, Fielding on, 114 Chamber of Peers: slight influence of, 197-9;
Bridport, election at. 507 and spu'it of nation, 459, 479; as a court
Bristol, disturbances at, 368 of law, 705,707; suspension of (1848),
British and Foreign School Society, 1222-3 1092. See also Peerage
Brunswick Clubs, 116-20 Character: influence of circumstances on, 77-8.
Brutality, domestic: inadequate punishment of 256-7,415; uniformity of modern, 866;

by law, 919,952-4, 1140-1, 1153. feebleness of modern, 866; conflict and for-
1154-6, 1164, 1169-70, 1184-5, 1186; ex- matlon of, 1106. See also National char-

amples of. 925,952-4, 1151-3, 1155, acter, SpLrit of the age
1164-6, 1168-9, 1176-7, 1183-6, 1197, Chanty, 1170-2
1221-2; not dimimshing with progress Chartism, 1099, 1102, 1107
of society, 1154, 1156; need to alter law Chemistry, 73
regarding, 1167, 1172-6 Children: labour of, 399--400, 822, 829, Sarah
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Austin on education of, 729-30; Grant 837,838-9; agricultural improvements
on education of, 786-7; fights of mother or and, 840; effect of manufactures on, 863,

father over, 917-19; mother as legal 1052; spirit of independence in, 926;
guardian of, 1020-3 See also Brutahty Tories desire new dependency in. 945. con-

China, 394, 601,612, 1119 trast of English and Continental, 969-
Cholera epidemic, 438-9, 440-1,461. 476 70, 977; franchise and. 1104-7; overcrowd-

Cholesbury, 998 ing and violence among, 1156-7
Chouans, 474 labouring, French: contrasted with Enghsh,
Christianity: and law of England, 7-8; and free- 368-9, 375; taxation of. 370-1. 383-4,

dom of discussion, 15-18, 22, and mo- 401-2,410; police agents among. 372,389-
rality, 22-3; attitude to in Paris, 274-5; and 90; condiuon of, 383-4,401-2.440 See

equahty, 306; and compulsory Sunday also Peasant proprietorship
observance, 418-19; shortcomings of, 1083- middle: and reform, 89; Wakefield on, 789
4; belief in as qualification for Parha- upper: opposition of to bath control. 84; oli-
ment, 1135-8; once considered subversive, garchical powers of. 123, 133-4. 149.
1181; mentioned. 48. See also Church 207,255-6,671,902-3. 1109, power of
of England, Protestants, Roman Catholic French after 1830, 132, 133-4,224,

Church 262, 298-9,531,681,694-5, as monopohz-
Church: alleged desirability of wealthy, 170-1, ers of culture, 278-9. 315; decline of.

173-80; and state. 819-20 279, 281-2,290. 314-16; moral authority
Church of England: and non-resistance, 11; of, 313-14; deficiencies of as rulers,

moral authority of, 313; need for reform 493,497, 1104. caste-sprat among, 498. as
of, 328,356. 645; and uthe, 537; m Ire- instructors of the poor, 653, pursuit of
land, 604-5,755,763,764; Monthly wealth among, 721, Wakefield on. 789;
Repository on reform of, 655. 659-60; m subservience of to pubhc opinion, 1179;
North case. 1020-1; menuoned, 22. See as buyers of land. 1230 See also
also Oxford Movement Aristocracy

Civil list: French, 223,386. 391,395-6; Clearing system, 894-5,900-1
English, 319-20 Codification, legal, 61, 70-2,373,471. 621-2

Civil service. See Bureaucracy, Centrahzatlon, Cold-bath Fields, 68

Public offices Colomes: not an advantage. 26-7: land sales m.
Civilizataon: of Indian tribes by United States. 272-3,792-3; local government m. 405.

236-7; struggle for after Middle Ages. French. 569; might pay for themselves.
307; and combination of labour. 678. 741. 615; qualifications for governors of.
750; Wakefield on preservation of m 615, 618-19; Napier on good government
colonies, 739-42; of Ireland, 903. 973-4. of. 648; England's neghgible contribu-
997. 1005 tlon to, 1099

Clare, unemployment in, 964, 972 Colonizauon: of South Austraha. 734. 735-7.
Classes: division of in England. 114-15; Wake- 738-9,742. 749-51; Wakefield on. 739-

field on need for, 741; thstance between 42, 788-9, 914; Torrens on, 840-1; men-
in Irelana, 891-2. 931; Sue on relations tioned. 99n. See also Emigrauon
between, 1090; conflict of in present Commissions. value of m government. 631-4

age, 1106 Common sense: hmitations of. 243-4; syste-
labouring: limitation of population and. 80-4. matlc investigation superior to, 286

85-8, 96, 974. 977. 989-90. 1017. Commonwealth, 408
1042-3; education of, 89, 652-3, 1024; Communism: as reaction to worship of proper-
truck system and wages of, 212-13. ty, 1031; Sue and, 1091; lack of free-
219-22; Senior on wages of. 216-18; ben- dom and, 1100; monotony of life and,
efits of emigration to, 271-2, 791-3; 1179-80. See also Socialists
effect of Poor Laws on, 286-8. 774-6. 887; Conacre, 1019. 1031
duty of Government to, 369-70, 371; Conformity. 866, 1179-80
Corn Laws and, 535. 804-5; Poor Laws and Congregataon of the Virgin. 159
pauperization of agricultural. 538-9, Conservatives: in a second chamber as balance
603,635-6, 708-9, 987. 993; Wakefield on, to progressives, 343-4. 780; and De-
789-90; Chadwick on unhealthy condi- stmctives, 761; mentioned. 764. 1117.
tion of, 822-30; producUveness of British. 1136. 1182 See also Tories
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Constituent Assembly: compared with Chamber off, 551-2; French, 570; provisions against
of Deputies, 155-6, 454-5; and the cler- in Californian Constitution, 1150-1
gy, 317; pre-eminence of, 541-2; and prop- Demand and supply: Tooke on war and, 35-6;
erty, 673 effect on prices of, 38, 55, Malthus on,

Constitution: 58-9

British: supposed glory of, 43; reform of, Democracy: and reform of Parliament, 504,
72-4; sovereignty of people in. 149; the- 1103, 1104-5; Grote's vindication of
ory of monarchy, aristocracy, and democra- Athenian, 1088, 1130, 1161-2; in France
cy in, 196-7; received doctrines of, 291, after 1848, 1112; and representation of
314; Doctrinaires' admiranon of, 512-14, minoritaes, 1210
746; Semor on Ministers' relation to Denmark, 186, 1206-8

Crown in, 756-8,764-5; contrast of with Despotism: nature of, 65-6; under Bourbons,
American, 1147-8 126, 128, 129, 130, 135-7; of Napo-

French: need to reform, 133-4, 145-6, 153-63, leon, 154-5,418,519, 657; contrast of with
role of Chamber of Deputies m making free government, 168,300; Ross on
(1830), 133,366-7; fragility of, 481,485-7 need for m France, 169-70, 173-4; by un-

Constitutional Association, 23 just laws in France, 418,481-2, 745, of
Cork, 48, 1013, 1014 Louis Philippe, 689, 691-2,705,706; of
Corn Laws: Senior on, 218; W.P.G. 's propos- Russia, 1203-4

als regarding, 522-3; repeal of, 535-40, Destructives, 607,761-3
619-20, 839-40, 859-60, 862; adverse el- Dieppe, 351
fects of, 804-6. See also App. J, Star- Diplomatic service, uselessness of modem,
utes (Britain): 55 George III, c. 26 (1815); 614-15
3 George IV, c. 60 (1822); 7 & 8 Geor- Dissection: importance of, 48-9; obtaining sub-
ge IV, c. 57 (1827); 9 George IV, c. 60 jects for, 49-50
( 1828 ); 5 & 6 Victona, c. 14 (1842 ), Dissenters: in social life, 313-14; Monthly Re-
and 9 & 10 Victoria, c. 22 (1846); and pository on Church and, 659-60; admls-
(France): Bull. 462, No. 10886 (4 July, sion of to universities, 755; and education,
1821); and Bull 72, No. 155 (15 ApT, 1222, 1223n
1832) Divorce: French law of, 379; moral considera-

Cornwall, Duchy of, 617 tions m, 679; effect on women of. 680:
Cottier tenancy. See under Land and stability of society, 1180-1: and Tom-
Courts: of metropolitan police. 43, 1155, 1187, en's interests, 1181-2

of Ecclesiastical Commission, 47; Cour Doctnnaires: beliefs of, 136-7, 512-16, 531,
Royale of Paris, 204, 422,666-9, 700, 745; 746; and philosophy, 520, 521-2; Le
Assize (French), 211,238,685,747, of National on, 526, 527; mentioned, 190, 589

Cassation, 422, 517,666,668,669-70. Dorsetshire labourers, 893,901. 970, 974,
685,700. 745; of ChanceD', 507, 623, 1010, 1078
624, 625,626; outmoded English, 622-3, of Drainage, Chadwick on town, 825. See also
Queen's Bench, 1173, 1176; Old Bai- Waste lands
ley, 1183 Duelling, 15, 1151

local: need for, 115,588; Brougham and, Dundee, 399
621-2, 627,629; Roebuck on, 771; es- Dungarvon, meeting at, 959-62
tablishment of m England, 945-6; need to
enlarge jurisdiction of, 946-9 EASTINDIACOMPANY:monopoly of, 27; use of

Coventry, 369 ballot in, 209; joint-stock ownershtp m,
Cross of St. Louis, 309 678; mentioned, 611
Cumberland, Wordsworth on, 941-2 Court of Directors: as check on Government,

Currency. See Money 1190-1; mode of selecting, 1190-5; re-
Custom-house oaths, 14, 31-2, 43, 47,695 duction m size of, 1194-6; committees of,

1196; mentioned. 606

DEADWEIGHT,616 East Indies, sugar trade w_th, 26-9
Debt, national: liquidation of American, 545; East Retford, 133,768

productive, 545; taxation and paying Eaton Hall, 613
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Education: religious control of. 16, 1075, of ly Repository. on use of for education,
labouring classes, 89,652-4. 1024; 655,660; Puseyites' view of, 816-18; ex-
Scottish, 251; importance of improving, tent of state's legitimate control over.
285; the Globe on English and French, 818-20

362; repressive, 556-8: Prussian. 572; de- Engadine. Inglis on. 985-6
fects of English, 720; Grant's method England: reverence for liberty and property m.
and the method of cram, 786-7; role of state 108; class distinctions in. 114-15. 171,
in religious, 818-20; by institutions. 902-3; excessive respect for property in.
955; Californian. 1150; secular. 1222-3; 115, 184. 460, 642. 897,920; bias to-

Place and self-, 1264 wards established governments m. 184; rule
French: control of by priests. 125, 137, 154-5. of Ireland by, 398. 595,615,880-1,

185,361,456; reform of, 251,360. 903. 966-7, 979, 1096-8; esteem of physl-
385,572, 1105, attitude of popular party to. cal sciences over metaphysics m. 425;
339-40; Montalivet on, 361-2; by ele- intellectual backwardness of, 444,448.
mentary texts, 362 724; respect for rule of law m. 485;

Sarah Austin on. importance of, 729; case for shortage of land m. 740. 742. 788; Torrens
compulsory, 729-30; variety of methods on competitive position of manufactures
in Prussian, 730-1; religious spa-it in Prus- of, 837-9; Grote on legendary history of,
slan, 731; importance of normal schools 870-1; yeomanry of, 940-2. 970: Mou-
to, 731-2 nier and Rubtchon's knowledge of. 1039;

Egypt. 676 Carlyle on mission of to Ireland, 1095-
Election, not suitable for offices held for life. 6; and colonies. 1099; present state of

344-5 (1848). 1099-1100; foreign policy of.
Elections, parliamentary: bribery and intimida- 1142-4. 1206-8. 1223-6; land tenure in,

tion in, 210, 767-9,797-8; and canvass- 1237

rag. 492, 1193. Molesworth on, 797; Ster- government of: Wellington Ministry, 109-14;
hng's portrait of, 806-11; and equal elec- Tory Ministries of 1820s. 119: as ohgar-
toral districts, 1107-9; Hate's plan for. chy, 123, 133-4. 149,493,497. 902-3.
1208-10. See also Ballot. Greenwich. 1104, 1109. Althorp administration,
Westminster 264, 540, 576-7. 596-638,643-6; retrench-

Electoral franchise: extension of. 1104-7; Cah- ments, 267-8. 610. 614-17. 618-19.

fomian. 1149; right of women to, 1182. Sarah Austm on. 729; Peel Mimstry. 753.
1221 755-6, 758. 764. 766-7. 845-6; Mel-

French: narrowness of. 122. 125, 131, 136. bourne Mlmstry. 798-800. Russell Mmistr3'.

138,347. 737-8; importance of extend- 1142-4
ing, 148. 153, 158-63, 190-1. 208. 227. See also National Character
273-4,278,283,302, 662-3; depart- England and France: local government m. 123-
mental, 189, 569-70, 572,584, 681. local, 4. 187,710; Revolutaons of 1688 and
237. 261,353. 572, 681. in 1848, 1112 1830 m. 132-4. 151. 224-5: place-hunting

Ermgration: Senior's recommendation of. 218; in. 159; death penalty m. 164; science
funding of by prewous emigrants, 270- m. 171-2: sympathy between. 172-3,466-7.
3,736-7,751,915,972; advantages of to 530; press m. 179-80. 527-8,529, 723-
single women, 420: as remedy for un- 6; attitude to war m, 259: process of reform
employment. 539; Ward's scheme for fund- in, 261-2. 283-4. 288. 303. 358. 457-8,
ing, 791-3, not a solution for Ireland, 485-6, 594-5,697; fear of revolution m,
898,913-16, 972-4, 1075-8; will be dis- 296-7; sources of moral ascendancy in.
couraged by Irish Poor Law. 1071-2 343; the Globe on educataon in, 362. work-
See also Colonization mg classes m. 368-9,375; pubhc moral-

Endowments: expenditure of universities', 327, ity in, 388; political language m. 392-5;
state appropriation of additional value libel cases in, 409; need for mutual un-
of, 605; Senior on state's right to control, derstandmg in, 443 (1252), 718-19; atti-
754-5,763-4; and land-tenure reform, tudes towards poverty m, 493-4, 721.
1232-5 722; role of principles m, 513-14. 697;

of Church of England: and tithes, 537: Month- improvement of commumcatton bet-
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ween by Post Offices, 643-4; tyranny of 181-2, 203-4, 208,225. 278; P6rier
judges in, 688; hostility between in Ministry, 288,352,417-18,435,439,460-
1843, 842,843-4 1,462, 464; supposed conspiracies.

Entail. See Inheritance 302, 303,395,407-8, 417, 421,656-8;

Equality: in wealth, 674; of the sexes, 680; Vill_le Ministry, 407,462-3; paltry ac-
supposed French love of, 682, 695; in complishments of Chamber by 1832, 424,
ancient Sparta, 872-3; may hinder improve- 453,475-81; suppression of June 1832
merit, 1025 disturbances, 473-4.481-3. 485-7,495,

Eure, agriculture in, 1056-7 510-11,593; Soult Ministry, 495-6,
Europe: and West Indies, 26; evolution of con- 512-16, 519, 524, 561,594, 701-2,743.

sututions in, 186; 19th-century revolu- session ending April 1833, 561,569-70.
tions in, 230-1; history of ruling classes in, session ending June 1833, 583-4; tyrannical
255-6, 586-7; as refuge for artists, 446 measures, 685,688,689, 699; suppres-
(1254) slon of disturbances of 1834, 705,706,

Exeter Hall, 734 elections of June 1834, 735,737-8; Pro-

Expropriation. See under land visional Government (1848), 1091-3, 1100;
National Assembly (1848), 1112, 1116-
18; rule of Louis Napoleon, 1142

F^CrORY ACT.See App. J, Statutes: 3 & 4 peasant proprietorship in: benefits of. 897.
William IV, c 103 911,912,950-1,988-9, 1004; Young

Factory system, improvement of, 829-30 on, 956-8, 1018; Inglis on, 1010; and ques-
Fernando Po, 349 tion of subdivision of land, 1037-58; as
Flanders, 1046, 1054, 1057, 1061 benefit of Revolution, 1203; disadvantages
Fontainebleau, 386 of, 1230

Foug6res, agriculture m, 1057-8 See also England and France, National
Fourierism, 1100 Character

France: labourers in, 83, 89; scientific study of Free Irade: French opposiuon to, 157-8. 270.
history in, 256, 448, 867; and suppres- 456; English advocates of, 323; French
sion of slave trade, 349; enthusiasm for move towards, 346, 359, 363,370, 374-5,

metaphysics in, 425; egotistical literary 435,533,540-1,569, 702; Palmerston
style in, 442; morality in, 444 (1253). 691. on, 619-20; in bookselling. 1188-9. See
727; political science in. 446 (1254-5): also Corn Laws, Protection
evolution of national mind in since 1814, Freedom of thought, 10-12, 15-18.22
453-9,692-7; respect for property in, French Revoluuon:
584, 672-3; mentioned, 280 1789: Spanish fear of, 40-1; superiority of

foreign policy of: and Belgium. 184,214. men of, 155-6, 454-5,541-2,716; re-
250, 258-9, 300-1,699; and Poland, salts of, 176-7,512,693, 1050-1, 1052,
214-15,258-9, 351,423,518,532, 698; 1056, 1203, and municipal institutions.
and Austria and Italy, 423. 429, 1143; 186; and modern age, 292-3; comparison of

and Germany, 1224 with July Revolution, 453-5; respect for
government of: elections of July 1830, 122-3, property in, 672. 673. 762, mentioned, 152,

137-9, 148; Polignac Ministry, 123-8; 246, 525, 1039, 1262
centralization, 123-4, 185-90, 260, 352, 1830: may lead to popular government or to
385,476, 1064; patronage, 131, 158- oligarchy, 129-34; comparison of wnh
60; retrenchments, 131,238,270, 346, Revolution of 1688, 132-4, 151,224-5,

378,391,401,417,421,428-9, 480, finality of, 144-6, 486-7; pumshment of
584; as oligarchy, 132, 133-4, 224, 262, perpetrators of, 164-8, 215, 223,224-5;
298-9, 531,681,694-5,746; compro- good conduct of populace in, 166, 167.
raise of 1830, 134, 138-40, 148, 463; Bour- 175-7; English view of, 172-3; results of,
bon Restoration, 134-8, 156, 159-60, 214, 296, 361,684, 691-3,694-5,696-
170-1,455-6, 462-3,512-13,693-4, 696; 7; participation in, 297-8,308-10; time was

opposing principles after 1830 Revolu- ripe for, 407-8; and 1789 Revolution,
tion, 143-6, 338-41; Napoleonic era, 154-5, 453-5; as unexpected leap forward, 457
186-7,355,367. 418; elections of No- 1848: George Sand and, 1094 (1260); conser-
vember 1830, 161-2, 191; Laffitte Ministry, vative results of, 1104-5; importance of,
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1110, 1112; misrepresentation of in En- choice of fittest in, 631-3; excellence of
gland, 1110-12 Prussian, 728-9; role of in land reclamation.

Fribourg, 986 960-1, 1009, 1016-17. 1030-1, 1034-5,
1060-2, 1063-6; centralizatlon m, 1063-6

local: contrast of Enghsh and French. 123-4,
GAILLAC,263 187. 710; importance of, 186, 585-6;
Gambling, effects of, 78-9 centrahzation of French, 186-9, 260. 352,
Game Laws. See App. J, Statutes: 22 & 23 385, 1065; reform of French, 189-90,

Charles I1, c. 25 (1671); 57 George III. 237-8, 261-2. 353-4. 385,476; Hlckson on.
c. 90 (1817); 7 & 8 George IV, c. 27 404-5; deficiencies of English, 585,
(1827); 9 George IV, c 69 (1828); and 586-8; suggested plan of, 588-9: French and
1 & 2 William IV, c. 32 (1831). Prussian as models. 589; Brougham's

Gatton, 112, 133 plans for, 628-31, of Pans. 681; Semor on
Gauls, 1097 endowments m, 755: Roebuck on re-
General fast, 1073-5 form of, 770-4, Austin on central power
Geneva, populauon of, 827-9 and, 1064-6
Gemus: influence of, 323-4,330: originality representative: relation between M P. and con-

and, 331. 430, 1131 stltuents in, t 50- I, pledges and theory.
Geography, Grote on influence of, 873-5 of. 488-94. 496-504
Geometry, 74 See also Constitution. England, France, Inter-
Germany: scientific study of history m, 256. national relations. Reform

448,867,868, 1086; education m, 361. Grammar. Smart on. 429-35

penchant for speculation m, 425,444-5 Great Britain: supposed superiority of judica-
(1253); divorce m, 679, and Poles. 698; ture m, 43. James Mill on food supply
morality in, 727; Gamier on writers m, of, 97-8. towns of compared to those of
748-9; peasant proprietorship m, 968- Continent, 824
71,975-6, 985,988-9, 1038; war of with Great men: commemoration of. 419: apprecm-
France, 1224; mentioned, 136. 280 See tlon of predecessors characteristic of.
also Prussia 430; appropriate feelings towards departed.

Girondlsts, 524, 542 468,528; Lafayette's example to, 716-

God: and persecution, 16.24; worshipped for 17; electaon of. 1219
power, 290; National Convention on. Greece. tyrants of, 65, dechne of, 279,726.
478-9; and potato blight, 1073-5; hmitations political language m. 394; British loan
of, 1083: mentioned, 32,328,393,433. to. 611: colomes of, 739; Mltford's history
434 of. 867-8. Thirtwall's history of. 868-9;

Gold: Tooke on value of during Bank Restnc- superiority of Grote's history of, 869. 1086-
tion, 19-20, 34; convertibility to as se- 7, 1134, 1158-60
curity against depreciauon. 578,580, 853- Grote on. legends of. 869-71. influence of
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contribution to, 524 limitation of, 974,977. 989-90, 1017,

Political Economy Club. 3 1042-3; restraint of under Elizabethan
Political Economy Society (French), 251 Poor Law, 1006, 1068, increase of under

Political science: everyone thinks he under- proposed Irish Poor Law, 1069; Scrope
stands, 240-1; Herschel on as expert- on Malthus's theory of, 1070
mental, 287; role of principles in. 341-2, Portland estate. 1233
404, 445 (1254); superionty of France Portman estate, 1233
in, 446 (1254-5); as the engrossing study of Portugal, 349
the present age. 448; importance of, Post Office, Reform Ministry and, 600, 643-5
519-20. See also Social science Power: tendency to abuse of, 63, 65, 72, 93-4,

Politics: principles not immutable in, 341-2; 256; exercised by fittest, 253-5,255-8.
importance of language in, 394-5; fac- 279-80, 281-2, 289, 313-14: human tenden-
tors affecting, 415-16 cy to worship, 290. See also Brutahty

Poor Law: Senior on ruinous effects of, 216-18, Presbyterians, 606
admimstration of, 271, 1006, 1068; Press: James Mill on periodical. 101-2; compar-
pauperization of agricultural labourers by, ison of Enghsh, French, and Amencan.
538-9,603,635-6, 708-9. 987,993, 179-80; different estimation of m England
proposed reform of, 637-8,686-8,708-13. and France, 527-8. 529. 723-6; men-
713-16; princtple of, 673,686, 775; tioned. 73

foreign, 774-6, 987. See also App. J, English: restncUons on, 91,645. 1117-18;
Statutes: 43 Elizabeth, c. 2; 13 & 14 ignorance about France m. 172-3, 182-
Charles II, c. 12; 9 George 1, c. 7 3,202, 259: portrayal of French reformers
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in, 192,225,246, 283-4,483-4,661-2; Protection: and mercantilism, 105-6; evils of in

Le National on French news m, 525-7; low France, 157-8; folly of, 540-1,547,
character of, 527-30; on Louis Phihppe, 803-4; folly of in Amenca. 543-5; Torrens

691-2; on Irish landlords, 981: misrepresen- on dangers of to England. 839
tation of French Revolution of 1848 in, Protestants: attitude to ministers among, 312-
1110-12; misrepresentation of socialists in, 13; hash, 755,966; Swiss, 986
1144-6; growth of popular, 1181 Provence, 515

French: censorship of, 126, 137, 154. 683, Prussia: education m, 572; good government m,
684, 1116-18; character of Parisian 589,728-9; Sarah Austin on education

(1830), 152-3; regulations regarding, 191- in, 730-1; reform in, 897; John Austan on
2, 193,203; prosecutions of. 204, 363, over-government in, 1064; opening of
372, 388-90, 402-3,408-9, 417,428,481, Parliament in (1847), 1079-80; acinevement
486, 505, 510, 518, 571,666-70. 685, of constitution m, 1080-2. See also

688,700, 705,733,745,747-8; attitudes of Germany
popular and ministenal parties to, 339, Public, character of reading, 326-7,330, 445-7
St. Simonian influence on, 677 (1253-5)

Prices: Tooke on fluctuations of, 18-20, 34-9; Public health, Chadwick on, 824
effect of over-issue on, 854,857-8. See Public offices: inefficiency m, 618-19,633,
also Value payment by fees for, 624-5,643; need

Primogeniture. See Inheritance for annual reports from, 777. See also Bu-

Principles: need to examine. 222; not immuta- reaucracy. Centralization
ble in polincal science, 341-2,404; Eng- Public opinion: power of, 14-15, 31-2, 91, 128,
hsh distrust of, 445 (1254), 513-14, Ben- 143, 1179-80; m Spare. 41; pretended
tham's use of, 470; Wing lack of, 514, aristocratic respect for, 117-18, 119-20; in-
597-8, 1135-6; assertion of by reformers, fluence of in open voting, 195. 206,
589, 600, 605-6, 1103-4, 1109; need to 1213-15; state of modifies political princl-

choose between, 630; mlsuse of, 1060; lm- pies, 342; lassitude of French after
portance of in national institutions, 1830, 457. 683; power of truth and reason
1137-8, 1231; mentioned, 424 over, 714; Burke on government and,

Prisons, labour in, 67-70, 1172 757; mentioned, 633
Probability, law of, 416 Publicity, as a safeguard, 43-6, 582, 1199,
Profit: and value, 4-5; Malthus on as compo- 1213

nent in value, 51-60; child labour and. Punishment: object of, 67, 69-70, 1138; of
400; in international competition, 838; ex- "reputed" thieves unjust, 75-7; capital,
periment in sharing of, 1092-3 165-6, 168,322-3, 351,373,801; of politi-

Progress. See Improvement cal offences, 164, 166. 167. 801-3;
Progressive party, French. See Popular party Bentham and theory of, 471, need for stern-
Property: superstitious reverence for rights of, er in cases of brutality, 919, 952-4,

115, 184,460, 642,897,920-1. 1002- 1153, 1154-6, 1164, 1169-70, 1184-5,

3, 1031; and power in government, 262, 1186; vicarious, 1067-9
conservative instructs of, 458,671. 674, corporal: abolition of, 882, 1177-8; appropn-
definition of, 549, 1235-6; taxation of, 549- ate and inappropriate, 1138-41; men-
54; respect for in France, 584, 672-3: laoned, 883
Soci_t6 des Droits de l'Homme and, 671-3. Puritans, 356, 1174
St. Simonians and. 677-8; Bulwer on,
722; reformers and rights of. 761-2; moral QUAKERS:and oaths, 15, 31, 33; mentioned,
justification of, 908-9; rights of suborth- 403

hate to general good, 920-1,939; as doml- Queenborough. 108-9
nant question in present age, 1106; so-
licitude for in English law, 1140-1, 1153,
1155; women and, 1149-50. See also RADICALS:name of explained, 761; in 1837
Endowments, Land, Peasant propnetorsinp Parliament, 791,793; mentioned, 471,

Property Tax. See App. J, Statutes: 38 George 605,606, 665,714. See also Popular party,
HI, c. 60; and 39 George Ill, c. 13 French
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Railway shares, 1241 Repeal Assoctation: waste land scheme of, 994-
Rebellion: punishment of. 802-3; justificatmn 7, I010, 1019; mentioned. 895-6,965.

of, 1118 981,993, 1032

Record Cornnussion, 617 Repubhcans, French: strength of in July monar-
Reform: may injure interests of some. 25-6, 42; chy, 149, 151-2, 208,298, 309,338,

times of excitement and, 145-6; Europe- 658, 661-2,696-7,737-8; persecuuon of by
an movement of, 230-1; conditions for suc- Louis Philippe, 302,303,396-7. 403,
cess of, 408,455; Corn Laws and, 534- 505,683, and conspiracy, 407. 482-4: and
5; tmportance of demandmg radical, 589- SociCt_ des Droits de t'Homme. 661-2,

90, 800, 947,948; importance of pnnc_- 671; in Lyons upnsmg, 704; in 1848, 1111,
pie in, 589, 600, 605-6, 1103-4, 1109. 1117
strategy for m age of transition, 598-9 "Resurrection-men," defence of, 48-50

Parliamentary: conflicting views of, 30, 64-6, Revolution: violence and, 42, 176-7; need for
72, 205-6; supposedly encouraged by moral and social. 245,253, 1203; fear
poverty, 80, 82.86, 89; retardation of by of in France and England, 296-7: justlfica-
entrenched oligarchy, 134, 275-6; antic- tion of, 1118
ipated results of, 276-7,326-7: Enghsh and Revolution of 1688, 132-4, 151,224-5. 512,
French compared, 261-2. 283-4. 288. 5t3,797. 1181
303,358,457-8,485-6. 594-5,697; Hick- Revolutaons of 1789, 1830. 1848. See French
son on, 404-5; excitement regarding Revolution
(May 1832L 461-2; consequences of, 488, Rhetoric, Smart on, 429-35

499, 601,764-5,767-8,846; Wakefield Rhineland, agriculture in, 968-71,975-6,
on reception of, 790, Molesworth on need 1047

for further (1837). 797-801 ; arguments Right of search, 842-4
urged against, 1101-2, 1104; need for Rights, legal: codlficaUon of. 61.70-2. hus-
sweeping (1848), 1102-3; and represen- band's supposed, t 173, 1174-5, 1186;
tation of unpropertied classes, 1104-7; and forfeit of, 1175-6. See also Property.
equal electoral districts, 1107-9. Place Rocklsm, 892,895,956, 992

and, 1262-3; mentioned, 266, 268, 348, Romagna, 301
467. See also Ballot, Election. Electoral Roman Catholic Church. and Newtoman sys-
franchise, Pledges tern. 11; and morality, 23; and Bour-

Reformation. Protestant, 70, 306, 312, 313. bons, 132; Concordat with, 215; pohtical
1181 influence of, 224. 274-5; authority of in

Reformers. goals of. 502,534-5,761-3; and Middle Ages, 305-6: authority of in later
Parliamentary candidates, 507-9: philo- times, 306-7. 312; and Abbe Gr6goire.
sophic, 556; of Althorp administration as 317; extraction of independence of, 819: m
Tories, 600, 620 Switzerland, 986; in Ireland, 986, right

Reign of Terror, 317,408, 481,673 of parents to choose for children, 1020-3,
Religion: and freedom of discussion, 10-13. mentioned. 606

and oaths, 14-15, 46-8; and morality. Rome, ancient: ballot m, 194-5, 1215; rule of
22-3; as source of morality, 305-7,312-13, fittest in, 253; decline of, 279, 726;
and knowledge, 328, enlightened views authority in, 291-4; language in, 394; Wd-
of, 356, 555-6; teaches self-immolation as son's history of, 663-4; conquest by.
duty., 558-9; in education, 731,818-20, 1097, mentioned. 321
Grote on Greek, 869; case of state interfer- Roscommon, 1029
ence m, 1020-3; affectataon of in nation- Rouse's Pomt, 836

al fast, 1073-5; and scepticism. 1182-3. See Royal Society of Literature. 318
also Chnsttanity, Church, Church of Royalists: dunng Bourbon Restoralaon, 125-7,
England, Roman Catholic Church 513,516, 524: under Louis Philippe,

Rents: Malthus on value and, 51, 57: evils of 139, 269

nominal in Ireland, 889-91, 1115, pro- Russia: and Poland, 423,659, 698, 1202-4; and
posal to institute quit- m Ireland, 896-7, Turkey, 423,659, 665, and Hungarian
900, 905-6, 997, 1012-13, 1015, ascer- revolution, 1142-4; and Treaty of 1856,
raining of for purposes of taxation, 1242-3 1223-6; mentioned, 891. 950
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ST. CLOUD,418 Social sciences: in Institut de France, 154, 519-
St. John's River, 835 20; in 19th century, 234, 240-1,285;
St. Paul's, 419 authority in, 242-4; superiority of France
St. Simonians: influence of, 403,510, 675-7; and St. Slmonians in, 444-6 (1252-5).

persecution of, 417,418,509-10; JSM's See also Political science
esteem for, 442-7 (1251-5), 690-1; beliefs Soci6t6 Aide-tol, 51 l

of, 653,677-9; relation of Fontana and Soci6t6 de 1789, 141
Prati to, 674-5,676-7, 689; supposed re- Soci6t_ des Amis du Peuple, 185,396, 402,
birth of (1833), 690; mentioned, 722 418,421,422

Sanitary Commission (American), 1205 Soci6t6 des Droits de l'Homme, 657, 661-2,
Savoy. peasant proprietors in, 989 670-4,707
Saxon race, 915 Society: transitional state of. 230-1. 252-3,

Sceptics, defence of, 1182-3 255. 280-2,291,293-5,304, 306-7,
Schaffhausen, 1015-16, 1054 316, 330; natural state of, 252,253-8, 279-

Science: under Napoleon, 154; attitude to m 80, 281-2,290-5,304-6, 314; value of
England and France, 171-2; in 19th cen- criticism of, 670-1, 1180-1; importance of
tury, 234, 239-40; Herschel and method of, ideal models in, 678
284-7; process of discovery in. 413-15: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge,
importance of predecessors m, 430; low 653,786
estimation of in England. 724; Barn on Society for the Suppression of Vice, 63
uses of, 1118-20; Bacon's contribution to, Socmty of Arts, 1227
1163 Soleure, 1054

Scotland: banking system of, 221,579, 580. Somerset, 863
850, 851: schools in. 251; chiefs of Sophists, Grote on, 1162-3
clans in, 254; rehglon in, 312-13; national South Africa, 272,740, 741
character m. 388,397,973; farming in. South Carohna, 543
840, 1020; mentioned, 32. 136, 186, 754, Sovereignty of the people. 117, 149-51,445
780. 795,944, 1053 (1253)

Second chamber, theory of, 200-1,342-4, 780, Spain: attempts at constitutional government in,
783-4 40-2, 193; French interference in, 125,

Sematology, 431 137, 139; manumission of slaves by, 604:
Septennial Act. See App. J, Statutes. 1 George Roman conquest of. 1097; mentioned,

I, Stat. 2, c. 38 [1716]. 186, 280
Sicily, Athenian expedition to, 1124, 1134, Sparta: source of moral influence in. 291-4;

1158, 1161 Grote on. 871-3, 1130, 1131, 1132,
Sierra Leone, 349 1134

Sikhs, 1099 Spirit of the age: as a modem term, 228; lmpor-
Silk trade, 369 tance of understanding, 229-30; men-
Stud, 1191 tioned, 136, 277. 293,307,362, 508, 598,

Stoking fund: French and redemption of debt. 720
247,402,405-6, 480-1,570. 572; Eng- characteristics of: enlightenment, 21,232; in-
lish, 406, 765-6 sincerity, 21, 1073; sense of change,

Slavery: abolition of. 29, 207. 317.611,980, 228-9. 425, rejection of old values, 230-4:
1146. 1181; shortcomings of Bill abol- lack of faith in authority, 238-4 1,244-5.
ishmg, 602-4; and impressment, 642; and scientific study of politics, 448; prevalence

superabundance of land, 741-2; England of criticism, 450-1; senttmental morall-
and, 1097; prohibition of in California, ty, 865-6; distrust of individuality, 866,
1148-9; and Civil War in America. 1131; association, 1100; struggle be-
1204-5 tween propertied and unpropertied classes,

Slave trade: suppression of, 29-30, 223. 348- 1106; efficiency, 1109
50; Tocqueville on right of search and, Stamford, 210
842-4 Stockport, 508

Socialists, 1031, 1118. 1144-5, 1146. See also Strasburg, 371
Communism Strikes: of Parisian printers, 141-2; of silk-
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workers at Lyons, 369, 704; taw of in Tithe Laws. See App J, Statutes: 27 Henry
France, 707 VII/, c. 20; 32 Henry VIII, c 7; and 2

Stuarts, 132,764 & 3 Edward VI, c. 13.
Style: Smart's, 431,434-5; French as egotasti- Tithes' Malthus on, 57-8; extinction of, 536-40;

cal, 442; Bentham's, 472; Bulwer's. in Ireland, 608-10; as property, 817
722-3 Titles, French, 374, 1092, 1093n

Suffrage. See Electoral francluse Tobago, 350
Sugar trade, 25-30, 348, 611 Tories: similarity of to Whigs, 512. 535. and
Sunday observance, French, 375,418-19 France, 530, 691,696n, 1111-12; Re-

Sweden: life expectancy in, 825; mentioned, form Ministers as. 600, 620; ongin of name
186 of, 761; and a reformed House of Lords,

Swing outrages, 267 780-2; Melbourne Ministry and. 799-800;
Switzerland: France and, 301; Pohsh refugees Sterhng's portrait of, 808-10: Wakefield

in, 698; peasant proprietorship m, 897, on Reform Bill and, 790; new feudalism

911,912, 976, 984-9 and, 945. mentioned disparagingly. 122,
Syllogism. Smart's condemnation of. 434 231,469,497,504,508. 529. 530,593.

607,619,631,673. 763,860. 1136-7,
TAXATION:effect of on prices. 35; of jusuce. 1144, 1262

61,623-4; not sole cause of labourers" Towns: alleged liberahsm of, 336-8, Chadwick
distress, 81, 82; and franchise m France. on condition of, 824-6
162-3; French departmental, 189,260. Trade. interuatlonal; Malthus on. 59; Britain
261; of land, 261-2,265,266,539. 1233. and. 837-41. See also Free trade.
of fundholders. 264-6,548; examples of Protection

objectionable, 266-7, 564, remission of. Trades Umons: at Lyons. 704; Howick and,
268-9, 564-5. burden of on French la- 705-6; Place and. 1264; mentioned,
bourers, 370-1,383-4, 401-2.410; evils 369,707

of English, 545-6; inequahty of, 546-7. Transnonain, massacre m rue. 706
wastefulness of, 547. direct preferable to Tread-wheels" evils of, 67-9. mentioned. 50,
indirect, 547-8; of property, 548; of lux- 63, 75.76.79
uries, 554, 861; unwise measures of m 1833 Tnnidad, 26, 350

budget, 565-6, 610-13; by central and Truck system, 212-13,219-22
local governments, 586; of unearned m- Truth: &scovery of through discussion. 10-12,
crease m value of land, 1233-4. 1238-43 15-18. 233-4, grounds for can be known

of income and payment of national debt, 265, by few, 241-4; science provides a model for
551-2, should thstinguish between tem- attaining, 285-7: varies with circum-
porary and permanent income, 549-50,553- stances m politics. 34l-2,404; one-sided.
4; should not fall solely on accumulated 426-7. 472; expediency and, 503; power
property, 550-1,566-8; graduation m, of over pubhc mind, 714, portion of in
552-4 erroneous views, 812. 815; and eqmvo-

Taxes on knowledge. See App. J. Statutes: 10 cation, 1215-16
Anne, c. 19; 11 George I, c 8; 55 Tudors, 765,940

George III, c. 185; and 60 George III & 1 Turkey: insecurity of rulers in, 65. as stationary
George IV, c. 9 society, 305: and Russia, 423,659,

Templars, 819 665, 1224; Hungarian refugees in. 1142-4.
Tenant right: Ulster, 1013; Enghsh, 1238. 1242 women in. 1181
Theatre, French, 25,307,311 Tuscany, 916, 976, 1011, 1050
Theft and reputed theft, law of, 75-7
Theory: and practice, 40. 772; derision for ULSTER, 1007, 1013

among uneducated, 240-1, 1062; diffenng Ultra faction, 119-20
attitudes to in Germany, England, and Umbrellas, and designs of Providence, 85, 90

France, 444-6 _1253-5); popular need for, Unitarian Association, 556
1066 United States. See America, United States of

Thurgau, 1054 Universities: endowments of, 327; reform of,
Timber duties, 267,547,566,612 328,763
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Usury laws, 583 1001-4; the Globe's objections to. 1008-11;
Utility: antiquity of idea of, 471; menuoned, and selling or leasing of reclaimed prop-

100, 101 erties, 1012-15; and size of reclaimed prop-
Utopianism, 40, 445,510, 678 erties, 1017-20, 1025; and establishment

of towns and markets, 1026; Government

VALUE:James Mill's theory, of exchangeable, plan for, 1027, 1030, 1033-4, 1058-9,
3-6; Malthus on measure of, 51-60 1061-2; and Ministerial Poor Law measure,

Van Diemen's Land, 273,741 1071-2
Vend6e, La, 474. 1050 Watefford, 959, 960
Vensat, agriculture in. 1054-5 Waterloo. 695
Versailles, 386 Wealth. need for fair distribution of. 249, 674,

influence of, 255. 278,289; conserva-
tive tendency of. 338; Bulwer on English

WAGES:excess of population and low, 80-4, worship of, 719-27
86-9, 96, 974; effect of absentee land- Weather, Tooke on effect of on prices, 36-9
lords on, 103-4; effect of truck system on, West lndles: sugar monopoly in, 25-30, 348,
212-13,219-22; Senior on Poor Laws 611; slave system in, 350, 741; men-
and, 216-18; government interference with. tioned. 610
369-70, 384; prohibition of child labour West Looe, 508
will not dimimsh. 399-400; effect of labour Westminster: franchise in, 277; choice of candl-
rate on, 635,637; effect of workhouse dates for (1865), 1211-12, JSM elected
on, 687; and international competitiveness, for, 1217-18; Place and reform of elections
837-8,839. See also Labour in, 1263

War: effect of on prices, 35-6, French threats of Westminster Abbey, 419
(1830-31 ). 183,208, 214-15,247-8, Westmorland, 276, 941-2
259, 284, 299-300; popular parties and, Whigs: Doctrinaires similar to, 137,512, 589;
665,830-1; danger of with America, principles of, 514, 597-8, 1135-6; Edin-
831-2; justification of, 834; possible out- burgh Review typical of, 574-5; origin of
come of with America, 836; and moral term. 761; and reformed House of
suasion, 1206-8, 1224; and enforcement of Lords, 780-2; Molesworth on, 798-800;
treaties, 1224, 1225. See also Non- mentioned, 149, 231,469, 535,619,
intervention 673,769, 1111

Warehousing system, 374-5,378 Whiteboyism. 956, 992, 1032
Waste lands: sale of in colonies, 272-3; colom- Wiltshire, 828n. 863,901

zatmn of English, 539; enclosure of Eng- Witnesses: oaths of, 13-15, 31-3.43, 47; ob-

lish, 903; as grouse-moors and snipe- taining of, 44
marshes. 910 Women: labour of, 399-400, 419-20; and di-

drainage and reclamation of Irish: by state to vorce, 680, 1181-2; do not look to the

produce a peasant proprietary, 898, 899- law for jusuce, 919; rights of widowed as
902,907,910, 914-15,919-20, 934-5,937- guardmns of children, 1020-3; female
8,979-80, 991, 1015-17, 1024, 1059; writers and emancipation of, 1094-5 (1260-
already practised by peasants, 898-9. 908, 1 ); property rights of, 1149-50; and suf-
909-10; at present done for landlords' frage, 1182, 1221; improper commitment of
benefit, 902-4, 932-3, 934, 936-7, 1028-35; for lunacy, 1198. See also Brutality,
involves expropriation, 910, 920-2, Divorce, Marriage
961-2, 1001-2, 1031; Scrope's plan for, Working class. See Classes. labouring
911-13,942-4; Blacker's plan for, 927-
30, 942; recommendations for prior to the
famine, 938-40; Watefford landlords' YEOMANRY,ENGLISH.940-2. 970
scheme for, 959-62; lands suitable for. 962- Young Ireland, 922
4; Nation on, 965,967, Smith O'Brien

on, 982-3; Repeal Association's plan for, ZUVaCH:lnglis on, 984-5; subdivlsmn of land
995-7; the Spectator's objectmns to, in, 1047, 1054
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